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Joan Bennett, Charming Star of "I Met My
Love Again," a Walter Wanger Production.

SENSATION

SAYS

JOAN

BENNETT

exown,"
my very
Glazo
new for
gorgeous
I'VE adopted
as her
as well
flawlessfortaste
her shade
known
Bennett,
claims Missthis
beauty. "Tropic is the most exciting nail polish creation in years!"
TROPIC brings flattering warmth to every skin-tone-a subtle accent
colors. And, because it is Glazo's new Perfected
spring costume
to smartTROPIC
wears perfectly for days !
Polish,
TROPIC is sweeping the country! Warm, provocative, glowing-it is
the essence of spring-a prophecy of exciting new clothes, new places.
As Joan Bennett says: "Find out for yourself what fun it is to wear!"
Your approval of Glazo's shades will include not only Tropic, but also
the new Congo, Spice and Cabana. Vary them with fashion-approved
Thistle, Suntan, Old Rose, Russet, Dahlia, Flame, Shell and Natural.
Lead

Fashion— Wear

TROPIC

Now

Your favorite toilet goods counter— in every city and town from coast-tocoast— is featuring Glazo's latest color sensation. See how TROPIC adds
new beauty to your hands and a new zest to your life!
For a perfect manicure, apply TROPIC after using Glazo Polish
Remover and Cuticle Remover. Extra-large sizes at all drug counters, 25

GLAZO

GLAZO'S

no
J/i

New Glazo gives you these three conclusive
points of superiority.
LONG WEAR — the New Glazo wears for
days and days without peeling, chipping or
"
that really
the demand
meets! Slightly
it
extra "coverage,
heavierforfora polish
fading
clings to the nails !
2 EASE OF APPLICATION— every drop in
the bottle goes on easily, evenly. It will not
streak or run ; dries quickly.
3 BRILLIANT LUSTRE—
won't fade in sun or water.
Glazo's Perfected Polish
excel3 points
alltothese
gives lence
new ofshades:
TROPIC — lovely with
all spring costume colors.
CONGO -perfect for
bright shades and prints.
SPICE — wear it with
grey, pastels and all blues.
CABANA — gay with
beige, yellow, green, black.
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BE
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MEN
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GOSSIPS

AWFUL

Let's

face

UNDERARM

the

truth

DO talk about girls behind
MEN
their backs— although they won't
admit it. Is a girl pretty, a good sport,
a smooth dancer? The answer quickly
goes the rounds!
They talk about other things, too.
About the girls they hate to dance with
girls they simply won't take out.
girl must be more than pretty and
She'll never make a hit with men
she is truly sweet— nice to be near.
Unpopularity often begins with the
first hint of underarm odor. This is one

—the
For a
smart.
unless

/

ing it never irritates the skin. And Mum
is completely harmless to fabrics— safe to

about

PERSPIRATION

TOO

ODOR

care of past perspiration— that they still
need Mum, to prevent odor to come.

after you're dressed.
apply ISeven
MUM
QUICK! One half minute is all it
takes for a dab of Mum under each arm!
To be a girl men like to have around, use
Mum every day and after every bath.

MUM

FOR

LASTS ALL DAY! All day or all eve-

ning long, Mum's protection is sure.
MUM IS SAFE! Mum does not stop healthful perspiration. Even after underarm shav-

HOURS

AFTER

YOUR

BATH

THIS IMPORTANT

USE, TOO

Thousands of women use Mum for Sanitary Napkins because they know Mum is so gentle, so sure!
Don't risk embarrassment! Always use Mum!

MUM

STILL KEEPS

YOU

SWEET

fault that men can't stand — one fault
they can't forgive. Yet any girl may
offend this way, if she trusts her bath
alone to keep her fresh!
Smart girls— popular girls— don't take
chances! They know a bath only takes

Mum
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Gladys Hall 18
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8SDo It Again, Honey— Or
I'll Pop You In The Nose!"
—Said Director Woody Van Dyke
to Norma Shearer

And what did she say? The famed First
Lady of the Cinema popped him in the
nose and said: "Just to prove I'm not afraid
of you, honey!"
That's just a sample of some of the gay,
colorful, dramatic, intense, hilarious happenings on the set of "Marie Antoinette,"
Norma Shearer's "return" picture. Tyrone
Power, John Barrymore, Reginald Gardiner
are among the picturesque gentlemen appearing with Miss Shearer — but the most
picturesque of all is "Woody" Van Dyke,
most fearless diHollywood's frankest and
rector. Everyone stood off and watched on
first day of Norma's return to the studio
—thewould there be fireworks? How would the
star react to Director Van Dyke's devastatexingly candid style? Well, there was thehard
change of banter described above,
work, lots of good will — you'll enjoy Ida
Zeitlin's account of the making of this important picture, in the June issue of The
Smart Screen Magazine.
The next issue will also present among
other features a novel article called "The
the amazHollywood Barometer," discussing
ing fact that the movie-makers must be able
to read the future, to predict social and
economic trends, to say nothing of make-up
You'll
do it?
do theyMore
How answer.
hair styles.
and
frivolous,
in the
be interested
perhaps, but just as widely appealing is the
feature, "Three Hollywood Glamor Girls Tell
—
Date" who
Second
Thatadvice
How TheywithGotuseful
crammed
to girls
would be popular, from girls who are among
the most popular in the world. In fact, starting right off with the stunning fashion-wise
cover of Bette Davis, the June issue of
Screen land, on sale May 6th, is as fresh and
spontaneous as Spring itself.
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Laughter too ... as
Clark makes Spencer
act as Myrna's standin! Spencer's willing
but not able... if you
get what we mean.
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Antiseptic

Just add 2 tablespoons of Zonite to each
quart of water in basin . . . Then do this:—
1. Massage head for 3 minutes with this
Zonite solution. (This gives hair and
scalp an antiseptic cleansing — stimulates scalp— kills all germs at contact.)
2. Lather head with any good soap shampoo,
using same Zonite solution. ( This cuts
oil and grease in hair and scalp— loosens
dirt and dandruff scales.)
3. Rinse very thoroughly. (Your head is now
clean — your scalp free from scales.)
4. If scalp is dry, massage in any preferred
scalp oil. ( This relieves dryness.)
RESULTS: By using this simple antiseptic
shampoo treatment regularly (twice every
week at first) you do what skin specialists
say is necessary, if you want to rid yourself
of dandruff itch and nasty scalp odors. We
believe that if you are faithful, you will be
delighted with results.
bottle of ZoTRIAL OFFER — For a real trial 10
(4 to Zonite
nite, mailed to you postpaid, send
New Jersey
515 New Brunswick,
U. S. A.

35

33
32

Scalp Treatment
Skin specialists generally agree that effective
treatment must include (l) regular cleansing
infecof scalp; (2) killing germs that spread
tion; (3) stimulating circulation of the scalp;
(4) lubrication of the scalp to prevent dryness.
To Accomplish This Is Easy With
The Zonite Antiseptic Treatment

34
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W«*FaCZ beauty of ^

.Ave your powder, rouge and lipstick in color
harmony to accent the natural beauty of your type, then you'll
have
real secret
famousthe screen
stars. of make-up," is the advice of Hollywood's

on--

Whether you are blonde or brunette, brownette or redhead, there is a particular color harmony make-up for you,

M«x Ff0 Harmon shadC
r harm
use the
liUg
yout^ecolo^ca
^
,oVeUness be

created by Max Factor, Hollywood's make-up genius. It
consists of harmonized shades of powder, rouge and lipstick that will actually do wonders in making you look
more attractive, more beautiful.

°^
easily- -5

11

, ,ut)t,lndelibk |

M^F^f0rvourcolorbarUPSO*g iVldtama««
'SaaaUunng

So discover this make-up secret of the stars today... share
the luxury of color harmony make-up now available at
nominal prices. Note coupon for special make-up test.
^ 'j\le w ! Max Factor 's Invisible Make- Up Foundation
keeps your make-up smooth
Hollyand lovely from morning till night.
MAX FACTOR, Max Fa. s Make-Up Sti
and Rotice Sampler
Send
Purse-SizeColBo)
color forharmony
four shades. 1 enclose ten jcents
postageshade;
and
also Lipstick
handling. Also send me my Color Harmony Make-Up Chan and 48-page
Illustrated Instruction Book, "T£f Ntu< Arl of Soaely Muke-Up". FREE
NAME
4-5-41
STREET

/^ax^aclor
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AGGING

the

TALKIES

Delight Evans' Reviews
on Pages 52-53

"AFTER A MATINEE of my latest
Broadway show, a friend brought his
sister to my dressing room to see me . . .

"SHE WANTED TO BE an actresswas understudying the star in another

"GIRLS MUST LOOK their best to
win success. Although pretty, her
lips were rough and dry. When she
asked my advice about her career . . .

"I TOLD HER that I thought she
would benefit by using a special lipstick praised by many stage and screen

play. She had talent, but . . ."

beauties. Later she phoned me . . . "

HELLO,

MR.

LUKAS!

LAST

NIGHT

I MADE A BIG HIT IN THE STAR'S
ROLE! AND I GIVE CREDIT FOR MY
PERFORMANCE

TO

LIPSTICK

TOLD

YOU

THE

ITS BEAUTY-CREAM
MY LIPS SOFT AND
ME

CONFIDENCE

ME

ABOUT.

BASE KEEPS
SMOOTH-GAVE

BY MAKING
MY

Kissproof

8

Magnificently produced, this stark and
brooding narrative holds interest more because of its seemingly authentic portrayal
of life in a remote Ohio community just
prior to and during the Civil War, than
by the heart -interest dramatics of a story
concerning a clergyman, his self-sacrificing
wife and an ungrateful son; impressively
played by Walter Huston, Beulah Bondi
and James Stewart, respectively. Good.

KISSPROOF

Kissproof Lipstick in 5 luscious g~ f% \ LOOK
shades at drug and dept. stores OUC
Match it with Kissproof rouge, 2 stylesLip and Cheek (creme) or Compact (dry).
Kissproof Powder in 5 flattering shades,
Generous trial sizes at all 10* stores.

J?7rtdjUM&. LIPSTICK
SCENARIO BY PAUL LUKAS

The story doesn't count anyway in this
ear entertainment, so it's
and only
of eyethat
sort
no matter
the title bears resemblance to the stage play and later the film
of the name. It's singing and romancing
by Alice Faye and Tony Martin ; humor
by Fred Allen ; added attractions by Jimmy
Durante, Joan Davis, Marjorie Weaver,
Louise Hovick and Gregory Ratoff that
make it a generally pleasing musical show.

CUrtd ROUGE
SCREENLAND

ME
BEST!

Wedding bells seem doomed not to ring
for Richard Arlen, reporter, and his brideto-be, Mary Astor, also a reporter, because
Dick is ordered to get two goats promised
boss.
by Dick's
to his son
giftmissing
an Xmas (a
as
kidnappers
heiress,
Melodrama
in the background, etc.), enters to complicate matters. Lionel Stander does well
as the news cameraman. The spirit to be
gay is strong, but the material is weak.

Her
Jungle
Love
Paramoun)

A fantastic return trip to the South Seas
after the "Hurricane." You find, and it's
no mean treat, Dorothy Lamour, serenely
alluring in her sarong amidst Technicolor
surroundings, where Ray Milland discovers her when his plane crashes. You can
well believe the natives think Dorothy a
"goddess," even if the typical serial plot
convinces you of nothing else. A weird
play but an occasionally entertaining show.

Hawaii
Calls
RKORadio

Certain to be a huge success with the
younger section of the picture-going world,
this is a vehicle for Bobby Breen and his
vocal talents. It is a "boy" story, with
Bobby and his pal, Pau Lani, as newsboys
who stow away on a liner bound for Hawaii.
Trying to escape "deportation" they are
instrumental in the defeat of a plot to steal
Navy defense plans. Ned Sparks adds the
comedy. Songs, scenery, and action for you.
The
Baroness
and the
Butler
20th
CenturyFox
Worth while for William Powell's slick
and sprightly portrayal of the butler who
becomes a political power in his native
Hungary on a platform opposed to that of
his statesman-employer. The doings have
a sophisticated air, but the appeal is wholly
sentimental. Its most appreciative audiences
will be the grownup ladies. Annabella, we
regret to report, is unhappily cast as the
baroness. Diverting much-ado-about nothing.

Up
Bringing
Baby
RKORadio

A five-ring fun circus, with Katharine
Hepburn as a gorgeously goofy girl chasing the man she loves — Cary Grant, who
does a grand job as the scholarly zoologist
torn from his museum, and the girl he
thought he'd marry until Susan decided
otherwise. May Robson, Walter Catlett,
and Charles Ruggles lend fine support. A
baby leopard and Skippy the dog are swell.
The gags, not new but good, come fast.

WHEN WORK PILES UP
...the use of chewing gum
helps lessen fatigue, improve alertness and mental efficiency.
BEECHIES
are the
"candy-coated" variety in
your choice of flavors .
Peppermint, Pepsin or
Spearmint.

Always

worth stopping for

SCREENLAND

The
gums
made
teeth

"CHEW WITH A PURPOSE"
use of chewing gum gives your mouth, teeth and
beneficial exercise. Beech-Nut Oralgene is specially
for thisandpurpose.It's
firmer, "chewier". ..helps keep
clean
fresh looking.

SCREEN
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To Tommy

LAND

Page

Kelly, deservedly

a star in his very first picture,
"The

Adventures

of

Tom

Sawyer" -embodiment of the
best in wholesome boyhood

have
IS time you must
BYreaTH
d a good many stories about
the discovery of Tommy Kelly,
12-year-old boy from the Bronx,
New York, selected from several
thousand other boys all over the
country to play in the picturization
of Mark Twain's classic. That isn't
news any more — but what is news,
good, exciting news, is that Tommy
comes through! He justifies producer David Selznick's 'faith in h
by giving a rarely radiant perf or
ance of the immortal Tom. Of cou
we credit director Norman Taui
ng out young Kelly's a
for bringi
ing talents ; but the boy himself ra
the lion's share of apuplause a
p
natur
praise for his whole-souled
ness, his keen intelligence, his i
failing eagerness to please.
Tommy Kelly, we think,
has won a definite place on
there
the screen, risrht
somewhere alongside Selzother discovery,
Freddie nick's
Bartholomew.

Mark Twain would have liked
Tommy
Kelly Left
in the
role the
of
Tom Sawyer!
above,
boy himself. At top on our
panel of pictures, Tommy with
Ann
Gillis,ofthe
Thatcher
the delightful
film. Next,fiecfcy
the
Kelly family salutes Director
Taurog: mother and father

10

Kelly, —Tommy,
"baby
sister"
all nowandin June,
Hollywood.
Left, hilarious interlude: David
Holt as Sid, with Tommy in
the classic scene of the whitewashing of the fence.

NOW

AT

DIRECT

POPULAR
FROM

PRICES!

ITS

$2.00 TWO-A-DAY
TRIUMPHS!

TYRONE
POWER
ALICE

Watch

for it soon

ALICE

• FAYE

DON

• AMECHE

BRADY
• DEVINE
• DONLEVY
Phyllis BROOKS • Tom BROWN • Sidney BLACKMER
Berton CHURCHILL ■ June STOREY • Paul HURST
Directed by HENRY
KING
Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan • Screen play by
Lamar Trotti and Sonya Levien • Based on a story by Niven
Busch • Music&LyricsbyGordon&Revel.Pollack&Mitchell.

at

your favorite motion,
picture theatre.

SCREENLAND
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LIGHT-PROOF
POWDER

FACE

improvement
that has proved a sensation
The

make-up

Iry Luxor Powder. It's lightproof. Your face won't shine.
Try it! We will send you a box
for a DIME.
© At parties, do
lights that play
All that trouble
overcome when
particles do not

you instinctively avoid certain
havoc with your complexion?
with fickle make-up will be
you finish with powder whose
glisten in every strong light.

nsicle

Sparkling comedienne
sparkling Spring salad!
about Marie Wilson's
entertaining with a sense

serves a
Read all
ideas for
of humor.

Seeing is believing

With light-proof powder, your complexion T ne
omes
Mars
will not constantly be light-struck. In any
light. Day or night. Nor will you have all
that worry over shine.
We will send you a box of Luxor for ten
Come to Marie Wilson's Spring
cents. Or you can buy a large box anywhere
Luncheon, for food and fun!
without waiting, and have your money back
By Betty Boone
if it doesn't please.
Test it in all lights, under all conditions.
Spanish," with arched windows and heavy
fan letters a month have
See how it improves your appearance. See the TWO thousand
put Marie Wilson into second place in doors equipped with huge bolts and latches,
a massive fireplace in the living room,
lovely softness and absence of shine. See how
Warner Brothers Studio fan mail (first
such powder subdues those high lights of
complete with andirons, iron kettle on a
Flynn). But Marie's
cheekbones and chin, and nose.
by Errol
held stop
place
swinging stand, great piles of wood, and
fans don't
with letters; they send her
the sort of substantial, comfortable furniture
A large box of Luxor light-proof powder
ments, things
"orna
rs, ,trinkets, and
gifts — flowequilts
that can stand up under family wear.
paintings. Her
is 55c at drug and department stores; 10c to
pets,
wear,
d is full of
"The nicest thing about it is the sky
ywoo
sizes at the five-and-ten stores ... Or mail house on the hills of Holl
seen
have
ers
who
admir
from
ntos
meme
patio," bubbled Marie. "It hangs 'way up
coupon below enclosing a silver dime.
over Hollywood where we can see the
her in pict res. Her mother complains
at night, and get all the sunshine we
lights
can't step out of
that a body
(proudly)door
ut falling over a packwitho
front
the
day, and yet it's sheltered by the
want by
" Chicago
LUXOR, Ltd.
S. U. 5-38
of the living room, breakfast room
walls
age for Marie.
and the bedroom wing on three sides.
"This little gold locket came yesterday,
D Send me a trial box of Luxor lighr-proof pow"We have a string of lights out there in
said Marie, touching a dainty circlet at her
I der, posrpaid. I enclose 10c (silver dime) .
we want to play games or read at
case
flowers
lantern
of
bunch
□ Flesh
D Rachel
□ Rose Rachel
throat, "and the
These
morning.
this
arrived
vase
that
in
□ Rachel No. 2
□ Brunette
night, and we often drag the table out when
lovely wooden plates, salad bowl and
the day is so grand we can't resist eating
so
| Name
servers were sent last week and I'm or
Marie had her soft hair pulled back at
thrilled! It's like having Christmas
| St. & No
open."
in theside
and tied with ribbons, reminding
each
time."
the
all
birthdays
I P. 0
State
Mane,
only
not
The house, which shelters
little girls of yesterday, and accentme of
ing her eerie resemblance to the late Jean
( This offer not good in Canada)
but Marie's mother, stepfather, grandfather
Harlow.
and two young brothers, is "Hollywood
12
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"I won a contest three years ago for the
girl who looked most like Jean," confided
my hostess. "I came up from Anaheim,
California, to get the award — and do you
know I made up my mind to get into pictures then? So I came and brought the
whole family !
"I've cooked ever since I was able to
manage an oven. My mother believed that
every girl should know all there is to be
known about housekeeping, so I was taught
to do it all right. Other people may run a
Marie, left, ices her very special salad
dressing. Below, she relaxes on the
lerrace of her hill-side home.

mop around the room but zve had to get
down and carefully wash in the corners.
No picking up something and dusting under
it and then picking up something else and
flicking the duster there — we had to take
everything off first, then dust, and then put
thing's any
backtime
! You
can eat off Mother's
floors
!
"Today we're having a very simple
luncheon — salad, souffle, and fruit with little
cakes.
"Let me tell you of a trick I just learned:
When you have mixed your salad dressing
and are almost ready to put it into your
salad, you take a cube of ice and drop it
(Please turn to page 81)

* [Stocking

They

Appeal]

couldn't

noticing

help

Betty's

big RUN •••
great
Poor betty! Just as she
had captured the two most attractive men in the room, that
awful run had to pop. It made her
look so dowdy . . . killed S. A.*
Why not cut down runs ...
guard S. A. . . . with Lux? Lux
saves the elasticity of stockings so
the silk can stretch without snapping so easily — then spring back
into shape. You cut down runs,
avoid wrinkles, wobbly seams.
Cake-soap rubbing and soaps
with harmful alkali weaken elasticity, rob you of S. A. Lux has
no harmful alkali. Buy the big
box for extra economy.

Even

your

won't

tell

by
crushed
wass simp
EDNA
- Charlie'
curtly note
barren
of explanation. True, she and
Charlie frequently had "lovers'
spats," but these were not enough
to warrant breaking their engagement. Disheartened and puzzled,
she sought Louise, her best friend.
Perhaps she'd offer some explanation. Louise could, too; could
have related in a flash what the
trouble was . . . but she didn't; the
subject is so delicate that even
your best friend won't tell you.
HOW'S YOUR BREATH TODAY?
You may be guilty of halitosis (bad
breath) this very moment and yet be
unaware of it. That's the insidious
thing about this offensive condition;
you yourself never know when you
have it, but others do and snub you
unmercifully.

: S". .

Don't run the risk of offending
others needlessly. You can sweeten
your breath by merely using Listerine
Antiseptic, the remarkable deodorant
11
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FORM

CREAM

Y

IN

THE

time he cleans
dentist
yourNote
WATCH
he makes his powder
how next
your teeth.
into a paste.
we "cream"
convenience
for your
which is
into a paste,
powders
safest dental
theSimilarly,
easy to put on the brush.
SCREENLAND

best

friend

you

with the delightful taste. Rinse the
mouth with it every morning and
every night, and between times before
business and social engagements.
As it cleanses the entire oral cavity,
Listerine Antiseptic kills outright
millions of odor-producing bacteria.
At the same time it halts the fermentation of tiny food particles skipped
by the tooth brush (a major cause of
odors) then overcomes the odors
themselves. Remember, when treating breath conditions you need a real
deodorant that is also safe; ask for
Listerine — and see that you get it.
If all men and women would take
the delightful precaution of using
Listerine, there would be fewer broken "dates" and waning friendships
in the social world — fewer curt rebuffs in this world of business.
Lambert Pharmacol Company
St. Louis, Mo.
LISTERINE
Checks Halitosis
(Bad Breath)
OVSES

?

You get the cleansing power of powder . . .
in modern form . . . when you get Listerine Tooth
Paste. It keeps your teeth sparkling and lustrous.
Cleans and polishes them to gleaming whiteness.
No wonder it is the favorite of glamour girls
who live by their smiles.

An

Open

Letter

Jack

to

Benny

would have glossed over it. Not
you. It struck at your heart.
"Imagine me being funny when
mothers and fathers are mourn-

Ban

D EAR Jack Benny:
I've owed you this letter for a long time,
whether you know it or not. But every time I sat
down to write I got big, red letters before the eyes,
the shrill notes of The Bee would ring in my ears,
and I would have to go away and lie down. After all,
I'd tell myself, who am I to try to tease the master
heckler of all time? Play, Phil. Sing, Kenny. Heckle,
Benny. But then again, and after all, my boundless
admiration for your wit, your charm, your infectious
humor lures me into leading with my chin, forgetting
what you did to Robert Taylor, and, as I'm doing,
finally writing and posting this to the star of the
radio program with the highest rating ever achieved
— H'ya, Andy?
All heckling to one side, I remember our lunch that
time, when you arrived late and a little weary, and
in no mood for cross-talk. You had been struggling
with your weekly radio program and you looked it.
You were hailed and hello-ed again and backslapped
and handshaken — everything, in fact, but the hot
foot — on what amounted to your triumphal progress
into the hotel restaurant. Genial, easy, casual, with
the charm turned on, you made your entrance, a
great Broadway figure, a star, a Success. Then you
sat down — and the ebullient Jack Benny turned into a
tired workman worrying about the job at hand. It
was no pose. It was a serious thing. You were confronted with the task of whipping up a new script
practically over-night because the script which was
all ready to broadcast had to be killed. Why? Because
it was based on the comedy of school-days — and only
yesterday a tragedy had snuffed out the lives of
school-children and sickened America. Of course you
could have saved that script somehow. Some showmen

been
you a had
stretch,
hoursSo at
foryou said.
at it ing,"
wheedling and cajoling shiny
new gags out of the air, in time
to go on the air and amuse a
nation. Well, it gave me a new
angle on you, Mr. Benny. I had
planned to try to get a slant on
solving the Jack Benny Movie
Mystery, or, Why the Number
One Radio Comic does not Click

Big in Pictures. But it didn't seem timely, somehow.
Your answer, when I asked you why Jack Benny can't
get what he wants to do in a Hollywood studio — a
chance to create a real character, as he has done on
the air — you merely shrugged, but it was an eloquent
shrug which said more clearly than words that a
ner in one field can't always write his
entertai
great ticket
in another.
own
So let me

suggest something. Hollywood

has done

more to you than for you, so far. And I think it's
mostly Hollywood's fault. It has a way of forgetting
that there is a world of real people outside its borders.
These people love to listen to Benny broadcasts because they meet a man whose very voice expresses
friendliness, good cheer, and humor. I'm sure that
they would like to meet this same man on the screen.
So far they haven't. The movie Benny is a glib, facile,
clever chap, but a bit too self-assured, too polished,
perhaps, for everyday tastes. It's that Hollywood
touch. And now it seems to be creeping up on that
highest-rated radio program. Studio audiences must
love those Santa Anita and "unusual weather" jokes,
they laugh at them so often, and so loud. But some
of the rest of us are beginning to yearn for the good
old days when Buck Benny was riding. I know, when
I asked you why you didn't keep on with the Buck
Benny series, you replied rather pityingly that after
all, audiences want something new once in a while.
But they still want it with that common, down-toearth touch, as opposed to the Hollywood professional
touch, which is often smarty and self-conscious.
You're a great showman. I think you have a sneaking
ambition to become a really great movie star. Screen
fans like sincerity, simplicity; we go for Gary Cooper,
Snow White, and Shirley Temple. They're always in
season. So should you be. Sing, Benny.
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Clark meant it when he gave that famous smile, as above, and indicated
he'd like to make a date. He proved it
by phoning May Mann to set the time,
and meeting her promptly — see Miss
Mann responding to the Gable grin in
our big picture, center. At lower right
on opposite page, Clark signs his autograph for the
he of
"dated,"
and now
read
her girl
story
the date!

ir

a girl
t est
isn'
ld
ing
ght
urgwho
there sli
need the
wou
URSE
CO
or a second bid to accept a date
with Clark Gable. If Clark suggested
horse-back riding, the girl would agree
and rustle riding pants and boots, even
if she'd never been closer to a horse than
on the grandstand at Santa Anita. Or if
Clark were at Sun Valley or Yosemite
OF

in winter, and he said: "Let's go skiing!" a
girl would brace herself for a dozen spills and
a probable broken neck rather than admit she
wasn't athletic, and lose out on "a date with
Clark Gable !" Should such an opportunity
present itself, she would most likely give her
arm a good pinch to see if she were awake or
just delirious in the middle of a dream. And
that girl might be one of Hollywood's top-flight
stars, a secretary at the studio, or a girl behind
the counter in a department store. And the date
might be a ride around the block in Clark's
sixteen-cylinder Packard roadster, or dinner and
dancing at the Trocadero. Even though the
Gable dates are pretty well written clown on
Carole . Lombard's calendar, Clarks is still eligible
enough And though the chance of any mere
Miss being dated by Gable when there's the
glamorous Lombard in the offing, one never can
tell when circumstances might be just right, and
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Here's one girl's thrilling experience of an actual "date" with the
gallant

and much-sought-after
Gable himself

By

May

Mann

spondent into the Clark Gable Movie Fan class. I was
not a little confused as I tried to explain the nature of
the interview, and kept thinking how faultless were his
gray tweeds, the dull green shirt and matching tie of soft
wool, and how remarkably well the coat fit on his broad
shoulders. Clark wears clothes with a careless grace,
seemingly unaware of his sartorial elegance.
"Please understand, Mr. Gable, I don't want a date
personally, I just want to write how it would be — " and
then I hastened to add : "Of course I don't mean it
wouldn't be nice to have a date, but I assure you I don't
expect one,
and this is all business." (And I felt myself
blushing,
actually.)
Clark just grinned at me, having a lot of fun
at my expense, and suggested we go over to a
quiet corner and talk. He soon placed me at ease
by relating some commonplace events of the day,
and making some friendly inquiries about this
rather beflustered and suddenly movie -struck
reporter. Prop-men were breaking up the set and
so we walked over to his dressing-room. The only
photograph there was a large one of Carole Lombard in a beautiful silver frame standing on a
small table by an easy chair. A small vase of
salmon rosebuds stood by the picture, which
showed Miss Lombard in riding habit, without
make-up — and looking very natural and lovely.
Clark said he really thought perhaps a story
based on reality would be better than one on
fancy, and that we should write it after we'd had
a date. However, he told about the places he liked
to go, the things he liked to do ; what he said
when he telephoned a girl, how he always asked
her where she would like to go. If she suggested
the Trocadero, he would ask her what she was
wearing and send a corsage of flowers in harmonizing colors from his florist. For the occasion
he would rent one of the long black limousines
from the studio, as he only owns two sport roadsters and a hunting station wagon of his own. And
of course he would wear white tie and tails and
a top hat. But he said if given his preference, he
would rather dress comfortably and call the girl
and go for a ride. If the circus was in town he
would certainly take her there, and they'd munch
hamburgers and drink pink lemonade. But if the
racing season were on, he'd suggest they go to
Santa Anita. And then he always likes the
tennis matches. Too, he likes small dinner
parties at the homes of friends. Sometimes six
months pass before he dons a dinner jacket —
and then he will have to drive over to his studio,
and take one out of his dressing-room for a
formal occasion. And so we wrote an entertaining story, though {Please turn to page 78)

such an opportunity might
come to some lucky girl.
Once in the not so distant past, I was sent by an
enterprising editor to write a newspaper feature on "How
It Would Be To Have A Date With Gable." When I
was introduced to Mr. Gable on a movie set at his studio,
and got a first-hand close-up of that boyish grin, the
Gable dimples and his engaging personality, I stepped
right out of my classification of Hollywood news corre-
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What
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A startlingly frank article throws light on the
crisis many
way

screen greats face, and shows the

stars may

escape

clanger signs ahead
ny

<

HEN Marie Antoinette said "Let them eat
cake !" she placed her head upon the guillotine.
When a Garbo said "I tank I go home;"
when a Dietrich refuses to turn from her mirror long
enough to smile at the populace ; when a Joan Crawford
changed from a dancing lady to a grand lady ; when a
Jean Arthur fights with her studio and stays off the
screen ; when a Nel-

00
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Press ; when a Simone Simon has
more tantrums than talent proven —
are these perhaps trivial gestures
and attitudes the equivalents of that
famed and fatal sentence uttered by
a Queen ?
been innumerable
have
There
articles written about How A Star
Rises, and Why. It makes for a better
understanding of the whole if we
take a look at both sides of the page.
So let's, for a moment, contemplate
the phenomena of the rising stars.
We know that stars rise, Phoenixes
from the ashes of beauty contests,
Broadway theatres, college dramatic plays (i.e. Robert
Taylor) ; college plays and college movies (i.e. Andrea
Leeds) ; little theatre productions (i.e. Wayne Morris) ;
that they skate into Hollywood like Sonja Henie ; dance
into Hollywood like Eleanor Powell. We know that they
hail from foreign parts where the talent scouts, beglamored by a Budapest or a Berlin, believe that all that
glitters there must be box-office gold here — i.e., Marlene,
Luise Rainer, Ilona Massey, Pledy La Marr and others.
We know that the instant Hollywood feels within its
loins the first faint flutterings of an embryonic star the
powerful batteries of the studios are let loose and the
period of gestation, results in an accouchement with all
of the fairy godmothers in attendance !
When a star rises there are infallible signs. The instant
you step foot in a studio you are aware that the whole
antennae of the place is a'quiver. When Robert Taylor
made "Society Doctor," long before the picture was previewed, long before anyone "outside" had heard the name
of Robert Taylor we who are in Hollywood were subtly
?M was to be born. The
forewarned that unto us a new *'star
publicity department of M-G-M,

told to "sell" Taylor,
kept up a steady
sing-song, the burden of the refrain
the name of Robert Taylor. Writers
for movie publications were (Please
turn to page 87)
Marlene Dietrich, right.
Her future is the subject
of much speculation in
Holh/wood. Left, Garbo,
whose popularity abroad is
even greater than in America. Below, Ruth Chatterton, once called the
Screen's First Lady, is no
longer in Hollywood.
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SCREENLAND

SNOOP

Reports:

Its

a

Romance

in Waltz

Time!

Their love story is frontpage news. by
They
have
been touched
tragedy,
smeared with sensationalism. But the romance of
Robert Taylor and Barbara
Stanwyck is at heart a
serene and steady reality.
Above, "he" and "she." Left,
a

new

portrait of "him."

"True!" said Mrs. North
with vehemence as she
slammed her last trump right
smack
on it's
her true.
partner's
ace.
"Of
course
They have
definitely
Didn't
read the split.
lowdown
in you
the

Reporter this morning? It said: 'You just wouldn't believe itif we told you what beautiful male star couldn't
get a date on Sunday night because six different girls
turned down the chance, not able to believe he was
dateless !' Of course that's Bob. Who
"Gable," said Mrs. East.

else could it be ?"

"Hurrmph," said Mrs. North in disgust, "they never
refer to Clark as beautiful. Bob is the only beautiful male
"I've known it for months," said Mrs. West, who
always seems to have known everything for months except that you must not lead from an unguarded king.
"Didn't you read in a column several weeks ago where
it star
said !"that the highly publicized romance of a certain
screen couple is as cold as ice but that the two stars are
loathe to call it off fearing the resultant publicity, or

a
THEY are saying out in Hollywood that Barbar
Stanwyck and Robert Taylor will not get married.
Hollywood just can't bear to have its romances
coast along pleasantly. Hollywood either has to be making up or breaking up its romances. People just can't
love each other period.
The members of my aunt's Wednesday afternoon
bridge club seem to have the best "inside" information
on the Stanwyck-Taylor situation. They know quite
definitely, without the slightest shadow of a doubt, that
the split has come. (Last month they knew quite definitely about Lombard and Gable. Next month they'll
know quite definitely about Gaynor and Power.) Now
it is my business to keep in constant contact with the
movie stars, and I was always one to mind my business,
even if it means having cocktails with Clark Gable, but
I'm telling you that if it wasn't for my aunt's Wednesday
afternoon bridge club I would never know what goes on
in Hollywood. The source of their perfectly marvelous
"inside" information seems to be the various columnists
and air chatterers. They don't even know a girl who
knows a girl who does Barbara Stanwyck's nails !
20

something like that. Barbara' and Bob of course. And
didn't you hear on the radio that Barbara was that way
— " into a frustrated fury once
Marshall
about
And Herbert
so it goes.
Driven
when they tried to tell me that one of my best friends
was about to depart this world in the throes of hiccups
(she had never been nearer hiccups than a good burp in
a coca-cola) I endeavored to inform the Mesdames
North, East, South and West that what they read in the
columns and what they hear on the air is nine-tenths of
the time dreamed up by a bunch of press agents who sit
around in offices and are well paid for dreaming up
things.
"We call them the Never, Never People," I said
waxing enthusiastic. But I was soon slapped down by
a set of cold, icy looks. "It is too bad," they said firmly,
"that Madge has hiccups."
Now my aunt's Wednesday afternoon bridge club, and
their ilk, are not the only ones in Hollywood who are
calling off the Stanwyck-Taylor romance for poor
Barbara and Bob. The publicity people, the fan writers,
the hairdressers, the cutters, the prop boys, the gatemen,
?nd even the movie stars themselves seem to know quite

fame, was pretty thrilled to manage a down payment on ''the first car she
ever owned."
Alan Curtis, personally chosen by Joan Crawford for a star-making part
in "Mannequin," refused an invitation to ride horseback with Spencer Tracy
because he didn't have riding boots — or the price for a pair he considered
sufficiently swanky!
These facts, and others just as startling, have never before been told about
the glittering newcomers who are drawing you and you into a million boxoffices all over the world. Literally, and unless they've a strong sense of humor,
pathetically — they are tops on credit, but low on cash !

Jon Hall told me, "At first I accepted all
the invitations that came my way, for you
can imagine my pleasure at mingling as an
equal with the celebrities about whom I had
read so often. Then I began to imagine that
they wondered, 'Why doesn't he ever invite us anywhere, and make some effort to
return all this hospitality?'
"I could, perhaps, afford to play host
to a few, but on my present salary, it would
be fantastic for me to attempt to repay the
lavish hospitality I've enjoyed. Therefore
I've stopped going out, except with a few
close friends. // / were making as much as
$500 a week I could keep my end up with
the $5,000 a week stars. But not now."
There, you see, is the problem ! As Jon
himself said, {Please turn to page 72)

Wayne Morris, Patric Knowles and Marjorie Weaver,
right reading down, all are
tops on credit. Above, Jon
Hall and Ann Sheridan. Left,
Andrea Leeds — Jon Hall
wants to take her dancing;
but he hasn't the cash.
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By

The finest — and frankest — selfrevelation ever made by a successful star! We urge you not
to miss this brave and beautiful interview with a man we
honor for daring to share his
spiritual experience

Reginald

Don Ameche's innermost being there is a
P ining
DEEsometh
which manifests itself throughout his
entire personality. He believes it is this which has
Drought him success. That something is — Faith.
If eyes are the windows of the soul, then voice must
be the sounding-board of the spirit, and Don's faith is
abundantly reflected in both. It projects itself into everything he does and reaches the hearts of the countless
24

Taviner

millions who see him on the screen and listen to his radio
truck loads of
programs. They respond instinctively, aseven
suspect to
them
of
few
though
him,
tell
fan mail
what they are responding.
For Don's faith, unlike most actors' and entertainers ,
is not in himself nor in the "breaks," but in God. And
God, he declares, has never let him down !
Don does not parade his belief upon his coat-sleeve nor
seek to impersonate a plaster saint. On the contrary he
is magnetically human; he smokes, dances, drinks moderately, swears spontaneously when anything makes him
mad, and dearly loves a good game of poker. Neverthe-

wood
less he lives by all odds the cleanest life in Holly
tently
because he never ceases to practice what he consis
omits to preach.
This faith of his, which for him has truly moved mountains, is no new-found thing. Of Italian descent on his
father's side, it is inherent in the bone; m it he has
is it
found strength and inspiration all his life. Nor
when
merely a convenient faith in which to find refuge
right. Always
things go wrong and forget when they go its
unutterable
by
ned
sustai
and
red
he has been succo
e.
surfac
the
h
beneat
power and quietude
He admits that he has lapsed from grace many, many
times. But at such times, he asserts, he has suffered until
with his conhis conduct was brought into reconciliation there
was the
science. As an outstanding instance of this
time in Chicago when Don literally passed out on the
street. The world then had not so much as heard of him ;
he was still studying to become a lawyer and his radio
and movie career was undreamed of in the future.
Between colleges— he went to five all told, equally unsuccessfully— he was at a loose end. For some months he
had been drifting aimlessly and drinking pretty heavily
for him.
"'
„ .
Then, of a sudden one night while he was walking
back to 'his room, everything stopped. Just for an instant
Don says that he simply ceased to be! He wasn't drunk
or sick, and it wasn't a physical but a spiritual suspenthat infinitesimal moment he whirled as an atom
;
sionfor
adrift in space. He didn't faint, slump to the ground as
did Saul on the road to Damascus, or anything like that.
He himself describes the experience by saying that it
seemed as if all the cords holding him to earth had
simultaneously been cut.
"That one split-second was the biggest crisis of my
entire life," he said. "I was as a man drowning in the
infinite without even a straw to clutch at."
And in that moment he saw! In his idleness and youthful dissipation he had been veering dangerously from his
anchor. He believes that instant was sent to him in which
to take a spiritual breath. With that breath he was reborn,
and everything snapped back into focus again.
Don's reThere have been several similar crises within
membrance, although in his opinion none of the others
approaches the moral magnitude of that one. However,
another which he vividly recalls happened years before

when he first left home to attend St. Berchman's Seminary at Marion, Iowa. He was just eleven at the time, the
eldest of eight children, and being thus uprooted from
his parents and brothers and sisters was a great wrench.
His childhood in the rollicking, yet essentially religious
family circle had been very happy indeed, and when the
shy, sensitive Don found himself an utter stranger
among the hundred and fifty other pupils at the school
he was acutely miserable. He was homesick, lost, lonely.
But at St. Berchman's there is a little white chapel.

Beverly Hills
February 4, 1938
Dear Delight: —

Reg Tavlner haa written a story for yon

the course
of mine, and,to8in leune
Beg is a friend
J .
he
e-and-things
of talks together about lif
and
yyatjrlA
it was ""fti
He said ray
lot of my reactions.
nin
told
I
.
tJofl!
in
faith
' to write a story about
wlshe:
to "go ahead" and he did.
I am unconditionally optimistic, Delight,
but fltn of course, must be ~en*al if
individual
in one'sll t ^successfully demonstrated that
tVlll
there comes to
consciousness ?t follows inevitably
e of faith and of love for
1 1 a suppo
kind.rt a great er degre
human
And, while I have your
been in pi cture s.

attention I wi sh to

With best wishes.

To - Delight Evans
Editor, SCfiEEHLHJD

Don Ameche wrote this letter, above, to the Editor of Screen LAND
on these pages. Below, a close-up
authorizing the amazing story
of Don and his lovely wife, Honore.
Its haloed figures beckoned to the forlorn youngster
from the stained glass windows with a welcome that was
familiar and friendly. Here was something he knew,
something which had always been a part of home. So he
went inside, knelt, and poured out his troubles with
clasped hands and juvenile tears. Kneeling there was like
knee. His tears ceased and
at his mother's
kneeling againpeace
descended upon him.
an ineffable
"I
said.had
ly," he ess
different
I felt entirely
I got
of strangen
all feeling
because
d up
comforte
was"When
vanished. It seemed that God came very close just then."
Incidentally it was at St. Berchman's that Don, quite
unknowingly of course, actually began his career. For
there he learned to "speak pieces" and during his second
conschool in a statewide elocution
year represented the down
with his impassioned rendition
test. He won hands
of The Going Of The Swan.
To prove that his religious and histrionic activities
didn't make him too Little Lord Fauntleroy-ish he the
same year led the school basket- (Please turn to page 82)

Actors

Star

Draw

Salaries!

Animals that made stardom.
Left to right across top: the late
Jiggs, famous chimp of many a
picture who died after playing
in "Jungle Love." Corky; comedy
is his forte. Seal, in "Big Broadcast of 1938." Sui Sun, Leo Carrillo's horse, seen also in center
jumping a rope held by Nelson
Eddy and a director. Lion cub.
Billie, the alligator. Pete, the
penguin. Leopard. Skippy, also
known as Asta — his name in
"The Thin Man" films — and Mr.
Smith, in "The Awful Truth."

RE

we
in an
A
age
of men or
mice ? Homo
sapiens or
apes ? Is this
to continue
as an era
dominated
by the higher,
two-legged
and morally
conscious
vertebrates or is it to be taken over by canines, bovmes,
porcines and felines? And if so, which would you rather
be? These are questions Hollywood is asking, and perhaps justly so.
Leaving the Donald Ducks, Mickey Mice, Felixes,
Clarabelles and Plutos to their own particular fortunes
it appears that, to gain riches in Hollywood, one would
well achieve his demise and return to this earth in the
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form of an animate penguin, trained seal, chimpanzee,
alligator, lion cub or Pacific pelican. Or, perhaps better,
become the owner of one of these.
For here in shadowland, the fact that animals used m
certain pictures draw down definitely more money than
the persons whose names head the roster of players, is
have, morefast becoming an open secret. That animals in
important
over, stolen scenes from important players
screen plays is not an unknown fact. Nor do these players
hesitate to let it be known that they are strongly against
performing in sequences where domestic creatures or
wild life are given free rein. And all of this, to speak
fairly, with a certain amount of reason.
As to scene stealing by animals, you have the perfect
expression currently in the lithe, intelligent, and prankish
"Nissa," the leopard which plays the name role, no less,
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Hollywood catches
forthwith becomes

on, and Cesar Romero
a screen as well as a

social somebody
By

d

Martin

of importance

Somers

It was a great day for
Cesar when Hollywood
took back the gun they
gave him to play gangster types and handed
him a baton for a comedy role in "Happy
Landing."
made
a hit with Cesar
the screengoers playing that part,
and also with Ethel
Merman, in a close-up
with him at right. Success and romance in the
same film, eh, what?

years isn't too long to
FOUR
make, orin ine
anybody's profession bus ss, the advance
Cesar Romero has accomplished.

following, and all of its members are hereby accorded their
time to laugh at the "discovery" by critics of something
the Romero fans could have

Yet, in Romero's case, the recognition he now rates as a leading
man in character, heavy, or
comedy roles, is taking on all
the aspects of a delayed discovery in that land of split-second
success that is known — and how
l it's known — as Hollywood.
welCesar
is the former ballroom
dancer and stage actor who was
given a gun when he went to
Hollywood in 1934. By day,
under the gleaming arc lights of
sound stages,_ he flashed his dark brown eyes in menacing
glares as a villain in costume or a gangster in mufti. By
night, under the less searching but far more social spotlights of Hollywood's swank dinner-and-dance retreats,
Cesar moved with even greater grace and assurance
to
the rhythmic measures of a waltz, rhumba, or what have
you, Terpsichore, his partner in the dance some glamor
girl whose appearance at any party was good for a line
or two in the chatter columns. It got so you read far
more about his social than his screen life, and you got to
tabbing Cesar as the man who went to Hollywood to
squire the pretty girls around at night, merely filling in
the daytime hours by acting the dirty dog for the cameras,
just for diversion.

But came "Happy Landing," came the movie critics'
enthusiastic, yet nevertheless surprised, response to
Romero's slyly adept comedy performance as the dimwit bandman, Duke Sargent, and comes an entirely new
appraisal of Cesar Romero — not from the public, you
understand. There has been right along a large Romero

told the critics long ago — that
Cesar doesn't do things by
halves.
How

close Romero

came

to missing the chance to demonstrate what he really can
do on the screen is something
that has been entirely missed
in the records so far. Long
under contract to Universal,
that company had been casting Cesar only sporadically for some time, and he was
becoming a habitual loan-out to the neighboring 20th
Century-Fox
Winkie" film
chieftain who
British army
to develop a
attention to

lot. When Shirley Temple's "Wee Willie
was being cast, Cesar was picked for the
was leading his tribe in revolt against the
in India. As Khoda Kahn he had a chance
colorful character. But nobody paid much
that during the filming of the picture.

Between the completion of "Wee Willie Winkie" and its
first preview, Universal dropped Romero from the contract lists. That was bad. Then "Wee Willie Winkie"
was previewed. The audience, as did audiences at later
showings, singled out Romero for the highest of praise.
That was good. Next day he got his present contract with
20th Century, and the opportunity he turned to such good
account in "Happy Landing."
"The name, Khoda Kahn, has stuck to me around the
lot," Cesar told us between sips of orange juice at a
restaurant during his recent trip to New York. "From
29
property men on up, I'm quite (Please turn to page
75)
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film celebrities are no novelty to the man, woman and
child in the street, it is seldom, if ever, that they dare
venture into public view without resort to at least the
attempted disguise of dark glasses.
In the stand now taken by the great majority of Hollywood stars their attitude might be suspected of being a
wholly selfish one. This is not the case. They are longsuffering, but not self-pitying. It is significant that my
investigation proves them to be not only tolerant to a
surprising degree but so fair-minded as to see both sides
of the matter. They are not so much afraid, for example,
that a mob-rush may bring physical injury upon themselves as they are fearful of disaster befalling their reckless pursuers. They want parents to help them take care
of endangered youngsters. They know they can take care
of themselves. And they have a plan of taking care of
the big, unwieldy, free-for-all sport which, for lack of a
better — or worse — term is called autograph-hunting.
Carole Lombard, generous {Please turn to page 91)
Here Carole Lombard, at left below, laughingly seems to
dodge the importunate autograph-seekers being held in
check by the police — center, on opposite page. Then, reading from top left, Errol Flynn good-humoredly autographs a
little girl's hat; Barbara Stanwyck and Bob Taylor give in
gracefully ; Olivia de Havilland, on "Robin Hood" location,
autographs for admiring youngsters; John Barrymore and
Elaine Barrie being obliging. Now, on this page: at left
above, Loretta Young signs from her car window; Edward
Arnold, below, tries to laugh it off; Bette Davis, at right
below, in an impromptu autographic moment; and Robert
Montgomery, bottom left, grins amiably at a group of fans.

Andy Devine had so much
fun broadcasting for Jack
Benny he forgot to ask to
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ANDY

DEVINE

is one _ of

the screen's outstanding
A\
/ \ personalities — but if he
weren't so all-fired dippy about
radio, he'd be richer today by
many thousands of dollars. Not
ot
that the gravel-voiced comedian will admit the truth
in regard to his finances. He'd be the last
this assertion
one in the world to accede such a thing. That s purely
in
an editorial aside. Everybody in Air, however— and
earned
have
should
he
knows
Hollywood as a whole—
such an amount and more for his radio wort luring the
past year. And that's where they're wrong.
Up until a few weeks ago, Andy Devine had never
received a cent in payment for his numerous radio appearances!What? But listen. It all started a couple of
nyears ago. Let's skip back to the time Andy was locatio
nia
Califor
the
at
y,
compan
film
ado"
"Coron
withof the
ing
resort
that same name.

Andy is a golf enthusiast, and whenever he can spare
the time will hie himself to the nearest links. In Hollywood, he belongs to the swanky Lakeside Country Club —
the club of the movie-great — and almost daily may be
glimpsed there in company with such crack players as
Bing Crosby, Dick Arlen and Johnny Weissmuller. It
wasn't so strange, then, that he should haunt the golf
course down there at Coronado, on the days he wasn't
acting before the camera. On this particular occasion,
Andy and another member of the troupe were about to
tee off when Jack Benny approached with one of his

Williams

and '
d for
the esgravel
withpictur
is in
voice
big boy
l deman
The genia
radio. Reason: he enjoys his job. Left
center, Andy with Mrs. Devine and
e Power "In
Left, with , Tyron
son. go."
their Chica
Above riding the range.
Old
gag-writers. The business at hand was golf, not gags.
"Mind if we make it a foursome?" he inquired.
"Come on," grinned back Andy. Then, to his partner,
"Here's meat."
"Oh, yeah," snapped Mister Benny, in his customary
bright style — and the game was on.
Along about the ninth hole, after having listened to
Andy's hoarse cracks and slightly loco conversation, Jack
removed the cigar from his mouth — sure, he even plays
smoking a cheroot — regarded Andy owlishly for a moment, then fired a question at him.
"How'd you like to come down to the broadcasting
station some time and be on my show ?"
Andy sliced, beautifully. And at ten cents a hole. He
barely recovered his gum before he swallowed it. But he
beamed. He grinned from ear to ear.
"Say that again," he begged, bordering on hysteria.
"How'd you like — " and Jack was smiling, too, now.
"Would I !" Seagulls flying overhead suddenly struck
for home, at Andy's frenzied cry.
"All right, all right— forget it, and play golf." Jack
replaced his ever-present cigar and drove solemnly down
the fairway — right into a trap.
For nearly a year, Andy (Please turn to page 75)
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Ever since a certain "Open
Letter" we've been besieged by the admirers of
Nelson Eddy, in agreement or in anger. The
singing actor inspires more
wholehearted enthusiasm
than any other star on the
screens today. On one
point,
however, his
are unanimous:
givefans
us
more, and better, Eddy
art. We think you have it
here. The lovely lady who
sings and acts the title role
in "Girl of the Golden
West" with co-star Eddy
is,
of course,
Donald.
(We likeMiss
her, Mactoo!)

Ever since she was a kid, Ginger Rogers has yearned for her
own soda fountain, where she
could whip up delectable messes
with her own fair hands. She
has it now — see above, and at
left. At bottom of page, the
swimming
pool
Ginger's
beautiful
new onestate.
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While Ginger, on opposite
page, is an established star
with a gorgeous new estate,
Andrea Leeds, who made
her first hit with Ginger in
"Stage Door" and followed
it up in "The Goldwyn
Follies," moves into her
first real Hollywood home,
in which
she is pictured here.

Come

on

and

Andrea

Hollywood's

new

wHite

Call

Leeds!

hope

for future

greatness poses for Her first "Home" pictures
— and it's a real Home, too

Personally we don't know whether the joke's on the bull Martha Raye
will meet when she plays a lady matador in "Tropic Holiday," or on
Martha, as she learns, above, about the Sport of Spain from Hemingway's "Death in the Afternoon." Maybe Martha was thinking of
"Ferdinand the Bull" when she took the part.
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Shooting stars on the swing, our cameraman calls this one above:
Bob Hope, Ben Blue, John Payne; and, seated: Gracie Allen,
Martha Raye, George Burns, Betty Grable and Florence George,
all members of the "College Swing" show.

Looking

calls to

in on the stars Hollywood

create comedy,

as they tune

up

to make

you titter those blues away

Attic antics, above, by Harold
Lloyd and Lionel Stander are
for
in "Professor
Lovefunwith
a sense ofBeware."
humor:
across top of page, Gracie
Allen and Edward Everett
Horton,
in "College
Swing." romancing
Far left, Bing
Crosby
and Mary Carlisle, in "Dr.
Rhythm." Center, left: George
Burns and Gracie Allen. Below,
from left to right: Lynne Overman, Martha Raye, W. C.
Fields, Shirley Ross, Bob Hope
gang up to make you giggle.

1

Glitter, in the spangles and eyes of
Simone Simon, above. Curves to
capture the artists' and just plain
citizens' eyes, in Betty Grable,
right. Glamor: just look at Dorothy
Lamour, center right. Enchantment, of course that's Shitley Temasple, brightening this brilliant
semblage of charm and talent,
there at upper right. Allure —
that's Alice Faye, top center.

ens!
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These fascinating ladies! Exclamations are in order when
you meet Claudette Colbert
and Carole Lombard in their
most vivacious moods, as you
do in these pictures of Claudette, so Springlike and chic in
her sailor and tailor of white;
and Carole, below, swathed in
fox and accompanied by her
furry friend, the sheep dog,
gift from Clark Gable.

Look

to Hollywood,

and

these adorahles, for the
true pattern of pulchrU
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and

style, hut above
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Go ahead— sing it with Priscilla Lane (you must know the
this time!). These
words of "Bei Mir Bist du Schoen" by
action shots below of the rapidly rising young screen
singer, taken in sequence as Priscilla warbles the tune, also
offer you points on how to put ummph into a number.

Playlets

Caught
in

we offer you a series of shows that need
no words and music to make them amuse,
interest, and

Pictures

Here

hy the candid! camera!

entertain all who

like to

see the fun behind the screen

The great disappearance act, ladies and gentlemen, is going on above. Follow, across
Martha Rave into a cabinet blindthese two pages, the magic of Ben Blue, who puts
folds her, makes magic passes, and— and opens the cabinet to show Martha s still there
Von. The dog can, and
be, —silly?).
(where'd you think
with " Mabel.
a duet and
sings Todd
and alsoMabel
talk, Below,
and does
will — she'd

Wind, rain, fog, even cobwebs, are produced with startling realism by the
studio magiby Hollywood's
below, manipulated
seen Paramount
ingenious
Yvonne Duval,
cians.devices
starlet, walks
in a gale; finds her way
Some fun!
web.
spider
a
in
caught
through a fog, is trapped by smoke, and

Property man in action. Left, putting labels on bottles for a scene in
"Men of the Waterfront." Center, Wallace Beery, star in the picture,
selects a pistol. Right, Maureen O'Sullivan, leading lady, picks a wedding
ring to use in the film — oh, a happy ending eh? Well, it makes a nice change!

1— 1918: at the age of 22 months. (Anita
was born in 1917, in New York City.)
2 — 1921: on her fifth birthday.

whendog.she was six — "playing nurse"
1922: her
3 — with
4 — 1923: Anita's first screen role in "The
Sixth Commandment," filmed in New
York. From left to right, Charlotte
Breese, William FaverWalker,twoEdmund
boy actors.
sham,
5— 1924: Her first emotional r6le, in "Lend
6 — Me
1925:Your
At the
age of eight, Anita won
Husband."
in "The Music
for her
applause with
Master,"
Alecwork
Francis.
7— Philip
1926: In
"Square Shoulders," with
DeLacey.

Anita

Louise

Told

in

Now

s

Success

Story

Pictures

that Anita is of age — she celebrated

her 21st birthday January
mother

opens

9, 1938 — her

for us the family album

8 — 1927: Anita, at the age of ten, was a clever dancer
as well as an actress.
9 — 1928: Eleven years old, and already an experienced
actress of poise and charm.
10 — 1931: At fourteen, Anita was an established player.
A close-up in character for "Heaven on Earth."
11 — 1932: Back to the stage, to act with Billie Burke in "The
12 — 1933: Hollywood again, and a role with William Farnum
in "Are We Civilized?".
Marquise."
13— 1934:
With the beloved Will Rogers in "Judge Priest."^
1935: Anita wins coveted role in "Anthony Adverse"
14 — and
plays it to perfection.
lady in "Green Light" —
As Errol
15 — a1936:
box-office
hit.Flynn's leading
16 — 1938: Now Anita, a full-fledged star at twenty-one, receives her mother's birthday gift of a star sapphire ring.
She has arrived! Warners promote her to stardom.
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Halfway up the Holladder is
lovely lywood
Olympe
Bradna, P a r a mount's candidate
for glory — at left,
by her garden pool;
above, a close-up;
and at right above,
with her pet, an excircus dog. The
lovely girl at the
right is Arlene
Whelan, once a
manicurist on the
20th-Fox lot, now
Warner
heroine
same

Baxter's
in "Kidnapped"—
lot.on the

Selected

For

How

many

achieve

Stardom

of these promising

Hollywood

fame?

newcomers
We're

will

for them!

Steps to stardom up the Hollywood ladder: below, Joyce Matthews, for
seven months a "stock girl" at the Paramount Studio, received a bit in
"Tip-Off Girls." Playing a waitress in a cafe scene, Joyce is notified she has
been given a small part, phones her mother the good news. Next, her
grooming at the hands of an expert hairdresser. Then last-minute make-up.

Lucky thygirl
DoroBelleisDugan,
selected by Pete
Smith from hundreds of beauties
for the lead in his
short
feature,
''Modeling
for
Money."
Dot
and Pete See
at right,
and a close-up of
the newcomer,
above. Also lucky
is Frances MacInerney, who also
gets a part in Mr.
Smith's movie because Joan Crawford, with whom she
appeared in "Manbelieves
she has anequin,"
future.
See the three at
left above.
At left, Louise Campbell, a stage
actress, now trying her luck in Hollywood. You've seen her in the "Bulldog Drummond" films. At right, the
lone male among important newcomers— Richard Greene, brought from
England to be Loretta Young's hero
in "Four Men and a Prayer."

Continuing the adventures of Joyce: at left below, a script girl gives Joyce
her part, with the first lines she has ever spoken in a movie production.
Next, the big moment is nearly here! Joyce waits while the cameraman
the light and composition for her close-up. And finally, it's a "take"
gauges
— Joyce goes through her scene with Lloyd Nolan and Roscoe Karns.
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The supreme showman of screen . sophistical-ion shown in action, at left. Between scenes,
right, he dreams up clever situations at his
piano. Above, with the co-stars of his latest
comedy,
"Bluebeard's
Wife"
Gary
Cooper and
Claudette Eighth
Colbert.
Top— right,
Gary and Claudette in action, with David
Niven the victim.
Lubitsch

defines

the

directorial

technique

which

makes

his merry

pictures world-famous

wood's dynamic producerHolly
TSCH
ERNST
or, and
talking in his study at the
I ,were
directLUBI
Paramount studio. He was still under the spell
of enthusiasm over his new film, "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife," which he had just finished, and he admitted that
probably he wouldn't be able to talk about any.hing else
because he was completely absorbed in it. This happens
to be the sixty-seventh picture he has directed since his
first two-reeler in Berlin, some twenty-three years ago,
and never for a single minute during all this time has
his interest failed, or his enthusiasm lessened.
Few successful people are happy. Either they are
striving for new honors, or are dreaming of a time when
they can leave their work and seek pleasures elsewhere.
But this isn't the Lubitsch pattern, not at all. To him,
every second of every day is a glorious adventure, and
the lilt of his sheer joy of living gives his cinemas their
appeal.
"Is it necessary," I asked Mr. Lubitsch, "that a woman
know love and romance in order to portray these emotions on the screen?"
With a sly twinkle in his eyes, his reply carried the
question, "Don't all women know love and romance?"
Then he added, "Love naturally develops one's artistry,
just as all deep emotional experiences enlarge the under-

standing. Acting deals with emotions, and an actress
must learn the subtle shadings of her own feelings in
order to make her portrayal so convincing that audiences
will feel the heart beating under her words. That is, if
she wants to become a star.
- "The most precious quality any creative artist can possess is originality," he continued. "Beauty, glamor, mystery— three important requisites for an actress depend
upon originality. I should say that none of these qualities
can be created, or imitated ; but definitely, they can be
developed. Hollywood has many excellent actors and
actresses, but a star, in a true sense, is a rarity. A star
is a player who is able to create on the screen. More
especially, create something new, or something so vital
and definite that it appears to be new. Even the most
glamorous personality must offer some original quality
to sweep audiences and be proclaimed — a star!
"The screen is making the world beauty-conscious,
and it is also creating a new feminine beauty that doesn't
depend on symmetrical features. There must be intelligence in the eyes, there must be culture and character
in the voice to measure up to the new standard. I see a
great change in screen audiences all over the world. They
have outgrown the phony glamor and beauty that can be
built with artificial eye-lashes, {Please turn to page 93)

Reviews
by

THE ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO—
Samuel Goldwyn-United Artists
THE novelty of the screen season, to be seen by those
of you who tire easily of current film fare, not that I
.blame you; but at the same time a most curious cinema,
with Gary Cooper not always at ease in his highly
stylized surroundings— not that I blame him, either. This time Mr.
Goldwyn has done his picturesque pioneering even farther afield
than usual, and the result, despite, expensive settings, thousands
of extras, and intermittent excitement, is a mixture of fantasy and
melodrama at once bewildering and naive. Don't get me wrong:
I love the small-boy's-dream school of cinema adventure, but
"Marco Polo" is neither good, robust melodrama nor clever satire,
two, which can't be done,
but a hesitant attempt to combine thefirst
pictures Gary as a gay
even in small-boy dreams. The film
the kingdom of Kublai
to
him
transports
blade of old Venice, then
Khan where he falls in love with the b'eautiful Princess and runs
afoul of the cruel Ahmed, played to the elegant eyebrows by
Basil Rathbone. There are moments when Gary Cooper is an
endearing M r. Deeds going to China, but mostly he is rather -submerged by his unconvincing role. The newcomer, Sigrid Gurie,
is a vision of complete loveliness as the Princess ; you'll like her.

MAD ABOUT MUSIC— Universal
DEANNA does it again! This marvelous child— and, I
should add, her marvelous producer— manage the hitherto
, impossible feat of following two terrific hit pictures with
'a third which is even better. "Mad About Music" is grand
entertainment— it's fun, it's musically engaging, and even important, when Deanna sings Ave Maria with a boys' choir — it's
always in good taste, and it's never insipid. There must be magic
at work here ! Little Miss Durbin is almost too good to be truenow she has added an expertly sparkling comic talent _ to her
other gifts, and some of her scenes are as rib-tickling in their
sure sense of comedy as any ever played by Irene Dunne or
Carole Lombard. Here she plays a school-girl in search of a
father, and when Herbert Marshall turns up she grabs him, as
who wouldn't, to supply the fatherly note in her lonesome little
life— her mother, you see, is a movie glamor queen who can't
afford to have a growing daughter hanging about. Deanna coaxes
the sedate Mr. Marshall into the best scenes he's ever played,
particularly his hilarious description of imaginary jungle perils.
Even Arthur Treacher unbends. Helen Parrish, pretty newcomer,
stands out. Gail Patrick is decoratively present. You'll enjoy it.
52

of

the

best

Pictures

URES OF TOM SAWYER—
THE ADVENT
Selznick-United Artists
A THOROUGHGOING treat for everyone who likes
small boys and girls, Mark Twain, and high-hearted
. adventure— and that should include practically everyone
except the old witch, and she hated even Snow White.
First of all, a low deep bow to producer Selznick for his rare
patience in pursuing the best possible Tom Sawyer. You know
by now how he found him in the ingratiating person of Tommy
Kelly; and the boy was well worth the chase. In selecting his
other players Mr. Selznick has shown the same wisdom— for here,
is a perfectly cast picture. Little Ann Gillis as Becky Thatcher
May Robson as Aunt Polly, David Holt as Sid, Jackie Moran as
Huck Finn— all very real, very lovable people, as guided by
Director Taurog through the events which made Twain's atbook
the
about an American boy a world classic. You'll chuckle
famous episode of the fence- whitewashing ; the Sawyer-Thatcher
the funeral—
courtship, the runaway and the return in time for rejoice
at the
and you'll thrill with the lost children in the cave, rming
that if
rescue. It's so human, so endearing, and so heartwa
you vote it your favorite film for a long time, I wouldn't blame
you. Technically, it's superb, with most satisfying color so far.
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The story of a girl who prefers
to challenge, rather than use
her charm, in the struggle for
Hollywood

stardom
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98
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EIGHT o'clock that evening the little blackhaired electrician was focusing his lights on a
\ love seat while the cameraman trained his

camera. Walter and Phil were seated in two director's
chairs, awaiting Marcia's arrival.
Walter drew deeply on his cigarette, his mood surly.
"You've got a hell of a nerve, persuading Sol to let you
drag me out here at this time of night to make a test of
some little Hollywood Bohemian wench that I've kicked
off the set once today !"
"You'll never regret it, Walter," Phil said with an
expansive grin. "I tell you, my good man, this girl will
make a director of you."
"Make a director of me! Why, you irreverent, parasitical publicity leech !"
"Isn't the gentleman in swell alliterative form this
evening?" Phil purred happily.
Walter consulted his watch. "Listen, Mr. Phil Burns — ■
Sol or no Sol, I'm leaving in just three- minutes. Got a
date and I wouldn't be late because of the biggest star
in pictures, much less on account of some unknown
hussy. Why can't you complete your social arrangements with this dame without promising her a starring
contract !"
"My dear Walter," Phil was deeply hurt, "you misjudge my intentions. I'd as soon think of becoming
intimate with a queen bee. But this girl wouldn't even
bother to sting you to death. She'd kill you with a look.
When she focused those icicle eyes on me I went hot and
cold all over, and she has a laugh that cuts like a knife.
I tell you, my boy, she has the strangest personality I
ever saw. There's never been anything like her in pictures."
Walter yawned. "And probably never will be."
"You'd wonder what kind of a life she'd led. One
moment she has the stored-up venom of a cobra and
the next she's dripping with honey. I've never seen a
human half so bitter, or half so sweet. My God, man,

doesn't that sound interesting?"

ur i,was
i
1
Walter
bored
.
Sounds pure
Hollywood

Marcia's glacial blue eyes had
a frigid stare; she had forqotten +yha+ she wanted to b9e a
grand lady— had forgotten thai-

tramp to me."

she was making a test — forgotten e"erVtning but the urge to
you
course
Of
"But
be herself
You'll
her when
he
seen
you r.
really
haven't love
come to know her. She has all the characteristics you
thrive on. You know you've always insisted that heavies
and character people made a picture interesting, and that
unless one had some of the snake or tiger in their system,
they couldn't put it on the screen."
"So what?"
"So take yourself for instance. You were a knockout
as a heavy. Why?"
"Listen, louse !"
"Well, God knows you're no angel and you hate softies.
It's your antipathy for the usual sappy leading woman
that made me sure you'd go for this girl in a big way."
Walter made a weary gesture. "All right, all right,
jimber jaw, but where is she? I'm giving you just two
more minutes."
Phil made a last desperate effort to sustain Swing's
interest. "Think of the novelty of it, Walter — making a
star out of a young character heavy woman. What a
relief that would be. Not the usual cut and dried clothes

horse with poise, elegance, and a mannequin's stride. But
a regular she-alley cat ; a woman who is frankly, unapologetically mean and proudly bitter. A woman as
definitely and defiantly hard as a gun moll — at war
with the world — a human soul in travail. Can't you see
something pathetically beautiful in that, something
tremendous, compelling, sweepingly overpowering and
inspiring? That's it— inspiring! One moment she inspires you to break her lovely damned neck and the next
she inspires you to go through hell to break down the
wall of indifference she throws about herself — just to
win her approval — for the joy of one smile."
"Listen, publicity guy, as a barker you're not so hot.
And, anyway, you Jpn't have to sell me — I'm not your
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agon of hellishness ?"
ic But just where is this par l m a black velvet
publ
And then Marcia entered, beautifu
nue, as sweetly
nervous as an ingestai
gown ; as smilingly atia
. there was
ting as a baby
cimoerino- and ingr
in her manner. She
evT someUiing of the .grand lady
n t even remotely,
was in fact many things, but she was
y cat Phil had ad
the cold-blooded, softly treading alle

Ve''Good evening, Mr. Burns." She was so gracious.
at Swm^
Phil took one look at her, then glanced feebly
±-tul
God
My
set.
Walter was preparing to leave the
me!
on
lady
gone
"she's
zed whisper,
cried in an agoni
f>
"You dirty lying publicity buzzard !
a heart. Phil
"Ah, Walter, for Pete's sake, have
idea. Get the lights
caught his arm. "Wait! I've got aning at any moment.
shoot
start
to
ared
prep
ready and be
de the camera as
Walter nodded sourly and stood besi
ile.
sm
al
geni
a
Phil approached Marcia with
Swing, the
Mr.
is
Good evening, Miss Court. This
director."
. .
,.
. n „
"Oh yes I met Mr. Swing this morning.
"Hail and farewell," Walter growled.
"May I apologize for my rudeness?
„
"Forget it. I hope to."
"Oh but I'm sincerely sorry for what 1 did.
said with
ll consider it didn't happen," Walter
"We'courtesy.
tired

.

"That's sweet of you."
way.
Walter looked bored. "Yeah, I m that
y with your
read
all
Phil hastily broke it up. "You're
ightly
makYe? anSh^mired,?br
stairs ?;;Do you want me
the eager.
entrance down
to make
! No, this isn't to be a
Phil gave a violent start. "No
personality. If you 11
and
e
voic
for
just
movingSst. It's
lnv„
, • .
be seated over there."
ned nto the love
Marcia didn't merely sit; she swoo
Phil and Walter ex
seat like a gently nodding orchid.
e to Marcia with elabcnaneed a °lance Then Phil spok if I started by asking
mind
you
orate courtesy, "Would
t?
you a few questions, Miss Cour

putting on an act
know if you were
"'First1 I'd hke toyou're
putting on an act now.
or if
this morning, Her
brows rose delicately.
"An act?"
now you are very,
"This morning you were a wild cat ;
we to regard as youi
very much the lady. Which are
Burns," she said prettily, "I'm a person
tn^S°M?
of many moods."
,lr^
?»
al?
"I see," Phil said grimly. "Temperament
ly so, I
"Oh no," she said hastily, "not unpleasant
artistically."
assure you; only
"Ah! It's just the artist in you.
u-j. osc so "
"WSeUPwee'HSOskip that for the moment. Have you ever
either on the stage or screen?
had any speaking parts,
"No," she admitted reluctantly.
to become an
"But you do have a sincere desire
actress?" he urged gently.

ability to act?"
"And you have confidence in yourate
Yes, 1
surprise.
delic
in
d
raise
s
Again her brow
ha"But you'd naturally want to portray the characters
you were best suited?"
whichcourse."
to "Of
'
.
iexper
our
of
se
becau
"And you do believe that we,
characters
ence, should be able to judge which of these
should be?"
you
"Yes — naturally."
.
.
the
t
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s
"let
ly,
"All right, then," Phil said brutal
nce, together
velvet gown and the grand staircase entra
to cases.
down
get
and
with the wish to become a lady,
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said, with a first show"I beg your pardon," Marcia
biting contempt
"^nil^tinued, lashing at her with
come here to
to
you
ask
t
"Please understand I didn'
you could ever become
make a test because I thought
woman. And I didn t
he conventional type of leading
rtant director of Pacific,
ask Mr Swing, the most impo

to make a test of an average extra girl, the height of
whose ambition is to strut grandly in a black velvet gown
in a vain effort to simulate the graces of a lady."
Phil's baiting was having the desired effect. Marcia
had forgotten that she was making a test. She had forgotten that she wanted to be a grand lady — she had
forgotten everything but the urge to be herself. The
glacial blue eyes had a frigid stare ; the corners of her
mouth were drooping and her real character was as evident as her entrance had been artificial. Swing signaled
to the cameraman and the camera started.
"I don't think I quite understand you, Mr. Burns,"
she said, her words like slowly dropping chunks of ice.
■ "I don't think you quite do," Phil said with suppressed
excitement. "But the idea is beginning to percolate, Miss
Court, and in just a moment I'm sure that you and I are
going to be in perfect accord for the purpose of this test.
What I am trying to say is this : When I heard you laugh
at Miss Barrett's misfortune I thrilled with a fascinated
horror at the quality of that laugh ; and when I later saw
you descend the staircase I realized that in even so simple
and natural an act, it was impossible for you to hide the
sinister characteristics of your nature and, instead of
coming down like a lady, as you no doubt fondly thought,
you moved with the tread of a panther.
"What !"
"Please don't interrupt, Miss Court, and don't* misunderstand me. I wasn't disappointed— I was delighted. I
could see in you a new and distinct type of leading woman, who,
because of her low origin and unfortunate upbringing — "
"I'll have you understand — !"
"Be quiet ! I could see that you jj
were hard and uncompromisingly H
bitter ; that you were inherently
and instinctively tough, with a
heart of marble and the soul of
an alley cat."
"If you brought me here to
insult — " {Please turn to page 98)

'£ ,4

To Phil and Swing the fact that Marcia had
fainted was of no moment. The one thing that
held them enthralled was her tremendous personality, her sensational artistry, revealed in
her own peculiar way in that outburst of anger.

Illustrated by
9f gw
Lloyd Wright

"It's all luck when I get a
good camera shot," says
the star of screen and
real-life romance. But
Flynn says "luck" about
everything he accomplishes — even his stardom-— so you can be sure
there's good advice oh
how to have fun with a
camera

here

By
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Adventures

"IT'S all luck," said Errol Flynn, with a shrug. "Taking
I pictures is just like life. If you get the breaks, that's
| fine ! If you follow the rules and don't have luck,
your picture's a dud — or mine is, at any rate.
"I never took the slightest interest in cameras — m spite
of working in front of them for several years — until last
year when I went to Spain. My best friend, who went
to
with me, surprised me by giving me a little camera
shutter
a
worked
never
had
make a record of the trip. I
before. I knew nothing about pictures — speed, focus,
do was put in the film,
lighting or anything— all I couldluck.
click the shutter, and trust to

"Because -we were in Spain, we couldn't even find outt
whether or not what we had shot was good. We couldn
of the country.
get anything developed until we got out saw,
and when
we
what
ng
shooti
ahead,
went
But we
we got out, only two out of dozens were bad.
"That gave me camera fever. We got some swell shots.
least
I wish I could find them for you, but I haven't the
of
one
up
show
they'll
idea what I did with them. Maybe
merely
I
er
whenev
trip
that
from
learned
I
these days.
went ahead and shot without a lot of fuss, ten to one the
to
stuff was good. But if I listened to experts and tried
follow their advice, the stuff was lousy.

"That may be because I have no patience!" He smiled,
that devil-may-care smile that seems to get the girls. He
the charwas looking his best, debonair and delightful m
ed.
Reserv
Rights
"All
in
er
report
gay
acter of the
"If you have patience, I'm told you can stand around

each shot— that
deciding exactly how you will frame
e foreground,
wher
and
in
take
l
you'l
much
how
means
as a rule,
But
g.
background and central interest belon
ot a
when an exciting shot appears, I'm in too much later
print
the
take
hurry to go into all that. I shoot and
the
shot.
,sary to frame
,7
off foreground or whatever is neces
on, cut
"Take this picture of my dog. He hates to pose. You
about to
have to fool him into it by pretending you're time to
no
be
ly
certain
d
There'
stick.
throw a ball or a
ever hoped to get him
on
the film
him if you ,
with 'framing' .
bother
,
"I don't much care about shooting people. Unless they
they
happen to be doing something interesting. Either
else
or
lens,
the
get tired before you have located them in
f>
they look blah with the effort of posing."
and
The assistant director began to moan for Errol,
the movie camRosalind Russell before
the actor joined, believ
e it or not, was wearing a man s
eras Rosalind
,
felt hat slanted back on her curls, a very blousy blouse
a
and
full,
and
short
skirt,
a red-white-and-blue plaid
and succeeding m
white furry bedroom slippers,
pair of
_
triumphing over the outfit.
inThe scene ended with Errol kissing Rosalind and
ime
somet
viting her to "come up and interview him
!
to which she replied : "Thanks for nothing, you big luglike
"I don't bother taking shots on sets in a picture

s nothing parthis one," he observed, returning, "There'
ticularly attractive pictorially about a newspaper orhce.

On 'Robin Hood,' costumes and action look exciting. I
liked these two shots of riders and horses. I might point
out the way the white horse is shown up against the black
one in this shot — but it wasn't premeditated. It was luck."
"Excuse me."
Two anxious-looking gentlemen with hat boxes loomed
beside us. Errol was to select a hat to wear in the
picture — and they exhibited their headgear — Homburg,
derby, English felt.
"I hate hats !" pronounced Errol, "I never wear one."
Director Michael Curtiz appraised the millinery,
thoughtfully. "Terrible !" he sympathized. "Why don't
you wear something like mine?" He offered a brown soft
felt. But Errol waved it away. "No — that's terrible, too.
All hats are terrible ! Take them away !"
Going back to the cameras, he admitted that beginners
make the same mistakes.
"They put the film in wrong, they forget to take off the
cap, they forget to pull out the lens, and they never
change the speed or focus," he said, "Let me show you
"Excuse me."
This time it was the tailor, a little man with a tape
— " his shoulders. He wanted to know what
measure
over
my camera
was the trouble with Errol's overcoat.
"It sticks out at the neck," complained the actor, "and
there's no button inside." He tried the offending garment
on, and pointed out its shortcomings. The tailor clucked
sympathetically and promised
reform.
~ ~(Continued
on page 97)

Errol claims he just leaves it all to chance — but look at these fine pictures
he made. From top left across page, reading down: Mrs. Flynn (Lili
Damita); Arno, the star's pet dog; swimming pool at the Hearst Ranch,
San Simeon; Flynn's boat. Above: another view of San Simeon, and
right, view of the yard of the Flynn home, taken from window. Below:
Flynn's stand-in; speed shot of action in "Robin Hood;" prow of boat.
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The sculptured
Subtle draping distinguishes Loretta's white |ersey gown below.g he soft mateeffect is obtained in the bodice and at the waistline by drawinis lined in cense
rial through jewelled rings. Loretta's sumptuous ermine wrap
ensemble challenges
silk At right above, Loretta's white slipper-satm dmner
g so that the
paddin
heavy
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Hollywood's

Best-Dressed

us first glimpse

of her

new

Girl

gives

elegance

Below, gown for an exquisite — and only for an exquisite! — is Loretta's
"Rio de Janeiro," fashioned of white chantilly lace with the pattern
outlined in tiny gold sequins. The long sleeves are decidedly new for this
type of dress. The frothy-full skirt is worn over a wide horsehair petticoat. At left, allure — evidenced in every line of Miss Young's black
chiffon evening gown. The apparently strapless bodice is supported by a
yoke of flesh souffle with starched leaves of the material outlining the
bodice top. Draped from the shoulders is a long scarf of the chiffon.
Now, suit
flitting
from thewool,
sublime
to the
crisp,
at of
Loretta's
white
of novelty
pictured
at starchly
lower left,
with weits look
blouse
bright
canary-yellow linen and a striped cotton turban in green and yellow
to point up the outfit. All these lovely clothes were designed by Royer of
20th Century-Fox Studios for Loretta Young to wear in her new film,
"Four Men and a Prayer."

White chiffon is a particular pet of Claudette
Colbert, and here, at
left, she poses in her
evening gown designed
by Travis Banton. The
flattering, high bodice
with seductively wide
shoulder straps stresses
an entirely new note.
skirt is a soft,
The
sheath
bias
sweeping
ng slip of
a clingi
over
Claudette's
white crepe.
arjewels are a modern nds
rangement ofdiamo
and rubies. At right, the
silhouette is
minaret
in a gown of
sted
sugge
black tulle. Black and
gold videmetal
a new discs
of
type proglitter for the tunic.
Bows of the black tulle
are on the shoulders.
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is most conservative of all Hollywood's smart stars, so
her style slants are
of special interest to
v/omen who eschew the
_iaudette

spectacular

in clothes

The lure of lace! And
the very special lure of
fine white lace forming
a hooded cape for Summer evenings, is shown
at right by Claudette.
The cape is caught at
the throat by a double
jewelled clip. Colbert
wears the cape in her
new picture, "BlueWife.".
s Eight
Bantonh design
Travis
Abeard'
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Eugene Robert Ricliee

ouses

that

Bloom

in

the

Spring!

William Walling

Pretty Mary Carlisle has invested in a veritable blouse wardrobe to brighten up her
Spring suitblouse
of navyof blue
twill. Above,handkerMary's
favorite
claret-colored
chief linen with vertical rows of white stitching, and high neckline finished by a bow.
Below, dark red linen with five perky bows
stitched in white for accent. Left, overblouse of salmon-colored transparent crepe.

Top
left,with
Mary's
wisppin-tucked
of white
batiste
dainty
collar edged in lace. Next, navy
blue handkerchief linen makes
a smart blouse with small pearl
buttons matching the triple rows
of stitching. At left, bright blue
linen, with tailored linen sleeves
and tiny pearl studs.
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Spencer Tracy values big roles
more than big money! His new
contract calls for both, as you
learn in this exclusive interview by
Tracy's confidant and his best
friend among Hollywood writers

Tracy is one of
those Hollywood
rarities: a successful actor who is
still simple and
unpretentious. At
right, see him at
his ranch. Below,
he smiles across
the page at his
brother Carroll,
who is also his
business manager.
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|AMES CAGNEY once referred to him as the finest
actor on the American stage or screen. He comes
pretty close to being just that. Ask any actor or
actress in Hollywood who their favorite star is and the
chances are nine out of ten they'll tell you "Spencei
Tracy/' His selection for the 1938 Academy honors was
the signal for burst of approving applause by fellow
screen artists that was unprecedented in the^ history
."
of these annual Awards for "best performances
I've often wondered what lay behind this united front
on this one subject when usually Hollywood opinions areas sharply divided as those at a peace conference. I think
I have the answer. Every actor in Hollywood strives for
naturalness. Because Spence is fundamentally one of the
most natural and sincere people I have ever met, only
naturalness and sincerity come through on the screen.
Not long ago when he was cast in an important picture he moped over the assignment for weeks. "What the
devil's the matter with you?" I asked. "That's going to
be one of the big pictures of the year."
"So what?" he countered. "In the first place, the star
is a woman and the story is written around her so I'll
mind that. If I'm any kind of
get what's left. I adon't
run-of-the-mill part come to life. I
actor I can make
I'd
don't mind her part being fatter or larger than mine. they
a lot rather people would leave a theatre wishing
64

had seen more of me in the picture than have them go
out feeling they had seen too much. The thing that upsets
me about this picture is that that girl is such a phony.
And it all comes through in her portrayals !"
I met Spence when he first came to _Hollywood and
we have been pretty close friends ever since. It has been
an interesting character study, watching his changing and
shifting viewpoints about various things.
Once when I first knew him we were sitting in his
living room. Through the French windows could be seen
the rolling lawns with their flower beds at the far end.
In the garage and on the driveway stood a couple of expensive cars. He waved his arm to embrace _the room,
the lawn, the cars. "All this," he announced, "is very bad
for an actor. An actor's life should be one of hardship.
All this luxury softens him — unfits him for his real work
(the stage). When you go back to the stage — and■•if: all of
us will go back eventually — you find you have lost the
common touch."
It never occurred to Spence in those
early days of the talkies that he was
to become a Hollywood fixture.
Recently when we were gabbing I
mentioned the conversation to him.
"I know," he nodded. "I did feel that
way then. I was like everyone
else who came from the stage
to the screen. We didn't know
anything about screen technique. We looked with contempt on it and only wanted
the money.
I'd had pretty
tough sledding and the idea of
drawing what seemed to me a
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ise,
his wife,
are
Spencer
and LOUshown
above
on
a vacation
trip.
At
lett- +he TracY
ranch

home in

San Fernando
Valley,
whereto
"Spence" likes
loaf with his family. You'll see him
Pilot" with
soon
in Clark
"Test
Gable.

stupendous salary, and drawing it regularly, was too
good a thing to be overlooked. But I always figured that
as soon as I had all my bills paid and a little money laid
by I was going back to New York. It never occurred to
to me the studio would want to keep me out here."
"But you don't feel that way now?" I queried,
lie shook his head. "No. I had enough money laid
by when I left the old Fox Company to have gone back
if I'd wanted to. But the more I learn about pictures —
the more I work with some of the big directors — the
more I realize what really fine things can be done in
pictures.
"I think 'Captains Courageous,' for instance, is as fine
as anything that has been done on the stage. You didn't
If you had said you didn't like me in it
like the picture.
that would have been all right. I could have understood
and forgiven you for that. But when you say you didn't
like a splendid picture like that I resent it. I don't believe
there is any stage director in the world who is any better
than Victor Fleming."
"OK," I agreed. "Everybody else liked the picture so
I must have been wrong. Weil pass that. But what about
65
all this luxury that softens actors?"
"Well," he muttered, "maybe it does. But I realize
now how much good can be done with all the money
you make out here. Look at {Please turn to page 76)

HEPBURN hasn't reformed, even though
she's let the public in on her sense of
humor via her latest film releases. She's
still turning up her nose at all writers who
want to interview her. At Columbia her
attitude is all the more marked, for Joan
Blondell was the visiting star before Katie
and hit an all-time high in personal popularity. Irene Dunne, Claudette Colbert,
Carole Lombard, and Madeleine Carroll
have dropped in at this studio for single
pictures. All are gracious, with Madeleine
being voted the nicest to work with until
Joan bowled everyone over with her
thoughtfulness.
WHILE
was waiting
for M-G-M
stir up she
a strong
script, Joan
Crawfordto
tackled her singing lessons in typical style.
Each morning Madame Morando, her regular teacher, came to her home in Brentwood for an hour's work. Each afternoon
Joan reported at the studio for coaching
by
Rosenstein,
Gorin's
musical
Rosenstein
put Igor
her to
singing
arias guide.
from
"La Traviata" with Douglas McPhail, featured operatic singer on Metro's radio
hour. Years ago, when Jeanette MacDonald was cast in "The Merry Widow," Joan
was disappointed. She'd wanted that assignment. She's still improving her singing,
after all this time.
DICK POWELL, in his off periods, is
going in for yachting in a serious way.
He's entering the leading yacht races on
the Pacific Coast and studying navigation.
Do you suppose he got the urge at
Annapolis, or when he was being a singing
marine? It would be pleasant to think those
Navy musicals he did had some such effect.

By

Venus de Hollywood, 1938! As a model
of current screen styles for figures, also
fashions (playsuits are "it" now), Mary
Brodel belongs on a pedestal.
OB TAYLOR is paid $5,000 a week
for being Metro's master-of-ceremonies
on that radio hour every Thursday night.
But he isn't just raking in the money haphazardly. When he isn't acting in a film
he averages twenty hours of advance rehearsalwhen
;
he's doubling screen and air
he gets in as much preparation as humanly
possible. There were a thousand fans flocking around the stage door when Bob
emerged last week from his broadcast.
Hereafter he'll have to depart by a different door each time, to save wear and tear.
VIRGINIA BRUCE has to become more
of an outdoor girl if she intends to be
a pal to her new husband. She learned to
play tennis for John Gilbert's sake, and
currently she's about to take up horseback
riding for her new director bridegroom's
smiles. He plays polo and he has eight
ponies on his personal string. He's bought
a polo pony for Virginia. "It's being
trained," she explains, attempting to hide
the fact that she's scared silly of horses.
"When it's ready, I'll begin!"
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r DGAR BERGEN and Charlie McCarthy,
tl though settled in a Beverly home, dream
of a handy farm out where the other stars
are ranching it up. "I've been reading of a
one-man rancho," explains Bergen. The ad
he clutched boasted of a back yard deluxe,
with barbecue pit and patio, and only ten
minutes from Hollywood. Which gives you
an idea of just how rustic most of those
farming stars are !
Heartiest laughs to be found on a recent tour of the lots turned up on "The
Joy of Loving" set. See Irene Dunne and
below,
take ourJr.,word
for if
it. you won't
Doug Fairbanks,

trays aband boy in his latest epic and it's
been so long since he's had a crack at
an "A" picture that he's going to be a
riot or else. He's working with Hepburn
and Cary Grant.

FOR the past couple of months Olivia de
Havilland, no less, hasn't had a date.
She isn't nursing a blighted love, nor is
she off men. She's tired. She's been working- so steadily that she has to take dinner
home. But she's begetsfashion
in bed when
coming drowsysheover
magazines, and
vowing that when she has a vacation she'll
buy some gowns that'll be knockouts. When
she owns the gowns she'll find time to step
out in them, or else.
IEAVE it to Basil Rathbone. That new
L the
Georgian
home ofmanner.
his isn'tFirst
beinghe built
in
conventional
put
in the terrace. Next the lot was properly
fenced. The waterfall was third. The house
itself comes last. "There's usually such a
dismal mess around a new house," says
Basil. "So I thought — why should there

We
Nan persuaded
Gray to

be?"

Norma Shearer returns to the screen as
Marie Antoinette; above, in a scene with
Tyrone Power as Count Fersen.
A long way from Hollywood — Europe, in
fact — we find Claudette Colbert and
her husband, Dr. Joel Pressman, hemmed
in by admiring crowds as they see
Naples — and enjoy themselves, below.

pause and pose
before plunging for a swim.
Shucks, anybody can swim,
but not
many
bodies can look
like Nan in a
suit like that!

[EW AYRES hates to dance and has
I— firmly stayed away from the popular
night clubs. (This was a trial to both his
wives, Lola Lane and Ginger Rogers. What
was the use of evening gowns, they figured.) Recently he put in every night at
the dance hall at Ocean Park, substituting
for the drummer in the orchestra. Lew
hasn't had a change of heart, but he por-
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that Kay Francis has built herself a new home she's staging a wedg. It'll
ding as its official house-warminbecom
es
it she
be Kay's fourth, and with
a baroness. Baron Barnekow, who wooed
and won Kay, was not, as many imagined,
introduced to her by Delmar Daves, her
long-time scenario writer flame and asked
by him to keep Kay from getting lonesome
while Daves was abroad. It turns out Kay
met her heart at a party at Contess di
Frasso's.

NOW

IUST before Marlene Dietrich made her
dressingJ last picture for Paramount her to
please
room was redecorated lavishly
her. Where it wasn't satin and suede and
fringe, it was all mirror. Joan Bennett —
who's dating Walter Wanger with a
"chaperone" because he stars her and his
divorce isn't final — has inherited the elegance. First order was — out with the flock
to gaze adof mirrors ! Joan doesn'tthewant
time.
miringly at herself all

CONJA HENIE is back at work in
^ Hollywood. She'll make two pictures
this year, at $200,000 salary apiece. Having
already collected a splashy sum from her
personal appearance skating exhibitions,
she can afford to contemplate a new romance.
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ues to concontin
RERreturn
NORMA SHEA
to the screen,
centrate on her
and when Norma concentrates there is
really little time for anything that would
sidetrack her. Consequently, her social
whirling has been scant. She's given a
couple of small, informal dinners at home,
showing a movie afterwards. Norma has
no intention of leaving the beach house
where she and Irving Thalberg were so
orated; carrying
hasn't redec
happy. Sheremem
bering to her. When she
on means
steps out it's with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
a neighbor, or David Niven, once the beau
of Merle Oberon, her dear friend. (Merle,
over in London, has a striking tendency
for an amateur golf champion there.) But
the other evening when Norma dined at
ord's she specifically chose
Joan Crawf
David instead of Doug. The occasion was
in not
Franchot's birthday and there's tacthead
of
bouncing in chummily with the
the house's predecessor.
THE "Go East" plan is gaining momen1 turn ; will be adopted even more widely
if John Preston, latest Hollywoodian to
give it a try, comes back to pictures as a
"new bet" from Broadway. John, whom
you've probably seen in action pictures, like
"Beast of Borneo," has been in Hollywood
2 years; made 12 features. Tired of the
typing, John lit out for Broadway, will

See what happens when boy meets girl s
pictures.
boy friend! Here's the story in wants
to
First, left: Humphrey Bogart means
by
know what Wayne Morris
taking Priscilla Lane out. Next: Priscilla
ing, but —
everyth
can explain
says shecontinu
ed on the
right.
take a part in a stage play, and see if he
of conkind gets
York, athe
Newe when
into
can get,
player
availabl
tract notvia
that taken-for-granted spot so many actors
face after they've been around the film
studios for some time. John, whose real
name is Andrew Jackson Rylee (claims
direct from the Andrew Jackson, by the
way) hails from Texas, got into pictures
via the football gridiron, though he had
acted in stock in the Southwest. That was
before he was signed up for the famous
football team in San FranOlympiccisco. Club
He was Jack Rylee then, former
Tall, he's sixand ex-actor
star athletic
Texasin Usocks,
and .handsome, John
two
was a "natural" for outdoor leading man
roles. So much a "natural" he was kept at

Hollywood "discover" him again?
Will
Below, John Preston, cowboy star, said
he was fed up with horse opera, and set
out to return to the stage to prove he
can act as well as ride.

The
twohumor
boys who
like acquainted
the one girl,and
aren't
in the
to get
be
pals, so Humphrey Bogart and Wayne
Morris just glare when Priscilla Lane introduces them, above. Right, now everybody's sore. It happens in "Men Are Such
Fools." It would!
it too long, he thinks. Anyway, he was in
New York only a day or so when offers
for screen tests were made. He said no —
he'd do a play first — and get "discovered."
JANE WITHERS is the only child star
•J who hasn't been the victim of a law
suit as soon as the star salary started.
Shirley Temple was sued by her first
agent. Freddie Bartholomew is acting for
peanuts,
comparatively;
he'll
get his
$100,000
during 1938
and after he
pays
taxes
and pays off his lawyers he'll have just
$4,000 left in the bank. Tom Kelly now
gets $100 a week, which landed him on
the front pages ; it seems his pa has only
been allowing his grandma $3 a week and
wants more. Edith Fellows has been to
The quaint and the modern! Jeanette
MacDonald in costume for "Girl of the
Golden West" is seen below in the doorway of her portable dressing room — built
on wheels — on location.

court to get her new deal for $300 a week
legalized ; a year ago her career was imperiled when her mother sued her grandmother for her guardianship. The grandmother, who raised Edith under great difficulties, won the right to keep her. Edith
also has been sued, by her former singing
teacheron ; settling
he wantsfor $1999.99
and he doesn't
plan
a cent less.
r IN ALLY Alice Faye has had time to
I pick out a honeymoon house. She and
Tony Martin settled at the elegant Sunset
Tower for they had no chance to go
choosing around. But when they finished
their last pictures they went domestic with
a wow! "The neighbors objected to our
practicing our singing," Alice mutters when
you quiz her on why she gave up the apartment. She's really sentimental beneath her
calm attitude towards her marriage. She
wanted a house where she could order the
meals and be a wife in grand style, just
like a movie heroine. Tony personally sees
to it that there are always fresh flowers ;
he knows they give her a glow. When she
was a chorus girl she dreamed of such a
luxurious finale.
SAM GOLDWYN never recovered from
the cracks about the failure of Anna
Sten. Figuring that if one method flops,
the opposite slant should be a click, he

kept Sigrid Gurie out of sight. She was to
burst upon an awaiting Hollywood at the
preview of her adventures with Gary
Cooper in ancient China. But, after two
years of waiting to mix with the other
stars, it would have to be that very week
that Sigrid would come down with a
severe cold.
IATEST from the Gene Raymond-Jeanette
I— MacDonald front : Jeanette has thrown
away her swell riding habits and now
rides blithely in blue coveralls. Now she
even presents hilarious impersonations. You
should see her do Garbo.
THE stardom conferred upon sisters Pris' cilia and Rosemary Lane hasn't turned
their heads. They drive their new cars
(Fords) without any nonsense such as
chauffeurs. They are agog whenever they
sight a film celebrity, instead of being
self-conscious about their own luck. But
here's the piece de resistance : they still
share the same bedroom. They have a spare
room, but they reserve it for guests. When
their sister from Chicago goes home
Wayne Morris hopes he'll rate a week-end
invitation. He's practicing up on his manners and riding, for Priscilla — his'n, he
hopes — is a female Buck Jones. The fellow who loves her has tojove a horse.
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Putting the clinch on a love scene
"Kentucky Moonshine," are Tony Martin
and Marjorie Weaver, above, a new
romance
team we think you'll like.

Adventures

in

Perfume

Consider perfume as a definite costume accent. Here are notes on
how to choose— how io use
By

Courtenay

Marvin

Perfume preferences: Right, Miriam
Hopkins sprays a mist over her
curls. Below, versatile Gracie Allen
is an ardent collector and gives
her exhibition a dramatic setting,
while Cecilia Parker is a devotee
of gardenia. The spray method is
highly approved.

hundreds of odeurs in beautiful bottles and get as much
collecfrom these
pleasure
do
hobbyists
tions as others
from their stamps, rare books,
or whatever their inclination.
Perfume is a sentimental
thing. It has great power to
make and revoke memories.
There is hardly a girl ruminating over some lost or retained
beau who will not recall that
on important moments she
wore this or that perfume. And
how a whiff from some long
packed-away garment brings
a forgotten picture before our
eyes. And men, too, find a
strange stirring of memory in
"HE orchid has a special place in my perfume
affections. Once, in the early days of my career, I
, had a terrific attack of stage-fright. For a moment
I was completely overcome, then I became conscious of
the warm sweetness of my perfume. It seemed to reassure
me and restore my poise, and so this fragrance has a
definite meaning for me." Thus reminisced Irene Dunne
one time when we were talking about perfume.
Your perfume should do two things. First, it should
create an effect upon you. This is most important. And
second, it should create an effect upon others. The inspirational and up-lifting effect upon the wearer is great.
Fragrance can change a mood instantly ; it can give you
confidence, a sense of happiness, beauty and well-being.
Stars know this and that is why they have individual
perfume loves. It is a subject on which they like to expand, usually with some anecdote or personal experience,
and many of them are perfume collectors. They collect
70

perfume. Because perfume becomes aperson. Norma Shearer
because it reminds her
lilac,
for
s
has expressed a fondnes
of her Canadian home when she was a very young girl.
Margot Grahame tells me she would not make a picture
to the
accordi
laris 'perfum
a particu
lyng enough,
. Strange
withou
playinge,
er she
the charact
mood tof using
in "The Informer," she used English lavender, perhaps
because this is associated with her native England. Claire
Trevor likes sweet pea ; Carole Lombard, Mary Carlisle,
and Alice Faye are gardenia devotees, while Simone
Simon likes a type that breathes the lush sweetness of a
forest on warm days, and Miriam Hopkins likes fresh,
blends of
breezy scents. Loretta Young's favorites arewhat
she is
soft mystery, so that you never know quite
using, and Rosella Towne has revived the fad for scented
rose beads, a favorite of a past generation.
We are told that perfume should express our personality. That is right, but how many of us know our own
personalities well enough to make them good guides?

Why not choose perfume according to
costume colors? Since your warm weather
wardrobe will probably boast a number of
the new and gorgeous tones, to carry out
this idea, you'll need several perfumes.
Well, here's the solution to that. Fortunately,
the finest perfumes may be had from junior
sizes, well within our budgets, to large
sizes in containers that are works of art,
themselves. A collection of the junior sizes
gives you a perfume wardrobe without extravagance. So suppose ygu're wearing one
of the new pinks — and practically everyone
will be — then you might try some of these
florals : Geranium rose, a lovely thing. And
I happen to know one eau de Cologne of
this variety that makes a fine daytime perfume; a true rose, not over-used and very,
very romantic and feminine ; carnation,
which goes beautifully with your tailored
jacket, reefer, spectator sports outfit and
is also divine for dancing and roof gardens.
Though a very sweet perfume, its spiciness
prevents a cloying effect.
Perhaps you like the new blues, and they
are something to get excited about ! Muguet
(lily-of-the-valley) seems the perfect accompaniment. Rumor points .to a great
popularity in this for the days ahead. I
gather that it's headed for a fashion highspot. It's fragile and wistful and at the
same time exciting. And it seems to belong
in morning, noon or night.
With shades of violet and soft green, a
violet, lilac or sweet pea seem right.
Gardenia, camellia and jasmine, all somewhat related in their fragrance type, seem
to belong with the chic that goes with black
or white. This trio, too, is a smart perfume
accent to crisp white pique, organdy or lace
accessories. And because the gardenia,
especially, is so definitely this flower, when
real gardenia boutonniere, don't
you
the a mistake of using another permakewear
fume. This causes a distinct fragrance clash.
For high, brilliant colors, then an exotic
blend seems the answer, and there are so
many, designated by French names and
phrases, Paris street addresses, numbers
and plenty of good English provocative
words. Just now I'm enjoying a French import with an English name. When I'm
asked what I'm using, my answer makes
a kind of joke.
Many of us will wear flowers, fruits and
and we'll wear the
birds on our new hats,jacket
lapels and on
fruit and flowers in
our street and dancing frocks. Then there
should be some relation between our accents from nature and our perfume.
On the point of direct personality, here's
a thought that turns the usual "perfume
for your type" tradition up-side-down. If
you are the quiet, home type of girl, then
use a very, very exotic, sophisticated perfume, and see if it doesn't help snap you
out of your quiet reserve. Or, if you happen to be just too, too Dorothy Lamourish, try a soft floral — something reminiscent
of flower gardens and quiet, pastoral scenes.
The point of these suggestions is contrast.
Margot Grahame also gives another slant
on perfume. "My greatest extravagance is
perfume," she confessed. "I think it should
be good, or it is better to use none. But
today there are so many fine perfume
dilutes, toilet water, eau de Cologne, essence, infusion and so on, all so lovely."
You can use them lavishly after your
shower with a satisfying sense of daintiness
and light fragrance, confident that you will
never be considered in bad taste in the
most business-like of offices. Then, if you
go on to personal engagements, the purse
flacon answers the need for a little more
glamor. For perfume can do so much for
you. It can make you feel your best, and
this confidence is at the root of actually
looking and acting that way. So far as perfume is concerned, my sincerest advice is to
pamper yourself in this respect. It pays !
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The daintiness problem
finds an answer in

Liquid Lip Tone is a new idea
for lips that won't come off.

Ching blue, coral or creamwhite. In maillot or the style
shown on our model.

m s col
h war
or,r
to rictha
lips
you
t tint
A LI
t ID
is greaseless and
thaQU
smeariess, that does not rub
off on table linen, cigarettes
or the caressed cheek, sounds
like a long dreamed hope
come true. Lip Tone by
Princess Pat is this — and
more. In a container, small
enough for purse carrying,
you find an applicator that
seems' ideal for creating a
t lipline, a blessclear, perfec
ing in itself. Apply Lip Tone,
let dry a second or two and
marvel at the appearance and
feeling of naturalness you
achieve. Lip Tone does not
dry lips ; it seems a protector
that keeps them soft and
young. It stays in place remarkably long and comes in
four beautiful shades. Above,
vou. get an idea of what it's
like

Nonspi.

der-arm
is oftenof aanprobTHE
rightaidchoice
unlem. Women want it to do a
number of things ; to neutralize beyond doubt, to keep
skin perfectly dry, to preserve clothing and be stingless in application. Nonspi
deserves a high grading in
these requirements. The most
delicate and sensitive skins
have enthusiastic words for
Nonspi, so if this is your
worry, do try it. A bouquet,
too,tletosketched.
its neat,
efficient botA perforated
top
eliminates dauber or cotton.
In all such preparations, it is
The well-dressed nail wears
Glazo in new Tropic hues.

very necessary
to follow
directions carefully.
You will
discover that Nonspi is as
quick and effective in application as in its gratifying
results.

/^HANGING nail polish,
Seamolds mean your
according to costume, ocbest figure, comfort
casion or mood, as you would
and chic.
F you enjoy coming across
old beauty friends in new
other accessories, is just another thought for the girl
packages or containers, then
with a true feeling for fashion, and a pracyou might like to know that Bourjois has
made an attractive spring dress for Evetical one, too, when you don't have to make
ning in Paris Eau de Cologne and matching
too much outlay for a nail polish "wardrobe." Fortunately, you don't with the new
perfume. There's an appealing soft mystery
in these preparations that accounts for wide
Glazo Tropic, Congo, Spice and Cabana,
all selected by fashion experts. The formula
popularity,
and milder
the combination
of thekeeps
perfume and the
eau de Cologne
for this cream polish, too, has been brought
your fragrance in harmony. The package
very up-to-the-minute, with longer wear,
mentioned makes a lovely gift for yourself
ease of application and brilliant lustre asor others and also a good bridge prize.
sured. The well-known bottle is pictured
above, filled with nail glamor for from
dawn to dusk engagements.
THE Kleenex Pastel Pack of generous,
strong, yet soft, tissues is a smart idea
for the hostess who likes a sense of color
PLEASE make this shopping note : "Look
harmony in bath or on dressing-table. A
at Seamolds by Flexees." If the beach and
choice of four colors come in a box with
swim situations have ever presented you
"window" front so you can see exactly what
it's solved arein
problem,s,I think
figure swimsuit
with
you want. The thoughtful hostess equips
for Seamolds
these a lovely
guest rooms with personal conveniences for
created on the principles of the finest foun;
restrain or release where they
dationsthey
over-nighters or week-enders, and the Pastel Pack enables you to distribute even
should. A front and back panel flattens and
cleansing tissues with a sense of color
smooths ; that cleverly designed brassiere
harmony appropriate to room or guest. For
top will do the utmost for you here, mold
and uplift if you are large, suggest graceful
personal use, you can match tissue tones to
your favorite cosmetic bottles or boxes, too.
curves if you are small. Straps are adjustBesides the obvious uses for these tissues,
able in three lengths for full comfort ; or
they serve many others. They are sanitary
wear them in criss-cross or halter style. In
Lace Lastique or Silkspun in a self-design,
for wiping the and
baby's
handkerchiefs
so onmouth,
and soforon.children's
C. M.
or plain Satin Lastique. See the latter in

$3 00 for lunch for two at Vendome or
Brown Derby) ; Turkish baths and
massage (almost necessity for man or
woman after a strenuous day's work) ;
personal maid, if any, secretary, etc., etc.

At home! Mr. and Mrs. Joe Penner
and their pet, by the pool.

Tops on Credit
Low on Cash

Continued from page 23
"I'm not grumbling about my present salary
in itself. Anywhere in the world, except in
Hollywood, it would be a handsome sum.
But—"
,
, ,
But in Hollywood, you're expected, when
you've "arrived," to keep up a star'stofront.
take
Jon said ruefully, "Suppose I wantout dancSimone Simon or Andrea Leeds
ing Do you realize that it costs from $iU
would
to $30 for the sort of evening you young
want to offer such sought-after
ladies? Maybe that's why I'm buying my
clothes, on the installcars, and even my pl
an!"
ment
,
To reduce the stark facts they must face
to dollars-and-cents figures, we give you an
itemized account of their cash problems.
Thus expenses, for either man or woman:
Credit
Approx.
salary :
Debit
weekly
Balance
weekly
$100.00

$10.00
5.00
2.50
15.00
15.00
5.00
30.00
10.00
5.00

agent
taxes
relief fund
rent
transportation
incl. car payments
laundry, cleaning
food, cigarettes,
liquor, etc.
fan photos, clippubping licity,
service,
etc.
make-up, barber,
hairdresser, etc.,
etc.

Pat Knowles and his wife resorted, finthem
who notgives
manager
a business*
a penny
plan!
ce and
allowan
each ally,a to modest
more. For an extra sum, whatever the lofty
special paper and
purpose, they must sign a the
cash.
then wait thirty days for
"When I first came over," Pat admits
Hollywood
laughingly, "I thought beingwe a moved
right
star was all pretty fine, and
into Bill Fields' former home at $300 a
month. Then came a rude awakening and
then came the business adviser,_ who moved
us right out of the mansion into a more
star!" Hood, the
or no
starures
modest
of Robin
"Advent
(Afterplace,
own manager
his
even
saying,
are
scouts
potent boxthis
to
al
office
pretty deferenti
will bethreat.)
Mary Lou Lender, chosen by Harold
sor Beware," found herfor "Profes
Lloydself in difficul
ties when the lead in a smaller
unthought-of acclaim.
picture brought her
If you've written her a fan letter, you may
be still waiting for the answer. Secretaries,
stamps, and stationery in large quantitiesis
cost money, and Mary Lou admits she
still in the small-bracket class financially I
"I call myself a typical Hollywood Cinderella," she smiles, "for whenever Im
at the studio, I wear glamorphotographed
ous and expensive frocks— often borrowedat
from a leading department store. Then,
home, I go back to my own modest little
Alan Curtis admits frankly that he

"A person can't
a salary," is the
er. "You
newcom
are a
so. Clothes
actor, and. when
for them,
way
giveinvestspend
I dolike
you ing
s. If it's
in a busines
money money
in a
once
ng
to the temptation of splurgi
while, I balance things by staying home the
on weekrest of the week. And I don'tor goArrowh
ead.
end trips to Palm Springs

numbers."
budget his income.
doesn't
really save until he makes
me
of this
opinion
by doing
gain handso
don't really
necessity for a struggling

Too expensive !"

$90.00
85.00
82.50
67.50
52.50
47.50
17.50
7.50
2.50

So the remaining $2.50 must cover
such expenses and pleasures as contributions to family expenses, if any; insurance; savings; clothing; and for a
feminine starlet, stockings; for a man,
taking his girl out; club memberships,
riding, golfing, swimming expenses (it
costs $1.00 to swim in the Ambassador
pool) ; incidental entertaining (allow
72

The expenses of a star aren't minimized
by the fact that these youngsters have only
. There are agents' fees, taking
begun
just per
cent of that small salary. There are
ten
extra expenses for publicity. For fan photos.
And sometimes, for assistance in answering
the thousands of fan letters that pour in
after one srpash picture like "Kid Galahad
or "Hurricane."
There are advertisements in trade papers
—pride alone forces you to take just as
big an ad as your co-star, who may have
been in Hollywood for several years, with
constant salary raises. There are sometimes,
for the girls, maids, secretaries, and other
helpers, for if you devote every waking
minute to acting and posing and training
much
for a hit picture, you can't spend
own clothes in order—it
time keeping your
or doing your housework ! And through
all, for the first important year which, in
or break you, you're
can make
Hollywood,
than you might m some
no more
earning
less hectic profession where your expenses
the answer? That's
nil! What's
would thebe youngst
ers are wondering.
what
nt on HollyBut before passing judgme
wood for creating the problem, consider
these facts. Each year Hollywood signs up
hundreds of likely newcomers like Morris
or Hall, Marjorie Weaver or Andrea
Leeds. Sometimes they click; more often
in B prothey play one or two small parts, me,
Holduction, and then drop out. Meanti
lywood generously gives them their chance,
and spends small fortunes on voice lessons,
dramatic coaching, publicity, make-up experts, photographers. And only once m a
thousand times is this initial investment
repaid as in the case of an Errol Flynn,
a full-fledged star after his first picture, or
ing national fan atan Alan Curtis, receiv
tention with a single performance !
Remember, too, that after they ve proved
themselves in several pictures, salaries are
's own
ted (sometimes at the studio
adjus
period is
suggestion) and the low on cash
over. Until then— who knows ?— even a J on
Hall may prove a flash in the pan, unable
to sustain his success with another good
performance !
Wayne Morris told me, "Frankly, 1 don t

just can't
'front' gbecause
And
much
money Iaway.
go
of throwin
sense
the for
see in
no matter how little or how much I'm
it." er solves the
part of
I save
earning
youngst
likeable
And , this
problem by sternly forbidding himself all
inextravagances, contributes to asthehe family
might in
come, and lives as modestly
any other small town. Oh, yes, he's buying
that yellow roadster on the installment

and her husband Ozzie .Nelson,
Fireside chat! Harriet Hilliard, film and radio songbird,
of the.r Hollywood home.
popular orchestra leader, seen above in the living room

Full-fledged stars who have passed
through the lozv on cash period have excellent advice for those now in the throes.
Dick Powell says earnestly, "You're darned
right — it is a problem to keep up an appearance not warranted by your salary and
yet demanded by screen popularity. At first
I tried to do the things expected of a movie
star; then I began using my head, and
figured things from my own angle.
"For a young man, the toughest problem
is in finding inexpensive places where you
can take girls. The girl's first thought,
naturally, is to wear her prettiest frock —
and if you don't think quickly you find
yourself sending flowers, suggesting dinner
at the swankiest place in town, and then
somewhere else for dancing, later.
"Think before you phone !" Dick advises.
"It's possible to sell the girl on the idea
that you're leaving the studio late and perhaps it isn't worth while to dress. Then —
you've been waiting to see such-and-such
a movie, and has she seen it? Then, afterward, it's possible in Hollywood to find
some interesting — but inexpensive — spot for
a bite of supper."
Maybe, for some, the low on cash period
is good training, for you'll notice that Dick
and his lovely wife, Joan Blondell, are decidedly not among the "heavy spenders" of
the colony, and one of their favorite evenings is spent record-hunting at a Boulevard music store !
Bette Davis, another who graduated with
honors, insists that newcomers are all
wrong in considering "front" important. It
just isn't so. "What you do on the screen
— that counts !" says Bette unequivocally.
(And only now, when she has truly arrived,
in this popular star moving from her
modest Hollywood cottage to a Beverly
estate !)
Maybe that's why Bette's protegee, Jane
Bryan, has solved her problem by living
like an ordinary citizen. "I've never cared
much about clothes, and to go out just
once a week is enough for me. So my principal extravagances are records and books."
Nevertheless, Jane does admit a bit of
amused embarrassment when the studio
asked her to look especially lovely for a
personal appearance. The budget was low
so she avoided the high-priced shops, and
rushed down to a wholesale place just like
you and you and you. Then this twinkling
new starlet had to borrow the proper ac-

cessories from a girl in the Warner publicity department !
Marjorie Weaver manages by sheer
genius to stretch out her salary to cover
any
emergencies,
this her
wouldn't
the girls
who wereand with
in thesurprise
Kappa
Kappa Gamma house at University of
Indiana. There, on an allowance of $50 a
month from home, Marjorie managed to
look smarter than anyone else, even though
many of her sorority sisters received
princely sums from their wealthy families.
Nevertheless, Marjorie avoids night clubs
and such, and her idea of a good time is to
take an erstwhile sorority pal, Judy Parks,
on a "double date" to Los Angeles' Chinatown for Eggs Foo Yong. (Maybe it's easy
for Marjorie to skip Hollywood dates, considering her secret marriage back in Illinois in October, which had the town
guessing for weeks!)
Two rising stars in one family, Ann
Sheridan and Ed Norris, can't even go extravagant when they combine forces. Purchasing a small ranch home in San
Fernando valley, the Norrises decided to
have the house remodelled, and then discovered with dismay that the family budget
wouldn't stand moving to a hotel while
repairs were under way.
Ann was resourceful. "Let's just sit it
out," she suggested. So the Norrises, Hollywood starlets both, lived precariously in
one room while the rest of the house was
torn down and rebuilt around their heads.
That's the story of a few Hollywood
youngsters who are struggling to make
ends meet until salaries catch up with that
elusive wench, Fame. Some of them are
posing in clothes for fashion magazines —
to receive free samples from the manufacturers. Others are dining at certain
restaurants where celebrities receive liberal
discounts. Skimping on this — saving on that
— remember their experiences, the next
time you start envying new Hollywood
discoveries !
Maybe the studios should consider seriously the suggestion of a prominent agent,
M. C. Levee. He handles such stars as Leslie Howard, Paul Muni, Joe E. Brown,
Joan Crawford, and others, but he knows
only too well the plight of the newcomers.
He advises a "front fund" for the youngsters, to be held in trust at every studio as
a drawing account for potential stars.
That's one way of solving the problem !

Fine glassware is one of Billie
Burke's proud home possessions.

Animal
Star

Acfors

Draw

Salaries

Continued from page 27
not be used in scenes where they were
supposed to be of the original size.
It appears that, as soon as a studio begins to have difficulty in procuring" a certain type of animal, all the animal owners
in the country get wind of it, and a premium is immediately set up on the performer required. In the instance just cited,
for example, the price demanded for a
third pair of lion cubs (whose services had
to be solicited because of further rains in
Palm Springs) was $100 per week, take it
or leave it. This, according to lion owners
in California, was a "jinx" picture, and
steady work for lion cubs could at best be
a matter of conjecture.
"That," Russell Pierce informed me,
"was a typical instance of things we meet
up with in working animals into pictures.
And of course," he added, "there are always, in animal contracts, a trainer's fee
and the trainer's board and room that must
be provided for, along with guarantee, in
of work."
definite
of athe
many
Whatcases,
started
animalperiod
trainers
in regarding "Her Jungle Love" a jinx for them
isn't quite clear, but certainly the jinx
continued to operate even after completion
of the film. It culminated with the death
of Jiggs, the chimpanzee, long one of the
highest-paid animals in pictures. Jiggs was
owned by Mrs. Jacqueline Gentry. You
saw him in "Jungle Princess," and innumerable "Tarzan" episodes. His last pictures are "Dr. Rhythm" and "Her Jungle
Love." For his work in the latter, Jiggs'
salary was said to be $400 a week, plus
the expenses of his trainer.
Consider another recent example of
"jinxing" that eventually brought the
charge for an animal's services into multiple figures, necessitated by the search for
73 with
a baby seal to appear on a raft
Martha Raye for "The Big Broadcast of
1938." To obtain a seal that would flip
about and, as the script required, throw a
scare into the bewildered Martha, a shipwreck victim, would not have been difficult.
A real problem arose, however, from the
fact that a baby seal, and only a baby one,
would do for the scene. This, in the month

of December when all baby seals are supposed to have grown up, was a stiff order
Only a case of late-mating, a rarity, would
produce what was wanted.
With calls issued to animal farms located in Nova Scotia, Florida, and points
west as far as California, anxious days
went by without any luck. Cameras waited
and the keepers of production budgets
swerved with worry. Then finally, from
Balboa, California, came a letter. A lobster
fisherman, it seems, tending his lobster
pots off the coast, had found, stranded on
a rock, a sure enough baby seal. "I am
keeping him in a barrel of water," he
wrote, "and will leave for Hollywood with
him in the morning."
Faces brightened at the studio. All was
e "takes,"
set for immediat
on the
arranged
arrival
bided the
t Pictures
and Paramoun
of the fisherman from Balboa.
In lieu of the fisherman, however, there
came, in the afternoon mail, a second letter,
doleful and distressing.
"On my way up," it read, "the seal died,
back home."
have gonebring
so I instances
andThese
out a few of the
exreasons why animal talent for pictures
acts a high remuneration. Daily and highly
specialized training of trick animals, feeddifation and climatic
ing costs, transportintricacie
s that must be
ficulties are other
faced. And so, asking nothing in appeasement for temperamental disturbance of
their charges, animal owners feel their
prices are not unreasonable.
monHigh up on the star list, is a little
to
grel named Corky, whose chief claim
fame thus far is his work with Irene
Dunne in "Theodora Goes Wild." Corky's
charm, according to his joint owners, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry East of Hollywood, lies
in the combination of his great zest for
fun and his ability to hold one ear up and
one ear down, all at the same time. Recent
pictures giving important duties to Corky
are the Joe E. Brown starring feature,
"When's Your Birthday?" and the Bobby
Breen picture, "Hawaii Calls."
Typical of receipts for Corky's services
is the $90 per day that was paid for his
part of the antics in the first-mentioned
ng himself "on call" for a
picture. Getti
period of four and a half weeks of the
production, the impish mixture of several
breeds of dog gathered in for his kennels
a total of close to $2500 spending money
r's fee of
and added to this was a handle
the first order. Coming up shortly in sevis deseral important productions, Corky
tined to add materially to his figure. Also
s is the betterfrom the Henry East kennel
known but lower-figured Skippy, who is
remembered for his conveyance of at least
twelve distinct canine emotions as Asta in
natural"After the Thin Man," and for the Grant
in
ness of his rompings with Cary
y
has
"The Awful Truth." Though Skipp
thus far received less per picture than his
kennel-mate, he works more often than
Corky and, before he has made many more
screen appearances, is expected to show
compound increases in salary.
To take up once more the comparison
between screen animals and the human
artists may we, without too much disrespect, see how our mythical highest-paid
when
Hollywood "extra" playerns?fares
Here, as
stacked up against pengui
before, it becomes shamefully evident by
contrast that the "extra's" maximum of
$50 per week is a mere pittance. For, in
checking with the various penguin farms
and the studios, we find that these birds,
definitely of the elite among the film community's higher-paid creatures, ask, in
their natural full-dress, on the average of
$65 a day, and will generally not work
continuous employleast a week's
unless mentatis assured
them.
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Based upon number of performances in
pictures where a highly trained and
"movie-broken" penguin has been required,
Hollywood's No. 1 penguin at the present
time is unquestionably the individual known
out here as Pete. For a figure located
between $75 and $100 a day, varying upon
circumstances, Pete may be persuaded to
brave the lights and the exactments of
movie scripts — all provided, of course, that
his handler is taken care of in the matter
of trainer's fee, room, board and transportation, and that both are given a definite
period of working days. Closely following
Pete in salary demands is a penguin named
Oscar, who, similarly requiring the best
for his master, will face the lenses for $75
perInadequate
diem.
without the name of Billy,
prize property of the Los Angeles Alliof Hollywood's
our list
gator Farm,
means
must by all upperstars
animal
bracketed
include this 250-year-old reptile who is
definitely a veteran in the film city. Captured at the tender age of approximately
220 years in a swamp in Louisiana, Billy
has the distinction of having been in pictures for thirty-two years. Appearing
prominently in "Sparrow" years ago with
Shirley
Temple's
includes
this summer
taffeta wardrobe
frock.

"zephyrwithfrock"
And athis
favorite
Shirley.is also

since given comMary Pickford, he has
a list too . long
ces in .
performan
re
to tabulate mendable
he
Although Billy is still comparatively
told,
young for his species, he has, we are what
the desirable characteristic of being
."
or circles is termed a "leaderinin alligat
such he has proved himself to be es
As
sequenc
e
pictur
many
valuable in the
that have called for a herd of the barkyskinned reptiles to swarm down upon people under the generalship of one of their
number. And added to this, Billy has the
trait of perfect harmlessness while portraying ferocity at close range. For thus
doing what the good picture alligator is
supposed to do, and doing it at the right
time, Billy has an asking price of $100 per
day. An indication of his ability to get what
he wants, moreover, is the fact that he
has never gone through a day at a studio
for less than $50.
In the historical plays, "Wells Fargo
and "Buccaneer," where a combined total
of five hundred horses were used, highly

trained equines for special performances
brought daily for their owners $25 apiec~;
and for horses in the same productions performing lesser special duties there was paid
a sum of $10 each, per day. One of the
$25 variety, a pinto named Junior who does
several sequences with Joel McCrea in the
first-mentioned picture, so impressed leading-lady Frances Dee, it is reported, that
she proceeded to purchase Junior for her
co-starring husband, even before the production was finished.
Another "picture horse" gaining prominence as an individual is Leo Carillo's Sui
Sun, who plays currently with the impressive Latin in "Girl of the Golden
West." For Sui Sun's specialized acting
in this picture Carillo was given a check
for $100 each week of the production, and
along with it went a liberal allotment for
stable expenses. Considering that all horses
employed in capacities such as have been
mentioned must at one time or another
have been "movie broken," and that there
must be present at all times during the
filming of horse sequences, according to
law, at least one handler per horse, it may
be understood where some of the money

With pelicans and sea gulls flying wild
all up and down the Southern California
sea coast, it would seem at first conception
goes. bag-fulls could be gathered at will
that
when the call for their services arose. A
California State law, however, disallows
the capture of either of these adornments
th'sof
tourist-con
thefront,
of
are no end
there commonweal
and soscious
ocean
and genspecial meetings, special permits,
eral red tape to be gone through before
birds of these two species may be taken
from their native haunts. Result of which,
when the order went out during production
on Cecil DeMille's "Buccaneer" for two
effects, the amalarge pelicans for special
teur sportsman who finally maneuvered the
day the
paid $10 for every
bagging was fowl
were on call, and for
satchel -billed
substantial
himself, as trainer, received toa get
due to
trainer's fee. Cranes, hard
their scarcity in these regions, similarly
bring approximately $75 per week, and for
tropical birds, such as those seen in the
Lily Pons picture, "Hitting a New High,
there is a slightly better price.

what
commonly
called aCesar
"common
The is girl
who danced
down cold."
was
Sonja Henie — and he frankly tells you he
was just about all in, and marvels the
more about Sonja's magnificently played
practical joke on him because this happened at a party given the skating star
after her triumphal engagement at Madison
Square Garden in New York — where she
played six performances of as gruelling an
athletic effort as any champion ever attempted. Those thousands who paid in a
total of $156,000 at the box office of the
Garden wanted their money's worth, and
got so many encores from Sonja that
maybe she was taking a bit of private
revenge on Mr. Romero, by doing dancing
encores with him. "What a girl!" said
Cesar.
There is a bit of a sidelight on that
which may have added somewhat to Cesar's
handicap. Born and brought up in New
York, he is no stranger to that malady
known as a cold. But this one was coming
most inopportunely. You see a fortuneteller at a party in Hollywood told him
that on this trip he was planning he would
meet THE girl. Romance for Romero ; an
added fillip to his vacation trip back home.
Here Shirley models a Princess
style of lively print fabric.

Delayed

Discovery

Continued from page 29
often hailed as Khoda Kahn, and I must
say that is a name that never fails to bring
pleasant
recollections." Which is quite understandable.
It isn't
every as
actorCesar
who Romero
speaks as does.
franklyIf
about
himself
more were like him in that respect there
would be far more accuracy, but we fear
far less excitement, in the records written
about Hollywood personalities.
"When I went to Hollywood," he said
in answering questions about his early experiences inpictures, "all I wanted was a
job in pictures. I had no preconceived notions as to the kind of parts I wanted or
do."
would
By the time he was coming along as a
stage actor the theatre in New York and
elsewhere was well on its way to its present
state of very limited activity and sparse
opportunity for the player. Romero took his
hard knocks trying to get somewhere.
Nothing more eloquently revealing of that
fact could be introduced than his own recital of what he had been doing recently
in New York. For he listed as one of the
high-lights of his trip the fact that a producing firm had phoned him an offer to
appear in a stage play. He turned it down
■— picture commitments are more important.
But there was no mistaking that Cesar had
gotten a real thrill out of this experience.
"It is," he said smiling broadly, "the first
time a manager ever called me up and offered me a part on the stage. / always had
to His
do the
asking !" as a dancer came close
reputation
to suffering a severe set-back during this
New York holiday. Cesar never set himself up an endurance dancer at one of
those marathon strutting parties that were
so popular back a while. But it's another
matter when a man meets a girl he wants
to dance with but who not only has the
enthusiasm to dance and dance and dance,
but the physical energy to call for more
and more encores just at a time like
this, when the chilling rains of a moist
and frigid spell of weather has given him

A dashing little number made of
an all-over linen print.
BUT the circumstances under which he
was to meet THE girl were not altogether
reassuring. He would, the cards said, be
taken ill, perhaps have pneumonia, and during this not-at-all welcome seizure he would
most certainly meet THE girl !
For the first time during his four years
in Hollywood, Romero's fortune seems to
be in his own hands — that is to say he is
being given the recognition necessary to
apply his talents in the creation of worthwhile parts. And, fortune-tellers to the contrary notwithstanding, he appears to be
taking romance into his own hands also.
If you saw "Happy Landing" you noticed
of course a beauty by the name of Ethel
Merman in the cast along with Sonja
Henie, Don Ameche, and Cesar. Well, they
— Ethel and Cesar, that is — made several
of the night clubs together during their coincidental visits to New York. And now
that both are back in Hollywood you also
notice that their names are linked very
frequently in the news notings of the
social side of Hollywood life.

Crazy About Radio
Continued from page 34
heard no more about appearing on Jack's
show. Then, one morning —
"You still want to be on my hour?"
Benny asked, over the telephone. "Okay,
we're rehearsing tomorrow."
Probably all you fans will recall Andy's
debut in one of the first of the "Buck
Benny" skits on the air last year. One
word describes him : immense.
Almost overnight, Andy's fan mail
doubled.
Whythehadn't
on the air
before, was
tone he
of been
the majority
of
missives. Invalids and shut-ins who had
never seen him on the screen particularly
were impressed, although untold numbers
of letters arrived from his film fans.
Judging by the reception, the whole nation
was made Devine-conscious. Even Benny
was the recipient of thousands of letters,
congratulating him upon the addition of
the gravel-throated comic.
Following that first broadcast, Andy continued on the program for twenty-six
consecutive weeks. After every airing, he
would seek out the star of the show and
beg that he put him on the following week.
"Can't you find a place for me, next
Sunday?" he'd beseech.
"Well—"
"Aw, Jack, see if you can't. Just one
"And I didn't miss out once on those
more week."
twenty-six weeks," Andy told me, elatedly.
His blue eyes sparkle like a youngster experiencing his first real thrill whenever
he becomes enthused. "Gosh, if Jack had
only known how much I really wanted to
be on his program ! You see, for years I'd
had a yen to go on the radio. Most of my
friends were appearing as guest artists,
but never me. I couldn't make the jump
from pictures to radio. They told me my
voice would never make it. I thought my
big chance had come when Jack asked me
that day at Coronado if I'd like to be in
his show. Then, I had to wait a whole
It was the longest year in Andy's life,
that one. The screen featured him, in good
pictures, but his heart lay now in radio.
It
was ahis
goalimpatience,
he couldn'tas attain.
Can't you
picture
he awaited
the
call from Benny that seemed never to
come ? His natural reticence forbade him
broaching
year." the subject again, on those occasions he'd meet the air comedian at parties
and around the film colony — all the while
he would have given an arm to speak up.
But no one suspected this craving of
Andy's to broadcast. It was his secret, his
alone. And so, until Jack Benny decided
to experiment and try out Andy's voice
he remained — if we must wax poetic — "a
ship
withoutina Hollywood
rudder."
Arrived
the small-town
radio characters, the universal favorites,
Lum and Abner. Andy met them shortly
after they reached the film colony, and
immediately struck up a warm friendship.
"We had a lot in common," he tells you.
"They came from a small town, just like
I did — I'm from Flagstaff, Arizona, you
know — so we hit it off from the very start.
Then, when Abner bought a place near
mine out in the valley, we spent practically
all our time together."
Andy had
on Jack
program
several
timesbeenwhen
he Benny's
visited his
new
friends at the radio station, only a few
minutes before they broadcast.
Drawled Abner : "Like to be on with
us "Who,
today, me,
sonny?"
NOW?" Andy was too be"Sure." wildered by the sudden prospect. 75

and wondered if he were going Hollywood,

For

More

Than

Money

Continued from page 65

all I've been able to do for Johnny in an
attempt to have his deafness cured that I
never could have done otherwise. I can give
him and Susie advantages when they grow
up that I would never be able to give them
on the salary I could make on the stage.
I owe them something."of Spence — memories
So many memories
of so many conversations and arguments we
had in those early days— keep crowding_ in
on me. I remember when his second option
came up at Fox. He was in a blue funk.
His salary was due to jump from $1,000
a week to $1,500. That seemed like all the
money in the world to him. "They'll never
prophesied dolefully.
it," he people
pay"Other
have had bigger jumps
him, "and have been
assured
I
than that,"

Mrs. Charles Cooper visits her
famous son, Gary, on the set.
"And darned if they didn't write me in,
deright then and there," Andy explained
lightedly, his voice skyrocketing to high
tenor for a moment. "They changed the
script, just like that— and when time ;came
ready for me." His
my part was
to go on good-natur
ed face lit up, as he
homely,
ran stubby fingers through tousled sandy
hair.
That first broadcast on the Lum and
Abner program led to others.
"How about me going on with you this
week?" he would call one or the other of
the pair, and generally the answer would
be— "Okay."
But here's the funny part of it— that he
might have asked for a salary check never
for a moment entered his mind. That he
was passing up an opportunity to make
thousands of dollars didn't occur to him.
conHe didn't expect payment for what he
sidered the greatest fun he had ever known.
He was having his fun, in his own peculiar
way. Who else in pictures but the Devmea
would have acted in so unprecedented
fashion !
...
of voice
kind
"Maybe if I had another
Andy
sooner,"
gotten a break
I would have
remarks. "But on the other hand, if I didnt
have this screwy voice of mine maybe I
wouldn't even be on the screen. At least
.
it's individual.'
Jessel
Andy's gravel voice— Georgie tive
on
dubbed it thus— is the most distinc
either screen or radio. That is one reason
whenfavorite, sure-fire,
why he is such a an
appearance m either
ever he makes
medium. A ready-made audience awaits
the personality behim, for
voice. es love
hind the audienc
It's pretty generally known by now that
peculiar tonal qualities are the reAndy's
sult of an accident during boyhood.
"That is," the comedian observes, doctors'Mm* that's what caused my voice to
be what it is today. I was running with
a stick in my mouth, as kids will, when
I fell and the point penetrated my throat.
Shortly after that, my voice changed from
a normal one to its present goofy state.
That fans enjoy this "goofy" voice is
seen in their laughing uproariously whenever Andy opens his mouth in speech. It s
gone over so well on the air that Jack
Benny's sponsor has placed Andy under
contract, to appear on the Benny program
for the season. Now, whenever Andy goes
!
on the air, he's PAIDALL
be crazy about
Mebbe we should
radio 1
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"But they were stars," he argued.
has always had an inferiority comkept
He on."
plex where his importance is concerned.
Even today he doesn't realize that he stands
for anything as an actor in the industry!
He seems to feel he is a fairly competent
craftsman but that if he has attained a
position of any importance it is entirely
due to lucky breaks.
In those long-gone days his ambition was
to have a contract limiting him to two
pictures a year and the privilege of doing
stage plays in the interim. I asked him
recently what had become of that yearning. "I still hope to do more plays on the
not big
stage," he answered, "but I'm stillterms
of
enou gh in pictures to dictate the
my contract. And the mounting quality of
pictures compensates for not being able to
do worthwhile stage plays— if I were lucky

them."
to find
enough
contracts have always been a
Spencer's
source of secret amusement to me. Parts
have always meant more to him than
money. Whenever his bosses were trying
to finagle him into signing a new contract
without giving him his raise they would
promise him some choice parts. At the
mention of choice parts Spence would grab
the pen and sign anything for fear those
roles would get away from him. In exasperation, his lawyer finally sent for
Spence's brother Carroll to come handle
Spence's business.
He hasn't changed in that respect. Parts
still mean more to him than money. Had
it not been for Carroll there is no telling
to get
what Spence wouldn't havehe signed
will now get
two parts at M-G-M that
anyhow— the roles he'll play in "Northwest
and "Three Comrades."
Passage"
It is a far cry from the days_ when
Spence worried for fear his option at
$1,500 a week would not be taken up, to
the new contract he recently signed with
M-G-M at a salary said to approximate
$3,500 a week.
No fan was ever more of a hero worshipper than Spence. He has his favorites
and he is in the seventh heaven of bliss
when he is with one of them or when
people realize he is on intimate terms with
rs "great." Sucwhom he considein
someone hasn't
that way and
changed him
cess
I doubt it it ever will.
He has a terrific inferiority complex but
success has given him a poise he never
had before. Just having people notice him
and compliment him on his work has given
him a new confidence and assurance.
It is the usual thing to write that almost
"a little boy."
any actor reminds youHisof tastes
endoes. the little boy and
Well, Spence
variety.
thusiasm are all of
I watched him go through the stage where
he was buying polo ponies with both hands

really
wasn't
my heart
in loves
downstill
although
the studio
polo Ibut
worried.
won't let He
him play.
I watched him go through the stage
where he had to own a yacht — and did. I
knew he'd tire of that, too. Nor will I
ever forget the Sunday afternoon he took
a bunch of us out beyond the breakwater
in the Los Angeles Harbor for a sail.
There is a drawbridge that must be raised
to let sailing vessels into the harbor. We
came back late in the afternoon when
traffic across the bridge was at its heaviest.
Naturally, traffic was held up while the
bridge was raised to let us through. But
Spence, new to navigation and knowing
little about steering, couldn't quite get the
boat through. Motorists waiting to get
across the bridge became irate.
Spence flushed a lobster red. A few
weeks later he sold the boat.
He is a sentimentalist at heart but he
would die if he thought anyone suspected
him of it. That's another thing Hollywood
will never change nor cure him of.
When he and Myrna Loy were_ cast to—
picture
in theirno first
after the "first
But— "Whipsaw
bounds.
knew
his joy gether
the
At
drooped.
day of shooting his spirits
end of the second day he went gloomily to
the director and asked him to get someone
else for the part.
"What's the matter?" the director asked
in surprise.
"I guess Myrna doesn't like me," Spence
told him, looking like he was ready to cry.
The director spoke to Myrna. ^Next
Spence. "Now,
approached
morningtheMyrna
what's
matter?"
she smiled.
Spence repeated his tale of woe.
confided, "I'm just
"I'll tell you," Myrna new
people as you
as timid about meeting
are. In addition to that, I don't study my
lines at home because I feel my time there
study
belongs to my husband. I have totime
I
them sometime so the only other
have is in my dressing room between shots.
"But," she grinned, "if it's making you unhappy, I'll play with you between takes —

usly ever since.
They've
boy." got along marvelo
there is •an actress in Hollybelieve.
don't rk
Ilittle
wo
,•i i
whom Spence would.11 rather
"
wood with
That's another way m which hell never
change: fine an actor as he is, he has to
work in a congenial enviroment or he can't
work.

Must be love! Mary Lou Lender
and Sterling Holloway, in a scene
from "Professor Beware."

"KEEPS MY skin finer . . . Pond's new Cold
Cream keeps my skin finer and softer in
spite of all my sports."
Joan Belmont, Mrs. Ellsworth N. Bailey

"SMOOTHS OUT TIRED LINES . . . Pond's
new 'skin-vitamin' Cold Cream gives
my skin a livelier, more glowing look
— smooths out tired lines."
The Countess de la Falaise
"IT'S WONDERFUL TO HAVE such
a grand nourishing cream and
cleansing
one.soPond's
new
Cold cream
Cream indoes
much
more for my skin."
Mrs. A. J. Drexel, III
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"Skin-Altamin'
THE first announcement
of Pond's "skin-vitamin" Cold
Cream brought almost immediate response. Hundreds of
women tried the new cream.
And steadily your demand has increased for this new cream
that brings to women such important new aid to skin beauty.
For years, leading doctors have known how this "skinvitamin" heals skin faster when applied to wounds or burns.
And also how skin may grow rough and subject to infections
when there is not enough of this "skin-vitamin" in the diet!
Then we tested it in Pond's Creams! In animal tests, skin
that had been rough, dry because of "skin-vitamin" deficiency
in diet became smooth and supple again — in only 3 weeks!
Use this new cream in your regular way for cleansing and
before make-up. Pat it in. Soon you, too, will be agreeing that
the use of the new "skin-vitamin" cream does bring to your
skin something active and essential to its health — gives it a
livelier, more glowing look!
r/\t?

Same jars, same labels, same price
7"//£
Now every jar of Pond's Cold Cream you buy contains this
_ ^m I
new cream with "skin-vitamin" in it. You will find it in the
same jars, with the same labels, at the same price.
fano in on "THOSE WE LOVE," Pond'* Program, Mondays, 8:30 P.M., N. Y. Time, N.B.C.
SCREENLAND

"SKIN YOUNGER . . . The new Pond's Cold Cream with
'skin-vitamin' has made my skin smoother and younger,
the colour fresher — within just a few weeks."
Lady Margaret Douglas-Home
TEST IT IN 9 TREATMENTS
Pond's, Dept. 7S-CS, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube of Pond's
"skin-vitamin" Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with samples
of 2 other Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams and 5 different shades of
Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10^ to cover postage and packing.
Na
City_
Street_
_State _
Copyright, 1938, Pond's Extract Company
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A

Date

with

Clark

Cable

Continued from page 17

NEW*

Clark said at the time that someday he
would give me a first hand story on a
date with him.
Several months later, my telephone rang
one afternoon, and a rather boyish, but low
modulated voice spoke from the receiver:
"Hello, this is Clark Gable." And when in
stunned silence, I failed to answer, _ the
voice repeated: "Can you hear me, this is
Gable speaking. How are you?" And
Clark
then concluding that of course it was some
boy friend trying to play a joke on me I
blandly replied : "You don't fool me a bit.
Now next time you call just say you're the
King of Siam, and I'll believe you just as
much." There was a laugh at the other ^ end
of the wire and the voice persisted: "But
truly, this is Clark, and I happen to be just
a short distance from your house, and I

me."
lunch with
thought
my nose,
to powder
botherhave
evenmight
I didn'tyou
I exor change my dress, because of course
pected no one. Five minutes later a car
drove up bv the front gate, and I glanced
Gable in perout the window to see Clark
son coming up the walk !
Here I had a date with Clark Gable, and
didn't know just what to do about it. Any
in the same pregirl can imagine herself
dicament, mentally visioning the perfectly
groomed Carole, whom Clark dates. A
quick little pinch hard enough to leave a
mark on my arm to prove that me was me,
and awake, not dreaming, I greeted the
famous star, standing at my front _door.
ACTUAL SIZE
Ten minutes later found us seated m his
3 inches by V3 inch
sixteen-cylindered-open-top roadster, drivU. S. PATENTS
ing down the street.
2000893 2000894
Clark talked about his new ranch house
out at San Fernando Valley, and his cocker
spaniel Smokey as we drove along. "I like
LLYUJ00D
being a country squire, and lazing around
e and country air,"
out there in the sunshin
wonderful cook— too
a
have
"I
said.
he
5
CURLER
to make
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AfraidI was
fact. know
good,
on
me fat.in You
9
li
BH33HHIB
grandmy
a farm in Pennsylvania with
parents. Iused to swim in the lake, hide
in the hay loft, and - ride a horse— and
Grandmother's cookies.
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about
followto athedeer, but he
he triediveto miles
Once twenty-f
soon found out that wasn't his speed at
all. Bob Taylor joins us for a ride now
SONG
A
WRITE
and then. He's another farm boy, raised on
and send poemoffer.to
a Nebraska farm. Some of the folks who
on any subject
us at once for exceptional
fan letters wouldn't find our lives
RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods Bldg., Chicago, 111. write us
I'm afraid."
exciting,
us weor had
very
reached a popular
this time
By glamoro
section of the city, where we selected a
restaurant. Clark parked his car at the
liestGRMHMR
curb, then noticing he had parked partly
on a red zone, he turned on the ignition
IS
REMEDY
and backed out again, and we found another
AT HOME
MADE
up the street. A girl who dates with
TOV can now make at home a place
Gable need never have fear of landing in
■ better gray hair remedy than
thoughtful and
this a traffic court. He is very
you can buy, by following
observes parkand
law
pmtof
considerate of the
simple recipe: To half
water add one ounce bay rum.
rules.
ing
of Barbo Com\ a smallpoundbox
By this time several side-walkers who
and one-fourth ounce
had recognized Clark when he attempted
of glycerine. Any druggist
you can
can put this up orvery
the word,
little to park the first time had spread
mix it yourself at
and he was greeted by a dozen or more
twice
cost. Apply to thethehairdesired
a week until
people who came running up the sidewalk,
color to streaked
Bhade is obtained. Barbo imparts
and
glossy
and
soft
full speed, shouting "It's Clark Gable!
it
makes
faded, or gray hair, looks. It will not color the in
It's Clark Gable!" Clark smiled goodtakes yeara off your
ecalp, is not sticky or greasy and does not rub off. naturedly and came over to my side of the

We asked women everywhere... in
homes, in beauty shops, in stores
and offices... and they said "Give us
a curler that will make large, soft,
natural-looking curls." So we designed the HOLLYWOOD GIANT,
pictured here in actual size. Curls made
on this big cylinder look softer,
more natural. They comb without
becoming frizzy. And rhey give the
large, full curls so favored in the
new hair styles. The HOLLYWOOD
GIANT is easy to use... rolls smoothly, dties quickly, withdraws without spoiling curl. They're 2 for 10Y
at dime stores and notion counters.
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car to help me alight, but before he could
open the door he was besieged from all
sides by autograph hunters, who popped up
from nowhere, so it semed, and girls and
women who frantically rushed to reach
him. He tried to make room to open the
car door to help me out and I took mental
note, that this was how it was to have a
date with Clark Gable, and that I was in
the shoes of Lombard — for the time being !
Finally Clark was able to get me out of
the car into the swirling mob, which seemed
to be increasing by the minute. Traffic was
in a decided snarl, and extra policemen
appeared from several directions. Two of
them secured our arms and helped us to
reach the sidewalk. All of which was so
different than I had ever imagined a date
with Gable would be like. But this was only
the beginning.
Clark doesn't like to turn down autogone ten
and so we'd
graph hunters,
feet, with
me hanging
on hardly
his arm, and a
dozen women frantically clutching at me,
endeavoring to get to him, when Clark
stopped and started signing autographs.
People stepped all over my toes in the
general rush, but their faces were smiling
and eager — so I could only try to tuck my
and hope I'd be able
further
still out
toeswalk
to
alive.back
No one grabbed roughly
seen
I've everrespect
think genuine
I don't more
and shown
Clark, star
aat screen
and admiration. Though he was surrounded
by three hundred people who firmly pushed
their way up for autographs, they were
courteous.
"That isn't Carole Lombard," was among
the whispers floating around my ears — and
I think the most ignored, and least carefully handled person in the crowd on the
sidewalk was the girl who was finding
out what it was to have a date with Gable !
while at freClark signed and signed,
quent times I could hear little rips in my
fur coat, as tugging hands sought to gain
autocloser position to Gable. While Clark
graphed he talked to me and said he hoped
day's
all in hethesigned
I didn'tandmind,
minute
thewas
justthis
thatthat
work
another fifty we would continue our way
to lunch. Thirty minutes later he announced
in a most attractive way with his famous
smile, and who could refuse those dimples,
that he was "really very hungry and if
you don't mind I'd really like to go to
lunch, and perhaps later I can sign some
more autographs"— whereon a mighty cheer
autowent up from the crowd and a path People
matically opened down the sidewalk.
grabbed his hand and said: "It's such a

Take to each other! Clark Gable
and a young fan he recently met.
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Neglect of Intimate
may

cost a Woman

Cleanliness

all her Happiness

Women . . . any woman . . . you . . .
are foolish to risk offending by
neglect of personal daintiness. Your
happiness, and even the security of
your home may rest on a dependable
method of intimate feminine hygiene.
Use the "Lysol" method.
Often the very nicest and loveliest
women are at fault. How horrified
they'd be if they knew! No one warns
you. The offense is too personal. Yet
so many women would benefit by giving this subject honest thought. Ask
any experienced family doctor.
The fact often is — your fussiest
bathing, your loveliest beauty aids, just
cannot make you completely clean,
sweetly nice. People may notice; your
husband surely will. And may think
you are carelessly neglectful. To be
sure of not offending, use a more
thorough method of feminine hygiene.
Use the wholesome, efficient method
that many doctors and nurses recom-

"LYSOL", by giving greater assurance of intimate cleanliness,
helps many a ivoman to save her personal happiness and home.

douche as a method of feminine hygiene. You can buy "Lysol" disinfectant in any drug store — with detailed
directions for use on every bottle.
You must surely read these six reasons
why "Lysol" is recommended for your intimate hygiene — to give you assurance of
intimate cleanliness.
1 — Non-Caustic . . . "Lysol", in the proper
dilution, is gentle. It contains no harmful
free caustic alkali.
2— Effectiveness . . . "Lysol" is a powerful
germicide, active under practical conditions,
effective in the presence of organic matter
(such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).

of happy women

every

day thank "Lysol" for its assurance of
thorough intimate cleanliness. Many
doctors and nurses, clinics and hospitals prescribe this effective antiseptic

4— Economy . . . "Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs only about one cent an application in the proper dilution for feminine
5—
Odor . . . The cleanly odor of "Lysol"
hygiene.
disappears after use.
6— Stability . . . "Lysol" keeps its full strength
no matter how long it is kept, no matter how
often it is uncorked.

Also, try Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands
and complexion. It's cleansing, deodorant.
What Every Woman Should Know
SEND& FINK
THIS Products
COUPONCorp.,
FOR "LYSOL" BOOKLET
LEHN
Dept. 5-S., Bloomfieid, N. J., U. S. A.
Send me free booklet "Lysol vs. Germs" which79tells the
many uses of "Lysol."

mend— the use of "Lysol" disinfectant in proper dilution with water.
Thousands

3 — Spreading . . . "Lysol" solutions spread because of low surface tension, and thus virtually search out germs.

NameStreet—
CityFOR FEMININE HYGIENE
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hot water for 15 to 20 minutes. Serve
at once.

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 13
into the dressing, stir the dressing rapidly
and then take the ice out before using it.
You'll be surprised how this chills and
thickens the dressing !
"This salad is romaine, watercress, radishes, onions, tomatoes and peppers, What
makes it different is that after I've sliced
the radishes and onions, I let them stand
for an hour in vinegar and water with
pepper and salt. That gives them a sort of
pickled taste that I like. Then I put oil
and cream into the vinegar and thoroughly
chill it before I put it onto the salad.
"Sometimes I use hearts of artichoke,
slices of avocado, or hard-boiled egg, sliced,
with the greens. My family especially likes
a salad of Romaine, peppers and yolks of
hardboiled eggs beaten into the dressing."
Some girls in Hollywood — as in other
places — cling to salads because they_ are
non-fattening, but Marie must have weightbuilding foods.
"I've gained twelve pounds !" she exulted.
"The secret of it is to lie down for ten
minutes after each meal. For breakfast, I
have orange juice, Cream of Wheat mush,
and a glass of half-milk, half-cream, and
then I hurry and lie down quick in order
to gain all the weight those calories
contribute."
She drinks milk, or milk and cream,
between meals, also, and manages fair portions of food at lunch and dinner, besides.
"Cheese Souffle delicious. Annie has a
special
recipe arrived
that I'm German
crazy about
is
a newly
maid,!" (Annie
with a
treasured German cookbook, which she
translates as she goes.)

"Annie makes a marvelous dish," continued Marie, her big brown eyes shining.
"It's "called Schnitzel Natural. It's veal,
salted, peppered and floured, and then fried
on top of the stove. Then you make a nice,
thick gravy and pour sour cream into it
serving.
and let it simmer a few minutes before
"One of my favorite desserts is Annie's
Spanish Cream. I'm crazy about her Bavarian Cream, too, especially if you powder it
with chocolate shot before serving. Both

Fred MacMurrciy, one of the
Yacht Club Boys, and Director Al
Santell, right, busy on the set.
CHEESE SOUFFLE
2 tbls. flour
4 eggs (separated)
2 tbls. butter
1 pint milk
V2 cup grated cheese (Blue Moon)
Rub butter and flour together over the
fire ; when they bubble, add gradually
hot milk, seasoned with pepper and salt ;
add slowly the cheese. Remove from
fire, add beaten yolks of eggs, cool the
mixture, add beaten whites, stirring all
together thoroughly. Put in pudding
dish well buttered and bake in pan of

ALIKE

AS

are excellent for underweights."
SPANISH CREAM
Soak y2 box Knox Gelatine in 1 quart
of milk for an hour. Then put on fire
and stir until it begins to thicken. Add
yolks of 3 well beaten eggs and 1 cup
sugar. When it boils, strain into moulds
and flavor with Burnett's vanilla. Beat
whites with 3 tablespoons sugar, also
flavored with Burnett's vanilla, and use
as sauce when cream is ready to serve.
BAVARIAN CREAM
2 cups milk
y2 cup sugar
Pinch of salt
1 tbls. Knox gelatine
egg yolks well beaten
2
water
cold
y2 cup
1 teaspoon Burnett's vanilla
y2 pint whipping cream
Dissolve gelatin by sprinkling on top
of y2 cup cold water. Scald milk, sugar
and salt. Add beaten egg yolks, stir
until it thickens. Remove from fire and
add dissolved gelatin. Stir until gelatin
has melted, then strain. Add vanilla.
As mixture cools and thickens, add
whipped
cream.can of Hawaiian crushed
An 8 ounce
pineapple may be added for variation.
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BY THAT,
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MARGIE?
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I ADVISE COLGATE DENTAL CREAM :
1 BECAUSE...

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH

LATER — THANKS TO COLGATE'S
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WORLD'S
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H I penetrating
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gets
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washes away the decaying food deposits
that cause most bad breath, dull,
dingy teeth, and much tooth decay. At the same time, Colgate's
soft, safe polishing agent cleans
and brightens the enamel —
makes your teeth sparkle — gives
new brilliance to your smile!"

THANKS, BOB, BUT I'M
NOT MARGIE-- I'M MARY!
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At Columbia, however, when Don tased to
mimic the good Father Kucara, thus unConfesconsciously acquiring much of the depth
Don Ameche's
personality and much of the
priest's
the
of
sion of Faith
appeal of his voice, his achievedeep tonal
ment did little but get him into trouble.
Continued from page 25
Once Father Kucara, amazed to hear the
echo of his own tones as he walked, turned
ball team to victory also. Don has always
reda corner abruptly and caught Don
handed while he was performing prodigies
combined the aesthetic with the virile—
of impersonation for an admiring audience
and
during his early professional struggles,
of other students.
between his acting and broadcasting, he
odd-jobbed variously as a ditch-digger, a
"You're doing the devil's work!" he indignantly rebuked Don.
'rough carpenter, a mattress-maker, cement
But for that once the kindly Father was
conflict beand he finds no worse
worker, etc., — Don
than
would hate
tween them.
wrong. Don has since used that voice, and
heathen
a
either
be
to
world
the
in
anything
or
a sissy.
the devil's work
to do
usingAsit, the
is still
but
God's.
oldnothymn has it, God
inall
at
moves in mysterious ways His wonders to
Nor does he see anything
congruous inthe fact that his father was at
recogKucara
perform,
nized theand
valueFather
of that
voice himself
when he was
once a church-goer and a saloon-keeper.
in
per
in
Hollywood
last
year.
"Dad was the best saloon-kee
"He told me then that perhaps because of
Kenosha," he declares, refusing now that
he is top-flight to soft-pedal the subject,
what I did thoughtlessly as a kid," said
"nobody ever had too much to drink in his
Don, "my voice now reflects a spiritual
quality which attracts people. He said that
that
must be the reason God gave it to me,
Don's present counterpart of that little
saloons."
and
assured
me I could do no greater work
stead
good
such
in
him
chapel which stood
for
God
in
my
own medium than to bring
Van
at
h's
Elizabet
St.
is
at St. Berchman's
Nuys, where he and his family worship
to others."
relaxation
needed
unostentatiously every Sunday morning and
all his life's associates Don
of
However,
is most grateful to Father Sheehy. Not
during the week as his busy schedis often
ule will permit.
only was he Don's spiritual counsellor,
but, as athletic director of the academy,
Somewhere in the life of every outstandcounselled his charges as well in all
he
inwhose
ing character there are yothers
fluence is very largel responsible for
things physical and temporal and by hisit
advice showed his great wisdom when
moulding them into what they become.
came actually to affairs of the soul. In
mother and father, in Don's
Besides
thesehisothers were Sister Cornelia, then . common with many of the other boys, Don
case
would go to confessional only when Father
at St. Berchman's and now Mother Superior of St. Mercy's in Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Sheehy was behind the grille ; and,_ eventts— and
ually, itwas Father Sheehy who did Don
—where Don's sisters are studenKucara,
his greatest service by introducing him to
Father Maurice Sheehy and Father
his wife and officiating at their marriage.
then both of Columbia Academy at Dubuque,
graduahis
after
sent
where Don was
wildest
course, hadn't
Don, ofof Hollywoo
and
wooed
he the
d wheneven
tion from the seminary. Father Sheehy
dream
their
romance,
Their
Honore.
fair
the
Uniwon
c
Catholi
the
of
faculty
now is on the
versity of America at Washington, D. C,
joint love glorified by their joint faith, was
,
is Bishop
Kucara
. of Lincoln
and Father
very tender and very beautiful. Beginning
aska
br
.
Ne
with a psalm it could have been no less;
friends
and now, with their every dream come
All three were Don's very great because
happy.
and benefactors. Sister Cornelia
fabulously true — including the two youngshe guided his activities and nurtured his
sters whom 'they idolize — they are very
spirituality during his most impressionable
Notwithstanding the triple miracle of
and plastic years; Father Sheehy because
faith and love and success which has thus
he was Don's confessor and coach, and
Father Kucara because he possessed a parcome to pass for him, Don is still disticularly warm and resonant voice which
tinguished inHollywood by his outstandd
dously
. and imitate
d tremen
ely
Don admire
fus
,
pro
ing humility. It is not a servile humility
but the instinctive, teachable humility which
forms the cornerstone of continued growth ;
It was, in fact, Father Kucara s voice
he is meek, not with the meekness _ of
Don's
do with
to terist
most
had
ly
probab
which
his
or fear but with the surpassing
of
ic
cowardice
charac
one
the
present voice —
to
meekness of courage and strength from
personality, he believes, which did mostthat
bring him success. Certainly it was
the foremost dravoice which made him air,
which got him
matic favorite on the
his first real introduction to the public, and
which built up the immense radio popularity which has so greatly contributed to
popularity. Don likes to tell how
screen
his
^
t happened to come about.
"I had been batting around for years,
he said, "alternately trying to study law,
trying to get a footing on the stage, trying
for a radio audition. It seemed that in all
three I wasn't getting anywhere; I didn't
like law, and as far as the stage and radiog
were concerned I appeared to be buttin
my head against solid stone walls. One
down and had a serious conevening I sat
ference with myself, and I decided to give
them all up and go into business. The next
and 1
day came the impossible. God acted for
an
was called to a broadcast studio

That audition— that voice— led directly
audition." Empire Builders" program and
to "The
through it to the career which, second only
to Amos and Andy's, is the longest on the
air.
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Two movie buds, Eleanor Lynn
and Ann Rutherford, pick peach
blossoms.

within. Therefore he has inherited the
earth, and therefore he possesses that unassuming self-control which so delicately
balances his self-confidence, and which, the
anthesis of the vanity and ego so prevalent
in his present sphere, marks him instantly
as a man apart. Yet, and possibly more
than any other person in Hollywood, he
mingles his talents in the greater sphere of
mankind.
Among his fan mail — by far the greatest
on the 20th Century-Fox lot— Don receives
countless letters from shut-ins. These, a
fraction of his thirty-million-odd radio audience, are his greatest delight. He is more
proud of these letters than of anything else
in his life because they tell him that he
brings most happiness into their lives.
"When I was still a youngster," he said,
"I made the, to me, startling discovery that
God is constantly offering us the fullness
of His abundance. I realized that what I
received depended solely upon m};self— that
everything exists for one who is willing
to take. So I feel that in order to receive
of the best I cannot conscientiously give
of less than my best for the enjoyment of
others."
Don's personality is alive with fire, yet
inwardly he is tranquil. His smile flashes,
its inward sweetyet in its very flashing isfrom
his heart and
ness. His voice resounds
in living
satisfaction
superlative
his
shares
with all who care to turn a dial and listen.
He has found the alpha and the omega of
contentment in himself because, he believes,
he has found himself in God.
"God," he explained quietly, humbly,
"means security to me. He gives me a
sense of stability in a world which too often
is upside down. Conflicts, disturbances, fears
cannot enter where He is, and thus I am
secure. I know that as long as I work with
Him He will work with me, and I live my
religion because I have been shown that
the goal of all life is the establishment of
harmonious relationships between all peoples. That will be attained only if and when
every one as an individual obeys the fundalaws of life."
moral andof spiritual
what he means Don
example
As an mentally
points not to himself but to a young Belgian, now of about his same age, who lives
with him in his lovely San Fernando Valley
home. This young man is one Gabriel van
den Dorpl, and in him is the epitome of
human drama and of human peace.
Gabriel was a little boy amid the halocaust that was Belgium in 1914. At the
age when other boys are playing with toy
soldiers he saw the Kaiser's grey-green
hordes sweep past his home, endless bobbing helmets and endless marching^ feet.
The home itself was transformed in an
into a ruin by a shell, and Gabriel's
instantsister
little
had her skull crushed by an onrushing munitions truck. Gabriel was rescued
from that inferno of noise and destruction
by two priests who took him to a church
near Ypres, and from thence, a refugee,
he was brought to America and adopted by
sisters at St. Berchman's. That is where
the
Don first met him, and where Don sent
for him when he was able to befriend him.
From that childhood of his own Gabriel
now takes care of Don's children. He is
watchful as a hawk and faithful as a St.
Bernard. And he, more than Mrs. Ameche,
teaches the kids to say their prayers, for
he has gone through cataclysm and he has
found retreat.
Talking with him about his home, about
his success and about everything which he
has already achieved in life, one inevitably
asks Don the Biblical question : "By what
power and in what name have ye done all
this?"
And Don as inevitably makes the Biblical
reply : "By faith. Have faith, and all things
shall be given unto you."

MARVELOUS FOR COMPLEXIONS, TOO
You'll want to use this pure, creamywhite soap for both face and bath.
Cashmere Bouquet's lather is so
gentle and caressing. Yet it removes
dirt and cosmetics so thoroughly,
leaving your skin clearer, softer . . .
more radiant and alluring!
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Mr. and Mrs. John Loder, both
screen stars, vacation in France.
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You'll say "YES"

when

my 10 thrilling new
you new

radiance

you find your lucky color among
shades! See it bring

face powder

— breathe

Wouldn't you say this was Your Lucky Day
if you found a way to win extra compliments
— extra attention — extra admiration? A way
that can bring out the sparkle in your hair —
the dancing light in your eyes?
The prize I'm talking about is the one flattering shade of face powder that can create a
new "you". . . your one and only "lucky"
color. For you know as well as I do that the
wrong powder color can actually hide your
best points instead of bringing them out and
giving you a lift.
Perhaps you're saying —"This doesn't concern me. My powder color seems all right."
But are you sure? Are you certain you have
found the face powder color that is 100% right
for you— the one that is so true that it blends
into your skin — so natural that it seems as if
the color comes from within? The day you
find that color will indeed be a lucky day for

you. That's why I'm so anxious to have you try
all 10 of my face powder colors. Because I am
r

new

life into your

skin!

sure that your special color is among them.

My gift io you
d
I've helpe many others, and I'll gladly help
you, too. If you'll send me your name and
address, I'll mail you all ten of the glorifying
new shades of Lady Esther Face Powder free
and postpaid.
When my gift arrives — try on every shade.
Try each one carefully. Then STOP at the
one and only color which whispers, "I am
yours, see what I do for you. Look how I make
your eyes shine. And how dreamy soft and
radiant I leave your skin!" See how the color
seems so natural, so lifelike, so much a part
of you.
Have you a lucky penny?
Here's how a penny postcard will bring you
luck. It will bring you FREE and postpaid
all ten shades of Lady Esther Face Powder
and a generous tube of Lady Esther Four-Pur
pose Face Cream. Mail the coupon today.

(42)
(You can paste this on a penny postcard)
Lady Esther, 7162 West 65th Street, Chicago, Illinois
I want to find my "lucky" shade of face powder. Please send me your 10 new shades
free and postpaid, also a tube of your Four-Purpose Face Cream.
Name
Address .
City
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State (If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, One.)
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twenty-first birthday, just six years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Massey are
drinking a cocktail with blonde Edna Best,
and tall John Loder is chatting to some
French friends. He's tremendously pleased
with his Hollywood contract and is looking forward to playing with Irene Dunne
all the more because she is one of his own
favorite stars. John is taking along his
collection of antique military prints and
his famous silk patchwork dressing-gown,
made up of scraps of material from the
frocks worn by the feminine stars in his
pictures. And of course he is taking his
dainty little black-haired French wife,
Micheline Cheirel on the screen. Her curGabin.rent film is "La Belle Equipe," with Jean
Gertrude Michael has been buying
clothes in Paris too, flying over on _ the
needed at the British
days she wasn't
studios. She has just completed a comedy
Racket"
"Sweet
called on
JohnsheLodge
with now
"Star of the
is working
and
of GerThree
Kruger.
Circus" with Otto
She's
pink.
are
trude's new evening dresses
and believes it's her lucky
superstitious
color.
Our next scenes are set in the South
of France, at Cannes, where mimosa scents
the warm air and the white villas look out
on the blue Mediterranean. Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Howard are having their morning
coffee under a feathery palm. Leslie is
snatching a brief holiday between pictures—he's playing in the film version of
"Pygmalion" and wants
Shaw's
Bernard
to do Lord Nelson with Anna Neagle as
his Lady Hamilton in a new historical
spectacle before he sails for _Palestine to
shoot "Lawrence of Arabia."
That gay party on the hotel terrace is
being entertained by the Countess of Jersey

Mrs.
There's Veidt
ll toandyou).
Cherri
(VirgisniaButter
tall Conrad
worth
Charle
screwing his inevitable monocle into his
eye as he watches the pigeons begging for
crumbs. Con is a brilliant ornithologist
with a knowledge of the feathered folk
which many a college professor has envied.

Then the mountains rising behind Cannes
dissolve into the snow-clad slopes of
Switzerland. With distant yodelling and
silvery cow-bells off, we open in a beautiful valley where several famous film folk
are at play. There's Jessie Matthews and
Sonnie Hale — the vivacious dancing star
found learning to skate the easiest thing
in the world. She looks enchanting on the
ice with a scarlet frock and cap setting
off her piquant brunette prettiness.
Burly Charles Laughton and tawny-haired
Elsa Lanchester are climbing the mountain
paths too. Charles has brought along the
scenario of his next film, a London comedy
called "The Listener," and he spends the
evenings sitting beside the porcelain stove
at the inn studying his part with his wife
to comment and advise.
Then the following sequences begin in
romantic Budapest where the Danube flows
smoothly along and the churches have
golden cupolas and gypsy bandsmen wander
around the cafes playing their wild sadsweet Hungarian melodies. Paul Muni and
his wife always get a musical serenade
when they arrive for a bottle of Tokay —
often it's the lovely old folk-song "Red
Whitsuntide" that Paul likes so much. He's
like a boy on holiday, laughing, gay, and
carefree, revisiting the friends of his early
days when he was an aspiring young actor.
All good films should complete a full
psychological circle, finishing in much the
same setting as they began — Director Wesley Ruggles told me so when we had tea
together during his recent English visit.
So for the fadeout we'll return to London
and flash a brilliant premiere at the latest
cinema, the black and gold Odeon Theatre.
Page vivid Margaretta Scott in a red
and yellow cloak and exotic little Vivien
Leigh floating pale lilac chiffon. She has
been playing with Charles Laughton in his
new film of backstage life "St. Martins
Lane." There's Laurence Olivier and June
Clyde and youthful Nova Pilbeam, who has
come straight from Pinewood Studios.
Jean Muir appears — to everybody's surprise, for she packed her trunks and gave
a farewell party prior to returning to
Hollywood. Now it seems Producer Walter
Mycroft persuaded her to stay on at the
last minute and act in his comedy film
"Lovers Knot."
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Her Freshness Wins
A favorite of the London
stage,
Lupino's
freshness
caught Ida
the eye
of a Paramount
talent scout. She was whisked
to Hollywood and stardom in
"The Gay Desperado," "Anything Goes," "Artists and
Models." "One Rainy After"Fight for ofYour
And the noon,"
freshness
this Lady."
young
star wins fresh applause I
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fear of going stale keeps half
The
of Hollywood awake nights.
For the brightest star becomes a
falling star . . . once freshness fades.

emotions. I can only judge the depths of
their affections by the little things — but
after count.
all, in a romance, it's the little things
that

That's equally true of cigarettes.
Staleness often makes a "has been" of
a cigarette that ought to be in the

Every Wednesday night Barbara drives
in from the Mar-Wyck Ranch out in the
Valley to attend Bob's rehearsal for the
"Good News of 1938" broadcast, which is
held in the El Capitan Theatre on Hollywood Boulevard. After the rehearsal, along
about ten-thirty or eleven, Barbara and
Bob drive over to the Colonial Drive-In
where they sit in the car and drink coffee
and eat nutburgers and Barbara coaches
Bob on his lines. (Barbara with her great
knowledge of acting always helps Bob
with will
his cue
scripts,
studioforand
radio,
and
him' both
tirelessly
hours
on

prime of stardom. Staleness can transform the mildest cigarette into a harsh
irritant and rob it of all flavor.

end. Miss Stanwyck was Camille a goodlythree weeks before Miss Garbo was.)
Well, one Wednesday, night recently
Barbara phoned Bob that she was having
dinner with a friend but would pick him
up at the theatre at ten-thirty. Came tenthirty and the rehearsal crowd went
home — but there was no Barbara. A quarter of an hour later the doorman came

That's why we run no risks with our
delightful young star . . . Old Gold.
Every pack of Old Golds carries its own
freshness right with it . . . doubly sealedin by # jackets of stale-proof Cellophane.
At the peak of freshness, wherever
and whenever you smoke it, every
Old Gold gives a perfect performance

Here's why the O.G. package keeps 'em fresh
Outer Cellophane Jacket
OpensSealing
from the
the Top
Bottom

in the role of America's most appealing
cigarette. The price of one pack admits
you to this year's biggest smoking hit
. . . "Old Gold Freshies of '38".
TUNE IN on Old Gold's Hollywood Soreenscoops, Tues.
and Thurs. nights, Columbia Network, Coast-to-Coast
Screenland

The Inner
at theJacket
Top Opens
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Sealing the Bottom
Copyright, 1938, by P. Lorillard Co., Inc.

she rushed out and bought a whole flock
around to lock up the theatre, but still no
so
night
chilly
a
new dresses, with fringe and doodads,
of
quite
was
Barbara. It
was most pleased to discover that she
overcoat
and
his
of
collar
PRICE
the
L
up
THE AWFU
Bob pulled
the
of
front
in
down
and
up
and walked
took a size smaller. "I'm Marlene Stantheatre. Hollywood Boulevard, as you may
wyck," she said proudly. "Look, hollows
in my cheeks. I hope Bob will like the
YO U PAY
or may not know, is the main street of
Hollywood and the sidewalks were filled
Christmas
was fun. Dion was allowed to
Stanwyck."
New
FOR BEING
with people going home from the movies and
into cocktail bars— but believe it or not, not
their kindsit up late and repayed them for out
the fire
ness by ordering them to put
a one of those people, the same people who
in the big fireplace in the living room.
tear and clutch at Robert Taylor when he
They bundled up in sweaters to ward off
goes to a preview or premiere, paid the
pneumonia. Santa Claus was coming down
slightest bit of attention to him. At
the chimney. The next morning Bob drove
twelve-thirty, exactly two hours late, arover early with his presents, the Zeppo
rived a very contrite Barbara. It was the
fault of a watch that had stopped. Did
Marxes came for breakfast, Carole Lombard and Clark Gable dropped by, _and
Mr. Taylor rant and rail? He did not.
He simply said he was glad to see her and
Dion's
withBob—
playedwith
everybody
the
to the races
off course
Then of
train.
don'ta
Ijust
coffee.
cup of star,
a movie
get
and
hurry
let's
Santa
the
at
day
exciting
most
and
or
first
other
any
know of
Anita track. (Later in court quite a point
plain male for that matter, who would wait
made of the fact that Barbara had
for
was
cold
the
in
out
patiently for two hours
gone to the races on Christmas Day. That,
a girl friend. It must be love.
No one
mother.
"bad" she
While Bob was in England Barbara deher a that
seems, made
it
had spent all
of course
mentioned
cided to decorate his ranch house for him,
Eve and Christmas morning
of Christmas
it is only a few miles from hers, and have
with
him.)
he
when
with
him
surprise
it all ready to
returned. It is quite a small house, but
But Barbara's laughter soon died away.
crazy
went
almost
on to Christmas came the StanwyckBarbara
Close
same
just the
tries
never
and
who
a deold
She
it.
you
furnish
make
over little Dion,
to
can
trying
in court Fay,
nerves
fight
G
Fay
ERIN
QUIV
appeals, subpoenas,
of
favor
in
cision
pinchlive
started
to
hard
herself
for
and
y
nickel
a
crank
g,
save
to
lookin
rd
hagga
with — can keep you awake nights and rob you
ing pennies for Mr. Taylor, Mr. Taylor
pictures in the newspapers, more and more
of good health, good times and jobs.
who has far more money than she has.
humiliating publicity— and then just so
that. Start takasks Barbara five hunsalesman
a
everything would be hotsy totsy, her studio
When
Don't let yourself "go" like
ing a good, reliable tonic, made especially for
dred dollars for a pair of candlesticks
suspended her! Off-salary. A friendly susbeneany whose
women. And could you ask for than
Barbara gives him five hundred dollars
pension, they assured her, but they just
the famous
fits have been better proved
a quibble. But when a salesman
without
her on salary if she turned
keep
couldn't
d?
Compoun
s Vegetable
Lydia E. Pinkham'
asks five hundred dollars for a pair of
Let the wholesome herbs and roots of
down pictures.
Several months later, as we go to press,
different.
for Bob— that's
Pinkham's Compound help Nature tone up
candlesticks
od
Hollywo
in
anyone
seen
never
have
I
nerves,
shrieking
your system, and thus calm
that suspension It's
Barbara is still on get
from female functional disany actress. When
It would
help lessen distress
Bob Taylor's money.
her.
save
to
ed
getting
determin
so
strength.
more
you
orders and give
During the recent battle in the court
one of her horses won at the track the
For over 3 generations one woman has told
over Frank Fay's right to see little six
other day she flipped, "Well, I'm > glad
Pinkand
another how to go "smiling thru" with YOU?
old Dion, the boy that Barbara
year
She
working.
familyat is
thisstudio
HELP
it
was
somebody
let
he
not
when
ham's Compound. Why
once a" week
least
her former husband adopted
in tointhe
drives
a baby, Barbara would not allow Bob to
and sits in her dressing-room. "Just_ to
go to court with her. He wanted to, he
keep in practice," she says. Flippant,y wiseinsisted upon it every day, but Barbara
cracking Barbara, but so dreadfull hurt.
would not allow it. She would not subject
to wait, until I am sure," she
want
"I
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
him to those crowds of vulgar, prying
has told people who ask her when she
will marry Bob. And you might just as
people. It almost killed her when his name
into the trial while _ the
was brought
well try hurrying the tides as Barbara
sensation-seekers smacked their lips avidly.
when her mind's made up. It is my perTED
WAN
S
POEM
SONG
She was so afraid that it might hurt his
sonal opinion that she will not marry him
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
any time soon— not until the legal battles
publicity. But Bob Taylor wasn't worrying
ions are over. Not until
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wouldn't
he
right,way about it. and the suspens
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publicity
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about
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screen that her friends know her to be.
Hills to the private school where little
4153-V South Van Ness
Dion is learning his multiplication table and
I can just hear Barbara the Square saystand outside until school was over, and
him now
"I can't marry
ing to herself, like
a fright marriag
then he would drive the little boy back
look
wait
. . .'
. . e. Ill
It would
to the ranch. "With everything else you
A waltz is much lovelier, and far more
have to worry about," said Bob to Barental, than a rhumba.
sentim
worry
to
have
bara, "at least you don't
about Dion being kidnapped." If you could
see Barbara's eyes when she tells this
you'd know how much it meant tods her.
of
Little things? There are hundre
them. Barbara had to dye her hair blonde
for "Stella Dallas" but now at long last
it has grown out its natural color again.
"I like it natural," said Bob, so Barbara
swears she will never change it again.
Barbara, like most children of the theatre,
is most sentimental, though she tries awfully hard not to show it. Bob, who isnt
Barbara'sto
has discove
at all sentimen
a chance
misses red
s, andtal,never
weaknes
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Valentines, etc. Recently he had a bracelet
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simply drips sentiment.
Barbara's friends feel sure that Barbara
would have married Bob last Decembera
when he dashed across an ocean and
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her
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Stars
—and

Are

Slipping

Why?

Continued from page 19
warned "better write your editors about
doing stories with Robert Taylor" or
"mark what we say, the biggest star since
Gable is a'borning," or, as we walked
about the lot, "look, here comes Robert
Taylor!" Now, one of the infallible signs
of a star slipping is when no one on that
star's own lot ever says "look, here
— !"
comes
For when a star is slipping — ah, then,
there is silence, the cruel silence of indifference for one who no longer "matters." No
longer do the publicity departments urge
these stars to make portrait sittings, home
sittings, fashion lay-outs or any of the
publicity requests which beset the birth of
a star. A writer suggests doing an interview with a Dietrich and the publicity
department counters "here's a swell angle
cn Lombard." Then you know.
But why? How comet
For how and why a star slips is a subject seldom analyzed. The letters on the
stones that "mark the spot" are so seldom
read as to be practically indecipherable.
Yet there is one sign post so glaring, so
significant in the lesson it teaches that we
wonder all rising stars, all established stars
do not tattoo its message over their hearts.
It is this : A star who slips, slips first as a
human being!
It may seem curious but it also seems
true that the stars who are popular "at
home," in their studios, among their fellow
workers are the very ones whose popularity extends to the Box Office and beyond
to those who buy their tickets at the box
office. Popularity, like Charity, begins at
home. It is like a small pebble thrown into
a pool, the first small circle widening and
widening until the world is encircled.
Cast an eye over the polls taken to determine which stars have been, and are,
top money-makers at the Box Office; first
or first ten in popularity and your eyes will
open, or should: For in the years 1932 and
'33 Marie Dressier topped the popularity
lists; in 1934 the late Will Rogers. (Homefolksy folk, both of them). For the past
three years the various polls give to Shirley Temple the undisputed first place. And
then come the other top-ranking names of
Clark Gable, William Powell, Robert Taylor, Tyrone Power, Gary Cooper, Bing
Crosby, Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers,
Jane Withers, Jeanette MacDonald, Myrna
Loy, Sonja Henie. These very names and
what they stand for, says Hollywood, tell
the story. The memory of Mary Pickford
and her as yet unrivalled place in the sun
of world favor and affection also tells a
story.
For fashions in stars may change ; fashions in human beings do not change. The
qualities, the virtues, even the faults, perhaps, which make a man beloved at home,
among his associates, with his townsfolk,
are the self-same qualities which make him
beloved for as far as his sphere of influence can reach. And they are, all of
these ranking favorites, regular fellows.
They are human, understandable, co-operative, and kind. They do not say they "tank
they will go home ;" they do not turn their
backs on the public which has made them ;
they are good fellows under their glamor.
They are your kind of folks, and mine.
And so, object lesson #1, the stars who
slip, slip because they forget that old axiom,
"I am a Man, there-fore all that concerns
Humanity
concerns
They studio-manuslip because
all
that concerns
themme."
is their
factured selves. They slip because they are
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" Why, Mary — you're looking
"I thought it was the real thing,
"Mary, why don't you do someswell! Say, how about a date?"
Sue, but he hasn't called since."
thing about that misfit makeup?"

LUCKY YOU ... if you've learned by this time
how men feel about conspicuous misfit makeup .. . those unrelated cosmetics that clash,
that can't possibly look well together, or
on you. The cure? Marvelous Eye-Matched
Makeup.
...
MAKEUP For
THAThere's
MATCHES
. . . face powder,
rouge, and lipstick . . . eye makeup, too . . .
in color-harmonized sets. And here's makeup
that matches you. ..for it's keyed to your true
personality color, the color that never
changes, the color of your eyes.
NOW YOU CAN BE SURE your skin, your hair,
loveliest, because you're
look theircolor
eyes Nature's
your
following
plan for you! Stage
and screen stars, beauty editors, fashion ex-

■ ■ :V:.-':.:.
St

perts endorse Marvelous Eye-Matched Makeup. Thousands of women who have tried it
agree it's the way to immediate new beauty.
THE PRICE IS LOW. Start now to build your
matched set. Buy that lipstick ... or rouge,
face powder, eye shadow, or mascara ... in
Marvelous
Eye-Matched
. . only 55c1
each (Canada
650). Your Makeup
drug or .department
store recommends this makeup, advises:
/ BLUE
wear DRESDEN type
If your I GRAY
wear PATRICIAN type

ENTAL
y are VI HAZEL
type type
PARISIAN
wear CONTIN
BROWN .. .. .. wear
eves
FIRST IMPRESSIONS are frightfully important
Make a good one . . . tonight. Wear this
makeup that matches . . . and matches you!
COPYRIGHT 1938. BY RICHARD HUDNUT

■:■ :

f Mail
! See how
eyes Marvelous
to your for
keyed NOW
Makeup,coupon
~f •J /
you.
matches
and
.
.
.
matches
f'^i♦ that
makeup
with
be
you'll
lovelier
much
W
tlM
/
Richard Hudnut, Dept. M,
693 Fifth Avenue, New York City
STJ-5-38
I enclose 10 cents to help cover mailing costs. Send my
Tryout Kit of Marvelous Makeup . . . harmonizing powder,
rouge and lipstick for my type, as checked below:
□ Blue □ Brown
My eyes are
□ Gray □ Hazel
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I USE COLORINSE after each shampoo. ||
ana,. Just a few seconds— and a few cents! — 1
■ change drab hair into gleaming radiance, g

Complete every shampoo \v ith Nestle Colorinse, the rinse-tint that is so simple and thrifty
to use. It's f>ure, harmless; not a dye or hleach.
Colorinse removes shampoo film - makes
your hair soft, fluffy and lustrous. Faded or
gray streaks are hlended with the natural color.
Waves last longer. Colorinse glorilies your hair!
There's a shade of Colorinse for every
shade of hair. Consult the Nestle Color Chart
at your nearest toilet goods counter - today!
lOc for package of <2 rinses at 10c stores.
0,5c for 5 rinses at drug and dejjt. stores.

JQL

COLORINSE

I USE
SITROUX
TISSUES..

...says beautiful Mary Russell
starring in Columbia's new
picture "EXTORTION".
TWO
SIZES

10*

and fasSTARS of stage and screen,
tidious girls everywhere, prefer
Sitroux Tissues, because they're soft
as a flower petal, yet so much stronger
they won't "come apart" in the
Give your skin better care with
delightful, fine-quality tissues.
for the attractive gold-and-blue
k At Your
88
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Benda masks, posturing; because they are
egomaniacs; because they are Narcissists
in love with their own images, indifferent
to all else. They slip because they forget
that they are workers with jobs to do, jobs
which are interdependent with other jobs
and because the stuff of which they are
made eventually corrodes the metal of their
stardom.
A star actually slips, of course, when he
doesn't sell. A star slips when the consumer
(the fan) prefers to pay his money to see a
Myrna Loy instead of a Simone Simon;
a star slips when the exhibitors put the
name of a Gary Cooper above the name of
a Jean Arthur on the theatre marquees.
Bill Powell once said to me : "We actors
are like so many brands of soup put out
by a manufacturer. The manufacturers of
stars are, of course, the studios. The studio
seasons us with the best condiments, i.e.,
stories, cameramen, sound men, production
value; it advertises us, packages us as attractively aspossible and puts us on the
counter for sale. The counter being the
Then the condibox office. If we sell, fine.
ments are increased both in quality and
on apace.
quantity, the exploitation goes
But the instant the mulligatawny known
as Bill Powell ceases to sell the brand is
retired from the lists or disposed of in the
ve packaging marked 'B' picless expensi
tures. After all, the studio, like the manu-If
facturer, isin business to make money.
one product doesn't sell, another must be

."
pushed forward
er a
considwood
Let's Holly
why?whom
say, but
we cases
about
of the
fewAgain
slipping, d'you
"Ishe she
murmu
is
is on the skids . . .
"I hear
" orring
think?
Hollywood is raising arched, interrogative eyebrows over "the strange case of
Marlene Dietrich." There are those who
!" eThere
say
said
Amech
Donslipped
say, has has
who Dietric
othersing?
are "Slipp
e
Ragtim
nder's
to me on the set of "Alexa
haven't
"They
day:
justhedthetheother
Band,"scratc
surface of what Marlene
even
can do." There are those who will remind
you that a lady with such lustre (and such
legs) will be able to keep afloat above any
waters of oblivion. It is known that she is
in great demand on the air, that she was
asked to do a musical comedy on BroadM-G-M is "dickering" with Die;that
waytrich;
that Paramount is asking her to
everyhome,. with
come iven
"reconsider,
.
thin"g toforg

And when you ask what there is to tor-s
give" you are told that Miss Dietrich
pictures did not sell at the box office, that
"Garden of Allah," "Desire," 'Angel
failed to make money, "Desire" doing the
best of the recent crop— perhaps, say the
"Der was
Coope
Garythat
ountin spent
skeptics,sire"?becau
Param
You arese told
an approximate million and a quarter on
every Dietrich picture, some $7,000,000 in
all during the term of her contracts with
that studio. You are told that Paramount
supplied her with the* best stories theyit
could procure and she would okay, that
was difficult to get a Dietrich okay on a
story on a director, a cameraman, the cast.
You are reminded that they gave Marlene
the best directors, Lubitsch, Frank Borzage
and others ; the best cameramen ; the most
lavish sets ; carte blanche as to wardrobe—
and that in spite of all this prodigal expenditure of time and thought and, dear
, Miss Dietrich's pictures just
knows, money
did not "clean up" at the box office.
It is said that Paramount did not make
Die"French Without Tears" with Miss from
trich because, when she returned
the
Europe, she asked for an "advan,ce"or on
else—
picture before production started
d and disthat Paramount, already puzzleet
and did
couraged, took the flung gauntl
not make the advance and so Miss Dietrich
did not make the picture. Whether or no,
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NoRamon party.
Gaynor
Janet her
varro,
host atanda recent
Paramount and Miss Dietrich did come to
a parting of the ways and, at this writing,
Miss D. is still "in circulation" though,
says Hollywood, it will probably not be
long now.
Jean Arthur is among those about whom
Hollywood is murmuring "Is she slipping?"
studioof fights,
of these
from
All
gleaned nts"—
opinion,"retireme
consensus
but the
"No."
to be respect
studios, seems
the
, a definite
is, in Hollywood
Therevarious
for Jean Arthur. If she is touched with
egomania, says Hollywood, it is a quiet
egomania and it may, even, be shyness;
if Jean, ill-advisedly it seems, stays off the
her with believscreen, Hollywood creditswhat
she is doing,
ing that she believes in
and why. And if she offends by her absence,
at least she doesn't offend by her presence.
She is reluctant, usually, to see the Press.
But when she does receive the Press she
does so courteously.
It is rumored that Nelson Eddy is becoming "difficult;" that he is testy on the
interviews, bites the
sets, grudges giving his
first flattery and
hands that fed him
encouragement ; that now, needing encour"all too
it is may
thinks ity
no longer,
be
veryhe superior
silly"— inagementthis
slippingof
seeds
first
the
found, often,
For it is this superiority which makes those
who are up forget, as Paul Muni once put
it "that those who go up, must come
down." Nelson is well fortified, his voice
gives him the radio, concert work and, intoo; and "yet— and yet,
deed, the screen,
"
fallen
., .
od, "how are theJ mighty
Hollywo
warns !
Luise Rainer has been mentioned, with a
question mark. But Luise, we can tell you
definitely, has really been ill, and is, even
now, back at the studio again, the question
answered. A strange, sensitive temperament,
"the little
a lovableness about
there is as
Hollywood calls her, which
Rainer,"
would 'redeem her from any omission ofis
diplomacy she might commit; and there
her great, Academy Award-winning perin "Good
e Case of Garbo : tor
StrangEarth."
There isformancethe
longer tops on the
no
the Great Garbo is
box-office listings nor, so far as we can
discover, among the First Tens. But Garbo
is still tops with the foreign box office. And
matter what a star's standing with the
no
American box office may be, if popularity
is maintained at the foreign box office that
star still makes money for her studio. Such
is the huge revenue made by our pictures
in the countries to which they are freely
admitted.
And there is this to be said about Garbo .
she may not be beloved by Hollywood

becauseto she
given
chance
knowhasn't
her ; but
she Hollywood
does have thea
respect, the profound respect, of her fellow
players. Melvyn Douglas said of her recently, "She is the only one among us who
is genius-touched." There are two major
hob-nails which can do a lot to prevent a
star from slipping; either he must be so
beloved as a human being that the love of
him becomes world-epidemic, or he must
be so great in such great pictures that the
greatness stands alone, a gift independent
of the giver.
Garbo has turned her back upon the
Public and the Press. Some natural resentment has been the natural result. It is
doubtful whether those pens which are
mightier than swords when it comes to
piercing a. star in a vital spot would rise
in Garbo's defense as they would have
risen for Jean Harlow, as they would rise
today for Shirley. Temple, for Gable, for
Myfna Loy, and Spencer Tracy and Barbara Stanwyck and Don Ameche and Bette
Davis. But resentment or no, Garbo has
retained respect for her artistry, for her
sincerity.
Sometimes, says Hollywood, stars are
too intelligent, but not intelligent enough
to conceal their intelligence ! This is by
way of being the theme of the swan-song
Hollywood sings over such "cases" as Ruth
Chatterton and Ann Harding, who "knew
too much for their own good." Trained and
skilful actresses, both of them, they just
knew too much about too many things —
and said so. Miss Chatterton, I've been told,
was not satisfied with concentrating on her
own brilliant performances ; she must also
advise the producer how to produce, the
director how to direct, the cameraman how
to focus. And the fault was a fundamental.
For it has long been realized that if you
pit a Little Darling with curls and babytalk against a brilliant, intellectual woman,
the Little Darling will usually come off
with the Big, Bad Banker. And Hollywood
is, remember, ruled by men.
Tyrone Power said to me recently, "Do
you know what causes a star to slip quicker
than any other one thing, in my estimation? It is when he starts to "say 'I want'
instead of 'May I?'" Out of the mouth of
Hollywood's brightest boy comes this brief
analysis of the "Why" of
but penetrating
slipping
stars.
Hollywood, radio commentators, the
Press have murmured of late that Joan
Crawford's box office is not so bonny as it
was : "Bride Wore Red," they sigh, tck,
tck; "Mannequin," better, much better,
Tracy in it, you know, but — A very wise
man of Hollywood summed up the Crawford case very aptly, I think, when he said :
"Joan made a mistake when she ceased to
be a dancing lady and became a grand lady.
For years Joan has been the darling, the
heart of hope of millions of working girls
everywhere. She epitomized for them, in
her private life, in her work on the screen
their own problems, their own possibilities.
Now they hear, read, see with, their own
eyes than Joan is a Grand Lady and they
feel that she is a deserter from the ranks."
It's dangerous, says Hollywood, for a
star to change his "last." Myrna Loy
soared to the highest Hollywood heavens
as the wife of "The Thin Man," smooth,
sleek, streamlined. And Myrna will, she
declares, "be faithful to the Thin Man forever and a day, remaining forever, so help
me, smooth, sleek and streamlined."
But Hollywood says, too, that Joan
Crawford will retrieve any ground she may
have lost. If she must go from sables back
to sequins again, back she will go. Hollywood bets on Joan. Because Joan is, primarily, aworker. Joan is furiously ambitious.
Joan has "changed her spots" more than
once in the past, and will change her spots
again, if necessary.
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FACE
POWDER
SENSATION
Let the microscope prove it to you
Photomicrographs made with the
assistance of Dr. Clarence P. Harris,
Consulting Chemist of New York City.
Completely new! A t last the face Powder
that combines the best features of
light and heavy textures!
One ingof facethepowders.
largest sell- The
Affinity* Eyening Skin
/nParisFocePowder
Note comparatively Particles exceedfngly
large particles, un- small; more uniform in
even in size and shape. size, smoother in shape.
Now! In one face powder
. .this amazing combination
of beauty advantages
1. Exquisitely smooth,
translucent.
2. Looks superbly natural.
3. Refines, softens features.
4. Covers the skin better.
5. Maintains loveliness
longer.
6. Beautifies BOTH dry
and oily skins.
■\
7. Clearest, most flattering shades.
KEYED SCENTS — Evening
in Paris Perfume, the "fragrance of romance" scents all
the exquisite Eveningin Paris
preparations. Use it with your
other Evening in Paris preparations to avoid "clashing
odeurs". Evening in Paris
Perfume. 55c to S10.00.

im: er"I've
exclapowd
using and
only you'l
half la face
unTRYbeen IT...
til now !' ' For at last here's the face powder
that gives you the most desirable qualities
of both light and heavy powder textures !
That's why beauty experts have named
this new Evening in Paris Face Powder
"Skin Affinity*". . . Because it actually
seems attracted to your skin, it goes on so
smoothly, stays on so evenly and so long!
Such superior staying and covering qualities usually have been associated with a
"heavy" face powder, but this new Evening in Paris texture is super-fine, superlight! It is especially flattering, because
Evening in Paris colors are vividly warm,
clear and glowing. At drug and department stores everywhere . . . Generous,
enlarged box, $1.10.
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Speaking of the slippery danger of a
star changing his "last," Hollywood sighs
that Bob Montgomery is an example of a
star who dared a skid when he insisted
upon playing the murderer in "Night Must
Fall." Folks just didn't expect Bob to commit murders. Nice, old ladies write in
Can
You
complaining that they had thought of Bob
as of their own sons, as a gay, pleasureTo Major Producers
Will Be Shown
Which
loving, pleasure-giving young man, gilded
but gallant. Now he had gone and played a
murderer and they felt as though their own
Kendor Productions, Inc. have arranged with W. Ray Cozine to make
sons had horribly betrayed their love and
screen
of
hundreds
made
has
a limited number of screen tests. Mr. Cozine
trust. But Bob, though he may feel badly
tests including those for Kay Francis, Franchot Tone, Fred Astaire, Johnny
lost old ladies, doesn't care
little, his
the about
about
so much
place on the box office
Weismuller, Margaret Sullivan, Helen Hayes, Burns and Allen, Veree
listings as he does about proving his abilTeasdale, The Marx Brothers, Herbert Marshall, and Ginger Rogers. Mr.
"I have been
to me,
He said
ity to act.
Cozine makes your test, we guarantee that it will be shown to major
shaking
cocktails,
a silly
smirk on my puss,
picture companies and the producers pass upon your merits.
ever since I first came to Hollywood. I
It is a well known fact that Hollywood is beseiged with potential stars, flj
wanted to prove, to my own satisfaction if
who are unable even to get a job as an extra, and if they do, the chances
nobody else's that I can play other cute
tricks." He proved it. He proved it magare 10,000 to 1 they will never be noticed. Here is your opportunity to
nificently. He scored an artistic triumph.
show your ability as an actor, singer, or dancer. From this test the men
And the satisfaction he derived from the
in power can judge your individual merits.
critical appreciation of the appreciative
critics far outweighs any regret he may feel
The facilities of our finely equipped Film Art Studios combined with
at not being Number 2, 5, or 7 at the Box
Mr. Cozine's knowledge, gained during his many years with major com- ■
Office. "After all" he laughed, "am I a man
prostrictly
panies, assure you that your screen test will be made on a
is said thatin Bob's
fessional plan.
a number?"
or
spite
risen itconsiderably
stock has And
studio
are
replies
the
Reservations will be made in the order in which
of the fact that "Night Must Fall" is not,
I believe, a big money maker. The Front
received. This is the only way we know of that guarantees your appearOffice now realizes that there is more,
ance before the movie makers as- an individual. Write for complete
more to this glib young man than
much
$175.00.
from
information. Tests including coaching and rehearsals cost
meets the pleased eye; that the hand that
Address :
shakes a cocktail shaker can also shock
the world.
Over the bright, incalculable head of
Inc.
Productions,
Kendor
Simone Simon Hollywood just shakes its
head — when Simone is rumored to be
2826 Decatur Avenue, New York City, N. Y.
"acting up," sassing the Press, Hollywood
anticAttention:
W. Ray Cozine
sighs as the adult does smile at the moans
of Hollywood
young; and part
they
do
"these foreign importations, why
bother with them? Haven't we enough
ORIGINAL
our own right in our own 'B'
talent of
s?" And others remind us that
picture
POEMS, SONGS
Simone is comparatively new at the game
For Immediate Consideration .... Send Poems to
and her mistakes are, no doubt, those of a
COLUMBIAN MUSIC PUBLISHERS LTD.. Dept. 13. Toronto. Can.
pampered and petted youngster so engaging
that no one has the heart to administer the
"rod" with, possibly, beneficial results.
Simone has, also, been really ill. The court
"rests its case" where Simone is concerned.
• At home — quickly and safely you can tint those
Dormitory" and
rs "Girls'
remembethat
And learned
she can sing, too, and
brown
has
streaks of gray to lustrous shades of blonde,
does
ATONE
BROWN
and
brush
or black. A small
hopes that the gifts she has to give will
it. Guaranteed harmless. Active coloring agent is
be given with a smile.
Ecohair.
of
Cannot affect waving
purely vegetable.
nomical andlasting— willnot wash out. Imparts rich,
For the spoiled-child complex is, asbeautiful, natural appearing color with amazing
suredly, one of the best and slickest ways
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
to place the skids under herself
star
a
for
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug or w
DRUGGISTS 35' • 60' ■
The studios pamper, protect,
himself.
or
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
their stars
indulge, make-allowances-for children
do.
until the stars react, as spoiled
they
They "won't play;" they "sass back;v
OWN A ROYAL PORTABLE
have tantrums ; they succeed in making
Personal
themselves thoroughly intolerable to everyON YOUR OWN TERMS!
one until, in time, even their long-suffering
ls
Gir
To Fat
parent-studios shoo them away.
ACT NOW!
Now you can slim down
There are those who say: "Oh, but the
FREE HOME TRIAL . . .
withand figure
your outface
for every member of
backor
dieting
strict
your family.
of a star is only five years, isn't
life-span
breaking exercises. Just
Without risking a
Perhaps that's why they slip; time,
it?
eat sensibly and take
penny . . . Prove that
4 Marmola Prescription
does
with a Eoyal Portable
you know." But I don't know. Neither
Tablets a day, according
you can set down your
Hollywood. For Norma Shearer, Claudette
letters and ideas in a
to the directions, until
Colbert, Wally Beery, Carole Lombard,
modern,
man- a
youthen
havestop.
lost enough fat
ner . . . legible
Prove that
Ronald Colman, Bill Powell, Spencer
genuine, latest model,
Prescription Tablets have been sold
factory-new
Tracy, Gary Cooper, Bing Crosby, Bette
Portable is the Royal
tyoewriter for you . . . simple to use . . . to Marmola
than thirty years. More
more
for
public
the
Davis, Ginger Rogers and many others I
d
smart, handsome, durable . . . with a host of genuine office than twenty million boxes have been distribute
during that period.
could name have certainly been with us for
typewriter features. Terms to suit your purse — cash or —
ONLY A FEW CENTS A DAY
Marmola is not intended as a cure-all for all
five years, and longer. And what is more
ailments. This advertisement is intended only for
;
Royal
every
with
Case
Carrying
Beautiful
1
F
F
FR
pertinent, they not only are not slipping
otherhealthy
and
normal
are
who
persons
fat
■ I1LL. also Royars instant Typing Chart. Mail couby hypo-thybut they are starring with more vim and
pon today for full information. No obligation.
wise and whose fatness is caused
roidism with accompanying subnormal metabolic
r ROYAL, TYPEWRITER CO., INC.
vigor, bigger and better box office than ever
rates. No other representation is made as to this
Dept. B-602, 2 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
conditions and acthese
under
except
treatment
""
Tell me how I can own — for only a few cents a day
. to sell. And
cording to the dosage as recommended.
ore
bef
they cease
Stars slip when
— a latest model Royal Portable — with Carrying Case
We
do
not
make
any
diagnosis
as
that
is
the
and Instant Typing Chart FREE.
they cease to sell, says Hollywood, when
physician, who must be confunction of your
Name
their human qualities are such that glamor
sulted for that purpose. The complete formula is
Street.
included in every package. Start with Marmola
and make-up can no longer conceal from a
today and win the slender lovely figure that is
. State City
disillusioned public men and women you
rightfully yours.
would not care to know.
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Continued from page 33

to a fault yet strong of opinion, did not
hesitate, to say : "Something ought to be
done about a situation which has become no
less than a menace, and I believe it will be
done within a short time. I am particularly
interested because, if I may say so, I
originated the idea. It is to have the Screen
Actors' Guild place on sale in shops and
elsewhere stamped cards costing perhaps
ten cents which may be sent to headquarters
and then signed by the actor or actress
whose autograph is desired. The benefit
resulting from this plan would be two-fold.
First, it would do away with the clamorous
mobs that beset stars and all but tear the
clothes off their backs ; then it would create
a fund to help less fortunate members of
the profession. Far from being merely
local, it is a change which would sweep
the whole country and make itself especially
felt in the large cities. Take New York.
There the movie star may be called upon
to face something even more disturbing
than the autograph scramble. I know I was.
At six o'clock for morning after morning
I would be wakened by someone knocking
loudly on my door. Finally I reported the
matter to the hotel manager. On investigation he discovered that a woman guest was
responsible for the inexcusable liberty she
had taken. Asked her reason for waking
me out of a sound sleep, she naively exautograph,
what
d, 'Iwas afterwasan to
I really plainewanted
see howbutCarole
Lombard
sleeping.'
Edward looked
Arnoldwhen
was she
of was
the same
mind"

A group of autograph hunters surround Franciska Gaal, center, who smiles and keeps
them smiling as she signs for them at a recent preview in Hollywood.
and the same method. He said: "There's
only one way to abate what has sometimes
developed into a nuisance, and that is to
charge ten cents for an autograph on a duly
stamped card. This would create a fund for
needy actors, and eventually, perhaps, make
it possible to build a home for actors in
Hollywood. Sending in cards to be signed
would also save stars from being mobbed
by autograph hunters. I urged this to be
done by the Screen Actors' Guild last year,
and I am now going to do so again. Nothing came of the first attempt for the reason
that many of the two thousand actors in
Hollywood like, and want, to give autographs, considering it good publicity. I my-

self believe it has advertising value in the
sense that children who get signatures show
them at home and talk about their favorites.
But I definitely feel something should be
done,
ditions.and must be done, about present con"The actor never knows when he may be
pounced upon. I was dining at a Hollywood
restaurant one night when a tipsy lady got
off her perch at the cocktail bar and toddled
over to my table with a menu card. 'Mista'
Arnold,' she said, 'I'm susha ardent admirer
of yours I wancha to write somethin' nice
and sweet on this mainyooh for me.' It was
summer, so I wrote 'Happy New Year' and
signed my name. She made a return trip to
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faintest idea who I am. Others are asking
the bar, had a few more drinks, then
for my signature, so the next one takes a
swayed back, threw an arm around my
chance and asks, too. When I feel a person
neck, and gurgled, 'Now c'm on, Big Boy,
always
is merely guessing at my identity I he
bit
a
was
That
!'
kis
an' gimme a good bigyou see, my wife was
says
it is he wants. If
name
whose
ask
order—
an
large
too
called
been
have
I
times
other
with me. At
'Bette Davis's' I sign, but if he says 'Yours'
I hand the book right back unsigned, for I
less endearing names, with insult added to
know there is no honest admiration or
impertinence. Once when I was leaving a
to waste there. In Hollyfriendship going
s— I'd
crutche
station
radio mybroadca
wood there is some dispute as to what
an
sign
possibly
not on
and could
leg — sting
hurt
to the question,
particular star first replied hounds
autograph book its furious owner called me
bore you
'Don't all these autograph
a dirty so-and-so. Naturally, that sort of
/I'll be far
is far from pleasant. What's more, I to death?', with the comment,
thing
It was
asking.'
don't think it's right to hold up people who
stop, said
they who
when ess
more bored
that years
Richard Barthelm
still
a
there's
But Children hang
busythelives.
are
trip on
matter.
side of
ago while making a transcontinental
worseleading
every
at
s
autograph
for
asked
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movie actress !' Reluctantly assured on that
point, he straightway enfolded me in his
arms. Noting this hearty demonstration,
his merry companion roared, 'Wait'll I tell
Mary !' But sometimes, it isn't quite so
funny. In London one night the door of my
car was half-wrenched off by a young fellow demanding my autograph. There was
nothing
to do but
come to
stop.
can't
drive through
a crowd
in aany
cityYouwithout
great danger not only to it but to yourself.
Just suppose someone is hurt or killed
and the cry goes up, 'That's a movie star's
car !' Fury would seize that crowd and
probably wreak itself on you.
"There's nothing so unpredictable as mob
psychology. When people are in the stress
of mass emotions you don't know if they're
going to kiss you or hit you. But when
they rush you for autographs you are in no
danger, for as a rule they don't touch you.
They are, on the other hand, dangerous to
one another, and when the crush becomes
too great
someone's
bound
hurt.them,
I'm
never
afraid
for myself,
but toI get
am for
so I usually try to lessen the risk they're
taking by running away. Not that this is
always possible. Once at a football game in
New York I noticed the crowd in the stand
apparently staring at something or someone beyond me, so I stood up to see what
they were looking at it. 'Sit down,' said
Bill Powell, who was with me, 'they're
looking at you.' Well, the police had to get
us out of the stadium, and as they were
forcing a way through the crowd someone
yelled, 'Why do movie stars come to football games?' Now I ask you. Like other
human beings, we like to have a little fun.
But handling autograph hunters is no fun.
In the streets I'm always in deadly fear of
children being hurt, or worse. Some day
that's going to happen. Then mob psychology will turn vicious. Obviously, we should
do everything in our power to guard against
it. Aside from this threatening aspect, I
believe the outrageous experience of Robert
Taylor has made all of us see the necessity
for self-protection. First of all, we should
do something, and do it at once, to escape
the autograph menace."
Preponderance of opinion freely and
fairly expressed in this survey of the situation warrants but one conclusion: Action
thus far has come wholly from autograph
hunters, but now Hollywood stars themselves are going into action.
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Continued from page 51
a few yards of satin, and an exotic background. Also, they've outgrown phony
emotions — the deep-dyed villain and obvious
siren have faded out. Today, audiences demand sincerity, something that is real and
honest."
For a moment, Mr. Lubitsch puffed his
big black cigar in silence, then he went on.
"Women are idealists, they live amid emotional reactions, and so, view pictures with
their hearts. Men, being realists, see them
with their minds. Too, for most men, love
isn't necessarily the central theme of everyday life and they enjoy adventures, and
comedy. Now," he added, with a grin, "that
is the reason I am enthusiastic over 'Bluebeard's Eighth Wife,' for it has an abundance of romance — a glamorous, beautiful
romance — and it is high-lighted throughout
with comedy. Also, and this is very important to me, it is imbued with charm.
This is an essence I try to emphasize in
my pictures — an elusive quality that re-
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fuses to be pinned into words, but which
is a vital element in a picture's success
because it stirs the imaginaton and arouses
the interest.
"I enjoyed making this picture and it
was a happy experience from start to finish,
for all of us. I felt I had a sound story
that could take a swift comedy tempo, and
that contained emotions so universal that
they would appeal to every audience. Then,
my players were perfectly cast.
"Claudette Colbert and Gary Cooper are
favorite stars of mine, I've directed them
in previous films ; and Edward Everett
Horton, who has been in every picture I've
made during the past six years, is my favorite comedian. They are all individualists,
escaped standardization and
have
they
created personalities that intrigue the imagination because they offer something different, something novel.
"In my opinion," continued Lubitsch, "no
one equals Claudette in screen comedy.
Born with a grand sense of humor, she has
developed an unique technique of her own
which places her at the top as a comedienne.
herThis, mind you, after she had proven
self an accomplished dramatic actress. I
chose her for the role of the spirited
Wife'
's Eighth
'Bluebeard
girlherin playboy
French
of
because
husband,
who tames
her comedy talents, and also, because she
Hollyis the truest exponent of glamorthein camera
wood—the sort of glamor
catches.

"Gary Cooper's uncanny sense of comedy
values and his emotional resources made
him the ideal hero. Unbelievably shy and
modest, hisc occasional naivete offers a surand
prise
15element that appeals to both men
women, but his outstanding characteristic
is his honesty. Gary can't cheat. He must
feel every emotion or he can't poractually
tray it. This gives him a peculiar power to
make his audiences forget he is an actor
and accept him as a man, living his part.
Eddie Horton, with his rare gift for comedy timing, has never failed me. He catches
every significant point in dialogue, gestures,
and facial expressions, and wrings them
dry. The young English actor, David Niven,
was also in my cast and I was delighted
with him. He has a definite place on the
screen with his flair for light comedy and
sophisticated drama, and his eloquence of
speech. He spells breeding, culture and
With these skilful players, the famous
sch touch"— that indefinable _ some"Lubit
charm."
thing that always distinguishes his pictures,
crept into a number of scenes in the new
He laughingly confessed he didn't
film.
know what this was, then modestly suggested it might be that he leaves as much
to
as possible to the imagination. He likes an
lead his audience to the very edge of
intriguing situation, then slyly close the
door on it, leaving them to finish it— as
they please.
The world is hungry for beauty, for romance — no one seems quite satisfied with
his quota, and it is the responsibility of the
director to make his audience thrill with
the love scenes. Lubitsch says this is ac-a
complished byestablishing the illusion of
every
warm, intimate quality that makes
man believe he is the hero, and every
's emotions
woman throb with the rheroine
Men may be sharpe in their mental
processes but every woman has an unerring
h is diinstinct to guide her. When Lubitsc
recting afeminine player, he first gains her
confidence and studies her emotional reac-g
he has no difficulty in workin
;
tions then
out the scenes as he pleases.
I ' asked if foreign actresses, with their
age-old traditions, had more mystery and
glamor than our American girls. Vigorsaying it was beously, he shook his head, was
different and
cause their background
looks with
and
manners
their
this tinged
SCREENLAND

novelty, which along with an accent, spelled
anything we wanted it to spell. In Europe,
the case is reversed and the American girls
are considered super -glamorous, super mysterious, because they offer a subtle
novelty inherited from their background.
what made a woman "danI askedgerous."him
He replied that it was the surprise
element. If a woman looks or acts dangerous you- are on your guard, but if she hides
menace behind an angel face, and claws
beneath sweetness, she may accomplish her
villainy with a surprise attack.
He's a showman, this Lubitsch. He has
several pet tricks he employs, and always
he embellishes his dramas with adroit and
intimate touches. Did you ever notice there
is invariably a train or an airplane, arrivpicing or departing, at some time in his
tures? Why? Because everybody is still
secretly thrilled at the sight of trains and
airplanes ; they suggest adventure.
corridor —
a grand
there's nity
, too,
Usually
for a lengthy
s opportu
provide
this
conversation which in a more static setting might prove wearisome ; and a winding, picturesque stairway is his effective
method for introducing a beautiful woman.
And he adores pianos on the sets. Maybe
this is his secret scheme so as to have a
piano near at hand for him to play between
scenes. He's a real musician, and versatile.
His stubby, sensitive fingers glide over the
keys and find the flame in a Viennese love
slide through a barbaric Russong, then
sian dance, and wind up with a mad swing
tune that starts everybody swaying to its

rhythm.
Another significant thing is that Ernst
Lubitsch never has a dumb woman in his
him, dumb women aren't amusdramas. To
ing, or admirable. He enjoys a cast of
and sophisticated —
clever people, suaveliving
to the very hilt,
daring, perhaps, and
but always observing good taste.
EuroNow, he's planning a six weeks'
pean vacation, but he hastened to assure
me it wasn't for rest, because making a
He likes
picture is stimulating, not tiring.and
enjoy
to travel and visit new places,
new experiences. So, accompanied by Mrs.
Lubitsch, he will explore the Mediterranean
countries, then hop over to Egypt for his
first glimpse of the Nile. And all the time
he will be seeking new story _ material,
new ideas to incorporate into his coming
The most thrilling experience a director
pictures.
can have, he told me, is when after months
of concentrated effort, he finally sees his
thoughts visualized upon the screen. If the
tremendous satispicture clicks, there is a means
heartbreak.
faction; if it fails, it
There is no medium course in this business.
"Every new picture is a crucial adventure
—a terrific gamble," said Lubitsch, his
voice serious, but his eyes still twinkling.
"But I love it because over it all is the
magic spell of drama!"
II

Bloody but Unbowed
Continued from page 31
that Miss Hepburn didn't like her part in
the picture. That day the worm turned!
"Tell Miss Hepburn," said the producer,
"to go jump in the Lake." And that, little
kiddies, was the official end of the Threat
scare. (Today if a star says, "I'll go back
to the New York theatre," the producer
."
"All right, I dare
says, )
.you
to
.
smiles and
merely

al
theatric
of the
At thea beginni
ns who
thespia
ood'37-38
Hollyw
lot of ng
season

have been storing away gold began to
yearn for their "true love" again — and with
the horrors of "The Lake" almost forgotten they returned to New York, once
more to let their souls soar sublimely in
artistic ecstasies, without any meddling
from Sam Goldwyn. Not all of them actually got off. Robert Montgomery played
with the idea of doing "Merely Murder,"
but he
Paul play,
Muni butsaidinstead
yes, hehe would
like
to didn't.
do a stage
went
to Europe. Joan Crawford and Franchot
Tone read plays, but finally decided to
make their New York venture just a
shopping trip. Claudette Colbert said I'd
love to, but went skiing at St. Moritz instead. Irene Dunne said there is nothing
like the thrill of walking home in New
York after a performance, but she continued to do her walking in Holmby Hills
without the thrill.
The stars who did get off in a fine flurry
of excitement were Henry Fonda, Miriam
Hopkins, Sylvia Sidney, Freddie March
and Florence Eldridge, Charles Bickford
and Frances Farmer. With the exception
of Frances they were slightly less than
colossal. The Eastern critics have had a
field day. "So you thought you could act,
did you?" And the Hollywood producers
have had a good laugh up their sleeves.
"So you came back to make pitchers, eh?"
Now, like the fond mother who doesn't
mind boxing the ears of her own brats
but will be damned if she'll let anybody
else
'em, Isome
was as
a wetYork
hen
whenboxI read
of mad
thoseas New
reviews. I fairly foamed at the mouth, and
would have liked nothing better than
grilled critics on toast for breakfast. Just
because an actress or an actor happens to
be a famous star in pictures doesn't mean
that she or he can't act ! As far as I can
make out that seemed to be the chief crit-

White satin and Nan Grey make
an ideal combination, don't they?
icism those smarty pants had against the
film bunch.
Of Fredric March and "Yr Obedient
Husband" Mr. John Anderson of the New
York Journal and American had to say,
"Consider the plight of a Hollywood star
returning to the stage, returning in person, without benefit of camera, or cutting
room.
"What is the star to play? Shall it be
a dazzling modern drama that will outshine the Malibu kohinoors? If so who is
to write it? Where is it to be found? Shall

he stumble over Hamlet and abrade his
eminent shins, or shall he attempt a newly
written costume play to feel easier in an
air of careful artificiality, deadening the
impact of the stage, so to speak, with a
wig? . . .
"In this Mr. March decided on the third
course, and appears as Richard Steele, with
full bottomed wig, lace cuffs, knee
breeches, buckled shoes, and other equipment of a London wit in the closing days
of the reign of good Queen Anne . . .
"In fact it seems just a vehicle for a
returning Hollywood star, elaborately costumed, and neatly fixed up for a personal
appearance that will let the public see a
favorite actor without the jolting impact
of reality. But even such careful tailoring
needs something more than a pleasant and
willing performance if it is to be anything
except a quiet excursion in the Tussaud
waxworks.
Mr. Sidney B. Whipple of the Nczv York
World-Telegram has this to say of Henry
Fonda in "Blow Ye Winds" : "Mr. Fonda's
performance left much to be desired. One
wonders why there is a distinct pause at
the end of each line. Is it deliberate, designed to permit the audience to catch up
with the thought? The effect is jerky . . ."
But Mr. Leo Gaffney of the Boston Evening American has made up his mind to be
big about Mr. Fonda. Says Mr. Gaffney:
"Mr. Fonda's performance was a surprise
to many. On the screen his playing tended
at times toward the precious. In 'Blow Ye
Winds' all traces of the star's film acting
Of Sylvia Sidney in "To Quito and
Back" Burns Mantle of the Nczv York
Daily
Nezvs has this to say: "Sylvia Sidvanish."
ney is a talented young woman within her
sphere, but when she tries to take on emotional stature she has little to work with
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of 200 sheets now 2 for 25c— handy
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Errol picked up his Contax camera, but
the scene went on again. While he and
Rosalind wrestled with their lines, Mack
Julian, still man and artist, continued the
discussion.
"On a Contax," he pointed out, "speeds
vary from Yz" to %go". The focus is
marked from F-2 to F-22. You can see
what a wide variety of pictures you can
get. The faster you shoot, the closer to
F-2 you should be."
"What you really need is good luck,"
scoffed Errol, returning. "Look at these
shots of my boat. Some of them are not
bad, and all I did was point the lens at
them. Naturally, they could be improved.
I didn't know about filters when I got
them — if I had, I'd have had cloud effects
in the one with the horizon, and more
detail in the Catalina shots.
"My favorite pictures are shots of fish.
Wish I had some in this collection, but I
can't find them. I'll have to take more.
You know I'm heading for the Caribbean
as soon as I get through with the picture.
Don't know what the attraction of fish is,
but it's there. I suppose it's the adventure
of catching them."
"Excuse me."
This time it was the make-up man with
a styptic pencil to stroke a cut on the
Flynn throat.
"It's the element of luck that is attractive
to me in taking pictures," he confessed.
"I'm always hoping that by some freak of
luck I'll get a perfect shot.
"I haven't patience enough to go in for
arty stuff. Maybe when I'm old or crippled
or something, I'll care about etching masks
and those vague sort of prints with fuzzy
outlines, where you can never be sure if
it's a man or an animal. But right now,
I can't be bothered.
"I like ocean shots. The sea is a good
actor and can give you different moods or
effects if you shoot the same thing day
after day. I'd like to get storm shots, but
when I'm out in my boat in a storm I'm
usually too busy to think about cameras."
"Excuse me."
Now it was Mr. Cutiz, leading three palpitating young girls.
"The young ladies wish to meet you,
Errol," announced the director, "they have
some questions for you."
He rose, all charm. The three young
ladies, aged under sixteen, stood before
him, heads thrown back, eyes wide, mouths
slightly open, adoring the star. They
couldn't remember what it was they had
wanted to know. They could only sigh and
murmur: "Oh, hoiv do you do?"
"Oh, high school girls!" smiled Mr.
Curtiz, as they departed in confusion.
"What a thrill! Oh to be able to thrill
like that!"
"Oh, get along!" grinned Errol.
"Looking over these stills, I believe every
one of them could be improved. The swimming pool at the Hearst ranch at San
Simeon would have been improved by use
of a filter, for the whites wouldn't have
been so white or the blacks so black.
"The angle shot on my own backyard
should have been given more exposure.
The
lion dogs should have been framed. You
can go through them yourself and criticize.
"I rather like the LaQuinta shot, simply
because
while we that's
were exactly
there. the way we saw it
"But as I've said, I have no patience. I
poke the camera out of a window
or point
it at something and — click!"
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stand Them
1329 Facing Life Fearlessly
705 100 Professions for Women 1010 Amateur Magic Tricks
87 Nature of Love
1330
Facts
About
Digestion
710 Botany for Beginners
1011 French-English Dictionary 1333 Common Sense of Health
1514
Inventions
91 Manhood : Facts of Life
1516 Edison's
Facts About
Gonorrhea
715 Auction Bridge for Beginners 1012 Best Negro Jokes
92 Hypnotism Explained
1523 How to Avoid Catching
1337 Breakdown of Marriage
1013 Best Irish Jokes
717 Modern Sexual Morality
97 Self-Contradictions of Bible
Venereal
Diseases
1339
Crooked
Financial
Schemes
1014
Best
American
Jokes
724
Burbank
Funeral
Oration.
Today?
98 How to Love
1340 How to Get a Job
1531 Can We Follow Jesus
1015 Comic Dialect Poems
Judge Llndsey
109 Facts About Classics
1341 Unusual Menus
1018 Humorous Limericks
726 Facts About Venereal
110 History of World War
1532 Don Quixote
Diseases
1342
Typical
Love
Problems
1020
Why
I
Am
an
Infidel
125 Woodrow
1347 Trial Marriage
1534 How to Test Urine
1021 Italian Self Taught
727
Psychology
ofToday
Affections
Speeches Wilson's War
1535 How to Throw a Party
1349
Life
of
Lindbergh
730
Mistresses
of
1023 Popular Recitations
126 History of Rome. Wood
1351
How
to
Get
Ahead
1536 Facing Death Fearlessly
731
Mental
Differences
of
Men
1030
World's
Great
Religions
133 Principles of Electricity
1049
How
to
Sing
1354
Book
of
Similes
1538 Rational Sex Code
and Women
150 Lost Civilizations
1542 Who Started World War?
1356
How
to
Make
Wills
734
Book
of
Useful
Phrases
1051
Cause
and
Nature
of
Genius
hy
Philosop
Plato's
159 Story
of Instinct and
1543 Is War Inevitable?
759 How to Conquer Stupidity 1052 Nature
1357 What You Should Know
172
Evolutioofn of Sex
Emotions
About
Law
767
Facts
About
Astrology
1544 Against Capital Punishment
175 A Hindu Book of Love
1358
How
to
Acquire
Good
Tast3
1053
Guide
to
N.
Y.
Strange
768
Best
Jokes
About
Lawyers
1548 Chinese Cook Book
176 Four Essays on Sex
Sections
1359 Is Birth Control a Sin?
773 Good Habits and How to
1553 Exercises for Nervousness
192 Book of Synonyms
1310
Pocket
Cook
Book
Form
Them
1056 Devil's Dictionary
217 Puzzle of Personality
and Indigestion
1361 Who Killed Jesus?
775 First Aid for Investors
1061 Human Origin of Morals
1554
Exercises for the Heart
218 Essence of the Talmud
777 Riddle of Human Behavior 1062 Humoresque. Fannie Hurst 1362 Law for Women
1555
Rules
for Success in Business
Talks With Husbands
228 Plain
1 3f>3 Law for Auto-Owners
781 Catholicism
and Sex
1064 Simplicity of Radio
1556 How Sun Gives Health
and Wives. Ellis
Body
1365 How to Build Vocabulary
782 Psycho-Analysis.
Mind and 1065 Lives of U. S. Presidents
1559
Can
We
Change Human
271 Is Death Inevitable?
1371 Sins of Good People
Nature?
1069 Conquest of Fear
In the Ancient
286 Prostitu
1563
Marvels
of
Sunlight
1070
How
to
Fight
Nervous
World tion
784 Association
1379 President
Harding's Illegitimate Daughter
.Analysis Tests In PsychoTroubles
1565 Catholicism and the Public
287 Best Jokes About Doctors
1380
Flesh
and
the
Devil
1074
Commercial
Law
Schools
789 Digest
S. Marriage and
297 Do We Need Religion?
Divorceof TJ.
Laws
Our Civilization Over1078 Morals in Greece and Rome 1382 Issexed?
1566 How to Conduct Love Affair
326 How to Write Short Stories
1079 Phallic Elements In Religion 1385 Defense of Devil
800 Sex in Psycho-Analysis
347 A Book of Riddle Rimes
1568 Full Text Edison's Scholar1082 Best Jewish Jokes
801 A Rapid Calculator
364 How to Argue Logically
1388 Are the Clergy Honest?
ship Questionnaire
804 Freud
on Sleep and Sexual 1084 Did Jesus Ever Live?
1569 Boccaccio
— Lover of Love
Improve Your Conversation
1389
Tobacco
Habit
367
Dreams
1088 Truth About Mussolini
374 Psychology of Suicide
1392
Confessions
of
a
Gold
Digger
810
Scandals
of
Paris
Life
1089
Common
Sense
of
Sex
Maid
Old
375 Love Story of an
1395 Instantaneous Personal
815 Familiar Quotations
1091 Facts About Cancer
gy of Joy and Sorrow
Psycholotion
377 Prostitu
816 Shakespearean Quotations
383
in the U. S.
1092
Simple
Beauty
Hints
Magnetism
1412 Stories
of Tramp Life
1093 Amusing Punts
817 Her Burning Secret
403 Facts About Music
1413 My Prison Days
819 Book of Strange Murders
1094 Insanity Explained
411 Facts About Phrenology
1419 Unusual Deaths
820 Jokes About Married Life 1097 Memory : How to Use It
414 Art of Being Happy
How to Order
1420 Why Wives Leave Home
821 Improve Your Vocabulary 1103 Puzzles and Brain Teasers
431 U. S. Commercial Geography
1421 How to Get a Divorce
822 Rhetoric Self Taught
1105 Spanish-English Dictionary 1426
My 12 Years In a Monastery
439
Just list titles desired by
Foot Troubles Corrected
1109 Spanish Self Taught
440 Baseball, How to Play
823 English
Taught Composition Self
1428 Unusual Love Affairs
number. Order at least 20
1111 Prostitution in Medieval
446 Psychology of Religion
1430
Shorthand
Self
Taught
835
Handbook
of
Useful
Tables
World
447 Auto-Suggestlon: How It
books and enclose money or1434 How to Think Clearly
841 Future of Religion
1113 Love from Many Angles
Works
der, check or currency at rate
842 Best Jokes of 1925
1436
Customs
Degradation of Woman
449 Auto-Suggestion and Health
1437 Strange
CuriositiesMarriage
of the Law
of
20
books for $1 — minimum
843 Can You Control Conduct? 1122
Morals
452 Dictionary of Scientific
Puritan
About
Facts
1123
1439 Intelligence, How to Test It order $1. Add lc per book to
Terms
845 Facts About Fortune Telling 1124 On the Bum
1440
Can
Man
Know
God?
846 Womanhood: Facts of Life 1126 Eating for Health
467 Evolution Made Plain
1442 Facts About Graphology
cover carriage, and books will
847 How to Play Card Games
1130 The Dark Ages. McCabe
473 Lives of Chorus Girls
1445 Wild Woman of Broadway be shipped prepaid. (Add 10c
858 Bad Habits and How to
475 Develop Sense of Humor
1135 Prostitution In Modern
1448
Character
Reading
from
Break
Them
479 How N. Y. Girls Live
WorldAtheism Means
to personal check. It is best to
851 Bible Myths and Legends
1138 What
488 Don't Be a Wall Flower
remit by cash, postal money
1450 DoFaces
We Live Forever?
853 How to Know the Songbirds 1139 Photography Self Taught
491 Psychology for Beginners
1455 End of the World. McCabe order or unused U. S. stamps.)
855 How to Write Letters
1144 Truth About Jesuits
Novel Discoveries in Science
493
856 Arithmetic Self Taught, 1
501 How to Tie Knots
1459
of Criminal
1148 Sexual Crime In U.S. Law
No C. O. D. Canadian and
1460 Psychology
American Statistics
857 Arithmetic Self Taught, 2
503 Short History of Civil War
1164 Unlovely Sin. Ben Hecht
1471
How
to
Become
Mentally foreign price, 7c per book,
Darrow
858
Psychology
of
Leadership
1167
Sinister
Sex,
etc.
Hecht
509 Are We Machines?
862 German Self Taught
518 How to Make Candy
delivered, Canada or foreign
1174 How to Write Business
Superior
1475 Best
Jokes of 1928
864 Chats With Husbands
Letters
524 Death and Its Problems
must remit by international
869 Best Jokes of 1927
529 Woman the Criminal
1476
What
You
Should
Know
Harris
Frank
1176 A Mad Love.
872 Manual Parliamentary Law 1204
536 What Women Beyond 40
About Your Sensations postal money order.
y of Musical Terms
Dictionar
to Swim
Should Know
876 Curiosities of Mathematics 1206 How
556 Hints on Etiquette
877 FrenchCookingforAmateurs 1207 French Self Taught
entitles you to a trial subscription to
$1 or more
order forFreeman
[EachAmerican
879 Best Jokes About Preachers 1208 Success Easier than Failure The
557 Is the Moon a Dead World?
at no extra cost, if you ask for It. This is
603 The Electron Theory
882 Psychology
of
Character
Building
1209 Charming Hostess:
the growing questions and answers magazine.]
606 How to Play Chess
tainment Guide Enter609 Are the Planets Inhabited?
883 Capital Punishment
1210 Mathematical Oddities
627 Short History of the Jews
884 Debate on Prohibition
1216 Italian-English Dictionary
889 Jokes About Kissing
629 Handbook of Legal Forms
1221 Facts About Will Power
Use This Simple Order Form
891 Your Talent and How to
637 German-English Dictionary
1225 How to Avoid Marital DisDevelop It
639 4,000 Essential English Words
cord About Drunks
For Popular Copyrights
644 Women Who Lived for Love
893 500 Riddles
1228 Jokes
894 How to Advertise
1231 Best Jokes of 1926
645 Confidential Chats with
HALDEMAN- JULIUS PUBLICATIONS,
Wives
895 Astronomy for Beginners
1233 Better Meals for Less Money
648 Sexual Rejuvenation
896 Wages of Sin
1238
Beginning
Married
Life
Dept. A-253, Girard, Kansas
Right
901 Woman: Eternal Primitive
653 What Boys Should Know
902 Dictionary of Foreign Words 1239 Party Games for Grown-ups
654 What Young Men Should
Know
903 All About Syphilis
1241 Outline of U. S. History
W«e^^
^r $1 for the- io£wfg £JSj£
904 Sex Symbolism. Fielding
655 What
1242 Care of Skin and Hair
listed by number on the lines below.
copyrights
Know Young Women Should
910 Is Life Worth Living?
(Add lc perwhich
book Iforhave
carriage.)
1244
How
to
Write
Love
Letters
656 What Married Men Should
911 Is Mankind Progressing?
Hobo Jokes
Know
964 How
to Be Happy Though 1246 Best
Psychology of Love and Hate
Married
1247 Best
657 What Married Women
1249
Jokes About Lovers
Should Know
966 Rational Sex Ethics
1250 Companionate Marriage
658 Toasts for All Occasions
972 Book of Popular Jokes
i
i
1251 What Do You Know?
661 Neurotic America and Sex
975 Cleopatra and Her Loves
1257 How to Become Citizen
679 Chemistry for Beginners
984 Harmony Self Taught
i
Taught
Self
quism
681 Spelling Self Taught
986 How to Talk and Debate
1278 Ventrilo
i
682 Grammar Self Taught
987 Art of Kissing
1279 Side Show Tricks
683 Punctuation Self Taught
988 The Art of Courtship
Tricks
Crooked
'
Gamblers
1285 Best Short Stories of 1928
687 U. S. Constitution
995 How to Play the Piano
1292
688 Teeth and Mouth Hygiene
997 Recipes Home Cooking
ism
ii
1311 Real Aims of Catholic
i
999
Latin
Self
Taught
i
689 Woman's Sexual Life
Revolt of Modern Youth
1316
1000
Wonders
of
Radium
690 Man's Sexual Life
Constitu
S.
U.
of
Meaning
1317
1003 How to Think Logically
691
Life Proper
1004 How to Save Money
696 Child's
How to Sexual
Pronounce
tion For and Against Sexual " Name
1318 Case
1005 How to Enjoy Music
Sterilization
697 4,000 Words Often Mis1320 How to Get a Husband
1006
GamesReligion
pronounced
1007 Children's
Revolt Against
1321 Fasting for Health
j Address
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Men— women, too, for that matter— are
attracted to a charming smile and smart
clothes — a winning combination that
healthful, delicious Double Mint
gum enables you to have. The daily
enjoyment of this double-lasting,
mint-flavored gum provides beneficial
chewing exercise which beautifies your
lips, mouth and teeth, increasing the
loveliness of your smile. You look your
radiant best — a person people want to
know. Try it today. . .Left, Double Mint
gum introduces a new creation of
Valentina whose clients from New York
to Hollywood rank among the best
dressed women in the world. Double
Mint has put this charmingly becoming
dress into a Simplicity Pattern for
then, is Double Mint gum's
you.
doublyThis,
lovely way of helping you win
admiration and popularity.
Keep young — be doubly
lovely the Double Mint way. Remember
also Double Mint gum aids digestion, relaxes tense nerves, assures a sweet inoffensive breath. Buy several packages today.

! Left, exquisite Double Mint gum dress
\produced in New York by valentina,
\ original creator of modern classic design
— modeled for you in Hollywood
\ by the gorgeous star of stage
\ and screen, gloria swaasok.
Made available to you by Double Mint gum
\ in simplicity Pattern 2784.
\ At nearly all good Department, Dry Goods or
I Variety Stores you can buy this pattern,
i Or, write Double Mint Dress Pattern Dept.,
I 419 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

DOUBLE
CHEWING

MINT
GUM

I'm

Well,

I've
Neglect,
of Gum

Wrong

"Pink

got

Care,

Massage -all

Elected

Ignorance
can

bring

Tooth

of she ipana

Brush"

now!

Technique
ANN: "Hello, Jane. Well,

about

the laugh's on me— there's
'pink' doon I my
tinge
atooth
. What
do
brushof
JANE: "See your dentist,
pronto. Cheer up, my petserious!"
nothing
maybe it's
I hope not. What did
heavens,
"Good
ANN:
you?"
Dr. Boiven
case of gums that
a plain
"Minetellwas
JANE:
now?"
I
practically never work— eat so many soft
foods. Believe me, I've been using Ipana with
massage ever since. It's made a world of dif-

teeth and smile!"
of my
looksgood
ference inthemake
sense, darling. Guess
ANN: "You
there's just one thing to do— find out what
Dr. Bowen tells me..."
Don't let "Pink Tooth Brush"
ruin your smile
see
h" for
be in
not
h brus
k toot
your dent
"pinmay
seeYou
youist.
WHEN
serious trouble, but let him decide. Usually,
he'll tell you that yours is merely another
case of neglected gums. Because so many
modern foods are creamy and soft, they fail
to give our gums the exercise they need.
That's why so many dentists today advise
"the healthful stimulation of Ipana with

For Ipana, with massage, is especially designed tohelp the gums as well as clean the
" time you brush your teeth, masage.
mass Each
teeth.
sage alittle extra Ipana into your gums. As
circulation increases within the gum tissues,
gums tend to become firmer, healthier.
Play safe! Change today to Ipana and
massage. Help your dentist help you to
sounder gums — brighter teeth — a lovelier
smile!
*
*
*
DOUBLE DUTY— Perfected with the aid of over
1,000 dentists, Rubberset's Double Duty
Tooth Brush is especially designed to make
gum massage easy and more effective.

IPANA

TOOTH

PASTE
3
SCREENLAND

Out of the inferno of war came three men and a
woman — to live their lives, to strive for happiness, to seek love . . . The most heart-touching
romance of our time, brilliantly re-created upon
the screen, from the world-renowned novel by
the author of "All Quiet on the Western

MAROARfiT

ROBERT
R
TAYLO
FRANCHOT

TOHE
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SULLAVAN
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YOUNG

in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

- LIONEL
KIBBEE
Production • A
A FRANK BORZAGE
•
Directed by FRANK BORZAGE
Screenplay by F. Scott Fitzgerald

with GUY

Front".

Vivid Drama

of Today

HULL
HENRY
ATWILLPicture
ayer
Metro-Goidwyn-M
Produced by Joseph L Mankiewicz
and Edward E. Paramore

SCREENLAND

a year

ago !

"Aren't you floored ! Janet losing Tod ?"
"Not at all, Louise." Ann glanced at the
newspaper. "They were drifting a year ago.
And I think I know one of the reasons —
Janet's bad breath! Remember?"
"Of course! It practically eased her out
Club. But you'd think Tod
of the Bridge
would
have sort of tactfully given her a
bottle of Listerine."
"You'd think so. But men never seem
to tell their wives when they're slipping."
IT'S FATAL
Certainly nothing so completely nullifies a
woman's charm as a case of halitosis (bad
breath). The insidious thing about it is that
you yourself never know that you have it. You
may be offending the very persons whose favor
you court.
How foolish to take this risk. All you need do
to make your breath sweeter, purer, more wholesome, is to use Listerine Antiseptic. Listerine
is the delightful, quick-acting deodorant all fastidious people use. Listerine halts fermentation
of tiny food particles (a major cause of breath
odors) then overcomes the odors themselves.
When you want to be on the safe side about
your breath you need quick antiseptic and deodorant action, and Listerine Antiseptic provides itdelightfully.
Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

FROM

The Merchant of Venus is what they call
successful Walter Thornton in New York.
Every year he interviews thousands of
beauties. If they pass his critical inspection, he sends them to commercial studios,
the stage, and movie lots.
NOW, MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL—
YOUR SMILE. IT LACKS SPARKLE BECAUSE VOUR TEETH ARE DULL.
YOU MUST HAVE BEAUTIFUL TEETH
IF YOU WANT TO SUCCEED AS A
MODEL. I SUGGEST YOU TRY
USTERfNE TOOTH PASTE
BECAUSE . .

PLAIN

JANE

AT $18 PER

i'm a stenographer
out of work and
desperate
. i want
to be a mode
l.mr,
thornton.

TO

YOUR
FACETOO.
IS GOOD.
FIGURE,
BUT r^~;
g^>j
FRANKLY, YOU DON'T ?
YOURSELF. MOST
LET MEOF iiU-U
MAKE
SHOW THE
YOU.

AT ftOO.OO
A WttK
AS TOLD BY WALTER THORNTON, THE MAN WHO
PICKS THE BEAUTIES FOR STUDIO, STAGE & SCREEN
THREE

WEEKS

LATER

A FEW MONTHS LATER
CONGRATULATIONS/ ANOTHER
$IOO.OO. THAT'S THE SIXTH
WEEK YOU'VE BEEN IN THE BIG
9%
HOLLYWOOD,
H>p,MONEY—
AND TOO.
HEADED FOR

WALTER THORNTON
HAS SHOWN ME HOW TO
STAND... HOW TO WEAR
MY HAIR. ..HOW TO MAKE UP
..AND ESPECIALLY
HOW TO BRIGHTEN
WITHMV
SMILE
L/STERME
TVOTH PASTE
-AND I'VE
LANDED
FIRST MY

-AND TO
THANKS TO YOUJ

MODELLING
JOB.'
CHANGE

TO

LISTERINE

It's a change
When your dentist cleans your teeth,
there is no spilling or mess because he
makes his powder into paste. Otherwise
the fine particles would fly off his rapidly
revolving brush.
We, too, "cream" the finest dental powders into a paste, Listerine Tooth Paste.
Thus it gives you the cleansing efficiency
of powder in modern form . . . easy to
put on the brush ... no waste, no mess.
SCREENLAND

TOOTH

NETE'' '
TERf
USTff
PAS
TOO
PASTE

for the better
The formula itself is super -safe and
extra-active. It quickly brings to teeth
glistening high-lights so
the sparkle
much
admiredandin the photographs of New
York models.
Try Listerine Tooth Paste tomorrow.
sure to like its full-bodied, reYou are freshing
flavor. For added economy, buy
the double-size tube. At all drug counters.
Lambert Pharmacal Co.

'S
SCREENLAND
Puzzle
Crossword

ROMEO?
YOUR
fell ..:

By

Alma

Talley

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT— and Romeo couldn't
forget the pulse-stirring fragrance that Juliet wore.

TODAY'S ROMEO CAN'T RESIST the magic
lure of Djer-Kiss — the exquisite fragrance that
becomes yours when you wear Djer-Kiss Talc.

^itart your day the Djer-Kiss way! Bathe
^ your entire body with this delightful
talc each morning. Djer-Kiss keeps you
dainty and refreshed all day . . . Helps you
stay cool, for it actually lowers body temperature. Clothes feel more comfortable . . .
Makes you alluringly fragrant. Use DjerKiss generously, for the cost is surprisingly
small. Buy it today at drug and toilet goods
counters— 25c and 75c sizes. Liberal 10c
size at all 10c stores.
The same delightful fragrance in Djer-Kiss
Sachet, Eau de Toilette and Face Powder.
YOURS FREE— the exciting new book,
"Women Men Love— Which Type Are You?"
— full of valuable hints on
how to make yourself
more alluring. Just send
a post card with your
name and address to
Parfums Kerkoff, Inc.,
Dept. Y, New York.
. . . genuine imported talc
scented with Djer-Kiss
perfume by Kerkoff, Paris.

(Trwruxwuced Dear KiSJ> )
3V
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TALC
KERKOFF
• PARIS

54.
ACROSS
Dancing star of "A Damsel
a Gary Cooper
1.4. film
10. His new ssone
is
"Dr. Rhyrhm"
15. Solitary
Distre "
Forward
16.
19. ASilly,
18.
tatterpointlesslo,'
21. To escape Po
Something you ring
24. To nod in greeting
23.
26. To make
Greek letter
28. A malt drink
30.
31.
32.
34.
41.
39.
36.
43.
44.
46.
49.
51.
55.
53.
56.
58.
62.
60.
63.
65.
68.
72.
70.
75.
78.
76.
79.
85
81.
83,

88.
90.
92.
94.
95.
96.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Myself
7.
Belonging
to her
8.
Loafs
The young girl in "Tovarich"
She returns to the screen as 9.
10.
"Marie Anroinetce"
Destitute
Exclamation
11.
12.
To ness
open the mouth in drowsi- 14.
13.
Work units
17.
Connecting bar (as for oxen)
20.
y
Fora
She was featured in "Artists
22.
No
25.
x els"
relaMod
To and
27.
Something sung by one singer 29.
Mark left by wound
32.
Infrequent
33.
Biblical pronoun
35.
City
in
Nebraska
Following orders
To revoke a legacy (legal)
37.
Dish of green vegetables
38.
Periods
To act of time
40.
41.
Openwork fabric
Cowboy star, married to Clara 42.
45.
Bow
Co-star,
"It'sHisses,"
Love I'ma movie
After" 47.
Chilly
48.
"Love

87 Labor
Over (abbrev.)
SCREENLAND

Baby's first word
Prefix meaning three
Star
of
"The
Buccaneer"
Opera singer, featured in
52. Porrent
64.
Finishes
"Goldwyn Follies"
She stars in "The Divorce of 57. An actor's part in a movie
59.
Famous Biblical city
66.
of "Happy Landing"
61. Co-star
To breathe noisily
The
doctor in "Wife, Doctor
ryntiful
DPle
Winter vehicle
DOWN
68. The first man
Lady X."
67. Co-star of "Knight Without
A glaring, unsteady light
69.
Nurse" in "No Time To
He'sandfeatured
Co-star
ofmeasure
"Stage Door"
Printers'
73.
Skilful
To give in, relent
Star of "Every Day's A HoliToward
74.
Chinese measure
Co-star
We Live" 71.
80. Trees
Note of ofthe "Merrily
scale
77.
He's a villain in "Bad Man
Without
moisture
Exclamations
An Armor"
79.
Short poem
89.
Sheof plays
thee" silly mother in
Credit
Brimston
Behold! (business abbrev.)
"Merrily We Live"
"
Old Chicago," a movie
To
He plays "Yonnie" in "Happy
Coy grab
A dwarf
Marry' '
Female sheep
93. Answer to
The,
in a French
version
day"
Note of the scale
Pale employ
Last Month's Puzzle
To
BHSffl
Singing
star of
Landing' '
' Rosalie"
HHISHH
Salves, ointments
□anas
Infuriated
Film actor, married to
Bebe
with Daniels
What you hear a talkie
ESQ
91
a ship)
Wetof by
waves (as deck
Literary
Belongingcomposition
to him
Fuss
Railroad (abbrev.^

Starwithof you
"Firstsee Lady"
What
a movie
50. A bittet plant used in
medicine

\sa as
aa
EES m
EfflKHSB

ASK

ME!

By Miss Vee

Dee
PORE-POCKED

NOSE!

On personal appearance tour! Allan
Jones, with his wife, Irene Hervey.
Ruth K. A thumb-nail sketch of Ralph
Bellamy? Whose thumb, Shirley Temple's
or Wallace Beery's? Born in Chicago, 111.,
June 17, 1905, 6 feet l/2 inch tall, auburn
hair, brown eyes. Stage experience ; about
seven years in pictures ; his latest is
"Fools for Scandal," with Carole Lombard
and Fernand Gravet, for Mervyn LeRoy
Productions. Ralph is married, Mrs. Bellamy being the former stage actress, Catherine Willard.

*i§l
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Watch
1

Largest
Test

A Movie-Goer. Sonja Henie, Tyrone
Power, Simone Simon are all 20th Century-Fox players. Write the 20th CenturyFox Studio, Hollywood, California. James
Stewart, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio,
Culver City, California.

the

Pores

Pores
on

of Your

Your

on

Your

Body —

Cleansing

Nose!
A Stern

Methods

Gorgeous figure— lovely face— but the whole effect ruined by PorePocked Nose! All because she carelessly permitted those large nose
pores
to fill
unsightly
! up with dirt and waste matter and become coarse and
You must keep these pores C-L-E-A-N ! Not merely surface clean. You
need that deep under-layer cleansing that penetrates the mouths of your
pores and lifts out hidden dirt that may have accumulated for months. It
is this dirt that causes trouble. It becomes embedded and grimy— may breed
tiny skin infections or result in blackheads, bumps and coarse, rough skin!

Meta W . Frieda Inescort played the lead
in "Portia on Trial" a Republic picture.
Thomas Beck, yes, in "Think Fast, Mr.
Moto," a 20th Century-Fox picture.

Lady Esther Face Cream penetrates this under-layer dirt. It breaks up the
embedded packs in the mouths of your pores and makes them easily removable. Just look at your cloth when you wipe Lady Esther Cream away. You'll
be astounded at the amount of dirt that was hidden away ! In just a short
time ness
your
skin is glowingly clean and smooth — alive with vibrant freshand beauty.

0. K. Ilona Massey in "Rosalie." She
is a newcomer from Budapest, Hungary,
with a lovely singing voice. Eleanor Powell
was the leading lady in "Rosalie."
Elsie O. Your friends who say that
Ramon Novarro played in the silent version of "Prisoner of Zenda," win the bet.
Irene Dunne was born in 1904 ; she has one
little daughter, adopted, about two years
old.

Make this Free Test
Let me prove, at my expense, that Lady Esther Cream will cleanse
soften your skin better than any method you have ever used. Just
the coupon below and I'll send you a generous sample of Lady Esther
Cream, free
I'll also send all ten shades of Lady Esther
Powder.
Mailandthepostpaid.
coupon now.

C. V . Percy Marmont was born in London, England. Previous to his stage career,
he studied law. He appeared on the stage
in England and America, and then in pictures in both countries. He is now to be
seen in "The Girl Was Young," a Gaumont
British production, in which Nova Pilbeam
plays the lead.

and
mail
Face
Face

(You can paste this on a penny postcard)

j^EE
(43)
Lady Esther, 7162 West 65th Street, Chicago, Illinois
Please send me your generous supply of Lady Esther Four-Purpose
Face Cream; also ten shades of Face Powder, FREE and postpaid.

Jcanette G. You are right, Dick Baldwin
is new to the screen. He was born in St.
Louis, Mo., 27 years ago. He is 6 feet tall,
has brown hair and eyes. After a screen
test he was signed immediately to play the
romantic
lead inStuart.
"Life Begins
College,"
opposite Gloria
Write toin 20th
Cen-

Name
Address
City
State
(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)

tury-Fox Film Corporation, Hollywood,
California, for his photograph.
SCRE

ENLAND
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The call of Spring
and everything!
Margaret, left,
sets out with
luncheon kit com-

nsid

the

below,plete.
she Atisleft,
shown
packing up the
picnic lunch.

St

omes

Come

along on a picnic

luncheon

with

Margaret

By

^kftjJliruj with Dpsu*

m

Crjjjd/mj, colo*u&, says
JOAN BENNETT
charming star of I Met My Love Again

CONGO is fascinating. . . utterly feminine...in tunewith Fashion! Congo
is Glazo's newest nail polish success
— an enchanting deep orchid-rose
picked by stylists to harmonize with
the season's blues, grays and beige.
Wherever you go you' 11 see Congo.
It's a color men admire, too. Accent

your costume with this latest, perfect shade. And remember Glazo's
other smart new colors : TROPIC . . .
SPICE. ..CABANA. Each is a gem of
beauty. You'll love their variety!

GLAZO'S

NEW

1. LONGER WEAR — lasts for days and
days without peeling, chipping or fading!
Meets the demand for a slightly heavier
polish that really clings to the nails.
2. EASE OF APPLICATION — every drop
goes on evenly. Will
not streak or run.

Betty

lovely

Lindsay

Boone

"I 'VE never cooked anything in my life,
I except picnic and sorority stuff, but I
I can tell merely by tasting a dish exactly
how it's made," said Margaret Lindsay,
looking up from the picnic box on her
kitchen table, where she was painstakingly
_ chicken, sandpackingwiches,fried
and fruit.
A live-looking person, Margaret, with electric sparks in
her brown eyes. Her brown
neat page-boy roll,
hair, in itswith
the yellow and
contrasted
white walls of her shmmg
kitchen.
"All of a sudden,
last Sunday morning, I decided that
something ought to
be done about food
in this house. There
are lots of dishes
I'm crazy about
but no one ever
serves them at any cafe or restaurant and
heard of them. So, says I,
cookmynever
my
.
hand!
I'll try
in1
so
me,
about
in
"Nothing uncerta
vited breakfast guests and set to work.
makes the most deJanet Gaynor's mother
licious dish— I've never seen it anywhere
else and she wasn't available to tell me

3. BRILLIANT LUSTRE—won't fade in
sun or water.
Get Glazo's new,
exciting colors —
CONGO, SPICE, CABANA and TROPIC —
at all drug counters,
in extra large
sizes at
25$

GLAZO
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d
made it, and was. it
o
I !
g
it. But
do o
how to
"You take firm, ripe tomatoes, slice them
on, because
fairlv thin, leaving the skins
it's the skins that sort of burn brown and
give it a taste. Fry the slices in Jots of
butter— oh, I mean lots of it !— until they
are well done and the skins are good and
ant
brown. It's the cooking that's the import
silly, but it s true.
part of this dish— sounds cooke
d almost all
When the tomatoes are
solider parts
the
out.
scoop
you
to pieces,them
in a hot dish ; you eaye the
and put
browner bits and the butter that s in the
pan add to this cream, more butter, salt
cook; then
and pepper, and stir while you
on very
pour over the tomatoes and serve
hot buttered toast. With this dish, I served
scrambled eggs, Beechnut bacon, grapeserve this tofruit and coffee. You could
mato dish on a picnic, for the hot dish
everyone always likes, if you think you
keep your mind on it
could
"I'm mad about picnics ! When I lived
at home in Iowa, we were always going on
anywhere at
picnics. There you can go
all and find shady trees, green grass and
cl°ar streams. I used to take a good book
and hot dogs
few rolls .
maybe am.
and the
alongtoast
and
make a fire,
I'd
hungry
and when I felt
"In California, it's not so simple to find
a picnic spot. You either go to the parksd
where they have stoves and even screene
kitchens and plenty of conveniences, or

ride and
doing today,
you do as we're wind
up in an oat field
ride and probably
with burrs sticking all over you and no
!"
in sight
water
Margaret
was prepared for anything, in
riding trousers, boots, a most becoming
Tyrolean jacket embroidered in vari-colored flowers and hung with tiny golden
bells.
"Hamburgers are grand on picnics," she
the last sandwich, "I'm
wrapping
continued,
especially keen
about mine. I take freshly
ground meat, season it well with salt and
pepper, and then pound it flat and thin
with a spatula. Most hamburgers are too
of Gulden's musI putleta itdabcook
plump.tard onThen
top and
right into the
meat. You know that flat taste they usually
have? This gets rid of it. Then I put
horse radish and Heinz pickel relish on
each round, set it on a toasted round of
roll and serve onions on the side.
"No picnic is a picnic without hardcooked eggs. I hate the box lunches studios
put up for locations, but I liked locations
because of the eggs. Once when we were
on location over in Pasadena at the Busch
Gardens, George Arliss discovered my passion for eggs and you should have seen
him stealing from box lunch to box lunch,
purloining hard-cooked eggs for me ! I had
to eat six of them that day. I was almost
ill, but who could refrain after Mr. Arliss
was so gallant?
"Talking about dishes you can't order
anywhere, there's string bean soup. Ever
have any ? Of course not ! Nobody has it.
But it's my favorite kind. So the other
day, made very bold by my successs on
Sunday, I tried it. You know, I'm beginto think
what ningthey
call I ithave
whena knack.
you turnKnack,
out tothat's
be a
cook !
"For string bean soup, you string the

beans and cut them — not slice them — get
very small potatoes, and cook both of them
until tender. Then you add milk, cream
butter,
her handsaltto and
the pepper
memory. and — " she kissed
The picnic box packed, we strolled
through the apartment, a neat, HollywoodSpanish,
flower-filled place.
Margaret .
shrugged at it.
"There's nothing out of the ordinary
about the apartment," she insisted. "Anybody might live in this living room or in
this dining room. The real ME is in my
room. Some people think it's charming.
Some people
think it's part
terrible.
It's part
Persian,
part Hawaiian,
Mexican,
part
American, and half the time it looks like
a junk room. But I love it! I'm so happy
there. Everything I care about is around
me.
By day,
a sitting
room the
where
can have
my it's
friends.
At night
lilkeaI
"The what?"
becomes
a bed." I stammered.
MargaretIt repeated
"Hikea"
pronounced
hick-e-ay.
turned out
to be — what
looked
like a very wide studio couch, covered in
monks' cloth, with piles of blue, red, and
yellow pillows scattered about.
"The first time I visited in Honolulu, I
fell for the hikeas," confided my hostess.
"I could hardly wait to get home and have
one built. You see, they are mostly mattresses and very comfortable. The tapa
cloth above it is from the islands, too — some
friends who were over brought it to me.
It's made from the bark of trees, you
The Persian part of the room is in the
drapes, which are soft blues and reds ; the
Mexican influence lies in water bottles and
flower
jars acquired
down atdarkly
Olverared,Street;
and
strings
of chili beans,
hung
know."
on the wall.
(Continued on page 86)

Just a nibble before starting off! Margaret Lindsay can't resist sampling a sandwich. See her smart, style-wise outfit.

TO
...BUT

NO

FUN

LOOK
TO

AT

KNOW!
."WSBS THAT MOST BAD
TESTS SHOW
BREATH COMES FROM DECAYING
FOOD OEPOSITS IN HIDDEN CREVICES
BETWEEN
THAT I AREN'T
CLEANED TEETH
PROPERLY.
ADVISE
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM. ITS SPECIAL \
PENETRATING FOAM REMOVES
THESE ODOR-BREEDING DEPOSITS.
AND THAT'S WHY..,

"You see, Colgate's
special penetrating
$ foam gets into the hidden crevices between
your teeth that ordinary cleansing methods fail to reach . . .
removes the decaying food deposits that cause most bad breath,
dull, dingy teeth, and much tooth
decay. Besides, Colgate's soft,
safe polishing agent gently yet
thoroughly cleans the enamel —
makes your teeth sparkle!"
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Salutes

LIGHT-PROOF
FACE

d

POWDER!

an

nubs

HOLLYWOOD LISTENS!
When the screengoers speak, Hollywood is a
most interested listener — stars, producers and
writers all want to know what you, the picture
patron, have to say. Here's your chance,
send
your applause or your censure straight to
headquarters. Name your favorite star, state
your case for or against a certain picture, advance your ideas regarding the best type of
vehicle for a star, or a story you would like
to see filmed, and send it in a letter to this
department. Address letters to: Letter Dept.,
SCREENLAND,
45 West 45th St., New York,
N. Y.

THIS is what
happens when
make-up
your
reflects
every
ray of light.

The smiling lady on the right is Claire
Trevor, very happy over honors accorded
her by the cheers of our letter writers.
SEE the difference with
light-proof
powder that
modifies
the
light rays.

Luxor powder 5s light-proof. If you
use it, your face will not shine.
Trial box sent postpaid for a dime!
® At parties, do you instinctively avoid certain
lights that you can just feel are playing havoc
with your complexion ? All that trouble with
fickle make-up will be overcome when you
finish with powder whose particles do not
glisten in every strong light.
Many women think they have a shiny skin,
when the shine is due entirely to their powder!
With a finishing touch of light-proof powder, your complexion will not constantly be
light-struck. In any light. Day or night. Nor
will you have to worry over shine.
Seeing is believing
You have doubtless bought expensive boxes
of powder on claims and promises, only to
the money.
that you
find
run much
risk wasted
with Luxor,
because You
your don't
first
box will cost you only ten cents!
Test it in all lights, day and night- under
all conditions. See for yourself the lovely softness and absence of shine when you use lightproof powder. See how it subdues those
highlighcs of cheek-bones and chin, and nose.
S U 6 38 1
LUXOR, Ltd., Chicago
Send me a trial box of Luxor lightproof
powder,
postpaid. I enclose
10c (silver
dime).
D Flesh
□ Rachel
□ Rose Rachel
□ Rachel No. 2
D Brunette
Name ...
St. & No.
P. 0
14

State
(This offer not good in Canada)

TCH!

TCH!

SIXTEEN
SUNK

AND

I fear my movie days are over — and
here I'm only 16. Ever since I saw "You're
lookingI have
Once"
Onlya Young
for
movie that
is just
half been
as good.
So
far I haven't found one. That picture was
great. Three cheers for Mickey Rooney and
Eleanor Lynn !
Billy McMurry,
Stigler, Okla.
A "BEST" NOMINATION
My nomination for the subtlest acting of
a basically unimportant part during this
season is that of Henry Daniell as the
blackmailer in "Madame X." Known for
years as a leading exponent of ultrasophisticated comedy on the London stage,
it would be a treat to see him in such
a part on the screen. Perhaps his finest
characterization to date was his Baron de
Varville in "Camille," which, for me at
least, remains the most convincing portrait
of aristocratic viciousness ever given to
the screen.
Freda Wakeling,
London, England.

BOW TO JOHN BARRYMORE
Here's a Salute to the greatest actor of
them all — John Barrymore. Every gesture,
every inflection of his voice seems exactly
right, whether it be Comedy, as in "True
Confession," or Tragedy, as in "Dinner
Eugene Clark,
at Eight."
Kingston, N. H.
PREDICTS THE TOP
TREVOR

FOR

Let's send up Salutes for that very
pretty actress, Claire Trevor; especially
Town
in "Big will
her grand
a top
be Girl."
Miss Trevor
that acting
Iforpredict
end of 1938.
ranking star by the Miss
N. Nesser,
Union Town, Pa.

SCREENLAND

WANNA
BUY A BOOK,
HOLLYWOOD?
Why doesn't some smart producer snap
Come"?
up Louis Bromfield's "The Rains
it would make all preProperly
vious produced
Academy Award pictures seem pale
comparison.
and wishy-washy by Florence
Peer,
Avenel, N. J.

EUREKA!

ELEANOR

STEWART

Recently, I saw a western, "Where
Trails Divide," starring Tom Keene. A
girl by the name of Eleanor Stewart had
the feminine lead and, I think, she was
a sensation. She photographs beautifully
y. Why don't the
very naturall
and actsgive
more of their attention and
studios
opportunity to a girl like this, instead of
finds"?
Miss G.
an Peters,
bringing in these "Europe
PRAISES

FOR

San Jose, Calif.
JOHN PAYNE

gs to a newcomer who cerHappytainlylandin
seems to be on his way to eventual
stardom— John Howard Payne. His appearances on the screen have demonstrated
that he has talent, and certainly he has
So many times promising newgood looks.
comers rise to temporary prominence and
forgotten. That I don't think
are soon
then happe
n in the case of John Howard
will
Payne.
Martha Baer,
Newark, N. J.
TRIBUTE TO TRACY
To the victor belong the spoils, and to
Spencer Tracy most certainly should go
the highest honors. If anything on earth
is a man's very own it is that which he
does through himself alone. I think Spencer's acting in "Captains Courageous" was
one of the most thoroughly inspired
achievements this past year has brought
us via the screen. Lorraine Menger,
Hawthorne, N. J.

YOU'LL

BE

SEEING LANNY
Why is it that after two successful pictures Lanny Ross made no more? He has
the personality, appearance and voice to
become a foremost singing actor _ on the
screen — if only Hollywood will give him
the chance.
Miss E. Hicks,
Manhasset, N. Y.

NO

DATES

NO

SONG

IN

MARY'S

IN

BOOK

MARY'S

HEART

AFFABLE MISCHA AUER
When Mischa Auer appeared in person
here I had the pleasure of meeting him;
spent 20 minutes with him in his dressingand courroom. A more gracious,. polished
teous man I have never met, and I sincerely
and dehope he will continue his clever
lightful characterizations in Hollywood
creations for years to come.
Marjorie Koeppel,
Cincinnati, O.

BOUQUETS FOR BRUCE
Salutes to the lovely Virginia Bruce. I
have seen her in many pictures and in
each was1 captivated by her piquant personality. Iconsider Virginia one of the
most intriguing actresses on the screen,
and deserving of the biggest opportunityeven opportunity to play again opposite
Robert Taylor, with whom she once appeared. Virginia is ready, able, and beautiful enough to scale the heights if given
y merits'.
the break she most certainlGene
Pierce,
Appalochie, Va.

ANALYZING ERROL
Errol Flynn is one of the finest looking
men on the screen not merely because his
features are handsome, but for the strength
adand purpose reflected in his face. The
mirably firm set of his mouth and chin is
balanced nicely by the humorous, quizzical
look in his' eyes. Altogether he's a pretty
he's tops
swell
n. actor. In fact,
estimatioand
my person
in
W. W. Williamson,
Philadelphia, Pa.
RE YOUR LETTERS TO STARS
Very often do I read complaints that
the stars don't answer their fan mail. Based
on my experience it seems to me that in
most cases either the writers' did not properly address their letters or failed to give
necessary information as to their own address. Ihave received replies to letters I
have written to a great number of very
important screen stars.
L. Gilbert,
Norfolk Va.
COMPETITION

FOR

GABLE?

Mark up one super-Snub for producers
for giving Craig Reynolds those weak,
black-sheep characters he is assigned so
consistently. Craig has the ability, the
looks, personality and pleasant voice which,
if given the benefit of worthwhile roles,
would rival Gable and Taylor — and that's
what the screen needs, some real competition for Clark and Bob.
R. Allan,
Dunedin, New Zealand.
BIGGER AND BETTER
FOR BINNIE
What I can't understand is why Hollywood has practically typed Binnie Barnes
as an adventuress, or "other woman" type.
Personally I think they are making a mistake about Binnie, for she has proved herself a fine actress, and deserving of
opportunities far better than those rubberstamp sirens producers persist in giving
her.
Mary Ann Elder,
Danville, 111.

She doesn't dream that
underarm odor is the reason
men

pass her by!

Mary is pretty, vivacious, and young— she
should be as popular as any girl around.
Yet the men that she meets always seem
to avoid her. Through glorious summer
evenings she sits home alone, while men
take other girls out on good times!
Too bad Mary doesn't realize that it
takes more than a bath to prevent underarm odor — that underarms must have
special care to keep a girl dainty and
fresh, safe from offending.
Wise girls use Mum! They know that
a bath takes care only of past perspiraIT TAKES

MORE

MY BATH ALONE
CANT KEEP ME
SAFE -THATS WHY
I USE MUM !

For Sanitary NapkinsNo worries or embarrassment when you use Mum
this way. Thousands do, because it's SAFE and SURE.
SCREENLAND

THAN

tion, but Mum prevents odor before U
starts. To avoid all risk of offending
friends — use Mum every day and after
every bath. With Mum, you'll be sure
your charm is lasting, you'll be a girl
that men always find attractive!
MUM IS QUICK! One-half minute is all it
takes to smooth a quick fingertipful of
Mum under each arm.
MUM IS SAFE! Mum is soothing to the
skin, harmless to every fabric. You can
use it right after underarm shaving.
MUM IS SURE! Without stopping perspiration, Mum's sure protection lasts all
day or all evening long. No worries,
then, about unpleasant odor. For Mum
makes underarm odor impossible!
A BATH

— IT TAKES

MUM

TO HSRSBLfITS
MARVELOUS
TO DANCE EVERY DANCE
AND KNOW THAT MUM
I STILL KEEPS YOU
SWEET!
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Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

One

whiff.,..
then

AGGING

a tiff I

the

TALKIES

Delight Evans' Reviews
on Pages 52-53

"GARGLE....

takes

a Jiff /

ofbotyhse

NewsRepublic
An exceptionally fine impersonation by
Lew Ayres as a boy from the slums who
becomes wealthy and powerful in his particular line— newspaper sales and distribution— and extremely effective acting by
Helen Mack, Alison Skipworth and others,
make this a far better than average melodrama of life in New York. Neither pretentious, nor pretending to that which it
does not achieve, here is good entertainment.

Columbia

PEPSODEMT
ends

their

rift

f

A jolly number and a feather for the
caps of Joan Blondell and Melvyn Douglas,
who, like that Thin Man and Wife, might
go on to more such adventures in impudent
comedy, by request. Melvyn, detective;
Joan, his wife — with mystery, clews, surprises, laughs and more of them, as Joan,
trying to solve the crime, deliberately impedes Melvyn's search for the murderer.
Breezy and boisterous, this is good fun.

Gang
Arson

Dances by Jessie Matthews and Jack
Whiting, a couple of good tunes, and some
occasionally effective comedy material expertly handled by Roland Young. There
is a plot,
of course,
and it'swho
the becomes
old one
about
the little
Miss Nobody
a star — quitting her tap dancing for mere
amusement on her guardian's river boat,
for thesicaldazzling
settingupof asa London
mushow. It sums
very spotty.

Cheering
Start

Busters
Columbia

w

Republic

PEPSOBEMT
EQUALS

ANTISEPTIC
3 BOTTLES

Even when diluted with 2
parts water, still kills
germs in seconds . . .
Lasts 3 times as long!

Fools
for
Scandal

MAKES YOUR
iff

It's a racket-ridden world we live in,
friends, and you'll learn how gangs burn
buildings for profit if you see this programmer. Personally we got more kick
"going to the fire" the easy way of looking
at the screen than from the racket angle
of the yarn. Bob Livingston — a really good
action drama star — and his cast: Warren
Hymer, Jack La Rue, Rosalind Keith and
others, make it good run-o'-the-mill fare.

MONEY GO 3
TIMES AS FAR!

Warners

PEPSODENT

keeps your
MOUTH
and

BREATH

SWEETER
HOURS
16

LONGER

— who really "returns"
Durante
of aJimmy
as
comedian
who's funny in a not elaborate but joyous musical show about a
Hollywood heart-throb, Charles Starrett,
who quits acting to go to college. Jimmy,
the star's agent, tries to get him kicked
out of college. Specialties by Gertrude
Niesen and others, and a fine cast of film
favorites help. A snappy, rib-tickling show.

Over the
Wall

Warners

ANTISEPTIC

Yes, and let the cheers be for the return

Airy comedy about a movie star pursued
and won by a titled French gallant. The
presence of so gifted and ingratiating a
comedienne as Carole Lombard, and the
lacquered manner of its staging give the
film what brightness it has. Fernand Gravet
plays dashingly in a vain effort to rise
above mediocre material, and Ralph Bellamy is stalwart support. Festive but feeble
pseudo-smart jesting. A new cycle, please!
SCREENLAND

More melodramatics behind prison bars,
with the usual claptrap over a convict in
for a crime he didn't commit. Dick Foran
is Jerry Davis, ex-pugilist who gets over
his troublesome traits in the jail house by
in singing. There is rointerested
getting mance,
vindication for Jerry, and a good
job for him as a radio crooner. June
Travis, John Litel, and Foran do their best
with mechanical and unconvincing roles.

Prison melodrama — yes, another! Sally
Eilers and Louis Hayward: Sally a convict
and Louis the prison doctor, find love and
almost are lost to each other by a prison
"break" and scheming by a warden, who
wants to save Louis from marrying a
woman with a prison record. Anne Shirle3r
has a sympathetic but surprisingly minor
part. Aside from the likable people acting
it, this is too drab and dull to be pleasing.

Brisk in its dramatic inventions, colorful
with the swashbuckling heroics of romantic
melodrama, here is enjoyable entertainment
for the whole family. The locale, Mexico;
the time, a century ago when bandits ravaged the country and a gay caballero rode
them down. John Carroll is splendid as
the singing hero, and Movita is a most
pleasing Mexican belle, who joins in the
love song. Antonio Moreno is also present.

Love,
Honor,
and
Behave
Warners

The main point is that there are moments of engaging romance developed by
Wayne Morris and Priscilla Lane — both
very attractive about their wooing and
domestic difficulties as newlyweds. For the
rest, of which there's too much, this tries
to put over some sort of philosophy about
how and how not to bring up a son —
Wayne's ma insisting he be a "good loser"
and his pa that Wayne must "play to win."

Dust.
lot". lights
ng "on
waitiThe
of Kleig
heat the
rs dirt.
Houand
Yet a screen star ... to retain her charm
and appeal . . . must be utterly fresh the
instant she steps before the camera.
Cigarettes face that freshness problem, too. They travel far to reach you;
and along the way they're beset by dryness, dampness, dust. Yet a cigarette . . .
to retain its charm and appeal . . . must
be utterly fresh the instant you put a
match to it.
Hollywood spends a fortune to guard
the freshness of its stars. We spend a
fortune to guard the freshness of our
star . . . Double-Mellow Old Gold.

Dealers in oil and imperialism covet concessions indistant, unnamed lands, and here
comes dashing Jeffrey Clavering, of the
British Foreign Service, to uncover the
"ring" by exposing its leader through the
leader's wife, Jeffrey's former flame. Alan
Marshall, Tala Birell and C. Henry Gordon
head a very able and pleasing cast. A most
extravagant plot, but swell entertainment
if you like your movie melodrama "neat."

We put an extra jacket of costly
moisture-proof Cellophane around every
Old Gold package. Thus, double-wrapped
and double-sealed, Old Gold's mellow
prize crop tobaccos are protected from
staleness. Every Old Gold reaches you
it . . . and that's as
we make can
exactly
fine
as aascigarette
be made.
TUNE IN on Old Gold's Hollywood Screenscoops, Tues.
and Thurs. nights, Columbia Network, Coast-to-Coast
SCREENLAND

Here's why the O.G. package keeps 'em fresh
Outer Cellophane Jacket
OpensSealing
from the
the Top
Bottom

K
:
The Inner
Jacket
at the Top Opens Wtflfe
Sealing the Bottom

Copyright, 1938. by P. Lorillard Co., Inc.
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Jeepers Creepers! Waitll
you see those Ritzes as
imitation
rampage

nillbill les on

in the corn

country ! They

since

likker

ve cooked

up the con-sarndest
of fun

a

mess

Grampaw

shot the galluses off n that
I
revenooer! "Life 'Begins
In Coll ege was just a
warm-up
Maniacs

for

No.

d tk
ere s romance
.an
in them thar hilJs !

Tony

Martin

as the singing

Puhlic

s 1, 2 and 3!

radio talent scout "discovers"
cute little Marjorie^/eaver
ley ve
in Coma, K.y. . . . and th«
>een in a coma o
since :

RIT2

BROTHERS

KENTUCKY

MOONSHINE
A 20th Century-Fox Picture with
TONY

MARTINSlim

MARJORIE

WEAVER

Summerville

• John

Carradine
Berton

Pollack and Mitchell's
tunefullest, swinginest, best!

18

• Wally
Vernon
Churchill • Eddie Collins
Directed by David Butler

Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan • Screen Play by Art Arthur and
M. M. Musselman • Original story by M. M. Musselman and Jack Lait, Jr.
Additional Dialogue and Comedy Songs by Sid Kuller and Ray Golden
Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production

SCREENLAND

An
to

Open
Deanna

Letter
D urbi

n

DEANNA DURBIN:
This is a fan letter. I know you get a good
t of them asking for your autographed
y,
mos
man
photograph, or wanting to meet you. Well, I'm not
asking for your photograph — I have dozens of them,
handed to me with the compliments of Universal Pictures in the hope that they will be used in this magazine. Durbin photographs are positively no novelty
in my life; neither are photographs of Gable and
Crawford, Davis and Colbert, Lombard and Cooper.
I get in to see your pictures ahead of release date in
the projection room, instead of waiting to see them
in theatres with the rest of your fans. But seeing
Durbin photographs and motion pictures never seems
routine to me. I thoroughly enjoy them; like all other
Durbin fans, I tell my friends so; and thus far I
haven't guessed wrong, we're all Durbin fans together.
So I'm not asking for your photograph, or a pass
to your pictures. All I'm asking is a simple question:
what becomes of that girl, Deanna Durbin, when she
finishes a picture? Where does she go? That sweet,
sparkling, wholly natural little girl with the enchanting grin, who expresses such gay humor and good
fellowship that she has us all shouting for her? She
must be in h ding somewhere. Because it couldn't
have been that girl who visited New York not so long
ago. Or could it?
I wanted to meet her. Not at a big press party,
where a star must be forever a star no matter what

DEAR

her age; but as fan to favorite. As I'd met Garbo and
Dietrich, Tyrone Power and Norma Shearer, Dick
Powell and Sonja Henie and so many other somebod es.
I wanted to meet you as I'd want to meet any grand
person who had given me much pleasure and whom I
wanted to thank. But Deanna Durbin — I mean the
girl in New York, not the fresh and spontaneous girl
of "Mad about Music" — was not to be met. Incredible

Deanna Durbin, above, is one of the greatest screen stars —
at only fifteen! At left, see how she looked when she was just
Smart Girls"
in "Three successes.
instant
won two
thirteen,
sensational
morefame
followedshewith
and before
that a fifteen-year-old should be as remote and inaccessible asGarbo? But that's the way it turned out
for this fan.
Of course I was disappointed. I still don't believe
it. I persist in hoping that the Deanna Durbin of the
three-smash-hits-in-a-row is the real girl. I still look
forward to toddling in to see and hear her in "Tristan
and Isolde" on the new gigantic-colossal super-technicolor screens along about 1950. Unless — unless somewhere along the way she forgets all about us. Us?
Just the fans, Deanna. We are really too important
to overlook. There are so many of us, and whether
we're housewives or schoolgirls or waiters or stenographers or bankers or magazine editors, we are sincere
about you. We can take our illusions or leave them
alone, as a rule. We know now that the great and
glamorous Greta is really a tall, thin, haunted lady
whom we might not recognize if we passed her on the
street. That Gable loves Lombard, and Taylor loves
Stanwyck — not us. We know that Shirley Temple is
not our little girl at all, but the self-reliant wonderchild of Mr. and Mrs. George Temple of Beverly Hills,
thank you. It doesn't matter about that. But we certainly don't want to believe that Deanna Durbin, of
all people, is any different than she is on the screen.
She just can't be "difficult" or spoiled, or indifferent.
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She may be shy, or conservative, or simply not
publicity-conscious. If so, we say better luck next time.
If not, and even though she is getting to be a big girl
now, I wish somebody would give her a good spanking.

"The Groaner," as he Is
affectionately called by his
friends, has a quizzical
smile as he looks toward
his charming wife, Dixie,
who here tells the world a
about him. Below, the
Crosby ranch house.

BING

For the first time in five years
Bing's beautiful wife talks about
her illustrious husband for publication. Exclusive to Screenland!

since I last sat down
been
FIV
riter to tell a palpitant
trustyit'stypew
my years
to E
world (are yuh listenin', reader?) about my
illustrious husband — Bing Crosby. Sometimes
he is affectionately called The Groaner by his
friends. Latterly, since he took up horse-racing, a few other appellations have been added.
Five years is a long time. When we returned
to Hollywood five years ago we hadn't a baby
to bless ourselves with and horses were things
our fathers and mothers told us about. Race
horses were associated in our minds with the
Black Beauty of our childhood and the Paul
Revere of history. Bing had only a few tworeel comedies and one feature picture — the
first of "The Big Broadcasts" (which, I regret to state, was not exactly a signal success)
— as his sole claim to cinematic fame.
True, he was not exactly unknown, thanks
to radio, and we knew where our next meal was coming from. But Bing is a funny person. Money means
less than nothing to him (as long as he has plenty of
it) and he was more concerned over "the blue of the
day" as found in Southern
night and the gold of the
California, than he was over pictures. I guess he still is.
A lot of water has flowed under the bridge in those

arrived on the flood — and I'm
babies
years. Four
five speaking
late downpour !
of the
not
Picture has succeeded picture and whether they were
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good, bad or indifferent they have all made money.
Instead of feeling humbly grateful to Dick Arlen and
Jack Oakie for condescending to appear in a picture
with him, as they did in "College Humor" (the film
that made him a star), he has reached the position where
he has had Carole Lombard, Kitty Carlisle, Madge
Evans — and Mary Carlisle — for leading ladies, to say
nothing of being co-starred with Marion Davies and
Miriam Hopkins — though not at the same time. Oh,
yes ! Success has come to Mr. Crosby in a big way.

When we realized we were back in Hollywood to
stay we built a home. We were very happy in it for
a time — a short time. Then, one day, Bing read an article about himself in which the writer said, "There is
no one in Hollywood who takes more joy and pride in
his home — and I assure you it is a very modest home
Bing."our home but that
than inside
go —been
houses
Hollywood
as The
writer had
never
made no difference. There was the statement in bold,
bare print. Although he never put it into so many
words, I imagine Bing felt pretty much like Ted Healy
in "Hollywood Hotel" when he asked Louella Parsons
why she never gave him a break in her column.
"You're not news," Louella answered.
"Is that so!"
do to be news —
I can fancy
to build to keep

Healy exclaimed. "Whadda I have to
take a bath in champagne?"
Bing asking himself, "Whadda I have
my diggings from being called modest —

" writer was used to in the
Museum?
itan what
Metropol
don't know
that
of homes but if writers have better homes than
one, I'm going to suggest to Bing he give up acting and crooning in favor of writing. The bills for that
house reached such staggering proportions that when
we sent out invitations to the house-warming we bade
our friends come to the opening of "Crosby's Folly."
At any rate, the place was spoiled for us. So we built
a simple little mansion, on the Mount Vernon style, of
about eighteen rooms, seven baths, and an eight-car
vehement progarage. (The latter, despite frequent and
tests on my part, still has too many empty stalls and

theI
way
that

even more if the servants didn't keep
be too).
would
there cars
in it,
their
The house finished, we moved in, sat back and dared
anyone to call this place unpretentious. So far there
have been no cracks. At least, none have appeared in
print and no one has said anything to our faces. It took
us a month to learn our way around the joint without
sysa guide from the architect's office and the telephone_
tem is so complicated we considered putting in a private
operator.
For weeks I felt guilty and self-conscious whenever
I showed visitors through the place for fear they would
think we were trying to put on dog. Bing swears my
self-consciousness arose from fear I would not be
able to find my way back to {Please turn to page 80)

Mrs. Crosby, top left, is
one of Hollywood's prettiest girls— but more important, the most devoted
wife and mother. Center,
with three of their four
boys when babies. Left,
Bing busy at his hobby, the
bangtails. Right: three of
the four young Crosbys in
recent snapshots; Gary, the
older, flanked by the twins.
All very dressed up, in the
in the
and though
upper allpicture,
lower
very happy
not so snappy sartorially,
as they play in the sand.
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Read

Hollywood's
diction and wonder

amazing record in preat its uncanny accuracy

as a prophet of things to come. What
the Barometer forecast now?

By

Temple
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future ? Watch Hollywood !
The movie colony, sensitive and
changeable as a chameleon, provides
an amazingly accurate barometer of
things to come — if you can read the
signs !
Basil Rathbone told me, "In the
mad enthusiasm with which Hollywood took up the Big Apple, heels
tapping, hips swaying — ■ I saw the
same hysteria that gripped pre-war
London when the tap-tap of dancers of
the Texas Tommy was echoed later by
the sinister tapping of machine-gun bullets on the Belgian front ! Knowing how
accurately Hollywood has forecast many
major events of the past, it wasn't a pleasant thought !"
Rathbone is just one of the stars who
know that depressions can be foreseen,
recoveries predicted, and all sort of social
trends, both important and trivial, read
beforehand in the actions of the movie
colony.

Barometer inwhat the
Telling you
B. DeMille, above;
dicates, are Cecil
Bette Davis, right; and on opposite
page, Robert Taylor and Barbara
Stanwyck, Tyrone Power, Hedda
Hopper, and Margot Grahame,
lower right. Look ahead with them.

Hollywood depends for its very existence on knowing just what will amuse, grip, sadden,
terrify and interest you and you months before yon even
know it yourselves. Pictures filmed six months before
release must strike the mood of the moment when they
reach your neighborhood theaters. No wonder Hollywood can predict!
Walt Disney released his appealing "Snow White" just
as recession headlines* blazed from every newspaper's
front page, just when the nation was ready for a fairytale fantasy. A coincidence? Yet "Snow White" began
production three years before it was released !
Similarly, Disney gave us a chance to whistle away
our fears with "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?" in
the midst of the depression itself, and solemn editorials
were written on the song's significance. Another coincidence? Or just another example of Hollywood's gift
for reading the future ?
Cecil DeMille told me, "Perhaps there is no stronger
indication of the pulse of a people than their current likes
22

and dislikes in entertainment. It is especially revealing
since it catches them off-guard, unaware that they are
betraying trends of social and economic significance. For
instance, during the depression, American women chose
such men as Warner Baxter, John Boles, Otto Kruger,
Leslie Howard, Edward Arnold and others as their idols.
Both in their screen roles and in their private lives these
men stood for solidity, security, safety. Before the depression, you will remember, youth and youth alone could
star in Hollywood, and men and women past the thirtymark were relegated to character parts.
"Then, when the economic trend changed, and prosperity began to return, we have seen youth sweep back
into the limelight again. Women throughout the country
are seeking pure romance once more. Robert Taylor,
Tyrone Power, and other talented youngsters are raised
to stardom over-night because they represent carefree
romance and the zest of youth !
"I believe good times will return and remain, if the

Scoop! Claudette's own vivid
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Somewhere
in -thatis
crow d a bove
Claudette Colbert!
The star was mobbed
upon her arrival in
Naples. Italy. Left,
she smiles her appreciation of the warm
welcome. Right, coming down the gangplank escorted by
the members of a
welcome committee.

5\S\ Conte di Savoia
01
YESTERDAY at noon we passed the_ Statue
Liberty and I sank into my deck chair with a happy
sigh of relief. For the first time I felt that at last
I was really on my vacation. My first vacation in seven
years ! Just think, five months without a single thought
of studios, broadcasts, publicity, rushes, fittings, and six

A.M. calls. It's fun being a movie star, but I believe it
is more fun not being a movie star. I had just dismissed
Hollywood completely from my mind when Jack collapsed in the chair beside me and casually remarked
that he had searched the stateroom carefully and there
were no fans under the bed. Well, we can't all be Robert
Taylors !
Terry was too funny for words last night. She would
give me my stocking, and then would say, "Pardon me,
Madame," and dash like mad for the bathroom. Then
she would return with a big smile, give me my shoe, and
run again for the bathroom. I kept telling her that she
was in the clutches of seasickness and had better go to
bed. "No, Madame, I am feeling fine," she would say,
and run again. I must say she kept her pep if she didn't
keep anything else. I finally persuaded her to go to bed,
and I went to dinner, simply ravenous. I even devoured
the caviar and anchovies. I thought I was the one who

Pliotopraphs Courtesy
Paramount Pictures

was supposed to have a sensitive stomach, and Terry to
be as strong as an ox. But it seems a little thing like a
rocking boat can't throw me" — not after all those weeks
I spent on a tread-mill for "I Met Him in Paris."
Naples, Italy
When we landed in Naples this morning there was an
enormous crowd at the dock to meet the boat. But so
well behaved. They would call my name, giggle, and then
applaud heartily. I was terribly pleased. We had a few
hours' stop-over so Jack and I went to see the new ruins
get excan't ruins
at Pompeii.
excavated
recently
to
like all other
ruin looksI honestly
a ruin, one
cited over
me — (Deletion: Miss Colbert mentions several ruins she
has seen in Hollywood that weren't caused by an erupting
volcano) — and I suppose it is a lack of something 25in my
soul. But anyway, Jack was excited enough for both of
us and tried to take pictures of everything at the same
time. When we returned to the boat the newspaper

Claudette arrives in Genoa and walks right in to
another warm welcome. You can identify Dr. Jack
Pressman, her husband, if you look for the goodlooking gentleman in the camel's hair coat.
representatives from Naples and Rome were
there to meet us with their photographers
and I hastily tried to shake the ancient dust
of Pompeii from me and look more like a
movie star and less like a tourist. The press
are charming. They are going to spend the
night on the boat, we land at Genoa in the
morning, and interview me at dinner tonight.
Milan, Italy
Well, I don't know what my drawing power
is at the New York Paramount right now,
but I must say that in Genoa it is terrific. I
think the entire population of the town was
down to meet the boat — at least three thousand of them. They grabbed me the minute
T stepped off the gangplank, and their enthusiasm was very thrilling but very frightening too —
especially when they decided that my dress would make
lovely little souvenirs. I tried to give them a movie star
smile, Lubitsch would have been proud of me, but every
time I heard a rip I must have looked awfully sick. I
think I autographed everything in town — including the
wedding menu of a cute little bride and groom who with
the entire wedding party toasted me in Italian vino as
the train pulled out of the station.
Innesbruck, Austria
We left Milan at midnight and I was dreaming happily
in my warm little bed when suddenly there was a great
rumpus at the door. The conductor regretfully informed
us that we would have to get out of the compartment
and move into another car — the sleeper, it seems, only
went as far as the Austrian border. I haven't been up at
five in the morning since we had to do sunrise scenes
for "Maid of Salem." It was bitter cold, and there wasn't
a chance of getting even a cup of coffee. While I was
dressing with chattering teeth I sort of longed for my
warm, heavenly bed in Holmby Hills with plenty of
blankets and unit heat. And then I looked out of the
window and saw the Alps ! Holmby Hills — phooey !
As soon as we arrived at Innesbruck we drove to the

nearest hotel for breakfast. It was nine o'clock, but fortunately, as we discovered later, we were cold but not
hungry. For three cups of coffee and three eggs Jack
had to pay six dollars! Well, we couldn't afford night
club prices like that, so as soon as we thawed out Jack
rented a car from Cook's and we drove through beautiful
mountain passes to St. Anton — the most marvelous skiing
spot in the world.
St. Anton, Austria
And I don't
heart's content.
my thoroughly
skiing
At last
know
whenI am
I have
beento so
happy and utterly
detached from the world. It is so beautiful here, the
snow-covered mountains and the small . quaint villages,
that it all seems like an illustration in a fairy tale and
any minute I expect a fairy godmother to appear and
wishes." I have seen
have three
mayAmerica
you in
say, "Claudette,
beautiful
mountains
— remember how excited
I was over Proctor Mountain at Sun Valley? — but I'm
afraid the scenery in the Alps is far more breath-taking.
And the snow is so different — it's really "powder" snow.
Yesterday morning I took a two-hour run and I have
never seen anything like it in my life. The sun was very
bright and I went over snow meadows where no one
had been — the glitter was blinding. It sparkled much
more than diamonds under electric
lights. In fact, now that I try to
describe it, it's impossible because
it would sound like exaggeration.
Oh dear, one "g" or two? — my
spelling is completely shot.
The hotel is absolutely old-fashioned, as a matter of fact it is rather
on the precious side. (Deletion:
Miss Colbert's description of the
plumbing, or rather lack of plumbing.) But the food is excellent,
though a little heavy. The other
night we
"gala"
evening
— a
dance
in had
the abar.
It was
called
"Schuhplattler." The peasants came
dressed in their short leather pants,
big shoes and attractive Tyrolean
hats. The dance is like a jig except
that they slap their hips with their
hands and yell "yippee" just like the

Here's the star of our "Vacation Diary"
feature, exploring the ruins of Pompeii with
a friend. Be sure to read what Claudette
says about her foreign travels.
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Claudette Colbert's gay "Vacation
Diary" is her own written record of
her European travels, with sidelights
you

never

suspected

on the girl

herself when she's having fun on
her first vacation in seven years

cowboys at Palm Springs. All the women
guests at the hotel wore dirndls, which is a
peasant dress with a little silk apron. I had the
local dressmaker make me several and I am so
crazy about them that I expect to wear them
all summer in Hollywood, gala evening or no
gala. The bands played the same tunes that we
used to hear in hofbrau houses on East- 53rd
Street in New York and soon everybody, the
guests, danced the "skiwaltz."
peasants
mosttheamusing dance, and after a few
This is a and
bearish shrugs the man takes the woman by
the waist and swings her as high in the air as
he can — it must be the
Tyrolean version of
the Big Apple. Jack
and I haven't tried
it yet because my
ankles are so swollen.
Ski shoes always do
that to me for at least
four days.
I was most indignant when the ski
instructor
here consigned me to the kindergarten. He took
one look at my form,
which I thought pretty
good, and said: "Madame, the beginners'
class." Me, the pride
of Sun Valley! Me,
the
winner
of the
Men's Slalom Race at
Bishop ! The worm !
(Deletion: Miss Colbert calls her ski instructor names.) Jack
laughed heartily, but
not for long, for he
was relegated to the
beginners' class too.
Skiing is taken very
seriously
here. No
monkey business. Everything isfor skiing
— early to bed, no
cocktails,
no cigarettes, proper diet. To
move up a class is the

Salute a movie star so spontaneous and unspoiled that she enjoys
every
minute
of herenough
vacation
—
and then
is good
sport
to write us all about it! At top
left, an admiring fan catches a
of Claudette as she
gay glimpse
surveys
Pompeii from a balcony.
At left, with a friend at St. Moritz,
where Claudette caught up w;th
the movie "location" scenes of her
Met Him in Paris" —
picture, "I remember?

most important thing in life
that could happen to you. It
calls for a mild celebration.
People have been very kind
to me after my previews, and
I must admit I have had my
share of flattery, but nothing
has ever thrilled me so much
as the morning my instructor
condescended to grunt a "sehr
gut" as I completed a Christiana.
The Duke and Duchess of
Kent arrived at San Anton
soon after we did and after
much fenagling managed to
84)
get {Please turn to page
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"Marie Antoinette" is
Hollywood's
most Right,
lavish
current
spectacle.
Tyrone Power as Fersen. Top, Norma as
the Queen surrounded by courtiers:
Joseph Schildkraut, Van Deklcer, Reginald
Gardiner. Above, director Van Dyke discusses abig scene with John Barrymore.

ITWAS July of the year before last. Norma Shearer
sat on the terrace of her home overlooking the sea,
and talked about Marie Antoinette. She had recently
completed the crowning achievement of her screen
career — Juliet, the role in which her husband had long
dreamed of seeing her. They had attended the first sneak
preview of the picture together and gone home together,
happy in the reception accorded it. But neither was
resting on his laurels. Thalberg was deep in production
plans for "Marie Antoinette." Shearer was looking forward to her next role as the ill-fated queen of France.
"It's such a comfort," she laughed, "to have someone
always there to tell you what to do."
A year and a half later, on the set of a gambling
hall in Paris, the "Marie Antoinette" company is ready
for its first day of shooting. Miss Shearer is to play
the role to which she looked forward. The man who had
always been there to tell her what to do is here only
in spirit. It is safe to say that he shares with her the
thoughts of those who await her appearance. This is to
be her first experience before the cameras since his
death. The air is charged with expectancy, tinged by
uneasiness. As one member of the crew put it: "We
didn't know, would she come in and break down, or
what would she do."
She comes in from her dressing-room, a slight figure,
wrapped in a white flannel robe of her own and wear28

a great lady of
ne
the screen returns to work — with Tyro
Power as her leading man, and a great
What

happens

when

s the
cast including a Barrymore? Here'
rted
repo
ately
intim
,
story
whole dramatic

Norma Shearer makes a
beautiful Marie Antoinette, left. Top, with Tyrone Power in a dramatic scene, showing
the Queen as she grows older. Above,
Tyrone, not in costume, stops to chat
with Anita Louise, playing Princess de
Lamballe, and Schildkraut, as Orleans.

ing Marie Antoinette's tall white wig, adorned with
jewelled stars. She is smiling — not as if she were determined to smile, but as if she were glad to be here among
her old friends and associates, in the place where by
right of her own labors she belongs. There is no concerted rush in her direction. People hold back still a little uncertain, waiting to take their cue from her. She
recognizes a prop man and greets him. She catches
sight of a wardrobe woman who has worked on many
her. Memof her pictures, and stops for a word with
bers of crew and company look at each other, sigh in
relief as the tension breaks and go about their business
as she is going about hers. Some drift toward her. They
don't say much. "We're glad to have you back, Miss
Shearer." In their inarticulateness lies their sincerity.

She herself finds it natural to be back. '"You see,"
she says, "it's been a kind of gradual breaking in. I've,
studied the script. I've come to the studio for fittings
and a few dance rehearsals with Albertina Rasch. This
is just the next step. It's a good idea," she smiles, "to
one step at a time."
take
She goes off to dress, and presently the first scene
is called. To watch him at the helm, you would never
29
guess that Woody Van Dyke is directing on just two
days' notice, having been rushed to fill the place of Sidney Franklin, taken suddenly ill. With equal composure
Van Dyke faces tigers in Africa, or the hazards of be-

elder Power
Miracle Man"

was making "The
at Paramount. Each

day a gangling
would
stroll in seventeen-year-old
with him, stop at
the casting office and ask for a job.
"Nothing today," Datig, then at
Paramount would tell him. "Come
back
"It tomorrow."
was kind of a low trick,"
says Datig. "I knew the chances
were we'd have nothing for him —
he was such a kid. But I liked to
see that face come poking round
the door — always goodhumored
and undiscourageable."
It was in "The Miracle Man"
that Tyrone's father collapsed on
the set. A few days later he died
in his son's arms. Now the undiscourageable kid is working opposite Metro's first lady.
She looks like an exquisite little figurine in a gown of starThe love scenes in Norma Shearer's
"come-back" picture are said to be
among the most poignant ever filmed.
Left, the star with Tyrone Power. Below,
Norma and Anita Louise, in their gorgeous costumes, tease director Van
Dyke. At bottom of page, a close-up
of the young Queen as she is portrayed
before tragedy overtakes her.

ing catapulted into the
midst of a Hollywood epic.
Because Tyrone Power
has been borrowed from
Twentieth Century-Fox and
must be returned as soon
as possible, they are shooting his scenes first. He
plays Axel Fersen, the
Swedish nobleman whose
love for Marie becomes the
ennobling influence in her
life. When dressing, he
wears a disreputable old
gown.
"How come?"
asks him.

someone

"It was my father's." He
hesitates, then blurts:
"Some day I hope to be
able to fill it."
Fred Datig", casting director, pops his head in at
the door. "If you ever need
a job, Tyrone, give me a
ring."
Tyrone grins. They are
both thinking of the time
seven years back when the
30

spangled

silver tissue designed

by

Adrian, as were all the women's costumes in the picture. This is her first
performance with Van Dyke. Among
those who have never worked with him,
he has the reputation of being tough.
Actually, he is a man of quick humor
and large understanding. His co-called
toughness consists in a driving energy
which gets things done at a maximum
of speed and excellence.
His methods are direct. "I hear you're
nervous about working with me," he
said to Miss Shearer at their first meeting after his assignment to the picture.
"A little. They call you One-take
Van Dyke. Suppose I don't get it right
"You'll be {Please turn to page 94)
the first time."
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A human interest story more touching
than any ever dreamed up by a

inferiority complex?

scenario
writer
Jackabove,
Haley's.
His
wife, shown
withis him
helped

Ever suffer from

him fight his battles. Now he's a big
hit in pictures: see him in scenes
with Phyllis Brooks, left center; with
Shirley Temple, upper left; with Alice
Faye, top center; and with Tyrone
Power and Chick Chandler in his
new film, "Alexander's Ragtime Band."

Then you'll want to
read how Jack Haley
conquered

his

Triumph

of

a

Timid

BUT for himself Jack Haley would have achieved
his current success years and years ago. But for his
wife he would never have achieved it at all ! Now
this isn't one of those yarns wherein a generous husband
tosses a gallant bouquet to "the little woman." Nor is
it a shoulder-to-shoulder epic in which a young couple
bravely fought their way up side by side. Instead it is
the literal truth how Florence Haley has always had to
be battle police behind Jack to prevent him from running away from himself.
When Jack was a little shaver his mother used to
coax him to sing nursery songs for company. Jack would
get under the table, pull down the cloth so that he could
not see or be seen — and then sing.
All his life he has been like that. In Hollywood now,
where everything is big, he has the biggest inferiority
complex. Among the ballooned heads around him he
visualizes his own as a peanut. He still wants to crawl
into his shell.

Sou

Reginald

Taviner

In vaudeville and on the stage that complex robbed
Jack of at least half his life. Nobody realizes it more
poignantly than he, but he was powerless to do anything
about it. He knows that he could never have overcome
it alone, that notwithstanding his ability he was one
of those pathetic flowers born to bloom unseen. No
truer screen characterization has ever been written than
Jack's role in "Wake Up And Live," in which he played,
actually, himself. That microphone which made such
bogey-man faces has always been inside him. The girl
who snapped him out of it in real life, as Alice Faye did
in the film, is Mrs. Haley.
Jack not only admits that he owes her his success, he
proclaims it. But for her, he asserts, he probably would
still be looking for split-weeks in vaudeville. She alone
could make him stand up to the gargantuan shadow
which he himself cast upon the wall.
"I don't know how I ever got up the nerve to ask
her to marry me," he said, (Please turn to page 91)
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ing "hush-hush" subject
By
'HEN

you say a picture is a "flop" in Hollywood, them's fighting words, pardner. There's
always a star, or a director, or a producer, or a
studio bootblack who can pull out a list of figures and
prove to you that although America responded to such
and such a feature with the glowing warmth of an iceberg, that in Afghanistan the Afghans simply rolled in
the aisles. And although Americans may have stayed
away in droves from a certain epic production — which
the exhibitors, a lusty folk, tossed off with a casual "it
smells"- — in Latvia it wowed 'em. I've come to believe
after several years in Hollywood that the Afghans and
the Letts are a most peculiar people, with no more inhibitions than a chipmunk — but maybe it's just because
their bank nights are better than ours.

Now I've been
almost as good as
with a nut brown
for arguments or
32

staying up late nights, my
a producer's, and I'm worn
taste in my mouth, and I'm
back talk. I don't want any

rhumba is
and weary
in no mood
phone calls

Liza

from irate directors. I don't want to see any figures from
Afghanistan or Latvia. I just want a couple of aspirins
and a little shut-eye. So for the purpose of this article, if
I may so dignify it, I shall give the movie star's definition
of a flop, and in that way I can't possibly tread on anyone's toes and bring on a flock of silly arguments. (If you
think I'm doing a neat bit of fence straddling you're
darned tootin').
It was Carole Lombard who first tipped me off to the
movie star's definition of a flop. Carole didn't go to the
recent preview of "Fools for Scandal" in which she costarred with Fernand Gravet. The picture has just been
released at this writing and there are no figures yet from
Kansas and the Bronx, much less from Afghanistan and
Latvia, but Carole has a pretty good hunch that the picture is a "flop." It seems that the clay following the preview in Hollywood her friends called her up, as is the
custom after a preview. "Darling, you looked simply
divine last night ! I have never seen you photographed

Irene Dunne, on opposite page,
us a new glamor-porgives trait.
Below matchless Myrna

Now a bad picture, a "flop," doesn't necessarily mean
that their career is ended or that they are slipping — but
just the same it is a terrific jolt to the conceit. Of course
a whole bevy of "flops" in quick succession usually means
a box office knell. But that's another story.
How do the movie great react when they suddenly
discover that they have drawn a lemon instead of the
customary jack-pot? Do they sulk and fret, do they bite
their nails and tear their hair, or do they toss it off with
a quip and a martini ? Does it bring out the child in them,
or the beast in them, or the gypsy in them? Well, here
goes Dr. Snooper of the scientific research prodding and

Loy; right, Fred Astaire and his
engaging grin.

poking again.
"Flops" brought out the gypsy in Bette Davis, Jean
Arthur, and Warner Baxter. (In the case of the girls it

so beautifully !" gurgled
the friends. "But how
was the picture?" asked
Carole. "Darling," they
screamed, "you never
looked lovelier !"
When a star's best
friends tell her that she "never looked lovelier" in a picture then she can be rather certain that she has a "flop"
her hands. It's as good a definition of a "flop" as
Ionknow.

If I may be allowed to do a mite of paraphrasing of my
favorite childhood poet, and I don't see who's going to
stop me, I may say that the Hollywood "flop" situation
like this : Into every star's life some flops
goes something
must fall, some audiences must be cold and dark and
dreary. Every star riding high, wide, and handsome on
the crest of the wave sooner or later hits a snag, or a
trough of despond to be more poetical, and it has always
been of great interest to me, the owner of a microscope
and a notebook, to observe how the Glamor Girls and
Boys respond to this sudden let-down, this abrupt
deflated glory. There is a rumor going around that movie
stars are quite conceited — it's true — but how can they
help having an enlarged ego with all that money and
adulation being tossed at them ? Sooner or later they are

on"
"madpraise
a terrific
not
with the
Davis,
Bette but
1936gypsy
In the
studios.) out
the brought
with only
of the critics over her Mildred in "Of Human Bondage"
still ringing in her ears, won the 1935 Award of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for her
work in Warner Brothers' "Dangerous." Bette, who had
felt rather put upon on numerous occasions by her alma
mater studio, had every reason to believe that now that
"Oscar" had become a member of her household she
would receive better roles in better pictures. She immediately asked to play Queen Elizabeth in "Mary of
Scotland" — but didn't get it. Along came the preview,
moment, of "The Golden Arrow,"
at that inopportune
and Bette's friends commented pleasantly on the photography. Calling a spade a spade and a Warner Brother a
Warner Brother Bette left in a huff for England and
announced that she had
no intention of making
any more pictures for
the so-and-so studio in
Burbank. But after a
in the Lonlegaldonbattle
law courts in which
Warner

Brothers' law-

Complex. So just imagine
Caesar's
get ahurt
bound
how ittomust
their Wife
pride to discover that
they are human after all,
and can make mistakes
too. There's nothing like
a bad picture to strip
their pride into shreds.
yer called Bette "a very
Bette
admitted
she
lady"
youngthat
naughty
was defeated and came
back to Hollywood to
finish out her contract,

Here are stars whose potent
personalities provide pungent
comment: Clark Gable, Jean
Arthur, Warner Baxter, and
James Cagney. All of these
players have proved their
talents time and again, with
you, the public, their Judge.

or as she put it "serve
five years in jail." Since her return early in January,
1937, her pictures have been much better. There have
been no "flops." Her current picture "Jezebel" is a
great success.
Ironically enough, although "flops" drove Bette
away from Warner Brothers in 1936, they drove
Jimmy Cagney, another rebel, back to Warner Brothers
of the
in "the early part of 1938. Jimmy, formerly one terrific
biggest and brightest stars of the industry, took a
beating when after much fenagling he broke his Warner
contract and starred in two pictures for Grand National,

an independent company, called "Great Guy" and "Something to Sing About." The pictures weren't so sizzlmghot, Jimmy was rapidly becom- (Please turn to page 0
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Beauty born in Brooklyn wins screen
fame

as

new

Norwegian

starlet!

Sigrid Gurie, heroine of Hollywood's
most
amazing
hoax,
'fesses up
By

Tom

Kennedy

TO A streamline age of going places fast, Hollywood,
ever faithful to the golden box-office rule that "it
pays to personalize," contributes the formula for
applying speed to personal success. Let science and industry build faster machines, Hollywood will bring to
the world the streamline principle under which human
beings go faster to the goal of fame and fortune. Why,
that once shining maxim piously preached to youth that
the way to success is to start at the bottom and work
your way to the top, is now just a quaint gag of the
horse and buggy era. Now you start at the top — or else,
you're
in the dated
screenif you're
acting
business.
It's old-fashioned
to prepare for the
screen by long apprenticeships highin
school plays, college
dramatics, stock,

radio or the concert stage. There's nothing old-fashioned
about Sigrid Gurie, you've noticed — and so have I, during a most eye-pleasing close-up of the Norwegian beauty
from Brooklyn at an interview in which she "told all."
Sigrid, you know very well by now, started at the top.
And if you don't think a girl who has never acted even
in amateur theatricals is starting at the top when she
plays leading lady to Gary Cooper, just run over the
list of Gary's leading ladies for a long time back. You're
thinking now of Claudette Colbert, Frances Dee, Marlene
Dietrich, Jean Arthur, Carole Lombard — all stars.
Whether Hollywood's purveyors of news about the
picture people fell or were pushed to wrong conclusions
about Sigrid Gurie's past, will remain a moot question.
According to the Gurie girl she simply said she had
acted on the stage at the Norwegian National Theatre in
Oslo, when she was applying to Sam Goldwyn for a job.
"I don't know now," she told me,
"whether Mr. Goldwyn believed that. I
have an idea, though, that he wasn't much
impressed or that he found out the truth
about it. For it would have been an easy
matter to check (Please turn to page 89)

"All's (air
Jn love, war,
and getting into
the movies!" If it was
a clever trick which gained
Sigrid Gurie her place in the
Hollywood sun, talent and beauty
are holding her there, for the beautiful
Prince of "Marco Polo" brings great charm
and ssbrilliant act
ing talent to the screen.
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Most informal room in the Raymond-MacDonald home is the
playroom-den, where guests gather for gay evenings. Above, Gene
and Jeanette before the cheery open fireplace. Below, another view
— note the hand-hewn wood walls, cinnamon-bear rugs on the
flagstone floor. The couches are covered in henna basket-weave
material, with drapes of the same roughly woven fabric. At left,
the powder-room, done in dusty-rose beige and jade-green. At left
below, Jeanette in her living-room, decorated in warm copper colors.

"The Girl of the Golden West' '
spends many hours in her
comfortable library, above.
A deep carpet covers the entire floor, and the walls are
oyster-white. The handsome
fireplace is flanked by wellfilled book shelves. Below, the
dining-room, in royal blue and
silver white. The matched walnut pieces are museum copies.
Note particularly the cabinet, which is an antique.

Probably the only white ping pong table in all Hollywood, above, in
the red-and-white playroom. Jeanette and Gene are expert at the
game. Below, a glimpse of leanette's bedroom, with color theme of
dusty pink and touches of blue. The carpet, more than two inches
thick, is hand-loomed. On the mirrored mantel over the fireplace is a
crystal Madonna, wedding gift of Norma Shearer. At left below, a
luxurious corner of the living-room — see the antique table wellstocked with cigarettes, ash-trays, bon-bons. And that's your hostess
smiling at you from a silver frame — Gene's favorite photograph.

Again in "Tropic Holiday" Dorothy uuuwk
and Raymond Milland make movie love. A
gay senorita in old Mexico, Dome shared
colorful close-ups with handsome Milland in
their new picture, and contributes some
memorable solo moments in her own sultry style 1

Love

Can

Be

Turbulent

Tropical temptation for Ray
Milland:

Mile.

Lamour

Love

Can

Be

Tender

Pastoral romance

for Boo

Taylor: Margaret

Sullavan

Refreshing, if
not precisely
spirited is Robert
Taylor's cinema
courtship
of
Margaret
Sullavan in "Three
which marks
, r*
C orarades
screen
return and
van's
Sulla
Miss
includes in its
cast Franchot
Toneert and
Young, Robseen
at left above
with
co-stars
Bob-and-Maggie.

Look

Out,

DietricM

Stemming the tide of Marlene's supremacy, as it
were, these Hollywood beauties offer the prettiest
proof that the age of rivalry is very much

Marlene Dietrich, below,
is finding the competition
for the title of "prettiest
legs" rather keen. Even
Kay Francis, lower right,
enters the lists in a (descriptive?) pose for "Secrets of an Actress." Center,
below, Susan Hayward, a
new Warner discovery.
Right, the very shapely
swing girl is Florence Rice.
Far right, Jacqueline Laurent comes from Paris to the
M-G-M lot and brings her
Dietrichs with her.

alive

Footprints on the sands
of playtime for Eadie
Adams, PrisciHaLawson
and Mary Howard, left,
aren't what figure here
—not.notEadie
by sixis legs,
they're
wearing
the
Fore 'n' aft swim suit
with halter and adjustable straps; Priscilla's
the Crow's
Nest suit;is
and Mary is cool in the
Diamond Blister Stitch
outfit — all three created
by BVD. Below, Maria
Shelton, Walter Wanger
starlet, is in training to
improve an already
lovely form. We repeat:
Watch out, Marlene.

Dancing legs are nimble as well as
quick to make you look and wonder
how Marlene can hold a monopoly
the title to extremities parexcellence when young Ann Miller,
right, is around. Lower center,
Florence George was an opera
singer before Hollywood found and
discovered that she had charms for
the eye — especially in a bathing
suit — as well as for the ear. Below,
have a look at Paramount's Helaine
Moler, hiding her face under a sombrero, but in very good form for the
race for Dietrich's laurels.

And

right here you

reasons!

Hollywood

will find some

good

stars glorify the good

old sweater from sports to swank

Here you'll find Gladys Swarthout, far
left, whose sweater costume is enlivened
of real piano keys— new
necklace Bill
by
Powell, left, lounging
and a amusing.
and liking it. Joan Fontaine, below,
brightens her sweater with pearls.
Randy Scott, at bottom of page, wears
all.
of 'em left
dashing
the
Sylvia Sidney,
for sweater
it remains
But most
below, to turn the humble sweater into
an evening costume: her Hattie Carnegie dress of green crepe with princess
silhouette is topped by a short-sleeved
wool. Sylvia's jewelry
sweater ofherviolet
famous bracelet of antique
includes
charms and a woven wristlet of the
new red-gold mesh with buckle of moonstones. Height of chic!

It's the grin that gets 'em! Just when Errol
Flynn is swashbuckling through a superarrogant r61e, suddenly he gives that grin,
left, and you forgive him everything. Below,
a brand new grin, with dimple, from Richard Greene, new British boy brought over
to play opposite Loretta Young.
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Go on, grin! Look at these assorted wide smili
and you will: left, Harold Lloyd, triumphit
over dull and dusty tomes; far left, ingratiatii
Jane Bryan. Left below, Johnny Davis; bekn
Frances Gifford. At bottom of page, the chara
teristic grins of Joe Penner, lovely Mad(
Evans, and fightin' Jimmy Cagney.

Wake

d

Give

Up

Grin!

in! Greet

with good humor

this grim old world
and

gay gallantry

and mayhe — just mayhe — you may
find yourself feeling like a million
dollar movie star

See what happened when Dick Powell, below, began to play
"The Cowboy from Brooklyn." A quiet pinto pony and Dick
got along fine, then Mr. Powell went for an all-white, spirited
equine, with results that ended with Dick out of the saddle, but
on his feet — and then the pinto gave Cowboy Dick the old
horse-laugh, (left to right, below).

Claude Rains in the snow — what
goes on here? that doesn't sound
right — we mean, a winter frolic,
at left, with Mr. Rains very schoolmasterish in his role in "White
Banners," enjoying brisk air and
borax snowfiakes, when Jackie
Cooper comes along to heave a
snowball or two. Jackie slipped,
so did his aim — and now Teacher
Rains will repeat that old one
about "this hurts me more than it
does you," — with Jackie on the
receiving end.
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Just
they Gold
glitter Diggers,
doesn't
meanbecause
they are
Hugh and Rudy argue, as
they go into huddles with the
honeys: Hugh very formal,
left; Rudy jaunty, right. Below, latest title-role-ers in new
annual edition of Warners'
"Gold Diggers," this time,
"In Paris." At lower left,
valiant Vallee himself — and
not quite himself, either, in a
pair of scenes in which Rosehe'srudely
all wet.
mary Lane
assures him
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How are you going to keep Hugh Herbert down
on his farm, where he was, at left, when there are
girls like those above to play with in a picture?
the incredia turn directing
takes currently
Hughie band,
above,
Just ble
Schnickelfritz
crazy swing group,
with Allen Jenkins substituting for the bass fiddle
player— you know, making music when they're merry.

Cinematically
and Rudy

speaking, Hugh

Herbert

Vallee don't live Here any

more — they're capering on the "Con^
tinent" keeping tip with the cuties!

On a cold and frosty
morning in Bishop, California, director George
Cukor shot the opening
scenes of "Holiday." From
the snow country comes
our "Best Still," at right.
Cary Grant co-stars with
Katharine Hepburn in the
picture, but Doris Nolan is
his cinema partner in the
snow scenes. Below, fair
and warmer. At bottom of
page, Hepburn and Grant
share a scene. In the

y

original stage play, "Holiday," Hepburn understudied the star, Hope
Williams, but never played
the part. Now, ten years
later, she stars in the film.
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Cary Grant
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of O'Sullivan is intimately
The saga
recorded in our story. Now see the
pictorial record: Maureen, top, in
home in Ireland, which
her parents'
left to come to Hollywood to
she

Movie

Actress,

Matron

The bitter-sweet story of Maureen
O'Sullivan, the girl who dared
grow up in Hollywood
By

William

to

H. McKegg

To grow up in
TO GROW up in life is natural.
Hollywood is unheard of. Maureen O'Sullivan is our
exception. As a maiden, she mystified you. Later,
as a movie actress, she caused you to wonder. As a young
matron, she impresses you today with a definite personality, for she has combined therein the three phases
of her growth in a very attractive manner.
Not so long ago, Maureen would frankly declare she
was uncertain of everything. Seeing her on the "Men
Of The Waterfront" set, holding her own with John
Beal, Wallace Beery, and Frank Morgan, I thought:
"The O'Sullivan is very sure of herself."
Recently returned from England, where she appeared
with Robert Taylor in "A Yank At Oxford," Maureen
made no secret of the fact that she was glad to be 'home.'
Things over there were slow and uninteresting. The
cinema makers of Britannia's Isle seemed so overawed

tenor
notedHeart,"
of My
"Songack,
JohninMcCorm
with
appear
— at left, scene from her screen
debut, with Tommy Clifford. Above,
her latest film, with Wallace Beery.
by the presence of popular Mr.
Taylor that they were inclined
to overlook others. However,
Maureen's husband, John Farrow, was with her, and saw
m and other necessary
ng-roo
to it that she had a dressi
things for picture making. If the London studios fell
short, she gained compensation out of the early 16th century home she and Johnny inhabited, at Denham.
It was the first time Maureen had crossed the Atlantic
as a bride. Hitherto, her numerous trips to and from
Europe had been made by herself. It was, she added,
much nicer to have someone with you. That is, someone
you like. You enjoy more everything going on about you.
Each time Maureen has returned to Europe, she has
gone back greatly changed from the previous occasion.
She has been steadily growing up in Hollywood, which,
for all its sins, has failed to touch her. Yet her growing
up has occurred in the movie mecca, as well as her profession, so it's not surprising that each trip abroad has
been fraught with a diversity of conflicting emotions.
Fair maidens drift into town usually from a Broadway
chorus, a cabaret, a floor show, a fashion parade, or burlesque. Though some might be maidens in the letter, they
are not so in the spirit, for each place hardens its votaries,
making them old before they are young. Thus an interviewer fails to meet them in the first flower of maidenhood.
Maureen came direct from school, from the social
circles of Dublin, London and Paris. A maiden of seventeen, she represented just {Please turn to page 96)
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THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN

WEST— M-G-M

I MIGHT just as well hurl myself into the fray and say
that this picture definitely sets forth why Nelson Eddy
fans get so mad. "The Girl of the Golden West" consumes quite a lot of footage in which the character played
by Nelson Eddy, boy and man, occupies the screen — before "The
Girl," Jeanette MacDonald, is so much as glimpsed by the audience. But — and I duck as I declare it— • when Miss MacDonald
comes on, the picture becomes hers, by right of bright and
sparkling personality, superior acting technique, and all-round
vital charm. It isn't Jeanette's fault; it just is so. Mr. Eddy continues to be agreeable and pleasant, to sing with skill and resonance, but Miss MacDonald does' something to the picture that
keeps it going and compels the audience to sit up and take an
interest. Her performance of the rather quaint character called
Gal by the cast is charming even when incongruous — if you can
imagine the dainty MacDonald dutifully striding around a frontier
saloon in pants, being alluring to a grizzly group of assorted
"Westerners" including the somewhat bored Walter Pidgeon as a
sheriff and finally saving the life of the bold bandit played by Mr.

of

the

best

Pictures

Eddy — well, it isn't the best MacDonald-Eddy opera, stranger!

STOLEN HEAVEN— Paramount
PRESENTING

a new star I think some of you will take

to your hearts, if your hearts aren't too hardened by
■ movie Hepburns and holocausts : Mile. Olympe Bradna.
Her picture isn't much, but she is a whole lot of authentically girlish charm and a certain warm wistfulness — and she
can sing and dance, too. Little Bradna definitely belongs, even
though her stellar debut is accomplished against rather painful
odds in a creaky story with the worst dialogue it has been my
bad fortune to hear from the screen since the first talkies. On
the other hand, "Stolen Heaven" has its heavenly moments,
mostly when the music of Liszt is set to cinema with some
imagination and spirit. If you like Liszt and take to Bradna, you
may find this film well worth your while. And I hope you do like
Bradna. She has a poetic quality too rare among younger actresses, and it enables her to triumph over the story which casts
her as a baby jewel thief lured on by Gene Raymond until they
stumble upon Lewis Stone as an ageing pianist — thanks to Olympe
restored to greatness by her faith in him. Mr. Stone makes a
great deal of his sympathetic part, but poor Gene Raymond can't
do much except look handsome, and he can't help that either.
52

REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK

FARM— 20th Century-Fox

MY, how little Becky has changed ! Shirley Temple
brings up to date the beloved heroine of a childhood
. classic, with such modern improvements as tap dancing,
radio crooning, and Randy Scott — all, I hasten to say,
meeting with my hearty approval. You may fight against "Rebecca
of Sunnybrook Farm" but eventually you will go and she will
get you and you will like it, see if you don't. Our Shirley is
growing up very gracefully — her curls are gone for most scenes
in her new picture, and she looks even prettier, I think. The
Glamor Girls had better watch out and brush up their acting
before Shirley, complete with charm and terrific technique, overtakes them. The chief attraction of this film is its air of sprightly
humor and unforced gaiety. Everybody in it seems very happy
most of the time, except occasionally when a wicked stepfather
gets in the way ; but with stalwart Scott around to see that Our
Shirley gets a square deal so she can become America's Sweetheart of the Air Waves, and with Bill Robinson handy to dance
with her, and hoiv they dance, it is a consistently ingratiating
show. Slim Summerville and Helen Westley are of priceless value
and Gloria Stuart, Phyllis Brooks, and Jack Haley help a lot.

BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE— Paramount

THE JOY OF LIVING— RKO-Radlo
AND the joy of seeing a bright, smart, smooth comedy in
which hero and heroine do NOT have at each other tooth
and nail, with a few well-aimed kicks as a delicate little
sadistic touch ! Irene Dunne and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., .
quarrel amiably almost all the way through "The Joy of Living"
but their squabbling is all so good-natured that even when an
innocent little slap-dance in a beer-garden threatens to turn
into a "Nothing Sacred" free-for-all they begin to giggle and the
merry mood is maintained, praise be. There is one little question
I'd like to raise right here — if you don't like it you can always
skip it— but just how does it affect you to see your beautiful
heroine slightly tight? At first I thought Irene Dunne was awfully funny as she burbled over her beer but after a while I found
myself wishing she would stick to champagne, like Colbert. Or
am I squeamish? Anyway, it's the only blot on the bright "Joy
of Living" and the roller-skating sequence almost atones. Miss
Dunne is sheer gossamer charm as the hard-working actress
whose $10,000 a week is gobbled by her greedy family until Doug,
Jr., comes along to show her how to have fun. Doug, Jr., never
looked handsomer and was never cleverer ; in fact, he's grand.

LIFE DANCES

ON— Julien Duvivier-A.# F. E. Corp.

SALUTE to the French who made this fine picture —
which happens to be released here with English titles at
an opportune time when Hollywood is not turning out
quite so many masterpieces as usual. "Life Dances On"
can more than hold its own in any cinema company, however —
I'd call it a really great motion picture; in fact, I will — and
whether you pronounce it by its original French tag of "Un
Carnet De Bal" and just plain "Life Dances On" or even "A
Dance Program," you'll enjoy it. The idea is so simple it is
strange no one ever thought of it before : a lovely widow comes
upon the program of her first ball and it brings back recollections
of the men — boys then — she danced with who made love to her,
twenty years ago. She sets out to find them. The story of her
search is a series of exciting episodes, each a complete drama or
comedy in itself and each enthralling. Harrowing melodrama;
cynical comedy ; deep tragedy ; romantic adventure ; uproarious
farce— all here, and exquisitely acted by one of the finest casts
ever assembled for one picture. I must name these fine artistes,
in the order in which they most impressed: Raimu, Pierre
Blanchar, Louis Jouvet, Francoise Rosay, Marie Bell, Harry Baur.

those Gary Cooper fanatics who have been jumping down my throat because I have failed in the past to
touch my forehead to the ground three times, can jump
right out again. Mr. Cooper is everything his most ardent
admirers think he is in every picture, in "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife." Masterfully charming, admirably nonchalant, gracefully
humorous, Gary gives a grand performance as the much-married
multi-millionaire who obligingly buys the tops of Claudette Colbert's pajamas, in that shopping scene which opens the picture and
which is director Lubitsch at his best. I'm sorry I ever said he
has lost his touch, because this new comedy is crammed with
Lubitsch touches, deft and debonair and distinctly gay. In fact,
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" remains a colorful and thoroughly
satisfying cream-puff until its very last scenes, when the touches
turn into bludgeon blows in which Gary is required to be screamingly funny in a strait-jacket. Get out of that, Mr. Lubitsch! And
now I realize my review is almost ended and I have not even mentioned Claudette Colbert — whose fans' will now take the place of Mr.
Cooper's and not only jump down my throat but put pins under
my fingernails. So in a hurry I say Claudette is at her very best.
ALL

THE GAIETY GIRLS — Korda-United Artists
IF YOU like British comedy, or American Patricia
Ellis, here is your delightful dish. It is all very good,
.clean fun, with one of England's premier dancing comedians, Jack Hulbert, being genuinely amusing all over
the place, and with Miss Ellis making us wonder why Hollywood
ever let her go. She shines in "The Gaiety Girls" for beauty and
is a decorative foil for Hulbert's chuckly kind
brisk ability, and
of humor. If I say that the story is based upon one of those cases
of mistaken identity which could be cleared up with a word
spoken in the second reel, thus calling off the whole thing, I
might frighten you off ; so I'll add hastily that a misunderstanding
superintended by Jack Hulbert is much funnier than such an old
idea deserves to be. It may be his chin, or his grin; whatever
it is, the man had me tittering most of the time, just to look at
him; and when he danced I paid most respectful attention. His
light and casual terpsichorean parody of a Russian ballet dancer
in action is a fine bit of fooling. As usual in an Alexander Korda
production, the settings are lavish and the camera work excellent.
smallest
The musical numbers are practically painless, and the 53
you.
surprise
will
Ellis
part is enacted with expert skill. And Pat

Carole Lombard, screen's mo:t
modern top-flight star, gives startling, sophisticated advice!
Carole's secret of popularity is
her adaptability: consider her, below, as she adorns the beach;
right, as she takes lessons in
marksmanship from writer Claude
Binyon. Far right, proving she can
also be the Hollywood Glamor
Girl in the great tradition.

By

3

Smart

Stars

hard timed finding three more charmhaveina Hollywoo
yOU'Ding girls
than Alice Faye, Anne
Shirley, and Carole Lombard, so it was to these
three I went with my burning question : How to get that
second date?
"You see, Alice," I said to the beauteous little Faye
whom I talked to first, "almost any girl can wangle a
date out of a man she likes a lot, but after the evening's
over and her Big Moment doesn't make one suggestion
about seeing her again, how's she going to manage a
second date ? We're presuming that she is still very much
interested in him and wants him to show some interest,
too."
"Gosh, that is a problem, isn't it?" sympathized Alice.
"Of course," I slyly challenged, "you wouldn't know
anything about that, when before you married Tony you
were so besieged with beaux — "
"Good heavens !" exclaimed the sing-baby of Twentieth Century-Fox. "What an exaggerated statement ! I
was no more popular than any other girl out here."
"All right, all right, you were the most unpopular girl
out here," I lied soothingly, "and you sat home every
night with a good book and wondered what the Troc
looks like inside."
Alice made a face at me. "No, but seriously, I did have
that second-date problem a few times in my life so I've
really given the subject some thought and I think I can
give a few tips to other girls. For one thing, discover
during the evening what one thing he most enjoys talking
about — politics, his job, or his golf score. Just before he
leaves you for the night, get him talking on his pet subject. Then leave him regretfully with something like this :
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Rowena

Tell

H

Devine

ow

'I wish it weren't so late. I'd love to hear more about
your — golf, or job. You must tell me more about it
another time.' If you sound convincing he'll arrange the
'another time' very shortly. No man ever passed up a
good audience !
"Have a sense of humor, and show it. Believe it or
not, that's the most important rule of all." (The italics
are Alice's). "If he raves over the gorgeous redhead he's
been taking out, tell him you'll match him for her ! Every
man I know in Hollywood would rather date a girl who
is good fun than one who is merely a pretty picture. Of
course," continued Alice, "there's that awfully old gag —
leaving your gloves or compact in his car as he takes
you to your door. But old as it is, it still works, and he'll
have to drop by and return them to you. And then the
rest is up to you.
"Now here's a trick that I've known to work," said
Alice, pushing back her curls. "Invite the man to a party
you're giving. Plan one on the spur of the moment if
you hadn't one in mind and leave out your rivals, for
you would be too busy watching them to concentrate
on him. Show him off in a subtle way — have him perform his pet parlor trick — let him be flattered by the
attention
you for
andmore
your! guests show him. He'll love it,
and be back
"Always tell a man how much you've enjoyed the
evening and act appreciative. So many girls believe a
man will think them overly-anxious to continue the
friendship if they act the least bit enthused over a date.
That's silly. If a man is nice enough to plan a charming
evening for you, tell him how much you enjoyed it.
That's just common

courtesy and will get you much

Phases of Alice Faye!
Right, in beach togs
when she first came
to Hollywood.
Above, the bride of
handsome Tony Martin. At left, the
gracious hostess in
her own new home.
At right below, Anne
Shirley, who is Mrs.
John Payne in private
life, and Hollywood's
smart
youngest
matron.

Want

outspoken

advice

on

your

romance

problems?

Come right to Hollywood headquarters and listen to
Carole Lombard, Alice Faye, and Anne Shirley

They

Got

That

"
further toward a second date than a queenly attitude.
Little Anne Shirley admits that that second date has
been a problem in her life — and more than once, too.
"Of course there have been times when I've had to
maneuver to get that second date," she told me frankly.
"But it taught me a lesson. From that time on I made
sure I used every trick I knew on that very first date
so that my second date worries would be over. You
can't wait for that second impression ; the first one must
second !"
be good or there won't be a sparkling
ring on her left
Anne twisted the huge,
hand and smiled. "Of course I feel quite out of the
running since I've married Johnnie, but here are my tips
be a goldto girls who are still unattached. First,hisdon't
money on you
digger. If you make a boy spend all
that first evening, he won't be able to take you out again
very soon — and furthermore, he won't want to ! Have
some regard for the salary he is earning — don't make
his food money for the week on one evening's
him spend nt.
entertainme
"Don't belittle his friends, even though you don't like
them. It will arouse such antagonism. When you're with
his friends be as agreeable as you can and. when he's
left out of the conwith your friends be sure he isn't part
of the group. If
him an important
versatiomake
n;
dance, don't accept
he doesn't
and even
party men
at a other
you're
though they are old friends.
dances from
He'll feel self-conscious and ill at ease when left alone
like that. Never criticize his work or ambitions — both
are so terribly close to a man's heart, and it's your place
to encourage instead of discourage him if you want to
(Please turn to page 82)
see him again.
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School
Edited
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What Hollywood's blonde
beauty is wearing this season

above is Miss Bruce's bright particuFar
gown wardrobe.
The
star evening
of her Spring
Of white satin, it is brilliantly
splashed with red and blue carnations. Backless to the waist,
its front decolletage is accented with a vari-colored cluster
of chrysanthemum petals, the tones of which are repeated in
the flowers in Virginia's golden hair. At right, purple, red,
and white are combined in this peasant-influenced dress
designed by Dolly Tree. The tight jacket and full-swinging
skirt are interesting. Virginia's Puritan hat is of purple felt
with red grosgrain tie. See a close-up of it on opposite page.
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A "Must" is the print
dress — and at far left you
see Virginia's favorite,
with all-over pattern in
lipstick red, blue, green,
and lavender, and chiffon
sash of red and chartreuse. Left, a close-up of
that Puritan bonnet — demure, but with a difference! Below, "Bon
voyage" in beige wool
and lynx,
a two-tonejacket
suit
with
elbow-length
sleeves caught with link
buttons. Her snapbrimmed hat is of black
felt. At extreme left below, modern adaptation
of an 18th century theme
is
Virginia's
of dark
stiff
straw
trimmedhatwith
brown grosgrain ribbon
and veil.

Glamor Sclwol photographs of Miss Virginia Bruce by WUlinger, M-G-M.

MyrnamustLoy,enjoy
at her
far
left,
halo hat of Kelly
green bandsuede
and navyheadblue
shiny straw. At left
black straw
with
above,
June Lang's
slightly rolled brim
and bouquetsflowers.
of oldfashioned
The indispensable
felt is championed,
at left, by pretty
a
Schiaparelli
in
Evalyn
Knapp — it's
dusty
pink felt.

Olympe Bradna, at
left above, accents
her tailored outfit
with a black hat of
felt and straw. At
right, ing
a from
gay pertly
greetHollywood

beauties answer the call of Spring by

splurging on hats and everything!
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pretty who
Rita
worth,
topsHayher
purple and white
print frock with a
tiny natural straw
sailor with a veiling band and bow.

Dorothy Lamour, above,
her exotic beauemphasizes
ty with a dashing hat of
natural scarf.
straw, Atwith
colored
top wineleft,
Barbara Read matches her
honey anandenormous
blue straw
with
bag.beret
At
left, June Lang turns a
cartwheel — of fine black
straw, made even more becoming by a black
mesh
veil embroidered
in white.
At far left, Annabella
rustles in, in crisp taffeta,
bright
in blackblue,
and polka-dotted
white. Her
wide-brimmed hat, her
gloves and handbag and
shoes are black.
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Hettie
Crimstead

brown

wig for the last time it will probably be midsummer, but she will immediately start another historical
portrayal, that of Lady Emma Hamilton whose lovestory with Admiral Lord Nelson has become a world
literary classic. This film will be in color, too — it's the
fashion in England now.
The scenario is taking unusual lines by tracing in
parallel action the careers of the country blacksmith's

Good news about Robert Donat! Recovered
from his long illness, he
is all set to work again.
Right, Raymond Massey, fine actor, as himself; and then, right below, in character for a
new role. Far right, C.
"home"
Aubrey
to
make Smith,
a picture. Last,
not least, is Valerie
Hobson, seen in her new
London home.

ANNA

NEAGLE

of

f-\
the spun-gold curls
\ and sea-blue eyes is
/
Britain's busiest screen star
a filmwith
days
these
making schedule that will
take her well into 1939. Just
now she is working on the technicolor
sequel to "Victoria the Great" which
is to be called "Sixty Years a Queen"
and deals with the private life of
Victoria and her Royal Consort. It
starts with their wedding day and
ends with the aged Queen's death-bed
scene in Buckingham Palace. Pomp
and pageantry, stately Court etiquette
and stirring interludes from England's history including the Boer War
in South Africa will help to paint
this latest Herbert Wilcox spectacle.
Handsome Anton Walbrook will
Albert again, of course —
a little house on wooded
Heath and is putting in lots of walking, riding and golf in
The famous old Duke of Wellington is C. Aubrey Smith,
who has come specially from Hollywood to take the part. There's an
amusing story as to just how he did come. When he got Wilcox's
cabled offer, he replied: "Shall I be able to see the cricket at Lords?"
So Producer Wilcox cabled back "On no account will work be allowed
to interfere with cricket" and received the veteran actor's sailing date
by return of wire !
When Anna finishes playing Queen Victoria and puts off her prim

play Prince
he's taken
Hampstead
his leisure.
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Add
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zest

on

movies

your

to

the

bright

across

the

picture-going
and

charming

Atlantic.

daughter and the son of the village parson who both rose
to be brilliant personalities of English history and whose
ruin.
passionate romance finally brought them both to
elderly
s
Emma
Lady
of
Aubrey Smith is to have the part
husband, so that should keep him comfortably in his quiet
g
London flat, hung everywhere with guns and sportin
prints until the cricket season finishes in September.
Talking of flats, Valerie Hobson gave a house-warming
n
sherry party in her new one, on the roof of a mansioall
are
rooms
Here
e.
in exclusive Grosvenor Squar
decorated in cream with rich wine-red brocades andtedmelon
low walnut furniture and antiques she has collec
Hollym
t
her travels. With two Mexican rugs bough
wood when she was film-making there at seventeen for
Universal— recall the horrific "Bride of Frankenstein
and "Chinatown Squad"? Now red-haired brown-eyed
Valerie is under a long contract to Alexander Korda and

him in "The
has been playing for film,
all about
first real British epic
-West Indian frontier.
on the North
as if Cecil B. DeMille has exclusive
spectacle business.

Drum" which is the
our little tribal wars
it isn't
As Alex says, annual
rights on this

Raymond Massey is in "The Drum" as well, with a
marvellous color make-up as the villainous native ruler
Ghul. Ray and his pretty blonde wife Adrienne recently
gave a dinner for Tamara Geva, who is certainly the most
decorative visitor we've greeted since Marlene Dietrich.
Russian of "Manhattan Madness" goes
lovely d young
This swathe
to the eyes in silver fox with filmy ostrich
out

You

program
people

by

looking

who

will enjoy

your

make
visit

feathers in her hair or maybe a saucy garland of fresh
violets. I saw her at a Mayfair club in a figure-tight trailing gown of golden lame and an enormous ruby and diamond cross— well, even if she isn't a full-fledged star as
has the grand stellar manner already!
she
yet,
r
Anothe glamor girl present on the same occasion was
little Lilli Palmer, of the bee-stung mouth and china-blue
eyes. She has just completed a new picture called
"Cracker jack" at Pinewood Studios which are making a
working background for several celebrated lovelies these
days. Sandra Storme is there, equisitely slender and
sweet as ever, and they do say she is always being squired
M-G-M
around by John Paddy Carstairs, late writer for
g
-comin
up-and
most
our
of
one
now
and
ood
in Hollyw
young English directors.
While we're discussing directors, "master of mystery
Alfred Hitchcock is signed up for Hollywood this fall.
I hope they know all about his fondness for practical
jokes. He once sent a consignment of canary birds to
Peter Lorre's flat in the owner's absence and when Peter
came wearily home at midnight he found over a hundred
of them flying around the place. Then there was the day
ted pepper for Jessie Matthews' face powder
he substitu
and another occasion when he fixed a gadget under
chair that made it fold up every time she
Sylviato Sidney's
sit down.
tried
Before "Hitch" sails he has to finish two more pictures under his Gaumont-British contract. One will star
youthful Nova Pilbeam again, this time as a pupil at a
convent school somehow getting mixed
up with jewel thieves. The other, on
to page 86)
turn
(Please
which

British beauties! Below, the alluring Lilli
Palmer. Left, Sandra Storme. Far left, the
nna Neagle, at her country home.
ovely*A
Read all about them in our story.

Illustrated by
Lloyd Wright

tven

Snakes

■Have

Drama

rushes romance

arm

into hectic action

as "the sultriest star in Hollywood" goes to
London to make a picture — and meets her
new director. A story of studio life

By

Frederick

Stowers

Please Turn to Page 72 for Resume of Preceding Chapters
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went out Marcia paced up and down

/-X angrily, filled with dread at the coming inter-.
\ view. Griggs returned with Joe Butch. Butch
/
was a little man, middle-aged, meek, mild and
apologetic. He stood looking at Marcia in dog-like
adoration until Griggs withdrew, then he quailed
before her glare.
"When did you get here ?" she rasped.
"It's been about three weeks now."
"Why did you come?"
"I wanted to be near you." Then at her look he
hastened
"Oh !" to add, "Besides, I haven't been well."
"Do you mind if I sit down?" he asked timidly.
"No, of course not."
"I'm not feeling very strong yet," he explained
apologetically.
She didn't even hear him. "You haven't told
"Oh no, my dear," he said, pathetically eager to
reassure
?" "I promise no one shall ever know
anyone — her.
about you — or me."
anything
Marcia was relieved. "When are you going back ?"
Butch gave her a frightened glance. "I hoped

s glint in Marcia's
dangerou
was afailed
There which
to harmonize with her
eye
sweet smile and gracious manner. Anne
said: "It's nice to see you, Marcia,"
while Stewart and Phil looked on.
"What !"
to stay. I am much better here."
"I haven't been at all well back
east," he told her abjectly, "and
I've improved so much out here
that I hoped you wouldn't mind
"Buticily.
if I do mind?" Marcia
asked
staying."
my"Oh,
I shan't ask anything of
you," he assured her quietly, "or
you."
anything
tell"I'd
kill youabout
if you
did!"

." "How
"Oh, I won't
Marcia
asked,
"I've been

are you

doing odd

jobs,

mostly gardening. You know how
living?"
"The flowers."
father of Marcia Court
I love
!" She
Butch passion.
— named
gardener
aturned
on him
in sudden
"If you'll go back, I'll give you
plenty of money to live on and
again."
worklong
wouldn't
if I went
never live
you"I need
back home," Butch said sadly.
"You've come here to make it
hard for me," Marcia said, controlling her fury.
"Oh no," he cried in an agony
of protest, "I came because I
wanted to see you again, and I
called at the house because you
have such a lovely garden. I'd
like to be your gardener."
"What you mean is you'd like
Marcia
and live with me !"
here sharply.
come said
to
"Only as a gardener," Butch
said with gentle pleading. "I
shouldn't expect to live in the
house, and I shouldn't expect you
to recognize me as your father.
But you are all I have left in the
world and I'm so proud of you.
All I ask is that you let me be
near enough to see you once in
a while as you pass by. Perhaps
you'd let me live in the little
lodge house at the gate; then I
out."
in and there
see youby going
could
his speech,
Touched
in
shame
was a first showing of
Marcia, a tardy attempt to. be

it isn't
"You toundersta
gracious
anyone ndknowing
I'd .object
that
"I understand," he said quietly.
my father."
werehave
you"I'd
sent you money,"
Marcia continued, still in extenuation, "but it's been so63 long
since I've been in touch with you,
and I wasn't even sure you were
still alive. Why didn't you write
me when you first saw me on the
(Please turn to page 72)
screen ?"

Samples
of the
Powell-Blondell
camera work:
above,
Dick, by
Joan; upper left, Joan, by Dick.
Center above, son Normie when
younger; far left and left, the boy
grows older, and Mama Joan
photographs
himtheinbeach.
his toy racer
and at

s 1 mm*

\LJmm
d

-or

Blondell's got the secret of popask me, Joan natio
n and what not. Looking
ularity, charm, fasci
more gold-haired, blue-eyed and pink-cheeked ^ than
ever in the widows' weeds of her role in "There's Always aWoman," two pink camellias snuggled up under
her chin, she's tops. She can do that You-great-big-manof husband Dick
you stuff, whether it's for the benefitrama
n or Melvyn
Powell, son Normie, the still came
Douglas, all of whom are trying to show Joan how
to use a candid camera; but she does it with a difference. She has a twinkle behind it. They all seem to feel
that they are great big men, and that she is frightfully
in need of instruction, though possibly a bit too mad
to follow it. If she shoots a picture and it turns out
well, that's an accident; if she produces under-exposed,
over-exposed, blurred or blank negatives, well, no matter; she's sweet and feminine and adorable and who
wants more? That, my dears, is magic. And Joan's
got it!
"Dick has always been a camera enthusiast; or else
I didn't know him when he wasn't," she confided, from
the couch in her portable dressing-room. "His pictures
are good, and having a real camera artist in the family
discouraged me because I knew I could never compete
with him.
IFYOU

"Now

and then, before I got my

camera, I used to

try to take shots with Dick's Leica, but I couldn't seem
to get the hang of the thing. You know, you hold it
up to your eye and go click. I never could see anything.
Probably looking through the wrong spot.
"This went on until one day Dick had his yacht,
Galatea, up at Santa Barbara, where he was making some
Leica shots and I was having myself a sun bath. He
sailed away, leaving the camera behind. I get seasick
easily, so I was going home by land, and I sat on the
64
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Be spontaneous
about
you

instead

your amateur
will always

Ruth

of scientific

photography

and

enjoy it, says Joan

Blondell — who

By

s
un

does!

Tildesley

beach playing with the Leica. The boat looked so lovely
that I thought : 'Why don't I get a picture ?' Then, going
professional, I found a filter and put it on. I don't know
now whether it was red or yellow — it was probably the
wrong one because the results were marvelous — and
that's the way I work !
"Anyway, the little films enlarged into gorgeous sea
shots, with reflections, a sky that looks like the_ afterglow of sunset against cloud banks, although it was
morning, and the boat a graceful silhouette.
"When they were printed, Dick said it must have
been an accident, because the shots were as good as any
he had taken. But I took heart and began to think of
myself as a camera artist and make little cups out of
my hands and stare at things — you know, all the arty
tricks ?" Her smile poked fun at herself, the tricks, and —
very gently — the gentlemen who follow them.
"Dick loves scenery. Shadows are a sort of mild
mania with him. But I'm not a scenic addict myself.
I like people. I thought how nice it would be to have a
camera you could really see into and to get something
nobody could call an accident. But by that time, of
course, I was sure the boat shots were of my own won-

mmm
derful ability — my conception of
art, stamped with my personality!
You know me !
"Along came Christmas, and
Dick said: 'I hope I've bought you
what you want, Joanie,' Well, I said
I'd love it, whatever it was, but
all I really wanted was a camera.
And it was a Rolleiflex, with a box
you can look down into, so when
you shoot you see what you're doThe chief trouble with the blonde
ing!"
star's photography is that she is
usually so excited when she sees a
good picture and tries to snap it
that she is likely to wriggle !
"I haven't a tripod," she explained, pushing back a blowing
lock, "but after the first reel of
blurry, fuzzy shots, I got used to
the idea of resting the box on my
knee and stepping up the thing so
it took the shot at a rapid rate of
speed and then the movement, if
there is any, doesn't show. But I'm
improving.
Soon I won't wriggle at
all!
"Just now I'm crazy over angle
shots. The other day, Dick was tele'Here's a
and I thought:
marvelous phoning
chance
to get a shot down
on him !' So I stood on the bed and
tried to focus on him. I must have
moved a little for the next thing I
knew, I had fallen over on top of
him and nearly broken the poor darling's nose with the camera. The man at the other end of the
telephone must have thought there was an earthquake ! But Dick
was an angel about it."
Joan expects to experiment this summer
— candid ones — of people at the beach.

with real angle shots

"You're always seeing people asleep with their mouths open
there — tonsil shots, funny faces and so on. I love that ! As a
rule, shots you get when the subject doesn't know you are shooting are good, because they are unposed.
"Speaking of posing, I have an ideal subject at home — my son,
Normie. He loves to pose. He's mad about having his picture
taken. No trouble about persuading him ! If I tell him to do anything, he gets the idea at once. The other night, I said : 'Normie,
take two pillows and hold them (Please turn to page 84)
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Running true to Hollywood form! Take a
look — (we're way
ahead of you, have
taken several already)— at the bevy
of Paramount cuties
at right above. Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., Micha
Auer and Danielle
Darrieux, above, in
"Rage of Paris."
n being
Left, hair
Evelyis
Venable's
"highlighted."
/

ere

NOW Paul Muni is gladly staying put a
while. He's done what he swore he
wouldn't do — signed another long-term contract, after returning from a trip around
Europe. While preparing for his next role
he's also enjoying his new home. The
Munis have moved from a ranch to a hill
overlooking the Pacific. Of course you
Well,
know of Paul's passion for privacy. estate
while he was vacationing the real
company developing his new neighborhood
put out new sales maps, with the Mum
Palos
home played up as a come-on. So otters
Verdes is not only exclusive — it
Muni as one of the gang.

seen a lot of
HERE'S why you haven't
ra Stanthe biggest stars lately. Barba
wyck was on strike for better roles. After
curscreen idleness she's
six months of trying
the glamor act of all
rently atwork,
things! Many accepted her argument that
she couldn't wear clothes dashingly; so
she's returning with twenty-five costume
ic
changes in her long-delayed picture. Fredr
March has been absent from Hollywood
for eight months; his Broadway stage try
flopped, but Freddie will try again, is reads by the score. Joan Crawingfordplayhasscript
been discarding scripts for six
months, also. At the critical stage of her
career, she doesn't want to pick a bloomer.
It'll be two leading ladies, thank you
(thank Warners, we mean), for Errol
leadFlynn in "Four's a Crowd." Right,
ing lady Rosalind Russell and Flynn.
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Joan has had two New York trips during
mission." Norma
nged ar"inter
prolo
her
lay-off will be visually
's two-ye
Shearer
when her idea of
ber,
Septem
next
ended
France's most famous queen hits the screen.
Eleanor Powell has been inactive, and wondering about her future. So much money
has been spent attempting to make her a
major star. Eleanor is thinking of a couple
and then reof more super-dance dreams
tirement. She has never had the romance
Perhaps because she's concenshe wants.
trated on work.

ywooa

n,
le Hudso
to RochelEvans
happe
WHAT
, Jean
rn,n Madge
Sothe
Ann will
Parker, Gladys George, and Dixie Dunbar?
They are no longer being groomed for starbeen promotdom by the studios which had
ing them. Of the group, Rochelle and
Madge had had the longest build-ups.
Rochelle was supposed to have taken Janet
Gaynor's place, but— The most tears have
been shed over Madge and Gladys George.
Both are particularly swell troupers, who
did their darnedest to deserve every break
they got. But don't worry too much — some-

All smiles! Yes, even
Ian Hunter, at right
in group above, is
smiling, in spite of a
black
eye, "make-up"
while Kay
realistic
Francis and George
Brent enjoy a hearty
scenes
between of
joke "Secrets
for
an
Actress." Right,
Charles Boyer, very
as he
preoccupied
attends
a preview in
Hollywood.

side
The romance, humor, and human-interest
es
of screen life told in camera and news flash
how all these girls will be making the best
of their current detouring. They all have
e
spunk. Remember Jean Muir, Gertrud
Michael and Julie Hayden? The first two
have been acting in England, tiding over
until Hollywood recalls them for a second
chance. Julie has won out on Broadway,
which is something more famous ladiesand Elissa Landi— haven t
like SylviainSidney
recent tries.
managed

IATEST Scarlet O'Hara candidate— Frans more, she's actually
1— ces Dee! What'
been tested at length for the coveted role.

Even if she doesn't win it Frances says it
gave her a chance to use the town home
she and Joel have been paying rent on.
They leased a Bel-Air mansion and in
three months they'd stayed there only four
days. They can't tear themselves away
from the wide open spacer of the ranch.

previeew
ng Olymp
BRAD
MPEa stran
OLYhad
story.
geNA'S
inside starri
had never been to any of her previews, forhad deever fearing the worst. But she led
after
cided to attend the first one schedu
she was promoted to stardom. But her

father's illness interfered. It is he who has
encouraged her, coached her. When she
saw he wouldn't be able to go out she
asked the studio for a private preview at
home on the evening of the theatre showing. While the town was applauding her
major debut Olympe and her parents were
viewing the film at home.

Joan Bennett marrymoney
your
PUT ing
thirdontime. The lucky man
for the
will be the influential producer Walter
Wanger. A year or so ago he realized that
all Joan needed, for her career, was more
her under
expert picture-picking. He put
contract and he has been a good mentor.
The insiders say that the only thing holdpreis the necessary hers
ing up the wedding Joan
applied for
first.
liminary divorcing.
IIMMY CAGNEY is the latest to build
J a new home in the Coldwater Canyon
sector. George Raft, Kay Francis, Preston
Foster, Ray Milland, Bette Davis, and now
James — ! This particular canyon is over
the hills from Beverly proper. It's pretty
peaceful
brown half of the year, but it's
what a star
and, believe it or not, peace is was
sparing
craves for off moments. Jimmy
with his architect; he still calls his farm
at Martha's Vineyard his real home.

And here's leading lady Olivia de Havilland who, with Rosalind Russell also
present, gives Mr. Flynn a chance to
double in romance in his new picture.
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Young's
in attoLoretta
yOU
unlessdare
younotaredrop
ready
pass a camera
test. Loretta has gone wild over her 16
m.m. movie camera, and she insists upon
g all comers in Technicolor. It's
preservin
painless enough
at the time, of course; the
blow falls when you see yourself as others
actually see you. The bookshop closest to
the Young mansion reports an amazing sale
of how-to-rebolster-your-ego books ! But
Loretta's prize for this month is her little
feature starring the four generations in her
family. Her grandfather, Dr. Robert Royal,
her mother, her sisters, and her nieces are
the performers. She admits she got them
at their best angles ; why shouldn't she give
them the benefit of her technical knowledge 1

changing! It's news
Y iscasual
BING
when CROSB
the placid,
Crosby develops
a streak of formality. When he began trying to dress his brother Larry up folks
gasped. Bing's always scorned the very
suggestion of correct dressing himself. But
that was only the beginning. Next he ordered eight walnut trees pulled out of his
front lawn. Seems they shed leaves on the
grass.

CHEERFUL NOTE: newcomers are
still getting the big jumps from the
nowhere into the spotlight. Richard Greene,
from London, is the handsomest of the
new finds and he's a star overnight. RKO
has an English hero, too; he's Derrick de
Marney. (How veddy elegant, wot?) But
d. One "Hank"
squelche
isn'ttown
talent to
local came
the
Luisetti
with the Stanford
basketball team, to play against U.S.C.
Before he left he'd been signed by Paramount. When he graduates in June he'll
report for a basketballance
filiru He'll get $10,000 for his perform
in it, and will
have Mary Carlisle to screen-love. They
even have the title for his epic — "Campus
Confessions." But they'll probably re-title
him.

QUITE by coincidence Dorothy Lamour
chose the lot next door to Ray Milland for her new house. Since she's done
several films with Ray a lot of fans have
blandly assumed the two are really in love.
Each, however, has a perfectly good mate.
Mrs. M. is a non-professional, while Mr.
L. is Herbie Kay, orchestra leader who's
currently the dance draw at the Cocoanut
Grove. Dorothy is singing there three
night a week as his "unknown" guest star.
Evidently Paramount doesn't want her
publicly billed as an attraction in a night
spot. So Dorothy does her bit for love
more or less incognito. She tossed a cocktail party to introduce Herbie to the press.
Everyone gave him the OK sign after in68

Reunion at Paramount! Gary Cooper,
back to his former home lot to do a
film, visits Fred MacMurray and director
Al
wouldn't
wait,Santell,
so Juneleft.
LangTheis camera
caught applying
lipstick as her luncheon companion,
Allan Lane, looks on, upper right. Horseplay on the iron horse that took Hugh
Herbert, vacationing after his work in
"Gold Diggers in Paris," and Jimmy
Durante from Hollywood to New York,
for a holiday; right.
specting
him.: Ray
But almost
speakingwent
of Dot's
hero,
again
flying screen
down
to British Guiana this month. In a recent
magazine interview he reminisced about
his
boyhood lost
pal track
and their
escapades.
completely
of the
fellow. He'd
One
day a letter from a doctor in South America arrived. Now a student of tropical diseases, his pal had come in from the jungle
and had purchased the magazine. "I never
thought you'd remember," the letter began.
Ray was so delighted he immediately
planned to fly down for a between-pictures
visit. His studio stopped him, however.
They had a million-dollar epic ready for
his attention. Moral : if you actually were
a chum of a star "when" don't hesitate
to write a word of greeting.
HOST-CARDS drifted back to Hollywood
■ from Jeanette MacDonald and Gene
Raymond off on a long planned vacation
toot. They railed across the continent,
both very much in the holiday mood.
Of course, it wasn't as quiet a vacation
as they anticipated, for as soon as they
were spotted the fans rallied around. Gene,
because of his blond hair, rated recognition
first. You might not realize Jeanette is
who she is, if unwarned, for she has a
straightforward gusto not usually identified
with Hollywood stars. She doesn't bother
to wear make-up unless she knows she has
to be on display, and she's an outdoor type.
Don't be alarmed by that rumor that she
and Nelson Eddy will part, professionally.
As soon as she returned he had completed
his annual concert tour, and they'll again
be breaking your heart in true sentimental
style.
Two scripts
are readying,
and they'll
be
summering
on sound
stages, probably
in

girl and not for a bride. When she fell in
love she had to junk the whole idea. Now
she's practically finished another noble notion. This time there is plenty of room,
even, for bundles from the stork. Fly high,
fly
low! Mister
Stork,scare
don'tyoulet away
the Bruce
reputation
for glamor
from
her new
about
babies.chimneys. She's old-fashioned
CO ANITA LOUISE just took another
•J' bite of pie and laughed and laughed!
While dining she was listening to a radio
gossiper's program. He announced, authoritatively,York.
Anita's engagement
one
Al Stern of New
The truth to
is that
she hasn't the slightest intention of an engagement with anyone, at this time. Least
of all with Al. He is an old friend who
visited in Hollywood three months ago;
while West he escorted Anita to one party.
Thus is "news" manufactured!

"Sweethearts." Gene Raymond, meanwhile,
has cannily refused to be rushed into any
more long contracts. He's picking his roles,
to regain his niche.

NOW
the Hollywood gang really has
another
friendship"
to talk
about!
For a "beautiful
while Marlene
Dietrich
had
three or four escorts, varying them. But
even an English earl is taking second place
to Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., now. Maybe
Doug's teaming with Ginger Rogers, Irene
Dunne, Danielle Darrieux, Janet Gaynor,

EVER plan to build your dream house?
If so you can sympathize with Virginia
Bruce. She relapses into a sea of blueprints every time she has an idle hour. For
months she labored over her plans for precisely the kind of retreat she wanted. Unfortunately, itwas ideal for a bachelor

and Joan Bennett — that's his picture or
professional line-up since his return — has
made Marlene more aware of his charm.
Anyway, Dietrich drops in on him at his
studio for lunch almost every noon. She
sweeps onto the lot in an imported limousine which makes all the other lady stars
gawk. Her liveried chauffeur bowing her

Looking, but hard, at each other at left
above, are Robert Benchley and Ricardo
Cezon, aged five, but with a record of
in
together
They're
played.
thirty
hard at
Looking
short.
Benchley
a new parts
pictured
Vallee,
Rudy
is
an
cameram
the
with Judy Stewart, singer often rumored
d restauengaged to him, at a Hollywoo
rant, right. Betty Compson, one of the
screen's important stars of the silent era,
once more on the active acting list, is
making a cheerful come-back; left.

she swears, she had to fry for a solid week.
The director felt she didn't have the
sympatica flair with the frying pan. It was
almost enough to make her wish she were
back stooging at dear old M-G-M !

out is the follow-up sight, but Marlene s
sartorial variety is the pay-off. She sports
a fresh ensemble on every appearance,
fairly dripping glamor. Comes the fall and
she will have a weekly radio program of
her very own, at $5,000 per week. Altolife is nice work— if you
can get gether,
it! Marlene's

RICHARD ARLEN'S wife is diplomatically illustrating how to hold a handsome husband for years and years. She
was glancing at a newspaper one morning
and chanced to say, aloud, that she wished
she could wear a particular snappy dress
sketched therein. Dick didn't more than
say oh. But that night he returned with a
package. He'd gone downtown and bought
for Joby. It isn't her style or
the dress
color and she still wishes she were tall
and slimmer so she could wear it. But so
she won't disappoint him she's gallantly
braving the stares of the local women. It
may not be her type, but Dick's beaming.
IF YOU have been wondering whether
I the Hawaiian craze is worth going for,
yes — ! Hollywood still has eight first-class
Hawaiian night spots, going full blast. Ann
Sothern has been taking private hula lessons from Lydia Bray, renowned as the
Lydia's
best hula teacher in the world.
daughters are the 3 Hawaiian Sweethearts
at the Beverly-Wilshire dance center. Even
Madge Evans is seriously considering employing ahip-tossing tutor. Madge, by the
way, has the fish story to end all fish
whoppers. For her new drama there was
a fish fry. They went on location and,

ens when a studio loses inhapp
WHAT terest
in you ? Johnny Downs is a current example. He saw the writing on the
wall. So he polished up his diction, his
singing and dancing, and N.B.C. is now
-to-coast mascoast
to be
him es.
groo
show Paramount
Justa to
f-ceremoni
ter-oming
he was smart he sold his ex-bosses a keen
song for Mary Carlisle to sing in her
latest. Appropriately, it's called "Beautifully Done."
CAMPBELL hopes she'll get
IOUISE
I— time for a wedding this summer. The
groom will be Horace MacMahon, actor.
olMeanwhile, she's heroine in a million-d
lar production and living out of four
trunks. They are the piece de resistance
of her suite at the Hollywood Roosevelt.
wardpack up
has sitto down
usually
Company
andherrelax.
it can
robe before
THREE Warner gentlemen are passing
■ out cigars — Patric Knowles, Allen Jenkins, and Dick Foran. Here's the latest
on Joan Blondell's forthcoming "little
stranger." The columnists announced it as
an August event. Joan said phooey, how
should they know! It was a June jubilee
that Daddy Powell was going to have.
Everyone can pipe down now — the doctor
who will preside has just voted for a
July shindig.

ONE hates to have her love life
probed into any more than Kay
Francis. The press can go pick on the
So imagine the
others is Kay's motto. out
that she had
shock when word leaked
hired a private press agent to handle the
news in her life! All the newspaper photographers came up to photograph Kay and
her baron fiance on an explicit invitation.
Kay can stall the interviewers, but, wisely,
she knew the candid cameramen would
pursue her if she didn't cooperate with the
photographers. And a girl wants her fifth
NO

husband to look as swell as possible! The
baron, to give details, is going to have
charge of a new airplane factory a San
Francisco capitalist is establishing in Los
Angeles. He never visits Kay at the studio.
That, sighs the impressed hired help, is
the baron in him!

st June
prettie
of theother
ONEbe none
n.
Dicksowill
Gloriabrides
than
Perc Westmore, make-up wizard at her
. It isn't that
groom
be her
studio, iswill
about June, howental
so sentim
Gloria
ever; she couldn't take the matrimonial
pledge
It's her before
first. the boy-friend got a divorce.
ONE but his agent and his secretary
knows George Brent's telephone number. But here's some new dope on him :
he's switched from airplaning to automobiling, and drove his new car — and it's not
that's
but the
a high-p
to HollyCitybrand
Mexico
— fromone,
estowered
common
wood in three days and nights.
NO

SOMETHING seems to have happened to
June Lang's devotion to her middleaged millionaire admirer. Her wedding bells
were supposed to be just around the corner,
ringing out in June when his Renovating
was complete. But he's had to go East on
business and while he's away June has been
having fun with a flock of younger lads.
She's been going places with Michael
Whalen, Allan Lane, a Pasadena attorney,
Uplifters'
me captain of the is
and the handso
in the
This latter athlete
polo team. busines
s and every Sunday he
automobile
has a radio hour of music advertising his
bargains. Being romantic, he has his program announced as "the June Lang hour."
ver for dogs
HOLLYWOOD is a dpusho
and the stars beame when The Tailwaggers, a club for well-kept dogs, was
have enough
formed. Wallace Fordingdidn't
Broadway for a
to do in just knock
loop in his current play there. So he has
bustled about and formed the New York
chapter of the popular club. You can join,
too, and receive a regular pin and paper.
Here's a new way to be like this with
your favorite star. And when you come to
Hollywood and wangle an introduction to
great one you won't turn into a cake
the
of ice, or be reduced to bemoaning the
weather. You can instantly talk purps, and
lo — pals !
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of the month: the
GENUINE tragedyMerke
l's little Irish
death of Una
setter, Shanty. Una lives in the Hollywood
hills, and a boulder slipped right down into
. Her idolized pet was
her back
ly hit.garden
direct

V
ery,

Very

persona

Are you neat and presentable or are
you beautifully groomed and chic?
Try this check-up on your own habits!

By

Courtenay

Andrea Leeds has youth,
beauty, and magnetism.
She is a picture lesson in
daintiness and feminine
charm, two answers to success when you mingle them
with confidence and courage. Below, blonde Binnie
Barnes illustrates economy
in time by getting wave
set, pedicure and a little
script-study all at one sitting. This is the way busy
girls manage in spite of
social or business engagements, and is the answer to
that just-out-of-a-bandbox
look on very short notice.

Marvin

is something you must have if you ever
MINA
STAexpect
to make a dent on Hollywood, say the studio
authorities there who know. And stamina is also
something you must have if you hope to make a success
as career girl or wife. Especially do husbands revere this
quality, though they think of it as courage, grit or something romantic. In some, this quality of what it takes to
there. To be conit's put
others,have
; in must
born you
get along
faith in yourself, and
fident,issteadfast,
nothing gives it to you more surely than an attractive
appearance and a sense of being at your very best. Now
and then we all slip, fall into careless habits, and need a
jolt of some kind to jar us out of them. So though these
ideas apply to everyone, they are dedicated especially
to the June bride and graduate, since these are the girls
who are about to end one chapter of their experience and
begin another.
The beginning of something new is always inspiring.
You recognize the opportunity to
toss out old habits and drawbacks to
which you have become chained ; to
turn a brand new page and start all
over again. So if you're starting your
very own home, going on to your
first job,
different
from
the or
oldanything
routine, that's
take with
you
a new set of personal habits. Habits
are great things. They are your
nature, instinct, almost. "It's just
habit," — you know the old saying.
Then why not a little drill on some
good ones that will help personality
and appearance 'enormously ? With
personality and appearance well in
hand, you are far on the road to success— miles ahead of the girl who
thinks she is all right as she is. Sad
but true, few of us are. That small
margin between being neat and
presentable and being beautifully
groomed and chic is a big point in
success and is only a matter of in^
terest in small details. The same is
true of personality. Glenda Farrell
is one of the truly popular people in
Hollywood. She has a reputation for
being a grand, regular person. Once
she told me that much credit was
due her brothers, when she was
growing up. They put and kept her
in her place, as brothers have a way
of doing. No going all girl and crying or teasing and getting her way.
Those brothers made her reasonable, genial, a good sort, and she is grateful and frank
enough to say so.
Your personality is you from the heart and head
— words, acts, attitudes.
Your person from the outside is another matter,
so let's concentrate on some routine matters that can
increase your good looks no end.
Bathing, to some, is merely a cleansing business.
Under shower or into tub, and that is that. Since
chic has its beginning in the bath, why not make your
bath serve several purposes — cleanliness, relaxation,
and skin beauty? Once a week or more, have a real
beauty bath. Make and take time for it— at least half
an hour, more if you can. Warm water is best, and
use a softener and perfumer. These come in crystals,
powder, salts, liquid, and bath oil form — many very
inexpensive. Softened water makes such a difference
on skin ! Use plenty of soap, a rough cloth, or bath
brush, and use until your skin is pink and glowing,
in fact, scrub! Upper arms, back, thighs, legs and
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feet will benefit, because here dead cuticle
seems to gather, or eruptions come on the
really a body
upper arms and back. This ismean.
facial, if you know what I
Poems and songs are dedicated to smiles.
But your smile is only as lovely as your
teeth. Every six months, visit your dentist
for a brushing and examination. Then
brush at least twice daily. Do you take
the trouble to brush up and clown instead
of across? It's more awkward but much
more cleansing. The idea of using two
preparations, perhaps a powder at night,
a paste in the morning, appeals to me for
variety's sake. Do see that your toothbrush
fits your mouth and needs. Any drugstore
clerk can advise you on the many styles,
and use two, so that bristles can dry out
between use. Buy a known brand if you
want the brush to last and cleanse well.
There is a purse-size toothbrush that fits
into a tube, which, when in use, forms the
an overhandle, so if you are unexpectedlyoffice
to a
night guest or rush from your
long evening, you can still manage mouth
immaculacy. The antiseptic mouth wash
certainly belongs in every bathroom and
the habit of a good rinse keeps you on the
right side.
s
The deodorant habit is widespread and
perwe perform a Girl Scout act when wesomesuade husbands and brothers to use
thing, especially before an evening of dancing. There are creams, liquids, powders.
Some merely neutralize, while others do
that and stop dampness by driving it to
another part of the body.
Personal hygienic aids have developed to
an astounding stage of comfort and dependability and there is an adequate answer
to every personal need and taste. You have
only to look about the modern drugstore
or the notions section of a department
discoverstore to make all kinds of helpful
ies that add to poise, health, and comfort.
Keep up with the times here, for much is
being done for you.
forFeet, except for discomfort, seemedsandal
gotten until the gay toes and toeless
leaped into fashion. Toeless sandals are
worn with everything and along comes
hosiery with a mesh toe to further increase
foot beauty. Callouses, corns and rubbed
spots are so quickly eliminated with the
wonderful little aids made to cure them.
The drugstore has your answer.
The following of these grooming points
s
give you a sense of fitness and Tightnes
that means confidence and so develops
stamina. Man worships daintiness ! To this
perbasic personal care add glamor incolors
fumes, make-up and flower garden
in your clothes. And this summer of 1938
will see truly glamorous girls!

Ann Doran shows a new travel tooth
brush that will fit into your bag.

Y

ours

Good

for

Grooming

Dreskin Coolies are a way
to cleaner and clearer skin.

Ideas for Warm

The slim figure wears Fortune pantie girdle with
high praise.

ALL of us would cleanse our faces ofquicker,
■f-\ tener if we could make ite.a Here
is
more convenient procedur
the solution for that— Dreskin Coolies by
. They are little cotton pads satuCampana
rated with this cleansing, toning Dreskin,
that inspire you to use them often, thereby
insuring your best face at all times and
encouraging a finer, clearer skin. Dreskin
Coolies come in a purse-size compact, a
boon for the worker, shopper or traveler,
as well as in the dressing-table humidora
illustrated. This holds a quantity, has
canal on the inside base to keep the pads
ready for instant use, and is a neat looking
affair. Don't let warm days catch you without these Coolies.
the unTHE pantie girdle is coming to be wearer.
I derpiece for the young or slim
Above is a prize, practically feather-weight
because of its light yet resistant Lastex
voile fabric. Without a sense of restraint
or pressure, it moulds you to slim, liquid
lines under evening or street dress, shorts,
slacks or culottes. This is the Fortuna pantie
girdle by Wolfe & Lang,
New York, and it, as well
as a girdle of the same
type, comes in tea rose or
white, in your department
stores. Two important
points are three lengths,
short, medium and tall for
each size. This means the
utmost in comfort and fit.
Very cool, and it washes
and dries with almost the
ease of stockings.

ng-rtsandgoicut
color
her, ski
WITH
hig
outs making shoe fashions
like coband stockings
webs, beautifully groomed
legs are as important as
youtr face.te They are ra
mos defini asset in you
personal ensemble and
be as satinthey thmust
as your cheek.
smoo
This is where Zip Depilatory Cream proves your
answer. It's clean and
quick to use, perfumed,

L ove

mess

Days Ahead

Satin-smooth legs are the
result of Zip Depilatory
Cream.

and need remain on only five minutes. Above
you see the familiar Zip Depilatory Cream
tube, as effective, of course, on arms and
under-arms as on legs. If you want more
Zip Epilator
removal,hairthere's
permanent
that
helps destroy
permanently.

lovers all know the famous
PERF
creations, especially Surrender and
CiroUME
Reflexions. If, at times, you simply can't
stretch your budget to include them, here
is a way still to indulge in these luxuries.
Eau de Ciro captures the richness of these
the two menfamous perfumes, including
tioned, comes in a generous flask at a price
to delight the budgeters. These Eaux de
light perfumes for sumCiro make ideal
mer and serve all the purposes of body rub
and refreshant, and you can afford to be
lavish in their use.

an apron?
apron more thanthe
WHEN isitangradu
kitchen
ates from
When
and makes you look a charming hostess instead of a cook. That's what our gay peasant
Transpara apron, sketched, does for you,
yet it's highly protective.
Made of transparent Pliofilm in crystal with bandings of gay color, your
lovely frock showsthrough,
and you'll welcome chances
to adorn yourself with it.
It's very durable and
cleaned with a damp cloth.
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Even

Snakes

Have

Charm
Continued from page 63
THE

STORY

UP TO NOW

Marcia Court rises from obscurity
as an "extra" to stardom under the
guidance of Phi! Bunts, publicity
agent, first attracted to her as a fascinating beauty capable of savage outbursts of anger, zvhen Marcia insults
Anne Barrett, star zvhose success she
resents. Later, Anne returns to her
native England, and Marcia wearies
of the "alley cat" roles for which she
is famed. Burns insists she cannot play
the sympathetic type of roles, sarcastically intimating that her background and the past she guards as a
secret even from him perfectly fit her
to personify the "alley cat." In her
elaborate nczv home Marcia is azvaiting zvord on her nczv contract demands, zvhen the butler announces a
Mr. Joe Butch. Greatly agitated, Marcia agrees to see the visitor.
"I was afraid some secretary might see
the letter and I— well, I didn't want to
embarrass you."
"That
veryforward
thoughtful
you."one of
Butch was
moved
and oftook
her hands as he looked at her with shining
eyes. "You're beautiful."
"Thank you." She bent over and kissed
him lightly on the cheek. "Now, run along.
I'll arrange about the lodge house and see
that everything is made comfortable for
"Thank you so very much." Butch
you."
hesitated. "Before I go I'd like to say I
think you are a great actress."
Marcia frowned. "I will be when I'm allowed to choose my own stories."
"You've done some wonderful characterizations— -there's
no one before
like you."
He
looked at
her a moment
he added
with fond timidity, "You remind me of —
mother."
your
"What!"
"You have her same fire," he continued
with brave loyalty.
"She was a common hell cat !"
"She had spirit."
"You mean she had a filthy temper."
"You mustn't blame her too much,"
Butch we
plead
broke
When
werehumbly.
married"I she
had her
hopedheart.
for

great things. I'd had a fair education and
she thought I'd be a successful business
man. I ended up by being a janitor and she
was forced to become a scrub woman."
"And I was just a neighborhood brat
that roamed the streets most of the time
like a stray cur dog, hungry, dirty, and
terribly ashamed!"
"I know," he said miserably. "Your childhood was tragic. That always happens to
children who are brought up in sordid surroundings, especially when they have vivid
imaginations, and you were sensitive — just
like your mother."
turned onme him
"Don't
youMarcia
ever compare
withfiercely.
her again
! I
won't be like her !"
"Florrie !"
"Oh my God! Florrie! And don't you
ever
callspoke
me that
Florrie intensity.
Butch!"
Marcia
withagain.
suppressed
"Listen, you are my father and I want to
help you. But if you stay around here you
must promise me one thing : Never again
to mention my mother or anything about
my past. I've risen above it and I want to
forget. Oh God, how I want to forget ! And
I could if they'd only give me parts that
weren't forever reminding me of her. There
are times when I look at myself on the
screen and it seems to me that I'm looking
Butch!" couldn't resist saying, "That's just
her
at Don't
it.
you understand — it's her spirit in
you that makes you the great actress you
"Didn't I tell you not to—!"
Griggs entered. "Begging your pardon
for the interruption, Miss Court, but Mr.
Burns has arrived and insists upon seeing
are."
right, show him in." As Griggs
at once."
you"All
went out Marcia turned to Butch. "You
may arrange to move into the lodge house
any time after tomorrow. Do you need
"No, I have enough to run me for a few
money?"
"I'll see that you get more right away,
— "
pleasecanremember
but"You
trust me," he promised. "I
days." do anything to make you unhappy.
wouldn't
But sometimes I wish you'd stop in the
garden and say hello to me."
"Of course I will."
As Butch started to go Phil came in.
They looked at each other in surprise.
"Hello there, Joe."
"Hello, Mr. Burns."
Marcia gave a violent start. "You two
know
eachwe're
other?"
"Sure,
old friends. How are you

"And now I'm to have a steady job. Miss
Court
is going
let meI'llbe beherseeing
gardener."
"That's
swell.to Then
a lot
"I hope so, sir. Good-bye."
"Good-bye, Joe," Marcia said.
"Good-bye." Butch shot Marcia a funny
look
as he went out. She turned to Phil
of you."
uneasily. "How long have you known
"Oh, a couple of weeks."
"How did you meet him?"
"I saw him hanging around the studio
gates. He seemed such a pathetic little fellow, and we got to talking. I let him do
some work out at my house and before
long
we became
friends."
"What
did you
find to talk about?"
Marcia asked, trying to be careless about it.
Joe?"
"Oh,
many things — you, for instance.
He's quite an ardent public where you're
"What did he tell you about me?"
concerned."
Phil looked at her shrewdly. "You mean
about your shady past?" .
"What did Joe tell you about me?"
Marcia demanded, coldly insistent.
"Nothing to cause you to lose sleep,"
was Phil's prompt but not very reassuring
reply. "He merely remarked that he had
known your family in the old days."
"Did he tell you anything about them?"
she persisted.
"Not a thing," Phil said impatiently.
"And I didn't come here to discuss the
social amenities with you," Phil said
shortly, "or to start another fight. I came
"Oh, did you!" Marcia started walking
Sol." forth in nervous strides. "Well,
from and
back
Mr. Burns, what is the proposition this
"I didn't come here to talk propositions,
but to deliver an ultimatum. You will
either
sign the contract
drawn up
Sol Baumberg
for yourI'veservices,
or with
you
?"
won't
workI, indeed?"
at all."
time
"Won't
"Not until my contract with you runs out
— one year from now. And I warn you it
will be useless for you to pull another of
"If alley
you cat
ever scenes."
mention that word to me
your
again," she shrieked, "I'll — I'll do some"You have !"all the necessary talents," he
violent coldly, "but suppose you save
assuredthingher

getting along, Joe? Feeling better?"
"Oh yes, I'm fine," Joe said eagerly,

Hollywood circus party! Among
film celebrities entertained by
Frank Borzage were Richard Arlen
and Joan Crawford, at left. Anita
Louise and Wendy Barrie, above.
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me effort for a paid audience."
the"Issupre
rudeness a badge of your profession?"
"I refuse to answer.
"You don't need to !" She glared at him.
"Did you see the Hollywood Reporter?
"I did."
"Well?"
"Did you benefit by the message it contained?"
"Message?"
Phil sighed. "I was afraid you might
have missed its intent. In elementary words,
my dear actress, it seemed to be a thinly
veiled suggestion that you are making a
damned fool of yourself as a Hollywood
.
. , ,
.
holdout."
"Oh as for that," Marcia said pleasantly,
"I like being a damned fool." She stared at
couldn't be
him with sudden suspicioton. do"It( with
getting
that you had anything
r?"
Reporte
the
in
printed
that
"I'm fully capable of delivering my own
messages in person, and not at all squeamish about doing it."
"No! One would never accuse you ot
being exactly— delicate."
"I hope one wouldn't. But let's stop this
silly bickering and get down to business.
you sign this contract?"
Will
"Have you written in a clause stating
I'm to select my stories and play only such
parts
"No."as suit me?"
"No!"
Phil rose casually. "Just as you say,
Duchess. I won't be seeing you for several
days. While I'm away keep your nose clean,
both barrels."
.
"I wish you'd learn to differentiate between fun and filth."
"The two are so often closely allied.
Well, so long."
Marcia was upset. "Where are you going?"
"Oh " Phil said carelessly, "I'm popping
down to Palm Springs. If you change your
mind about signing the contract, phone me.
"Oh, Phil," she cried desperately, "why
won't 'you let me have my own way?"
your discov"Because, my darling, I'm your
business
erer, your publicity agent,
and
mentor,
your
n,
guardia
your
r,
manage
your nurse, and like all good nursies, I
must keep the child from getting its fingers
burnt."
"Are you thinking only of the child s

personal welfare?" Marcia asked bitterly.
"Only of the child's welfare— as it af" anyway.
fortunes.
"You're
an honest
brute,
fects my good
Phil grinned. "Brute. That's a good old
fashioned word." Sitting down again, he
became serious. "Marcia, I'm going to give
you one last sales talk. Will you listen with
mind?"
openyou
an "Do
think I could?"
"You might make the effort. Now, lets
start at the beginning: You will admit that
when I discovered you, you were in a
bad way— in fact hungry?"
pretty
"If you hadn't discovered me, someone
else would have," she said resentfully.
Phil snorted indignantly. "Now that's a
shining example of Hollywood gratitude
"Are you demanding that I be grateful?
"Have I ever asked you for an expres-

sion of gratitud
I muste?"admit youve never made
"Well,
the Hollywood gesture." Marcia suddenly
"Why not?"
became
"Why the
not woman.
what?"
..
tioned
proposi
ever
"Why haven't you

"Now, what the hell has that to do with
discussing?"
the thing s we're
"Perhap I'm too dumb to know, Marcia
said serenely, happy that he was angry. _
"Shut " up and listen, and I promise this
e? my last effort to show you the
will mbe
discovered
Starting at scratch,
light.— "
you
. ,I
• i
Marcia interrupted with a weary sigh
"So you said before and before, and on and
you subsequently signed a contract
"And
with
me — "
.
"Let me finish for you," Marcia said with
, "After signing me to a conmock courtesy
my
on —tract" that gave you the right to order
e
infallibl
your
of
life completely, it's proof
sucgreat
a
become
have
I
that
t
judgmen
cess, and I should therefore be content to
to Solotrusting
indefinitely
go on mon's
ons." myself
decisi
_
"Exactly. Or until such time as Solomon makes a bad guess— at least until his
with you runs out."
contract
"I won't do it!"
He changed to a confidential tone. "Why
down and confess to Phil?"
you break
don't
what?" she demanded warily.
"Confess
"Just what horrible inferiority complex
it is that makes you wish to drop playing
hard boiled hussies when you are the unline."
disputed tops in that
"You needn't
resort
to flattery. You re
wasting your time."
[ .
Phil became exasperated. "But doesnt it
to you that you've set a
mean anything
new style in leading women that has made

others seem insipid by comparison?"
the"Don't
you think I have any feelings?"
"What's that got to do with it?"
"Evidently you haven't been reading my
"What's wrong with it?"
Marcia snapped. "I'm receivmail."
fan"Plenty!"
all over
ing letters from women's societiesplay
anythe country asking why I never
muror
molls,
gun
dopes,
thing but harlots,
deresses, charging me with being a disgrace
to my profession and a smirch on the fair
of America."
womanhood
"Did they forget
to mention that you had
won the Academy Award twice in succesroles?"in
colorful
for portraying
"I sion
could
have wonthese
it just
as easily
some decent role."
"Oh,
you it."
think so!"
"I know
"As queen of the drawing room, for instance?" Phil asked with fine irony.
"Yes," she answered defiantly.
"In other words you feel capable of tak"Of course I do — I'm an actress."
role?"don't believe that those parts
ing any you
"And
which you've been portraying were good
because they were more or less a reflecself?" "If you are going
tion of yourwasinner
Marcia
furious.
! I'm not
— !"insinuating anything.
start insinuating
to "Please
I'm just trying to talk sense. Styles in acting change the same as clothes. The old
fashioned conception of a great artist was
one who could, simply by donning a beard
or a wig, play many parts, none of which
even remotely resembled the real actor.
But the quality of acting and the general
character of the audiences in those days
were very naive and everyone was easily
satisfied. Today it's a different matter. You
can no longer fool the public, and the public can't even fool itself. They demand that
actors be temperamentally suited to the
"All they
of which
parts
play." windy oration is simply
your adroit way of telling me that, because
of some strange quirk in my make-up, I am
peculiarly suited to the role of seductress,
prostitute, murderess, or any other foul
character that some filthy minded writer
"Precisely. You are the only young character actress in the business who has been
may conceive."
elevated to a featured leading woman and,
instead of getting down on your knees and
a sissie!"
want to be
God,upyoucharacter
thanking
"I'll take
acting
when I
crutch."
start
"Butusing
whata of
your public?"
"Well, what of it ?" she rasped.
"Don't you understand that, because of
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Frolicking at Borzage's "Big Top"
you see Gertrude and Jimparty
mie Ellison, above. Right: Patricia
Wilder, Wendy Barrie, Edgar
(Arab) Kennedy, and Don Terry.

DANDRUFF?

your elemental qualities, you have become
a boon to the common people? You express
yourself in a manner that is familiar to
them.
shoved For
downyears
theirthey've
throatshadandgrand
ladiesladies
are,
God bless them, for the most part very
boring.
You are real."
"Go away."
"Gladly. But before I leave let me warn
you that, though a lady may wear the
skins of many animals, the leopard can
never change its spots, even with the aid
"So what?"
dye."it resolves
of"So
A lady may play
tion, but a toughie
"There you go,
shrieked.

4
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(1) regular cleansing of scalp; (2) killing
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with this Zonite solution — 2 tablespoons
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itself to this, my sweet.
a toughie with distinctmay not portray a lady."
insinuating again!" she

"Will you please stop using that infantile
"Then stop
!" being so insulting. Damn you,
expression
anyway
! Why do you always provoke me
into making a horrid scene?"
"I don't. You gravitate to such scenes as
naturally as dishwater trickles through a
"You get out of my house!"
"Now, don't lose your dignity," Phil began pedantically. "The first mark of a lady
gutter."
is poise and, remember, good manners, like
charity, should begin at home." He switched
suddenly to the personal. "If you feel so
capable of portraying the gracious lady,
why not start practicing on me?"
"Oh Phil, let's not fight any more."
"Now, that's better.'"
"If you only knew the horror I have of
playing those parts, how it hurts and
humiliates me, you wouldn't ask it."
"If I knew for sure just what your objections are to being a great artist," Phil
said with a brief show of tenderness, "perhaps Icould help you get rid of them."
"I'm so tired of doing the same thing all
was on the defensive again. "But
time."
thePhil
you've never played two parts that were
"They had one thing in common — they
rotten
all all
were
alike."
"They
had !"guts."
"That's why I despise them. They went
to such great length to display their guts.
Oh God, how sick I am of that word."
Griggs appeared at the door. "Mr. Baum"All right, Griggs," Marcia said.
Sol entered, full of business, affably washberging."his hands and smiling broadly. "Everything is settled? The contract is signed?
"No, very bad," Marcia said.
Sol was stunned. "What!"
Good."
made cracks
a weary
lotMarcia
of smart
and gesture.
insults, "Just
but noa
Sol shook his head sadly. "I'm sorry to
hear that, Marcia — for your sake."
There was something in Sol's manner
okra."
that engaged attention, especially Marcia's.
"Why the tears for me?" she asked.
Sol sat heavily. "Why should we discuss
it— there ain't no contract."
"What is it?" Marcia demanded impatiently.
"You wouldn't be interested, anyway,"
Sol replied, elaborately careless.
"Sol ! You aren't a mystery story writer,
— can the suspense."
"Oh just!"a cable from London."
"London
"From Lawrence
"What!"
she cried.Stewart, the director."

ZONITE

Is

9.3 Times More Active
than any other popular, non-poisonous
antiseptic— by standard laboratory tests
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"He wanted you for the lead in a pic"He did!"
"Funny thing," Sol continued conversationally, "Anne Barrett is playing second
ture."
lead. You remember her. I thought it
would be nice for you two to be together
SCREENLAND

Rosemary Lane, above, enjoying a
well-earned holiday in New York.
in the same picture. Really a swell idea."
"It would be — with her playing second
lead.';
"Well, it's too bad you can't go. But
that's the breaks of the game. I'll send
"Oh
Sol, you
her?"sadly sym"I woulda
sent won't
you," send
Sol said,
Parnell."
pathetic, "but there ain't no contract."
"There will be ! Give it to me — I'll sign
Sol rose. "Well, I got plenty troubles of
my own. I got to get back to the studio.
You fix up the contract with Marcia." He
turned to Marcia with grim warning. "If
you go changing your mind again and give
me more troubles, Parnell goes to London
and you and I are through. Get what I
Sol started out, Marcia going to the
door with him as she said sweetly, "I get
what you mean, Sol, but don't worry. /
?"
meangoing
am
to London, and I think you're
just a precious old lamb pie."
Sol beamed on her. "Well, so long as I
ain't pork." He reached over and patted
it." " 'Bye, baby."
her" 'Bye,
on theSol."
cheek.
As Sol left Marcia returned to Phil,
radiant, "All right, Mister, bring out your
so fast, young lady ; you and I are
old"Not
contract."
going to have an understanding before"Yes sir," she said meekly, "fire when
"From now on you'll play the parts asready, sir."
signed to you — and without question."
"Aye, aye, sir."
hand."
Phil softened. "And you'll promise to be
Marcia was inclined to be gracious. "I
promise."
She regarded him thoughtfully.
a good girl?"
"You know, Phil, I'm actually going to
"Oh no, you're not," he said with cheermiss you."
"Oh,
but I shall, darling; after all, I
ful assurance."
really do think a lot of you."
Phil grinned. "Put your heart at ease —
"What !"
I'm going along.'"
"You don't think I'd let you go alone?"
"Oh God !" Marcia moaned. "I knew
there'd be a catch in it. So you just can't
bear
of our
being of
separated?"
"I the
can'tthought
bear the
thought
what an
utter fool you'd be in London without me
"I'd rather not go!"
to guide you."
"
— Parnell
as youme saythe
"Just give
"Oh
damned— contract
and
I'll sign it. I suppose I'll have to take
someone along to act as baggage boy."
"I'll probably drown you before we get
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across." Phil took out the contract and
handed it to Marcia, with fountain pen.
With the pen poised, Marcia smiled thoughtfully, Phil forgotten as she said, "I'll show
that Anne Barrett." She started to sign,
then paused with a frown, "I wonder what
kind of part Stewart has for me."
Lawrence Stewart's office in the London
studios had an old world, feudal atmosphere,
with its oak paneled woodwork, leaded
windows, rich drapes, heavy hand carved
furniture and thick rugs.
Stewart was an attractive Englishman,
about thirty. Seated behind his desk he
watched Phil in amusement as he paced
back and forth, smoking furiously.
"I knew the little fool would do something like that. She's the most dependable
hell raiser I know."
Stewart smiled. "She seems rather an
unusual
"Wait!"person."
Phil said, "Before she went to
the boat I cautioned her about what she
should say if any of the reporters were
there for an interview. They were there,
all right. I've steered Marcia clear of interviews as much as possible. She's poison.
But there's something about a boat — when
these ingactresses
one there's
no doing
holdthem. She get
wenton very
English,
particularly well with circumstances, secretary, extraordinary — you know the way you
English
emasculate
words."
"I know."
Stewartcertain
chuckled.

£¥€
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GiTLAMOUR! — elusive enchantment —
did you know that "your eyes haveletIt''it
Don't
any — other
more thanthere
slumber
touch feature?
Maybelline
Mascara
to those neglected lashes with af ew simple
upward strokes of the dainty Maybelline
brush. Deepen the mascara at the outer
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farther apart, more expressive. Then see
what long, dark, silky, luxuriant lashes you
have. Maybelline is harmless, tear-proof
and non-smarting.
• Next— eyebrows. They hold the secret
to your individual expression and charm.
Sobesureyouaccentthem — usethesmoothmarking Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.
• Then — a bit of creamy Maybelline Eye
Shadow on your upperlids — blenditfrom
the center outwards toward your temples
for the most delightful effect.
• At night — gently smooth a bit of
Maybelline Eye Cream into the sensitive,
tender skin around your eyes. It will help
ward off those persistent little crowsfeet
and eye wrinkles that mar one's beauty.
9 Discriminating women al 1 over the world
rely on these exquisite Maybelline aids to
glamour. You, too, will be delighted with
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they will give you.

"But occasionally she forgot her broad
a. She was like the midwest American girl
who had returned from her first trip to
London where she had dawnced and
dawnced and dawnced until she just couldn't
dance
longer."
"Howanyextraordinarily
amusing," Stewart
said.
"Those press vultures thought so. They
egged her on, and I was helpless without
making a scene, and I don't think even that
would have stopped her."
"I say! You must have suffered."
"God ! I begged those mugs not to print
that tripe, but they only gave me the finger
"Finger wave?"
"They jolly well made fun of me — thumb
towave."
nose, fingers wigwagging."
Stewart laughed. "Oh, I see. And then?"
"After the gentlemen of the press had
pumped her dry and retired I made one of
my biggest mistakes — I should have thrown
her"That
off themight
boat." have caused a certain
amount of confusion," Stewart said mildly.
"It would have been worth it," Phil said
regretfully. "Well, she went to her cabin
and was never seen again until we docked
at Liverpool. I thanked God for that ! But
the fellow passengers
thought she had

"Oh, she'll give you a lot of laughs beyou're through with her. Personally, I
amusefore me."
won't be able to see the humor of it."
"You know, Burns, there's rather a
strange
coincidence
in all this,Have
and you
it's
really frightfully
embarrassing.
"Yes.
a swell story, and right down
read
the It's
script?"
her
alley.
But
she'll make one fine row
when she reads it.
"She's reading it now."
"Then it won't be long," Phil warned.
"Be prepared for the fireworks."
"You don't think she'll see the resemblance of the character to herself?"
"Not a chance. She'd resent it like hell
if she thought anyone could even imagine
her"Are
beingyoulike
that."
quite
serious?"
"Oh quite."
"It's most extraordinary
fusing. It's because of her
that the story was written.

Stewart asked.
and very contype of person
You don't mind

works.
I don't offend easily."
frank?"
a bit
being the
my"Shoot
"That's sporting of you. Now, I'll tell
you how the story happened to be written :
From time to time a number of these snobbishly apologetic Americans have come to
London in the manner of Miss Court. You
know, lavishly praising England and its
culture, and deprecating American manners. And to me the most offensive part
of it all is that these strange persons
seemed to think the English would like
them better for this attitude. Of course,"
he said hastily, "we realize that they are
in no way representative of the better class
Phil smiled good naturedly. "Apology
Americans."
"The whole
thing annoyed me intensely,"
Proceed.'"
accepted.
Stewart
continued, "And at last I conceived
the idea of writing a story portraying the
American snob abroad in England."
"You did a fine job of it."
"All the credit isn't entire!-" due to me.
Anne Barrett helped me no enu She seemed
to have such a clear conception of the
"She should," Phil commented drily.
"She
knows Marcia very well."
character."
"Yes. It was she who suggested that we
engage Miss Court to play that part of
Sally Belle Jones, the gauche American girl
mingling
"While with
AnneLondon's
portrayedsmart
the set."
Lady Mary
Warner. Ummm. This is going to be inAnne came in gaily. "May I join this
teresting."
weighty conference?" She advanced to
Phil, her hands extended. "How are you,

• Maybelline Solid-form Mascara in
gold metal vanity . . . 75c. Refills . . . 35c.
Maybelline Cream-form Mascara in d ainty
zipper case 75c. Both come in Black,
Brown, Blue. Maybelline Eye-brow Pencil,
in Black, Brown, Blue (blue used as
eye-liner), Maybelline Eye Shadow, in
Blue, Blue-gray, Brown, Green, Violet.
Maybelline Special Eye Cream. Purse sizes
of Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids at 10c
stores. Insist on Maybelline 1

"Anne ! It's good to see you again. We've
missed
Hollywood."
"And you
you indon't
know how I've missed
"But you wouldn't trade a nice, juicy
London
Hollywood."
Phil?" fog for our sterile sunshine, now
"There are moments when I'd give a lot
you?"
would
for one of your bright days. But I'm really
enjoying
rightwoman,
now."
"You'veLondon
turned tremendously
into a wicked

Whispering, John King, and smiling,
Patricia Wilder, at circus party.
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pulled a Garbo — you know, being ultra exclusive. However, she had brought along a
woman English instructor and was cramming fourteen hours a day of her diction."
Phil sighed. "You saw the result."
"Quite !" Stewart agreed. "She was so
stage-English that it was rather difficult
for the native born Englishman to understand her. I almost made the horrible mistake of thinking she was clowning to

SCREENLAND

"Sir!"
Anne
"I'veBarrett."
read the script," Phil told her
sternly, "and I understand it was your fine
hand that twisted the knife with such telling effect. Aren't you a little ashamed of
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box isthanthe ever!
same as10calways,
but
the contents
and 25c.
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skin . . .velvety. . . luminous . . . lasts
and have a "star's"comhours. Useof ityour
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own.
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caricaturing your American friends in such
fashion?"
devastating
a "Don't
lose your sense of humor, Phil.
Remember that good old American exall inbe fun."
"Yeah pres!ion— it's
There'll
lots of fun for every-

Stewart looked at her blankly. "What! I
say, Miss Court, don't you realize the
girl is the star of the picture?"
American
"You cawn't be serious, Mr. Stewart,"
Marcia said coldly, "Lady Mary Warner
is the leading role — the Ameddican girl

one but Phil. Oh well, I've yet to make a
picture with her without a battle. However,
before this I've always been on home

pawt."
character
merely awas
is Stewart
shocked. "Look here! You
don't actually think you were engaged to

"You'll be on home ground here,_ silly,
and with plenty of reinforcements if you
ground."
"That's
them."sweet, Anne. You always were a
need

Mary
Lady that
"You
youWarner?"
brought me
part ofmean
the cawn't
play
all the way to London to play the pawt of
that common Ameddican girl?"
"But, my dear Miss Court," Stewart said
weakly, "I— I— really, you were engaged to

"Thank
you, Mr. Burns."
grand
"You person.'"
haven't seen Marcia?"
"No,
and
I'm just a bit uneasy about the
me
et
in
g."
-v.
cu . u
"You may not recognize her. bne s beveddy English."
veddy, Not
"Oh come
Phil!
really?"
"Quite."
"How delightfully amusing."
"No, Anne — tragic. You've no idea how
dethat poor girl suffers from suppressed
sires, frustrations, complexes and all that
"Hogwash?" said Stewart.
hogwash."
"It's just a vulgar Americanism meaning
bunk," Phil explained kindly.
Marcia entered the room, script in hand.
There was a dangerous glint in her eyes
which failed to harmonize with her sweet
smile and gracious manner.
"May I come in? Oh, Anne Barrett !jMy
extraw'n'ly
deah, you cawn't imagine how
such a
delighted I am to see you. It's bean Hollylong time since we were together in
"It's nice to see you, Marcia. You re
splendidly."
looking
"It's coming
to a civilized country. You
wood."
know I feel rawthur a new pwrson after
getting away from that dreadful Holly"And I miss it so," Anne said sweetly.
deah ! I'm afraid
"Not reawlly ! My
wood."
attitude."
that's
much given to attitudes,
not anvery
"I'm just
Marcia."
.
, Have
tically
diploma
ed
Stewart interven

script, Miss Court?"
you read Ithe
think it's corking," Marcia said
"Yes,
as she dropped the scenario on the desk._"I
understand you wrote it," she said prettily.
Miss Barrett's assistance," Stew"With
art admitted modestly.
"Anne! How veddy, veddy clevah ! I
the part of the
you wrote
supposegir
l."
dican
. Amed"I wrote the part of the American girl,
Anne said quietly.
"Naturally you would— after your Hollywood associations."
"Naturally."
Letting that one pass, Marcia turned to
Stewart, "I'm delighted with the part I'm

Phil gave a violent start and looked at
Marcia
to play."warily.
"Really?" Stewart said, pleased.
"And I shall be forever grateful to you
for realizing that I should be suited to
that type of role. In Hollywood I've always
bean so horribly miscast."
"Oh my God!" Phil moaned with a
weary sigh.
"Then you actually do like the part, Miss
Court?" Stewart asked, with a triumphant
glance at Phil.
"Oh I do indeed. You see Im hawlf
English on my father's side."
are you on your mother's side?'
"What
put in.
Phil
"French !" Marcia snapped without looking at him. And then to Stewart. ' Of
be
course you understand there will have to
some re-write, and the part fattened up a
bit. As it is now there is entirely too much

, of the Ameddican girl."
SCREENLAND

(To Be Continued)
play that part."

Bing himself
Continued from page 21
the front door, but that's how lies get out.
We lived in our bedroom and the playroom, even having dinner served in the
latter. Once, on my way to the kitchen —
Well, you're
(Oh didn't you know I cook?
the wrong door
right— I don't) I openedstrange
place that,
and found myself in a
from the looks of it, I judged to be the
dining room. I had been wondering what
than
we would do if we ever had mmore
my own
four to dinner and right here,
home, was the answer to my problem.
I thought we might as well get used to
have
we'ddinner
houseboy
the night.
I toldthat
placein sothere
the
When
dinner
was announced and I, in a new pair of
hostess pajamas (yes, they were still
wearing them then), grandly led the way
into the dining room, my consort gravely
inquired if I had gone Hollywood and was
trying to put on swank! Yet he was the
one who planned the house!
I've really been kidding about the new
house It's comfortable and it isn't pretentious—except to us. We didn't build it on
crack but because
account of that writer's the
old place was
as our family increased
too small. Besides, the nursery was right
next to our room and guests running m
and out late at night disturbed the children.
again
As long as we were going to build
Bing said we might as well put up a place
eventualto take
enough
large ities.
been ofonealleventuality
has care
So far there
in the way of a baby but none at all in the
l cars. And the bar,
way of new or additiona
much to the disgust of our guests, is even
smaller than in the old place. Mr. Crosby
says we're not running a night club.
Times have changed in these five years.
Never one (since our marriage, at any
rate) to go for night clubs in a big way,
our friends come to
he preferred to have
our home. Many a night a gang of us
have sat around a roaring fire while sounds
ry— I mean "revelry"— and mirth
of ribald
rent
the air.
Nowadays, it is practically impossible to
get him to a night spot and, while he still
thoroughly enjoys having our friends drop
in gossip is taboo. If any hapless mortal
should make the mistake of "dishing" vein
our home, Bing lends a polite and attenti
—oh very attentive — ear— but the guest is
not asked to play a return engagement.
I sincerely hope and trust this is a phase
that will pass because while he gets out to
the paddock, the golf club and the studio
and, willy-nilly, hears everything thats
me NOTHING. Were it
going on, he tells
not for the newspapers, which I detest
having to read, I would not know who has
or even Who's Whose.
been wed, divorced of
Bing that acquaintIt is this phase
ances and people who do not know him
well comment upon. It isn't a change in

place in a little number of a conservative
orange or purple hue with what he fondly
believes are matching accessories. In reality,
while the accessories will undoubtedly be
conservative they will, -like as not, be of
a magenta, green, violet or strawberry
what can't
Bing
r, bethat's
Howeve
tone.
. and
endured
must
cured
be
Never will I forget the time, right after
making "Going Hollywood"
he had wefinished
were invited to the Hearst Ranch
when
at San Simeon. It was our first appearance
in high society and Bing was determined
apto spare no expense in making said
pearance a success. I was ordered to get
"some decent clothes." I did. Although I
knew I would have no use for it at the
ranch I had sense enough to realize a
woman only runs into such an opportunity
once in a lifetime so I got an ermine wrap,
among other things. There was no sense
nothing
having a lot of lovely clothes and
to wear over them when I got back.
But this story is about Bing. He let the
moths out of his pocketbook and Solomon,
in all his glory, was not arrayed as was
Bing on that trip. Joseph, with his gorgeous
coat, would have hid his face in envy could
he have had a glimpse of the variegated

Bing — it's a reversion to type. At heart
be,
Bing is, always has been and always will
a Main Street boy. He still has the quaint
notion there are certain things that should
not be discussed in mixed company and
ed
other things that should not be discuss
in front of women. He tried for a while
to adapt himself to the Hollywood viewpoint and to be hail-fellow-well-met. But
there are things that stick in his crawthings he cannot inure himself to and,
finally, he has decided there is no reason
why he should try to.
He hasn't, like one of our illustrious
the stage where he's trying
stars,butreached
he has reached the stage where he
God
sees no reason the conversation in our home
should be different than it is in nice homes
in Spokane or Keokuk.
In addition, and I know it is no pose
spotwith Bing, he really shrinks from the when
light. Something churns inside him
we go out and people point at him or he
is made conspicuous in any way. Naturally,
most of our close friends are people in the
same line of business as Bing but, unconsciously, hetries to avoid reaching the
stage where his sole interest in life will
be pictures and where he will be unable to
discuss anything else. He is the most avid
newspaper reader I know. He starts in the
upper left hand corner of page one and
not a word (including the want ads and
personals) is skipped on his way to the
last word in the lower right hand corner
of the last page.
But newspaper reading is not enough.
Bing yearns for open forums. The Bob
Burns influence, probably. At any rate, he
cultivates as many people outside the industry as possible. All he asks is that they
have personality or intelligence. I suppose
it might be called "keeping one's hand on
pulse."
theI public
mentioned something in my previous

fret

Ifodcfo

Dixie Lee and Bing Crosby step ou*.

article about Bing's color blindness. At that
two
time, being a poor benighted bride ofhopes
or three years standing, I had vague
of curing him— or educating him. While
he still cannot differentiate between colors
he has finally learned to distinguish the
pastel shades. They all look gray to him
and nothing so indeterminate as gray appeals to my spouse. He leans toward the
cardinal colors and if I am not careful
he is apt to appear at any time or any
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tints in Bing's
When we were getting ready for our
trip to Honolulu a year or so ago I broadly
hinted we ought to have some new duds for
the journey. "Oh, I'll pick up a few
things," he remarked laconically.
" were
few things
"the presse
later tly
two compac
A day
one
d into
red,or all
delive
small box. With fingers trembling and apprehensive, Itore off the wrappings. His
confor a six weeks' trip had
shopping
all idensisted of the purchase of six caps,
only
The
al.
tical as to shape and materi
green,
—
red,
colors
the
in
was
ence
differ
purple, orange, blue and — as a sop to Mrs.
Grundy and Esquire— one gray one!
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with spring end holders
If you like curlers wirh spring
end holders, you will like these
new HOLLYWOODS. They are
'designed so that they hold hair
ends securely yet do not crimp
and will slip off easily without
spoiling the curl. Two sizes. ..with
2" and 2}A" curling surfaces. They
give you all the superior, patented
features that make HOLLYWOOD
CURLERS so easy to use, so quick
to dry, so pleasing in results. See
the complete HOLLYWOOD line
at your variery store. ..from the new
Giant that makes big soft curls to
the little Midget that is so useful in
controlling short, bothersome ends.
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WONDERFUL
RONINGS
Here's that new way to do hot
starching without mixing, boiling or straining as with old
fashioned lump starch. Everything already included in powdered form. Makes starching
easy. , Makes ironing easy. See
howelastieity and that fresh new
look are given back to curtains,
aprons, play clothes, soft collars
and shirts. Your iron fairly glides
A wonderful invention. Sendnow.

—
YOU—
THANK
> THE HUBINGER CO., No. 561, Keokuk, la.
! Your free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please,
jI
"That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."
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All of which brings us down to the momentous topic of RACE HORSES. Just
as they say a wife is always the last to
know of her husband's peccadilloes (you
see, /, too, am broadening as a result of
these open forums) / say a wife is always
the
last to know of her husband's mental
aberrations.
I think the first I knew of what has since
become the bugaboo of my life was when
I heard a crack over the radio. I tossed it
off as an "anything for a laugh" gesture.
But quip has followed quip in mocking succession, almost as rapidly as horses have
followed horses into his fast growing stable.
And the laughs have grown apace. Aunt
Kitty once won a race and, I believe, an
animal named Rocco. We'll mercifully draw
the blanket of darkness — if not forgetfulness — over the achievements of the rest of
his thundering herd.
What he wanted with a horse in the first
place only he and God will ever know. I

3 Smart

Girls

Tell

How

sigh, sometimes, for the Bing of by-gone
days — the Bing who would get ready to
run if a horse came near him. I never
realized
extent
Bing's
courage
I saw athestill
from ofone
of his
shortsuntil
in
which he nonchalantly waved his hat, the
while he bestraddled a flea-bitten white
nag. That seeming nonchalance almost
brought on a nervous breakdown when he
dismounted. But that was the Bing of another era. Today he proudly hoists his
avoirdupois onto the saddle of the lead
horse as he lights the way from stable to
track for his darlings to have a workout.
Well, I ween the day is not far off when,
instead of taking food from the mouths of
his wife and children to feed those bangtails, itwill be a question of his wife and
children snatching food from the mouths
of his gee-gees if we are to fend off starvation. If I venture to remonstrate I am
met with a supercilious, "Tush, woman 1"
And there's Bing for you !

They
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That

2nd

Date

Continued from page 55
"Here's something that's very important,"
Anne continued, curling up in her chair.
"If he suggests a place of amusement, go
there. Don't suggest some place else as he
probably has planned the evening as his
idea of a wonderful time — and again, this
particular place may fit in best with his
pocketbook. But if he leaves it up to you,
have some place in mind and mention it
immediately. He'll be so grateful and you'll
avoid one of those awful sessions of 'you
suggest where we go' and 'no. you do' that
get you nowhere. He probably has left it
up to you not knowing in just what direction your tastes lay, and when you suggest
a definite place he'll feel you're sure to
Anne yourself."
warmed to the subject as she chatenjoy
tered on. "Don't keep him waiting hours
That doesn't seem so terwhile you dress. but
it is. Remember, this
ribly important,
is your first date with him. He enters your
home a stranger. You are upstairs dressing ;your mother or dad are probably tryhim while he's waiting,
ing to entertain
strain is terrible — on him ! Strange
and the
home, strange people — by the time you arrive he won't even notice how adorable you
look; his eyes will be on the clock! And
oh, yes, don't keep him up late. Just because
until noon next day doesn't
you
mean can
thatsleep
he can and when he's struggling
through the following day, half-dead from
lack of sleep, he won't be relishing another
date
with you."
"That's
really grand advice, Anne," I
thanked her.
"Oh, but there's one thing more," she
'Don't.' Don't try
continued. "It's another
to arouse jealousy in order to whet his
interest. It's a pretty cheap trick. Jealousy
is such an awful thing; it can destroy so
much that is lovely in a relationship, that
any girl, who deliberately arouses it is just

— taking somewhat of a risk in being out
with you— and he'll be on your door-step
the following night again ! All men are little boys who love secrecy and adventure
and dating a girl who is not supposed to
date you, adds zest to the evening.
"You can tell him about that silly Bill
Zilch who has the idea he owns you and
who just dares anybody else to take you
out; or about your family's decided preference for Jack Brown — and their insistence
that you date only him — and how you hate
it ! Romance thrives on competition and
obstacles, so hint at a little of each on that
first date and just watch your man come
back for more !
"And of course the perfectly priceless
line (priceless because it's so very old and
so very good!), it to tell him he's the only
man you've, met who really understands
you. And ask his advice on everything under the sun. Marvel at his powers of perception, at his ability to understand your
thoughts and feelings. The opportunity to
be an oracle, a sort of fount of wisdom,
will prove too much of a temptation for
him to resist, and he'll feel he must see you
of his sage advice
morea mischievous
you me
to give
often
Carole
threw
glance.!"
"If you discover you two have a lot in
common, dwell on those common interests
for they will make a bond of companionship. But don't worry if your interests seem
as far apart as the poles. You have the
most impc tant thing in common — you're

trouble."
for that
asking
I'd say
Anne's advice is primarily:
Show consideration and thoughtfulness
toward a man and your second date worries
are over.
In presenting the very beautiful ^Carole
as the next adviser I don't think
need stress her popularity. Any girl who
ILombard
can call Clark Gable her best boy friend

! You'd
a nationfrom
popularity a vote
gets
the
little ofstartling
expectthesomething
wouldn't
vivacious,
promise you you
on — andted I Lombard,
you? Readsophistica
won't be disappointed.
"Let him think there's an element of
you!" Carole shot at me.
in dating
danger
"Make him
think he is being a little daring
SCREENLAND

Connie Moore, Universal starlet,
in her chic straw hat (or hatlet?).

both interested in him, and that topic is
all evening!" Carole ended with . a
good
laugh.
So there you are — three sets of advice
three beautiful and popular youngfrom
stars — Alice, Anne, and Carole. I purposely
chose these three because each represents
s
set isin a Hollywood'
distinct
a separate
social
circle.and
Anne
Shirley
part of the
younger picture crowd — most of them about
college age — and all of them interested in
boating, fishing, intimate little home parties
and beach gatherings. While Alice Faye
and her crowd adore dancing and exploring
new night clubs ; attending first night openings in a group. The luscious Lombard at
one time would have been best classed as
a member of the set now typified by Alice,
but that was B.G. (Before Gable). Now
Carole is seen less frequently at the night
spots.

i hope

he

ll

propose

tonight!
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WAY
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Hollywood

Barometer

Continued from page 23
which this modern trend makes possible.
Carole Lombard once told me, "The
feminine leads in many of the light, airy
pictures so popular today are startlingly
different from the characters we played
in pictures a few years ago. I believe audiences love them for the very reason that
they show a new companionship between
the sexes — a thing we women in Hollywood have known for some time.
"It's made possible because in Hollywood women are independent, financially
and mentally, and any man is swept off his
feet by a woman who is his equal and who
knows how to maintain her individuality.
Provided, of course, that she retains her
femininity too !"
The gay, charming friendships between
stars like Carole herself and Clark Gable,
or between Barbara Stanwyck and Bob
Taylor, are cases in point. And if love follows friendship, it comes naturally and has
a meaning all the deeper because of being
based on companionship and mutual respect.
Want to know how you're going to entertain several months from now, according to the Hollywood barometer? Just a
few years ago, the movie colony led the
way toward greater informality in social
affairs. Buffet suppers became a standard
form of hospitality from coast to coast, after Hollywood hostesses paved the way.
Now, when the country is following Hollywood's lead in the matter of "idea" parties
and "costume" parties, Hollywood itself
has moved on to strictly formal small dinners at home, or in private rooms of smart
restaurants.
Small and rather expensive eating houses
are the order if you dine out ; correctly
served dinners for eight or a dozen are the
rule if you entertain at home. Conversation
runs all the way from art to politics to
horse-racing, and conversation is the only
form of entertainment offered.
"In other words," Bette Davis interpreted
the barometer, "heralding a period of true
enjoyment of good living — appreciation of
our homes, our cherished belongings, and
of our friends for the wit and stimulation
us."
offerBrandstatter,
they
Eddie
popular Hollywood
restaurateur, seconds the prediction with
the news that your favorite stars are enjoying good food with the knowledge of connoisseurs. "People are ordering crepes
suzette again — and sauce diablc — breast of
pheasant with bread sauce — baked Alaska
— even breast of guinea hen under glass.
Despite the rigorous dieting of many stars,
elaborate menus are fashionable once more."

EVERY
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Here is how to help keep skinirritating poisons from your blood
Don't let repulsive-looking hickies rob you
of charm . . . ruin your chances for friendship
and affection . . . spoil your good times. Find
out what the trouble may be, and take steps
to correct it.
During the years of adolescence, from 13 to
25, important glands are developing. These
gland changes upset your system.
At the same time intestinal waste poisons
are often deposited in the blood stream, and
e skin of your face
may irritate the sensitivbreak
out.
and shoulders. Pimples
help keep these
to
way
a
is
there
ely,
Fortunat
blood. Eat
skin-irritating poisons out of your The
millions
Fleischmann's Yeast, 3 cakes a day.
in each cake of this fresh
of tiny, living plants the
wastes the natural way
food help to remove
and clear the skin of pimples. Thousands of young
30 days or less. Act now.
people get results inYeast
and eat it faithfully.
Fleischmann's
Get how
See
your skin clears up.
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before your face so that only one eye
shows.' He did it at once, and I think the
result is cute.
"He isn't the least difficult. If he s playing and I come along with the Rolleiflex
he falls
'Do that,'
'Do onthis'
say:mood
and
he
Sometimes
instant.
the or
into the
Oh, he's most
if anything.
side, co-operative.
the Barrymore
bit on shots.
Asuggests
You never have to track him down and
shoot from the shrubbery when he isn't
noticing. Maybe at times a trifle posey—
but that's Normie !
"At home, when Dick and I come in
from work, he's always nicely dressed;
afterwards, he says : 'Excuse me !' and runs
a fireman's
on us
putsshow
and to
upstairsdown
and to actsuitlikeanda.
comes
fireman. Then he changes into a policeman's
a Tyrolean suit
that,Heit'salways
afterhim.
outfit,
someoneandgave
adopts a
character to fit the costume, so no doubt
he'll end up as an actor. We never ennaturally. couraged him on this, but he took to it
"The other week, Dick and I invited him
to go to see some real firemen, and one of
them let him slide down the pole from the
upper floor. Normie was thrilled. He said
he wasn't afraid, and he really wasn't, but
my heart came and stood in my throat so
I couldn't speak. Dick knew how I felt,
but he just squeezed my hand and said:
'He's all right. I'm right here. I'd catch
if anything happened.' And of course
him
boy.
I know I mustn't make a coward of the
"Normie imitates his Daddy all the time.
Often he poses as he thinks his Daddy
looks. He'll come racing down to me and
say: 'Think I need a shave?' feeling his
cheek the way Dick does. Dick got him a
rubber razor so he can shave with Daddy
day."back to the camera, Joan reGetting
every
marked that there's an advantage in having
a real artist in the family because Dick
often sets her camera correctly and tells
her exactly what to do.
"But then I get so excited I forget what
he said," she giggled. "Even when I go
against his instructions, the results are
often so good I can't help wondering what
rules are for. I'd like to take more pictures
of Dick, but he always feels that it would
be better if he could hold the camera and
wrong
I could! pose; he's sure I'll do something
"Last night, he took a shot of me sitting
in bed, with the lamp the only light on
me, and the result was really lovely. One
of these days I'll do something like that.
But I like to shoot fast. I have no patience
with all the fooling around, setting_ little
measuring and staring scientifgadgetsicallyand
at the light. I like to just go click
over!"the swift action shots, and is
andSheit'slikes
especially proud of several pictures of this
sort she took of the Rose Bowl football
contestants who visited the lot.

"If you think Screenland's readers
Don't
rules, I'd say :taking
interested in the
would be thumb
lens while
over
put your
picture ; I've tried it and it won't work.
the
If you are nervous or excited, get into the
habit of resting the camera on something.
And see that the lens is clean.
"But when people say to you: 'You cant
do that!' and you don't see why not, go
ahead and try it and find out who's right.
You might discover something new. But
don't get too cocky about it, or the man
who told you you couldn't may be disappointed. Ifhe thinks it's just because you're
a lucky little somebody, it'll be all right.'
SCREENLAND

Acme
Claudette Colbert in holiday mood,
on the trip her diary describes.
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Continued from page 27

themselves a private instructor. So I too
tried fenagling (the kindergarten was just
selftoo much for my pride and me the Kents
conscious type besides), and now the
and the Pressmans are the only people at
San Anton with a private instructor. The
Duke of Kent is* very nice and as crazy
about skiing as the rest of us. He looks
much more like King George than he does
like Windsor, but when he is buried in the
snow with his mittened hands and ski-shod
feet sticking up in the air, he looks like no
one so much as Claudette Colbert.
Davos Dorf, Austria
We arrived here last week and if anything Davos Dorf is even more breathtakingly beautiful than San Anton. To get
to Davos Dorf from San Anton one must
change trains six times in a seven-hour
run, which I claim is some kind of a
record. Three of the ducky little trains
only had Third Class cars, which means
wooden benches and no heat — but it was"
though I can't remember when
of fun
a lotbeen
I've
so uncomfortable. And the bruises
on my — (Deletion : Miss Colbert tells where
it hurts) — didn't help matters any, either.
If anyone ever asked me to ride in a cold
train on wooden benches in America I
would probably squawk my head off — but
here in the Tyrol it is all part of the fun.
My skiing is coming along very nicely.
I can do the "Kandabar" three times in one
the toughday. The "Kandabar" is one of and
makes
est racing slopes in Europe,
Dollar Mountain at Sun Valley look like
even less than a penny. I'm most impressed
anyoneit
whether
prowess
by
boast about
expect— to
not — and
is1 or skiing
else my
I keep
fact,
In
years.
twenty
next
for the
y all
practicall
patting myself on the back
day— high up on the back, the rest is black
and blue and better left alone!
Around here fractures are as common as

Half of the American girls' team
toothache.
have broken legs or sprained ankles or
displaced knees, but no one seems to mind
very much. It's all very jolly. The doctor
puts them in a cast in the morning and
hobbling in to dinner
that night they come days
ago a girl fell
with a cane. Three
down a sheer cliff, about sixty yards, and

split her forehead open. The doctor had to
take seven stitches. As we Tyroleans say
"Ski-Heil." Only they pronounce it sheeheil — and so help me everytime someone
yells it at me I always think they're calling
me names'.
St. Anton, Austria
The crowd we've run into here at St.
Anton is perfectly swell. I have an idea
that here is where we will stay for the rest
of my vacation. Corty Hill's two brothers,
here, and Louis'
Jerome and Louis, isare
a peach. Also Schiawife Dorothy, who
parelli's daughter Gogo — seventeen and
very cute. And the Ronald Balcoms. She
was Millicent Rogers of New York. They
are absolutely delightful — crazy about skiing and very unaffected — don't dress at
night, don't stay up late. In other words,
just the Colbert type. Millicent has given
me a toy dachshund which is the most adorI havetheever
seen.to I'm
scared(she
to
death abletothingbreak
news
mother

artist

an

of

much

Not

His ancient picture-writings tell us today
how he lived, what he ate. Scientists say
his tough, primitive foods kept his teeth
strong and healthy. Our soft modern foods
give teeth too little real exercise.

said when I was leaving "whatever you
bring home from Europe, Claudette, no
is
name in
enough").
dogs.
Hannsi Smoky
and he is
would
be worthHis'
a fortune
America. The small good ones are impossible to find. He is so affectionate — just
like a little seal. Or maybe seals aren't affectionate— Oh, well, a little seal in the
mating season. Anyway, I'll get hell when
I cometo home,
learn
love it but
later.I'm sure mother will
Millicent has built a real Tyrolean peasant chalet in San Anton and decorated it
herself with old Biedermeier furniture
up in Vienna. It's too
pickedporcelain
which she Old
beautiful.
stoves in each
room, as high as the ceiling. They give out
amazing warmth besides being works of
art. She has flowered needlework carpets
which she makes with her own hands, and
chairs carved and painted by the Austrian
peasants. I almost turned green with envy
when I saw her home, and maybe if I can
get someone to buy the Colbert manor in
Holmby
I'll and
build ski
a Tyrolean
chalet
and
wear Hills
dirndls
for the rest
of
my life — maybe.
I am most fortunate in having a careful
ski instructor who will not permit me to
take chances. For it is really fantastic how
many accidents happen here. So far — and I
am knocking on wood — I have suffered
nothing worse than a pulled ligament and a
charley horse in my thigh. Of course if I
had a pulled ligament and a charley horse
at home I would certainly make the most
of them ; but here they sound so sissy compared with the broken legs and cracked
skulls of the others that I didn't mention
them to anyone but Jack. We have reservations at St. Moritz later in the month but
everyone here tells me that St. Moritz goes'
in mostly for night life, and night life after
a day of skiing is not for the likes of me.
Yesterday Jack and I skied from St.
Anton to the little village of St. Christoph.
It was divine. I only fell once — and only
because I decided to enjoy the view while
I was going down a steep hill. Evidently
you're
let theeyescenery
of itselfsupposed
and keepto your
on the take
ball. care
Oh,
well— I'll learn !
Hotel Plaza Athenee, Paris
Paris at last ! And Paris in the spring !
It's simply heavenly with its intoxicating
breeze, the trees bursting with little green
leaves along the boulevards, the fragrant
aroma of roasting chestnuts on the Champs
Elysees, the merry clatter of sidewalk
cafes, and the flowers — nowhere, not even
in California, have I seen flowers so brash,
so bright, so beautiful as they are in the
flower markets near the Madeleine. Though
I must say the salons of Molyneux, Patou,
and Schiaparelli offer them close competition !Paris is so wonderful, and I am having such fun, and it is so grand to be
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lovely

young and light-hearted that I have no
time to sit down and write about it. Sit
down — why, I haven't had a chance to sit
down since we left St. Moritz, and I wasn't
supposed to sit down then but my ski
strap slipped. When we are at the hotel
the phone rings constantly : everyone is so
cordial, everyone is so eager to have me
get every possible thrill out of the city of
my birth.
Yesterday we lunched with Phyllis Bottome at the Crillon and she was kind
her ofdown
hadn't let
enough
the
tion
my I interpreta
withthat
muchto say
too
Worlds."
"Private
her
in
doctor
woman
Then we had tea with Director Renoir,
son of the famous painter, at the Ritz
where fashionable Paris still gathers after
all these years. Back at the hotel, a fast
jump into evening clothes, and we were
off with the Fernand Gravets — who are
returning to Hollywood next week — for
dinner at the Meurice which boasts of having the most marvellous chef in Europe.
They have ! With them we went on a good
REST
YOUR
EYES
—
—
/
old-fashioned touristsy bender — the Casino
de Paris (Mistinguette is still kicking
those shapely legs), Maxims, Bricktops,
Clear eyes mean lovely eyes onion soup at Les Halles, and sunrise with
scrambled eggs and horrible coffee at
Don't let your eyes get tired from over-exposure
Montmartre. Quite a jag for me. But what
to the sun, wind or glaring light. You can
fun.
never look your best when your eyes are red
Our first day in Paris we went to the
or squinting.
races at Auteuil and I must say that
Take this simple precaution : wear SOLAREX
French horses are no kinder to me than
dark lens goggles whenever you face the wind
the Santa Anita variety. Jack said that
the horses I bet on had never seen an
or harsh light. Their darker lenses are scienAmerican movie star before so when they
tifically treated to shut out 94% of the sun's
harmful infra-red rays, without distorting natpassed my box they would stop and take a
good look, to see whether or not I lived
ural colors. They're soothing to your eyes;
would
up to my publicity, and ofdaycourse
flattering with any costume — the smart beauty
we did the
lose the race! The second
habit that so many Hollywood stars have
Louvre in the morning, lunch at Rumpeladopted. Ask for them by name: SOLAREX — ■ mayers on the Rue de Rivoli, and in the
afternoon drove out to Versailles where
the country's beauty goggles.
Marie Antoinette made her famous crack
SOLAREX dark lens goggles are
sold by better drug stores everywhere.
about cake which didn't seem to amuse my
Frames available in many styles and
ancestors— all of which put me in mind
colors, priced from 50c to $2.50. Case
of having lovely frosted cake for tea at
and polishing cloth free with most
the Trianon Palace. All right, so I ate
models. Matte by bachmann Bros,
inc., Philadelphia, established 1833.
cake, Marie Antoinette. And liked it.
We'll only be here until Friday (we
mustn't forget the Eiffel Tower) and then
we are renting a car and driving through
Brittany and northern France. Then back
to Paris, and this time I expect to go on
a clothes-buying bender. The first time I
have ever been in Paris with money
of the famous couturienough to enter one say,
is quite a thrill.
ers. That, I may
Paris, I do believe, is the grandest part
of a grand vacation.
MARY ASTOR
featured in the
Columbia picture
"There's Always
A Womnn"

Inside The Stars' Homes
Continued from page 13

RELIEF
Instantly Stops Pain Caused
by Shoe Pressure, Friction
Apply
Di. Scholl's
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on
corns, sore
toes, callouses,
bunions
or tender spots on feet or toes
caused by new or tight shoes — pain
stops! Removes the cause— shoe
friction and pressure. Cut this velvety-soft, cushioning foot plaster
to any desired size or shape and apply it. Flesh color. At Drug, Shoe,
Dept. and 1CV Stores. Sample also
Dr. Scholl's FOOT Booklet free.
Write Dr. Scholl's, Inc., Chicago.
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"I keep the jars filled with nasturtiums,
belong to this roombecause they seem to henna
kind, but these
not the orange and
ones."
yellow
and then
now note,
and an
ones,Americ
redThe
et pointed
Margar
out, was provided by the radio, the victrola, the guitar, and a corner of the room
piled high with her sculpturing effortsatheads, rough
modeling clay, finished and
cloths.
tempts, sketches, bowls
One of the chief charms of Margaret s
room is the view from her big window at
night. Hung over the city, she can watch
the lights. "Like rubies, diamonds and
emeralds, and even a few sapphires," she
said, proudly. "I wouldn't live anywhere
view !"
I couldn't have :this
Back to food "When I was m England,
I adored their food. I liked their deep-dish
pies, made with whole fruit and covered
SCREENLAND

with a thick crust. I liked roast beef,
Yorkshire pudding, steak and kidney pie,
all the famous dishes. Curry was my spedone. cialty. Oh yes, and English trifle. I've
never made any but I can tell you how it's
"You take lady fingers — or day-old cake
without icing — and line a bowl or pudding
dish. Then you make a custard and pour
a little on the cake, put in several spoonfuls of whole strawberry preserves, then
more custard. You can use raspberry, or
rich plum jam. Oh yes, I forgot: you flavor
the custard with a little sherry or fine
As to curry, Margaret assured me that
in England they serve the curried beef,
brandy." or chicken with tiny dishes of comutton
coanut, raisins, chutney and spiced nuts
around
like this the
: plate, but over here it's usually
CURRIED CHICKEN
Cook I tablespoon butter with 1 slice
onion, V\ apple, sliced, 1 tablespoon
Baker's grated cocoanut or minced almonds, alittle salt, paprika and 1 teaspoon curry powder dissolved in water.
When required cook 1 tablespoon butter
with 1 teaspoon flour, add Yi cup
chicken stock or gravy and 1 cup diced
chicken mixed with l/2 cup cream.
(YouCanned
can use
Richardson
and Robbins
Chicken
to advantage
for
this.) Add the curry mixture and serve
in ramekins.

on
Lond
Continued from page 61
"Hitch" is working now, is a mystery story
called "The Wheel Spins." Leading lady
is Margaret Lockwood, the gay brunette
ingenue you saw with George Arliss in
"Dr. Syn." The star is Hitchcock's new
discovery, a good-looking young stage
actor named Michael Redgrave, who has
never acted in a film studio before. He
comes from the little Liverpool Repertory
Theatre where Robert Donat and Diana
Wynyard and Elizabeth Allan and many
another now famous got their dramatic
training. He's tall and virile with a rich
deep voice, has an actress wife and a baby,
and lives in an ancient windmill in the
Essex countryside.
Highlight party of the month was given
by Charles Laughton and Elsa Lanchester
at a famous Park Lane restaurant. The
Laughtons don't often step out, being
domestic folk who prefer books by their
own fireside and a tray of coffee after
dark. But this supper-party was a unique
event since it followed the midnight gala
of Wrath"in
"Vessel partners
film financial
premiere
and
after of
all their
they are
it, along with their producer Erich Pommer, as well as the stars.
Their Mayflower Pictures, Inc., is going
to be a busy concern this year, for Charles
has already prepared the two next scenariosis
and will act in both films himself. One
"The Listener" and the other a smuggling
story "Jamaica Inn" which will be shot on
coast of Cornwall in a picthe ruggedturesquesea
old fishing village.

So this party was thrown in tremendous
style and Charles appeared in straight white
tie and tails. It's really surprising how
much younger and more dignified he looks
"in my natural" as he describes it. Elsa
was a radiant hostess in a green crinkled
circles embroidered
crepe gown with silver
on the front and her vivid red hair done all
round her face in curls. Vivien Leigh was

/
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In Hollywood! Merle Oberon returns
from London to star in films here.
guests, wrapped in a dratheblackforty
among matic
velvet cloak.
Even Robert Donat appeared at the
Laughton party, characteristic of the change
which recent events have wrought in our
handsome star. Three years ago he refused
all evening invitations, choosing to stay
home with his red-haired Scots wife Ella
and their three children, listening to the
radio or orchestral gramophone records —
music is his greatest passion. Just as he
would turn down a film part unless the
character particularly appealed to him and
decline a Hollywood contract in order to
act on the stage of some unknown little
theatre for a mere song a week because
they were presenting an unusual superintellectual play which happened to catch
his fancy.
But since those top-of-the-wave days
asthma has dogged the chestnut-headedto
actor and the sole film he was able
finish, "Knight Without Armor," was only
paDietrich's
Marlene
possibletience through
months
past eighteen
and help. This
on docRobert has poured out his savings sanatoria
tors and clinics and mountain
and been forced to drop out of several
Korda films because illness attacked him as
he started work. Now he is pronounced
cured at last, looking older and thinner
than the dashing hero of "The Ghost Goes
West" and seemingly wiser too, for he certainly realizes he has a lot of lost ground
to recover in attempting his come-back afHe's
the screen.
from about
absencental
ter this long
parties and
temperame
no longer
publicity and visitors on the set, a much
more charming Robert Donat in my opinion.
M-G-M's second British picture "The
Citadel" is affording Robert his second
chance of fame. He plays Dr. Andrew
Manson, the idealistic surgeon whose career
and marriage end so tragically, and he is
putting everything he knows into his part
under King Vidor's skilled direction. Let's
hope Robert will be able to finish it this
time for if illness should claim him again
I'm afraid our romantic actor will never
shine on the screen in future and he's too
gallantly handsome and too accomplished
an artist for films to lose. *
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tifully when suddenly with a blare of trumpets two extras appeared dressed as Parnell
and
presented
Gable Lady
with aKitty
crown O'Shca
made of and
a walnut
shell.
Whenever Carole Lombard, the girl friend,
thinks that Clark is getting cocky about
anything she always says, "Whatever became of Parnell?" And Spencer Tracy,
Clark's pal, never misses a chance to shout,
"Clap hands, here comes Parnell" when
Gable shows up on the "Test Pilot" set.
Myrna Loy wasn't very pleased about
"Parnell" either. Myrna, the cool, collected
type, was never one to get mad and fly at
loose ends all over the place. After reading
the reviews of "Parnell" (especially the one
that said Myrna was "oh beautiful, oh
sweet, oh divine, but not O'Shea") she
simply said "No" politely but firmly to a
whole slue of scripts submitted to her by
Calling

all
Margaret Sullavan, long absent from
films, dons camera make-up again.

CHEEKS!
Attention! Go at once to your
favorite toiletry counter. Get a
box of Po-Go Rouge, Brique
shade. Touch it to your cheeks
and see how well you look!
Po-Go's a remarkable rouge. Costs only
55c, yet it's hand-made in Paris. It's soft,
fine, feathery — goes on and blends as
easily as powder, then lasts and lasts I
And that Brique shade is unusually
flattering ! Blonde or brunette, you'll call
your cheeks perfect when you use Po-Go,
Brique. Try it! If your store can't serve
you, send 55c (stamps will do) direct to
GuyT.Gibson,Inc.,565FifthAve.,N.Y.C.
The perfect shade, BRIQUE— only in
ROUGE

{$G*

0 Rouge
Copyright. 1938
G. T. G. Inc.
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How

Stars

Facts

Face

The

of Flops

Continued from page 33
ing the forgotten man, so he very wisely
shook hands with the Warner Brothers and
signed a new contract. When "Boy Meets
Girl" is released Jimmy will be right back
up there with the Big Ten where he belongs.
After the preview of "Adventure in Manhattan" Jean Arthur decided that the time
had come for her and Columbia to face the
facts about her future pictures. Either she
got better pictures or else — But Columbia
wasn't in a very fact-facing mood, so it
was "else." Jean got mad and went on a
sit-down strike. Neither she nor Columbia
would give an inch. Jean, a most capable
and popular actress, was off the screen for
nearly a year. But recently, somebody must
have conceded a point, for Jean is now
completely out of her pout and has returned to her studio like a prodigal daughter to finish out her contract. And the
Fatted Calf that Columbia has prepared
for her is really something magnificent:
not only the lead in Frank Capra's supersuper "You Can't Take It With You," but
in "Golden
the girlBaxter
part ofWarner
theWhen
saw Boy."
himself all
done up as a white hunter in "The White
Hunter," a little Twentieth Century-Fox
number of 1936, he didn't rant and rage,
but neither did he laugh it off. He reacted
in the "hard way." He automatically took
himself off of salary until Twentieth had a
script ready for him that he liked — no more
jungles, thank you. For six months Warner
failed to get his weekly stipend, and then,
just when the taxes were due, he managed
to find a picture to his liking.
Fred Astaire prefers to toss it off with a
laugh. When he read the trade paper reviews of "The Damsel in Distress" (the
first picture he did without his team-mate
Ginger Rogers) he sent Ginger a wire
which read : "Ouch." You can be sure that
he won't try any more pictures without
time soon. Another laugherGingeris any
Clark Gable. Yes indeed, one of
offer
the biggest stars in the business, but Clark
had a flop coming to him too. "Parnell"
(or as one half-baked wit put it "Pawsmells") was generally conceded a colossal
"flop," and Gable has been trying to live it
down ever since, but his friends won't let
him forget. Fortunately, he has a sense
of humor. The "Test Pilot" company gave
him a birthday party on the set not long
ago and everything was progressing beauSCP

f FNLAND

Metro.it She
agreed on several
"Test Pilot"
after
had finally
been re-written
times.
Myrna's close friends say that after the
"Parnell" preview Myrna dug in her garden, but vigorously, for several days.
Joan Crawford got the best laugh out
of "Parnell" — but not the last. Joan, scheduled to do "Parnell" for months, decided
at the last minute that it would not be a
good picture and walked out of the cast.
But, unfortunately, she walked right into
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney" — which was
also a "flop." After a bad picture Joan
usually gives a party.
When Franchot Tone has a bad picture,
and he certainly had one in "Love is a
Headache," he always mutters "November
25th." On November 25th next, Franchot
will have completed his Metro contract,
and
stage. is free to return to the New York
When Merle Oberon, imported by Darryl
Zanuck to play the very exotic lead in
"Folies Bergere," found that she had a flop
on her hands she washed her face, lowered
her hairline, put on tweeds, and immediately
signed a contract with Samuel Goldwyn to
girl in "Dark Angel." So
play the English
successful
was she after she "changed her
entirely.
type" that Merle has given up being exotic
Irene Dunne couldn't help but being a
little hurt and chagrinned, though I must
say she took it very well, when she suddenly found herself faced with the biggest
flop of last summer — Mamoulian's "High,
Wide and Handsome." When somebody
asked Winchell how much "High, Wide
and Handsome" cost he cracked, "One
Mamoulian nine hundred thousand dollars."
and Tiresome"
that "High,it,Wide
I suppose
the most
has been
they nicknamed
as
kidded picture in Hollywood. You can well
that it didn't make Irene Dunne,
surmise
who
takes her work very seriously, _ any
too happy. "Give me a comedy — quick,"
obliged with "The
said Irene. So Columbia
Awful Truth" and so funny and charming
was it that Irene's fans immediately forgot
the laying of the pipe lines. Rouben
Mamoulian, the director, didn't get out of
the mess quite so easily, however. No
studio seems at all anxious to give Mr.
Mamoulian another colossal picture to direct.
When Marlene Dietrich learned she had
a flop in "Angel" and that Paramount
wanted to drop her from the contract list
(which has since been done), Marlene
changed her personality. Formpromptly
erly a rather retiring person who rushed
off to Europe as soon as her pictures were
in the can, Marlene began to dance the Big
Apple all over Hollywood. Any night, in
almost any night club, you can see Marlene
swinging into the Suzy Q. When our best
introvert becomes an extrovert I think
we've got the answer to how the stars face
the facts of flops. Or we've got something
anyway.

Return

of the Naughty
Native

Continued from page 34

me on that. Anyway, I got a series of
screen tests — and a contract."
Thus the legend of the "new Norwegian
up about Sigrid
stage star" that grew
Gurie when Goldwyn signed her in the
her orders to reFall of 1936, and gave
main in the background of Hollywood
life and studio activity until the following
Summer, when she donned Oriental make-m
up to play the Princess Kukuchin
"Marco Polo."
It was as easy as all that for Sigrid
Gurie to start at the top. And the revelation later, that she was born in Brooklyn
and had never before acted on stage or
screen, made it all seem ridiculously
simple. But before you carry too far the
be a cinema
reasoning that it's a cinch to Sigrid
Gurie
celebrity, just remember that
made good— after she got her chance. So
le stars
too did other "undated," new-sty
and starlets like Freddie Bartholomew,
Olivia de Havilland, Lana Turner, Jon
Hall, Tommy Kelly, Arlene Whelan
(manicurist on the Fox lot who went
into a film debut as leading lady in "Kidnapped"), and the rest.
Far more interesting and exciting, we
think, than the details of how Sigrid Gurie
"crashed Hollywood," is the fact that a
girl who had only a few months of
dramatic coaching could essay the important part assigned her with any assurance
at all, much less a grace and competence
born of confidence in herself. How did
.
she manage it?
"Oh, I was sure I could do_ it, and I
wasn't nervous. I have known since I was
six years old that acting in pictures was
the only thing I wanted to do. And as
to your question of what I thought about
myself when I saw 'me' on the screen for
the first time! I thought^ I was pretty
rate!"
good, not bad at any
Now I ask you, how can you help liking as well as admiring a person so
frankly free of all that coyness which is
often palmed off as heart-warming modesty— or haven't you heard, as' we have,
so many actors demurely declaring that
they were positively flattened by the
when they first saw themselves on
frights
the
screen?
At that, it was only a stroke of Goldwyn luck that prevented Sigrid Gurie
being revealed to the public via the screen
It
prior to the release of "Marco Polo." the
was a very small part, "shorter than
screen tests I made," Miss Gurie assures,
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Lucille Ball wears a lacquered straw
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but a part nevertheless. How it happened
goes something like this :
After Goldwyn signed Gurie, the screen
tests she made for him were shown to
other producers by Goldwyn himself.
There were several .offers to put her in
this picture and that, and finally Goldwyn
agreed to lend his new find to Universal
James Whale production of "The
for
RoadtheBack." However, it was strictly a
part of the arrangement that she would
work under a different name. Thus, one
Hedvig Ibsen, a slight, brown-haired, skyblue-eyed girl did the part of Marie in a
brief sequence in the film version of Erich
Mariawar.
Remarque's
afterin
the
The scenenovel
was ofa Germany
brief flash
which Adolf Bethke, played by Henry
Hunter, returns to find that his wife
Marie is- the subject of gossip because
of her romance with another man during
Adolf's absence. Immediately he had made
the loan-out of his new actress, Goldwyn
regretted the move and, had it been possible, would have recalled his newcomer
from Norway to complete seclusion until
the filming of "Marco Polo." Luck stepped
in for Goldwyn when the producers, acting
as censors of their own creations in celluloid, decided to delete the sequence and
avoid possible hue and cry over a scene
in which a soldier separated for more than
a year from his young wife returns to find
that she is soon to become a mother. So,
onto the cutting room floor went the brief
scene acted by Hedvig Ibsen, nee Sigrid
Gurie, in "The Road Back," and Mr.
Goldwyn enjoyed the complete fruits of
his shrewd showmanship by offering
Sigrid Gurie for the first time to any
public in his "Marco Polo."
"I have told you I was _ not unduly
nervous acting the role of Princess Kukuchin," continued Miss Gurie. "But I must
in fairness add that it was a great help
to have one so considerate, so pleasant
and helpful to work with as Gary Cooper.
He was not the least bit like I had been
given to understand a star actor is when
what
picture." Just
him into a understand
with given
play been
you
she had
an actor
is like when you work with him in a picture, she didn't say — but we can imagine.
At this writing there is no final conclusion as to whether a favorable, unfavorable or indifferent attitude by the
public generally will result from the socalled "great deception." Up to now, the
American public has given the Brooklynborn Norwegian beauty a cheer. Natural
enough. It is certainly no part of unpleasant to discover that a lady_ of such
vital charm, capability and inspiring determination to make come true the most
understandable dream of being a Hollywood star, is one born on the home lots
of the U.S.A.
And, as a matter of fact, how much
"deception" was* there? After all, a girl
looking for a job as an office assistant or
a movie actress has small chance of getting even an interview without a claim
upon some "experience" in the job sought.
So the office assistant says she's had "experience," and the candidate for a movie
acting contract, if she's smart, says she's
hadFurther
"experience."
than that one remark, Sigrid
Gurie claims, there was no effort on her
part to add color to her own past. She
than hermore besurprised
says selfnobody
that therewaswould
a hot news angle
to the fact that she was born in Brooklyn.
She zvas born there, of Norwegian parents ;who took her and her twin brother
to visit her grandmother in Oslo when
the babies were eleven months' old. Back
in the United States for a few years,
and at three Sigrid and her brother were
again living in Norway. There Sigrid
remained until sent to schools in Belgium
and France. When she was six she saw
her first picture ; star : Charlie Chaplin.
SCREENLAND
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Then, there, sitting in a theatre in Oslo,
Sigrid made up her mind she would be
a screen actress. She never changed her
suddenly arrived at idea of her destiny.
Returning to Oslo from finishing school
in France, Sigrid tried her best to persuade her parents she wanted to be an
actress. They, she says, seemed to feel
a bit sorry for her, Sympathizing in her
youthful dream — but giving no encouragement to an idea they felt would bring
her great disappointment someday if she
persisted in it.
"I couldn't run away from home," she
said. "You see, I had an allowance. But
I knew my parents would stop that if I
went to America to try to become an
actress, in order to bring me back to them.
The only thing I could think of was to
have them send me to London to study
art. At Oslo there was an academy at
which I could get an adequate elemental
and finally thorough training in art, and I
had no convincing argument when I was
sent there instead of London. However, 1
insisted London would be better for me,
and after studying some time I took some
of my work to magazine editors in Oslo.
One of them offered me a manuscript to
illustrate ; but I didn't want that, only a
good criticism on my work — to use as
evidence that my parents should send me
to London to study. So I went to London.
While I lived at a good address, my room
was small and very inexpensive, and I
saved enough from my allowance to bring
me to America — and Hollywood.
"I had the idea that I would do extra
work, and, as the dreams have it, be
'discovered' by some director or producer.
But in Hollywood I soon found that it is
not so easy that way. So I studied with a
dramatic coach and signed with an agent.
He agreed with me that I would do well to
sign with Samuel Goldwyn — it would be
great if I could do it, he said. Anyway, he
finally was able to interest Mr. Goldwyn
in looking at some portraits I had made ;
and to his surprise Mr. Goldwyn said he
would like to see me. I was given the
screen test, and signed.
"If this 'hoax' about my being a former
actress of the Norwegian stage is taken
very seriously, I am sorry. But to be truthful with you I felt it was fair enough —
and I still believe all's fair in war and getting into the movies ; it's so hard to get
into
the movies."
Hard?
That's what we all used to think.
We wondered how long Miss Gurie
would have let the vague, but all-inclusive
description "former Norwegian stage actress" stand had not the whole business
burst into headlines as a result of her
divorce action against Thomas Stuart —
whom she had met in London, and married
in 1936 when he followed her to Hollywood.
"I hadn't intended to talk about myself
much,
be any
demand hadn't
for methought
to do there
so bywould
newspapers,
until after I had appeared in two, perhaps
three pictures, and had demonstrated that
I was capable of standing on what reputation I could gain by my screen work. But
now it's all out, and I hope the public will
not react unfavorably. I didn't mean to do
any harm, and I don't think any harm has
been done. Mr. Goldwyn wasn't displeased.
All he said was 'if you have any more
clever showmanship ideas, I wish you would
All of which still leaves in the air the
tell me about them.' "
question whether Sam Goldwyn knew he
had signed an actress who had never before
acted on the stage or screen. You can guess
for yourself. For my part I think Goldwyn
didn't care a hoot one way or the other.
Why should he? Isn't he the man Sigrid
Gurie made up her mind she was going to
work for because in Norway — and elsewhere— he's known as the "star maker"?
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"but thank goodness I did. And thank
goodness
too that
saidbrought
'yes' themyself
first
time. I could
nevershehave
to ask her again."
Yet it was after the Haleys were married
that Jack shied away from the greatest
theatrical opportunity of the decade. He
refused to make even a stab at it because
he was afraid that he couldn't make good.
He wouldn't have refused it if Florence
had
been around,
but too
she late.
wasn't.
she found
out it was
TheAnd
rolewhen
was
the hoofer in "Broadway." Phil Dunning
offered it to Jack first. Jack turned it down.
"That was ten years ago now," amplified Mrs. Haley, "and Jack was wearing a
beard in 'Gay Paree,' a minor Schubert
show. He kept on wearing beards, so to
say, until 'Wake Up And Live.' The hoofer
in 'Broadway' would have made him a big
star all that time."
But, with Jack, it was ever thus. Florence
remembers when they were first married
and Jack was rehearsing for "Mary,
Mary." Jack had been in vaudeville and it
was his chance to graduate to musical
comedy in a featured part. It would have
meant a great deal to the Haleys and Jack
already had the job. But one day, just
before the show was due to open, Jack
happened to glance into the wings while
he was doing his stuff and saw the stagemanager whispering to the producer. As
he found out later, that sinister whispering
had nothing to do with Jack's rehearsing
atall. But for him it could only mean one
thing. He swallowed hard, smiled weakly,
and never came back from lunch.
"He never had any confidence in himself," declared Mrs. Haley. "No matter
how good others told him he was, he knetv
he was rotten. To him, everybody else was
a genius and he was a tramp. We used to
watch other performers who hadn't a
quarter of Jack's talent and he'd turn to
me and say: 'Gee, I wish I had what
they've got.' He always had to have somebody to lean on, somebody to' give him a
shove and get him out there."
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ingly clever dancer as well, and no wonder.
bears all that
Jack's HollywoodIn history
Jack
loves
to dance — in private. In public,
because
and
pictures,
letter.
the
to
out
it's something else again.
inlot
back
the
to
retired
vely
he instincti
"He could always dance beautifully exstead of busting into the front office, he
himcept in front of an audience," observed
virtually vegetated for years. To put
Florence. "He's the best back-stage dancer
self over he bought a Beverly mansion,
replete with swimming pool, police dogs,
However, one time in Winnipeg Jack
imported cars and what have you, hired a
became
unaccustomedly bold. He decided
I ever saw."
press agent and deliberately went Hollythat
nobody
in Canada knew him anyway
then,
wood like nobody's business— and
and therefore he could risk a dance. He
when the very people he needed flocked
rehearsed it perfectly, then when the seats
to find out who he was, he fled panicfilled he came out and tripped. Before
were
stricken to the attic and wouldn't see 'em.
the next performance he told the orchestra
It is a fact that Jack's big hit was made
leader to take out the music, but unknown
only because Eddie Cantor declined to play
to
him Florence had it put back in. So Jack
that phantom crooner in the first Winchellhad to do his dance, and this time he
Bernie film and Darryl Zanuck, rememberstayed on his feet. That dance led to an
ing that Jack was under contract to the
offer to book the act over the entire Keith
studio although nobody ever saw him
circuit. Jack, true to form, wrote a wire
around, threw him into the breach. Jack, of
saying "no" and gave it to his wife to
course, read the 'script and protested that
he couldn't do it.
send. She tore it up and sent another say"You've got to do it," decreed Zanuck.
"All I've ever tried to do was fight him
"We're going into production and there's
great"His way
explained.
himself,"
against
he
and that
is againstshefailure,
estingfear"yes."
nobody
That's else
how available."
Fate thrust a ring through
began.
he
before
him
on
strikes
two
had
Jack's unwilling nose and dragged him to
cinema fame.
Feeling as he did he couldn't relax, couldn't
In the old days, whenever an agent
be natural, couldn't do his best. Of course
would offer booking over a circuit, Jack
when he flopped I had to tell him the truth.
Otherwise he wouldn't have believed me
out
it
try
"Let's
would always hesitate.
for a week first and see how I go over,"
colossal." around
him he was
toldFlorence,
when
but everybody
Not Ionly
he'd say. If he did well at the opening he
Jack had continually to shoot him full of
was still not to be denied. "Wait until tomental hop. Thus, when he was playing
morrow," he'd palpitate, "and see how they
for Fanchon and Marco in Los Angeles,
then."Florence, has been just one
me for
Life,
like
Marco had to make a ritual of the "pep
talk" before every show. And there were
pep talk after another. She had to sell Jack
seven shows a day ! It was here that Jack
himself exactly as a salesman sells vacuum
cleaners. And Jack always figured he was
got an offer to go to New York and play
in "Good News," his first smash on the
towere
they
the wind in the bag. When
gether in vaudeville, Jack and Florence, in
stage. Naturally he was scared stiff to
cancel his contract with the picture house
their hotel room, would frequently rehearse
and take the chance.
new gags for the act. But as soon as they
"What would you do if you were in my
got in front of an audience Jack would
old
the
to
he went around asking all his
place?"
revert
and
get stage fright
routine.
friends. They, primed with the proper
"Then I'd start my end of the gags anyanswer by Florence, told him he was bound
to
knock 'em cold. Jack took their advice,
way," said Florence, "and there was nothbut instead of cancelling it he kept the
ing for him to do but go through with them.
Fanchon and Marco contract as an ace in
That's' how I got him over that."
All the world knows now that Jack is a
He
be back.
he'dthose
sure to
was back
the
prologue
did Hecome
neverhole.
singer, but he still is holding out. Even
appearances but only Florence and LaurHollywood doesn't know that he's an amaz-

reel, are Vyvyan
Tea for five. Pausing between takes for a Fox-Movietone fashion
and models.
man,
camera
the
right),
,
(seated
Donner, who direct the films
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him. At the "Good
ence Schwab prevented
News" rehearsals he was consistently
nervous and undeniably rotten. The stagemanager wanted to close him out and get
somebody else.
"He'll be all right when we open,"
Schwab over-ruled. "Florence will see to
that."
Florence did, and Jack went over so well
that when Schwab wrote "Follow Through"
there was a big part for him. The shows
played over a year each. Incidentally,
Eleanor Powell made her debut as a caddy
in the latter, and Jack noticed that she
was always tap-dancing backstage.
"That girl is going to get somewhere,"
he prophesied then. "She's bound to get
some reward for all the work she puts in."
At least once, however, even Florence's
build-ups
didn't
do Jack
any good.
All the
time he was
in show
business,
she says,
he
never would do anything at any party ; the
other professionals entertained the crowd,
but Jack simply sat there and counted black
cats. On this occasion he had been drafted
for a benefit, and with so many celebrated
names appearing he was more scared than
ever that the floor would open and swallow
him. When his turn came he continued to
sit petrified at his table until the insistent
applause at long last got him to his feet.
But he remained in a trance, so tonguetied that he couldn't utter a syllable. The
orchestra struck up the "Good News"
music, which Jack had been singing at
every performance for months, and Jack
just stood there with trembling hands and
bulging eyes. At last he sat down again
without having opened his mouth. He
couldn't sing the songs he knew so well
because he had forgotten the words. That
night, after the Haleys got home, Jack
threw himself down in abject despair on
the bed. King Bruce of Scotland was
cheerful compared with him.
"Well," he finally groaned, "I've still
got that Fanchon and Marco contract."
So he had. And so he has. Jack always
comforts himself with the reflection that
come what may, though the movies fold
and the radio fades, though the heavens fall
and the earth is rent asunder, he still has
those eight weeks to go.
In one respect that complex of his,
Florence admits, has been an asset rather
than otherwise. Because of it and since the
beginning, Jack has consistently put aside
a healthy slice of his earnings "in case we
don't work next year." Besides the financial
security, the money in the bank has given
him a moral security which has done its
part also towards minimizing his feeling
of fear and thus improving his work.
"He used
was inhaving
pipedreams
when toI say
toldthat
him I that
the future
he'd be making a thousand dollars a week,"
reminisced Florence. "Even in the old days
I used to argue with him that managers
weren't paying his salary because they
liked his looks or because he was good to
his mother — it was because he was good
himself. He didn't believe me then and he
still doesn't believe the figures he sees on
his salary checks now."
Not that even those checks have been
able to completely cure Jack of his contempt for Jack. His most famous saying
is still : "Don't buy anything you can't put
on the Chief." But he has licked it a lot,
and now his greatest objective in life is to
prevent his young son, Jack, Jr., from having the same psychological malady from
which he has himself suffered so much. To
this end he compliments the youngster
upon even the smallest achievement, and
when the boy betrays even the slightest inferiority his father spends hours reasoning
him out of it.

"It's all in your mind, son," Jack, Sr.,
tells
me! the adoring Jack, Jr., "just look at
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wholesaler,storetoday!
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Queen

Comes

Back

Continued from page 30

doing me a favor, honey. This is an epic.
I don't want to scare the daylights out of
fast."each other.
it too ood
making
by on
studiothen
theFrom
they underst
you kindly
Van Dyke doesn't say: "Will
do it again, Miss Shearer, thank you so
much." He says: "Do it again, honey, or
I'll pop you in the nose." She turns, pops
him in the nose, "just to prove I'm not
afraid of you, honey," and does it again.
"She's making a bum out of me," he
growls. "I want to lie down and let her
walk on me. Stop me if you've heard this
one before, only you never have, because I
never said it before. What's more, she's
giving one hell of a performance, and you
can quote hell— Honey," he calls as she
passes, "I'm giving the press the lowdown
"Would you like some help? I was reproached so gracefully the other day that
you."almost
a compliment. I was late,
iton was
and my nerves were tense, and I snapped.
It was really myself I was cross with, but
the effect was just as unfortunate. Mr.
Richelavie — " (technical adviser on court
etiquette) — "whispered in my ear: 'Don't
be cross. It doesn't belong to you.' I could
have wept with shame." She leaned toward
Van. "When the picture's over, I'll tell
faults."
of my
rest lost
the has
youShe
of her zest for the
none
varietywasit'samore
"In itsJuliet
she's
part
girl
than Juliet.
ing playing.
interest
in love. That was all her life. Antoinette
is so many things — first, an eager childthen, after her disappointment in Louis,
the reckless pleasure-seeker. That mood
comes to a head when Du Barry sends her
a cradle with this masterpiece of cruelty
attached :
'Since at last it is quite beyond doubt
That this cot you're unable to fill,
Go back to your schnitzel and kraut.
woman who
job to a wisdom
the learns
Leave she
strength
and will.'
Later
finally,
And
Fersen.
for
love
her
through
the tragic period— though I don't
there's
see it wholly as tragedy either. She has
given Fersen a ring engraved with the
leads to thee.' It's with
: 'Everything
words words
in her heart that she goes to
those
the guillotine."
.
When Hunt Stromberg, close friend of
both Norma and Irving Thalberg, (took
over production, he stated tersely: "The
spirit of the picture will be as Irving planned it." No pains have been spared to capture that spirit.
Let me take you to the set of the Grand
Stairway at Versailles, where Louis XV,
that old rip, waits with his court and his
kinsmen to receive the little princess from
Austria. For that first magical blaze of
color and majesty and pomp, Bill Horning,
set designer, rates applause.
A vast, columned ballroom, lighted by
rs and eight-foot girancrystal chandelie
doles. At the far end, a raised space, on
either side of which stairways curve softly
behind. Galupward to meetandinthea gallery
main body of the hall
lery, stairways
gleam with the silks and swords and jewels
of courtiers and ladies.
In a thronelike chair on the dais, sits the
king, his gouty foot propped on a yellow
cushion. Beside him the heavyfaced Dauphin, aBourbon to the life, stares vacantly
into space. A stir, a craning of necks, a
But the tall halslight surge
and black, keep the aisle to
berdiers, inredforward.
the king clear.
Through the side door steps a little
figure in a panniered gown of peach mousseline, delicately embroidered. Her leghorn
hat, beplumed in front, turquoise ribbons
SCREENLAND

Paul Muni, home, signs long-term
contract, once vowed he never would.

own redstreaming behind, covers Marie',s the
Daugold curls. Escorted by Artoisr,
preceded
phin's cynical youngest brothe
by the major domo who lifts his staff in
curtsies bepresentation, Marie Antoinette
fore the king. Then, amid all the splendor
— the target of eyes curious, malicious, adwhispers
miring—she hesitates. "Go on," n-wait
ing,
Madame de Noailles, head lady-i
and she
steps,
more
few
in her ear. A
curtsies a second time. A wide space still
— too wide.
separates her from Louis XV
With a child's impulsive movement, she
runs forward to cover it, and makes her
third obeisance, which the court makes
with her.
Louis rises. "Welcome, Marie Antoinette
She smiles. "Marie Antoinette of France,
"
of Austria.
of anof eyequirkgrace
the the
By ges
Majesty."
your
her
brow he acknowled
finished.
is
scene
tribute. The
It's a scene in which all the principals
except Tyrone Power figure. Here you
the elehave visual evidence ofthisonean of
outstanding
ments which will make
picture — the months of laborious thought
and search which went into the casting.
Peach-satined, lace-ruffled, a blue ribbon
across the royal chest, John Barrymore
XV, his dandyism in effective
plays Louis
contrast with his faintly diabolical mien.
He and Miss Shearer are playing opposite
each other for the first time, since Juliet
and Mercutio had no scenes together. He
keeps her in gales of mirth.
"What did he do that time?" Van Dyke
wants to know.
"He just looked," she chokes.
Lionel," the director tells him.
"All right,
"That's
all for now."
"The name, Mr. Franklin," he retorts
Oscar,meandatyou'll
precision,
with
the
you "iswant
me when
find bitter
Y.M.C.A." He moves off with a waiting
newspaper man, his voice trailing behind
him. "Since I am consorting with a member of the press, I will now indulge in a
bottle of beer. Near beer. For medicinal

To most of you the name of Robert
the picture is shown,
Morley is new.— When
"
tongue. You need be
on every
will be only
purposes
it
this predicto make
at prophecy
no genius
one small scene.
only watch
tion. You need
"Louis!"
thunders
the king.
He bumbles out from behind his grandfather's shadow to greet his bride. The first
But as he
impression is one of stolidity.
breaks into his memorized speech, falters
to a pause, sends a trapped glance toward
the throne and with dogged despair starts
all over again, while Marie tries pityingly

to help him, you catch an all too painful
glimpse of the lost and bewildered soul who
might have been a happy carpenter if he
hadn't been born to1 reign a king.
Robert Morley was playing Dumas in
London, when Stromberg saw him, had
him tested and offered him the role of the
Dauphin, later Louis XVI. He hesitated.
He had heard much of the mechanized art
of Hollywood, how they change your voice,
how they make you walk three paces forward and three paces back and call it acting. In the end, because he welcomes new
experiences and wanted to see America, he
decided to take the chance.
He speaks deliberately, in the pleasant
modulated tones of the well-bred Englishman. "Either I'm singularly fortunate, or
a great many people are liars. All I've been
asked to do is to take a fat part and play
it to the best of my ability." A mild
twinkle lights his otherwise sober face.
"My as
onlyDumas
source I ofhaddistress
in the fact
that
three lies
mistresses.
As
Louis, I find it difficult to have even one
wife."
Dn Barry, the red-headed hussy, lies in
the capable hands of Gladys George, who
made her first big hit as the hussy of "Personal Appearance." One day Anita Louise
was told by her studio to report at Metro.
For four and a half hours she was hustled
from one costume to another. Each time
she got her head free, she'd wail : "What
am I here for?" "Never mind," they'd
soothe her, "Just do as you're told." It
wasn't until Fred Datig appeared that she
learned to her delight that she was set to
play
friendtheandPrincess
shadow.de Lambelle, Antoinette's
Van Dekker togged himself out in an old
bathrobe, highlighted his nose with zinc
ointment, wound a scarf round his throat
and fastened it with a cameo pin, stuck a
ribbon at the back of his neck to give the
effect of a peruke, and had his wife snap
the whole with a two-dollar Brownie. The
snapshot brought him the part of Provence,
Louis's second brother.
"I was one of the seven million tested
for the Dauphin," says handsome Reginald
Gardiner, famed as the man who imitates
wallpaper. Stromberg thought his gift for
subtle comedy was wasted on wallpaper.
"But of course when Morley came along —
he was the Dauphin. So I'm Artois. Make
fun of my brother's dilapidation and flirt
with his wife. Not bad for a wallpaper."
Here too you will find the tragic Dreyfus
of "The Life of Emile Zola," transformed
into Orleans, archschemer of the court, a
lace handkerchief tucked delicately through
the ring on his little finger, brows arched
in an insolent line. Out of character Schildkraut is gayest of the gay, breaking into
on his delight in Hollypungentwood expression
and all its works. Of Van Dyke he
says : "He wears neither mental nor real
puttees. There is never the question on
your lips, 'where is the horse ?' " Of Barrymore : "At first he was going to play Esterhasy in 'Zola.' Muni and I looked at
each other. We said: 'If he plays it, there
will be no Zola, no Dreyfus. One gesture
and he puts us all in his pocket." Of
Shearer : "As an actress, I have the greatest respect for her. As a woman, I am in
love with her !"
The last strikes a keynote. You don't
expect a star's fellow-workers to burst into
unflattering comment, whatever they may
feel. But as Van Dyke remarked: "If they
don't like 'em, they don't say anything."
These people say plenty, unasked. A
wardrobe woman tells you: "The extras
make a fuss about wearing these heavy
dresses. She doesn't say a word." A script
clerk makes ready to read the star's off
screen lines. "I'll do it," says Miss Shearer.
"You wouldn't have to-—." "Why not?" It
helps me- when the others read them for
me." The musicians, having worked late the
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•NEVER A HUNGRY MOMENT'
"I acan't
excited
over things
said
man getwho
has worked
with like
her that,"
over
EXTERNAL REDUCER
NEW c"
AMAZING YOU
HOW
MAKES
L
a period of years. "Knowing Shearer, I take
them
for
granted,
as
she
does.
She's
always
LOSE
FAT/
been a woman of dignity and grace and
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ing if reducible pounds
and Pay
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fat
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ANKLES
magic
from
neck,
double
chin,
arms,
greater
depth
of spirit.
I don't
sound like
a Sunday
school
sermon,want
but toI bust, abdomen, hips, calves, ankles and
feet. You are the judge. If the iirst 10
don't know any other words to describe it." days
doesn't
show the
way curves,
to lose gain
bulkyin
regain slender,
fashionable
youthful
His words are good enough. Consciously weight, treatment
health
and
vigor,
without
one
minute's
discomfort,
or not, she must have faced grief in the return the empty treatment for full refund.
spirit of the philosopher who said: "Meet
the inevitable. Keep the sweetness of mem- SEND NO MONEY— TEST AT OUR RISK
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Stimulating
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results treatment
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ACTRESSES

DO

what she should represent. Without her
parents, she went through her Hollywood
TO KEEP
SKIN
metamorphoses entirely alone. People
couldn't understand why she dared to do
CLEAN
\ it. They did not credit her with common
sense, which she possessed in abundance.
L
Maureen was not the least awed by
Hollywood.
Merely cautious. The town saw
as
learned
I
tricks
beauty
"One of the first
her as a child. She was, in more ways
Solid
a professional actress was Albolene
than
up. one ; but intellectually she was grown
for cleansing,/' — Virginia copeland.
"Hollywood expects me to be always
Why do so many aclike the little girl I play on the screen,"
tresses use Albolene
she remarked. "I don't want to disappoint
Solid? Because they
know it is a special
she seemed to tire of being regarded
theButpeople."
kind of cleansing
as the guileless colleen. She appeared, at
cream. Extra pure.
times, to go out of her way to sound and
Extra efficient . . . beappear very adult.
cause itwas originally
"I know why people get drunk," she
said one afternoon, while she made toast
made for hospitals.
Made of delicate
for our tea. "We are striving for some
distant goal. Usually, we Delieve we have
oils, Albolene penetrates as deep as dirt
found it in something, or someone, only to
can. Loosens even
be disillusioned. It is striving to 'get out
heavy stage make-up amazingly fast. Leaves pores
of ourselves' that causes many to resort to
drastic methods. Some drink, some take
clear as a baby's. Your skin feels gloriously refreshed—silky and soft.
drugs, others gamble, or lead a hectic life.
The cause is the same. It's the working out
HOSPITAL PROVED. Rememof your life that differs. One thing I do
ber—this isthe same Albolene
know," she added as a safeguard, "you
Solid that has actually been
have got to have a religion, or a philosophy,
used in leading hospitals for
life." At church, she
hold to throughout
to Maureen
over 20 years! Jar, 5<W. Prohad her religion.
fessional pound tin, only $1.
alone — but only,
and
sad
seemed somewhat
I think, because the mysticism of the ritual
aroused her so profoundly. She had few
acquaintances. She did not care to foster
ALBOLENE
an}r.
"You know I have no friends," she once
SOLID
informed me. "The only real ones I have
M
are Johnny Farrow, the P. G. Wodehouses,
CREA
C LE A NSING
McCormacks. The McCorare theareJohn
in Ireland, the Wodehouses are
macks
in New York. That leaves only Johnny out
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people out here so dearly love to impress
me. Yet they fail to do so. They take me
on a tour of their houses and point out
belongings, explaining all about them, often
incorrectly. Perhaps sometime they'll ask
Even now Hollywood seems totally ignorant of the fact that Dublin is a city of
cosmopolitan
my opinion." wisdom. Artists, poets, philosophers and writers reside there. Being

shown is
a lavish
movie star's
home
not thedisplay
sort at
of aenticement
to
attract one of Dublin's discriminating
daughters. Young gallants were frequently
disconsolate. Appointments made were not
kept. Maureen was not at home on the
phone. Wishing to relay a party invitation,
one bright juvenile said to me: "You phone
her. I know she'll answer you. She'd ignore
my call." I felt quite powerful.
Setting out to impress her with big talk,
young boys usually found themselves at a
loss for something to say to equal her
pungent remarks. For instance, Tom Brown
found her completely baffling. It's an old
story now, but it was amusing at the time,
and both laugh at it today. Appearing together in "Fast Companions," with the
then-little Mickey Rooney, Maureen was
besieged by gallant Brown. Would she dine
with him ? No, she wouldn't. After repeated
refusals, Tom frankly asked why. Maureen
said: "Tommy dear, you're so frightfully
young!" It nearly broke Tom's heart, for
at eighteen, he felt all of thirty.
Maureen preferred the company of a
attentions of an adolesthe had
grown cent.man
In fact,to she
met John Farrow,
a clever young writer, who made a deep
impression. Maureen suddenly entered her
second Hollywood phase — the movie actress. For most things she assumed a very
worldly viewpoint. In short, Maureen faced
life in earnest. Johnny had lived life, and
was honest about it. He had travelled. He
knew foreign places, the customs of the
asinineto sense
Some players essayed to cultivate her
peoples.
different
hold
not be expected
could Hollywood's
of decorum
friendship, but with no success.
him
down,
though
it
hoped
to
do
_ so.
"Now you're here, I can offer an excuse
Hollywood failed.
where
succeeded
Maureen
here."
to
not going out to dinner I" she said
for
me on one occasion. Whereupon she phoned
Johnny appeared fond of her.
I enjoyed seeing Maureen at this period.
the dinner-giver that there was an interShe always had a lot to tell me. She did
ly
viewer at her home and she'dIf undoubted
false in the
not seem to mean all she said. She apbe tied up for the evening.
I
letter.
the
in
peared vibrant, taut and repressed. She
true
almost
was
spirit, it
was torn between standards of upbringing
and the new emotions she was sensing so
keenly. Yet unlike the typical Hollywood
lovers (Jeanette and Gene excluded), she
did not throw over religious beliefs. No
over-the-border union for Maureen. She
told me she believed she loved Johnny,
but wanted to put her love to the test.
Each of them felt like explorers facing
a new desert to cross.
"If a wedding is going to be arranged,"
Maureen said, "it is going to be done right,

Statuesque, stunning, Louise Hovick
is forging ahead in Hollywood.
SCREENLAND
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was there unprofessionally. And, as you
know, I'd never dream of trying to tie
Maureen up for an entire evening.
"I did not want to go," she said, when
I asked if her last remark was meant to
hurry
off home.
felt I was Many
being
invited me
because
I am "Ia newcomer.

had to be cleared up.
all."
not at obstacles
or Certain
Johnny had been married before. A special
dispensation would have to be obtained
from Rome. Johnny had also to visit her
people in Ireland. "Being separated might
make us used to it, or prove that we can't
one another."
These
decisions
on her part plainly prove
without
live
that Maureen was not being swept up into
a wild play of emotions. Others might snap
fingers at conventions. Not Maureen. Yet
according to Hollywood she was supposed
Johnny's visit
this. During
doing just
to beEurope,
was seen suddenly
Maureen
to
and constantly with James Dunn. Jimmy

Drama

Pursues

Melvyn

Douglas
Continued from page 24

Georges Rigaud, Paramount leading
man, and his Scottish terrier.
laughed at sentiment. But you cannot
laugh at sentiment when it appears in
love, can you? I should say not. And that's
where Jimmy saw it. For it must be admitted that Maureen made him think she
cared greatly. She even told me she did.
I happened to be with her one evening,
and that's what she said. I didn't enjoy
the show at all. Jimmy's a nice old thing,
I commented, but. . . .
Easily attracted by moods, Maureen expects others to have implicit faith in her
impregnable faith, no matter how she treats
them. Poor Jimmy never understood this.
On one occasion. Maureen had tears in her
eyes, when Jimmy said they should stop
seeing each other, or come to a definite understanding. When John Farrow returned
to Hollywood and Maureen, Jimmy had
tears in his eyes while trying to explain
his bewilderment, his disillusion.
Once I said to Jimmy : "Maureen thinks
no end of you. She told me so. I think she's
a swell person." Jimmy gave a short laugh.
And oh, boys and girls, I believe there was
a bitter note in it. "Yeah," he replied. "She
of humor !"
a swell sense
hasMaureen
said she took a cocktail at
parties because she thought people would
think her too good if she refused. She appeared as the "hey-hey" girl employing
sophisticated repartee. Then she changed
completely once again.
If Maureen's Maidenhood in Hollywood
represented her state of Innocence; her
Movie Actress phase, her state of Experience, then her latest and present phase
as a young wife marks her state of Understanding. The vague dreams of girlhood
have dispersed. The hectic sensations of the
actress have burnt out. Only the gold is
left. In Hollywood's crucible, Maureen has
gone through transmutation with astounding results.
"This is my first baby!" she said to me
on the set. John Beal was the proud, though
embarrassed, father. "I wish I could adopt
it and take it home," she added. I momentarily wondered what Johnny would say,
if his wife handed him a baby and said:
"I got this on the set this afternoon." But
we
all liked the idea, except the baby's
mother.
Today, Maureen O'Sullivan is happy. As
a movie player, she calls for full attention.
In a Marx Bros, nightmare, a Tarzan epic,
or the tense drama of a Barrett family, she
is capable and clever. Her acting has benefited from the successive changes she has
experienced. From Maidenhood to Movie
Actress, then to Matron. Maternity is next.
And with her present desire for a baby,
Maureen might achieve a fourth state of
existence.

for him? I'll deliver it when I see him."
"Probably won't do any good, but if you
do see him before next week, tell him the
"Ok." man would like to talk to him."
make-up
As the fellow walked out, I could hear
to himself, "I never saw
him
such mumbling
a hard-to-find person. Me waiting all
day to discuss a simple bit of make-up with
him for one scene! If — " And his voice
trailed off in the distance.
I had just renewed my mental inventory
when the door opened again — after a
hesitant knock, however. A waiter stepped
in. "Mr. Douglas' lunch — " and then somewhat he
disdainfully,
"and yours." A short
bow and
was gone.
Quiet returned to the scene, and then —
in came Melvyn, very much in a hurry.
"Sorry to have kept you waiting," he said.
"The lunch just beat you here."
"Can't stop to eat lunch now. Have to
look at some rushes. Want to come along ?"
"No thanks, Fl stay here."
"I'll be back in a second."
Fifteen minutes later, and he was back.
I had been staring at the delicious lunch,
know.
but had kept from eating it— how, I don't
"Now, Melvyn, about my story — "
"Oh, yes, your story." He got up and
went to the 'phone. "Pardon me, I have to
callThemy call
wifewasandmade,
see how
and the
he baby
again is."
turned
to me. "I guess you caught me in a busy
"Busy! I should say so! Now about the
"Yep, let's get started." A pause. "You
know,
" rushes were pretty bad. There'll
day.—"those
bestory
retakes,
I bet."
"Retakes at
Columbia?" I asked.
"Well," he answered slyly, "added
I had just about begun to give up hope
ofscenes."
getting a story, when Melvyn had me on
board a ship. The minute he began talking,
I knew I was in for some fascinating material— provided nothing else happened to
disturb the calm. But now I'm sidetracking
myself. The story — well, let Melvyn tell
it. (By the way, lunch was being munched
by now).
"Well," began Melvyn, as he puffed_ on
a
cigarette
had just
kicked
up ouridly,
heels"Helen
at work and
and Ieverything
else and had gone on our way for an eight
months tour around the world. We had
work that should have been done, pictures,
etc., but we got that stale feeling, so that
was that. We felt we needed to get a newoutlook on things. We were standing on
the deck of the steamer this particular
night. It was calm and peaceful — for a
minute. Then, suddenly, Helen turned to
me and said, 'Melvyn, I've got some news
for you.' I suspected something was coming, but was very unprepared for the
bombshell that was to follow."
Of course, the telephone would have to
ring at this time. It was just like reading
a mystery book and finding the page with
the solution to the crime missing.
Melvyn hopped up and answered it.
"Hello! Yes ... Yes .. . They'll be all
right . . . Yes . . . Send them out this
afternoon." Then bang went the receiver.
Calmly Melvyn turned to me. "The florist. It's my wife's birthday."
"What was this bombshell you were
speaking about?" I reminded him.
"Bombshell? Oh yes, the story. The
bombshell was simply this. Helen put her
SCREENLAND
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evening, perhaps I can show you something
that is left of the Egypt of my ancestors.'
We agreed. So the next night, a very clear
and calm one, we found ourselves on top
of the roof, the lad's special penthouse. I
must admit it was a grand place to dine —
with the stars for a canopy. After a
delicious dinner, he said, 'Now for the
And now we were on the set. Leaving
another exciting moment dangling in mid"
air helplessly,
Melvyn said, "Sorry. I'll be
surprise.'
I walked
and watched Melvyn and
back
as soonover
as possible."
Joan Blondell go through some madcaps
for a scene. Minutes seemed like hours,
but, at last, he was back, and the story
continued — for a while.
"The lad clapped his hands — " _ Melvyn
stopped. "This is where I left off, isn't it?"
"I guess so," I replied. "The surprise
was"Well,
comingI'mwhen
rightyou
then.left."
Anyway, the lad
clapped his hands, and a second later, an
old man came out, carrying an ancient
string instrument. I noticed his eyes looked
weird and mysterious. The boy sensed my
bewilderment and said, quietly, 'He is blind.
But listen to him play.' Then the old man
began to play. Helen and I sat entranced.
No place in the world had we heard such
gorgeous music. It seemed as though we
could see ancient Egypt parading before

John Wayne and two attractive young actresses, Martha O'Driscoll (left) and,
Laurie Douglas, smile out across the broad Pacific from aboard the sloop "Venus.

arm over my shoulder and 'said,
'Dear,a
He took
you're going to be a father!'
bite of "thesaid
sandwich
said, "Just
she
as like
unconcerned
it— as and
that she
little
a
was
I
could be. Well, naturally,
bit leery of the advisability of continuing
trip, but Helen insisted. And she wasn't
the
sick a day. But I was— every day, almost.
"Helen and I decided, on the spur of the
moment, to go to Bali. I'd always wanted
to visit this unique island, for I'd heard of
cusbeauty and its fantastic
its primitiveknow,
Bali is only a dot on the
toms. You
earth, but on that tiny island there are
30,000 temples and 60,000 temple rituals
in a single year. In fact, each house has a
temple in it. There are festivals and dances
galore.
"One night, not long after we arrived
in Bali, Helen and I decided to visit one
of the temple rituals. We had been in the
place for a while, completely awed by the
weird ceremony we watched. Suddenly, a
picturesque Balinese woman came over to
Helen, touched her arm, and said, 'You are
seeck !' My wife turned to me, amazed. I
could do nothing but stare. The woman
looked at her closer, and said, 'You'll be
s~eck for a long time!' Then she smiled.
'Of course, you'll be seeck for a long time.
You are going to have a baby !'
"I had hardly recovered from the woman's strange prophesy when I found Helen
I didn't
altar.I saw
by the rudeThen
over happening.
taken was
boing
the
know what
woman sprinkle some sort of native holy
water over my wife. Soon the silver ring
of the priest's bell was heard. All this was
followed by the sprinkling of blossoms
over Helen, and then, even more astounding, she was made to drink cocoanut milk.
Ail this while, Helen looked both frightened and interested. I didn't know what
it was all about until the woman said,
calmly, 'Now a ritual has been performed
one.' "
the coming
forMelvyn
was just about to branch off into
another story, but he suddenly decided he
had better look at the time. With a deep
sigh and a quick glance toward the door,
he said, "I believe I can sneak in an experience inEgypt. I might as well be good
and late.
"Helen and I," began Melvyn, "had gone
to Java before we sailed for Egypt. Our

quest this time was a search for native
dances. We didn't get very far in Java, for
we saw only vulgar hootchy-kootch. In
fact, when we asked a hotel proprietor
where we could find any real dances, he
said, 'Too bad you weren't here last week.
dancer at the club.'
We had
That
was abadmarvelous
enough, but when we met an
eighteen-year-old native boy who had never
seen a traditional dance of his own country,
we decided it was time to go to Egypt.
"We searched for days in Egypt for
something vaguely like an old Egyptian
dance, but hootchy-kootch had even gone
to the Nile. We were just about to give
up when we noticed a sign which read,
'See native dances.' We decided to go that
night. Dressed in our best bib and tucker,
we started for the theatre, but it remained
as elusive as the stars above. Finally, we
met an Egyptian lad, and in our best
French (the language spoken chiefly in
Egypt), we asked him to direct us. He not
only directed us, he took us to the theatre.
On the way, however, he learned we were
actors, and we learned he was translating
American plays. When we reached the theatre, after a tete-tete between the manager
and our guide, we were ushered into the
new show house with great pomp and ceremony. Our guide excused himself momentarily, and we sat down to watch — "
"Hey, Mr. Douglas !" yelled the assistant
director. I never will know how he came
in so quietly.
"Yes ?"
"You're supposed to be on the set. Al
is a little steamed up."
With a quick wink in my direction, Melvyn replied, "Sorry, I forgot. Come on—
story on the set."
we can finish
maybe
and Ithebounded down the
As Melvyn
steps, the story went on — in broken phrasing, I admit. Here I was following — or
rather running — after Melvyn, and he was
practically stumbling over himself on the
way to Stage 4.
"As I was saying," continued Melvyn
jumps, "we sat down to watch
between
some real native dances. But instead, we
saw — more hootchy-kootch ! We were about
ready to leave in disgust when back came
the Egyptian lad. Sensing our disappointment, he said, 'I'm sorry, but if you'd care
to come to my house for dinner tomorrow

our
How It long
to him,_
I'll
nevereyes.
know.
was wefarlistened
too short
a time,
though. "We left the house late that night,
feeling we had at last seen something of a
country's past that is too often obscured by
"Melvyn !" yelled Alexander Hall.
history books."
"Coming!" Then to me, "I'll be back in
a minute
I hope."
And he— was
— well, ten minutes anyway.
A short "shot" this time.
He sat down, took out a cigarette, looked
into space, and continued.
"So much happened to us on that trip.
Once we landed in Marseilles to get our
trunk, with all our clothes in it, which had
supposedly gone through the customs back
at Rome safely enough. Well, the trunk,
we found, was back at the border 100 miles
away. Our ship was leaving in a few minwe had no extra clothes. We deutes,
cided toandgo on to Port Said, our next stop.
But in Port Said, our clothes we were
hardly suitable, so we dewearingcided, onwere
the spur of the moment, to go to
We've always been grateHoly
the ful
for thatLand.
misplaced trunk, for the Holy
Land was one of the most beautiful places
We both recognized the ominous figure
we ever visited."
of the assistant director as he wended his
way toward us. Melvyn held up his hand
and said, "In a minute." Then he turned
to me, "I'm going to finish your story now
— scene or no scene !" And he went on :
"Anyone who wants to get the best out of
travel should never follow the beaten paths.
Tourist tours and guide books are the
worst evils imaginable. He should try to
find the hidden and remote spots — then he
can really learn something of the world
and its genuine atmosphere. And another
thing, it is very unwise, I think, to stay
in too many big hotels. You can get much
more of the pulse of a country if you stay

was not to be held up any
little inns."
the assistant
in The
I'm sorry
rose.but"Well,
longer,
this
you know
you more,
tellMelvyn
I can't so
how (the
know
me
Let
business.
picture
story comes out." And with a cheery, "So
long," he was back on the set.
As I watched him leave, I knew I had
Hollymet an impulsive and yet an exciting
wood personality. I knew then that I
wouldn't be surprised if I heard, a few
months from now, that he was in Siam,
Ethiopa, or Kalamazoo.
THE CUNEO PRESS, INC., U.S.A.
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Miss
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CHARLESTON

atikff. . . .

SHE is a Rhett, of Charleston. Which
means that her "presence is requested"
at the St. Cecilia Ball, aristocratic social event.
Her forefathers — among them, the founder
of Charleston— have borne the titles of Lord
Proprietor... Governor... Senator. She, herself, models in clay... does life-size portraits
in oils. In studio, at left: "You always smoke
Camels, Alicia. Why Camels all the time?"
asks Mary French, sitting for her portrait.
"They're different," says Miss Rhett. "So different that I can smoke all the Camels I
want and they never tire my taste or jangle my nerves. The best way of saying all
that I mean is — Camels agree with me!"

Miss Rhett is shown in costume (above), smoking a Camel backstage at the historic Dock Street Theatre where she has played
leading roles. She may soon lend her talent to the long-awaited
filming of a Civil War romance! "My dramatic work involves a
real test of the voice," says Miss Rhett. " So I smoke nothing but
Camels! Camels are mild. And so gentle to my throat!"

PEOPLE

Above, Miss Rhett was caught by the photographer as she
smoked a Camel on the balcony of the Dock Street Theatre —
"America's oldest." Right — she enjoys another Camel on her
way to the courts. Note the Sword Gates — famous Charleston
landmarks. "After tennis," she says, "I walk straight to my
Camels, and smoke as many as I please. It takes healthy nerves
to enjoy a life full of activities. So my smoking is confined
to Camels. My nerves and Camels 'get along' beautifully!"
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Among

the many distinguished women who find
Camels delightfully different:

Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia • Mrs. Alexander Block, Los Angeles
Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston . Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr.. New York
Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge 2nd, Boston . Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel 3rd, Philadelphia
Mrs. Chiswell Dabney Langhorne. Virginia
Mrs. Jasper Morgan, New York • Miss Alma Nicoll, New York
Mrs. Nicholas G. Penniman III, Baltimore . Miss LeBrun Rhinelander, New York
Mrs. John W. Rockefeller, Jr., New York . Mrs. Rufus Paine Spalding III, Pasadena
Mrs. Louis Swift, Jr., Chicago . Mrs. Barclay Warburton, Jr., Philadelphia
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What

Price

herhood

in Hollywood?

Dorothy Lamour

If there

was

hope

Let's look into Harriet's life a moment.
She came to the city and a fair position
from a small up-state town. No beauty,
she was nevertheless intelligent, full of
vivacity, and above the run-of-the-mill
in good looks. What happened to her?
The girls at the office were cordial
enough at first. Later, their attitude
changed. They seldom asked her to
lunch, so she usually lunched alone.

for

Harriet,

there

must

be

hope

for

you

her. She wanted friends ... atbegan totention..get
. later, a husband and children. Yet
she was haunted by a vision of herself as an
old maid, friendless and lonely.

made new friends. And men looked at her
with new interest and began to ask:

"Am I SHE
goingASKED
to be one
of these?"^,^!^1
HERSELF
J^Pjfel

engageIn less than a year, the empty little
ment book her father had given her began to
bulge with "dates." Life began to be the romantic, exciting thing she had hoped it would
be. Each day was a new adventure.
A HINT FOR YOU . . AND YOU . . AND YOU
Don't assume that you never have halitosis
(bad breath). Everyone offends at some time
or other. The delightful way to make the
breath sweeter and purer is to rinse the mouth
with Listerine Antiseptic especially before
business and social engagements. Listerine
a major
quickly halts food fermentation, the
odors
mes
overco
then
odors,
cause of
themselves. Nothing but Listerine can give
of freshne
ss feeling
thatne pricele
mouth
your for
get it.ss.
that you
and see
Listeri
Ask
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Then one day her bored eyes came across an
advertisement dealing with halitosis (bad
breath) and the success of Listerine in arresting it. She could not get the advertisement
out of her mind; it haunted her.

my trouble," SHE SAID
"Just a bunch of cats," THOUGHT HARRIET "Maybe that's
Men usually found her interesting, yet seldom
Fortunately, she had hit upon the exact truth
invited her out . Most of her evenings were spent
—which no one else had dared to tell her.
Now she sensed a reason for the coolness with
at home by the radio or at the movies — alone.
which others treated her. She made up her
"I wish some man were here
mind to begin using Listerine Antiseptic.
beside me," SHE SAID
"I'll see what happens," SHE MUSED
Seeing others of her own age enjoying themselves, she was at a loss to understand why
Well, things did happen. She began to go out
her own life was so empty, so flat. Finally, it
more . . . faced the world with new assurance

"MAY I CALL YOU UP?"

Ann

took
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be sure she's safe from underarm odor.
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skin finds Mum soothing. And Mum is
harmless to fabrics.
IS SURE! Without stopping perspiration, Mum banishes every trace of
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So easy to use Mum !
As simple as applying a touch of face
cream. And — proof
Mum's nurses
gentleness
—of more
use
Mum than any other
deodorant. They
know underarms
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all

to gamble it in... "life slips too
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will
and danger wkile you may" . . . you
tional
watck witb beating beart tbis sensa
drama
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Orleans'
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orera in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's glam
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New
Temple

Shirley
Contest!

Shirley is growing up! She's nine
now. She has become clothes-conscious; she wants to travel and to see
the world. So — she will! And to keep
pace with her progress, we will give
you a beautiful cover portrait of the
"New" Shirley on our August issue.
Imagine a style-wise portrait of little
Miss Temple! You will see it on our
next cover.
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Just to celebrate her growing-upgracefully, Shirley will cooperate with
Screenland in offering a new Shirley
Temple contest, a!so in the next issue.
If present plans materialize, the little
star will be facing her admirers in
person throughout the country, on her
first nation-wide vacation tour. So
you had better be on the lookout for
Shirley Temple — in person, on the
cover of the August issue of The
Smart Screen Magazine, and in her
big new contest.
Remember!

Screenland will present

Shirley Temple — in the August issue,
on sale July 6th.
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r TEP into an enchanted
J land of adventure! Escape from modern turmoil
into the comparative calm
of Sherwood Forest, where
Robin Hood leads his merry
men to plunder the wicked
and succor the poor ; where
a beautiful damsel is in
distress, until Robin gets
to rescuing her;
around
and where a runaway king
comes home to rule again
help of
with the robust

Honor

Page

To Errol Flynn, whose Robin
Hood is the most dashing
figure on

current

screens

roistering band.
Robin's
"The Adventures of Robin
Hood" is grand fun — gorgeous to see with its gay
color, exciting to hear with
its fine Korngold music
score ; and most of all,
when Errol
thrilling
occupies the
Flynn
screen. Ye compleat hero !

6
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Rob,n eludes his enem.es.
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Those gorgeous "Gold Digger
lovelies have taken America
twice! Now see what they do
to 50 million Frenchmen!

Starring

RUDY
ROSEMARY
& 4 Brilliant Song Hits
"Day Dreaming"»"A Stranger
in Paris" • "The Latin Quarter"
"I Wanna Go Back to Bali"
SCREENLAND

VALLEE

LANE-HUGH

HERBERT

ALLEN JENKINS. gloria dickson
MELVILLE COOPER • MABEL TODD • FRITZ FELD
Directed by RAY ENRIGHT • Screen Play by Earl Baldwin and
Warren Duff * Story by Jerry Wald, Richard Macaulay, Maurice Leo
From an Idea by Jerry Horwin and James Seymour* Music and Lyric*
by Barry Warren and Al Dubin • A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
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Battle of
way
Broad-

Tagging

20th
CenturyFox

the

conReflections of the American Legion as
a
vention in New York last fall serve
colorful background for further adventures
of Quirt and Flagg of the well-remembered films about war buddies. Vic McLaglen is in his old role, with Brian Donlevy as the too-smart pa! Edmund Lowe
used to play. Raymond Walburn comes
close to stealing the show as a sugar daddy
falls in love with Louise Hovick.
who

TALKIES

Delight Evans' Reviews
on Pages 52-53

Beloved
Brat
Warners

As a misunderstood adolescent, Bonita
Granville makes things pretty hot around
her house with tantrums that are not withside for the audience howoutever
an amusing
much they may not be welcomed by
her preoccupied parents. Bonita registers a
realistic and at times a striking character
delineation as a girl hopelessly at odds withher environment until a school teacher.
Dolores Costello, comes to her aid. Good.

Go
Under
Western
Stars
Republic

Chase
Yourself
Paramount

Radio
RKO-

A new western star— just like that— pops
up on the wide horizons of those lands out
where men are men, and the movies'
yonder
they act in give you a run for your time
and admission money. Roy Rogers, ladies
and gentlemen, belongs. He sings nicely,
acts with the abashed naturalness of a Gary
Cooper, and handles a pony with ease and
abandon. His first starring film is goodhumored, active, and mighty entertaining.

Score another for Fred MacMurray and
down as right entertaining vaudeput this
ville with variations on the romance theme.
It follows the fortunes of Bandmaster
MacMurray and his swing outfit, as they
"trailer" to California and an engagement
at the famed Cocoanut Grove. Ben Blue,
the Yacht Club Boys, Harry Owens and
his orchestra are among added attractions.
Harriet Hilliard is Fred's love interest.

Long before this one finishes its run
many are going to toss that title right
back at the producers, because Joe Penner
can't carry such a burden to success, and
even Joe's best friends will soon realize
that to their chagrin. A confused, too-plotty
yarn about a bank clerk mixed up in a
robbery and a kidnapping works up, too
finish.
late, to some laughs in a frenzied
Lucille Ball helps some. So does Fritz Feld.
Torchy

College
Swing

Sinners
in
Paradise

Paramount

Universal

Loads of talent bogged down in a disjointed yarn about a college Gracie Allen
inherits and runs her way. Gracie, George
Burns, Martha Raye, Eddie Horton, Ben
Blue, Betty Grable, Jackie Coogan and
others appear, and specialties that might
have been fun had they been offered simply
because they amuse get tangled up in a
"plot" that bores from within — it would
even bore from outside the 3-mile limit.

What happens when you get stranded on
an island with companions you didn't pick !
Frankly, we didn't find anything especially
exciting in this view of what happened to
four women and five men who drop into the
sea in a disabled plane and find an island
inhabited by John Boles and his Chinese
servant. Boles, Madge Evans, Bruce Cabot,
Marion Martin, Gene Lockhart act it well
enough to sustain a fair degree of interest.

Blane in
Panama
Warners

A new Torchy, the attractive Lola Lane,
up to the old and well favored tricks of
the newspaper gal who beats her. boy
friend, the detective, to a capture of the
fellow who filched the bankroll. It is good
average fare as developed in this particular
item of a popular series; often exciting,
stuff. Paul Kelly, Tom Kenalways speedy
nedy, and a good supporting cast keep things
moving and offer a chuckle or two besides.
Troopship

United
Artists
Korda-

A routine contribution of the newspaperheadline variety of story about gangs who
"take" insurance companies. The hero, a
competent and very likeable chap as played
by Ronald Reagan, is an insurance adjuster who is victimized by the "ring" and
his not-at-all-loyal wife. Gloria Blondell
is the girl who helps Ronald defeat his
enemies ; Dick Purcell and Sheila Bromley
are prominent members of a pleasing cast.
8

Two stories in one picture that you will
be seeing on a double feature bill; with
the dog story taking the play away from
the romance of two men and a girl in the
land of the big snows. We're not belittling
the acting of Dick Arlen, Lyle Talbot, and
Roberts in saying that— the dogs
Beverly
have
the best breaks, and they are good
actors, too ! Scenically this is good melodrama— entertaining but unconvincing.

Episodic but individually effective details
of dramatic situations in the lives of British
troops home-bound after long service in
India. There are stirring moments, such as
the arrival at Southampton, but decidedly
designed for home consumption with far
more emotional response from British than
American audiences. There is good acting
of the restrained type by Leslie Banks,
Flora Robson, and others in a large cast.
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Go into the most famous dressing-rooms
of Broadway and
Hollywood . . . how
often you'll
lene
Solid see
usedAlbofor
removing make-up!
Actresses know
they can trust Albolene Solid . . . because
it's so pure and efficient that many hospital; have used it
jor over 20 years!
You'll be simply amazed to see how Albolene
pure, bland, delispreads and penetrates. Made of ..
cate oils... it dissolves readily. quickly loosens
dirt. Albolene contains no gummy substances— it
leaves your pores clean, your skin soft and silky.
ECONOMICAL!
What finer cleanser could you
ask than one used both by
leading hospitals and actresses? Get Albolene Solid now.
Professional pound tin only
$1. Big jar, only 50tf.

ALBOLENE

■
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15

24

36
■
44
43
50
62
56

88

87
93
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CREAM

20 FINE PHOTOGRAPHS
of popular movie stars, positively
best poses, post card size,
Price only $1.00.
Another series of 20 different
poses will be published in a few
months. This is a, real treat for
. star photo collectors. Send $1.00
with your order to
BROADWAY POST CARD CO.
1472 Broadway, New York.
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'NEVER A HUNGRY MOMENT

nououid pills.orlaxativestotake.no i
DIETIN6-NOEXtRCI51N6-LOSEPOUt10S8.mCHESt
If you're
due toandgland
trouble
— it too
dietingfat.is uot
a hardship
you
tear drugs — just eat 3 square meals daily
VCAIVES
stimuLaun's
Dr.
delightful
on
and rublating and Reducing BALM. Pay nothing if reducible pounds and inches ot
excess
away chin,
almostarms,
like
magic lat
fromdoesn't
neck,meltdouble
fAHKUS
bust, abdomen, hips, calves, ankles and
feet. You are the judge. If the first 10
bulkyIn
doesn't show the way to lose gain
days treatment
weight, regain slender, fashionable youthful curves,
discomfort,
minute's
one
without
vigor,
and
health
return the empty treatment for full refund.
AT OUR RISK
SEND NO MONEY-TEST
Dr.
Write today for the 10-day treatment of DeBALM. when
Stimulating
and
Laun's Reducing
posit SI. 00 plus postage with postman
w
it arrives. Money refund GUARANTEED on
not deyou'reremittance
return ot
RUB^H
in 10 days.ifSend
results treatment
lighted withempty
ONIT m
Don't
postage.
pay
we
and
ordernew easy way to reduce at ourdelay.
with this
risk.
. Test
Df. Lsun Sales Co.. Dep. 5-SC, 207 N. Michigan, Chicago, 111.
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Simone Simon as star of "Josette. '
Ann De. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., was
born in New York City, December 9, 1907.
He is 6 feet, 1 inch tall, has light brown
hair and blue eyes. Was educated at Collegiate Military Academy, New York,
Harvard, and art school in Paris. His current picture is "Having Wonderful Time,"
in which Ginger Rogers is starred.
Mrs. J. W. All about Mary Carlisle?
Born in Boston, Massachusetts. Educated
in a convent until 8 years old, after which
private tutors continued her education. She
danced in musicals ; was given her first
important role in a technicolor short, "The
Devil's Cabaret." A few of her outstanding
roles were in "Grand Hotel," "College
Humor," "Grand Old Girl," and "Lady Be
Careful." She lives with her mother in
Hollywood. She is 5 feet, 1 inch tall,
weighs 100 pounds, has ash blonde hair
and blue eyes. Her latest film is "Doctor
Rhythm," with Bing Crosby.
E. S. Deanna Durbin was born in Winnipeg, Canada, December 4, 1922. She is
5 feet, 2 inches tall and weighs 100 pounds.
Write to Universal Studios, Universal City,
California, for her photograph.
H. C. V. Luise Rainer is a MetroGoldwyn-Mayer player; Paul Muni, a
Warner Bros, star, and they are not married to each other — Luise is Mrs. Clifford
Odets and Paul is married to a nonprofessional. You must have seen "Good
Earth,"
and ! thought they were Mr. & Mrs.
in real life
Interested. Claudette Colbert was born
in Paris, France, September 13, 1905. She
is 5 feet, 5 inches tall, has brown hair
and eyes. She is a Paramount star ; the
Paramount Studio is in Hollywood, California. Olivia de Havilland was born in
Tokyo, Japan, June 1, 1916, of American
parents.
Sylvia T. Yes, Allan Jones is married,
to Irene Hervey. They have a baby son.
Jeanette MacDonald is with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. Tyrone Power is a 20th
Century-Fox player. "Stage Door" was
released. October 8, 1937.

NEW-TYPE
Is greaseless
—checks

NOW,

ICE
and

DEODORANT
actually

perspiration

a deodorant that has everything—sm ICE DEODORANT !

It's easy to put on! It's actually
cooling!
It's absolutely greaseless!
Its own fresh odor evaporates immediately! Itchecks 'perspiration!
The wonderful new Odorono ICE
is based on a brand-new principle. A
gentle, cooling ICE deodorant that
goes on like a vanishing cream and
disappears completely. It is not
greasy or sticky.
And here's another thing about this
new ICE that will thrill you. It checks
perspiration the instant you apply it . . .
banishes worry over stained dresses and

I to

cooling
3

days

offending odors up to three days!
Its texture, too, is delightful. So light
easy to spread. And its clean, wholeand
— cool.
some smell of pure alcohol disappears as
soon as it's on, leaving you fresh, dainty

ion you'll unAfter the first applicatthe
women who
derstand why so many of
have tried it prefer the new Odorono ICE.
You'll never have another moment's uneasiness about underarm odor or perspiration.
Try this sure, easy way
your charm. Get a jar of the
ICE tomorrow . . . only 35i
Goods Departments.
• "Safe— cuts down clothing

of guarding
new Odorono
at all Toilet-

damage, when
used carefully according to directions," says
The National Association of Dyers and Cleaners, after making intensive laboratory tests of
Odorono Preparations.

SEND 101 FOR INTRODUCTORY JAR
RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Co., Inc.
Dept. 7-S-8*, 191 Hudson St., New York City
an Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 10fS (150 in Canada) to cover cost of
packing for generous introductory jar
and Ice.
postage
of Odorono

*Trade Mark
Re*. U.S.

NameAddress.

odo-ro-no
COOLING — NON-GREASY

ir*v
A"
mk
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.State .
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VIRGINIA JUDD,
Recently voted the most
beautiful model in America.
Thousands of women

every day are

chansms to this better mascara...
because WINX is different! It has a
finer texture... clings closer. ..seems to
be pari of your lashes Makes lashes
dark, luxuriant, silky. . . accents the
star = like beauty of your eyes in a
more naturalw&y. Try WINX

today/

Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau. Get WINX mascara, eye shadow
and eyebrow pencil — in the GREEN
PACKAGES — at all drug, department
and ten-cent stores

MASCARA

Gail

Patrick

hostess — a
Controllable
OHIO
Lost

is your

modern

gorgeous
Hollywood

heroine devoted to old-fashioned
standards of hospitality

NURSE
47

Lbs.

...tells how!
• Would you like to get
rid of controllable fat
quickly? Then do something about it I You are
possibly one of those
many overweight peoRead
ple who are embarrassed and made uncomfortable with unsightly
What
fat. Here
a suggestion: do whatis thousands
of others have done, try
Others
the easy way to lose this
fat, like Mrs. Gladysse
Write
Ryer, Registered Nurse,
of Dayton, Ohio. She
writes: "I had been
overweight for 13 years and was getting heavier.
Then I tried RE-DUCE-OIDS and lost 47 lbs.!
Results were most satisfactory!" Mrs. J. Fulfs,
Honey Creek, la., writes: "Lost 34 lbs. Delighted!" Mrs. Porter Tyler of Crandon, Wis.,
writes: "Reduced 67 lbs., felt better from the
start." Miss Dorothy Lawrence of Detroit reports reducing 36 lbs. Violet Haskett, Registered
San Francisco,
writes:
"Lostsince.
27
lbs. with Nurse,
RE-DTJCE-OTDS
— felt
fine ever
Recommend them to my friends." These letters
are typical of the many we receive telling of
the wonderful success people have with REDUCE-OIDS. Why not follow these Nurses' examples, and try RE-DTJCE-OIDS, the modern,
easy way? Pleasant to take. Millions of genuine
RE-DTJCE-OIDS have been sold byreliable stores
for the past 23 years. Sold by your druggist or
department store. (If out— have him phone his
wholesaler for RE-DUCE-OIDS — today.) If unable to obtain RE-DUCE-OIDS write American
Medicinal Products, Inc., Dept. S387, 746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.
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verbs
ert
to buildi
thengRobthe
WHEN
it will be a Southern Colonial
house, furnished with as many authentic
antiques as they can find.
"It may be a slightly modernized Colonial type house," qualified Gail Patrick
"and I can
(Mrs. Cobb in privateoflife),
furniture will be
assure you every piece
livable, comfortable and useful — none of
those gingerbread affairs that come apart
in your hands, or chairs that ram into
your Backbone! We want things that will
age."
with young
grow moreandbeautiful
endure,
while the
In thethatmeantime,
over
poring
Cobbs spend leisure moments
samples' of chintz,
sketches, and
blueprints,you
and I, they live in a white
even as
tiled roof and blue
house
awnings.with a white
"When we took the house, it was supconfided my hostess,
furnished,"
posed to be redone
"but we've
it chair by chair, drape
by drape. We're on the sunroom now.
When we build, we can transfer the furniture in the rooms" we finish, if we're
sure we like it, just as it is. I think you
have to live with things for a time before
vou know they belong in your1 home.
"Here's one thing I adore!" She indicated an old-time barometer hung on the
stairway. "It goes wherever we go, when
we build. When we were up in Victoria,
I saw this in a little shop and thought it
quaint. The price seemed a trifle steep so
I left the shop without it, but after a day
SCREENLAND

The patrician Miss Patrick, who
is Mrs. Robert Cobb in private
life, lights the table tapers for her
informal dinner party, above.
I couldn't do without it,
or so I decided
and went back. This time, I was told
it wasn't for sale. English people are
fussy about selling you their treasures,
you know ; they hate to part with anything
unless they are certain you are the kind of
person who will appreciate it. Of course /
was perfectly sure that no one could apmuch as' I would,
preciate the barometer
to argue. Iaseven called up the
and I tried
owner, a sea captain, who had had it in his
family for ages, and disliked him frightfully because he wouldn't give in. And
why all the reticence, do you think? It
seems that my husband remembered I had
a birthday coming, so he had bought the
barometer himself but left it in the shop
be surprised! It's the little
so I should
stories that go with the collection of nice
pieces that add to the fun of ^getting a
think ?" _
home together, don't you finished,
is one of
The guest room, now
It's early American,
Gail's special triumphs.
with old-fashioned wall paper, homespun
rug, an old maple four-poster bed — the
perfectly huge !— ladthe posts
knobs on chairs,
and a Biedemeyer chest
derback
.
or
she passes
the
.
gloats whenever
which Gail
over do

"When we build,"— that's the refrain ot
the Cobb household — "when we build,
kitchen," said
to be a copper
there's goingdark
eyes shining with that
Gail, her
special shine that belongs to young wives
talking about new homes. "Bob is' mad
best material
He says it's the it
about copper. utensils
distributes
because
for cooking
heat evenly."
theEvery
month, Mr. Cobb celebrates the
wedding "anniversary" with a gift made of
copper toward that dream kitchen of the

future. Often he imports these fine gifts.
"Last month he gave me these tiny hot
water copper pots from Sweden," she
individual servpointed out. "They are for
ice, so that each guest can make his own
tea to suit himself. Almost too lovely to
use! This month he gave me a Turkish
coffee pot. It's solid bronze but it's been
Bob is
copper-plated. Isn't it beautiful?
very fond of Turkish coffee and we serve
it sometimes' after dinner, with a French
dainty I believe Screenland readers might
like to try. Sometimes people have to get
used to Turkish coffee before they like it,
but others simply rave about it after the
first cup."
Gail doesn't pretend to know anything
about cooking and most recipes come from
her capable cook, but this is her explanation of the making of Turkish coffee :
"Turkish coffee is very finely ground coffee; you use one teaspoonful of it for each
demi-tasse cup required. First you boil the
water, then add the sugar (one-half or one
teaspoon to each cup, according to your
taste), then add the coffee to the boiling
sugar and water. When you add the coffee,
you will have to remove the pot from the
direct flame or the pot will boil over. Then
put the pot back over the flame five or six
times, taking it off and putting it on, meantime stirring with a spoon until you have
extracted the full value of the coffee from
the bean. Serve in demi-tasse cups without
spoons. Turks, I understand, drink the

~

coffee grounds and swirl their cups around
until they get them all."
FRENCH DAINTY
Crust :
3 cups flour.
Crisco.
y2 cup salt.
Pinch
Sufficient water to moisten.
Line shallow muffin tins with this crust,
after rolling it out, and put 2 tablespoons
filling in each.

Filling :

2 tablespoons melted & Crisco.
gs.
eg
12 cup
brown
sugar.
1 cup currants.
1 teaspoon Burnett's vanilla.
Beat eggs light, add sugar, melted
Crisco, currants and vanilla together. Bake
until set, about hour.
Because Mr. Cobb is supervising one or
other of (Please
Hollywood's
favorite
restaurants,
turn to
page 90)

Gail Patrick Cobb, lovely in her white
satin-striped hostess gown, smiles at you
above her very modern glass diningwith Gail's ideas
which is loaded
table,
of traditional
Southern hospitality.
You'll want to try the tempting recipes
included in the accompanying story.
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Don't risk it! Lux

Lux takes away all odor— protects your
daintiness. Saves colors, too. Avoid soap
Jesf years for marriage
igures based on 60,000 marriages show that most girls
narry in their early 20's — 58% before they are 24. How-

with harmful alkali and cake -soap rubbing. These wear out delicate things too fast.
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story

of "Treasure

Island" always considered
his best! . . . now on the
screen

for the first time!

. . . spectacularly
by

20th

produced

Century-Fox!

Kidnapp

ed

WARNER

FREDDIE

BAXTER
• BARTHOLOMEW
in his fiist picture
in the role you always
wanted him to play
"Captains Courageous
ARLEEN

WHE

the year's emotional discovery in her sensational debut
C. AUBREY

SMITH -REGINALD

JOHN CARRADINE •NIGEL BRUCE-MILES
RALPH FORBES • H. B. WARNER

• ARTHUR

E. E. CLIVE •HALLI WELL HOBBES- MONT AGU
and a cast of 5,000
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Letter

to

-Herbert

Hugh himself, above. Right,
"Mr. Woo-Woo." Far right,
with Mrs. Herbert.

MR. WOO-WOO:
I was a fugitive from the "Woo-woo" gang.
"Oh," everybody told me, "you'll be crazy about
Hugh Herbert when you meet him. He's a great guy.
Why, he's Mayor of Studio City, you know; and he
has a heart as big as all outdoors, and you should
just hear him tell a story — and say, when he gives
that 'Woo-woo,' well — !"
That was just the trouble. That "Woo-woo." I
laughed very loud the first time I heard you do it on
the screen. Gosh, it was funny — so unexpected, so
supremely silly that it wasn't possible to resist it.
And nobody even tried. The world went "Woo-woo"mad: college boys took it up; cocktail-lounge comics
began to clap hands and whistle "Woo-woo"; professional life-of-the-parties all over the place would
prance around in the fond hope that they were maks just like yours. They weren't.
and gesture
ing faces
It was
awful.
And it was all your fault.

DEAR

That explains why I was in hiding from "Woowoo" — but I need not have worried. Practically
everybody was going "Woo-woo" except the man who
invented it. You look far more like a successful highpowered business man with a good tailor than like
a celebrated zany. You never, I d.scovered, tell your
stories until urged. Your humor is of the slyly quiet
kind; you are more retiring even than Harold Lloyd.
Not a "Woo-woo" in an evening with you. Nevertheless you are a haunted man. On the street, in
theatres and restaurants, no matter where you go,
your exclamatory trademark pursues you. You enter
a room with your smart and charming wife Rose on
your arm. "Hi, Woo-woo!" squeals a young lovely
across the Raleigh Room. "Oooh, it's that funny
Mister Woo-woo!" gurgles a dowager. "Well, if it

isn't old man Woo-woo himself!" booms an otherwise
conservative banker-type. Then they all stand off and
stare and wait for you to be funny. You were supposed to be on a vacation, but that didn't matter to
them. Of course, acting funny is your business and
you go to work Woo-wooing every day just like any
business man goes to his office; but people expect you
to give away a good quarter-million dollars' worth
of "Woo-woo" anyway. At Jack Dempsey's the crush
was thicker than for Gary Cooper, and Jack shouldered his way through the crowd to whisper in your
ear: "Shall I sneak you out of here?" Just then a kid
sidled in — he looked as if he was afraid to be hustled
out by the neck any minute. "Hello, Woo-woo," he
croaked. "Kin I have your autygraph?" "I suppose
you take 'em outside and sell 'em a dozen for a dime,"
you winked. "Naw, honest I don't," said the boy.
"You kin write my own name on the card if you
don't believe it."
It went on like that and I began to weaken. Your
good humor, patience, and genuine interest in the
other fellow got me. When you reminisced a little
about your twenty-odd years in vaudeville; and
about early-talkie days when you wrote the first
mumble-movie, "Lights of New York"; and about
"Butch the Killer" — who happens to be a pint-sized
pup on your ranch — I gave in. The glamor boys and
girls could learn a lot in tolerance and common sense
— "Woo-woo" for
from
Hugh. you. Come on, everybody
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America's

most

poignant

problem focalizes in filmland. Famous beauties face
the facts fearlessly, and we
present them to you

iastic editor of
ICAN'T understand;' saidinetheatenthus
a Hollywood dinner
a national woman's magaz
party recently, "why there are so few babies in Hollywood !During my two weeks' visit here I have seen the
most beautiful dogs in the world, the most beautiful
horses in the world, and the most beautiful homes in the
world. But nowhere — in the world — have I seen such
an appalling lack of children. Don't movie stars believe
?"
motherhood
in "Oh,
we have babies here," answered one of those
professional defenders of Hollywood^ who at the drop
of a hat will slip into her shining armor and go on a
Cinema City Crusade, "lots of them. Barbara Stanwyck
has a cute little boy, Irene Dunne an adorable little girl
she calls Missy, Loretta Young a little curlytop named Judy, Miriam Hopkins a sturdy

are all adopted children," inter"But they
— " editor. "Mind you, I make no
rupted
little bovthe
criticism of any actress in Hollywood who
has taken a motherless baby from an orphanage and given it love, a home, and the many

k
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and wona noble
It's to
a family.
advantages of derful
it is
do. But
thing
.

what we call the 'easy way' to
"Quite a few of our stars bear
motherhood."
their own children," snapped
the defender of Hollywood.
"There's Joan Blondell. She has
one child and is expecting
another verv

soon.

There's —
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Sylvia Sidney,
above, surrenders
her
signature
to
admirers.
Right,
Henry Fonda, with
"difficult,"
he?
his
wife — is
Hank's
Below, gracious
Margot Grahame;
then amiable
Arthur Treacher
surrounded by
school-girls.
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but it is only natural that flesh-and-blood contact, and
personal contact at that, with the personally from behind
the flickering shadows seen on a screen should become the
real reality, if you get what I mean, ever afterward in
any consideration of individual players.
I shall never forget my vivid impression of Claudette
Colbert, whom I had always considered, oh, good enough
in pictures, intelligent of course, and sure of herself
always, but never one to build dreams around. In person,
walking down the street, however, she was all alive, a
charming, gracious woman, intelligent, yes, but perhaps
sympathetic is the one word closest to what she represented to me, as, with a little word or two of greeting,
she signed my books and walked on with her companion.
Another pleasant surprise, but in a delightfully different way, was the late Jean Harlow, long a darling of
scribes and photographers for reasons I was to find out
for myself. It was one busy noon. Confusion was on every
side as traffic poured along boulevards and out from side
streets when, crossing the street in an evident hurry I
spied the luscious Jean clad in old slacks and a rough
sweater. Before she could reach my curb I was ready for
her and she looked up with a frown of dismay for a
moment. Then her face cleared all at once in a grin and,
with the gesture of the true sport, she reached for my
pen, saying, "Well, if I'm late, I'll just have M-G-M
send the bill to you !" Gone was the glamor and studied
air of indifference movie stars are supposed to develop —
for their own protection. Instead, here was an instinctively friendly person. There was something infectious
about her camaraderie and I walked away from her with
a new stride.
(Please turn to page 84)
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a few short years ago (Hollywood time) Ray
JUST
Milland dined exclusively at the soda fountain of a
Sunset Boulevard drug store. Those were lean days
for Ray and the monotonous diet of dry sandwiches,
pickles, and cheap cake added little to his zest for living.
But he was young, healthy, and full of British charm.
Some day, he promised himself, he would make good in
pictures and have a home of his own. And, being a
promising young man, he kept his word.
On last New Year's Eve Ray moved into his own
home. Being a bit of a sentimentalist he wanted to greet
Nineteen-Thirty-Eight under the first roof he had ever
owned in his life. Besides, wasn't it his wife's birthday?
All day long Ray and a moving van made countless trips
from the old house to the new. A day or two extra might
have given the workmen a chance to add that finishing
touch. But nothing was going to stand in the way of this
moment that Ray had dreamed of for so long. Just at
midnight, while the rest of the world worked itself up
into a festive mood, the Millands drank a toast and gave
thanks that they were home at last.
The building of his own home wasn't quite as simple
as signing the check that payed for it, Ray discovered.
For years he had tantalized himself with the possibility.
Now that the time had come, where to build was the next
question. On Sunday afternoons the Millands took long
drives to look at property. They studied architecture and
visited model homes. Their good friends knew exactly
where they should settle. And being good friends, no two
agreed on the same location. It was Ray's new Cocker
Spaniel (named Mister Pinkerton) who eventually
solved the problem.
One day Mister Pinkerton got himself lost. Because he
never gives himself any importance as a movie star, Ray
put his own name and phone number in the paper when
he advertised. Mister Pinkerton was expertly described
in the ad. But the magic name of Milland drew every
kind, size, and color dog in the country. The day was a
howling success for the people who dragged their protesting pups up to the Milland residence. But no one brought
Mister Pinkerton.
Finally a wire came from a woman who convinced
Ray that his dog had been found. Ray took the address
and drove there to see. Sure enough, there was Mister
Pinkerton safe and sound. But it was the location that
really intrigued Ray. He called his wife on the phone and
urged her to come right up to the new Briarcrest Valley
section of Coldwater Canyon. He didn't explain why and
poor Mrs. Milland expected the worst when she arrived
breathlessly on the scene.
Before they returned home, Ray signed the bill of sale
for the property. Conveniently enough, the woman who
found his dog just happened to be married to a real estate
We present first, exclusive pictures of Raymond Milland's new home.
From top of page at left: the proud new home-owner in front of
the house, which is a nine-room brown and white Georgian farmhouse; next, the entrance hall; then a corner of the Victorian sittingroom, with flower-patterned walls; and, at left, Mr. and Mrs. Milland
in their combination den and bar, an informal spot with waxed-pine
walls and provincial furniture — note paraffin lamps brought from
England. The window, at right, looks out over the tennis court.

First visit to Ray's new home,
with intimate impressions of handsome host and charming hostess

By

Jerry

Asher

salesman. He showed Ray a piece of ground that Robert
Taylor had turned back because he wanted more space.
It was exactly the size and the location Ray wanted.
Ground was broken for the new home on the Milland's
seventh anniversary of marriage. Because it was a rainy
day, the builders suggested that they wait. Wild horses
couldn't have stood in the path of progress. The Millands
weren't even conscious of being drenched to the skin,
as they stood arm in arm watching Mother Earth give
up her first scoop of dirt.
To commemorate this gala occasion, Ray presented
his wife with one of those solid gold keys that was
eventually to fit in the front door lock. One side of the
key was humorously engraved in tiny letters, "Come up
and see me sometime." From his wife Rav received a
Leica camera so he could photograph the building progress of the house. Mister Pinkerton was remembered,
too. He became the proud owner of a brand new collar,
all studded with imitation stones. And from then on
life was one salesman after another. The butcher, the
baker, the davenport-maker all came after their business.
It got so that Ray couldn't even go to his own barber
without his confiding that he (Please turn to page 80)
Below, the ingratiating grin which helps explain why Ray Milland
rates a home like this. His dog, too, is happy about the whole
thing,
evenMillands
though onhe the
doesn't
it. Now,
readingCanyon
from top
page, the
patio look
of their
Coldwater
home,of
which looks out on the garden and tennis courts. Then the Duncan
Phyfe dining room; the 18th century living-room; and finally, at
right, Ray's bedroom, which he designed himself: walls are cafeau-lait, the rug a solid green, the furniture curly birch — and in
the adjoining bath and dressing-room is, believe it or not, only
one mirror! Every detail reflects the Millands' "home ideas."

Check-up of the favorites inthe frantic
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stardom
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Hollywood
fresh, ar-

resting, vibrant new
personalities!

Annabelle
Cillespie-Hayek
Each of the youngsters Hollywood is
training with great
care and high hopes
for future box-office
magnets
a distincthas
personality.
Prominent candidates
for stardom are Jane
Bryan and Mary
Maguire, together
at left, and in closewith
smiling left,
up
ups Jane
at lower
at her friendly rival,
Mary. Below, dazzling Maria Shelton.
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than in the film world.
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When the popularity of a motion picture
luminary begins to wane seldom does the
public wait for the curtain to fall before
it swears allegiance to some new player.
Legion is the number of scintillating stars
of yesterday who are no longer to the
fore. Time takes its toll ; today's celebrities may be slipping tomorrow and the
movie moguls must be able to replace
them.

That is why the frantic search for talent
must go on. That is why the financial
giants of the colony are forever separating
from the chaff the few talented players
who do have that mysterious, individual.
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indefinable, necessary something which makes
for box-office appeal. And that is why, when
real talent is unearthed, studios spare no expense
in developing it in the hope that stardom will
result.
Who are the present youngsters who are going
places fast and will, in all probability, be numbered as members of filmdom's royalty in the
near future ? Among the outstanding ones in the
ranks of the dramatic artists are : Andrea Leeds,
Jane Bryan, Lana Turner, Mary Maguire,
Jayne Regan, Marjorie Weaver, Phyllis Brooks,
Nan Grey, Anne Shirley, Dennis O'Keefe, Gordon Jones, Alan Curtis, Alan Bruce, Betty
Grable, Joan Fontaine and Florence Drake.
I believe that within a year at least half a
dozen of these will win stellar roles. Why?
Because each is bringing to the screen a distinct
and intriging personality; because each is soaring lustrously to the heights on the wings of
vivid and pulsating performances and is making
an indelible impression upon public consciousness. All are capable of intense emotion and all
have winning personalities. Yet these dramatic
players are not the only ones that are spotlighted
for big things. Sixteen-year-old Betty Jaynes
will be singing before the cameras in her first
role — a starring one — by the time you read this.
Betty is the little Chicago girl who created more
than a mild sensation upon her debut as a prima
donna when she sang the role of Mimi in "La
Boheme" with the Chicago Opera Company.

Girls and boys of the films
who have passed the rigid
camera test and are going
ahead fast: Marjorie
Weaver, upper left; Dick
Baldwin, above; Alan Curtis, left; Ann Miller, below;
Lana Turner, lower center,
and Lynne Carver, at left,
below.
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When real talent Is unearthed, the studios spare no expense developing it, in the sincere hope that stardom will
result. Betty Grable, above; Joan Fontaine, upper center;
Gordon Jones; Lucille Ball, top right; and Vicki Lester,
right, all on their way to the heights — we hope. Whom do
you pick io reach the goal first?
Dick Baldwin is another soon to have a bigger opportunity with song since he won his spurs in opera with
the St. Louis Municipal Opera Company.
Lynne Carver, the lovely little protegee of Loretta
Young, whom you first saw as the sweetheart of Tom
Brown in "Maytime," is slated for a top spot in the field
of song since music is her raison d'etre, though oddly
enough most of her roles to date have been of the ingenue
brand. Lynne is a positive person, with very decided
views of her own and a great determination. In her new
contract Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has provided for her

vocal and musical training, as it is part of that studio's
plan to exploit her musical talents later. Lynne is willing
to work day and night to attain success.
"I've had enough hard knocks to realize there's no
royal road to doing your job right," she remarks. "I
expect to work and work very hard. But I think I can
make my work count." She allows nothing to stifle her
pursuit and her persistence overcomes every defeat.
Five feet, six inches tall, with a graceful, willowy
figure, light auburn hair, and fathomless grey eyes. Miss
Carver has an unusual youthful charm. Among those
who have taken a deep interest in the young player is
Irene Dunne, with whom she played in "Roberta." Lynne
has also appeared in "Strangers All" with May Robson,
one of her friends and mentors ; in "Old Man Rhythm,"
"To Beat the Band," "The Bride Wore Red," "Madame
X" and "Everybody Sing." She says her greatest hobby
is listening to older and more experienced players recount their trials in Hollywood. And it has been one
of her greatest advantages (Please turn to page 75)
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n the early "Caravan" — remember?

Beyers

Loveless

Delving into the picturesque
past of a great actor

one of the most beri"Conquest" Charleses Boyer gave
lievable performanc of that difficult role of Napoleon
that has ever been given either on stage or screen. Boyer
made you believe in the devoutness to one purpose, in
the all-consuming fire which pushed him on and ever on,
so that no woman, not even Marie Walewska, could deter
him from what he felt to be his destiny. And the reason
that Charles Boyer made you believe all this and sympathize with it, for the first time, was that in many ways
Charles Boyer, the person, is such a man himself — and
in the explanation of this is one of the most unusual
stories ever to come out of Hollywood.
We do not mean that Mr. Boyer has a Napoleonic
complex. Not the least of it. But we do mean that Mr.

By

Years

Anita

Kilore

Boyer could give the character life, because he too_ has
known what it is to be obsessed by one ideal, to be driven,
to be so absorbed by his own dream that nothing else
Napoleon's great devomattered. He could thus interpret
tion to a cause, the following of his star, because he also
has a star and has followed it. As he says himself, "It
was this which made my job easier. You see, there were
certain periods in my life when I could not escape from
the set pattern which I had mapped out for myself. Many
times there were temptations trying to tear me away,
but always there was something inside me which forced
me to live out the years of the particular devotion which
engrossed me. So you see I had sympathy with Napoleon.
My parallel is, of course, in no way comparable to his,
but it did help me in creating {Please turn to page 72)
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Marcia and Stewart
turned suddenly to face
Phil as he entered the office. "If you two are heavily engaged," he said
crisply, "I'll return later."

ave
arm
Ameddican.
CHAPTER

IV
H, DON'T argue
with her Stewart." Phil in-

terrupted wearily. "She
aiows perfectly well which part she's to play.
This is just a bit of whimsey."
Marcia looked at Phil coldly. "I'll thank you
to keep out of this, Mr. Burns. I can complete
my negotiations with Mr. Stewart without your
assistance." Glaring furiously, "I knew if you came over
here you'd be sure to make trouble."
"Listen, Miss England-on-your-father's-side, have you
forgotten the contract you signed with Sol and me ?"
"I shall have that contract annulled !"
"Oh, will you ! Well,
signed it and you'll live up
it."
to "I will
not ! . I'm no longer interested in American
contracts."
"Ameddican," Phil corrected.
Marcia ignored that. "From now on I shall reside in
England and make my pictures heah where they will
have room.
a cultural background." She started grandly from
the

"With you as an alley cat foreground," Phil said softly.
Marcia
all restraint.
continued lost
toward
the door. "You filthy American !" She

"Just a minute, Marcia," Phil said, "you're dropping
something."
"What !" she demanded viciously.
"Your
English
accent.
You
should
have said
28

out of here." Marcia
went. "Of all the damned, lousy — ."
"Go ahead, Phil," Anne advised, "use all of those fine
old American words."
"So I'm helpless. Stewart, I'm sorry to have you
involved in this mess."
"My dear fellow, my sympathy is entirely with you."
"Isn't there someone in London who could play the

t
"Not a soul. But don't geworry, old chap. If she doesn't
come around we'll put the story aside and shoot someelse." we won't!" Phil said with sudden inspira"By thingGod,
tion. "We'll shoot this one. Listen : Your story as written
is swell,?" but I think I have an idea that will make it
part
even better, and one that will teach that young lady a
badly needed lesson. We'll shoot the script just as it is
and"What
allow !" Marcia to play Lady Mary."

"That's the answer," Phil said happily.
"You mean you'll let her burlesque the part?" Anne
asked.
"Oh, she won't know she's burlesquing it. We'll let
her play her conception of an English gentlewoman without any direction whatever. Do you remember the American picture, 'Merton of the Movies'?"
"Very well indeed," Stewart said.
"Marcia will be Miss Merton in the English version."
"Phil, you're a genius !" Anne cried.
"It sounds interesting," Stewart said dubiously, "but
look here, is it quite cricket to do a thing like that ?"
"We aren't playing cricket now, but that good old
American game of never giving a sucker an even break."
"Is your life well insured?" Anne asked drily.

Illustrated By
Lloyd Wright

The glamorous romance of
a screen siren who gambles
with the happiness of those
whose fate is involved with
her own turbulent career

By Frederick Stowers
Please Turn to Page 95 for Synopsis of Preceding Chapters
"Never mind that."
"No? Well, of course you know your Marcia. But how
do you think she'll feel when she learns you've sold her
down the river?"
"I imagine she'll be annoyed."
"And that is the most magnificent bit of understatement I've ever heard," Anne said.
"We're forgetting something," Stewart interrupted.
"Who will play the part of the American girl?"
Phil grinned joyously. "Don't you know? Anne will
be Sally Belle Jones."
"What!" Anne was stunned.
"Come on, Anne, be a sport. Can't you see how that
will be in keeping with the rest of our plan? After all,
you created the character and you should be able to

I
P Anne's eyes lighted with a wicked gleam. "Well,
fancy I can do as well by Sally Belle Jones as Marcia
can by Lady Mary."

Some weeks later Phil was seated deep in a big chair
in Stewart's office, smoking a cigarette, morosely
thoughtful as Anne came in.
"Hello there, persimmon puss," she cried in the breezy
American manner, "why the blanket of gloom? You
look as sad as a Broadway chorine at a May festival,
But don't let 'em get you down, pal." She broke into
pal?"
laughter as she slid into a chair. "How'm I dom',
it."
know
you
and
show,
the
stealing
"You're
"Oh Phil, I've never had such a ripping time in my
whole life!"
"Anne, I owe you an apology."
"I adore apologies."
"I've always known you were a real person, but I

"However you *
try to alibi it, I still
think it's Holly"When dealins
wood lousy !"
with anyone like
Marcia you've got
to go to extremes.
"I wonder if that isn't the
trouble between you two. You've
you can never
always gone to such violent extremes that
ut a battle.
witho
ion
decis
est
simpl
arrive at even the
her ?"
"You think I like to fight withher
worst traits; you re
"Yes You glory in arousing
re
almost sadistic about it, and I think it's unjust. You
"Heart!"
snorted.
heart."
ng her Phil
breaki
"Haven't you noticed the change since you let up on
the
her? She's entirely happy and without bitterness for
_
."
first time since I've known her
"Don't go soft for Marcia's sake," Phil advised sourly.
"She's happy because she thinks she's having her own

never thought you were an actress."
"But, Phil, I'm not acting. I'm simply letting myself
abandon. It's a lark."
with joyous
go "You'll
be a sensation. And the irony of it for Marcia

W3^No, Phil, it's much deeper than that. It's because
she's realizing a dream— she's living in an atmosphere
she's yearned for all her life. And I think it's cruel to
thinking it's real."
deceived into
on being too
let her goAnne,
would
late to turn back now. It 29
it's
"But,
go
never
could
She
picture.
only hurt her and ruin the

is, after practically forcing the part on you you'll be the
hit of the picture."
"My American friends will probably cut me dead
after this."
"They'll love you for it."

the truth."
through with it if shellyknew
find out."
"She must eventua
"You're taking this far too seriously," Phil said impatiently.
"It's going to prove serious {Please turn to page yo )

Here they are, right:
eight Joneses, and
one in-law! At left,
close-ups of John
Jones and his wife,
Louise, played by
Jed Prouty and
Spring Byington. At
eft, below, a familiar breakfast-table
scene by
Mister and
Missus.

mm,

Meet
America's

AMERICA'S Number One Family isn't composed of
scions of prominence and wealth. Nor is it a
/-\
\ clan of blue bloods who trace their ancestry back
/
to the Mayflower. It's the Jones Family!
is. There's
Family
the Jonesand
who Louise;
you know
Of course,
Granny Jones,
his wife,
Jones and
John
John's mother who lives with them; and Bonnie, and

Jack, Roger, Lucy and Bobby. Eight, all told. They're
the Jones Family — but they might be the family of
Mr. and Mrs. America, for that's what they represent.
A little more than two years ago they came into being.
20th Century-Fox introduced them in their first picture,
"Every Saturday Night." Reflecting in sincere and
human fashion the joys and sorrows of a typical American family, the Joneses walked straight into the heart
of every theatre-goer. Immediately, the entire country
in the Jones' daily
became Jones Family-conscious. For in
his or her own
life, everyone recognized something
past, or present. And anything in a familiar groove
immediately attracts.
As a result of the response accorded that initial Jones
Family picture, the studio turned out a second, and a
third, then, until nine at the present writing have been
made, all with the same characters. And with each successive film of this series, their popularity has soared.
It's got to the point now that only Shirley Temple supersedes them in actual box-office draw, of all the pictures
produced on the 20th Century-Fox lot.
How the Jones Family series has become the favorite
that it is, is a modern movie miracle. Without big and
important names to portray them — for, of course, you
know that "Jones" is only their character name in these
30

The

most

folksy family walk
right into your heart as you meet the
gang and hear their personal history

pictures — without fanfare or pretense, the series has
wormed itself quietly into public consciousness until now
the whole nation awaits the next picture starring this
that we'll have to
family group. It's a story so amazing
skip back to its very inception to best understand it :
In the early Fall of 1935, a little play, "Every Satur's Gateway
Hollywood
presented
washall
day —Night,"
of less
capacity
audience
with an at
a tiny
Theatre
than one hundred persons — by a group of semi-professionals. It was written by Katharine Kavanaugh, who
had turned out some sixty plays which had been produced inauspiciously through the years by schools,
colleges and theatrical clubs. A 20th Century-Fox
studio scout visited the theatre during the run of Miss
Kavanaugh's play, not because he expected to discover
anything worth-while but merely in the discharge of his
duties. The show was produced in a single modest setting, but when the scout left the theatre he knew he had
uncovered "pay dirt" and he took with him a copy of
the script. This he submitted to Executive Producer Sol
Wurtzel. The following evening, Wurtzel himself attended the show, taking with him Max Golden, one of
his associate producers. Both were so enthusiastic about
the play that the next morning negotiations for the purchase of the play were under way.
Who should direct the picture? James Tinling had
just finished a production and was headed out the studio
a week's
and told
desert him,
for the
gates in his roadster,
him
stopped
gateman
rest. Thebound
much-needed
Wurtzel wanted to see him. "Read this, will you, Jim?"

Jones

■Fami

By Whitney

ly!

Williams

the big boss asked. "We think it's pretty good.
Let's hear what you think of it." Almost resentfully, Tinling went back to his office, sat down,
began to read. Fifteen minutes later, he had called
off his trip. He no longer needed that vacation.
He knew that just what every director wants —
a swell story — had been tossed right into his lap.
Obviously, casting would play an important
part in the success, of this picture. (Of course,
this was before the studio knew it would continue
the trials and tribulations of this family group as
a series.) Casting meant not only securing capable
screen players for the various family members,
but gathering together a group of actors
who resembled each other. Hundreds of
applicants were interviewed. The problem
of finding unrelated actors who bore the
|gj
appearance of actually belonging to the Wm
same family had to be considered, and not
until two days before the film went into
production was the cast finally assembled.
But then — it looked like a real family.
From grand old Florence Roberts, who
plays the grandmother, to five-year-old
Billy Mahan, the youngest son, the Joneses
all had those round noses that look as
though they (Please turn to page 77)
Gay group at right includes June Carlson as Lucy, Miss
Byington as Mrs. Jones, Jed Prouty as John Jones, Kenneth Howell as Jack, the oldest son; Florence Roberts as
Granny, George Ernest as Roger — in "A Trip, to Paris."
Close-ups, right above, show Miss Roberts and Howell.

*

The
reserved
Mr.
Raft turns
talkative about himself and the
strangeLuck"
waysin of
sirenic "Lady
Hollywood

James

Bowles

Fisher

Raft the realist reviews his career in this
frank interview. Below, with Olympe
Bradna in "Souls at Sea;" with Sylvia
Sidney in his newest picture, and in a
typical character study.

Georae

Di

RAFT had shown Paramount that it
GEORGE
takes a star to find one ! That's what was being
bruited about the lot — and about Hollywood.
An item such as that cannot be ignored by any interviewer. So I pocketed my pencil and notebook and went
to the Paramount lot to hunt him down. I found him on
Stage Three. He was blissfully unaware of the fact that
he was on the A^erge of being interviewed. With his feet
on the sound man's desk and his head on the stocking
counter he was as close to a prone position as it's possible to get in a director's chair. His position spelled
abstraction. There was a far-away look in his eye. In
spirit he was completely removed from this nicely
equipped department store set.
All around him there was activity. Just beyond, where
the feminine unmentionables were on display, the lights
blazed. There the escalator was situated. There a scene
was being shot. On the escalator Sylvia Sidney was making a valiant effort to keep her physical balance while
indicating for the benefit of the camera that she was
32

losing her emotional balance over Mr. Raft. For this was
"You and Me" in the process of filmization. In it you
will see George and Sylvia caught in the throes of
troublous romance.
With all such mundane activity George was not at
all concerned. Under the circumstances it seemed a
shame to disturb him. But there's little pity in the heart

victim.
of an interviewer. So I approached my recumbent
"What do you want?" he asked a shade reproachfully.
"What do you think?"
"You had an interview last year. I told you everything
then. There's nothing new."
"You didn't tell me you were planning to promote
a star of
Olympe Bradna into a part that would make
her," I accused.
"Didn't I— and did I ?"
I explained to him that lots of people thought he was
e
entirely responsible for the fact that the petite Olymp
is well on her way to stardom. Furthermore, I added,
if he intended to turn talent scout his public ought to be
I did
let in on the secret. To all of which he said, "All
m
was suggest that she be given the part opposite me
'Souls At Sea.' "
In typical Raft fashion he was making everything
ss of
sound simple. In his terms the momentous busine
m
stardo
to
road
the
on
putting a stock contract player
a
than
e
notabl
more
g
nothin
like
sound
to
ened
threat
pack
a
for
e
routine errand to Ye Corner Smoke Shopp
ted that it hadn't been that easy
of cigarettes! I suspec
so I settled down to a barrage of questions. At length he
must have realized that he'd have no opportunity to concentrate on picking a winner for the seventh at Santa
Anita until he had given me a few facts. He began to
talk
"If you really want to know," he sighed, "it happened
this way. I was sitting on the set one day with Henry
was
Hathaway, the director. That was before the picture
a
on
work
started
had
we
r,
Howeve
really under way.
the
if
as
looked
it
time
that
At
scenes.
inary
few prelim
title 'Souls At Sea,' was going to fit the story right
the
down to the ground— or rather, the water line. All
!
right
all
sea,
at
were
e
pictur
the
souls connected with
been
The script hadn't been finished, the cast hadn't
definitely set and everything looked as if it were likely
which
to go wrong. I doubt if the front office had decided
talking
was
I
while
Well,
!
use
to
going
were
ocean we
to Henry a girl came out to the set to get a costume
okay. It was for one of the bits— a gipsy dancer, I think.
The moment I saw her I nudged Henry and told him
that there was the girl for the part.
" 'Where's the girl for what part?' he asked and gave
me the kind of look that directors always use on actors
Would Olympe Bradna be a star today if George had not
in his
insisted she be cast in "Souls at Sea"? Below. Raft
dressing-room, by the cabinet that provides radio and liquid
refreshment. Right, at home— note picture of George and
Gary Cooper, Raft's favorite screen character portrait.

Olympe — that's
ot line.
when thethey
us. It was Hathaway
to time
overthat
come By
— had
wasout
girlget
who
she had to see about the costume. After she had gone
he admitted that she was a good type for the part of the
little French maid. But another girl was practically set
for the part — a girl whom everyone knew could handle
the acting end of it. Even though Olympe might suit the
role better from the standpoint of looks, no one knew
whether she could act or not. After all, she was just a
little stock girl and she had been signed up chiefly because she was a good dancer. Anyway, there were enough
already — why add another one ?
product
on. complications
soion
And
"Henry's arguments were all good ones. But I still
had a hunch about Olympe so I stuck to my own points.
Probably just to shut me up Henry finally agreed to
give the girl a test. After we saw the test I was more
certain than ever that I was right. Henry thought the
test was swell too and moved over to my side one hundred per cent. Olympe looked perfect. Even prettier
more,
than in real life, and that's saying plenty ! What's
the test proved that she could act. From then on all we
had to do was to convince the front office to put her in
the part. That was a pretty tough assignment but^ we
finally won. And that's about all there is to tell," he
added as he took a new grip on the sound man's desk
with his heels and made a determined effort to achieve
a completely horizontal position.
Well, it all certainly sounded simple. But, as I say,
George is a past master at stripping things down to their
very essentials. The result is that anything he describes
is likely to sound eligible for the easy-does-it classification. It's not that he's modest, either. If he does a
thing well he'll tell you so as quickly as he will ask someone's help in a situation in which he's not sure of himself.
tThe salient points in his makeup are his matter-of-fac94)
ness and his straight-forward- (Please turn to page
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Wacky

or wistful? Marie

Wilson

is

a little of both, and Hollywood's
best new comedy bet

By

Maud

Cheafh

T IS amazing how many things can happen to Marie
Wilson !
She never dreamed of a comedy career. Instead, she
visioned herself doing heavy drama, but to her dismay, every
role she plays creates the laugh sequences. Sometimes she
trots into the "front office" determined to talk things over
with the producers, but they never take her seriously and,
considering it all a joke, they send her away with a soothing ;
There, there, little girl, you'll grow into drama by and by !
As to her devastating" talent for getting into scrapes, she
can't understand that, either. She insists, and rightly, that
she's the last person in the world intentionally to step out
of tune. Yet every day is peppered with screwy _ antics,
flustered, embarrassing moments, of doing and saying the
wrong thing at the wrong time, and these become excruciatingly funny because she is completely unaware of the
comedy aspects.
Perhaps it is this quality of bewildered wistfulness that
pulls at the heart strings of audiences, and wins them, for
Marie rates third among all the Warner Brothers' stars
today
receiving fan mail. This is a triumph when you recall she
in
has been on the screen but a couple of years,_ and also that
this studio boasts such favorites as Paul Muni, Bette Davis,
Olivia de Havilland, Errol Flynn, Dick Powell, and Wayne
Morris.
I watched Marie make a scene. As the demure little
waitress in "Boy Meets Girl" — wearing a simple black dress,
a frilly apron, and with her blonde curls tied with a white
ribbon, she was clowning with Cagney. Again and again they
took the hilarious scene, and again and again, an untimely
laugh — even the director was (Please turn to page 76)
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Trouper

Number

Shirley Temple

One!

holds Ker own

with the ablest acting vet*
erans, and

steals

even

scenes from a Monde
beauty!
J

Vi

4tf

While Shirley herself, not a
motion picture, is touring the
country on her first long vacation, her shadow-self will be
enchanting audiences in "Little
Miss Broadway." The Temple
tot has stiff histrionic competition in her new film: see her, in
these scenes starting from the
left, with such seasoned troupers as Jane Darwell, Donald
Meek, and Edna May Oliver;
and watch her, above, adroitly
snatching a scene from Phyllis
Brooks, one of
most beautiful
blondes.
George's
Hollywood
Murphy, in
sceneley at with
lower Shirleft,
is superior in
height but
topped in talent.

am
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i
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Trek toward the sea has started! The rush for swimmingpools is on. But some stars are stay-at-homes when they
gardens like Loretta Young's — there's Loretta
secluded
haveleft.
Arleen Whelan, beautiful new starlet, prefers the
at
pool, below. Warner Baxter boards his yacht, the "Warwynne" — named after himself for the first syllable and his
wife Winifred for the second — and sniffs salty air — at far
left. Anne Shirley, below left on opposite page, luxuriates at
Palm Springs. The lively water-nymph at lower right on this
page, Susan Hayward, is a beach-becomer. Wayne Morris,
right, trims sails like an old salt— butTie's really a new hand,
for it's the first boat he has ever owned. And the same to
you, say all the stars — a happy vacation!

Its

A

Date!

We're off! First, the
Beverly Hills Brown
Derby for dinner — up- >
per left, Patsy opens
the box containing her
orchid corsage while
Waynewhistles.Above, j
waiting for the dinner
check — and there it is!
Well, it was a good
dinner.
Center popular
left, on J1
to
La Conga,
hot-spot,
where Priscilla and Wayne
swing
into a rhumba. Where
next? The Trocadero —
Wayne checks his coat
with admiring check
girls, lower left, then
he and Patsy get a ringside table, below — and,
eventually, the check!

Come

along with Wayne

Morn's and Priscilla Lane

as

they hit Hollywood's high
spots on a gala evening

■A
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Leaving the Troc, above. See Gregory Ratoff in
background? And now, on to Cocoanut Grove at
the Ambassador. Priscilla and Wayne, top right,
come down the stairs all set for a time — and have
it, at right. The Grove is popular with screen stars
and thronged with sight-seers out to see the celebrities. Oh, yes, there's the check. Two chicken
sandwiches, two lemonades, two coffees — these
two sure have healthy appetites — and after that big
dinner, too. Now what? Let's get going —
m
1
1

J*

I
it
'•£2*

To the Hawaiian Paradise, above — where native waitresses take your order, and
palm trees and parrots supply the native atmosphere. "2 caviar patties, 1 salad
bowl, 1 orchid lei" — it's about time to call it an evening! And so home, right.
girls and
Wayne spent almost $75, including checks, tips to waiters, hat-check
parking attendants, and orchids. But it was worth it. How about another date?

Glamor

vs. Art,

is it?

But

who is to say that A4vr na Lov's
clamor isn t Art, or Luise
Raincr's Art is not glamorous?
Must we choose tetwcen them?

The movie
lovely wife
lady ofabove
be America's
favoriteMyrna
screen Loy
sophisticate.
As
the
Clarkseems
Gableto and
William Powell,
has won her
laurels. Here she is in recent camera studies. On opposite page, the elusive
Rainer, acclaimed the screen's greatest actress, in her new rdle in "The Toy
Wife." Scenes show Luise with her two leading men at far right, Melvyn
Douglas and Robert Young; and with young Alan Perl, who plays her son.

A study in concentration by Alice Faye, above; or, how a movie beauty
remembers her lines. "Let's see, now — how did that go? Wait a minute,
that's all wrong. Let's try again — there, I've got it!"
think— no,
let me consider
the picture panel at left, starting at the top: see Penny
Now
Singleton, pretty actress? Now watch her making up to look twice her age;
and finally, as she'll look on the screen in her first character part in
"Secrets of an Actress."

f

Picture

Pullers

Edward Everett Horton, in our centre panel of pictures, impersonates a gentleman who has tossed away the temperance pledge for the first time. If you'll look

. Silly stuff, what? But I like it. Or do I? One more and 1 11 find out for sure.

More small boys dream of being baseball players than movie actors.
Here's one lad who achieved both ambitions — Allan Lane, seen above
in action as he worked out with the Chicago Cubs. Allan starred in
baseball at Notre Dame, played pro football with the Brooklyn Dodgers
and Giants, before movies grabbed him. Now look to the right. The
plot: Claire Trevor finally gets her man — with a sock on the jaw. He is
Humphrey Bogart. They battle in "Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse."

^X^ork
tures!

out the plots behind

these pic=

Each sequence tells its own

story

Of course, you'll recognize the gentleman at the dressing-table, left below, as
Harold Lloyd. You'd better take a good look, because you won't know Harold
as he progresses through stages of make-up to make him an old man for "Professor Beware." Charlie Dudley, make-up expert, is seen working on the basic
treatment which includes such details as hollow cheeks, wrinkles, wig. Finally,
Harold looks at least 70 — older than his own father, with him at right.

Pursuing his gay and gallant way through life and films,
Douglas Fairbanks the second bids fair to become quite as
legendary and fascinating a figuTe as his famous father. Still
a youth in years, young Doug is a man of the world in
he is firmly estabimagination and experience — and now
lished as an important Hollywood star. See him, below,
Dietrich. Right below, when he was Joan Crawford's
with
husband. Then consider the close-up, center, with Danielle
Darrieux, opposite whom he plays in her first American
movie, "The Rage of Paris." Finally, at bottom of page, with
Ginger Rogers in "Having Wonderful Time."

Ttie

Ladiles

in

nis

Measure

Can the average American
wood's exacting standards?
pare witn hometown

girl measure
Look

Venuses,

Rochelle Hudson, left, personally presents one of the pertest
figures in filmdom. Rochelle is
wearing the "Cherie," a suit
new Wisp-oJantzen's
made of fabric
weight
in which soft,
light-weight wool is combined
with Lastex yarn. Below, a
newcomer
decorative
highly Laurie
named
Lane, all done up
in swansdown.

Upi

up to Holly*

around here, com*
and cast your vote

At top of page, Harriet Haddon
enlivens
"Cocoanut
Grove"of
with her own
brisk version
the hula. Topping page opposite are two screen beauties who
certainly measure up — in looks,
talent, and trouping: Binnie
Barnes and Gail Patrick. And
at
extreme inright
you'll see pretty
Ethel
Merman
a devilishly
new costume.

, Paris! Oh, for the life of
artist! La Vie Parisienne,
and a couple of ooh-la-las!
brought about by the two
poses of Victoria Vinton at
You will find Vicky in
she Diggers
could only
sing! — if
Gold
in Paris"

And now for crisp statistics— or, getting right down
to figures. Below, from
left to right, and very
much all right with us, is
Susan Hayward as she is
weighed and measured by
Lewis
physical Hippe,
instructor.Warners'
Susan,
said to have "the perfect
Hollywood
— what,
another one?figure"
— weighs
113
pounds; her height is 5
feet, 3 inches; her ankle
measures lYi inches; and
oh, yes — she can act, too.

Look

at the

things.

bright side

of

Sure7 careers Hang

in

tKe balance, fortunes are invested in tne films they make.
But do tne stars nave to be
glum

about

it?

Not

topping troupers!

Jimmie Cagney came back to whoop things up with his old pals Pat
O'Brien and Frank McHugh and the Warner lot got more hectic and
hilarious during the making of "Boy Meets Girl." Below, you follow Pat
and Jim as they clowned along the sidelines. Jim gives Frank that McHugh
look as the trio meet, left center. At luncheon, below, Cagney 's joke
amuses Marie Wilson, Ralph Bellamy, Dick Foran, but not O'Brien.

these

The

Most

Beautiful

Still

of

the

Mon

One star of the outdoor action drama who has held his popularity
against all comers is the stalwart and handsome George O'Brien.
/^\/R •
One of Hollywood's most respected citizens, he keeps right on
OeOfge
DflCft
turning out minor epics glorifying the great American West,
. ///~
¥
//
enthralling small boys of all ages. In O'Brien movies, virtue is
1ft
OUfl LAW
always triumphant and the scenery gorgeous. In short, fun!

Laugh

today

Treacher's
tomorrow!

as you

plans

read

Arthur

for

Buttling has brought!
Treacher all the com
forts of a life he en
joys immensely. Arthui
is by way of being
mighty comfortable
above, in his specially
built bed
four
and (he's
a halfsixRight, in character;
and, center, with his
pet terrier.

The

a

BUTLER

CASTLE

in

BUILDS

the

the progress
TO DATE, only a water meter marks
of the house, but in Arthur Treacher's mind, it is
complete, as it will be some time next summer, down
to the least detail — the locks that insure his privacy, the
flowers in the patio, the cunning ledges and shelves here
me glasses so that rings won't be made
welcoure.
there
and
on his
niceto furnit
Sometimes people wonder if Treacher does not get
tired of perennially buttling, but Treacher himself takes
it all with a grim After all, buttling has brought him
security, it has brought him a larger income than he ever
hoped or planned for, it has brought him at least a home.
His ideas for the house go back to his English inheritance, certain inborn ideas of what a gentleman's
should be, premised on the thought that a man's
house
house is his castle. In carrying them out, he has followed
no set pattern, however, and the result promises to be
charming. In the first place, his original idea came from
an ad in a magazine — <a heater ad, in fact. The background suggested just the sort of house he wanted, livable, unpretentious.
The next step was to get plans made. A friend advised

AIR

him that architects were useful. In some doubt, Treacher
discussed the problem over hamburgers in a small stand.
A lady, overhearing, was sufficiently impressed to write
him suggesting a name. The name meant nothing but
Treacher was satisfied to let the man develop his ideas—
and learned later that he had selected a pupil of Frank
Lloyd Wright to design his house.
As far as the exterior is concerned, it is, he insists,
"just a house," of stone and weathered shingles and with
an eight-foot wall to give seclusion. He was a long time
finding a lot that was both suitable and reasonable but
finally settled on one in Encino, a popular development
near Hollywood and the studio but far enough out to give
a sense of space, of quiet, of country.
It was during a lay-off period that his ideas crystallized.
It happened then that he was badly needed on the lot and
although an actor is not supposed to be called during
that time, the director decided to phone and ask him
to return as a special favor. Treacher demurred. He
would like to know, first, if his option was to be taken up,
because, you see, he wanted to build a house.
Fortunately for the picture (Continued on page 82)
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Reviews

by
THE ADVENTURES

OF ROBIN HOOD— Warners

SUPERB spectacle, magnificent melodrama, rhapsodic
romance — "Robin Hood" has everything you want in the
way of screen entertainment. Handsomest all-color film
so far, it has moments of amazing beauty, but never do
they interfere with the action which is essential to the spectacle.
Speed and spirit are not sacrificed for the sake of dragging in
an extra boar's head; the film moves every minute, and while it
makes the most of its extravagant settings it never neglects the
human interest. Every character in "The Adventures of Robin
Hood" is very much a real person, as modern as tomorrow; and
therein lies the picture's chief appeal. Sir Robin of Locksley, as
played by Errol Flynn, has 1938 ideas about helping the underprivileged; but the way he goes about it makes it all seem so
all take up archery. Robin's
much fun that I think we should
romance with Maid Marian is as lyrical as you would wish, with
Olivia de Havilland an exquisite heroine. The merry men are
grand, with Alan Hale, Eugene Pallette, and Herbert Mundin
just right. Of course Basil Rathbone is the perfect Guy of
Gisborne, and his duel with Robin is really something to see.
Here is one spectacular picture which will thrill and never bore.

TEST PILOT— M-G-M
THE best picture any one of the three stars has had in
a long time— and that means "Test Pilot" is everything
. it should be. Clark Gable gives his very best performance
as the daredevil pilot; Myrna Loy tops even her Thin
Man's Wife as Clark's adorable screen spouse here; and Spencer
Tracy, with fewer fireworks than usual, manages to remind you,
even in such fast company, that he comes mighty close to being
the screen's- best all-around actor. For once in an air drama, the
zooming planes don't steal the show. The human element enters
in, at director Victor Fleming's expert bidding, and remains the
reason for the heroics and for your respectful attention. Oh,
there are thrills in the sky, all right ; your heart will be in
your mouth too often for comfort; the excitement is sustained,
too. But the appeal of "Test Pilot" for most movie-goers, especially women, will be in the quite heartbreaking scenes in which
Miss Loy worries and waits for her dashing and reckless husband. Gable is very, very good — I admit I was surprised that he
could so accurately capture the moods and emotions of a role as
he does here. Apologies and congratulations. Fine acting in an
enormously exciting and convincing picture — a satisfying cinema.
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best
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DR. RHYTHM— Paramount

fSSSg. SOME inspired party put Beatrice Lillie into this Bing
rosby picture, with incredibly happy results. I enjoyed
every minute of it, particularly when The Crooner and
Lady Peel occupy the screen at one and the same time,
indulging in their very different but surprisingly compatible
brands of comedy. "Dr. Rhythm" is entirely and ingratiatingly
crazy. Not a bit of it makes sense and it isn't supposed to. That
can be said about lots of pictures, but this time the direction and
the performances are authentically mad and merry, and if you
can get into the mood of the thing you'll have the time of your
life. If not, I pity you, but I don't like you. Once upon a time O.
Henry wrote a story called "The Badge of Policeman O'Roon,"
and Bing impersonates a policeman ; otherwise there is no connection. There has probably never been a funnier sequence than Beatrice Lillie's "Double Damask Napkins" shopping scene, with
Franklin Pangborn as the foil. Two songs whose familiarity even
radio dance bands and singers can't breed contempt for are "On
The Sentimental Side" and "My Heart is Taking Lessons"— you
haven't heard 'em until you hear Bing sing them. Andy Devine
helps the hilarity. Mary Carlisle is prettily present. Swell show!

BEST

AND

BIGGEST:

"The Adventures

of Robin Hood"

"Test Pilot"
BEST

AND

FUNNIEST:

"Vivacious

Lady"

"Dr. Rhythm"
FINEST

PERFORMANCES:
li|ttl§L

Errol Flynn in "Robin Hood"
Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy,

Loy in "Test Pilot"
Bing Crosby, Beatrice
"
Ginger
RhythmRogers,

"Vivacious
SURPRISE

Lillie in "Dr.

James

Stewart
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Lady"

HIT:

James
SOCKO

Myrna

Ellison in "Vivacious

Lady"

NEWCOMER:

Richard

Greene

in "Four

Men

and

a

Prayer"

FOUR MEN AND A PRAYER— 20th Century-Fox

A FIELD day for girl film fans, this picture ; and no
hardship, either, to the gentlemen in the audience, for Loretta Young is the girl ; and no man has ever tired yet of
looking at Loretta. Sometimes I wish she weren't so pretty,
because then she would take her acting more seriously and get
into a character as she did once — in "A Man's Castle;" but so
far I am the only one to complain, so skip it. Loretta, in this picture, issurrounded, but not submerged, by as personable a group
of gentlemen as it has ever been my pleasure to see on the screen.
First and foremost, Richard Greene, that much-touted "Robert
Taylor-Tyrone Power" type from England, who completely disarms you with a modest manner and terrific dimples in each
cheek. The young man also can act, if it interests you. Then there
is David Niven, rapidly coming into his own as an engaging
young comedian; the interesting George Sanders, nice William
Henry, and, to round out the list, that splendid actor, C. Aubrey
Smith. There is a lot of plot, involving a mystery which skips
across three continents with ease if not conviction; but I think
you will be chiefly interested in the new boy and his love scenes
with our girl, Missy Loretta ; and you will be watching for his next.

VIVACIOUS LADY— RKO-Radio
MOST captivating romance since "It Happened One
Night," and positive proof, as if we need it, that Ginger
Rogers is a great star in her own right. Here is a rare
cinema combination : hilarious comedy and a tender love
story which contrives to be always convincing despite slapstick
interludes. The only thing, in fact, wrong with this picture is the
terrible title. It does not tell the story; it is a gross understatement, practically a libel on the spirited heroine so beautifully
played by Ginger ; but don't let it keep you away. From the moment that James Stewart as a young professor of botany meets
Ginger as a night-club entertainer, and marries her immediately,
the celluloid sizzles, with never a pause to permit you to catch
your breath as Jimmy brings his bride home to the university
town where his father is head man and the two try to snatch
marital bliss which ever eludes them. Lubitsch would have made
this a naughty picture. Director George Stevens, Miss Rogers,
and the inimitable Jimmy Stewart make it sheer delight, with
such warmth and poignancy, as well as humor, that I don't see
how anyone can resist it. Ginger and Jimmy have expert assistance from the handsome James Ellison, and a thoroughbred cast.

TO THE VICTOR — Gaumont-Britisli
JUST when I have convinced myself that I enjoy an imported motion picture for the same reason I like caviar,
.because I don't get it too often, and speak pretty severely
to myself along the lines of "Unfair to Hollywood" and
all that, along comes a netv imported picture such as "To The
Victor," and I am ready to put up a fight for visiting films. Here
is what might be called a more or less unpretentious screenplay
from England. It is not gigantic, or even colossal. But it is so
unusual, refreshing and appealing that I must urge you to be Unfair just long enough to see it; you will find it well worth your
while. An adaptation of Alfred Ollivant's famous story, "Bob,
Son of Battle," "To The Victor" was directed by Robert Stevenson, who gave us "Nine Days A Queen." Mr. Stevenson is not
only a brilliant technician ; he has deep sympathies and scintillating humor, never more apparent than in this picture. The leading
figure is what you might call a "character"— a quaint and strange
old fellow with three loyalties : his daughter, his dog, and, I
regret to say, his bottle. Will Fyffe plays the part superbly.
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Margaret Lockwood as his daughter is truly charming. See it !

SCREENLAND

Glamor

Edited

by

The very spirit of gay Summer,

one

of Hollywood's most popular girls
gives you her exclusive style slants

Madge Evans, a true California sun-baby, adorns the diving-board of the
Hotel Ambassador pool, above, after completing "Sinners in Paradise,
her picture for Universal. Madge is wearing a white satin bathing suit
with colorful sailboat print in shades of rust, green, and turquoise. At
upper right, brisk ensemble of yellow flannel dress and jacket of brown
and yellow plaid. Her hat is one of the new Hattie Carnegie berets of
brown linen, matching her leather belt. At right, Madge's pet Summer
costume: white linen frock with wide, diagonally-striped girdle in red,
white and blue, matching the bolero jacket.
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For lazy afternoons, Madge selects the print frock at left: red
seaweed design on a background of white. Her wide-brimmed
white felt hat is trimmed with red quill and band. Below, smart
beach suit of blue and white silk jersey, topped by a big rough
red straw sun-hat trimmed with graceful sprigs of red and yellow
oats. At lower left, dream-dress for Summer glamor moments —
white organdy gown embroidered in a scroll effect, worn over a
slip
of heavy
silk crepe.
Madge's
leghorn
boasts white
a bouquet
of flowers
at thewide-brimmed
front. And fornatural
gala
Summer evenings — see the classically simple white silk crepe
evening gown at lower right. The brief jacket is quaintly quilted.

Glamor
picturesSchool
by
Ray Jones,
Universal.

Safe*
Allen Burg

Wendy Barrie is one screen starlet who possesses plenty of chic. On this page she poses
in her three favorite Summer costumes. At upswagger ensemble of ivory wool and
brownper—left,short skirt of brown gabardine, jacket
of ivory wool. A brown felt polk-brim hat, pigskin gloves, and shoulder-strap bag complete
the picture. Above, daytime sheer vari-colored
print with pleated skirt, with which Wendy wears
an extreme picture hat, and carries an amusing
black kid bag. At left, candy-stripe beach ensemble in the new papier-mache cotton, green
and white. White clog sandals and a flame-red
sun-straw are the perfect accents. ■

hi
asnion

is

un!
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It's a chiffon Summer, and Anita
Louise, above, swings into it with
her green and white print with
finely pleated skirt. Her broadbrimmed black milan hat has
green grosgrain band and streamers. At upper right, Anita again —
this time in periwinkle blue and
wine — that saucy tarn is blue with
wine-colored pin-cushion pompon.
At far right, lovely Merle Oberon
in her Maggy Rouff sun-suit of
blue linen blouse and blue and
white striped shorts. The rough
straw sun-hat has white streamers.
Right, Gale Sondergaard in her
lively country costume of white
sharkskin slacks, brilliantly flowered
cotton coolie jacket, and colorful
yellow pancake straw.

If, as famous
Elizabeth

designer

Hawes

says,

"Fashion is Spinach," we
say, eat and enjoy it!
Here Hollywood lovelies
revel in the new clothes
for your edification

Up

in

the

Air

with

Wally

The screen's flying star breaks down and takes a
"writing person" for a sky ride that produces the
best Beery close-up ever

By

H

May

Mann

|OW much do you weigh, Honey? I
guess the plane will hold you. Come

on, get in !" That's a sample of typical
Beery gallantry. He'd say the same to Crawford or
Loy. Wallace Beery, big and gruff, was handing me into
his big luxurious $30,000 monoplane. Before I could
believe it, with his co-pilot Ortmann seated by him in the
front seats, and me in the back, a button was pushed, a
lever was pulled, the engine roared, the propeller spun,
and the next thing we had taxied from the landing field
at the airport and were flying in the sky.
Two things came to my mind. One, that Wallace

Beery calls all of the girls "honey" be they six, sixteen,
or sixty ; two, that you can never tell what he'll do next.
For here was I, who'd come down to the airport early
in the morning to say "Hello" and ask Wally something
about flying — plenty up in the air on a moment's notice.
A month before at the studio, Wally had told _me he
was taking delivery on a new four-passenger ship.
"Do you ever take any passengers?" I had asked him.
He'd said he always took along his co-pilot to relieve
him on long trips, and that his wife Rita and daughter
Carol Ann flew about with him frequently. "But I
take any writing-folks," he added significantly.
studio's always wanting me to take up someone
story, but gosh, I go up in the air to get away

never
"The
for a
from

Hollywood and stories. That's my relaxation!"
However, Wally was agreeable that I should come
out to the airport some day and inspect his new ship.
And so I'd come — and a moment later here I was,
bound for goodness knew where.
"See that mountain peak over there?" Wally called
back over his shoulder. "Now just watch what I do!"
I suddenly remembered having heard at his studio
that Wally had been a dare-devil on the Indianapolis
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Acme

race tracks, and was just as daring in the air. I was
watching with my heart in my throat. We were flying
at an altitude of about eight thousand feet. Wally turned
on a gadget over his head, and the plane nosed upward.
Up we went over the peak at 10,000 feet, then down we
zoomed for lower altitude to take a few nose-dives and
then a wing over. My stomach went up and down
accordingly. I felt like I was on either the Atlantic or
the Pacific, and at the rate we were zooming around
_
up there in those clouds I wasn't sure it mattered.
Wally handed me a pair of earphones and I listened
to the radio. Then he motioned that I should come up

and sit in front with him. "Watch these gadgets," he
said after I'd scrambled over in Mr. Ortmann's seat.
"I hope you're not one of those persons who says: Anyone that can drive a car can pjlot a plane.' "
I hastily assured him I'd never think of making such
a statement, but Wally said: "Here, take the controls,
plane's
theWe
headed straight for
wereyours."
froze in my seat. Wally sat there
in his lap in high glee. I grabbed
plane started earth-ward.
"Take your plane, I don't want

a mountain peak. I
with his hands folded
at the wheel and the

it," I shouted over the

din of the powerful motor as the ship nosed down.
"Think twice, you're turning down $30,000 worth of
airplane," he yelled back.
I took another look at the fifty handles, buttons, and
thing-a-ma-jigs on the instrument board, and covered
my eyes. Wally righted the ship, then laughed and
laughed: "Sure glad you didn't take me up on that
offer, or I'd sure been out a plane," he said. Then in a
trifle more serious vein, he revealed that we were really
going places. He was bound for a Pioneer Days Rodeo
and Celebration over in his favorite fishing state, Utah.
And as long as his studio had been "pestering me for a
plane story all of these years, and you were here, I just
decided to break a precedent and take you along. We're
going to Utah and back. Yep, all in one day. Fact is
I've promised to go over and help them out on a cele-

"Come on, get in," Wally Invited as he took the controls
for a flight from California
to Utah in his new $30,000
cabin plane. That was the
beginning of an adventure
that was both exciting and
amusing for the author, seen
left with Wally broadcasting a speech at the rodeo he
officially opened. Left across
page, a recent portrait, and
aboard ship with his daughter Carol Ann and Mrs. Beery
on their recent trip abroad.

procession. "Sure," was the affable rejoinder. "Lead me to it. That's what I
Wally sat hatless up on the back of
do best, parades !"
an open car, and waved to the thousands of folks who'd come to glimpse
him. A twelve-year-old boy on a bicycle
pedaled away for dear life to keep up with Wally 's car.
A motorcycle patrolman ordered him out of the procession.

bration, and it's only three hours by air, so just hangon to your seat, while I show you some more air-tricks."
Three hours-of-air-tricks later, zooming over mountains and desert, the beautiful big red plane, with each
door gold-lettered "Wallace Beery, Hollywood," landed
at the Salt Lake Airport. The governor, the mayor, and
a large committee were there to greet him. Waliy in his
light gray suit, a neckerchief carefully knotted at the
throat of his blue silk shirt, jumped from his plane as
fresh and energetic as though he'd just taken a short
automobile ride. But me, I know I must have been as pale
as I felt, and the sky was still going round and round, and
the earth wasn't very steady under my feet either.
The first thing Wally said, after shaking hands all the
way around and posing for a flock of photographers,
was : "Where's a good place to get some chow ?"
Of course the governor suggested at the state capitol,
the mayor spoke of the country club, and Wally said :
"This airport cafe's closer. Come on !" And he motioned
for the whole crowd to follow. They did and Wally
insisted on being host and paying the check.
Then we flew forty miles north to Utah's second city,
Ogden, where the 'celebration was about to open with a
street parade. They asked Wally if he'd ride in the

"Here, let me show you how to pilot a wheel," said
Wally, noticing the boy's embarrassment. And the rotund Wally jumped from the back of the moving car,
and for the next two blocks rode in his own HonorParade on a bicycle. Folks could hardly believe their
eyes. Word spread ahead along the parade line. Magically bottles of cold beer and something even stronger
were proffered by eager hands. But Wally only mopped
his brow, kept his balance on the wheel, and said he
couldn't indulge in anything stronger than soda-pop "on
account
of my
Andorange
so a pretty
Miss
dashed out
and Hollywood
gave him afigure!"
bottle of
pop. Wally
stopped pedaling and took the drink. "Best thing I've
had today," he said smacking his lips.
All banquets in his honor had been cancelled. "When
I eat, I like to enjoy my food, and not be worrying about
what I'm going to have to say," Wally had told them.
"I don't mind helping you folks, out with your celebrations, but any fancy speech making is out."
Though Wally was guest of the celebration, he insisted on being host at a mid-day dinner. We all sat
down at one large table in the main dining room of the
local hotel. After glancing over the menu, Wally turned
to the waitress and said: "I'm so hungry I could eat
the side of a cow." The girl replied: "I know just what
you want, Mr. Beery." — and did we laugh when a half
hour later, she wheeled up a table on which reposed an
enormous silver-covered platter. Lifting off the cover
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she set the "side of a cow" {Please turn to page 73)

The social side of life among

celebrities

in Britain's capital. Intimate close-ups of
Hollywood as well as European notables

By

E some awfully nice parties in London.
WE ForHAV
brilliant conversation and perfect food in
stately surroundings we look to the Raymond
Masseys when they invite a dozen friends to dinner at
their tall aristocratic house in a Kensington square.
They have decorated their big dining-room without
a touch of color so that it forms a becoming background
for all women guests no matter what kind of frocks they
are wearing. (And Mrs. Massey, who is Adrianne Allen
in British films, said she wanted her blonde looks effectively set off at meal-times, too:) So walls and ceiling
are painted in palest grey with long matching window
drapes of heavy satin. The carpet and the crushed velvet
covers of the chairs are grey too, and even
the handsomely-carved table and buffet
are fashioned from grey Italian walnut.
Only white flowers are allowed and instead of ornaments, some white china
chickens which Raymond collects stand
about on the mantel
and the wall-alcoves.
When the candles
are lit, the room
seems to be bathed
in silvery moonlight
and perhaps it is
this unusual atmosphere which lends
Gertrude Niesen, top
center, London visitor.
Right, at the studio,
Ursula Jeans chats with
Louis Borell as make-up
is applied. Below, the
quaint home where
Ursula and her husband, Roger Livesey,
seen in foreground, live.
Lower right, dining
room of the Raymond
Masseys' home in
Kensington square.
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Hettie

Crimstead

the parties such distinction. All the Masseys' friends
belong to the artistic and intellectual worlds. Beautiful
Tamara Geva dined the other night and talked about
Russian literature to an audience that included both
Alexander and Zoltan Korda as well as dark-haired Joan
Gardner and Flora Robson.
Noel Coward is a frequent guest at the house. It's
exquisite to hear him discussing the latest film he has
seen — he described one famous English actress now
walking her cool way through Hollywood pictures as
"just like a parody of Keats' Grecian Urn. A thing of
beauty and a bore for ever." I asked him when he was
going to make that several-times-postponed film for
Paramount. He answered in his staccato manner : "W ell,
darling, it's too terribly, terribly monotonous acting all
day in front of a tired technician and two
lamps !" But he says he will go to Hollywood this winter to help with the screening ■
of
his its
newwonderful
musical stage
"Operette."
With
scenesplay
of London
life
forty years ago and its romance of the
actress and the Guards
officer, it should make
a spectacular picture
to Elizabeth
rival "Cavalcade."
Allan and
her agent-husband Bill
O'Bryen hold the most
attractive little cocktail-parties in their
London flat. Liza has
just done over the
drawing-room and
now it is all peach
color with touches of
jade green and some
golden lame cushions.
She invites the younger
set, glamorous Vivien
Leigh and Laurence
Olivier and {Please
turn to page 90)

What

Sof

You

Makes

unny

A
#Mr.

uer

Here's what happened when Mischa, who
usually laughs off questions about himself,
couldn't duck some

By

Margaret

Auer laughed at his
own acting for the
first time when he
saw "My Man Godfrey." Being funny
when he grins, as at
right, then in a closeup with Danielle
Darrieux in "The
of Paris" —
Rage finally,
and
wideeyed wonder as at
lower right.

very personal queries

Mary

Joslyn

lifjMfrr -

AS IS the inescapable
L— \ fate of office girls,
/ \ Jane and I were
doing our shopping in the
Saturday afternoon
whirlpool of the Loop,
buffeted by determined
females with hats askew,
and mad, bargainhunting eyes. Above the roar of traffic, our
trained ears discerned the harsh croaks of
women with parched throats who had staggered
from drug-store to drug-store in vain search of
a stool and a coke.
Heads down, we rammed our way through the
mob, until our eyes were caught by as soothing
a sight as one could hope to see. It was a large
poster of Mischa Auer in front of the Palace
theatre. Above his high hat appeared the legend,

"Today, In Person."
Blessed Mischa Auer, who no matter how dry
and cracked the creek of your spirits, can cause
it to overflow with laughter like the Ohio river
in floodtime ! Mischa, the Thief, who steals
every picture in which he appears !
"I think," I said to Jane, "that I will drop
around back-stage and interview Mischa Auer."
"Fancy meet"Why, hello, Louella Parsons," she said.for
a character
ing you in on old lapin coat ! Rehearsing
role, I presume?"
"Want to come with me ?" I asked, shaking her shower
of sarcasm off my back, like a dog.
"You're not really going to interview him ?" she asked.
"Do you have an appointment?"
"No, but I phoned back-stage this morning. The man
in the office said Mischa is a good guy ; he'd probably
talk to me if I caught him before his number. Come with
me. If he won't talk — at least we'll see him."
Jane looked down wistfully at her rubbers. "Mmm,
I'd love to see him. But I only have a half hour, and
Fields, has a sale on pique blouses — a dollar ninety-eight.
And I want to return the cologne I bought last week.

Besides the sidewalks are bone dry and I am wearing
rubbers. How can a girl embark on high adventure wearing rubbers? I'd quail before those great liquid orbs
of Mischa's. What would he think? 'There's a clod,' he'd
I said. "Get your pique blouse. / am going to
to himself."
say"OK,"
see Mischa Auer."
She hesitated uncertainly, as though to follow me, then
glanced once more at her rubbers, and shook her head.

Don't miss a twitch of his eyebrow,"
detail. goodby.
"Report
and waved
said, every
she
The doorman admitted me without question and waved
me into a reception room overflowing with school children. Plump little girls in bowler hats and clean bright
Deanna Durbin style, sat on the davenport.
curling
hair
Their hands clenched autograph (Please turn to page 86)
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should ask Pat O'Brien what he knows about
I taking candid camera pictures, he'd reply: "Not a
| thing in the world!" But just try going out to Pat's
house with your own camera, taking shots of the garden,
the babies, visiting celebrities, and so on. Pat will be
right there at your elbow, borrowing the camera, shooting the pictures for you, and showing intense interest
all the time.
Not so long ago, when Pat gave his usual party to
celebrate the conclusion of a picture, a band of local
news-cameramen arrived looking for "art." Pat, in his
customary fashion, borrowed the camera belonging to
the newshound, and shot another angle on each group.

F un

Angl

IF YOU

Says Pat O'Brien, Kodak Kibitzer. He has
lots of cameras of his own, but will borrow
yours — to prove the best shots should
hand you a laugh

By

Ruth

Tildesley

"My theory is that pictures like that should hand
someone a laugh," he explained. "I get a kick out of
these. See Jim Cagney interrupted just as he was telling
Joan Blondell a story? Does she look like: 'Will we
never get to the point ?' And Bing Crosby, Joe E. Brown
and Bert Wheeler, holding a pose on 'Sweet Adeline' !
"I didn't have anything to do with lighting or focus
on those shots — the other fellows did that. I suppose my
chief trouble with my pictures is the same you have- —
or anybody who gets camera fever at all — we're in too
much of a hurry. We see something and we've got to
grab it. Sometimes we have luck and the picture stays
there until we've shot it, but usually we're afraid it won't,
so we don't stop for correct focus
and lighting.
"Here's

an

example

of my

There's life, and a smile, in all the
the O'Brien family album.
pictures
Left,
Pat'sin favorite subjects, daughter
Mavourneen and son Sean — the lad
seen in two other shots in center and
right above. Mrs. O'Brien tells a fish
story, above. Left above, harmony
Joe E. Brown and
by Bing Crosby,
Bert Wheeler.
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Pat taken — at the races, right.
Below: a very informal shot of
Mavourneen. Left to right below:
Marion Davies at Palm Springs;
Doris Warner LeRoy, Mervyn LeRoy,
Dick Powell, also at Palm Springs;
James Cagney and Joan Blondell —
all snapped by Pat.

aren't you, Pat?" cut in Eloise.
Pat put the album back, re"What I ydon't
about cameras! When I was a kid,gretfully.
somebod
gaveknow
me
out
went
and
it
took
I
one of tbose little box cameras.
all over the neighborhood, clicking the shutter. I took
some great human interest shots — kids playing marbles,
baseball, throwing jack knives and what-all. I had some
comic shots, some thrills, and was I pleased? But when
I came home and told about it, it was broken to me that

I'd gone out without any film in the thing. I tell you I
was disillusioned !

shots when I'm rushed. Henry Fonda was out here with
his Leica, snaring some of his famous birds-in-theirnests-pictures. He was crouching among the shrubbery,
looking like Bring-'em-back-alive in person, so I grabbed
the nearest camera and got this. It should have been
swell, but he stood up suddenly."
"Good or bad, Pat keeps them," commented Eloise,
with a smile. Eloise is Pat's charming wife. "Pat is a
born collector. He keeps matches from every place he
visits, he collects pipes, he saves theatre programs, stage
or screen, he keeps stills from every picture, and as for
snapshots — ! Here are a few of the family albums —
these are home pictures, these are baby pictures, these
belong to Mavourneen — these to Sean — these are taken
on trips — well, just look!"
The den, where we were sitting, is lined with bookcases containing items from Pat's collections. The actor
ran an approving eye over the shelves and drew out a
fat album.
"Look, this is full of programs
served, 'Little Old New York' —
Brewster in that — Plainfield, New
"You are supposed to be talking

from plays," he obI played Bully Boy
Jersey."
about candid cameras,

"I'm always shooting with the other fellow's camera,
so my pictures are all different sizes, which isn't so good
for albums. We have four or five cameras here, but somehow they're never there when I see something good.
Here's a few from the last time we were in Palm
Springs — Al Jolson, taking a sun bath — Marion Davies
resting after a game of tennis, just as her dog jumped
up on her lap — and this is Dick Powell, Doris Warner
Leroy and Mervyn at the swimming pool. But I like the
pictures of the kids best. They're not old enough to be
self-conscious
Mavourneen yet."
and Sean (pronounced Shawn), aged
four years and twenty months, respectively, catapulted
into the room just then, fresh from their baths. Sean
blue
Mavourneen's
robe,
blueblue
pajamasto and
pink almost
wore
robe came
the atiny
mules
on her shuffling
baby feet. They brought out their albums, enthusiastically.
The shots in Mavourneen's album began when she was
her
very tiny. There were some tempting ones showing
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in action — learning to walk, and so on, but when I tried
to take out samples, she threw herself on the book, cryNo-no-no-no-no!"
pictures!
ing: "My Daddy's
Explanations
from
Eloise— and
me that the pictures
would be returned, that we merely wanted to put them
in Screenland to show all {Please turn to page 79)
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A

week-end

o

ywood

at Basil Rathbone's

luxurious

home, where the screen's suavest "villain"
is unmasked to reveal the perfect host and
husband,

WW

proves both novel and newsy

3e*
By

Dick

Pine

ASIL RATHBONE
I were members of
B same regiment in the
not too lamented war.

and
the
late,
We

W*Y**tffs><
. •.'.•«%***«

lb

didn't lie in the same trench,
nor did we save each other's
lives, or anything-. We didn't
even join the London Scottish
at the same time. In fact, he
had never laid eyes on me until
we had both been in Hollywood for some time. But

mm

there's something about that
old regiment which makes us
all kin (once we find out about
it), and that is the reason for
Basil's invitation to spend a
week-end with him en famille.
In fairness to him, I warned
him that I possessed a nose
for a story, and that I might,
for the benefit of Screenland's readers, unmask him —
Rathbone the villain, Rathbone
the elegant, Rathbone, Hollywood's Number One partygiver. And if you have any
preconceived, notions (as I
had), prepare to shed them
now (as I did).
I arrived shortly after noon
on a Saturday, clutching my
bags, and asking foolish questions about where to leave my
car. Rathbone has room for
forty cars or so at the rear of
his vine-covered house. Nellie
was patient with me. Nellie is the trim little
English maid whom the Rathbones imported
when they returned from England on their
last trip. Two West Highland terriers in the
hall were not quite so patient as Nellie. They
nearly knocked me flat, although, after a little
cautious conversation, I gathered that their
exuberance was distinctly friendly. Then, Ambrose made his quiet appearance.
Ambrose is an extremely important member
of the Rathbone menage. He, too, is English,
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Rathbone the villain,
Rathbone the elegant, Rathbone the
perfect host, and
Rathbone the friend
and "war buddy"
of the author — you
meet them all under
the most cordial
circumstances in this
stimulating story.
Right, Basil as
Ahmed in "Marco
Polo," and above,
in "Robin Hood."

w.

?nd has the most uncanny sense of anticipation of one's
r they be Basil's or a guest's. Ambrose
wants, whethe
took me in tow, and a moment later, I found myself in
an enormous chair in Rathbone's own particular sanctuary — a dark-walled room with gay Venetian blinds,
monk's cloth sort of stuff here and there, scores of books,
a white desk, and another dog who looked at me, but
said nothing. Then Basil burst in.
"Didn't know you were here, old chap ! Did Ambrose
You're just across the hall. Ouida — Mrs.
your —bags?
take
will be here in a second. Did you find a
Rathbone
then we'll do
cigarette? Let's talk a few minutes, and elapsed
before
something." In the few minutes which
Mrs. Rathbone appeared, Basil and I had dismissed the
War, discussed tennis, and touched on motion pictures.
He interrupted before we got very far with that subject.
"Are you interested in 16 mm. film?" he inquired. A
truly fanatic gleam came into his eye. "Before you leave,
I simply must show you some of my film. I have thou-

sands of feet of it. There's London, Paris, Vienna, Budapest. First shot I made was when I was leaving Pasadena
for England, and I've a complete record from then on.
I've also taken a lot of stuff on the sets. Ambrose cuts
for me. You will see it, won't you?"
the film
I was mumbling something which I hoped sounded
enthusiastic, when Mrs. Rathbone, vivacious and pretty,
came in to greet me, to bustle with brief plans for her
own afternoon, to ask after Basil's plans, to hope that
we would remain cheerful and good friends until she
could join us before dinner. "And don't let Basil bore
you with his motion pictures," she concluded, before she
was off like a gay and busy breeze.
"You're going to see pictures, if it's the last thing I
do," said Basil grimly, as Ambrose entered the room.
Ambrose went quietly to a cupboard, and drew therefrom
a tattered sweater, an old pair of crepe-soled shoes, and
the most disreputable pair of brown trousers I have ever
seen. At the sight of these habiliments, Leo, the spaniel,
who had been reposing on the studio couch, suddenly
went mad, dancing, leaping, yapping.
"Ambrose and Leo think I'm planning to go walking,"
Basil explained. "Ambrose always knows what I want
to do, before I know it myself. Leo doesn't know he is
until he sees these trousers." He held
walking
going up
and chuckled. They had holes in the knees and
them
in the seat. "Dog-walking garments. Had em for years.
And they're not done for, yet. Hope you brought something disreputable with you. Rodion, my son, you know,

and went across the hall to my room, where
is Icoming,
nodded, too."
I found that Ambrose had laid out some flannel bags,
a sweater, which looked almost indecently new to me,
expected to feel overI hadn't
and somedressedsports
man, but I really did wish
Rathbone
with this shoes.
I had a hole in something.
I eventually found Basil and Rodion out by the six
little dog houses, where Rodion was putting them on
leash. Recently from England, Avhere he has taken a
course at Bristol University in electrical engineering,
he had just received news that day to report to the sound
department at Warners' studio, the following Monday.
As Rodion went ahead of us with the dogs, Basil explained:"I thought, maybe, he might like to try the
acting end of the business, but after watching me he
decided that he couldn't stand the extra obligations of
an actor's life — I mean the conferences with agents between pictures ; conferences with publicity representatives;interviews; dentists, (Please turn to page 88)
The beautiful Rathbone home, left
above, is in Los
Feliz Hills, just outside Hollywood.
Center left, Basil
and Mrs. Rathbone
(Ouida Bergere)
leading the cozy,
— belifeparties
simple tween
for
celebrated friends.
Left, the cocktail
bar, and at right
another corner of
the Rathbone
home, the library,
with Basil showing
his son Rodion a
sword with which
his uncle was
knighted by King
Edward VII.
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eres

Hollywood
Good news in brief
about the latest doings
in
cinema
circles

By

Weston

East

NORMA SHEARER knows that one
way to be different is to be different.
At Hollywood evening parties Norma's
given to wearing a hat and being the only
woman so bedecked. When Marion Davies
threw the party of the month, in honor of
William Randolph Hearst's birthday,
everyone was supposed to come in American Colonial costume. Norma couldn't resist showing up as Marie Antoinette. There
were eighty tables for the midnight supper,
a merry-go-round in the garden-by-the-sea,
and Marion's guest of honor was seventyfive years old. Louella Parsons was a century late, in her Lillian Russell gown, but
no one reproved her.
EVEN
Robert
moments
! NowTaylor
imaginehashowembarrassing
he felt the
other night when the lights went on too
suddenly after the last show at Warners
Theatre on the boulevard. So enraptured at
the final romantic close-up, he'd forgotten
there were still half a dozen people also left
in the balcony. When Barbara Stanwyck
rose and preceded him up a flight of stairs
Great Lover Number One reached forth and
pinched his lady fair. Of course she gasped.
The lights burst on at that very moment
and, of course, the curious six who had
managed to spot the duo despite the darkness gasped. Bob himself would have gasped
■— if he hadn't been so busy blushing !
Benny
Set to shoot the works
in a new film. Jack
and with Zoe Lantis
Betty Grable.

THERE'S never a routine touch to those
I Bennetts ! Just when Hollywood had
stopped giggling over Joan Bennett's being
"chaperoned" every time she dined and
danced with her favorite producer,
Walter
Wanger, Joan nonchalantly strode into a
popular cafe with none other than the
torch-carrier in her case — Gene Markey.
They had a cozy chat, minus chaperonage
incidentally. Gene's also a producer, but
not the gal's pet one any more. Not since
she divorced him. With Mrs. Wanger havMr. W. it's apparently all set
for inga divorced
third marriage for Joanie.
Then
she'll be even on the records with sister
Connie. Speaking of the eldest Bennett reminds one of the really forgotten man.
Isn't he the marquis Constance is still
wedded to? While he lingers on abroad
Connie continues to go places with Gilbert
Roland. She doesn't use her French title,
as Gloria Swanson did
when the identical
marquis was hers.
Charles Boyer, not to be outdone by
Benny, also has two charmers for closeups in his new picture, "Algiers." They
are Sigrid Gurie and Hedy Lamarr.
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THE head waiter at tke Hollywood Brown
■ Derby has a little-publicized job. It's up
to him to see that the caricatures which line
the cafe walls are placed appropriately. For
instance, Tyrone Power had to be switched
from Sonja Heme's' side to Janet Gaynor's.
Now what next ? If you want to know who's

James Stewart is a private in the army,
but his love-making to Margaret Sullavan seems very public with Walter
Pidgeon looking on, in "Shopworn Angel."
going for whom in a big way just check at
the Derby. That's where the snoops pick up
their gossip cues ! You can see why a head
waiter has to be such a genius.

DO you know what the average girl extra
earned this past year? Approximately
$898. Divide that by fifty-two weeks and
the income is $17 weekly. Now imagine trying to maintain a keen wardrobe on that,
to say nothing of peace of mind when stars
go about dripping minks ! Add rent, meals,
carfare, and who says an extra is dumb ?
She has to have genius.
YOU can't daunt Herbert Marshall. He
and Lee Russell have been dining at the
Beverly-Wilshire in spite of her husband's
blow-up. Mr. Russell, it seems, valued her
lost affections at $150,000. She came to
Hollywood, anxious to become a movie
actress. Instead, Lee met Herbert at a
smart cocktail party. It all goes to remind
us that Gloria Swanson, Mr. M.'s previous
steady date, is supposed to actually make
her come-back picture this month. 'Tis said
she's getting $15,000 for starring in it. Republic, the leading independent studio, is
sponsoring her long-awaited appearance.
Once upon a time Gloria regally turned
down the same salary per week — ! But since
she's at Republic, why don't they team her
with Ramon Novarro, who's also there?

STAR-studio row of the month: Ginger
Rogers vs. RKO. She won. She wanted
vacations between her pictures. She took
one at Sun Valley while the bosses were
coming 'round. Important come-back of the
month : Charlie Farrell's. He's not only beHollywood,
redebuttingginning
in again
a in
romantic
lead atbutthehe's
studio
where he first skyrocketed. He's the adult
hero in Shirley Temple's latest, tentatively
titled "Lucky Penny." New-star send-off
of the month : Olympe Bradna's. She was
rushed away for a dozen key-city stops as'
soon as her first starring film was previewed. Just eighteen, Olympe never was
kissed by a man — except by her father —
until she enacted the love scene for her
epic. Gene Raymond gave her a hint of
what's ahead for her. It sounds like a gag,
but Olympe's French and her parents
chaperone her — even on the picture sets.
Shock of the month : Deanna Durbin will
sing only popular tunes in her new show;
someone with a swing complex has handed
forth this edict! Upset of the month: Wesley Ruggles, Jr., four-year-old son of rich
producer-director Wesley Ruggles and
actress Arline Judge, tested a picture at
20th Century-Fox and lost the part ! Sentimental note of the month : the reception of
Valentino's "The Sheik," first a riot in
Hollywood's revival theatre, means more
silent films will be dug up for your benefit.
In Paris, the town where she was born,
Claudette Colbert found a fete awaiting
wherever she went. Here you see her in
an admiring crowd at a theatre.

Luise Rainer pictured with her mother,
Mrs. Amy Rainer, on the set where Luise
is making "The Toy Wife." Alice Faye in
a scene for "Alexander's Ragtime Band,"
below, suggests a top choice for Sadie
Thompson if "Rain" is re-filmed.

Variations on a theme
by Cupid: Henry
Fonda leine
and
Carroll;Madeand,
above, Mary Maguire
and Henry Wilcoxon,
in two new films.

DOSALIND RUSSELL has profited by
K the experience of the Hollywood stars
who've preceded her to the English studios.
They've been plunged right into picturemaking and have to do their sight-seeing
in a terrific rush and amid a ballyhoo that
precluded any freedom. Roz fixed her costarring with Robert Donat so she'd have
her month of luxuriating before she reported for work. She took her younger
sister Mary Jane, who'd like to get into the
movies, directly to Italy. They started at
the bottom of the continent and gaily
worked up.

ACTUALLY Gene Raymond was merely
> being gallant when he pulled the snub
of the century. If he made a complete
faux- pas it proves how love can rattle
even a great lover. Maybe you've wondered
how Gene could have greeted those photographers inKansas City with the shout,
"I'll bust the first one of you that takes a
picture of us !" It was hardly the reception
the boys expected from the touring Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond. The whole story is that
Jeanette MacDonald was attired in slacks
and goggles and was hardly up to snuff
in the glamor way when the twosome piled
Gene didn't
off the train for a brief stroll.
want her to be caught at such a disadvantage, so he acted impulsively. Note to
G. R. : the suave fellow invites the boys
to have a drink and appeals to them as palto-pals to hold off! While vacationing in
New York Gene took Jeanette driving
through Central Park in a Victoria cab.
At first they thought it was the horse that
was causing the attention. Then they realized it was their public. The top was down
and they were very much on display. When
to eat at Child's they had to
wanted
theyinto
three restaurants before they hit
go
the one where nobody gaped alarmingly.
Jeanette patiently idled while Gene made
two weeks of personal appearances on a
theatre stage. That's love !
for
happen when ambition
LL glory
WHAT'
movie
is ultimately balked?
Claudette Colbert had a swell time on her
five months' European toot with her husband. Eventually settling down to being
just a doctor's wife wouldn't, she admits,
be a bad fate. But she's honest, as usual.
She'll have to find another career. "I know
I can last only so long in pictures," she
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asserts. "I've never confessed my secret
plan before, but it's to have a theatre and
manage a stock company of novices. I believe we re-live our own thrills in the
triumphs of others. If we aren't blessed
with children, we can assist and guide, anyway. If I can wind up teaching young people to act I shan't miss my own success."
IUISE RAINER does everything by sponI— taneous desire, including her' airplaning
across the continent. The past few months
she's guaranteed her brief hours of
joy, however; she learned that the night
planes friends
are runwith
on the
reservations
andbooks
so she's
made
bureau that
the
passengers. When Luise has a couple of
days off she phones that she wants to depart on the four o'clock plane, and — because
she's so ver' charming — somehow one passenger finds himself held over. Luise drops
in on her husband, Clifford Odets; whenever she thinks she wants to. (He's busily
play-writing in New York City.) She tells
the studio to phone her there whenever
she's needed ; she can be back the next day.
Yes, she's made a point of being ver' charming to the booking bureau at the Eastern
airport, too !
WAYNE
MORRIS continues to be so
naive. He and Priscilla Lane went
strolling down Hollywood Boulevard, holding hands. A gang of admirers collected and
trailed them and Wayne was surprised no
end. His sense of unimportance is what
gets you, Hollywood gals declare. Incidentally, he's hit his second wind as regards his career. So he isn't mad because
he asked for a raise and didn't get it. After
all, good parts are what he needs most and
he's being handed 'em.
C TUDIO shake-up of the month which
■J interested the most ladies-about-town
was Travis Banton's departure from Paramount. Whether he resigned is unimportant.
He's been designing those Lombard, Col— and now he's
bert, and
available
forDietrich
personal gowns
wardrobes ! The rush
is on. Lombard still won't dream of appearing in anything but a Banton creation. Mr.
Banton has' this to say about the new mode :
Watch the skies, not your step, is the
idea Joan Crawford had in mind as she
arrived in New York on vacation, right.

"Tailored suits are passe. Women no longer
need to diet radically. Clothes are to be
flowing, to fit curves." For good measure
he
adds, a"Veils
passe, also."
It'll beto fun
to take
secondare helping,
but what
do
with all that black net around the house?
WIRGINIA BRUCE had to prove her
V much-touted tact the other afternoon
when she was allowing her daughter
Susan Ann to entertain. Susan Ann is four
years old. Among the guests were Gary
(son of Bing), Crosby and Ricky (son of
Richard), Arlen. The gentlemen are likewise aged four. The two young men, pals
for years, came to personal blows over
Susan Ann. Before either could effect a
knockout, Virginia pulled them apart. She's
explained to papas' Bing and Richard that
she did her durndest to keep peace. This
four-year-old triangle is the talk of the
town's youngest set !

S actor husband Jean
ELLA'
ANNAB
has returned to Paris, acting
< Murat
not flooding in on him here. So she's
bids
been spending her spare time sightseeing
Boyers. They've done the
the Charles
with
California playspots and most
Southern
recently have ventured to Phoenix. Practically no one recognizes the trio. Mrs.
They don't dress fit
Paterson.
Boyer
conspicuously.
kill, isnorPatbehave
to

BETTE DAVIS has been having an unmentioned fight, too. According to report, it's with her agent, Mike Levee. As
soon as he releases her from his contract,
which provides that he shall represent her
she'll sign with
on business deals, it is said,
Leland Hayward, equally prominent agent
husband to boot.
who's Margaret Sullavan's
Bette conducted her recent Warner tiff
herself, Levee being not in sympathy with
it. She says she's changed since coming

Encore love! Joel McCrea tells Loretta
Young he loves her to
beat the band that's
StuAbove,
playing.
art Erwin
courting
Marjorie Weaver.

to Hollywood, and about reading gossip of
all things! "When I was on the stage I
never cared what other people did. But out
here I'm like all the rest now. I find myself eagerly reading the lowdown columns
and speculating avidly as to exactly who
the columnist was taking the crack at! I
should be ashamed to admit it, shouldn't I ?"
NATURALLY the fireworks which have
in the film version of "You
explodIte With
You" have to be seen
Can'tto Take
and not merely heard. So there was quite
a quandary for a spell. Jean Arthur had
visions of her come-back (she was on
strike against her studio for a year) going
up in rockets and Roman candles. But she
was relieved when informed that cold fire,
thoroughly non-inflammable, was being employed in the fireworks scene. When Jeai
began in pictures she was on the receiving
end of custard pies, in two-reel comedies.
On the Fourth of July she'll add fireworks
to her list of taboos. She can't stand pie in
any disguise !
THERE'S something about portraying
I movie detectives in one picture after another that brings on nervous breakdowns.
First Warner Oland had to get away from
Charlie Chan for a prolonged rest. Now
Peter Lorre has had to watch his health
since he's' been Mr. Moto-'mg it so mysteritroubled by inously.
somnia Indeed,
to the Pete's
point been
where he was quite
upset. He finally has been cured by the
combined efforts of two doctors. Whimsically, he's taken the two physicians to Arrowhead as* a special treat. Maintains they
need a rest cure after fussing with him !

been annoying the stars.
BURGLARS have
Louise Fazenda went East for a couple
of weeks and thieves stole all her valued
keepsakes in the jewelry line. The Fred
MacMurrays went out to a bridge game and
returned to discover a man had been there
taking his pick. Miriam Hopkins visited
her husband in his house across the street
she'd said
and had to call the police when
home. Carole
good night and had come
Lombard dated Clark Gable and was she
sorry they drove in the moonlight so pera contract "in the bag,'
A new Columbi
Marlene Dietrich vacations abroad, before tackling new radio and film jobs.

sistently ! While gone $25,000 worth of
favorite possessions were stolen. She particularly missed a jeweled watch which
Who
Clark gave
mental, her.
regretting
that says
most?she isn't sentiIANE WITHERS had established the
J fact that she was quite a grown-up lady
round home. She was treated as such, to
her
glee.lastButpicture
her new
is' ruined.
In her
she reputation
pulled a table
cloth
from a table, leaving all the dishes on the
table and whole. She politely finished dinner at home one evening when there was
company,mentedand
she'd beenin complihighly onwhen
her sweetness
person.
The gush was too much for Jane, who
wouldn't
bit of startling
thought
be
amiss. a Nonchalantly
she action
rose and,
with
a deft flip of the wrist, off came the table
cloth. With all the dishes smashing on the
floor ! There was a stunned silence. Jane
explained she'd done it at the studio. "But
Jane," her mother reminded her, "they had
a trick kind of table cloth there !" Ah, me.

of these Hollywood Cinderellas
NOTare all
in the Kg money, however. Arleen
Whalen, for example. She and her family
have moved from the unfashionable part
of Los Angeles to a more select section
nearer the studio where she's being
groomed, but — believe it or not — Arleen still
wipes the dishes after supper. She worked
in the beauty salon in the Roosevelt Hotel
on the boulevard for a year-and-a-half.
Simone Simon used to tell her she ought
to try for pictures. But Arleen never
thought she'd do at all. One day in walked
a director, next day she was tested, and
the following day she signed on the dotted
line. Today she has a dressing-room not far
from Simon's.
IOHN HOWARD is the steppingest
J young man in all Hollywood. But at last
he seems to be concentrating— on Laurie
Lane, a young actress who is in the stock
a
at Paramount, where Johnny's
company
he still
leading man. In spite of his click 69
lives in a very modest bungalow with
his
mother and father. Laurie's earnestness got
him. She's even been spending her own
money to have her teeth straightened.
Usually studios attend to such details; when
about Laurie's
care enough
smile
she budgeted
more sternly.
they didn't
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Joan Crawford, her skin oiled, sits in the
sun and gets an extra quota of copper
tone. Carole Lombard tans in the wellapproved manner with a protective
lotion on her skin, dark sun glasses to cut
down glare on her eyes, and straps removed for smooth, unmarked shoulders.
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The great summer beauty problem seems not so much
what we do with our hair or how we make up, but what
sun and wind and glare do to our skin. To burn or not to
burn — that is, indeed, the question. Before summer sets
in in earnest, decide whether you are a copper, a golden,
or a platinum-skinned girl by nature, then follow the
rules of the game, according to type. If you can tan like
Joan Crawford, a deep, mellow tone, dramatic with her
large eyes and definite face, then tan ! If you're like
Janet Gaynor, whose naming hair means a fine, delicate
skin, prone to freckles, then the sun is not for you. Or
if you're porcelain blonde like Anita Louise, the Snow
White role is yours !
You have to be the type to tan effectively. And there
are two classes of tan — the warm, golden tone that comes
to golden blondes and in-betweens, and the copperish
beauty that the sun brings out in the real brunette.
Carole Lombard is an example of the golden tan and
Dolores Del Rio, the deeper tone of Latin sun-kissed
beauty. Go about your sun-tanning in a business-like
way
; don't just
happen, or it may not turn out to be
as attractive
as let
youit expect.
Perc Westmore, who knows just about all there is to
know on such subjects, offers some sound advice for the
deeper-dyed beauties. He suggests that you pre-condition
your skin with warm olive or other rich oil. Warm it and
rub it well into the body skin as you would apply a
softening cream to your face — to lubricate it and make it
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supple. Then — and this is the whole secret of your success— begin with gradual exposure, about twenty minutes,
slowly increasing the time until you can take the sun
comfortably and becomingly. Use a sun-tan oil before
exposure to insure an even, comfortable tan, and remove
shoulder straps and turn your body frequently so that
strap or other designs are not burned on your skin. You
had just as well remove your sandals, too, because straps
or designs will be marked by the sun and may show
through sheer stockings. Use dark glasses at least part
of the time. There are Hollywood favorites that cut down
noticeably on the burning rays so that eyes remain clear,
fresh, and unstrained by sun. When you're through your
sun bath, rub oil or cream well into the exposed skin to
keep it satiny. Mr. Westmore further suggests that white,
yellow, and medium blues are becoming costume color
accents. This goes also for skins that are naturally of a
tan or sallow hue, the white and blues especially giving
good contrast and more clarity of tone.
When you're through the above sun schooling, you
may go free as the wind, if you'll use oil or cream to keep
that skin silky and soft. Most girls think of cream and
oil as a winter need. If anything, I believe they are even
more, necessary in summer when drying heat, wind, and
glare actually burn up natural oil.
Make-up for the tanned skin should be definitely of a
matching skin tone, with rouge and lipstick either a clear
true red or of an orangey cast. Unfortunately, the delicate
pinks and rose are not for you. Fortunately, however,
the new powders have a definite ochre or peach cast, far
removed from the muddy, brownish tones that formerly

were generally known as sun-tan powders.
Kay Francis and Myrna Loy freckle, and
so do> plenty of the stars, just like ourselves. Freckles are harder to correct than
tan or burn, because they are a discoloration of the pigment or coloring matter of
the skin. In fact, some freckles seem tn
last forever. But take heart ; you needn't
even get them if you're careful. Hollywood's idea is most convenient. Use plenty
of make-up foundation and powder. This
gives you a double protection. If you have
dry or normal skin, apply a cream or lotion
foundation liberally and serve three good
purposes. You will help to keep your skin
normally lubricated and 3'outhfully moist ;
you will make your powder and rouge look
smooth and lovely, and you will ward off
those freckles. If your skin is oily, use
a liquid powder base. Over either, use
plenty of skin-tone powder, and powder
the Hollywood way, which means the same
amount all over the face, instead of just
nose and chin. You can use much more
powder this way and with far better effect.
When a vacation is over or when summer
is done, give yourself several weeks' or
a month's nightly treatment with a mild
bleach cream, and you'll be peaches and
cream almost before you know it. If you
have a blonde or red-head skin, take heart
in this : these freckles are light and usually
fade quickly. It is the rare brunette who
freckles and keeps these little tell-tale
marks
long are
time.dark.
They're harder to fade,
becausea they
Now we come to the part that hurts —
the plain red burn that sometimes blisters.
It may attack any color type, is exceedingly
painful, and should be treated like a regular burn. If at all severe, call a doctor.
To prevent, your cue is to use a sunburn
cream. Sunburn creams are different from
the usual creams, because an ingredient is
in them to filter out the burning rays,
which cause the hurt. Use them lavishry,
and finish with a dusting of powder to increase the sun-proofness. They are as easy
to apply as a hand lotion, sink into the skin,
and do not leave it messy or sticky. Also,
they will not stain clothing. However, it is
still advisable to keep out of intense sun.
This exposure is hardly ever necessary.
You can wear a big hat or find a foot
of shade somewhere. Avoid coming out of
salt water and sitting in the sun. Salt and
sun on the skin are a bad burning combination, and avoid, too, the overcast day
that is likely to fool you with a bad burn.
When this skin has been burned, cleanse
with cleansing cream and apply one of the
skin ointments that have a tendency to take
the sting out of burn. If blisters form and
peeling follows, don't try to hurry this
process. Skin will scuff off naturally in
time, but if you hasten it, you may leave
discolored or scarred patches. Body skin
burned in this manner needs exactly the
same treatment as your face skin.
Care and make-up kits are a boon to
the vacationist or traveler, because in them
you will find about all you need, in related
sizes, enough for a week, two weeks or a
month. You can get these combinations
from a neat little box size, costing slightly
more than a luncheon, up to pure luxury,
meaning a piece of smart luggage in addition to beauty-giving contents. They make
grand gifts for others as well as for yourself, and they're easy to pack or carry,
compact and complete.
As you get toward the end of summer,
you will find that all skin and hair need a
little reconditioning, for hair dries and
streaks badly with too much sun. The gay
bandanas and floppy hats are not only
style. They are protection, also. But we'll
go into this reconditioning later on. Meanwhile, "Bon Voyage," "Happy Landing,"
or however you say all that
means a happy,
happy vacation !
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The new Dorotrait
Face
thy Gray
PorPowder, with a
number of
counts in its favor. See Special Blend and
Glo-Rachel
tones. Lovely.

the summer fashion picture a
WITH
riot of pastels ; with hats romantic
and slightly mad, face powder
seems more important than ever. And
here's good news ! Dorothy Gray Portrait
Face Powder, new in formula, box, and
the mostt
suited tto ingredien
tones.
an emollien
and it's
skins ly,
sensitiveChemical
makes it protective but it won't cake or
look pasty. It's fluffy ; spreads like a mist
to give that "soft focus" look in "closeups." In the regular Dorothy Gray
powder shades plus the new Special Blend
and Glo-Rachel tones. Above, you see the
new box, which this column thinks should
meet all summer skin needs and that belongs in the vacation bag. Priced to please,
too!
"— La
n "special
vacatio
HER
ANOT
ted Polish
Cross
Glycera
Remover
Pads. They are discs of cotton saturated
with La Cross remover, a preparation that
is kind to brittle nails and harsh cuticle.
One pad removes polish from ten fingers.
These pads come in a neat jar that means
no liquids to spill, no extra cotton. An
original thought, grand for travel or
general use. And modestly priced !

In one jar, the
new Jergens All
Purpose Face
Cream offers
complete cream
needsforheathy
normal skin.
Easy to use; to
remove.
HEALTHY, normal skins will welcome
the new Jergens All Purpose Face
Cream. The light, creamy consistency
cleanses thoroughly and wipes away
easily, but leaves that consoling and
softened feel. Special ingredients have a
stimulating effect and a tendency to combat dryness. The cream, when removed,
leaves' the skin feeling revivified and with
a fresh, slightly moist surface, ideal for
make-up. I think the jar, illustrated above,
will prove ideal for the average normal
skin that needs real cleansing, mild stimulation, and lubrication. I think, also, that
this cream is the answer for the user who
would like to- find a number of skin aids
contained in one jar. Vacationists will certainly find Jergens All Purpose Face
Cream a way to less packing and to more
good skin care. Here's cleansing, stimulation, softening and a good foundation —
all in one. You may use it generously, if
you like, because it is" not expensive.

RECORD
summer
in happy
pictures,
you wantyour
to relive
those
days.if
An efficient means to this end is the Agfa
Clipper candid
typecarry
of camera.
It's sturdy,
compact,
easy to
and economical
to
operate. Technical details are easy to
master and handle, and fine pictures are
your reward. Model PD16, which you
can see at your Agfa dealer's, will fit in
with your vacation budget plans'.
Subtle
perfume,
refreshant,
body
toner, all in
one bottle — the
new Coty
Parfumee
Cologne
in Chypree or
Ambree. A Summer "must."

ALL want luxury — of course. And
we can't all have luxury — of course.
But here's an exception, Coty's Parfumee
Cologne in Chypree, or Ambree. The zest
of a Cologne is combined with glamorous
fragrance, and the result is that you may
go refreshed, dainty, subtly perfumed
through the Summer from one bottle.
is ,the most popular fraChypree,granceperhaps,
ever conceived
and Ambree is one
of those lovely scents', almost impossible
to describe. But you can take a deep whiff
of each in your department or drug stores,
and make your own choice. Both are unusually richly perfumed for a preparation
of this type — indeed, they are a perfume
of a lighter nature and very lasting. So
if you pride yourself on a good, practical
sense combined with a flair for luxury,,
indulge both by all means — from one
bottle — and know you have luxury without luxury cost. In a classical flacon that
makes it a lovely idea for gifts', too !
WE

For ladies only
— Schick's Dry
Shaver. Rapid,
neat — and safe
— for those who
method.
prefer Comes
this
in a blue jacket.

TO THE ladies — exclusively — is dedicated
Shavette,
the who
women's
Schick their
Dry
Shaver.
Wives
have misused
husband's razor and husbands who have
felt very put-upon by this misappropriation
will find a way out of this situation, for
unquestionably there are many women who
insist upon an under-arm device that works
practically instantly, safely, and cleanly.
And Shavette does just these things'. Efficiency, speed, safety and neatness are
synonyms for Shavette. Deodorants and
perfumes may be applied immediately after
its use. Under-arms simply must be flawless'; legs smooth and velvety through
sheer hosiery ; so keep Shavette in mind
for
an looking
easy solution.
and
smart
in its It's
ownvery
bluefeminine
moire bag,
sketched, and easy to pack.
C. M.

Boyer's Loveless Years
Continued from page 27
the role. If I made you believe him, then
I believed him myself!"
it's only because that
his experience is not
Mr. Boyer says
it's not, not in
and of course
comparable,importanc
e or history, but in the
respect to
building of a man, and an actor, those
"periods of devotion" to which he refers
were vastly important, and they do deserve
looking into. There have been several of
but most drathem, and they were varied,
matic of all is that period which began
when he was in his early twenties. This
was more than a devotion, really— this was
a love, a love which held him in abject
slavery, in complete submission, in intense
adoration for eleven long years. Yet it was
not, as you might expect, a love for any
woman, though in a way it was as rapt as
for the thethat. It was, instead, hisforlove
his painting, as
atre. As an artist lives
a writer is possessed by his greatest book,
yes, and as Napoleon was submerged in
his warring, so was Charles Boyer transfixed by this idealistic love which meant
more to him than all the beautiful women
in Paris. Which brings us to the beginning
of our story.
It began while he was still a student at
the Sorbonne, working for his license of
Philosophy— it was then that this love first
showed itself to him in all its glory.
Charles went to see the great Lucien Guitry, one of the most celebrated actors of
all time, and from then on he could never
get the theatre out of his blood. There was
a glamor and an excellence in that performance, aperfection throughout the entire theatre, and a tenseness in the air,
which, like some hypnotic perfume, was to
he atlinger with him always. Afterlessthat
often and
tended his philosophy classes
during the next month he saw Guitry s
play no less than fifteen times. He pursued
his lady fair in other theatres too, saw
upon reevery play there was to see,theandUniversit
y,
ceiving his diploma from
entered the Paris Conservatoire de Drame
—and it was there that his wooing began
in earnest.
But as all young lovers in the first stage
of amour are over-anxious, so was Charles.
And as he looks back on it now he is a bit
sheepish about those early too-affectionate
advances he made to his love. He finds in
them something a little ridiculous. But they
was his pursuit. "I reprove how
play in which I made my first
member theintense
little success. It was called 'The Battle,'
and years later I appeared in a film based
in the East,'
on the I same
Merle rOberon. But in
with 'Thunde
made play,
which

the film I played the lead ; in the play_ I
was only a subordinate character, while
my director, Germer, who was also an
actor, played the part which I later played
on the screen. It is quite a joke, really.
"You see, we were both supposed to be
Japanese. It took me two hours to make
up for my role, my unimportant role. Yet
Gemier, to make up for his part, the leading part, never spent more than twenty
minutes. I shall never forget it— and the
first time I stepped on the stage in that
play the audience gasped, breathed a great
simultaneous 'Oh !' Of course I took it for
admiration, but I have often wondered
since if it wasn't the shock that made them
gasp. You see I was completely yellow, my
hands, my arms, my neck, all over ! A most
elaborate make-up ! And for weeks before
I had followed Japanese men all through
the Quartier Latin, trying to copy myself
after them exactly. There were many who
the University "at the
were students at
time, and they became my models. There
was one Japanese friend of mine with
whom I used to play billiards a great deal,
and always he used to beat me because I
was more intent on his walk, his mannerisms, and his expressions than I was on
the game. But perhaps I couldn't have beat
him anyway," Mr. Boyer added, quietly
chuckling, "the Japanese are excellent billiard players, you know.

!
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at left below, starts off the day with Edgar Bergen's assistance.
McCarthy,
Charlie he
meets Andrea Leeds at the Universal Studios where they are working
Above,
together in "Letter of Introduction." "Be still, my fluttering heart!" sighs Charlie.
"It was he, strangely enough, who had
with my perthe greatest fault to find tiny
cafe, after
formance. One night in a
do the
'You
him.
into
ran
I
the theatre,
part with too much exaggeration,' he said.
'My people do not walk like you walk in
your play. Look, watch me closely, copy
me !' and he stood up and walked around
the table. Copy him ! It was a bitter comedown, since that is what I had been trying
do for
to But,
Japanese friend did not
if his !"
evena month
did attract the atBoyer
Charles
approve,
"The Battle," and
in
critics
the
of
tention
it was obvious that he would be a success.
They pointed out that not only was he a
sincere actor but that he had all thehairat-;
tributes ofthe matinee idol ; the dark
the thoughtful, liquid eyes; the gentle intimacy of the voice — in countless flamboyant
his romantic possiadjectives they painted
bilities. The young actor blushed when he
read this part of his reviews, hurried on
about
to find
his
work.something more constructive

It was at five o'clock in the morning
when he read them. He had risen early,
actually trembling at the thought of this,
his first rendezvous with a review. Not
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able to wait until the papers were brought
to the door, he had dressed quickly and
gone out into the fresh early morning
sounds of the Paris streets. His concierge,
unused to seeing him so early, had ceased
her busy washing of the steps to stare after
him as he strode off. She had heard he had
turned actor — well, when a man became an
actor he began to do strange things. At
the corner he paused. The newsboy hadn't
yet arrived, and for a few minutes Charles
stood restlessly, first on one foot, then the
other. Then the flower woman came along,
set down her baskets on the curb, and began arranging them. He felt foolish to be
standing there so long at such an early
hour and when the woman, smiling, showed
him a boutonniere, he bought it quickly.
She watched him plant it tenderly in his
lapel, thought surely, because of that and
the anxious look on his face, that it was a
girl for whom he was waiting. Then a
moment later she saw him, not with a girl's
hand tucked through his arm, but with a
bunch of newspapers there. One he also
opened wide, and read it avidly.
"I soon got over that," Mr. Boyer laughed,
as he carried on with the story. "It lasted
great attention to rea year,
perhapsviews ;after
that myI found it was better to
avoid them entirely. I soon found that I
never remembered the good things which
were said about me, only the bad, and they

upset me. Oh, I was very sensitive in those
days, too much so. The slightest thing
it was
despair.
into even
threw me ng,
fault-findi
moreYetthan
theGemier's
papers,
which upset me the most, and from that I
never could escape. He was a hard taskmaster ;I worked with him in a number
of plays, and it was always the same, even
after I was established. For days after he
had make mockery of me I would go around
in agony — and he would let me, too! Then
he would decide that I had been tortured
enough — suddenly he would slap me on the
back, make some joke, or order a bottle
of the best champagne — and these little
would show me that it was time
gestures
the
blue mood should pass.
"The thing for which he used to reserve
his greatest ridicule was my tendency to
live the parts I played. My second big part
was the role of an Arab. By this time I
had learned that make-up was not so important as acting, but now I was going to
another extreme. As my role was a bit
sinister, so was I becoming in my own life,
showing an inclination for seclusion and
morositv. While I was preparing for the
play I left my flat, because there my friends
were always trying to entice me into some

entertainment, and took refuge where no
one might expect to find me — in a hotel.
When Gemier discovered this he laughed
and said if he had only known, he would
have been glad to have set up an Arabian
tent for me with a little sand strewn
around ! It was an exaggerated spirit in me,
I suppose,
but profession
I couldn't I help
ahead
in this
lovedit—sogetting
much
was the only thing that mattered."
There were other things too about which
Charles Boyer used to be teased a great
deal, and not the least of them was his lack
of interest in beautiful women, and his
fanatic disapproval of marriage. Oh, he
approved of it for the rest of the world,
but he firmly believed that marriage could
not be mixed with the theatre, and he was
so passionate in his belief that his actor
friends were inclined to laugh at him. But
one evening when a group of them were
gathered together in his tiny flat, Charles
said that he would show them how serious
he was. He would take an oath. He would
prove to them how completely he meant to
devote himself to his work. And suddenly
in the midst of that scoffing group, all
laughter was wiped away. Solemnly, Charles
Boyer swore that he would never marry
as long as he was in the theatre — and they
knew that he meant it.
This, then, was the young man whom all
France was acclaiming as its most popular

fellow-actor. These five were inseparable,
bound together by a common love, and they
spent hours discussing this love, over coffee
and brandy, in innumerable Paris cafes.
Incidentally, their rise in the theatre world
could be easily traced as they moved from
the poor cafes to the better ones. In the
beginning when Charles appeared in "The
Battle," his salary was fifty francs a day,
(at that time about a hundred dollars a
month), and during that fifty-francs-a-day
period he haunted only the cheaper, more
dimly lighted cafes. Bit by bit, success by
success, as his salary increased, he found
himself joining his friends in the better
restaurants, the more glittering night spots.
But if the wine, women, and song of these
better places attracted him it was only to
watch and observe, to learn more about
life and how it should be portrayed.
Thus eleven years passed, and while
they may seem like unexciting years to
many people, to Charles Boyer they held
all that he wanted of life. His strict devotion had been rewarded a thousand fold, not
only as money and fame were concerned,
but the happy realization that he had succeeded in the thing he set out to do. He
had won his goal. He could go no further.
Then came pictures and a new zeal
seized him. A desire to do on the screen
what he had done on the stage. Basically
it is just as strong a devotion as was the

A hard day's work has earned a good dinner — but Charlie is allowed only a glimpse
of Edgar's steak, above. Back to your glass of milk, little boy! After all, Charlie is
only eleven. Well, to make up for it, Charlie hears a bedtime story, upper right.
stage lover. On the stage he. was all that
women longed for, yet off the stage he was
completely oblivious to them ! Many of the
great ladies of society sought to meet him.
They sharpened their wits, perfected their
beauty, polished their wiles for days in
advance. But it was no use. When at last
they did meet him they found a sombre
young man whose face came to light only
when they talked of the theatre, or of
books or of music. And it was the same
with adoring schoolgirls. Lustrous-eyed,
they sought him out at the stage door to
tell him of their adoration, but he was interested only when they offered intelligent,
impersonal comments. Only then did he
stop to chat with them for a while. Once
he was impressed when a young girl told
him that she had seen him thirty times in
the same play. He was impressed, but he
was not intrigued. It never occurred to
him that she might be in love with him.
His only companions in those days were
the great men with whom he was associated. There was Bernstein, the famous
playwright, who wrote many of his successes for him. There was the novelist,
Phillip Heriat. Then there was Gemier, of
course, and there was Pierre Blanchet, a

first, but physically it is different. He saw
from the beginning that a screen career
would allow him more time to himself. It
would allow him, for the first time in his
life, an opportunity to find romance if he
wished. And so as he came to the end of
his life on the stage he came to the end
of that vow he had taken. Shortly after he
came to America Charles Boyer met Pat
Paterson.
As was natural to a man who had been
immune to love for so long, it was love at
first sight, and six weeks later they were
married. Today Hollywood is bewildered
that such a sudden marriage could have
lasted so long, but in the light of what has
just been told, it is no longer necessary to
wonder. The same steadfastness which kept
his life so empty of romance for so long, will
protect the love that he knows now. Charles
Boyer is a man whose ideals have always
been unassailable, and to him this marriage
is an ideal.
Thus he has come to the end of his loveless years. He is still eager about his work,
every characterization is a new thrill, but
because pictures have so rearranged his life,
he has
— what's
tant— hetime
has now
heartandfor
both! more impor-
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in the Air with Wally
Continued from page 59

before Wally. It was truly that, being a
steak some fifteen inches in diameter and
fully two and a half inches thick. Wally
looked down at it rather sheepishly, but
without a word bravely started on it with
his knife and fork.
Wherever Wally goes he is an ever-constant source of surprise to the people who
see and meet him. He is not the baggytrousered, ambling-gaited man they've seen
depicting "The Old Soak," the ruffian of
"Bad Man of Brimstone" nor the blustering fish-shop-man in "Port of Seven Seas."
Surprisingly to them, he reflects the polish
of a well-groomed man, though plainspoken with a deep bass voice that booms,
and who appears far younger than his
screen characterizations. He never travels
without at least a half dozen suits, and
more often takes along from ten to fifteen,
all beautifully tailored by the. same man
who
At steps
least
three does
timesGable's
during and
the Taylor's.
day Wally
forth in fresh apparel, and in some ways
reflects the sartorial elegance on occasion
of an Adolphe Menjou. Especially is he
particular about the appearance of his feet
and wears a very narrow shoe, trim and
always new and of modish cut and design.
He keeps his hair slicked well back, and
there any further tonsorial efforts end.
Wally who
has never
had of
a manicure.
sissies
are afraid
roughing it"Just
and
getting a little dirt under their nails, go
in for them manicures," he says.
At regular intervals a small frecklednosed kid with pencil and paper pad came
up to our table and asked Wally for his
autograph. Wally obliged. By the time we
had finished, the boy came up again. "Say
son, how many autographs have you asked
me for today?" Wally asked him.
"Twelve, sir," was his reply. Wally
looked rather suspicious, and he followed
him out of the hotel right down to' a newsstand, where the boy was selling Wallace
Beery autographs for 25c each. And folks
were clamoring for more.
"I don't mind signing autographs, but I
don't want to set someone up in business
with them," he told the boy. Turning to
the rest of us, who'd followed73 along,
Wally said : "I've never turned down a
request for an autograph, but once. The
other day I was sitting in the cocktail
lounge of one of the hotels in Hollywood
when a lady with a little fuzzy dog all
rigged up in a sweater with a bow of

ribbon, sitting in a little kiddie-car-contraption, which she was pulling with a leash,
came over and gushed that she'd like my
autograph. I took one look at that dog and
I said : 'Lady, I don't mind giving autographs, but I wouldn't give one to a person
while there's
a dog. Not
playing
so
many parent
orphan tochildren
in the world who
need parents.' "
Children are Wally's pet subject, especially his adopted daughter eight-year-old
Carol
And who
you'd
laugh
you could
see the Ann.
mothers
offer
theirif babies
and
children to be kissed "until you'd think I
was in politics or something."
Before the evening's rodeo, Wally suggested that the three of. us should get some
air. And so unlike most celebrities, Wally
headed down main street to window-shop
and walk. This walk constituted a parade,
for behind admiring fans fell in and kept
step. At the first big department store,
Wally suggested we go in and look around.
But scarcely had he walked ten feet, than
customers rushed to him for autographs.
An enterprising store manager ran to the
front door and yelled to the sidewalk pedestrians, "Ladies and Gentlemen. Mr.
Wallace Beery is in the store signing autographs." Needless to say business boomed,
and Wally might have been there yet if Mr.
Ortmann hadn't elbowed and piloted him
out, with the aid of a couple of policemen
from the street.
We started out freely enough, but we
needed a police escort to get back to the
hotel. There we found the mayor, with a
motorcycle escort ready to take Wally to
the rodeo. First Wally excused himself and
changed into a white suit and donned a
big cowboy hat. With sirens shrieking
Wally was escorted to the rodeo in a white
car, with Mr. Ortmann and me trailing
along.
In the flag-bedecked grandstand bands
played while fifty thousand people cheered
and applauded. Wally watched the rodeo,
made a typical Beery speech over the
"mike," and said "he'd of rode one of the
bucking broncho's only he didn't want to
get bucked and land his clean white pants
in all the dust." He presented prize saddles to the winners', ate ice cream cones
and hot dogs and gave the kids half dollars
for popcorn. But after the celebration was
over, and we were taken back to the airport, came the surprise of the day. Even
Wally, despite his six feet and two hundred
and twenty pounds became as shy as a
business'
a delegation
school ingirl,
men.
all when
solemnity,
informed ofhim
they

were goingas topresident
start a of
petition
for Wally's
candidacy
the United
States
for 1940. They had already conferred with
the e'ditor of the main newspaper, and they
showed him right there on the front page,
where the editor had written his belief
that if Wally ran, he could be elected by
the people.
"Aw, I wouldn't know anything about
being president, unless it's that I can fish
as' good as any of them," was his answer.
"Besides," he smiled, casting his eyes down
at a little hill of earth he was kicking with
the
of hiswould
shoe, "Mr.
and my
the
NewtoeDeal
miss Roosevelt
me splitting
movie salary with them in income tax, if
I stopped making pictures. So I guess' I'll
just keep right on pluggin' along in HollyAnd once more we were up in the air,
headed home. I learned that Wally often
flies
from Hollywood to similar celebrawood."
tions, all in a day and is home by nightfall.
Sometimes his destination is New York
Chicago, or other eastern cities. Then he's
gone for two or three days. MetroGoldwyn-Mayer has long since stopped
trying to keep track of him. He always
telephones home every night after seven
o'clock "because the telephone rates are
cheaper then," and talks with his family.
He'll talk dollars' worth with Carol Ann.
party she's been
aboutshea wore
him that
tell or
may day,
Shethat
to
some new
patent leather slippers that rubbed blisters
on her heels', and other news that from a
financial viewpoint could well await his
return.
Many of the country's biggest rodeos
from Wyoming's Frontier Days to Pendleton, Oregon, are opened annually by
Beery. Sometimes picture schedules interfere. Wally once wrote : "It's terrible when
your home work interferes with your outdoor sports." He said he usually maneuvers
around to accept these invitations.
The trip back was much smoother. We
played radio music most of the way. Wally
concentrated on his piloting. First thing I
knew we were right back where we started
from.
"Well, I hope that trip gives you a story
as is a story," Wally told me as he helped
me to alight from the plane — and I had
to get my earth bearings all over again.
But strangely enough though I'd _ been
with Wally all day, I'd been so up in the
air between actually being up there, and
the excitement that I hadn't had much of a
chance toto.ask him some questions I'd been
wanting

An old Spanish
custom
to
baffle seems
a boy
from Arkansas,
as Bob Burns
finds himself between Martha
Raye and the
too-close-to-becomfortable
horns
bull.
Don't of
looka now,
but can that be
Grandpa Snazzy's egg basket
wesee Bobwearing for a hat in
this interlude
from "Tropic
Holiday"?
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NoahtheBeery,
Wally's I"big
brother,"
there
Wednesday
finally
made was
the
luncheon appointment at which Wally promised to answer my questions.
"Aren't you a sort of Hollywood Flying
Ambassador ?" I asked, "flying around all
of the time, attending all of these celebrations and everything?"
"Naw, I ain't no ambassador," he
drawled and winked at brother Noah who
"I ain't
steak.fancy
his that
eating for
quietly
enough
education
title, had
but
.sat
if I can help folks out with their celebrations, by giving them my time and saying
a few words, I'm right willing. But don't
ever label me 'Ambassador.' Shucks, that
title's too fancy for me."
"No, Wally's title, if any, should be Flying Fisherman," Noah spoke up for the
first time. "June never finds Wally knee
deep in beauty," and he chuckled at this
quip,
"but knee
deep inEuropean
fish. You'lltrip
notice
scheduled
his whole
so he
he
could get back in time to go fishing at one
of his favorite haunts when the season
"Well now, I can't spend all my time
picture-making, and at celebrations," Wally
answered, "so I get my innings in fishing."
Between mouthfuls* he informed us that
he'd fished almost every good place in the
United
opens."States and Canada. "I met a judge
once who lives up in the north end of
California. He told me any time I'd come
up he'd take me fishing to the swellest place
in the whole universe. So one day I flew
up to his town. But he was holding court.
In fact, a murder trial was going on. I
sent in word that I'd come up to go fishing
and I'll be dog-gonned if he didn't adjourn
court there and then, and postpone the case
until next day, so's* he could prove to me
about his fishing hole. I've made a lot of
wonderful friends flying around the country
looking
fish." eighty of them come to
"Yes, for
about
Wally's house each Thanksgiving and
ChristmasNoah.
from all parts of the country,"
inserted
"And I can swap fishing yarns' with the
best of them," beamed Wally. "I got a new
car all equipped with fishing and hunting
paraphernalia, even to boats. I drove it
home from the studio yesterday to sort
of try it out, and at every stop sign people
forward — thought it was a bus."
rushed
Later I saw it there on the lot, a twelve
car on a 160-inch wheelpas"senger
base
with cabin
a coupling device to hook on a
trailer stocked with provisions. Small wonder people mistook it for a bus !
Paris, London, Budapest saw the Beerys
— Wally, Mrs. Beery, and Carol Ann — but
was'
experience
most amusing
theirwhere
perhaps
Reporters
they landed.
Naples,
at
Greta
that
rumored
being
was
it
told Wally
Garbo would wed Stokowski, and had he
arrived for the wedding? "Sure, I'm going
to be best man !" Wally answered. The next
day he saw headlines in the newspapers,
"Beery to be Garbo Best man!" taking the
joke seriously.
Carol Ann was the most thrilled little
girl in the world as the Beerys progressed
her collection of dolls
through Europe, and
now threatens to outnumber Shirley

Coming out of the studio I ran into Nat
Temple's.
just been lunchPendleton, and told him I'd
ing with Wallytrip.Beery and hearing about
his" European
"I believe every pretty or ugly girl in
knows Wallace Beery," grinned
Europe
"Everywhere I went in Europe last
Nat.
year, the girls asked me if I knew Wally.
They'd always add: 'Isn't it cute the way
Mr. Beery calls all of the girls Honey'!'

Escapade Espagnole! In other words, further adventures of Martha Raye and Bob Burns
in "Tropic Holiday." Now everything will be just dandy if the bull doesn't show up.
Youth
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in her struggle toward the top in pictures.
Unlike Lynne, who had to serve a long
apprenticeship before the cameras, petite
dancer-deluxe Ann Miller won outstandingrecognition in her second picture as the
dancing companion of Ginger Rogers in
"Stage Door." Her next assignment was in
"Radio City Revels'." Funny thing about
that picture is the fact that when it was
previewed Ann had only a small part — the
lowest ranking featured billing — but because on two preview showings audiences
received her with such unexpected applause
RKO built up her part until it finally became an important one, surpassed only by
the stars : Bob Burns, Jack Oakie, and
Kenny Baker.
It is indescribably difficult for one to
realize how great is the chasm spanning
the gap from obscurity to motion picture
fame ; also to appreciate the extreme determination, courage, and rigorous training
since early youth that most of these youngsters have undergone. Each of them
realizes that the making of a screen star
involves a heap of learning, a lot of heartaches, and a great deal of experience.
Although their backgrounds' differ widely
they are unified in one thing : they all
have youth, vitality, talent, and courage
enough to make the best of every opportunity presented to them.
Take, for instance, the case of Jane
Bryan. Jane is the outstanding starlet on
the Warner lot and is distinguished for her
"little sister" roles. She is a typical starlet
representing a goodly measure of pulchritude, intelligence, versatility, a sweet-girl
smile, lots of humor, personality plus, a
wholesome American background, health,
much talent, a willingness to work and an
extreme determination to succeed. If you
could see and chat with this dainty miss
you'd know why her studio has such ambitious plans for her. Thos'e who saw her
in "Marked Woman" and "Kid Galahad"
will remember her as the little sister of
Bette Davis and Edward G. Robinson, respectively. But Jane did not fall into those
roles without much preparation on her
part. Born and reared in the environs of
Los Angeles this freckled- faced daughter
of an attorney has always directed her
efforts toward a career of acting. Yet Jane
believed that she would never make the

grade in the movies since her beauty is
not of the typically Hollywood breathtaking type; she had her heart set on the
stage. However, now that she is in pictures,
she is trying very hard to make a success
for she can't bear to think of disappointing
the people who have helped her along the
way. Jane admits to owing much to Jean
Muir and Bette Davis", both of whom took
great pains in bringing her to the attention
of motion picture executives.
After a high school career with a major
in dramatics, Jane spent a long period of
preparation in Miss Muir's school of the
theatre before she was finally given a leading role in "Green Grow the Lilacs," and
subsequently signed to a motion picture
contract. Now jumping from studio stock
to an important role is' something like having a hitherto unheard-of uncle leave you
a fortune, or discovering oil on the south
forty. But when such things do take place
they happen quickly. And such happened
with Jane — because Bette Davis was so
struck with her charm and ability.
It was like this. Mr. Jack Warner had
tested dozens of girls for the "little sister"
role of "Marked Woman," without success.
He had gone so far as to dispatch a talent
scout to the east in search of such a girl.
Then one day Bette Davis chanced to talk
with him about the role. "Why not use the
little Bryan girl!" she suggested. "She has
more ability than any youngster I know.
Why go to such expense to find another
when you have the right person on the
lot !" And so it was that Jane was cast
for the part, but it was her previous' training that made it possible for her to make
of it a success.
In similar fashion Dennis O'Keefe was
brought from the ranks of "bit" players to
that of a leading man in "Bad Man of
Brimstone" by Clark Gable and Director
Jack Conway. And again a background of
long and intensive training (most of his
life had been spent on the road with his'
parents who were vaudeville players),
proved to be of worth.
College training in dramatics helped
Andrea Leeds and Gordon T .es, both of
the University of California, Los Angeles ;
Marjorie Weaver (University of Indiana) ;
Jayne Regan (Washington University, St.
Louis) ; and Alan Bruce (Northwestern)
to make the best of their opportunities when
they did come, though Bruce got his first
big chance as a result of his being, a guide
at the World's Fair in Chicago. But being
a guide was not for him ; he was destined

for public attention. When a contest was
staged to select the three handsomest guides
at the Fair, Alan was among those chosen.
It was their task to squire the winners of
a toothpaste contest about the Fair for a
week, with all expenses paid.
During that same week a national magazine published a full page advertisement
carrying a picture of a man who was the
image_ of Alan. Seeing an opportunity to
cash in on the likeness Alan purchased
several copies of the magazine, presented
them at the office of a large advertising
firm, and offered himself as a model for
commercial photography. He was tested
and accepted, and for the next two years
posed for advertisements for everything
from beans to bedroom slippers'. Finally
Hal Home, associate producer at RKO
studio in Hollywood, met Alan, gave him
a screen test, and took him to the screen
capital. That was in February, 1937. In
this Milwaukee, Wisconsin, lad Hollywood
soon recognized another prize package and
no time was lost in catapulting him up the
ladder of fame. He was immediately cast as'
the romantic lead opposite Anne Shirley
in "Meet the Missus" in which Victor
Moore and Helen Broderick had the top
comedy spots. This was followed by an
important role in "Super Sleuth," "You
Can't Beat Love," "Crashing Hollywood,"
and "Radio City Revels." So Alan joins
the list of preferred young players who
are helping to make cinema history.
Others' who started on the upward track
by way of professional modeling include
Phyllis Brooks, the Ipana toothpaste girl
("In Old Chicago," "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," and Walking Down Broadway") Vicki
;
Lester, one of "The Twelve
Most Photographed Girls in America"
("Vogues of 1938," "The Patient in Room
18," "Maid's Night Off"), and Lucille Ball,
mannequin with Hattie Carnegie and the
original "Chesterfield Girl," ("Stage Door,"
"Having Wonderful Time," "The Joy of
Living,"
and "Go Chase
Yourself.") artists
When illustrators
and commercial
were seeking two-fisted masculine punch for
advertisements, they, called on Alan Curtis.
His brown hair, blue eyes and square jaw,
familiar to millions of magazine readers,
brought him to the attention of Hollywood
and a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract. After
six months with the studio he was' given a
star-making role as Joan Crawford's husband in "Mannequin," the second male lead
to Spencer Tracy.
Born in Roger Park, a suburb of Chicago,
Curtis graduated from the Senn high school
where he won letters in football, track,
baseball and basketball, but discovered that
athletic prowess counted for little in the
business world when he went job hunting.
He finally landed a job with a small loan
company as a bill collector. That was in
1929 and before the year was over his
company, along with many other firms, had
folded. Then came the mad scramble for
any sort of work. Proving that opportunity
can strike in strange places, it caught up
with Curtis while he was driving a taxi,
his next job. A customer, impressed with
the young man's pleasant personality and
square jaw, offered him the chance to make
a few dollars on the side. He explained
that as an advertising man, he could see
possibilities in Curtis as a model for a
snappy sport suit. Curtis took the man
seriously, posed for the advertisement which
was used by a Chicago department store,
and was unexpectedly launched upon a
career.
The advertisement attracted much attention and within a few weeks Curtis ceased
driving taxi cabs because artists, photographers; and advertising agencies sought
him for their pictures. Two years of posing
for everything from automobiles 75to refrigerators followed, then Curtis went to

New York, where he found immediate
success. Not only was he in demand for
advertisements but also for many magazine
covers. Working diligently for a year he
saved ample funds' for a European vacation,
and sailed for Paris where he remained
for some time. This vacation led to his
first motion picture experience. One day he
was introduced to a charming Russian
actress who, through an interpreter since
Alan could not speak French nor could she
speak English, asked him to consider making a travelogue for an automobile manufacturer. The offer was accepted and
immediately they set out with a French
director on a three weeks' tour of France.
The picture was a silent one wherein Alan
and the Russian lady played the parts of
a young couple on a honeymoon, but at the
end of the trip they were speaking off the
screen only by means of an improvised sign
language.
From Paris, Alan went to London. Later
he returned to New York and was' offered a
screen test which turned out to be successful. This resulted in the role of a sailor
in "Winterset" and a motion picture contract. He then played small roles in "Between Two Women" and "Bad Guy" but
his work in those two productions at-

years. Her Freshman year was spent at
the University of Kentucky and while there
the ROTC make her an honorary Colonel,
a rank which she also holds as one of the
famous Kentucky Colonels. While she was
at school she took part in dramatics and
excelled in other extra-curricular activities,
notably swimming and volley ball.
When those who have not seen Marjorie
do see her on the screen for the first time
the chances are that they'll ask themselves,
"Where have I seen that girl?" The answer
is that they have seen her before — on the
covers of nearly every magazine in America.
For while she was in New York (her
prize in the national contest was a dance
scholarship in New York upon her graduation from the university), she managed
to find time to pose for some of the biggest
advertising accounts in the country :
Chesterfields — although Marjorie doesn't
smoke
— although she doesn't
drink, ;andBudweiser
Lux.
Marjorie's name seldom if ever appears
in the movie columns among those mentioned as being present at this or that night
spot. She takes her film-career too seriously
to
spend she
herremains
eveningsat in
the tonight-spots'.
Instead,
home
study her
script. . And not only does' she study her

In the garden of one of Hollywood's most palatial homes you see gathered, above,
the Harold Lloyds: the star, his wife (Mildred Davis), and their three children.
tracted such favorable notice that Joseph
Mankiewitz, the producer suggested that
he be tested for the role of Eddie in "Mannequin" which lifted him to a high spot.
On November 14, 1937, he was married to
Priscilla Lawson, popular young actress also
under contract to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studio.
Marjorie Weaver, the Twentieth Century-Fox white hope, who won a glittering
cinematic crown for herself in "Second
Honeymoon" and later in "Sally, Irene and
Mary," will go perhaps farther than many
of the young players in Hollywood today.
Marjorie is outstanding in many things.
Her loveliness is triumphant, having
brought the prize her way for four consecutive semesters at the University of
Indiana and also in a nation wide beauty
contest conducted hy a motion picture
magazine. She is one of the five beauty
queens, out of thousands during the last
decade, who has won laurels or enduring
fame in the movie industry. Most contest
winners have tried Hollywood but have
fallen by the wayside on the difficult path
to fame.
Marjorie graduated from the University
of Indiana where she attended for three
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own part, but she makes a point of borrowing scripts
on home
the production of
scheduleother
and pictures
takes them
for
analysis at her leisure. In this way she feels
that she is preparing herself for any part
that might be offered her.
So the ranks' of our young hopefuls
are definitely filled with first class material.
There are others at this writing who are
perhaps batting with as great a degree of
success though space limits our discussion
of them at this time. The probability is
that most of these young players won't
find failure. Right now they're pretty far
up the ladder that will lead them to a
point where their names will be billed above
the title of pictures rather than beneath
them. Naturally some have a greater^ scope
for acting than others and some will receive breaks where others will not, but
right now each is a logical subject for
eventual stardom. All are consummate performers and the plums of the studios are
being tossed their way. They are all on
their race to the peak — which ones are
favored to win? And who are the long
shots? At the moment it appears to be
anybody's
race, and your bet is as good as
mine.

Beloved

Scatterbrain

Continued from page 34
guilty,
spoiled
the "take."
When
the scene
was finally
completed
Marie
dropped
into
a chair
me, sayingsequence
wistfully,
was
my beside
most important
and "That
now,
it's all over !"
voicein she
on, ! "II
amIn soa serio-comic
excited to be
thiswent
picture
liked 'Fools for Scandal,' of course — but
I had hoped to have some dramatic scenes
with Mr. Gravet, who is one of my idols,
and with Carole Lombard, another idol.
But my part was so small that I had to
read the script through twice even to find
it! After waiting around two whole days
to make my first scene, I was so jittery
when they called me that I barged in at
the wrong
remember onedoor,
word and
of mythen,
one couldn't
line of dialogue. Whew, that was an awful day !
When I served the soup, I stuck my thumb
down into it, then climaxed the whole
thing by spilling water over Carole's
beautiful
dinner
gown.
thought
she'd
want to kill
me, but
gee,I she
was grand.
She let out one of her whooping laughs,
saying she was going to adopt me for I
was just the balmy sister she had been
looking for all her life. She insisted we
must make another picture together. I
hope we do, for that would justify my
"And today's
comedy
career." mishaps ?" I prompted.
"I began early," she replied. "Whizzing
around a corner of the stage I caught _my
apron on the door and tore a big hole right
in the middle and the wardrobe department
had to hurry to make a new center before
I was called for this scene. At noon, trying
to be polite to a girl in the studio cafe, I
spilled tea on my dress. But it is black,
see? It doesn't show, and that was once
when
was with me.
Sometimes
it isn't
Once luck
I innocently
walked
onto the
big!
courtyard set of The Adventures of Robin
Hood' waving cheerily to everbody I knew,
when suddenly, Director Michael Curtiz
yelled 'Scram!' And I ran, but ran the
wrong way, going right across the set and
into the cameras. Then, when everybody
laughed, Mr. Curtiz said it was a joke, the
scene was finished but he wanted to see
how fast I could run. I ruined a big scene
once, while we were making 'King of
Hockey.'
thought
were all
through
shooting Iand
came they
aimlessly
zigzagging
onto the set in my stocking feet, carrying
my shoes, and I must have looked dumb !
"You can't guess how troubles pile up.
I told a girl she looked like her boy friend's
first wife, and now she won't speak to me.
I like her, too, and I didn't mean any
harm but just forgot the connection and
anyway, the wife was pretty so she
shouldn't mind so much."
Perhaps Marie is allergic to glassware —
she's always smashing it. At a swanky
cocktail party she was " raving over the
exquisite imported glasses and finished her
remarks with a little sweeping gesture of
her hands, when down tumbled two of the
rarest ones. She still can't believe she
actually touched them, but there they lay
on the floor in a hundred pieces. Once, all
dressed up and making her first call on
friends in their new honeymoon home, her
hand touched the door knob as she rang
the bell — it was just a wee, tiny touch, but
the knob dropped off and rolled at her
feet as the austere English butler opened
the door. From his look she's positive he
she was a "strong girl" let loose
thought
from
a circus.
"There was' the time when I ate up most
of the fancy hors d'ocuvres at a grand
cocktail party," wailed Marie. "Not that I
intended to, not at all, but I don't drink,

and I was hungry, and those cunningcanapes fascinated me. That is, until I
caught the look of agony on the face of the
hostess as she stared at the depleted trays.
I was' so embarrassed that I dropped the
baconette I was eating and scampered into
another room.
"The prize trick of all happened at Jean
Muir's home and the memory of it still
gives me the shivers. Jean had invited a
select group to hear her fine classical records and everybody looked so highbrow —
you know, sitting around with half-closed
eyes and dreamily listening to the worldfamous symphonies and operas. I was wondering how I happened to be there when
Jean sweetly asked what record I would
like to have played, and for the life of me
I couldn't remember a single title; so, desperately, Iblurted out the name of a song
we had been listening to all day at the
studio, 'The Love Bird Will Get You.' It
didn't make a hit ; you could have cut the
silence in that room with a knife."
Now, Marie is wondering if her boy
friend, the good-looking, sanely balanced
Director Nick Grinde, is taking on her
goofy talents. At a recent Sunday buffet
supper, Nick was nonchalantly leaning
against the dining table, a beautiful and
treasured antique, when all of a sudden it
crumpled under the turkey, the baked ham,
and all the "fixings" and went down on the
lovely beige rug.
The romance of Grinde and Marie is one
of the happiest in Hollywood. Her scatterbrain antics amuse him immensely. He
thinks she's more than a hundred percent,
that she has the kindest, most generous
heart in the whole world.
They met four years ago and she was
staging a comedy scene at the time. Driving up a narrow hillside road and discovering she was out of gasoline, Marie attempted to turn the car and go back, but
it stopped crossways, completely blocking
the road. In no time, a flock of cars were
held up on either side, all furiously honking,
and Nick, hearing the commotion, came
out of his" home to witness a perfect comedy
set-up. He laughed so heartily that the entire crowd caught the joke and joined in.
It was while he was unraveling Marie's
difficulties that they discovered each other,
and discovered, also, that it was love at
first sight.
Born twenty-one years ago in the little
town of Anaheim, a few miles from Hollywood, there's never been a moment in her
life when she wasn't determined to become
an actress. Yet Marie has never had the
benefit of any particularly lucky breaks
but has overcome all obstacles through her
ingenuity and a tenacity that wouldn't let
go. She was sixteen when she persuaded
her mother, her sister and three brothers
to move to Hollywood so she could start
her career ; then she refuted her screen
portrayals of dumb girls' by selecting the
finest drama teacher available and devoting
her entire energy to learning to act. Her
chance came via the Beverly Hills Little
Theatre, where she appeared in three stage
plays that won her a screen test and a
contract with Warner Brothers' studio.
She's played in some dozen pictures and
now, after keeping her fingers crossed,
hoping earnestly that she would be given
the coveted role, Marie is playing Susie,
in the film version of "Boy Meets Girl."
"I never wanted anything so much in
my whole life as I wanted this part," Marie
told me,
seriously.
deep informya
heart
I felt
it must "Down
come because
year I've studied and loved Susie and I
was confident she would prove the wedge
I need to prove what I can do. Anyway,
with two such good friends as Jimmy
Cagney and Pat O'Brien heading the cast
and pulling for me, it seems to me I'll just
have to be good !"

Meet

The

Jones

Family

Continued from page 31
were cast in the same mould." The final
seal of approval came when the cameraman even discovered that the faces all
required identically the same lighting.
With a single exception, the original
Jones
Family intact
of "Every
Saturday
has remained
throughout
the Night"
series.
In that first picture, June Lang portrayed
the eldest daughter, Bonnie. Shirley Deane
has
tions.played the role in subsequent producYou know the characters : Jed Prouty
plays John Jones, small-town head of the
family whom his wife, Louise — enacted by
Spring Byington — twists around her finger,
all
the own.
while And
making
him think
he's in
acting
on his
Florence
Roberts,
her
interpretation of Granny, is the grandmother of every family in the country. She
has her counterpart everywhere. Shirley
Hollywood family! Mr. and Mrs.
Frank McHugh and son, Peter.
attempt to steal scenes from each other.
On the face of it, this is unusual. Few
pictures bearing famous names can boast
such a record. For with fame, individual
fame, comes a desire, however unconscious
it may perhaps be, to win personal glory.
No such feeling exists on a Jones Family
set.
A glimpse here probably would reveal
at least one of the youngsters with both
Spring Byington and Jed Prouty. Both
are called "Mother" and "Dad" off the set
as well as on, and each helps solve the
small day-to-day problems that arise in the
lives of their "children." Like the typical
American mother she represents, Miss
Byington lends her charm and intelligence

Mary Carlisle and her mother
stroll in their garden, above.
Deane, of course, portrays Bonnie, eldest
of the Jones children, while Kenneth
Howell is seen as Jack, the oldest son,
forever getting into trouble. The moneylender of the family — and he's a Shylock!
— Roger, is impersonated by George
Ernest ; June Carlson plays the moviestruck Lucy and Billy Magan is Bobby.
Altogether, as swell a family as any
mother and father in the land might care
to call their own. And typical, too, of any
family in moderate circumstances. That's
the charm of these Jones Family portraitures— they might be the family next door.
"We saw at first glance that we really
had
something
in thattells
initial
Producer
Max Golden
you, picture,"
proudly.
He's nursed the series through infancy
into its the
present
"Even
before
first highly
returnspopular
startedstatus.
to come
in,
we had decided to try a second film using
the same general idea. Of course, the
second led to a third, and so on up to the
present. We expect to continue until the
public no longer wants to see the Jones
One reason why these films bear such
Family." feeling, why they seem to open
homely
up a typical American home and show
what makes it tick, is the fact that the
members of the Jones Family act as a
unit. There is absolutely no jealousy, no

to tieing up the loose ends in the family's
life both on and off the screen. The elders'
influence may be seen in a concrete case.
Some time ago, Kenneth Howell — who
plays the eldest son — was considering a
jaunt to Europe, following the completion
of the picture they were currently making.
He couldn't come to any definite decision.
"Of course, you're going, Kenny,"
Florence Roberts told him. "When I was
your age I already had been in Europe
with a road show. Get your ticket, and
pack your bags — you're going just as soon
as the picture's finished." That Kenny
abided
his his
"grandmother's"
attested by
to by
entraining east advice
the nextis
week.
You'll find no highly involved plots in
the Jones Family pictures. Each story is
built around problems of common appeal.
That is why writers and directors are
never permitted to remain with the Jones
series for more than three pictures — new
blood, fresh outlooks are wanted and
needed. The real appeal, anyway, of these
pictures lies in the homely little things that
happen in the life of every family — situations that arise, mannerisms of the members,
storm and tempest and sunny skies — and
it's been pretty conclusively proved that
writers soon exhaust their store of this
particular type of material.
in one picture,
such is
as the
"Hot center
Water,"of
forIf,example,
Pa Jones
things, the
the major
next, part
"Borrowing
Trouble,"
throws
of the action
to the
children, Roger especially. And "Love On
a Budget" hinged around the newly married life of Bonnie, and her new husband,
played by Russell Gleason. With Gleason
a newcomer to the fold, he will, of course,
be seen henceforth in every picture. Every

effort is made to give all members equal
importance.
It's a curious' fact that as a rule every
member of the real families that see these
Jones pictures regularly have their own
favorites among the Jones household. The
older theatre-goers follow Granny Jones
with breathless enthusiasm ; parents share
Mr. and Mis. Jones' varied vicissitudes
with rare understanding; young people are
most interested in Bonnie and Jack; while
the youngsters prefer the younger Joneses.
why the appeal of the Jones picis'is so
That tures
universal.
As Producer Golden explained, "the
theory back of these stories is that family
life can provide topnotch entertainment.
These are the things that happen in every
home, and therein lies the success, and the
secret of these pictures' strong appeal to
a great mass of people."
How far-reaching is the effect for good
that these productions exert is shown in a
recent experience of Spring Byington's.
At a preview one evening, in near-by Glendale, a woman approached and asked to
speak to her. She was one of the heads of
Glendale's schools, and she had a strange
and interesting story to recount. Three boys
of her acquaintance were going to a movie.
One, an orphan, wanted to see a gangster
film. The other two voted him down, and
the trio attended one of the Jones Family
films.
"Y'know," the orphan, inclined to be
hardboiled and tough, confided to her,
later, "I've never had a mother. I never
really wanted a mother before. But after
now what I've
know
seeing that
missed.
Frompicture
now Ion,
in my own mind,
I'm going to think of that mother in the
picture as my mother."
It's only natural to assume that others
react similarly. There, very definitely, is
for the series' extraordinary
justification
success and popularity.
On a certain homey, quiet street in Los
Angeles, members of the Jones Family
aren't looked upon as "movie actors" but
as friends. Spring Byington and Jed Prouty
know most of the residents by name. George
Ernest, June Carlson and the other younger
members of the cast swap stories of their
latest escapades with the neighborhood
compare hobbies and inyoungsters,
terests. and
Florence Roberts joins the elderly
ladies of the block in their sewing circle.
This particular street was chosen by the
studio more than two years ago to represent a section of the mythical town of
Maryville in which all the Jones Family
films have taken place. One of the homes
represents the Jones residence. It was selected for the purpose because, in architecture and general appearance, it possesses
no distinctive features t'o classify it as belonging to any particular section of the
United States. Four times a year the company visits this neighborhood, for exterior
scenes, and regularly the good people who
live there gather to watch the proceedings
and renew acquaintances. Never a day
passes' but some of them serve homemade
cookies, cake, lemonade and ice tea or
coffee, and for the moment activities cease
as neighbors and the members of the company indulge in an impromptu lawn party.
It is incidents such as these that explain
more clearly than words why the Jones
Family series rapidly is becoming the most
popular series of films ever produced. "You
seem to belong to us," is the tone of the
myriad of letters that pour in to each castmember. In proof of this, strangers often
stop the different ones on the street and
chat, others nodding in friendly greeting.
These pictures are made by real people
for real people, and they fill some of that
"close to the heart" place in entertainment
left vacant when Will Rogers passed on.
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What

Price

Motherhood

in Hollywood?

Continued from page 18

woman. I want a baby because I'm normal
and healthy and no woman is complete, fulfilled, until she is a mother. I want a baby
because, Hollywood's opinion notwithstanding, Ithink I can be a better actress — and
thus help my career — if I am completely
motherhood will make me comand happy.
happy ; pletely
"I want a baby because a child will be
a bond between my husband and myself ;
because it will be company to me since
Herbie has contracts in other cities and we
must be separated much of the time; because Ihad a poor kind of childhood and
I want to make that up somehow to someand ablood."
flesh kept
one of my own
Although
it was
secret by the
studio until a year ago Dorothy has been
the wife of Herbie Kay, well-liked orchestra leader, ever since 1932. Dorothy
was pretty low on funds and running an
elevator in Marshall Field's in Chicago
when Herbie Kay and his orchestra were
signed to play at the Morrison Hotel there.
Herbie
started the custom
of having

which makes a delightful total of $2250 a
week. When she has her baby she will have
to be away from the screen for at least
six months, four months before and two
months afterwards. She need only be off
the air for six weeks. (We are doing this
on the minimum — some stars take a year
off the screen, and several months off the
air.) A baby, in salary alone, will cost
Dorothy $40,500. An awful lot of money
to lose! (Twenty-four weeks at $1500
and six weeks at $750 — add it yourself).
And while she is losing all this money she
will have to put out quite a neat sum, for
motherhood in Hollywood is in the nature
of
If you toare$2000,
a star.which
The includes
doctor's
feea isluxury.
from $1500
care and treatment before and after, and
the actual delivery, but nothing else. A deluxe suite at the hospital (including bedroom, sitting room and bath), usually costs
$30 a day, and the star must stay there
at least two weeks — oftentimes three weeks.
And thirty dollars a day for two weeks
is $420. And the nurses — they work in
eight hour shifts now, which means three
nurses every twenty- four hours, and the
nurses usually get $8 a shift, so that makes
$24 times fourteen days which adds up to
$336. Of course everything at the hospital
is extra, including the anesthetic, and of
course the star must take a registered nurse
home with her to look after the baby until
she can find a capable practical nurse. Her
friends will give her "showers" so the
baby's clothes and nursery will be well
provided
She won'tAndneedthere
a new
wardrobe for for.
six months.
is always
the pleasant thought that if you don't work
you don't have to pay so much income tax.
But approximately speaking, Dorothy Lainour's baby will cost her in the neighborhood of $44,000. Rather dear ! But Dorothy
doesn't mind. According to her it's worth
it, and a lot more. It will cement forever
the bond of love and understanding between Herbie and herself. A modern marriage, at best, is a fragile thing. Dorothy
and Herbie will be adding security to a
marriage that they hold precious.
"But an actress is not like other women,"
the Hollywood defender said. "She can't

"amateur nights" and encouraged all the
local talent to step right up to the microphone and show what they could do. Encouraged by Dorothy Dell (who died so
tragically in Hollywood several years ago),
Dorothy
Ceiling,"
rehearsed learned
it for a "Dancing
week, and onin the
a new
dress
contributed by the generous Dorothy Dell,
of the "mike"
in front
stepped
she
Herbie
Kay.up She
completely
forgot and
the
v/ords, Herbie was amused and handed her
the sheet music — and soon afterwards she
had a contract to sing with his band and
a wedding ring. Then came a Paramount
talent scout with a screen offer. And separation.
But Dorothy and Herbie are together
orchesHerbie's
and in Hollywood.
again,
tra is playing
at the Cocoanut
Grove and
two nights a week Dorothy makes a "personal appearance" with him. They are both
very busy young people as you can see,
Herbie with his orchestra, and Dorothy
with her pictures (she's making "Spawn
of the North" now), and her weekly radio
broadcast, but they are finding time to
build a house, charming and unpretentious,
out in Coldwater Canyon.
On her present contract Dorothy is
getting $1500 a week from Paramount and
$750 weekly from Chase and Sanborn,

Human interest story pictured in stills
on this and the adjoining page. Richard Dix plays the role of a blind man
in "Blind Alibi." The "Seeing Eye"
dog is Lightning, son of Strongheart.

afford to take time off from the screen. Her
fans will forget her." Well, that I should
say is a lot of hooey. Every year several
of our best glamor girls take six or more
months away from the screen for some reason or other. Sometimes it's to travel. But
most times it is because they have turned
down pictures' and therefore are "suspended.''
Barbaracamera
Stanwyck
been tonear
movie
since hadn't
she refused
do aa
little epic for RKO last October. But
when her new picture, which she started
just last week, is released I'll guarantee
you that Stanwyck will be just as popular
with her fans as ever. A long "suspension"
and a trip to- England didn't hurt Bette
Davis. She is "hotter" 4oday than ever before. Two years ago Claudette Colbert was
off the screen for seven months, and this
year with her European tour she will be
off even longer. But it didn't hurt her,
and it won't hurt her. Joan Crawford, Irene
Dunne, Carole Lombard, Greta Garbo,
Myrna Loy, Norma Shearer, Loretta
Young, Jeanette MacDonald — all the most
popular and glamorous stars in Hollywood
have been off the screen during the past
few years six months, and more, at a time.
But they seem to be doing all right.
As a matter of fact, between you and
me, and if you want to bring in the gatepost it's all right with me, I think it's a
hell of a good idea for a star to keep her
face off the screen for six months at least
every two years. I can do without seeing
Dorothy Lamour for six months, and no
doubt you can survive it too. I think the
public gets awfully bored seeing the same
face on the screen month after month. I
may be wrong but I think a little absence,
when
fonder.it's a movie star, makes the fans grow

of the celluloid should have a growing child.
A little baby — yes, perhaps — but little
babies most unfortunately have the habit of
becoming big gawky boys and girls just
when Mamma wants to play seventeenyear-old
Gloria Scarlett
SwansonO'Hara.
is still a youngish
woman. Gloria isn't nearly as old as some
of the glamor girls who now rate high in
box-office beauty and allure. But Gloria,
as everybody knows, has a seventeen-yearold daughter who has graduated from
school. That makes Gloria matronly — and
much, much older than some of the stars
who are Gloria's age.
Mercy, if you could just see how some
of the stars fight against playing mothers
on the screen, you might understand how
they
wouldn'tVery
want few
to play
mothers
in real
life either.
actresses
would
do
what Joan Blondell is doing : retiring from
the screen temporarily, right in the midst
of
a run of good pictures, to have a second
child.
Does a child hurt a screen star's glamor?
Well, you can discuss that pro and con in
Hollywood until the cows come home. As
far as I am concerned Dorothy Lamour has
summed it up very neatly.

As in
high
as it
is, it and
can'tcents
really
the
costs
actual
dollars
thatbe keep
a star from having a baby. And she'd have
to be awfully stupid and conceited honestly
to believe
she months.
can't stay
the
screen that
for six
So away
it mustfrom
be
the glamor angle. And I think there we
have hit the nail right smack on the head.
If the enthusiastic editor of the national
woman's magazine should ever ask me why
there are so few children in Hollywood I
would simply direct her to the nearest
theatre playing "Mad About Music."
In that picture Gail Patrick as a typical
Hollywood movie star couldn't admit that
she had a daughter as big as Deanna Durbin because it would spoil her glamor with
her public. And how true that is. It's the
tradition of the cinema, or it's false pride,
or
Hollywood,
something,
there's
an it's
unwritten
law orthat
no exoticbut lady
of
the screen, no pretty-face simpering ingenue

"If I am still playing glamor girls when
I return to the' screen," says Dorothy,
"after the will
birthnotof think
my baby,
I'm certain
audiences
me miscast
just
because theysort
know
that essentially
I'm an
uninvolved
of woman
with a husband
and a child. I believe I will be able to play
my roles with greater realism, greater
feeling, if I have known the fullest experience a woman can have — if I am content
in the possession of a child of my own.
"After all, there is nothing more glamorous than motherhood !"

"Focus on the Fun Angle"
Continued from page 63
the other little girls and boys, failed to
move her. A picture in an album was worth
six in a magazine to Mavourneen. What she
had, she'd keep. "No-no-no-no-no !" she
repeated, hanging on grimly to the album.
We gave up.
"I have some in the family album," said
Pat,
philosophically.
"Here's
one ofofSean
the
kids taken
in late afternoon
— one
right after he took the comb away from his
nurse — and one of Mavourneen in her idea

of a hula dance. Oh yes, and here she is
upside down. I think I must have taken
those
own camera
for a change."
Pat with
went my
through
other albums,
tearing
out shots as he talked : Sean, ambling down
a walk in his first pair of slacks — sitting
triumphantly on the arm of a garden seat.
The brown eyes of Pat's small son widened
as he watched. He approached, me with a
worried frown and began to chatter earnestly innitea as his
baby-Latin.
he wasn't
as defisister. IfBut
I was
determined
to
take his pictures, he'd protest but he
wouldn't get violent. After all, look at the
difference in our sizes. He pointed to his
robe and remarked : "Boo !" approvingly.
"Blue is Pat's favorite color," smiled
Eloise. "We all wear it a lot. Just ask Pat
what color anything should be and you
know the answer before you ask."
Pat's smoking jacket was dark blue;
Eloise's hostess gown of blue satin with a
chiffon coat of the same hue.
"Look — here's' a still from my first picture, 'Front Page,' " cut in Pat, pausing
among a still-collection. "Wasn't it funny?
I played Hildy Johnson, the reporter, in
that picture, because Howard Hughes saw
the stage play and thought that was the role
I played in it— and all the time what I had
really been playing was the managing"Now, Pat ! We're talking about candid
camera pictures," Eloise reminded him.
"Yeah,
!" I know." He put away the colleceditortion,
reluctantly. "What shall I tell you?
I think, unless you are a real artist and
have something to say in your pictures, the
best thing to remember is not to get too
arty. Let your pictures be as natural as
possible. If you let people pose, they are
usually stiff — unless they are giving you a
purposely posed thing, like this of Wheeler
and Woolsey and Mona Rica. Or this' shot
I made on the boat on the way to Honolulu.
Things like that are fun because they bringback memories — you live again the good
time you had that day.
"Sure, I'm sentimental. I want to be
sentimental. All Irishmen are. You miss a
lot of happiness if you try to be hardboiled
and unsentimental. Think of those baby
albums, what they will mean some day.
Why, they are records of some of the
s"weetest days of our lives !
"We kept a record of the house we built
down in Del Mar. I took pictures of the
lot when I bought it, and kept snapping
pictures every time the workmen finished
anything.
each shot !I tell you there's a difference in
"Oh, look here — I know I've been saying
you shouldn't let people pose for your pictures, but look at Mavourneen here with
Lloyd Bacon when we were down on location for 'Submarine D-l.' I was just
shooting around when he grabbed her and
called: 'It's a take!' Is she sweet?"
You may have gathered that Pat is an
enthusiastic parent.
"In spite of working before cameras all
day, Pat likes to have his picture taken,"
commented Eloise. "He's always a willing
subject. Sometimes I think it's too bad I'm
not a candid camera fiend myself — I'd get
co-operation. I did this1 one of him down at
Grand Canyon — oh, and this at the races !
I suppose
I shouldn't
takemebows
for the
race
one— someone
handed
the camera,
"You'llfocused."
notice that the finest pictures
already
aren't the most valuable ones in your collection, because it's the memory behind the
picture that really counts. The horse that
won, the kid at play, the fish you caught,
the party you gave — you don't need 79perfect
balance of subject, beautiful shadows, correct lighting and so forth to bring back
the thrill. All you need is a shot you made

Milland's Manor
Continued from page 23
had a friend, who could get Ray ten per
cent off on a vacuum cleaner.
Shortly after construction was started,
Ray left on location to make tropical movie
love to Dorothy Lamour. Every night the
Millands discussed cornice boards and
mouldings over the long distance phone.
Finally Ray returned to Hollywood again.
Still wearing his water-stained dungarees
from the picture, Ray headed for home.
But instead of calling for his wife first,
Ray
justhis couldn't
sneaking
upwasto
see how
home wasresist
getting
along. It
quite dark when he reached Briarcrest.
Looming up against the sky stood the
skeleton of his future home. Man's chest
swelled with pride as man gazed at man's
castle!
"What's the big idea of tresspassin' on
private property?" a voice boomed out of
the dark. "What you tryin' to do, steal the
workmen's tools?" Ray stood there dumfounded, while a lighted match burned his
fingers unheeded.
"I'm Mr. Milland. I'm just the owner
of this building." Ray answered sarcastically. "Who are you? What are you
doing here? What right have you got to
go creeping around and scaring people right
in their own homes?"
"Oh yeah?" said the man, as he eyed
Ray's old clothes suspiciously. "Mr. Milland is away on business. I was hired by
Mrs. Milland to watch this place. Now
beat it before the patrol comes by and
you in !"
I turn
Long before the home was completed,
Ray discovered that building commissioners
lie awake nights, trying to think up ways
to harass enthusiastic property owners.
The little matter of which way the bath
tub would face became a problem of international importance. And there were other
little problems too. Perhaps the one that
of importance,
"air"down
the greatest
presented
was a skunk
wandering
from the
hills and selecting Ray's basement as a
final resting place. The offending animal
was removed from the peace and purity of
Briarcrest Valley. But for several days
progress was held up, while the workmen
waited until the last traces of the uninvited
guest had been wafted away by the evening
breeze.
Souvenir-seeking fans presented another

Mrs. Milland at the dressing-table
in her new boudoir.
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Ray Milland surveys his own bedroom in his own home, built recently in accordance
with his own and his wife's ideas, and finds it all most satisfactory.
little problem to the busy little builders.
When Ray came up to the house, the fans
came crawling out from under things.
They asked for autographed bricks and old
hunks of wood. Ray met all requests like
a champion. But when over-zealous admirers were so carried away with their enthusiasm, they carried away doors and windowcasings, Ray decided it didn't pay to be
Ray wanted a home that was simple,
popular.
livable, and not too expensive. He wanted
it to reflect their own personalities and
Hollywood"
of an "Early
not the glory
decorator.
He wanted
it exactly
the way
he had long visualized it. Eventually the
home came close to living up to expectations and specifications. Then came weeks
of attending auctions and visiting little outof-the-way shops. Every piece of furniture
the Millands selected themselves. They
chose their own color schemes and bargained personally with upholsterers. Then
came the day of the big preview.
No Hollywood premiere ever drew more
stars than the Millands' housewarming.
Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone were
the first to arrive, followed by Barbara
Stanwyck and Robert Taylor. Next came
the Fred MacMurrays, the John Waynes,
Francis Lederer and Margo, this writer
and Ann Sothern. Tennis started at two
in the afternoon. While the others changed
sets, Joan and Lily MacMurray refused to
stop knitting on those new sweater tops
for evening gowns — the latest fashion note
in Hollywood.
Promptly at five everyone crowded
around the radio. Charlie McCarthy was
on the air and this is a Sunday afternoon
duty in Hollywood that is sacreo. Then
concame the buffet supper. Next nRay
ducted the ladies on an inspectio tour of
the house. The gentlemen took to the bar.
And the bar took to the gentlemen. Later
on everyone gathered in the drawing room.
La
While Joan and Lily put "Madame
Farge" (you saw her knitting away like
of Two
mad" at the guillotine in "Tale took
over
Cities), to shame, Ann Sothern
the piano.
For fully two hours the men gathered
in close and not-so-close harmony around
Ann. Bob Taylor requested an old number called "Sometime." Ann played it beautifully and put Bob in a reminiscent mood
for the evening. When Fred MacMurray
asked for "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling,"
they all ganged up on him, but good. On
took it
the High C they stopped and Fred
like a man. But it was Franchot Tone who
really gave the evening an informal note.

Franchot suggested that they sing the
really old numbers. In face of all the publicity as an opera lover, a collector of recordings, etc., Franchot, without batting
an eyelash, blandly requested, "I Met a
Bimboo Down In the Bamboo Isles."
After Ann had played some of her original compositions, it was Barbara Stanwyck who suggested that they play the
game of quotations. "I'd like to see how
it feels to act again," Barbara cracked. So
they began pantomiming "A loaf of bread,
a jug of wine and thou," all over the place.
When all the quotations had been exhausted
and all the actors had out-hammed themselves, coffee and cake was served. All
evening each person had been extra careful not to harm a thing. But no housewarming is official unless there is at least
one casualty. To the relief of everyone, it
was Ray who spilled a cup of black coffee
on the new green rug. For a moment there
was an awful silence. Then Barbara Stanwyck who has an inimitable way of relieving a situation, turned whimsically to Mrs.
Milland and said, "You know de-ear, I
think you're just going to love that rug —
With their party voted a huge success,
life was all quiet on the domestic front for
RED!" Ray discovered he could see
dyedMillands.
the
Kay Francis (who lives on the next hill)
on a sunny day. And Dorothy Lamour
showed up one morning and announced she
was building a home on the hill above. But
for the most part, everything was peaceful
and calm at last. Then came the big flood.
With the torrents carrying houses down
the canyon, Ray at the studio was terribly
worried about his wife. On the third day
as the water kept rising Ray was really
frantic. Then when he called his house, the
line was busy. He tried for hours and the
line was still busy. He knew his wife
couldn't be talking that long — so something
must be wrong. Dashing out of the studio
he fought his way home through the flooded
district. When Mrs. Milland met him at
collapsed with thankRayThen almost
the door, fulness.
he cursed the elements that
had put their phone out of order.
"But it wasn't out of order, dear," Mrs.
Milland explained sweetly. "You see, it was
this way. Fred MacMurray was on Louella
Parsons' program. Lily MacMurray called
from home and said all the electricity was
off in Brentwood. So she couldn't turn on
the radio to hear Fred broadcast. She was
so disappointed. So I tuned in on Fred,
moved the radio over near the phone, and
Lily listened in from the other end. That s
why you couldn't get me."
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Butler

Builds

a Castle

in the Air

Continued from page 51
and the house, it had already been decided
that his option was to be taken up. Mr.
Treacher wrote a note thanking Mr.
Zanuck and expressing his delight that
he was to continue with Twentieth Century-Fox, which he considered his professional home. To his further delight,
busy Mr. Zanuck took the time to reply,
insisting that their continued association
would be more pleasant and more profitable
to TCF than it could possibly be to Mr.
Treacher, himself.
And so the initial step was taken, the
beginning of a dream come true. Mr.
Treacher found himself a very busy man,
involved in countless small details, and an
infinite amount of red tape, but he was
sustained by the fact that he would not
have to live in a rented house much
longer but would soon be a home owner
himself. It should, of course, be a big
house, to accommodate this large and genial
person. For Treacher is six-foot-four-anda-half — a height he has often considered a
handicap but which has definitely been an
asset in his butlering career.
With a pencil, he sketches fairly unintelligible marks designed to show you just
how convenient the house will be. For instance, contrary to custom, the kitchen will
be " in the front and above it the maid's
room and bath, the living rooms and master
bedroom overlooking the spacious lawns
and gardens in the rear. There will be a
curved driveway up to the house, a gate
in the high wall and within, a door. Everyone who comes to see Mr. Treacher will
go in through that door, but not everyone
will progress much further.
"For those I don't particularly like," Mr.
Treacher explains, "there is this little hall,
leading past the coat closet, the powder
room (the only feminine touch, and designed so that the ladies will not have to go
upstairs and throw their things on my
bed), a lavatory for the men and beyond,
the bar — with linoleum on the floor. Some
men, you know, just don't know how to
drink. These men, and anyone I don't care
about, can go in the bar and have a lovely
time and find their way out again down the
little hall and out the front door, and never
house."
seeFormy.the
secret of this delightful plan is
a second door, off the entrance hall, but
closed and, if need be, locked. Beyond this
inner door is, in all essentials, the House.
Here, on the ground floor will be a spa-
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cious living room with a wide fireplace, on
each side of which is a low niche with a
mirror set back above it.
"The mirrors give a sense of space,"
Treacher commented. "You've no idea how
much they add to a room. And on the
shelves you can put 'vawses' or vases, with
flowers, you know. . . ."
He already has some furniture — a favorite
outsize bed to fit his long limbs and a
favorite huge chair in which to sprawl. He
plans to keep it all simple. "That's the advantage of just a house," he explained.
"You don't have to have period furniture —
anything
will his
do." bedroom overlooks the
Upstairs,
lawn and gardens and to the right of it is a
study, behind another door with a good and
useful lock. Here the master of the house
can be comfortably at home but not at
home, serene and secure, locked in with his
books and his comfortable chair and maybe
a siphon of soda and a bottle of whiskey.
Because there is one thing certain — Mr.
Treacher's house is not going to be a goldfish bowl. He has had enough of Hollywood's lack of privacy, of the parties where
you invite ten and five hundred come, of
gawping sightseers and people who use
someone else's home more freely and more
roughly than they would ever use their
own.
Outside, in course of time, will emerge
tennis courts and a swimming pool and a
croquet ground. "Real croquet — not just
pushing a ball around, but a full-size man's
game," Mr. Treacher elucidated. "This
won't all be done at once, of course — the
swimming pool can wait — I can always use
Edward Horton's or Charlie Ruggles'— "
Next to his house, obviously, Treacher's
outstanding interest is exercise. "Without
it," he insists, "I am simply a vile and terUnbearable
fellow. it,
But riblewith
he is !"
most pleasant and
agreeable, and it is hard to picture him any
other way. In any case, he always gets
plenty, for he goes in daily for miles of
golf, for set after set of tennis, for more
miles of billiards — and it is surprising how
many miles you can walk around a billiard
table, he confides — all varied now and then
with swimming or squash or horseback
riding. Weighing only 185 for all his
height, he is well-knit, solid, strong. "If
I weighed any more, "I'd be horrible," he
grinned.
Treacher the man is inevitably colored

Nan Grey puts on an amusing new
bonnet, and looks lovely.
by his priceless delineation of Treacher,
the butler. To hear his name is to call up
a vision of that supercilious personage,
with his elevated eyebrow and air of
cynical boredom. It is a lazy role, Treacher
insists, since he rarely has to learn new
lines or vary his voice or expression. Although he maintains that on occasions when
he has had a different part he has been
hard put to it to act, after years of slipping
indolently into this one caricature, he does
contrive to give it delicate shades of interpretation that make his characterization
varied and unfailingly delightful.
It is faintly startling to be reminded that
Treacher began his career on the musical
comedy stage, that he sang and played
comedy roles expertly, roles of monocled
Englishmen that only faintly foreshadowed
the type by which he was to be so universally known. That he danced and sang
duets with Evelyn Laye and played in "The
School for Scandal" with Ethel Barrymore.
But Treacher, the man, is not in the least
bored or cynical. He has a tremendous
vitality, a great zest for living and above
all, an inordinate sense of humor, as outsize as his great frame. It is this humor
which alone makes his recollections of the
Great War bearable. He suggests the
depths and horror of his experiences when
he says : "I didn't care for it at all. You
know, four and a half years is an awfully
long
be frightened."
he
seldomtime
talksto about
those days And
at allso but,
if pressed, responds only by recalling the
humorous anecdotes.
With a certain caste-consciousness,
Treacher still had little respect for army
regulations. He had either no sense of
dignity or fitness (his superiors' point of
view), or too much sense of true values.
In any case, while obeying orders on duty,
he could not see why a major-general was
any better than he was in the Mess. Not,
of course, until after the Armistice could
he express his sentiments properly but he
likes to remember the time, after November
11th, when he rode onto the parade ground,
his lanky legs trailing down the sides of
a small pony, his feet dragging on the
ground. There was too that guest night
to end all guest nights when he and a few
friends plied some hostlers with beer and
took them to the most formal party of
the season, revelling in their inevitable
failure to give due obeisance to the officers
who were so consciously superb in their
dress uniforms.
"I asked one of the officers what in the
world he saw in it all — it's all so futile,
so stupid. Nothing to talk about — ask them
a question and they mumble something unintel igible— " off
Andinto
here
Mr.unintelligible
Treacher's
voice trailed
those
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mumblings he does so inimitably and which
alone seem as much a part of the man as
of the actor. Finally words emerged again
and while I was still admiring his merciless
portrait of an army officer, I found he was
saying : "Prating about seeing the world
when all they do is while away their days
— stupid,
Gibraltar
port in of
in Aa picture
Treacher
wouldisn't
not it?"
be
without telling a story to illuscomplete
trate his more serious side. Not long ago,
during a rest period, he went to La Jolla.
He was feeling rather lonely — his mother
had been visiting him, but had gone back
to England. Incidentally, he had given her
a marvelous time, entertaining her royally
and including a trip through the Panama
Canal and to Havana before she went
home. His main idea was to relax and
rest, but the very first morning his peace
and quiet were rudely dispelled by a small
girl who refused, with much clamor, to eat
her breakfast. Treacher surveyed her icily
from his imposing height.
so vile?" he demanded.
are you
here for rest and quiet, and
came down
"I "Why
what do I get? A foul child who makes
because she doesn't like
all kinds of a fuss Look
here— you eat your
her wheat pufhes !
wheat puffies and I'll get you an autoTemple."
Shirley
graphed picture
a beautiful
ing of
beginn
the of
That was
appetite
whose
girl,
little
The
hip.
friends
lagged because she was not well, was
shocked out "of her indifference by his
attack and thrilled into good behavior by
his promise. She proceeded to eat her
"wheat puffies" then and thereafter and
well. After Mr. Treacher rebegan toturned get
to Hollywood, she visited him and
was introduced to Shirley and had her
picture taken with Jane Withers and
in all, had. the
all .
at Sardi's
lunched
me
most
perfect
tiand
"I even took her to Grauman s Chinese
Theatre to look at the footprints," Treacher
confessed "if that isn't noble! Because
after all, I'm not at all the sort of person
footprints!" then, exto looka atperson
that goes sort
is he,
of
What
actly ?A most entertaining conversationalist,a
entalist,
st, a . sentim
a humori.
actor, end
a fine fri
loyal
.
As to his personal ambitions, he has no
stage. Eight perdesire to return to theseem
altogether too
formances aweek now
he confessed.
lazy,"
grown
"I've
much.
left—
"Oh of course I have some ambition
I want to have good parts, to do them
go on working — "
well,
"To tobuttle, even?"
He smiled. "Of course, why not?
For the rest, he is modest and unassuming—a virtue which was rewarded
in "You Can't Have
a small part
when thing
" led directly to his being signed
Every
a much meatier part in "Mad About
for
Music" He is conservative, putting his
money— what is left after paying taxes,
meeting his living expenses, and saving
for The House— in annuities. His only
sweetheart is Shirley Temple, to whom he
a wonwhom he considers
is devoted and der-child—an
d invariably beneath the lapel
official badge as
of his coat, he wears hisforce.
a member of her police
He is a dog-lover, Miss Hannah of
Hollywood, his absurd little Yorkshire
terrier, standing high in his affections. see
One of his minor ambitions is to
his face on the commissary wall with other
celebrities, an honor which will soon be his.
Since he came to Hollywood in 1933,
he has, he maintains, hardly been east of
Hollywood and Vine. He had enough of
New York in the lean and hungry days
when the theatre was slipping and parts
were few and far between. Hollywood has
been good to him. He is well content with
House
things as they are — and withg the
that is at last to be somethin more than
a dream, more than lines on paper.
SCREENLAND

In Defense

of Autograph

Fiends
Continued from page 21
But not all stars become transformed in
person. Mae Mest, for example, while considerate of her public, in no way seems to
differ from her characterizations, except
that the screen is kindly to her figure and
lends a certain excitement all its own to
her personality. But her manner is the
same ; that devilish glance out of small
narrowed eyes discomfits as it excites on
the screen. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is his
usual exuberant self, hurrying to get quickly
from one thing to another, afraid he might
miss something interesting, stopping for a
moment outside the Legion Stadium on
fight night to bestow his personal charm
on one of his army of fans. And Randolph
Scott, caught during intermission at the
theatre one night, is also pretty much what
any one would have a right to expect from
seeing any of his pictures. Poised, considerate, quietly the man of breeding, he
made my short contact with him remain
one of my most pleasant, for he was the
only star to take a personal interest in
me as autograph collector. We chatted
pleasantly until curtain time and it was not
till afterward that I realized he had asked
most of the questions.
Then there are others, so unexpectedly
different from their reel selves that they,
too, have become, in their own way, memorable, and it has grown hard for me to
reconcile them personally with the parts
they have long been associated with. Joan
Bennett, who is so near-sighted that she is
obliged to wear glasses when not before
the cameras, looks like nothing so much as
a prim little old-maid school-teacher, even
though she has a smart, distinctive flair for
clothes and even though her manner on all
occasions is that of the true sophisticate all
members of the clan Bennett stand for.
Henry Fonda is a nervous, diffident young
man, shy to the point of fear, and resents
having to bother with a following out of
business hours. He accepts the genuine
adulation of his many fans with such bad
grace that, despite the increasing appeal of
his characterizations, he may well lose
many who wish to be his friends. But he is
still new to the game and, like many of
time.others, will undoubtedly improve with
the
Back in the early days some years ago
when I first started to develop the hobby
that has since become a definite mania with
me, I had two distinct surprises that have
stayed with me through the years. The
first was Tallulah Bankhead, then at her
zenith as a glamor gal, ambling down the
street with Jobyna Howland, both attired
in a nondescript assortment of the most
ordinary garments and both seeming utterly
■oblivious to their surroundings. I think
Tallulah was always inclined to be contemptuous ofHollywood and, accordingly,
she was never really accepted by the town.
was charof my request
Her receptionacteristically
casual and, with a word or
two of the gayest badinage, she and Miss
Howland passed on, continuing their conversation.

The very reverse of this scene, however,
came when I approached Barbara a Stangirl,
wyck, then a demure little slip of
firmly attached to the handsome Frank
Fay, her husband through thick and thin
for so long. She was devoted to this man
theatsmallventure
couldn't
y, his
and,estapparentl
least
on, or
approbati
step without
nt
flamboya
her
to
his consent. In contrast
parts on the screen, she was dressed simply
in brown and would have looked quite un-

distinguished if it had not been for the commanding- figure by her side. At my request,
she turned to him and when he finally
nodded approval, she took my pen and
wrote, proudly, "Barbara Stanwyck Fay,"
as though being his wife were of more importance in her mind than anything she
might herself achieve. I have not seen her
recently, but I can only hope that her new
career and her friendship for Robert Taylor have been able to release her spirit, for
a spirit such as hers was never meant to be
subdued as it was that day years ago.
And then, of course, there are always
some that position and large salaries seem
to embarrass to such a point that they are
aware of little else and their surroundings
take on a new sheen so that they begin to
believe in the importance of position and
that veil of glamor so cleverly thrown
over them by the studios. Sylvia Sidney
often appears a trifle self-conscious and one
is inclined to wonder if she can see through
her own bright success. And Gary Cooper,
until his marriage, was in dire peril of losing his sense of humor and, thus, his balance on his own important peak. His
elegant clothes and his swanky cars, each a
little more extra-special than the last, and,
above all else, his growing air of disdain
for most of the rest of us, were beginning
to affect his work. But Sandra Shaw has
changed all that and he is delightfully human again, with his work taking on a new
importance.
the the
autograph
path
is Of
notcourse,
entirely
bed of collector's
roses it seems
later in looking back, with a long list of
"names" to show for it. I have had my
failures, as who hasn't, and I can scarcely
be blamed for a small grudge at those few
celebrities who saw fit, for quite good reasons of their own, no doubt, to refuse the
favor of their signature to a sincere fan.
Among those whose autographs were thus

Joe E. Brown throws in a gag that's good for a laugh with every autograph he signs
for a public that prizes the comedian's signature very highly indeed.
denied me are Miriam Hopkins, who shook
a determined head and fled down the
crowded street away from me ; Wallace
Beery, whose brother Noah is the soul of
good cheer and spacious charm ; and Harold
Lloyd, sans glasses, but with a distinctly
menacing aspect as he refused.
But, on the whole, my way has been a
pleasant and a constantly profitable one.
Although it requires a certain amount of
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COT

'WAY!
BAD

perserverance and patience, as well as a
definite knowledge of a subject open to all,
there is no hobby that calls for less in
initial outlay or in general equipment, no
hobby more immediately satisfying. And it
makes those weekly trips to the movies a
more exciting and a more intelligent event
when we recognize on the screen those personal friends we have been acquiring all
along the way.

you've
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decay. Besides, Colgate's soft,
safe polishing agent gently yet
thoroughly cleans the enamelmakes your teeth sparkle!"
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Continued from page 61
books and their eyes were tense and excited.
"When's he coming?"
"Why doesn't he hurry up?"
"Aw, this is nothing," preened a childabout-town, evidently an old-timer at the
autograph game. "Last summer the kids
waited four hours for Martha Raye." She
looked disdainfully at me as though I were
a big bully, waiting to snatch autographs
from the hands of babes.
"Four hours ?" exclaimed a small boy,
striding up and down the room, his hands
in his
jacket
the
kids
wereleather
suckers.
I likepocket.
Mischa "Then
Auer, but

a

caBaNai

Make your summer nails lovely
with CABANA, the color men
admire. Here is a flattering, tawny
red . . . fresh, gay and stimulating
. . . a color that throbs with romance !
You'll want CABANA in the city
to wear with stylish blacks and
beiges. You'll need it in the country
foryourSouth Seaprints and whites.
At the beach CABANA suits the
scene ... it makes moonlight dances
forever memorable ... it holds a
promise of thrilling things ahead.
Use this striking shade to accent
summer highlights in your hair . . .
the sunny undertone of your complexion . . . the glamour ot your
summer self. Get CABANA today!

I wouldn't wait four hours for any man."
And then Mischa appeared, tall, livelyeyed, and far more handsome than he is
on the screen. The children loosed themselves against his knees, proffering autograph books. I managed to shout over
their heads that I wanted an interview.
"I have no time now," he said. "I tell
you what. Go inside and see the show.
When the acrobats appear, come back here
again,
I will givetriumphant
you an interview."
I castanda haughtily
glance at
the know-it-all child-about-town, whose
mouth was agape, and disappeared into the
movie
route. palace via the "strictly-private"
As soon as the picture was over I returned back-stage. Four young and tender
little girls — reporters for their school
papers — sat patiently in the reception
room. Mischa appeared, and beckoned to
all of us with a wave of his long arm.
"Follow me," he 'said.
He led the procession, executing a few
dance steps, and waving an imaginary
baton. The four schoolgirls and I followed
after him, single file, through the wings —
pausing when he paused to chat to a stagehand, and then onward, up the stairs to the
dressing-room.
There were only three chairs in the
room. He placed them all together and
said, "Now, two of you can sit in the
cracks. This is a mass interview, so fire

Glazo Is Ideal
For Summer!
1 . LONGER WEAR — new Glazo lasts days
longer without peeling or chipping. Slightly
heavier — clings to nails.
2. EASY TO APPLY — goes
on evenly. Will not streak
or run. Dries quickly.
3. BRILLIANT LUSTRE
— won't fade or become
dull in sun or water.

"How old is your little boy?" asked the
pleased him."
"Four years old."
girls.
"Does he go to kindergarten?"
"Soon he will go."
The little girls said oh and ah, and
looked meaningfully at one another.
"We want to be kindergarten teachers
when we grow up," they explained.
"My son loses out by having been born
too soon," said Mischa gallantly, and reappeared in the room buttoning his white
evening shirt. "But you have asked me
what makes me so funny. I do not know.
Personally, I do not think I am funny —
it is just the situations the directors put
me in. I am no Charlie Chaplin, no artiste.
My wife has been married to me for seven
years, and she still roars at me. I cannot
understand it. I did not take her on this
tour with me because I knew she would
sit out front for every performance. The
act is routine; it is all set; it bores me.
I would not wish to bore her five times a
day. So I would put new twists in the
routine and mix it up and she would laugh
but the audience would stare solemnly."
"I bet when you were in school all the
kids
your girls.
room had a circus," said one
of thein little
He lifted first one shoulder and then the
other like a pulley. "I sat in class, lifting
my shoulders, like so. Maybe, even then I
was studying to be an ape. All the children
tittered. The teacher looked at me over
her glasses. She was a stern one; I was
afraid of her. 'What are you doing,
Mischa?' she asked. I told her I had wool
underwear on and that it was scratching
me.
couldn't
punishinnocence.
me for that." He
smiledShewith
disarming
The four little reporters laughed delightedly.

Get Glazo's smart
new colors — CONGO,
S1TCE, TROPIC and CABANA — at all drug
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large size, only^Oy
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away. But one question at a time, please."
He began to divest himself of his shirt,
and his broad chest gleamed before five
pair of startled, quickly lowered eyes.
"Oh, Jane," I thought, "what you
Silence answered him. Neither I, nor the
four representatives of their school papers,
!"
pencils
poised above notebooks, could think
missed
of
a thing to say.
"What is it?" he demanded, his eyes
widening in hurt surprise. "The chest?
But you see the same on the bathing
beaches, do you not? In a dressing-room,
one undresses. That is logic, is it not?
Ah, well!" He disappeared into the bathroom and poked his head around the door.
"We came to find out what makes you
so funny, Mr. Auer," said one of the little
girls in a high, intense treble.
"Call me Mischa," he shouted. "I do
not like this business— 'Mr. Auer.' Even
my little boy calls me Mischa. As soon as
he sees me coming into the house he
He
giggles,
I have diswhen Mischa.'
Auercomes
me Mr.here
only calls'Haw,

Maureen O'Sullivan, Dennis O'Keefe
and Buck, in "Hold that Kiss."
SCREENLAND

"I never laughed at my own acting," he
continued, "until I saw the preview of 'My
Man Godfrey.' We had put the ape act into
the picture because we were in high spirits
while making it. I supposed it would be
cut out. Well, at the preview, we were
all sitting in a row — Powell, Lombard, and
I. I saw myself swinging from the chandelier. To me, it was funny. But I did not
dare laugh at my own acting. Then I
looked to left and- right, and saw that
Powell and Lombard were roaring. So I
let go, too. But understand," he repeated,
lifting a palm, "it was the situation that
was funny — not me.

"We had a riot making that picture.
Powell had sciatica, and was supposed to
be in bed when he wasn't in a scene. But
he wouldn't go home. He sat on the sidelines, haw-hawing. Some days, Lombard
would not be due on the set until noon,
but she would come there at nine, in her
pajamas, afraid she might miss some of the
fun."
The four young reporters beamed and
nodded their heads at the casual reference
to Lombard and Powell.
Mischa picked his mascot stuffed ape
off his dressing-table and patted its head.
Then he swung like an ape about the room.
It wasn't a stingy act, done with limited
movements. He loped and leaped _ and
generous mimicry while his interswung in viewers
held their sides and shook their
chairs with merriment.
"But where were you born?" asked the
most business-like little girl, when the private performance was over. "Where did
you go to school and how did you get into
?"
pictures
"Born Michael Simonowich Ounkowskoy," chanted Mischa, running all his
words together like a hungry monk runhis pater nosters. "St. Petersningburg,
throughNovember
17, 1905. Shipped to
Siberia during the revolution, escaped,
joined the British military mission as messenger boy ; troops evacuated at Constantinople; wandered to Florence, Italy, where
I learned the address of my grandfather
on a concert tour in America. He cabled
me money, I came to America, attended
the Ethical Culture School in New York,
barnstormed ten years, landed in Hollywood, starved there for three, and ate well
ever after."
He cocked his ear toward the music rising from the orchestra pit downstairs.
"Two minutes to go. I said the routine
bores me. I lied, I always get stage-fright.
get bubbles between the
I won't
I hopewhen
teeth
I talk to them. Do you ever

get bubbles before the teeth when you talk,
questions?"
excited? Any morelittle
girls nodded their
Adoringly, the
heads up and down, and shook them from
side to side. Reluctantly they rose to go.
"Goodby," bowed Mischa. "This has been
pleasure."
a He
extended his hand. The first little
girl extended hers, too, and dropped her
notes on the floor. They both stooped to
pick them up and their heads knocked. He
extended his hand to the second one. She
dropped her papers, too. Finally they all
departed, blushing and beaming.
Mischa turned to me, mopping his brow
with a handkerchief. "Ah, I am sorrv,"
he said. "I clown for the children, and
you do not get your interview. Well, you
must come back for your story — after this
number."
"There is only one question I would like
to ask you," I said. "You're so much fun,
and people always feel light-hearted around
you. But don't you ever get low like other
people?"
All the comedy faded out of his face.
"Low?" he asked quietly. "I am low all
the time. I saw rape at the age of twelve.
I buried my mother with my own hands.
I am like all Russians, with the weight
of the globe in the heart. But why sink
your head in your hands in melancholy
pose and make others sad, too? No, when
you are with people, make fun, and their
laughter brings fun back to you. That is
why I surround myself with people. It is
not good to be alone and think."
And then the call boy came up to tell
Mischa it was time for his number. With
one hand on the boy's shoulder he
Susie-Q'd down the steps to tickle the
thousands who already sat waiting with
expectant laughter tugging at the corners
of their lips.
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and all the other things that are part of an
actor's job, but which don't appear on the
We were now thick in the underbrush
of
Griffith Park, and the going began to
screen."
be heavy for your sedentary reporter. Basil
and I were keeping up a desultory conversation, and the subject of parties arose.
I observed that he should be an authority
on the subject of parties, since he is looked
upon as Holywood's Number One partygiver. I thought that I detected a slight
irritation in his reply.
"We're really not big party givers. Last
year we gave two — only two. They were
extensively written up in the newspapers
and magazines because they happened to
be somewhat original. They were really
Ouida's parties. As you know, Ouida, before we were married, was a scenarist. She
is possessed of boundless energy, which
has to find a vent. When we were married,
she told me that one career in a family
was sufficient, and that career was to be
mine. Well, \ was an actor, and an actor
was more or less of a vagrant when it
came to setting up a permanent home. A
writer can't live that way, and so she gave
up her career. Well, since then, thanks be
to my lucky stars (and motion pictures)
I seem to be fairly well set, and have made
it possible for us to put down our permanent roots to such an extent that Ouida
is now working on an original story for
the screen, and we shall probably see her
back in her old harness.
"But returning to this party business.
We're really not gay people at all. Three
hundred days out of the three hundred
and sixty-five, we are dining quietly at
home. And when I say dining quietly, I
mean dining informally. We never dress
on these occasions. As for quietness, I
can't say we're very quiet. I do hope you
don't mind, old chap, but I really should
warn you about conversation at dinner.
We talk. We all talk. We talk loudly,
very loudly. You can hear us for blocks.
We love to hear ourselves talk!
"I thought, when Rodion came out, he
would, maybe, have a tempering effect, but,
it seems, he can raise his voice just as
loudly as Ouida and I. When the three of
us get going, we're really rather dreadful.
You'll see at dinner tonight. I don't know
what we'll talk about, but, depend upon
it, it will be something controversial. Anyhow, we'll have such a good time. At
least,
we
I make Rathbones
my weary will
feetI" work hard, and
eventually find myself again in my room,
wondering whether the marvelous Ambrose
had guessed rightly how I would be feeling
by then. There was my robe laid out, and
the coverlet of the bed turned invitingly
back. I showered, and lay down. Came a
knock on the door, followed by Basil followed by Nellie with a tray of tea. Made
as only the English can make tea. There
were no fancy little cakes, sandwiches, or
other useless impedimenta. Just tea.
"We'll swallow this, and then there'll be
time for me to show you my 16 mm. pictures," said Basil, with that fantastic look
in his eye. "I know you'll be interested.
Or will you?" he eyed me sternly, and
then answered his own question : "I know
you will." I mumble something about not
being able to wait until I see them, and
we drink our tea and wander over to his
den to get out the film.
hs over
photograp
at the over
I look
desk.
He comes
to explain.
TheBasil's
next

voice you hear will be that of Basil Rathbone, screen villain, believe it or not:
SCREENLAND

"That's Ouida, when I first met her ; that's
Ouida, when we were married ; that's Ouida
three years ago ; that's Ouida today ; that's
Rodion when he was born ; that's Rodion
when he was six months old; that's Rodion
when he was ten — " Basil had forgotten his
motion pictures, and I led him into other
channels. Not that I didn't want to look
at his motion pictures ! Perish the thought !
The question of food came up, as it has
a habit of doing amongst men.
"I have a Swedish chef. He's perfectly
terrific. The soups he makes ! Always has
an enormous stock pot on the stove, you
know. And his pastries — light things of
cream and fruit and wine. But you'll see
tonight. I think we're going to have some
of his mushroom soup, and then some
squab." As Basil said this, I swear that
I detected a squab glint in his eye. We
talked then about dishes we had had in
London, Paris, Marseilles, and points
North, East, South, and West. Then Ambrose entered, and began to lay out some
clothes for Basil. I rose, mumbled something about regretting that we had not
found time to see the motion pictures, and
made my way to my room, where I found
that Ambrose had done the same for me.
In due course, I descended to the living
room, just in time to see Nellie bringing
in cocktails. Mrs. Rathbone waved me to
a seat next her, and we drifted into inconsequential pleasantries. Before the fire
was a tempting array of canapes. The
living-room is not large. It has dark blue
glass panels, before which were white
flowers. It was a combination of smartness
and comfort. Mrs. Rathbone was wearing
a gown which was a combination of comfort and smartness ; a tea-gownish kind of
thing. Basil and Rodion came in, and conversation became lively. We started on
dogs ; we touched lightly upon the works
of Smollet, Fielding, and Dickens ; thence
to music from Beethoven to Gershwin.
We had just embarked on 16 mm. film,
when Nellie entered and announced that
dinner was served. As we went to the
dining room, Basil whispered to me that
we might have time, after dinner, to run
his films. I wondered if he was being
optimistic.
We dined by the light of candles, set
amongst beautiful flowers. The dinner was
simple yet perfect. Basil was right. There
was mushroom soup, and there was squab.
It was served on ruby glass plates. There
were glasses to match.
It was just after we had disposed of the
soup that the Rathbone family really began
to have a thoroughly good time. The conversation turned to food. And the fun
began.
Mrs.use Rathbone,
appears, In
doesn't
find much
for Englishit cooking.
fact,
she informed us with a twinkle in her eye
that our English imagination in cooking
began and finished with boiled potatoes.
flashing.
Into the fray dashed Basil, his eyes
"Where can you get Melton Mowbray
manded.
pork pies, except in England?" he de"Where can you get as good roast beef
and Yorkshire pudding?" enquired Rodion,
a little louder.
"Then there's boiled mutton and caper
sauce, and saddle of mutton and currant
jelly," I squeaked, feebly.
Ouida dismissed them all, with an airy
wave of her hand.
"Good, wholesome, truck-drivers' food.
Did you ever taste crepes suzette murdered
by an English cook? Did you ever suffer
the agonies of an English omelette? Did
"Whoever wants to live on crepes suzette
or omelettes?" blared Basil.
"Give me something I can get my teeth
— "
into,"
trumpeted
Rodion.
you ever

Ouida eyed me with a flashing eye, challenging me to continue.
"Mrs. Rathbone," I piped, "I don't think
that three hefty English males should gang
up on you!"
She laughed. "Oh, I can take care of myself." And she proceeded to do so. The din
increased in fury. And all the Rathbones
were having a perfectly marvelous time.
They love each other, these three, and this
is part of their life. It wouldn't be the same
without. Ouida and Basil told me separate!}-, that these discussions were the
breath of life to them. They have no time
for the radio, bridge, or any other indoor
game. Conversation is so much more important, and exciting. We sat over dinner
until about nine-thirty, when Mrs. Rathbone rose. She had almost convinced me
that as cooks, we English are pretty good
empire builders. And so to the living-room,
where we had coffee and liqueurs, and
where we knocked the living daylights out
of subjects from grand opera to Australian
koalas. Somewhere round about midnight,
Basil looked at the clock. "Great Scott! I
meant to have shown you my 16 mm. pictures tonight. Well, we can do that tomorrow, sometime." I'm sure that I was
convincing in my expressions of regret.
I woke, next morning, about ten o'clock,
and pressed a button. In a few minutes,
Nellie appeared, with a breakfast tray containing Scotch oatmeal, kippers, toast,
marmalade, coffee, and a vase containing
a perfect rose. As I was finishing my
coffee, Basil knocked and entered. "Like
a set or two of tennis, old chap? I haven't
a court of my own, but Mrs. DeMille, my
next door neighbor, is good enough to let
me use hers, which is practically in my
back-yard."
Well, we played tennis, and the less said
about it, the better. Basil chased the legs
off me. When I cried "Uncle !" he took

oak trees, between which wild flower seeds
have already been planted. There is a fence
around it, and there is a fern dell with
a waterfall. Here, Basil expects to spend
the rest of his days. We saw the sun set
from this eyrie, a mad, red sunset that
even Turner never conceived.
On our way home, I asked Basil if he
expected any droppers-in ; Sunday being
the clay that generally happens. He was
emphatic in his reply : "No, I have never
encouraged droppers-in. I suppose I may
have offended a few people, when Nellie
goes to the door and says that Mr. and
Mrs. Rathbone are not at home; meaning,
of course, that though we may be home,
we are not receiving. We like to expect
people. After all, everybody has a phone,
had call
to leave
andI can
us." just before dinner, but
not
had and
met Mrs.
Basil'sFred
four Cavens.
guests.
Therebefore
were I Mr.
Fred ofCavens
and
one
the menis Basil's
he callsfencing
friend. master,
He is also

Gloria Dickson strikes an exotic
note in "Gold Diggers in Paris."
on Rodion, and was hardly breathing
deeply when we went in for lunch, which
was chicken a la king, and a salad with
a dressing that must have been made elsewhere than on earth. After lunch, Basil,
Rodion, and I went to the site of the new
home. It lies 1,260 feet above Hollywood.
One side overlooks the San Fernando
Valley, and the other side looks toward
the Pacific. There are four acres, on two
and a half of which there are thirty-seven

a metaphysician. His other two guests were
Air. and Mrs. Howard Hill. Howard Hill
and Basil went hunting boars with bows
and arrows while on location in "Robin
Hood." (Basil has pictures to prove it.)
Hill was the archery expert on that picture, and made some most amazing shots.
As I was leaving, I heard Hill say, in
his delightful
"I think
we Americans are moredrawl:
interested
in power
than
bread. We have plenty of bread." As I got
into my car, I heard the sounds of battle
rising, and I knew that the Rathbones
were about to have another' perfectly
splendid time.
As I drove through the gates, I saw
Basil, revealed in my headlights. I stopped.
"You know, old chap, you never did see
my 16 mm. pictures. Give me a ring, and
tellI me
when him
you that
can come."
assured
I certainly would.
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and packing.
in it. You will find it in the same
Name_
City_
jars, with the same labels, at the
SEND FOR Streetsame price.
THE NEW
.StateTune in on "THOSE WE LOVE," Pond's Program, Mondays, 8:30 P.M., N. Y. Time, N.B.C.
Copyright. 193 8. Pond's Extract Company
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the Brown Derbies, on most weekday
nights, Sunday evening is the home evening
at Cobbs'. Gail usually plans the informal
dinners they serve, and because he is an
authority on good food, the meals are
simple but delicious, and not what he
would obtain elsewhere. Here is a sample
menu :
MENU:
Clear Soup
Pear Cup Salad
Creamed Finnan Haddie
Boiled Potatoes
String Beans
Hot Apple Pie
Cheese
Coffee
"Pear cup salad can be served as a
luncheon dish, too, if you like a light but
nourishing midday dish," recommended my
hostess.
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CUP

SALAD

2/3 cup seedless raisins.
1 3-ounce package
Kraft Philadelphia
cream cheese.
1 teaspoon horse-radish.
2 tablespoons Hellmann's mayonnaise.
8 pear halves.
cup Graham cracker crumbs.
horseChop raisins, combine with cheese,
radish, mayonnaise. Dip pears in crumbs.
Fill with cheese mixture. Serve on lettuce.
Serves four.

CREAMED FINNAN HADDIE
1 cup flaked finnan haddie, free from
skin and bone; 2 cups milk, yA cup olive
oil, 6 tablespoons flour, 2 teaspoons lemon
Heat the liquid. In a saucepan, heat the
juice.
oil and stir in the flour, add the hot milk
and beat smooth. Add the finnan haddie
and blend well together before seasoning
with pepper, and salt, as it may require no
further addition of salt. Add lemon juice
and serve on toast or in individual
ramekins.
Mr. Cobb's favorite dish, it transpired,
is a certain pink bean concoction said to
be most succulent. This is a specialty of
his mother's kitchen, well worth trying in
your own. The elder Mrs. Cobb is one of
those gifted cooks who take a pinch of this
and a handful of that and know at a glance
how much to use, how long or how often to
do anything. Like all people who turn out
mouth-watering dishes, she has no hard
and fast rules'.
PINK BEANS
Take about a pound of pink beans, put
them on in cold water and boil slowly 30
or 40 minutes. Then drain the water from
the beans and add them to a ham hock,
with finely chopped celery, finely chopped
onions and a tiny pinch of Ben Hur Japan
Chilis. Cook all together slowly for three
hours. Sometimes the ham is done first, m
which case remove it from the pot and
keep hot until the beans are ready.
By this time, Gail, tall and slim and
lovely in her white satin-striped hostess
gown, had led me into the sunroom, which
has a fireplace of whitewashed brick and
an odd fish-pond set in tile below a big
window.
"Pets!" smiled Gail, wiggling a pink
finger at the goldfish who wiggled coquettish tails back at her. "Lately we've had
great excitement here. We took some fish
eggs from the pond, put them in a bowl,
and they hatched ; Now they are the cutest
pollywogs and we'll have fun watching
them grow and develop."
SCREENLAND

drapes in the sunroom are basketThe with
a blue motif, and those in the
weave
living-room of unbleached muslin, believe
it or not, and most charming.
In the dream house, the dining-room will
be furnished in Colonial style, providing
the sort of background proper for a daughter of the South. Modernistic glass tables,
says Gail, may cast interesting reflections
and present intriguing effects but they
haven't the lasting qualities of a fine
antique.
on
Lond
Continued from page 60
his auburn-haired wife Jill Moore and
Sophie Stewart and Barry Barnes. Rex
Harrison comes along to wield the shaker
for Liza with his customary nonchalant
charm and you're liable to share a sofa with
June Clyde or Bartlett Cormack, the Hollywood writer whom Charles Laughton has
just signed up on a long contract.
away fromSandford,
Liza's home
thatIt Iwas
met coming
dainty Marjorie
back
from a flying visit to New York for radio
appearances. She saw her old friend Joan
Crawford there and they spent an afternoon shopping together and everywhere
they walked a bodyguard of about twenty
girls walked too and made admiring reyou
"Don't
Joan's'
marks about
sometimes
want
to purchases.
scream, Joan,
always
being tailed by your fans like this?" But
Joan only laughed and said she would
scream if they didn't tail her when she
came to New York. "That would be the
beginning
of my end,"
she added
And incidentally
Marjorie
told meseriously.
Joan is
going in for tailored suits and frilly blouses
this summer, absurd little things in pastel
organdies and muslins with soft puffed
sleeves and cute ribbon bows. She confessed
to Marjorie that she wanted a change from
elaborate glamorous dressing.
'Tisn't usual for a visitor to set up as
hostess but everything about Gertrude
Niesen is completely "different," even that
forehead fringe which she is now curling
under so her huge grey-green eyes have to
look through it. She gave a characteristically exotic party at her London hotel, with

England's star, Laurence Olivier
and Vivien Leigh, at Denham.

such masses of scarlet roses and yellowtulips all round the walls that the room
looked more like a garden. Blonde Frances
Day arrived and Stanley Lupino, sad that
his British film commitments have forced
him to cancel his visit to daughter Ida in
Hollywood. Barbara Blair looked in too,
wondering how she will like working at
Elstree where she is due to sing and dance
Madam."
picture called
a new entertained
in
Gertrude
with "Yes,
her songs
from
"Start Cheering" and impressions of her
fellow-player Jimmy Durante.
You get music of a different kind when
Flora Robson asks you to tea for our leading character actress is a brilliant pianist
who loves Chopin and Schumann and Liszt.
Her sitting-room chairs are covered with
pink chintz patterned with huge grey feathers and the fireplace was fashioned from
rare old Chinese tiles. Above it hangs a
valuable Old Master — "Portrait of a Gentleman" by Titian, And Charles Laughton,
who is a keen art connoisseur, always declares he is going to burgle Flora's house
one night and steal it !
Flora lives in wooded Hampstead, on the
northern heights of London, and has Clive
Brook and Anton Walbrook among her
neighbors. There is music too when handsome Anton invites a few friends for a glass
of pale sherry and marzipan sweetmeats in
the style of his native Vienna. He has decided to keep the moustache he had to grow
to play Prince Albert again in Anna
Neagle's second film about Queen Victoria.
Paul Lukas, here to act in yet another
British picture, often calls on Anton and
they indulge in long discussions about
European politics.
Some of our stars prefer to have country
homes. Blonde Anna Lee has a little
thatched cottage near the New Forest — she
and her director-husband Robert Stevenson
return to Pinewood Studios now that baby
Venetia has arrived and has her mother's
blue eyes and heart-shaped face, thank you.
Margaret Lockwood lives with her parents
in a rambling old-fashioned house south of
London and goes in for gardening when she
isn't at work for Alfred Hitchcock in his
latest spy film. Even Jean Muir has rented
a cottage in Hertfordshire while she plays
in her first color picture, a costume affair
called "Marigold" reminiscent of Hepburn's
"Quality Street" with its demure bonnets
and shy spinsters and swaggering military
gentlemen.
Visitors from America always angle for
a weekend invitation to a quaint little house
in the Buckinghamshire village of Sarratt,
heart of the Pilgrim Fathers' country and
teeming with their history. This house dates
back to 1620 and is full of ancient oak beams
and inglenook fireplaces in which wooden
logs have to be burned. It belongs to Ursula
Jeans, whom you can currently admire with
Merle Oberon in "Over the Moon," and her
husband Roger Livesey who is the soldier
hero of "The Drum." They have to use oil
lamps and draw their water from a well in
the garden and look out at the world
through diamond-paned windows with
printed cotton curtains. They share the
establishment with half a dozen dogs and
a del;,?htful brown cat called Clarence who
once startled a celebrated Hollywood lady
into hysterics when he leapt upon her knee
carrying a not-quite-dead mouse as tribute
of his admiration.
And of course Jessie Matthews and
Sonnie Hale live outside town too, their
house beside the River Thames and not
so far from historical Hampton Court
Palace. There's nothing I enjoy more than
a lazy Sunday there, sitting on the lawn
after a game of croquet or an industrious
hour helping Jessie prune her cacti. She
adores these prickly plants and collects
them in a special glass-house like any other
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Careful women avoid underarm odor
with DEW, the easy deodorant
Hot weather and exercise are not the
only things that increase perspiration.
When you are excited, you perspire.
And it is in exciting, intimate moments
that you want to be sure underarm
odor does not offend. The other person
will never mention it. You must be on
guard in advance. Use DEW.
DEW is kind to your skin and easy
to use. DEW is the choice of smart women who want the poise, the charm,
the assurance that come from freedom
from perspiration odor. Ask for DEW
today at drug stores, toilet goods counters, 10^ stores. Three sizes: 10<f, 25<f,
50<i'. DEW will keep
your secret.
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PIMPLES?

Take steps now to help keep your
blood free of skin-defiling poisons
Stop being an object of shame and scorn
among your friends. Find out what often
causes those repulsive-looking pimples . . .
and get rid of them.
Between the ages of 13 and 25 your body is
changing rapidly. Important glands develop.
These gland changes upset your system. Waste
poisons from the intestines are often thrown into
the blood stream and are carried to your skin, where
they may bubble out in ugly, shameful hickies.
You must help keep your blood free of these
skin-irritating poisons. Thousands have done so,
justtiny,
by living
eating plants
Fleischmann's
Yeast.
Thefresh
millions
of
in each cake
of this
food
act to help you fight pimple-making poisons at
their source — in the intestines, before they can get
into the blood. Many get amazing results in 30
days or even less! Get Fleischmann's Yeast now.
Eat 3 cakes a day — one before each meal — until
your skin is clear and fresh again.

screen star would acquire china or first
edition books'. Sometimes we play with
three-year old Catherine who now has a
new "Uncle" in Noel Madison, screen
gangster who possesses the most amazing
way with children.
Noel will play with Jessie again in "Asking for Trouble" for she has postponed
her Hollywood trip still once more to make
another musical film at Pinewood. "You
always insist on making 'just one last
British film' before you travel." I told her
sternly. "I believe you're afraid of California." Jessie nodded thoughtfully. "I believe I am," she admitted, "It's such a
long way from home and I'm scared to
death at the prospect of a strange director."
I nearly forgot to tell you about the
little party given for Director Clarence
Brown when he looked in on London on
his recent vacation. All the ambitious smallpart film girls scrambled for invitation
cards and used every wile they could think
up to get near the guest of honor and impress him with their screen potentialities.
But I don't believe Clarence even looked
at one of them — he was far too engrossed
in discussing camera-craft with the newspaper photographers who had come to take
his picture ! I suppose there is some
psychological explanation as to why a film
director, released from the studios where
he lives with cameras all day long, immediately hangs another little camera round
his neck and spends his vacation shooting
pictures by the dozen. Clarence must have
records of every bus and every old building
in London now and Frank Capra took over
a thousand stills' when he was here. Even
the elegant Josef von Sternberg does it,
not to mention our own Victor Saville.

Cary Grant's Past,
Present and Future
Continued from page 19
soprano. Out of this human grabbag a
manager could have pulled Cary as well as
not, since he was one of the regulars and,
like the rest of us, pulled easily.
' It was here he met another vaudevillian
who lived nearby. He always seemed to
have dough and Cary asked him how he did
it. If turned out he sold books. So Cary
sold books the rest of the summer. He
worked all the medium sized towns in
Pennsylvania — Scranton, Easton, Bethlehem, Harrisburg, Wilkes-Barre, etc. As
Cary tells it, he met a young judge who
didn't want any of his books himself but
sicked him on to one of his friends. The
friend thought Cary was an intimate friend
of the judge and he had to buy the books
to
stayhis
in own
the judge's
good graces.
To
soothe
ruffled feelings
he sicked
Cary on to one of his friends. And so it
.went.
"Actually," Cary laughs, "they were only
trying to bedevil their friends as in those
small towns all the fun people get is playing jokes on their intimates. But I played
it up big and did all right for myself. I
don't recall what the books were but I remember customers had their choice of three
When he returned to town with a few
bindingsin !"his kicks he took an apartment
bucks
in Greenwich Village — a studio kind of
affair. The throng from the subterranean
Cary's
uptown moved
nook
Montmarte-like
abode. enIn masse
fact, Itohonestly
believe everybody uptown moved down to
Cary's Montmarte-like abode.
It
"rush hour."
no particula
was crowded.
wasThere
always
On r Saturday
nights
unless you arrived early you never got to
sit down. There was barely room to stand.
SCREENLAND
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Things finally got so crowded he had to
post a guest list inside the door and station an unemployed vaudeville actor at the
entrance to see that no one whose name
wasn't on the list got in. "That's the one
time in my early career I was a huge success," he says. "I played to 'Standing Room
Only'
every night
in the week
!"
He swears
one evening
a young
lady in
the far reaches of the Bronx stepped into
a taxicab and instructed the driver to take
her to the Village. Without another word
he landed her at Cary's door. "This is as
good a joint as any," he remarked laconand was amazed to find she didn't
know ically
Cary.
It was about this time he cut the last ties
binding him to vaudeville and signed with
Hammerstein. He returned to England
after that for a few months to get some
legitimate experience in stock companies
and then came back to America to work
for
his employers
"The dawn
GoldenforDawn."
It was,
indeed, a in
golden
Cary.
I remember meeting him on Broadway
during the run of the piece and thinking
how well he was looking, how much more
character he seemed to have. It was simply
that the little recognition he had got by
being cast in this Broadway show had given
him confidence and a feeling of at last
having got a foothold in the theatre. Everyone takes on something of that indefinable
quality known as poise with the first
glimmer of success. I recall predicting to
myself
is going
places."
As it that
turnedday,out,"Cary
however,
the next
place
Cary went was to St. Louis. Hammerstein
having sold his contract to the Shuberts,
the latter sent him to St. Louis where for
several years they had conducted one of
the finest musical stock companies in the
country, in conjunction with the famous
St. Louis Municipal Opera. It gave him
some much needed experience and a chance
to play a different role each week. It was
at the end of his fourth summer in St.
Louis and the last week before his contract
with the Shuberts expired that he was
offered the second lead in "Nikki," which
I mentioned before. "Nikki" was a dramatization of "Single Lady" by John Monk
Saunders and was designed to give his wife,
Fay Wray, a fling at the New York stage.
"Single Lady" was a delightful book but
the show stands out in my mind as the
worst I have ever seen in New York.
Everyone except Fay was miscast and Cary
was no better than the rest. It was supposed to be a musical but none of them
could sing. To this day all I have to_ do
to get a rise out of Cary is start humming,
"We're Taking Off When the Dawn Lights
The play lasted only a few weeks. Cary
felt
trip coming on. Why not try Llollythe aSky."
wood? He'd tried everything else. And
that brings us up to the Christmas Santa
Claus dumped him out of his sleigh on to
the prop snows of Hollywood. Only the
sleigh, in this instance, was suspiciously
like a broken down motor of some very
early vintage.
Because the people Cary knew best in
Hollywood were on the Paramount lot,
Cary was around there a good deal. One
day they needed someone to play opposite
a girl who was being given a test. Cary,
being on the lot that day and everyone
else being busy, found himself before the
camera. A few weeks later he had a fiveyear contract in one hand and the lead in
his first picture in the other. It was opin an opus called "This
Thelma Todd
Is Theposite
Night"
and that was followed by
"The Blond Venus" opposite Dietrich. A
Butveritable baptism of fire! "Madame
terfly" opposite Sylvia Sidney followed
and then he went West. "I went West
twice," he avers. "The first time 'She Done
Me Wrong' and the second time Mae ex-

Angel.
'I'm No
becauseabout
it was
plained
women from
learned
Having
Dietrich, Sidney, and West he went into
the den of La Hepburn without a qualm. In
fact, he went into it with a heart full
of joy and goodwill towards men because,
for the first time in his career, he was
going to play a character part. Did you
see "Sylvia Scarlett" in which he played a
Cockney? Well, he was what Gregory
Ratoff calls San-SA-Shun-al.
Strange as it seems, although he was
credited with having stolen the picture from
Hepburn and with making the biggest hit
of his career, a succession of mediocre
roles on his home lot followed. He was
in a rut from which he could not seem
to extricate himself. Cary decided drastic
steps must be taken. He took them. When
his contract with Paramount expired, although they wanted to re-sign him at a
fantastic salary he refused as they could
not give him any assurance his parts would
be different from those he had been playing.
It was the wisest move he ever made.
But, at the time, friends shook their heads.
The Hollywood wiseacres had already for-

When

your

KNOW

baby
what

be helpless when an emergency arises ! Every mother
should know what to do. Don't trust
to luck that your household will
escape emergencies. You may be next.
Be prepared!
Don't

"Air Devils"
g! in Mamo
landinmeets
HappyPurcell
Clark.
Dick
gotten "Sylvia Scarlett," moaned that Cary
wasn't so hot as an actor anyhow, and
laid bets he was "through" in pictures.
How wet they were, time has proven.
Cary
took Bennett
the lead and
in "Topper"
Constance
it made opposite
him. It
was one of those screwball comedies and
showed Hollywood producers what none
of them had ever guessed. Despite some
swell performances, Cary had not previously been given a chance to do the thing
he could do best — comedy !
"The Awful Truth" opposite Irene
Dunne hit a new high in comedies and
Cary hit a new high in comedy performances. "When You're in Love" opposite
Grace Moore, "Bringing Up Baby" (again
now "Holiday"
Hepburn),
opposite
have followed
in rapidandsuccession.
With each of them Cary's stock — and
salary — have soared. There is no leading
man in Hollywood today more in demand.
When I think of Cary, the successful
actor, I also think back to one of my
first meetings with him in Hollywood. We
had an appointment for lunch. When I arrived he was not at the appointed place.
I finally located him on the back lot of
the studio, walking around on stilts !
"A fine pastime for a successful actor!"
I jeered.

At your drug store you can now get
(while they last) a copy of Dr. Allan
Roy Dafoe's new book— free with a

is suffering
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FREE! Dr. Dafoe's Book on Home
Emergencies, 32 pages, 53 sections.
Do you know how to . . . Dress a wound ? Treat
animal bites? Give artificial respiration? Relieve sudden illness? Stop hiccups? Revive an
asphyxiated person? These are just a few of
many subjects this book covers, in clear, simple
language anyone can understand. Free with
any purchase of "Lysol", for a limited time.

ant.
purchase of "Lysol" disinfect
Few doctors have had to deal with
home emergencies as Dr. Dafoe has.
Great distances, hard travel, in the
Canadian back country forced him
to teach his people what to do in
emergencies till he got there. Now
the benefit of this experience is yours,
free! Accept "Lysol's" offer of firstaid facts. Ask, when you buy "Lysol",
for your copy of Dr. Dafoe's book.
Used in the care of the
Quintuplets since the day
they were born . , .

If your drug store cannot supply you—
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LYSOL, Bloomfield, N. J. Dept. 7-S.
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front.andDr.
Dafoe's
book
will "Lysol"
be sent atcarton
once, free
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NamiAddress-Copyritfht 1938 by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

"Pastime, me eye !" Cary Grinned. "I
have to keep in practice. You never know
when this Hollywood bubble will burst !"
SCREENLAND
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Kent Taylor, with his wife,
arrives in England to play
opposite Jessie Matthews.
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ness. Fundamentally, of course, he is a
realist. Like all disciples of realism he will
not garnish facts with egotistical fancies
but sends them into an interviewer's ken as
bare of ornamental trimmings as a strip
teaser at the final encore.
In this particular instance I multiplied
the account of his share in the Bradna success story by ten in order to arrive at a
true estimate of the obstacles he had overcome. In view of the answer I thus obtained itseemed to me that Raft ought to
be patting himself on the back at regular
intervals or ringing bells. At least he should
have sent out notices to the columnists to
refer to him as "George (Star-maker)
Raft" ! If astronomers attach their names
to the comets they find, explorers their
names to mountain ranges and patent medimakers tosome
kidney
why shouldn't
a starcinereceive
kindpills
of —acclaim
for fixing" a new face in the Hollywood firmament? After all, hadn't it been a lucky
break for Paramount — to say nothing of
the little Bradna — that Raft had been on
deck (no pun intended) on that fateful day
when Olympe came by for a costume okay?
Such speculations brought a definite reaction from Raft. With slow thoughtful ness he said, "Actually, any number of
people can take credit when a new movie
star is born. Their taking it may seem reasonable and right — and if they want it and
all right, too. But there's
can get it, that's
only one who is really entitled to it— Lady

He paused significantly. Possibly Raft
felt that an important point had been
reached
Luck!" in this interview. Or possibly this
his pet theories, hitherto undiswas one of
covered. Be that as it may, the urgency of
elucidation was upon him. With sudden
energy he removed his heels from their
perch and sat up. He offered me a cigarette
and lit one himself. He didn't bother to take
it from between his lips but his manner of
speech is so even, so clipped that it hardly
moved as he continued.
"When I say that luck plays an important part in the rise of a star I don't
mean that acting ability, personality and —
in the case of a girl— beauty isn't necessary
or doesn't help. They do. But these qualifications alone won't make a star of anyone
and they won't keep anyone among the
SCRE ENL AND

stars — not without the breaks.
"In other words, I've always been convinced that there is much more than mere
human connivance to be reckoned with
when a new stellar personality swings into
view on the Hollywood horizon. For instance, consider the number of people who
have missed stardom. There must be hundreds of them. And most of them missed
out not because they lacked ability or were
minus on the personality side. So far as
such qualities are concerned practically all
of them had 'what it takes.' And most of
them were pushed at the public by the
studios in an attempt to create new stars.
They were provided with high-powered
publicity campaigns ; they were given good
parts — every scheme known to Hollywood
was used in an effort to promote them to
stardom. And in spite of all that they
missed out. Any why? Well, my answer is
that their luck wasn't running right. Someone else may have a different explanation.
But I still think I'm right.
"On the other hand, look at the present
collection of stars. Since I'm doing the
talking, look at me first. I've been a pretty
a star
that I'm
fact result
The the
lucky isguy.
that
fact right
of the
entirely
now
in 'Scarf ace' I got exactly the right part
in exactly the right picture — and at exactly
the right time. That's a combination that
implies a lot of luck, or good chance, or
whatever you want to call it. Whatever it
controlled by
is, it's something that isn'twhat
kind of a
any individual— no matter
big shot he may be.
"Sure — I know what you're going to
say," he went on, thwarting my attempt to
start an argument. "You're going to tell me
that there are plenty of producers in Hollywood who can always pick the right personality for the right part. That's right.
There are. But there isn't anyone around
who can control the time element. And
without that the combination doesn't work.
And that's where the luck comes in!
"If you check up, I think you'll find that
this combination is working in all three
departments whenever a new star is born.
Outside of myself, I'll not name any examples. It's too long a list. But you can
figure
out
the But
score.
It's Ieasy
It is easy.
before
had!" a chance to
count over such possible examples of
George's theory as Gable, Taylor, Dorothy
Lamour, Dietrich and even his co-star,
Sylvia Sidney, I found that he was getting
in a last word:
"That's why I think people exaggerate
when they say that I'm responsible for
Olympedom. Bradna's
on her
to starAbout all I being
did was
to way
act the
part
of a pointer in the hand of fate. Aside from
that she got the right part in the right
picture at the right time. She's got a very
appealing type of beauty, a "swell personality
and plenty of talent. If she doesn't make
good on her break it will be Hollywood's
fault
— not
hers."did Raft dispose of his starThus
simply
making venture. In spite of the strange
theory by which he seeks to disclaim any
credit for the discovery of Olympe, the
fact remains that if he had not been on
that set talking with Hathaway when the
little stock player appeared for a costume
okay, she probably would not be a star
today. Quite the reverse ! According _ to
rumor, it is possible that her option, which
had about two weeks to go when Raft decided she was the girl for "Souls At Sea,"
might not have been picked up by Paramount. There are those who say she was
about to be dropped. Whatever the cirHollywood's
is of
cumstances, however, it
number one Cinderella
story
the year.
And whatever George Raft may say,
there's always Olympe herself to be reckoned with. From her new-found place in
Hollywood's planetary system she keeps
pointing at Raft and saying, "He did it!"
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Marcia Court rises to stardom playing
the "alley cat" type of glamor girl which
Phil Burns, publicity agent, discovered
in her when she as an extra had the
temerity to denounce the star, Anne
Barrett, who has since returned to England. Marcia decides she must play more
ladylike characters, and is so insistent
in breaking off from her past, screen as
ivell as real-life, that she swears her
father to secrecy about their relationship; the father living at her home as
a gardener. Agreeing to play the part
assigned her if she can do a picture in
London, Marcia reneivs her contract,
and with Burns goes to England, where
she meets Anne Barrett and the director, Lawrence Stewart, with ivhom Anne
is in love. Marcia goes back on her
zvord, declares she will play the titled
English lady of the story and not the
American girl, for which part she was
engaged. Her decision is the subject of
a heated debate between herself, Burns,
Stewart and Anne Barrett as the current chapter opens.
for all of us. We've thought we were outsmarting Marcia, but I hould be surprised
if she turned the trick on us before she's
through."
Phil grew hard. "If she can put the reverse English on this situation I'm man
enough to take a beating."
"It might be more of a beating than you
bargain for," Anne warned. "You're in love
with her, you know."
"Don't be ridiculous, Anne."
"Suppose you try being truthful."
"I am. I despise the Marcia we know.
But I'll admit there is a Marcia I might
love — the one I've been trying to force
into the open."
"You mean you want her to be just an
out-and-out hussy — you'd love her that
way ?"
"I want her to be honest ! I don't give
a hoot what she's been or what her background is ; but I despise a sham. I want her
to be herself."
"She is being herself," Anne defended,
"and as such I like her immensely."
"Anne, you're a swell sport, considering."
"Considering ?"
"Lawrence."
Anne smiled a bit sadly. "Well, I'll admit
the young lady is beginning to get into my
hair."
"They're seeing a lot of each other?"
"Every night. She's his shadow. He
looks positively undressed without her."
"I'm sorry for you, Anne. But it's been
my good fortune — being with you so
much."
"That's nice, Phil. I've enjoyed it, too."
"You're a sweet, generous person. Do
you think you could learn to love a lowly
American ?"
"Without half trying — if I hadn't already
fallen for an Englishman."
"For keeps?"
"Yes, Phil, for keeps."
Phil sighed. "It's a nasty situation all
around."
"Isn't it?"
"You think Marcia's in love with him?"
"I think she's in love with you — as a
person — "
"That's idiotic!"
"I believe it's true, though she doesn't
know it, perhaps, because she's so in love
with what Larry represents."
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"Youdarkly.
don't think they're lovers?" Phil
asked
"No, she will never have an affair with
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has a way of turning on her charm whenever it suits her purpose to do so." He
of the tochair.
himselfbe out
dragged
ever, it might
advisable
urge "Howher to

"What makes you so sure?"
clown
picturerather
a bit afrom
"Thattheseems
low now
thing on."
to do,"
"I'm sure of it. She has quaint ideas ■
Stewart
protested.
about morals. Her burning ambition is to
be a lady, and she feels that once a lady
"It is. But you may remember — before
hashim."
been intimate with a gentleman she
you
Marcia's
charms
— that the
wholediscovered
thing started
out to
be deliberately
can never again be a lady."
low, and you thought it quite a jolly idea
Phil smiled. "Well, can she?"
"When I know just what constitutes a
— "I've
at the since
time."changed my mind."
lady I'll decide on that point too. Mean"So
I
see." Phil was quietly furious.
while your heart is being broken, my heart
"But it's much too late for that."
'We could shoot the first part of the
is being broken and in the end Marcia's
heart will be the worst broken of all."
picture
over again and match it with her
"What of Larry?"
"I don't know," Anne said unhappily.
present work," Stewart insisted stubbornly.
"You and he were that way before
"My God, Larry," Phil cried in angry
amazement, "you can't mean you'd let her
play the part of Lady Mary straight — not
Marcia
"I was came?"
very much that way about him,
"
—
he
that
to hope
begunyou
I had don't
and"Now
"Why not? Quite a few English women
worry about Marcia.
seriously ?"
When the picture's finished she isn't going
have
characters."
"Andportrayed
they've American
never succeeded
in fooling
to be in love with any of us — least of all
a single American school kid into believing
Larry. She'll hate him almost as much as
they were anything but English, any more
she'll hate me."
than Marcia could convince a Billingsgate
"Oh, Phil, I'm really so sorry for her.
fishwife that she was an English gentlewill she do when she finds out?"
What
stiffly.
"Let's not think about it," Phil growled.
"I don't agree with you," Stewart said
Anne looked up, confused, as Stewart
entered
"Whether you do or not you want this
"Am I intruding?"
woman."
picture
to be aI success—
or do you?"
"Well, as long as it's your office we'll try
"Of course
do."
to bear with you," Phil said.
"Then don't let Marcia mislead you. She
Stewart sat at his desk. "You two don't
isn't too strong on principles when it comes
seem
very reserving
jolly."
to having her own way. She has a nasty
"We're
our hilarity until the
habit of molding people to her will and
completed," Anne said
great ahoax
then running out on them — as she did with
with
touchhasof been
bitterness.
"You think it will be funny?"
her"I'm
last sorry
director."
I entered into such an ar"The picture, or the general situation?"
rangement,"
Stewart said, "the situation
"I was referring to the picture."
has become frightfully embarrassing."
"Oh, the picture'll be funny enough," she
"I know. The personal element has entold him. "So will the situation — in spots."
tered into it, and we have now arrived
"I'm beginning to think it'll be tragic —
at the point where we must make an unfor Marcia," Stewart said, then turned to
pleasant but extremely important decision :
Phil. "Isn't there some way we can
Are we to risk hurting Marcia's feelings
acquaint her with the_ real intent of the
or ruining the picture and, as a consepreview?"
the
beforethe answer !" Phil said grimly.
picture
"So that's
"Are quence,
ourour reputations
reputations?" more to be con"Well, I might have known it when I saw
sidered
than
betraying
a person's confidence
signs of your weakening — in last night's
deeply tooffending
decide,"them?"
Phil said wearily.
and"Yours
that?" Stewart
"What do you mean by
"You're the director. But if you do see the
defensive.
the
on
rushes."
immediately
demanded,
light and want to shift the responsibility
"Now, Larry, you mustn't be offended at
of the dirty work on to me, I'll go out on
what I'm saying. It's because I know
the set and watch her work — in the nasty
Marcia. She has an insidious habit of undermining her directors and doing things
her own way. That happened in the last
picture she made in America, and it was

a dismal
"But itflop."
was your suggestion that she
be permitted to play this part in her own
"Yes, I know, and at the start her way
was immense. But now it seems she's becoming rather convincingly lady-like. She
isn't making as many amusing social errors
way."
of the picture."
the first
she didcanin credit
as "You
thatpart
to her powers of
She's learning fast."
observation.
"Too fast for the good of the picture.
And it's due to the inspiration she's deriving from your constant companionship."
Stewart was becoming annoyed. "You
aren't objecting to my taking her around?"
"Certainly not. I only regret the change
that's coming over her because of it."
"It was my plan to show her these places
and later permit her to give her own^ version of English customs and manners."
"The idea was a honey — at the start,"
Phil said. "But Marcia is a born imitator.
In time she may even learn to imitate a
asking a great deal of
that's "
lady ; though
he
r.
. . . „
"I think you're doing her an injustice,
Stewart said, coldly loyal.
"Oh yes," Phil admitted wearily, "she
SCREENLAND

Lionel Stander's recent bride
visits the actor at the studio.

way I have. There's something about me
that always irritates her to the point where
she can't retain the semblance of a lady."
Stewart asked
"Is it any wonder?"
coldly.
"Your goal, old fellow. Well, I've said
I'm ofgoing
nowa cup
and in
my
brownto
pale out
sorrows
my say,
drownlittle
stuff the English libel as coffee. Any customers?"
"No, thank you," Stewart said.
"Anne?"
"We'll be having tea at four."
Phil started out. "Cheerio, and be kind
to mv back."
and hard," Stewart said
"Queer
when
Phil fellow,
was gone.
"No, Larry, it's only his shell that's
hard. And he's right about the picture." .
"You think Marcia's toning down her
part?"
"Distinctly. Before long she'll be a credit
to the top ladies of London. There's only
one week's shooting left, and you mustn't
weaken."
"It's such a beastly trick."
"I agree with you. It should never have
been started. But Phil is picture wise and
there's too much at stake to back out now."
She gave a bitter little smile as she continued, "It's just unfortunate for all of
us that you should have fallen in love
with the girl."
"I in love with Marcia!"
"That seems to be the general impression."
"Absurd !"
"You apparently find a , great deal of
Anne said unpleasure
happily. in her company,"
"I find her diverting and amusing. I've
been taking her around for the express
purpose of gathering material for the
production."
"So you said before. Well, you've been
amazingly conscientious in the pursuit of
your work."
"I always am. As for Marcia, she's a
She's the
new and interesting problem.
strangest combination of contradictions
I've ever known. Sometimes she seems
hard, yet she's a veritable prude,
terribly
and steadfastly refuses to take even one
drink."
"Some people refuse to touch liquor because of a fear of what it might bring
gently. "I've
in
out
known them,"
Marcia Anne
for a suggested
long time and I think
she has certain inherited traits which she
in suppressing. Oh, I'm not
difficulty
has
blaming
her ; I admire her for the courage
to try to down them. It's so pitiful to
always be on the defensive."
"You know," Stewart said thoughtfully,
"I believe there's some truth in what you
say. I saw something of that side of it
last night. We ran into a drunken American woman and her husband having an
argument, and not a very pretty one. It
seemed to make Marcia ill. She insisted we
leave at once."
your apartment?" Anne asked in a
low"For
voice.
Stewart was upset. "How did you
know ?"
"My heart told me, but you'd better
watch yourself, Larry."
"See here, Anne, you aren't jealous?"
"Horribly. But quite aside from that I
think I should warn you about Marcia."
"Please don't."
"I must. You see, Larry, I'm fighting
for something that's very dear to me."
"I'd rather not listen."
"Nevertheless, I'm determined to tell
you. It's this : Marcia comes from a class
which doesn't know very much about the
rules of the game of love as played by her
alleged betters. Her type feels that when a
lady has been persuaded she must insist
she's been compromised, so unless you
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really want to marry the girl — "
"That's very crude, Anne. I'm afraid
you've presumed too much on our long
standing friendship."
Anne was wounded. "Yes, I'm afraid I
have." She rose and started out. "Sorry."
Anne—!"
"But,
paused as Marcia came in. A
Stewart
different Marcia. No longer on the defensive, she had attained a new poise and
ease of manner, coupled with an irritating
air of condescension and wellbeing. She
still spoke with an English accent, though
it wasn't so broad.
"Is this a closed conference?" she asked
with a note of flippance.
"Not at all," Anne said, too politely, "I
was just going out to join Phil in a cup
coffee." is he?" Marcia asked, casually
of "How
patronizing Anne. "I so seldom see him
these days I've almost forgotten what he
looks
"He'slike."
the same handsome fellow."
■ "When he isn't grousing."
"I find him extremely pleasant."
"Oh he can be nice enough when he
wants to," Marcia conceded indulgently.
nice indeed," Anne said, starting
for"Very
the door.
_ (
"I suppose
I should
moreat of
him,"
Marcia
said with
a slysee
smile
Stewart,
"but I really have so little time."
"Yes, you seem to be very busy," Anne
"But you shouldn't neglect
agreed sweetly.
your fellow American. He probably misses
Hollywood terribly and you two could
talk over old times."
"I haven't any interest in talking about
Hollywood," Marcia said coldly. "But you
profess to like the place. Couldn't you con"I'll try," Anne said as she reached the
door. sole him?"
SCREENLAND

"When you've had your coffee," Marcia
said nicely, "I wish you'd tell Phil I'd 'like
9
on business."
see him
to "Yes,
I'll— tell
him you'd like to 3
see him
— on business." She went out, leaving ,
Marcia somehow annoyed.
"Now, what did she mean by that
"You remarked.
can't always tell, with Anne,"
Stewart
Marcia
?" looked at him narrowly. "You
crack
think a lot of her, don't you, Larry?"
"Quite a lot."
"More than you do of me?" Marcia
accused with a shade of resentment.
"That's a strange question," Stewart
said politely rebuking her.
"Is it— after last night— in your apartment?" Marcia was warmly insinuating.
bluntly.
"What of last night ?" Stewart demanded
"You haven't forgotten?" she asked with
reproach.
"No," Stewart said coldly, "I seem to
remember very clearly — a pleasant, ;Unharmless evening."
eventful, and entirely intimate,"
Marcia said
"But delightfully
about soothing
were so niceexperience
gently. "Youthat
with
horrible
me after
those shocking Americans. And," with
sweet confidence, "I was thrilled, being
there alone with you, — it was the first
time I'd ever been in a man's apartment."
"Really, Marcia," Stewart said, stiffly
incredulous, "how distressfully naive."
Marcia was hurt. "Then it's been your
custom to take young ladies to your apart"Frequently," Stewart said coldly. "Does
that
shock ityou?"
"Well,
disappoints me. It sounds a bit
Hollywood. I never thought you English
ment ?"
did"You
things
way."
havethata ridiculously
exalted idea of

less, but I never dreamed it would expose
"Oh I don't mind what they say or think
you to criticism."
— because
of you."
"However,
it isn't very discreet, our being
devote
better
Perhaps
much.
so
together
more time to Anne,
and I'dyou
might
be
seen with Phil now and then."
"Do you think that's necessary?"
"I think it's wiser."
"You're so considerate of me, Larry."
"Hmmm."
"And because you are so nice and
thoughtful I'm going to ask a special
"Well?" Stewart asked, dreading it.
favor of you."
"On the night of the preview, after the
show, I want to give a supper for a select
few in my apartment, and I wish you'd
invite theMarcia,
guests."isn't that a bit of a risk?"
"But,
"I don't see why."
"The picture may not be as successful as

A romantic scene in a highly dramatic play: Robert Montgomery and Virginia Bruce,
co-stars in the screen version of "Yellow Jack," in a still from the film, above.

"I'm like
willing
take that risk. With your
you'd
it to tobe."
direction it can't fail to be a success."
Stewart was suffering. "That's kind of
you to say that. I hope it doesn't prove dis"I'm sure it won't. And you will help me
appointing toyou."
to arrange the supper party?"
"I'd rather you didn't do it."
"Please, Larry, my heart is set on it."
"Well—"
"I knew you would ! I want to have Lord
and Lady Marble, and that interesting explorer and big game hunter, and about six
or eight more of the most interesting people

h. We're just average humans."
Englis
the"Oh,
but with your culture and all, I
didn't 'think you'd be taking young ladies
— unless — "
your apartment
to "Unless
Stewart demanded
what?"
abruptly.
. , .
"Unless— you— thought a great deal of

withdrew her hand. "America is only a
to me."
nightmare
"I shouldn't
say that too loudly or too
if I were you," Stewart said quietly,
often,
in disapproval.

em."do think a lot of you, Marcia ; but,
th"I
my dear girl, you aren't suggesting that
I've compromised your good name — or
anything like that?"
"No," she admitted reluctantly, "I dont
suppose you really did compromise me,

"In what way?"
"When anyone speaks bitterly of the
country in which they were born and
reared, especially if talking with a foreigner, that foreigner is apt to think the
fault lies with the individual and not the
you."
country."
stricken. "Oh !"
Marcia felt
"Marcia,
my dear, if I didn't like you
tremendously, I should never have prethat."
"You've
made
me feel- -cheap," she said,
to say
sumed
dismayed.
"I didn't intend that," he protested compassionately. "You'll forgive me?"
She
"Oh yes. I suppose I'll forgive you." that
became hard. "But if Phil had said
me I'd want to kill him !"
to "Why?"
"Because he couldn't have done it like a
gentleman. He'd bawl me out." She
"But
softened as she looked at Stewart,
understand me so much better than he
you
does."
:

"I think you're making a big mistake."
"Is it because you think1 they'd refuse to
come?" she asked uneasily.
know."
you
"Oh, no, they'd come all right. But if
they didn't like the picture it might prove

wrong
you're that
"No,to Marcia,
and
Phil I've
boththere.
the conclusion
come
Anne know you much better than I do."
"Oh, but they don't ! Phil is horrid, and
Anne hasn't been nearly so nice to me since
out."
you started taking me that,"
Stewart said
"You only
ly. imagine
uncomfortab

Stewart looked at Marcia queerly. "Yes,
you'd
ask her
Anne."anyway," she said
"Oh,have
I'd towant

"I don't even remember advancing an
but—"
improper proposal."
why didn't you?" she asked, sud"Well,
denly resentful.
"Frankly, I didn't think I'd gam anything by it."
"Oh! Is that the only reason?"
"It's a sufficiently good one for a male."
so undignified
in alove
mentsuch
disappoint
of explaining
niceisway
"You have
things," Marcia murmured.
"Thank you. I hope I've made myself
clear."
„
"Oh yes, I understand perfectly— now.
Stewart regarded her thoughtfully. "I
wonder if you do."
"Of course I do. Why not?"
offended?"
"And you aren't Marcia
asked with sud"Should I be?"
den suspicion.
"Well, I hoped you wouldn't," Stewart
said quickly. "But one can never be sure.f|
"I couldn't be offended with you, Larry,
she said softly.
"Thank you, Marcia. Then we'll continue
to be — good friends?"
"We'll be very good friends," Marcia
said warmly as she sat on the edge of his
desk and took his hand. "I don't think
you realize just how much you've done for
me, or how grateful I am."
( j
Stewart was touched, yet wary. "Its
very nice of you to say that."
"But you can't possibly know how
strongly I mean it," she insisted. "You've
places I've
kind of
to the
taken meof and
me to the kinds
introduced
dreamed
of people I've always wanted to know. And
you've made London seem so real to me. I
feel that I've been here always, and I never
to leave."
want
felt the need of getting Marcia
Stewart
back to firmer ground. "But aren't you
America?"
ever homesicka for
distinct jolt to Marcia. She
This was

-Why not? It's true."
"A worldly person might misunderstand

"No, she's jealous."
"But why should she be?"
"Well, she thinks you've fallen in love
"That's
with me."
Marcia
"I mean
reason
no "Oh!"

ridiculous !"

was hurt. "Is it so ridiculous ?"
Anne doesn't think that — there's
why she should."

Stewart rushed on, "What I'm trying
to say is, Anne realizes I've been showing
you around London because you're a
the city."
stranger in the
only reason?" Marcia asked
"Is that
crushed, "you were just
feeling
slowly,
?"
being
course if I hadn't liked you enor"Of courteous
mously shouldn't have been so lavish with
my hospitality. I've enjoyed you no end,
and I suppose I've been selfish and thought-

frightfully
"Oh, that!embarrassing."
I'll take a chance on the picture." Then with sudden fear, "Haven't I
well?"
photographing
been
"You
are gorgeous."
"Am I getting as much out of the picture
quite
!"
for?"
hoped
you yes,
as "Oh
"Then
what?"
"Well, you know any picture is always
a gamble," Stewart evaded.
"I'm willing to stake everything on this
one's being a success."
"All right, but remember, it's on your
own
responsibility."
"Then
you help."
will help me with the guests?"
"Yes, I'll
"Of course I'll want Anne," she said, her
enthusiasm dimming slightly.

hastily, then sighed deeply. "And I suppose
I'll just have to ask Phil."
"You mean you don't want to !"
sensed Stewart's disapproval. "It
Marcia
isn't
that I really mind asking him. But
you can never count on what he'll say or
do. Sometimes he's very embarrassing."
"Yes, I know how he is," Stewart said,
with a faint smile, as Phil came in.
"Anne said you wanted to see me on
business, Marcia, but if you two are heavily
return later."
engaged I'llall,"
Stewart said rising. "I've
"Not at
at some retakes."
to look
got"Don't
let me run you out of your office."
"But you aren't, really." Stewart started
out, then paused, "Phil, I've been considering what you said and I think it'd be a
good idea for you to come out on the set
delighted."
.
Phil grinned in understanding.
tomorrow."
"'Bye, see you later, Marcia.
To Be Continued
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Cagney meets O'Brien for the first time
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a lovelier smile!"
had
if you
popular
be more
You'd
A GIRL SMILES — and her face glows
Usually, however, he'll tell you that
into your gums each time you clean
with a touch of splendor. (Dazzling,
yours is just another case of lazy gums,
your teeth. Circulation quickens within
gums robbed of exercise by modern
bright teeth— firm, healthy gums help create
the gum tissues— gums tend to become
that lovely moment.) Another girl smiles,
, more resistant to trouble.
firmer
adhe'll
y
foods.
creamy
soft, vise
more work
for Probabl
your gums, more
and her charm vanishes. (Dingy teeth
Start today with Ipana and massage.
exercise. And, like so many dentists,
and tender gums halt your attention, tragic
Let this modern dental health routine
evidence of carelessness and neglect.)
attract
he'll probably suggest the healthful
* ive smile!
help you to a *more *
stimulation of Ipana and massage.
It's a shame when a girl ignores "pink
For Ipana with massage is especially
tooth brush" and risks the beauty
DOUBLE DUTY— Ask your druggist for
bright
teeth
keep
to
only
not
designed
Rubberset's Double Duty Tooth Brush,
brush"
tooth
of her smile! True, "pink
of
health
the
help
is only a warning — but when you see
to
and sparkling but
designed to massage gums effectively
\t — see your dentist. Let him decide.
Ipana
as well as to clean teeth thoroughly.
little
a
Massage
well.
gums as
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Is Success
Tyrone

Spoiling

Power?

What do you think? Have all the
money and fame that have come to
him in the past year turned the handsome head of Hollywood's most dashing young actor? You want to know.
So do we. So we went straight to — >
Tyrone himself! We learned the
answer. We'll pass that answer on to
you in the form of a fine feature
in the next issue.

'
Ginger Rogers
Secret Heart
You know Ginger as the piquant,
provocative heroine of some of the
screen's best shows. You see her
laughing her way through life and
pictures, looking as if she had no
mothought beyond the immediate gay.
ment— which must always be
That's just one side of Ginger Rogers.
The other side is hidden from the
world, or was until we found the story
for you. The girl behind the ingratiating Rogers grin is an amazing girl,
far different from her movie image.
You'd better meet her — in September SCREENLAND.
In fact, you'd better make a point
of watching for the next issue. The
above features we've mentioned are
only two of a fascinating program,
miss
which you'll enjoy if yound,don't
on sale
the September Screenla
August 3rd.
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Sullavan, who

soars to

heights of glowing beauty with a superb
performance in "Three Comrades,"
award this accolade

we

She created a sensation in her
screen debut (remember "Only Yesterday"?), but even greater talents
are revealed by Margaret Sullavan as Patricia, in the film version
of a Remarque novel. Below and
at upper right, with Robert Taylor; center with the "Three Comrades,"
Franchot Tone,
Robert
Young.Taylor, and

■

I.

LONG absence from the screen has robbed Margaret Sullavan of none of
- her magic as a creator of pulsingly alive, persuasively appealing characters.
It has, however, robbed us of many inspiring performances, or so one is forced
to reflect after seeing Miss Sullavan as the hauntingly lovely heroine of
"Three Comrades." Playing a character of many-faceted emotional qualities,
this Patricia is the source, the dynamic force that flows from the screen as a
tragic human drama is revealed in a setting of war-scarred Germany. The tone
of her voice, the modulation and interpretation of her lines, every gesture and
facial expression, is a sensitive portrait of a doomed but divinely courageous
woman longing for the love her youth entitles her to, but bravely ready to
sacrifice even that for the one she loves. Robert Taylor, as the idealistic
Erich, Franchot Tone as the loyal and philosophical Otto, and Robert Young,
as the rebellious Gottfried, all do magnificent work — but it is Margaret Sullavan who fires the play with a brooding beauty of surpassing dramatic vigor,
6
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Make-Up

accent

will

Your

Beauty

x

HERE'S something different about the
make-up created for the stars of motion pictures by Max
Factor, Hollywood's make-up genius. The secret is color
harmony shades of powder, rouge and lipstick to harmonize with your individual complexion. Once you try it,
you'll be amazed that make-up could make you look so
much more attractive. Note coupon for special make-up test.

Satin-Smooth
Powder
Choose yout
color harmony shade
in Max
Factor's
der. . . then
note Powhow
perfectly flattering
the color is to your
skin. Smooth and
soft, too . . . hours latyour make-up
will
stiller look
lovely...$i.

Lifelike
Rouge
Harmonize rouge

Super-Indelible
Lipstick
For lasting lip

with powder. Max
Factor's Rouge will

color, apply lipstick
to inner, as well as
outer surface of lips.
You can do this with
Max
Factot'sLipstick
SuperIndelible

the
charm
natural
give yourofcheeks
beauty,andalso blend
perfectly with your
Max Factor powder.
Creamy-smooth, it
blends easily . . . 50</.

because it's moistureColor
proof.
ny shades.
..$1.harmo-

Max Factor's Normalizing Cleansing Cream
NEW!
■+C -+C -+C Here's a sensational new kind of cleansing cream

tsi«<
SKSSKSBM'

ee" $
originated by Hollywood's make-up genius that wiir'agr
" "
l.
norma
or
oily
dry,
is
it
whether
skin
with your
MAX FACTOR, Max Factor's Make-Up Studio, Hollywood:
color harmony shade;
Send Purse-Size Box of Powder and Rouge Samplet intenmy cents
for postage and
I enclose
also Lipstick Color Sampler, four shades.
Make-Up Chart and -i8-f»ge
Color Harmony Society
handling. Also send meBook,my "The
FREE
Make-Up"
of
Art
New
Illustrated Insrruction

axj^aclor t^ollijWooJ
COSMETICS
OF
THE STARS
SCREENLAND
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NEW

TWIST

Here's an innovation to change
your whole outlook on that matter of "tweezing." An eyebrow
tweezer with scissor-handles! Ingeniously curved to let you see
what you're doing! Twissors,
made by Kurlash, costs only 25
cents. ... So why use the oldfashioned kind!
Learn what shades of eye makeup are becoming to you — how to
apply them skilfully! Send your
name, address and coloring to
Jane Heath, Dept. B-8; receive —
free — a personal color-chart and
full instructions in eye make-up!
THE KURLASH COMPANY, Inc.
Rochester, New York
Canada : Toronto, 3

COPYRIGHT 1 938. THE KURLASH CO.. INC.

and know how such Pimples,
Blackheads, Freckles and superficial Blemishes as are wholly in
outer skin are now quickly removed. When your old outer
layer of skin is flaked away, you
have a new, fresh surface skin.
Large pores and fine lines diminish and you look
younger, more lovable !
DO IT YOURSELF AT HOME— QUICKLY!
This new home method is all explained and free Treatise is
being mailed absolutely free to readers of this paper.
So, worry no more over your humiliating, superficial
blemishes or signs of aging in your outer skin. Get this
new Treatise now. Simply send post card or letter to
WIT0L, BEAUTY LABORATORIES, INC.. Dept. 63,
No. 1700 Broadway, New York, and you will receive it in
plain wrapper, postpaid and absolutely FREE. If pleased
tell friends.
Read This
Free Offer!

Ginger Rogers entertains
for Screenland readers! For
the first time she reveals to

nsiae
id

her fan friends her original
/
the

ideas for tempting refreshments, ideal for Summer

Stars

By

Betty

Boone

Homes

"/AN TOP of the world"— that's Ginger
\_) she
Rogers,
lives !and
Up that's
on the exactly
crest of where
a hill
above Beverly Hills, a white stylized farmhouse sprawls gracefully. The highest point
is the studio-and-dressing-room building
above the swimming pool, and the lowest
— if you don't count the garages — is the
playroom, which is tucked in under the
living room and at that is possessed of a
gorgeous view.
"I never knew before what a sunset could
be," confessed my hostess, lingering at the
window of the living room. "At night, we
look out on all the lights of the city glittering below and the stars shining above —
and on a clear day, laugh or not, we can
see Catalina!" (Seeing Catalina on a clear
day is one of those reliable realtor phrases
much kidded in Hollywood.)
As a background for that golden girl
Ginger, every room in the house would
satisfy an art director. The furniture is
blonde maple, the general effect light and
sunny, with the color in rugs, drapes, or
upholstery. The color in the living room
is a soft deep blue ; in the dining room,
plum ; the breakfast room, yellow ; Ginger's
bedroom is dusty pink ; her mother's April
green.
"The playroom is the important room
when it comes to entertaining," said Ginger,
as we descended to it. "If we're not swimming in the pool, or taking sunbaths in
the patio, we're down in the playroom jerkScreenland

ing sodas. I thought I was the only inhibited soda jerker in the world until I
opened my fountain. Then I discovered that
half the population has yearned to mix up
weird concoctions and shoot fizz into
The playroom floor is tiled in two shades
of blue, the curtains are white with a red
trim, the chairs set around the fountain are
of white leather and those around the fireglassesplace at!"the opposite side of the room are
of red leather. The awning over the blonde
maple
fountain
whole effect
gay.is red and white, and the
"The younger set in pictures adore the
fountain," put in her mother, known to
Ginger and all Ginger's friends as "Leelee."
"One day, I remember, we had five gallons
of ice cream in the containers. Eighteen
people were here for the day, playing tennis, swimming, sunbathing, and so on.
Everybody experimented at the fountain,
and by night not a dishful of ice cream
The fountain is a semi-circle built into
the
end of
!" the room before half-a-dozen
remained
Venetian-blinded windows. The counter is
spill-proof,
restless
feet.
Beneath and
the there's
counter aarerail
the for
containers,
each equipped with four kinds of ice cream,
a dishwasher, and a small frigidaire in
which ice is always handy and wherein odd
kinds of cream can be made.
"We always keep a big can of pretzels
behind the fountain," said Ginger, exhibiting it, "and cans of popcorn, nuts and
syrup for our 'messes.' You'd be surprised

how much a dash of salt adds to the sweet
dish. Lots of the crowd who come here
like whole salted peanuts on their ice
cream. Candied ginger is good, too, used
instead of nuts. Almonds seem the favorite
nut for fancy dishes. But most of us go in
for jam or thick preserves as sundaes. Ever
try whole red sour cherries preserved in
thick syrup?"
Ginger's own favorite is double-chocolate
sundae, a holdover from childhood. One of
her guests insists that a sprinkle of grapenuts improves any ice cream dish.
"Bananas seem to vanish here," observed
Mrs. Rogers. "I suppose that's because a
banana split seems complicated and interesting to make. Parfaits, too, have their
devotees — you know, a small scoop of strawberry, one of pineapph, one of pistachio,
tllflf

"On top of the world!" Ginger's own description of her hill-top home. Across
page on left, she relaxes for a little
knitting on the terrace. Grand for
nerves, knitting! Above, she takes in her
very own view. Left, at the famous soda
bar in her playroom, concocting one of
the dainty dishes described in our story.
a dash of whipped cream and a dusting of
nuts. Or any variation."
A favorite
parfait of Ginger's is made as
follows
:
ANGEL

PARFAIT

cup sugar
2% egg
water
cup whites
1 pint
whipping cream
2 teaspoons Burnett's Vanilla
teaspoon salt
Yiq water
Boil
and sugar slowly without
(Continued on page 81)
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leaves

Shampoo

hair unbelievably
and

radiantly

—whether

Discovery

soft, manageable,
beautiful

dry, normal

THIS summer, you can easily and
quickly see your hair become
more glamorous than you ever
dreamed possible. Soft, radiantly
beautiful, easy to manage— even on
hottest days. For, today, there are
two amazing kinds of Drene Shampoo, which work seeming beauty
miracles for hair during hot summer
months. Remove beauty-clouding
dirt, grease and perspiration with a
single sudsing. Leave hair silkysmooth, fragrant, beautiful beyond
description.
For you to possess such glorious hair,
simply do this: If your hair is inclined to be dull, dry-looking, and
unmanageable, use the new Special
Drene Shampoo for Dry Hair. Otherwise, use Regular Drene.
Drene performs this beauty miracle
because it is different from ordinary
shampoos. So different that 'the
process by which it is made has been

LUSTRE

LONG

ALL SUMMER
Amazing

NEW

or oily

patented. Drene is not a soap — not
an oil. It employs a remarkable, new,
patented cleansing element that actually makes 5 times more lather
than soap in hardest water. Lather
so gentle, yet so active, that dirt,
grease, perspiration — even loose dandruff flakes — are washed away with
a single sudsing and thorough rinsing
in plain water. We have not found a
milder, safer, more beautifying shampoo. Yet, hair is left gloriously brilliant without the need of lemon, vinegar, or special after-rinses of any kind.
Procter & Gamble make and guarantee Drene Shampoo — which is used
by more women than any other brand
of shampoo. Get either Special Drene
for Dry Hair, or Regular Drene at
drug, department or 10c stores. Or,
ask for a Drene Shampoo at your
beauty shop. You'll be thrilled to see
how easy it is to keep your hair brilliantly beautiful during the summer
with Drene.
Trade Mark Reg. U. S. PaL Off.

In Hollywood
where all outdoors
is a playground
for
the
movie stars;
where beaches are
lined with worldfamous
—
a survey beauties
made by
the leading Hollywood newspaper
rethat more
women vealed
now
buy
Drene Shampoo to
keep
their
beautiful
thanhair
all
other poos
leading
shamcombined.
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When the sun has burned your skin
until it is red, hot, and flaming, you
will appreciate cooling, soothing
Mentholatum. spread over the injured
skin like a soft blanket of snow. And
the medicinal ingredients will help
speed the healing process so that
your skin may soon start ^2
back to its normal, healthy
appearance.
MENTHOLATUM
Gives
COMFORT
Daily
REMOVE
HAIR

without

razor, liquid OC
paste or powder LVC
Baby Touch Hair Remover is the
new, amazing way to remove hair
from
arms, legs
face a— quickly
and safely.
Usedandlike
powder
puff. Odorless, painless, better
than a razor. Baby Touch gives the
skin that soft, white appearance of youth and beauty.
Satisfaction guaranteed. At drug and department stores
or send 25c for one or $1.00 for five of the Baby Touch
Pads. Baby Touch Mittens (Two sides) 35c each, 3 for
$1.00. Will last about 3 months.
BABY TOUCH HAIR REMOVER CO.
2328 Olive Street
St. Louis, Mo.
NEW HAIR LOVELINESS
A Professional Treatment
For Home Use
Smart New York women are experiencing
new hair beauty with EGOFOAM shampoo
and EGO hairgroom. Bemoves dandruff,
cheeks
hair can
loss.be Clean,
soft,following
lustrous,simple
silkalized hair
yours by
instructions. Also for men.
If your store cannot supply you, mail $1.00
for a full-size combination or generous trial
size for 15 cents, coin or stamps. Honey
back guarantee.
EGOFOAM PRODUCTS CO.
15 E. 40th Street New York
10
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Alma

Talley

She's
played Ruggles
lots of comedy
with Charlie
Otherwise
Classic
Muse of Music
Old
Ornaments
strung around your
neck

47
49
51
53
55

Epoch
Wood chopping tool
He's married to Ruby Keeler
She co-stars
"Test Baba
Pilot"Goes
Comic
star ofin "Ali
to Town
Negrito
Passage in a movie theatre
Women's patriotic organization
A(abbrev.)
Jew
Body
lawmakers
Literaryof composition
Rhythm
Charlie
To yield McCarthy's father
Electric light globe
Unclosed
"- - - Tide," a movie
The M-G-M lion
Heroine of "Uncle Tom's
What a hen lays
She's Mrs. Joel McCrea
The elder (abbrev.)
Steamship (abbrev.)

61 Co-star
Odor of "Test Pilot"
11 She's featured in "There's
56
Woman" Hood"
Always
17
58
87 River embankment
playsa "Robin
He
16 Premature
88 and
" RogersDoor," with Hepburn 62
18
Star
of
"Divorce
of
Lady
X"
19 Golf mounds
64
20 She's starred in "It's All
st"
65
"Conque
in
n
90
Muscle
Napoleo
89
2 2 Load
68
91 Common wool fabric
70
23
Latest
25 Annually
DOWN
72
74
1 Acquire
27 She
75
2 Part of verb to be
Kent recently married Robert
Yours"
77
29 Owned
78
3 He's featured in "Jezebel"
31 To act
4 Those who don't win
79
32
Dry
(as
wine)
5
He
plays
Yonnie
in
"Happy
35 Shut up!
81
6 Oceans
36 Pertaining to the state
83
7
Her
big
mouth
is
featured
in
38 Behold!
Killed
84
40
86
8 "College
To make Swing"
a mistake
41 To bind
88
43 Prefix meaning three
r
9 Spectacle
44 She's Mrs. Johnny
Landing'd ' star in "Professo
Weissmuller
10 He's featured in "Call
46 Part of your foot
Answer to
11 Exist
48 To place in order (as troops)
12 To
dispose
of
for
money
Yukon"
50 Note of the scale
of the
Last Month's Puzzle
Beware"
13 Salvers
52 True
14 movie
"In - - - Chicago," a
00EJHH aSDOB
53
Good
54 Holly
Cabin"
BaBHH HHHHH
HHfflHB
15 Female sandpiper
isaa hehs mmwa ass
55 Scottish swing gal in "Goldwyn 20 Evergreen tree
21 Large spoon
qqhb nras ana \nuum
24 Baby
Droll
57 Star of "Women Are Like
26
Fish eggs
asmn rama hejbq
□B 0QG3HSO ESBDQ QCS
59 Collection of data
27 Tap dancing male star
60 Note
of the scale
mm
SEE HHB QEHHK2
Follies"
28 She's the box-office
□OH □□□□ HSHE] OEH
61 He's co-starred in "Girl of
HHE1H0 HHK3 HEH HSd
30 Everyone
63 Belonging
them
the Golden toWest"
HE
53HEJr300 HQ
66 Either
34 Neckbands
HHEJQ SHE] OBESE
lie"
That"you use to see a movie 33
"Rosa
67 What
played
She
37
The
second
wife
in
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69 Public notice (abbrev.)
"The Good Earth"
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DAYS

New star! Roy Rogers, singing,
riding, romancing Western hero.
Celeste N. Some of the films in which
Joan Bennett appeared were "Bulldog
Drummond," "Three Live Ghosts," "Misthese are
"Disraeli;"
the first sissippi
four Gambler,"
in which
she appeared. Her
latest have been "Vogues of 1938" and
"I Met My Love Again." Next, "The
Texans," opposite Randy Scott.
Adele B. Tim Holt's education began in
the Carl Curtis Grammar school ; then public high school and later, Culver Military
Academy. He graduated from Culver in
1936 with outstandingly high honors. He is
one of the best all-round young sportsmen
in Hollywood. Polo, swimming, tennis, and
badminton are his favorite sports. He is S
feet. 11 inches tall, weighs 165 pounds, has
light brown curly hair and brown eyes. He
played an important role in "Stella Dallas."
Theresa C. Ann Harding was born in
Texas, August 17, 1904. Her real name is
Anna Gately. Her first stage experience
was with the Provincetown Players, after
which she played in "Tarnish," "The
Woman Disputed," "The Trial of Mary
Dugan," and various other plays. She appeared on the screen for the last six years.
Now she is the wife of Werner Janssen,
composer-conductor, and has not made a
picture since her marriage.
Ruth S. of Boston. You want to know
all about Barton MacLane? He was born
in Columbia, S. C. Graduated from Wesleyan University in 1925, appeared on the
stage in several plays, after which Paramount signed him for a long-term contract.
More recently, under the Warner Bros,
banner.
L. B. H. Who played in the film, "Miss
Lulu Bett"? Some Years ago, you say; to
be exact, it was sixteen years ago ! It was
produced by William de Mille for Paramount, in 1921. Lois Wilson played the lead.
Some of her other pictures were "The
Covered Wagon," "What Every Woman
Knows," "Manslaughter," "On Trial," "The
Show-off," "There's Always Tomorrow,"
and many others.
Geraldine S. Allan Jones, Charles Winniger, Paul Robeson, Donald Cook, Sammy
White and Francis X. Mahoney were the
male cast of "Show Boat." Wendy Barrie
came from England. No, she isn't married.
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DEODORANT

in underarm
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the made
HERE'S
daintiness
to order for busy,
fastidious moderns! The new Odorono
ICE meets all the requirements . . . quick
application, greaseless, cooling, checks perspiration!
Based on an entirely new principle —
this new ICE deodorant disappears as
you put it on. Leaves your underarm cool
and refreshed, yet checks perspiration

instantly! You can forget about offending odors and embarrassing stains for as
much as three whole days. Use Odorono
ICE according to directions on the label
of the jar.
Protect your feminine charm — the
friendships that are your natural right!
Get a jar of Odorono ICE today ! Only
35(5 at all toilet-goods departments.
"SAFE— cuts down clothing damage, when
to directions,"
used according
carefully
The National
Association
of Dyers says
and
Cleaners, after making intensive laboratory
tests of Odorono Preparations.
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of

discovery

the

century

At last a dentifrice energized by saliva! Cleans,
brightens, and polishes teeth as never before!
Because it reaches decay-ridden "blind spots"
that ordinary pastes, powders, and even water

GET

ACQUAINTED

OFFER

seldom enter.
Luster-Foam (C14 H27 Ob S Na), works a miracle in your
mouth and on your teeth . . . you can actually J eel it work. Not
a soap, yet it has penetrating power far beyond that of soap.
The moment saliva touches it, Luster-Foam generates tiny
aromatic bubbles of detergent energy (20,000 to the square
inch), which instantly surround and whisk away surface deposits that dull the teeth. Then, Luster-Foam's energy breaks
up decay-fostering deposits in the saliva before they have a
chance to glue themselves to the teeth.
Areas Never Reached

Before

Next, Luster-Foam surges into and cleanses as never before, remote spots which ordinary pastes and powders, even
water, may never reach ... the 60 "blind spots" between the
teeth and at the gum line where germs breed and decay acids
form ... the countless tiny cracks and fissures on teeth s.surfaces which catch and hold food, mucin, and discoloration

of the NEW
WHEN

YOU

BUY

FOR BIG 25* TUBE
Listerine Tooth Paste
ANOTHER

AT REGULAR

Lay aside your present tooth paste and try this extra-safe,
master-cleansing, luster-giving dentifrice that brings new
dental health and beauty. And now is the time to try it while
the Big 1 cent sale is on at all drug counters.
Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

PRICE

For the sole purpose of letting you discover for yourself the benefits of the improved NEW Listerine Tooth
Paste with Luster- Foam, we make this big
lf-sale bargain offer. Now at all drug counters. The supply is limited — act quickly. If
after giving the NEW Listerine Tooth Paste
a thorough trial, you are not satisfied, re- J
turn the partially used tube with the unused
yt. ^
tube, and we will refund purchase price. I|lr\%'r:
Money

Al

back

all drug

counters

NOW

Offer good only while dealer's supply lasts
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Loretta Young, right, acknowledged beauty and "best-dressed
in
girl." Above, with Joel McCrea
her latest picture. At far right,
Loretta the actress, as she appeared with Eric Linden in a
superb performance in "Life Begins"— remember?

An
LORETTA:

Open

Letter
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seemed to us as we watched that little girl grow up
ress of them
that she was going to be the best darn ceact
d
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us that we
"
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n'
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all. In "A Ma
ng
this girl. She
were right. There would be no stoppi
y
Awards as she
was going places, gathering Academ
a
ung, in case
tt
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re
s
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went. That girl's name wa
d.
ste
you're intere
Now what I'm curious about is this: what happened
a
to her? You should know. I see someone called Lorett
new picture
Young today, getting prettier with every
ful to
beauti
tly
—poised, expensively dressed, perfec
grace
ss
flawle
her
with
eye
the
watch. Soothing to
itely
exquis
her
with
ear
the
to
ng
soothi
nce;
and assura
all.
that's
—
But
ated voice.
modulated, carefully cultivshe
vanishes from the scene
She's a shadow, and when
someone else claims attention and I forget all about
s
her. Some newcomer like Marjorie Weaver bounce
n,
abando
joyous
,
earted
on and with a bit of wholeh
and a Prayer," with
captures the show. In "Four Men
all the masculine inspiration afforded by David Niven
and George Sanders and Richard Greene, you were as
ever — but
lovely, as gracious, as gorgeous to look at asSnow
White
Miss
's
Disney
there.
h
there was no warmt
had more substance.

to

Loretta

Young

Can't a Glamor Girl be a human being as well. In
reality.
attaining pictorial perfection, must you lose
a wan
and
rags
in
around
go
you'd
Not that I wish
as
show
n
fashio
a
like
I
on.
look, registering recessi
well as the next one. But the "most famous models m
the world" in "Vogues of 1938" wore clothes beautifully, too, and you don't see them on the screen.
Consider the actresses — Bette Davis, Colbert, Lombard, Oberon, Shearer — all of them get around, are
the
dressed by Carnegie, or Chanel, or Schiaparelli, as
the
and
o
Morocc
case may be; know Whitneys, visit El
Trocadero, frankly enjoy life on the upper levels. But
and this is what's important — they don't show it
screen. They manage to remain, by mad eff°rt
the
on
or sheer artistry, convincing actresses and likeable
personalities. They have life, and color, and humor,
and they make you believe in everything they do,
whether they believe it themselves or not.
Now if you've lost interest in acting, as such, skip
it. But I don't think you have. I think you're as
your brilfiercely ambitious as a Crawford; I know you
really
liant intelligence can get you anywhere
care to go. So — please go ahead again. Make us "sorry"
for you again, Loretta, please!
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Come

along with Screenland's exclusive cameraman as he catches

the stars off-guard at gay
all around

town! Watch

spots

for this

feature every month, for the real
ens low-down

We know you've never seen Gary
Cooper and his wife pictured so carefree as they
aretheabove!
Weissman's
camera
catches
Coopers
as they
stop dancing to say hello to a table
of friends including Franchot Tone,
at right. Now catch the Fred MacMurrays in a rare off-guard close-up
at a preview, upper right. And now
here's a grand shot of Margaret
Sullavan as she greets Ginger Rogers
at the Trocadero — Maggie's agent
husband, Leland Hayward, is also
Ginger's agent.
14

on

pet celebrities

Charlie
is missing from McCarthy
the gay group
at
left — but that's just why
Edgar Bergen looks so
happy.
Ken Hall
Murray and
at left,
with Jon
his
bride, Songbird Frances
Langford. Below: who says
Janet Gaynor and Tyrone
Power were only publicityromancers? If you ask us,
we'd say that the callingoff is the publicity, not the
romance. Anyway, our
camera snoop catches up
with Janet and Ty at LaMaze, restaurant with most
exotic food — and hugest
portions — in all Hollywood.

Presenting Screenland's exclusive ace camera reporter, hen Weissman, whose candid flashes will he a
regular monthly feature of this magazine from now on.

More LaMaze, and I'amour! Those perennial newlyweds, Alice
other as Weissman's
Faye and Tony Martin, beam at eachAlice's
orchid coiffure?
How'd you like
close-ups 'em.
camera
At
left, Claudette
Colbert steps out with her husband, Dr. Joel
Pressman. She's wearing just one of her new Paris gowns.

15

More

spot-shots of the stars In the

Hollywood Whirl, by Screenland's
on-the-spot camera reporter, Len
Weissman.

Watch

every month

for this feature

from now on!

A big party for producer Darryl Zanuck at the Trocadero brought out Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Boyer, top left. Note that Pat (Paterson) Boyer is wearing one
of the currently popular modern diamond-and-gold bracelets, and carrying the
big evening vanity now in vogue among Hollywood beauties. The large picture
above shows the different ways stars react to the flash-shots. Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., fingers his tie; Merle Oberon turns away to save her eyes; Jimmy Stewart
says, "I can't take it!" but Norma Shearer looks right at the camera with
unruffled poise. The place, the Victor Hugo in Beverly Hills, where the party
dined after the opening of the Ice Follies in Hollywood. Left, Norma in her
white Grecian gown sails right in to the food, with Jimmy Stewart at left. How
do you like this combination?
16

Trust Len Weissman to line up an interesting group like this, below!
Screenland's demon camera reporter catches those chums, Merle Oberon
at the wedding of Basil Rathbone's son, Rodion.
and Norma Shearer,
Louella Parsons, noted movie columnist, and her husband, Dr. Martin, and
Eddie Goulding, director, complete the group. At left below, Jon Hall
and George Raft turn out for soft-ball game for charity. At right below,
Voyage" party
"Boncouple.
at the
his awife,
and are
Fonda
Henry The
happy
gala glimpse
really
Fondas
Zanuck.
for of

In this month's rotogravure we show you Sonja Henie at
home and the dinner party she gave. Now, above, Weissman
follows the Henie party as it progresses that same evening,
with Sonja cutting the cake while Richard Greene, Eleanore
Whitney, Martha Raye, Dorothy Lamour, and Harry Losee
look on. Right, a party for popular Jack Benny had that
zany, Don Ameche, giving Jack a piggy-back ride. Place:
the Cocoanut Grove of the Los Angeles Ambassador Hotel.
Below, at the same party June Collyer Erwin enjoys a dance
with husband Stu. Now, at botton of page, the Agony
Sextet, made up of Ameche, George Burns, Chester Lauck
(Lum of radio's Lum 'n Abner), Jack Benny, Stuart Erwin,
and Jimmy Ritz, do a little of that late-hour yodeling.

Get

into the party spirit of Hollywood with the cream

of the

candid spot-shots by Weissman
shown on these pages!
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mischievousness or into abstract seriousness and aloofness, on the whole thoroughly likable. Nelson said : "Go
ahead, write anything you want so long as you stick to

faCtS-"
■ •
1 U
■ Kbeen
Being endowed with a sensitive nature and having
the
(take
so
ssingly
embarra
even
frequently misquoted,
time a woman reporter with a grudge quoted Nelson
as saying: "Hollywood actresses are insincere and look
be
like animated paint boxes !")— Nelson can scarcelywith
blamed for his present attitude. On the other hand,
few exceptions every story that has appeared in print on
Nelson sounds like a phonograph record, reeling off the
same tune : that Eddy was a newspaper copy-desk editor
who couldn't pay for vocal lessons, so
he learned to sing from Caruso's
ngs, and he bemmmr
phonograph recordi
came a concert artist and was picked
up by an M-G-M talent scout at a Los
Angeles concert and skyrocketed to
in "Naughty Marietta."
the stories tell how hard he
constantly and continually
movies, recordings, appearing
radio and in concert — and
consign
and vow they'd
editors sigh to
the wastepaper basket
such stories
because the theme is so worn out — if
there were any others. Writers delve
for new angles on Nelson, but he edits
out all the personal and intimate
things they write about him for fear

stardom
Yes,
works,
making
on the

otes, him.
misqu
they'l
either.So you can't
writer
blame l the
It all started (stepping out with
Below, another candid camera glimpse
of Miss Mann w ith Mr. Eddy. At right
below, a love scene with Jeanette MacDonald, his screen sweetheart. Our story
is no stereotyped studio interview, but the
real account of a colorful meeting with
Nelson Eddy pictured at his best, that
is, himself — as in the portrait at right.

y

I'd
Mctro-G
I told
when one
I mean),
they said.
Eddy,
course, Mayer
n. Ofoldwynafternoo
to Nelson
to talk
like
It sounded that easy. Nelson was home so they telephoned
whom).
with but
he said he had a date, was busy — (he didn't say
him,
Then that Eddy conscience went to work on Nelson
(he has a very stern New England one, that would be
convenient to chuck once in a while, only it sticks right
with him) , so he called back and told the studio he'd talk
to Now
me next
at two knows,
o'clock. Nelson is very particular
as day
everyone
about any encroachment on his privacy or personal life.
So when Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer sent me out to his home
in Beverly Hills in a studio car, Mr.
Eddy just secreted himself upstairs,
and had his secretary greet me at
the door, and inform me that Mr.
Eddy had just left for the studio to
keep the appointment. But there in
front of his drive stood his long convertible sports sedan !
Nelson and I arrived at the studio
at the same time, and breathlessly
barged into the publicity office.
'Aou should know better than to
send anyone out to my home," he
reprimanded a head of that department. Then he turned and saw me
standing right behind him.
"You should know better than to
have your secretary say you're not
home when your car was standing
right Nelson
there inlooked
front,"a bit
I countered.
And
sheepish,
and apologized.
"I'm sorry, really I am," he said.
"But a fellow has to have some
sanctity, and I've been trying to
keep my house address a secret.
only moved four times since
lived out here, but movie-guides
on Sunset (Please turn to page

I've
I've
out
87)
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Is the Immortal Dummy unfair to Edgar Bergen? Here's
a frank report on that
very interesting question

By

Charles

Darnton

The dominant Dummy sits quietly by on the set
and lets McCarthy
Bergen do and
all the
work!Bergen
You'll inseea both
Charlie
Edgar
new
film called "Letter of Introduction." At bottom of
page: Bergen with Andrea Leeds and Adolphe
Menjou — reunion from "Goldwyn Follies;" and at
right, the priceless pair with Rita Johnson.
the least of his lively satisfactions. Yet, frown as well he
might upon so gauche a vulgarism, he was hogging the
scene.
It was a scene in "Letter of Introduction" at Universal
Studio, with all eyes on Charlie. Those of the Belascolike John Stahl were fixed solely and intently on Mr.
T WAS a pleasant surprise to find Charlie McCarthy
at breakfast. And surely he found himself in pleasant
company, what with the charming Andrea Leeds and
the distingue Adolphe Menjou, not to mention the inseparable Edgar Bergen. Then, too — my eyes !— there
was an imposing English butler for our young friend to
cock his monocle at over the gleaming silverware. Clawss,
Bergen, upper clawss !
For that matter, Charlie himself was realizing the lofty
ambition of many a Broadway actor by wearing a high
hat to breakfast. Glossily assured, no one could put anything over on him. Not, possibly for anatomical reasons,
that he was putting" anything down. Food seemed to be

Bergen's impish boy. After ordering the scene to be done
again, the white-haired director delightedly exclaimed,
"That's what I want !"
"Then wyin'ell didn't you say so in the first place?"
snapped Charlie.
Life, as always with Charlie on the premises, was
merry and bright. Broad grins widened the faces of
cameramen, electricians, prop men, carpenters and script
girl, all on the qui vive — or maybe it was just their toes
— for the unexpected to happen. Mr. Bergen could be
relied upon for that. But, in his bland innocence, you'd
think butter wouldn't melt on his morning toast.
More than once both Miss Leeds and Mr. Menjou had

to clip into their coffee to save their faces. But Charlie
caught Bergen at it and brought him up sharply with,
"At home he drinks out of the saucer." The poor butler
had nothing to cover his discomfiture, only the tony coffee pot, and he couldn't drink out of that. Strutting
pompously about, his plumpish figure made an open
target for Charlie's lightning shafts. And what do you
suppose that little brat did when his helpless victim was
serving him ? Burped, that's what he did ! Then he had
the unblushing cheek to put the onus of it, a breach of
etiquette Emily Post never would condone, on that pained
family retainer by magnanimously chirping, "That's all
old man, I do it myself sometimes !"
right,
All these little things, including the burp, were not out
of the script, but straight out of Bergen. No one, even
the chortling director, knew what was coming next. Same
here. For no sooner had the unpredictable Bergen finished
breakfast than he went to lunch, taking Charlie and me
along to his dressing-room. On the door, nothing if not
significant, was Charlie's name in large letters and Bergen's in small ones. Plainly, the living man had deliberately subordinated himself to his inanimate creation.
Showmanship ? I couldn't quite believe that to be true. It
seemed far more likely that the inventor had come to feel
his invention had outgrown himself. In any case, it had
today made Edgar Bergen the most unique arid popular figure in the whole amusement world. So possibly
the explanation of his strangely interesting attitude
was to be found in a single word — gratitude.
What struck me as still more curious was the manner of the man. It was, almost startlingly, like Charlie's. That is, as Bergen talked his head kept turning,
quite unconsciously, right and left. Now please do not
let me for an instant give the impression there was in
this anything physically freakish. On the contrary, itwas a wholly natural reaction to his
words, part of the rhythm which is in him
and has gone into the making of Charlie McCarthy. At no time was it marked, at others
barely perceptible. {Please turn to page 84)
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A stirring serial reaches
its dramatic climax when
love awakens an impetuous star to the folly of
her social ambitions

By

Frederick

Stowers
CHAPTER

V

DHIL lit a cigarette and eased himself into a chair.
"Well, Duchess ?"
"Don't call me Duchess !"
"Sorry. Just what is your present ranking among the
nobility?" Marcia glared at him, but he went on, "Pardon
my stupidity, I almost forgot — you're Lady Mary — or do
you prefer La Court?"
"When you're through clowning I'd like to talk business," she said coldly.
"You may proceed at once. Your cold demeanor has
completely chilled my mood for humorous dalliance."
"It's about the premier of my picture. I want to arrange for an opening such as London or even Hollywood
has never seen before."
"Whew! You are asking for it in a big way."
"I'm not asking your advice," she said frigidly, "only
requesting your assistance as a publicity man in arranging the preview."
"All right, my lady," Phil said with a grim smile, "I
bow to your will. I gather what you want is a Sid Grauman opening in London : lights, loud speakers, introductions, and all that stuff ?"
"Will you arrange for everything?" she evaded coldly.
"Oh, gladly. I'll even elaborate on it !"
"Please don't be sarcastic, Phil. Up until now you've
been so sweet, letting me have my way about this picture."
"Sweetness didn't enter into it," he said with disarming frankness. "I simply grew tired of fighting you and
trying to convince you I knew what was best for your
career. I decided that the only way to cure you was to
24

Marcia's eyes
flashed anger for
a brief moment,
then she faced
her titled guests
and with a dignity that mocked
their own studied
"I'd like to prepoise, she said:
sent my manager,
Mr. Phil Burns,
and my father,
Mr. Joe Butch."
let you go ahead and do exactly as you pleased and bring
about your own destruction."
"You'll never give an inch to me, will you, Phil?"
"Not an inch."
Marcia regarded him with a touch of pity. "Why?

Is

it because you love me?"
Phil gave a start, then became cold. "You may remember that when we originally made an association I
told you that first, last, and all the time our relations
would
be strictly business?"
"I remember."
"Have

I ever stepped outside of that arrangement?"

"Well, no, you haven't."
"All right then, this is still strictly business. If I had

h time on — "
fromg whic
fourt'sdays wron
or "Wha
now?" Marcia
asked, immediately aroused.
"In the beginning your conception

Illustrated By
Lloyd Wright

nt," Phil
was magnifice
of Lady
g sincerity.
convincin
withMary
said,
"Really?" Marcia was pleased.
"It was superb. But lately — well,
I don't like to hurt you, Marcia, but
you've almost completely forgotten
your English mannerisms and accent.
Your strong American inhibitions
have tricked you into reverting to the
old Marcia Court of Hollywood."
ia Phil,
Marc
cried. you can't mean that!"
"Oh
"That's the way it is."
"But I was afraid I had been too
broad

she

at the start,"

said un-hapily.

"You have to be broad to put this
sort of thine over on the screen. And
you've definitely got to decide what
nationality you're going to be in this
picture. This hopping back and forth
from high English to low American
will give your public the jitters. You'll
Anne."
emulate
well to
do "Oh—
Anne
!"
She's never once
Anne.
"Yes,
gotten out of character since she

can girl."
the Ameri
g well
d playin
starte
said
res
of her,"„ Marcia
rather ly.
to thinkful
seem ent
"You
her today.
"W
ed marria
t!
I propos
" ge to -e
"I do. ha
1 • A
mildly.
"I asked the lady to be my wife, Phil explained
"Well! Did she accept you?"
"No; she's in love with Larry."
is too bad."
"Wh
"Oh! Now thaty?"

.

smu
in love with
. her," .j;Marcia
"He isn'tgly

. ,

.a

said, a trine

"Do you know that to be a fact f
"Well, if showing a preference for one's society means

"Then you're aces? But I shouldn t start planning a
" yet. It would be rather humiliating to disu —just
troussea
ng
anythicover
that Larry had merely been regarding you as a

I ,**/ &4 *f}

somewhat interesting specimen."
"If you say any more hateful things you wont be
Larry
invited to my supper party after the preview ! And
people
the smartest
for me—
the guests
."
to invite
on
is
nd
„
Lo
in going

. "He's actually agreed to do that t
Phil was stunned
.
"He certainly has."
What have you been doing to him, Marcia t
.
"Hmmm
"Why?"
.
, . ,
,
"It sounds as if you'd been letting your hair down and

loved you I could never have permitted you to make this
picture."
"Then why did you do it ?"
"Because I despise you !"
^
That s why
Marcia smiled with paternal sympathy.
you
you agreed to let me play Lady Mary— because
despised me?"
.
"Yes, I was frankly giving you the chance to make
a fool of yourself."
"Poor Phil! I'm sorry to have disappointed you.
"Oh but you haven't. In fact, I was happily surprised.
three
You've played the part beautifully— until the last

n." by that?"
.
of turmean
do you
aking out
spe"What
"Marcia," Phil said, gravely sympathetic, I m afraid
First he
you've been revealing your true self to Larry.
t
wants to see me on the set— for a reason you wouldn
understand. And now he's deliberately throwing you to

"
to my party or not?
wolves.
the"Do
you
furiously. to come
manded want

she de-

"My dear girl, this is the most perfect build-up to the
n t
most pathetic let-down I've ever heard of. I should
."
worldsbetter
it foryou'd
miss
"Then
stop being funny.

"Most abject apologies, your highness."

of you ; but you were the hit of the
"I'm good only because of Maryou know."
piece,
cia— there's
something about that
girl — she has tremendous sweep."
"Oh, come now, Anne, thafs
being
"No,over-generous."
it's being honest. She's
really magnificent. She'll be the
biggest
thingWell,
in pictures."
"Really!
I'll be relieved
when this night is over. I've never
been through such frightful sus"Did you see Phil at the the"Only for a moment

Her eyes luminous, her head
held high, Marcia was
somehow the greatest lady
of them all, as she went
through the doorway to the
dining room on the arms
of her gallant knights.

and then

he was with some strange little man I'd
never seen before."
"He's beenpense."
acting queerly for the last few
days," Anne said thoughtfully.
atre?"
"You can't
blame him for being nervous.
He's probably dreading seeing Marcia again.
And I shouldn't be surprised if he didn't
turn up at all tonight."
"Oh, don't worry ; he'll want to be in at the kill !"
"Hmmm. There'll probably be a bit of bloodshed.
But I suppose they'll survive it ; these Americans are the
most amazing people."
"I think they're sweet," Anne said with a contented
smile.
"Huh !" Stewart looked at her sharply. "Well, I'll still

"And another thing, if you
do come, you've got to promise
me something."
Phil's eyes became bright
and hard. "Ah, I'm to be a conditional guest — on sufference ?"
"This party means everything to me and I won't have
you doing something to make me uncomfortable."
Phil got up. "Yes, I know. I'll try to be the little gentleman." His eyes glinted cruelly as he walked to the door
with her. "But as a last humane gesture I think I should
warn you that the British have a way of turning social
climbers into court buffoons."
As Marcia went out Phil crossed to Stewart's desk
and picked up the phone. As he waited he said to himself, "May God forgive me — Marcia never will. . . ."
Then
intothethe
phone,
that?? IOhwant
yes,to connect
me with
cable
office."What's
Cable office
send a
cable to Hollywood

to Mr. Joe Butch."

The lovely drawing room in Marcia's London apartment was deserted except for Larry Stewart, in evening
clothes, walking back and forth, smoking a cigarette as
he impatiently watched the graceful curve of stairs leading to the upper floor. He was relieved to see Anne
descending. Snuffing out his cigarette he met her at the
foot of the stairs. "Well?"
"Not a word," Anne told him.
"She hasn't mentioned the picture."
"No. She's only interested in the outcome of her
supper party. She's worried to death for fear the guests
won't arrive."
"But surely she must realize they laughed in the wrong
places — if she expected them to take her seriously?"
"I think she's overcome that the picture received such
a tremendous ovation."
"Did they actually like it for what it is?"
"They loved it ! It's grand entertainment, and killingly
funny. And no matter what difficulties we may have with
Marcia the picture will make a million. It'll put you at
the top, Larry."
Stewart was pleased. "I say, old girl, that's handsome
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British."
vote
"I've
been
"What
!" counting on that," Anne said softly.
"I've been counting on your being as thoroughly
British as Big Ben, with English preferences so deeply
rooted that they could never change."
"But, Anne, surely you didn't think — "
"Yes, Larry, I did — for a time."
"Anne, darling, how could you be so ridiculous !"
"Forgive me !"
Stewart took Anne in his arms and kissed her as the
butler softly crossed the drawing room to the hallway.
Marcia came around the curve of the stairs. She paused
for one shocked moment to view the tableau below, then
Lord and Lady Marble were ushered in. Anne and
Stewart broke as Marcia, regaining poise, descended the
steps to meet her guests. Anne and Larry exchanged a
brief glance, wondering if Marcia had seen them.
Marcia, the charming hostess, greeted Lord and Lady
Marble. "I'm so happy you could come."
"My dear, all the King's Guards couldn't have kept
me away — after having seen your picture."
"Nor I," said Lord Marble. "I've always regarded the
cinema as rather stupid. But, my dear girl, you were a
treat ; and you too, Anne. I really can't say which of you
gave the finer performance."
"That's sweet of you," Marcia said graciously. "I'm
sure
the honors
to explorer,
Anne."
Ronald
Pelton,gothe
a fine sunbrown fellow,
came in with a bright-eyed, rangy English girl. Lord
and Lady Marble drifted down to Stewart and Anne as
Marcia greeted Pelton and the girl.
"Mr. Pelton, it was so good of you to come and bring
Miss Buffington."
"It was jolly of you to ask us," said Pelton. "And I
want to compliment you on the most delightfully ironical
characterization I've ever seen. Your polo contretemps

were
amusing." of a blow to Marcia, but it was
Thisdashed
was something
quickly passed over by the arrival of new guests. The
butler and a maid came with hors d'oucvres and cocktails. As the guests were seated {Please turn to page 90)
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Contest

Shirley

invites

youngsters,

you —

oldsters,

everybody — to enter her
new Screenland contest.
New prizes — no hard
work — just fun for the
family. Join in!

Here is the newest and, we think, the
loveliest photographic portrait of Shirley
as she looks today, age nine. Beautiful
will be
reproductions of this photograph
included among the prizes, personally
herself.
autographed by the little star
And don't forget — Second Prize is the
original of our cover.

HERE
FIRST
PRIZE:

SECOND
PRIZE:

THIRD
PRIZE:

ARE

PRIZES!

THE

te Wardrobe of Shirley Temple clothes
A Compleng
consisti of:
3 party frocks (the type of dresses little girls like
to wear— and little girls' mothers like to have
them
sions) wear — on Sundays and very special occa-
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little Temby
inscrib
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PRIZE
herself to one dozen winners of Fourth Prizes

2 summer dresses
5 back-to-school dresses (useful, of course, but very
nice, too.)

FIFTH

The Original Cover Portrait of Shirley Temple by
Marland Stone appearing on this issue of ScREEKLAND — suitably framed, a beautiful picture in full
color, a perfect likeness of the beloved little star
at the age of 9 — anyone, man, woman, or child,
would be proud to own it

Another Wardrobe of Shirley Temple clothes consisting of:
2 party frocks
I summer dress
3 back-to-school dresses

Back-to-school Wardrobe consisting of 6 practical
— and pretty school dresses

PRIZE:

SIXTH
PRIZE:

Current Wardrobe consisting of 3 dress-up frocks
and I summer dress

SEVENTH
PRIZE:

3 summer dresses

ADDITIONAL
PRIZES:

31 back-to-school dresses to be given as single

the Page for Rules
Now Please
prizesTurn
and Complete Instructions of Contest!
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Screenland presents, by popular request, our
third Shirley Temple Contest. Yes, the little
star is growing up, but so gracefully that
she is keeping all her "old" admirers and winning new friends and fans all the time. According to present plans' of Mr. and Mrs. George
Temple, Shirley's parents, the most famous little
girl in the world will, upon completion of
"Lucky Penny" for 20th Century-Fox, start on
a vacation trip which will take her to the principal cities of the United States, with special
emphasis upon Washington, D. C, where she
will visit the President and Mrs. Roosevelt;
New York, the New England Coast — in fact,
all points of historical interest possible. No,
it will not be a "personal appearance tour'' —
but inevitably some lucky people will see Shirley, if only for a glimpse; and will be thrilled
to answer Question Number 1 in our contest :
"What do you think of Shirley in person?" But
if you miss seeing Shirley in person, then answer Question Number 2: "Why I would like
person."
in 300
Templethan
see Shirley
to
sure
Be your
words.State
in not more
answer
to read the rules on opposite page. Your answers need not be elaborate. Clarity and cleverness will count, of course ; but simply stated
as "fussy"
as much
carry can
answers will
ahead!
Now go
enter! weight
Anyone
entrants.

So many little girls wanted to "wear clothes like
Shirley Temple's" that there is now a steady
supply of dresses such as Shirley wears. On this
page we show you typical Shirley Temple dresses,
of which we offer many in our contest.

The Shirley Temple dresses offered in Screenland contest courtesy of Rosen.an
Bros., Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturers of the Shirley Temple dresses.
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Shirley swings it, wearing one of her favorite
dresses, above. She poses in other models also
on this page. Perhaps you will be lucky enough
to catch a personal glimpse of Shirley herself
as she takes her vacation trip. Then you will
wish to write what you think of her "in the
flesh," not a motion picture. But even if you
don't see Shirley you can enjoy this contest, so
get busy right away and write your answer to
one of our two contest questions. Below, Shirley
in a scene with Charles Farrell from her latest
film, completed before her vacation.

Contest, S
New York,

I am enteri
with my letter
Name
City
Street Address.

What's

happening

to

our

Glamor Boys and Girls? Trading the Troc for the truly
rural? Read and see!

Liza

Can you imagine Carole
Lombard taking a correspondence course in
agriculture? If you
can't, better read our
story and be convinced.
Left, Lombard, the
Farmerette. Below, with
Clark Gable on the
ranch. Left below, Barbara Stanwyck of the
"Marwyck Ranch."
International

i a murderer,
a taker. But I
:.s my surprise
role Lombard,
and practically
insufficiently al•- filiation."
that's something
■light before comirole repeated with
oddling moth, a demean a thing to yon,

but to me they are very important. Go away, please. I'm
was when a friend could find some very enterTimein citrus."
deep
taining reading matter in the Lombard living room, the
newest biography, the latest fiction, even a juicy detective
story with a murder in every chapter. But no more. The
table was cluttered with Bulletin 417, "Poultry Feeding;
Principles and Practice;" and Bulletin 515, "The European Brown Snail in California," and Bulletin 595,
"Flavors of Milk and their Control." I finally decided
in favor of "The Continuous Can Washer for Dairy
Plants" but relinquished that in favor of "Alfalfa Diseases." You have no idea.
And time was, out Hollywood way, when a movie star

concentrated on her allure, her star sapphires, her exotic
perfumes specially blended to suit her temperament, her
Schiaparelli, and her diamond bracelets, and was rarely
seen by her public except when, hatted and coated in
sables she stepped out of her aristocratic town car — the
very embodiment of glamor, success, wealth, all the
magic things that human beings long for. But that was
before the Glamorous Ones discovered the soil ! I'm sure
Columbus discovering America (or was it another guy?)
couldn't have been more excited than the movie folk were
when they first sighted land in San Fernando Valley.
Such screaming and carrying on! Dirt — which used to
be something they read in the lowdown column of a local
trade paper — suddenly became something just too, too

tect built themselves smart little twenty-six room farmhouses with hot and cold running water, barbecues, bars,
swimming pools, and terrible odors from the stables
when the wind blew the wrong way. It's really not for
fun, they said — having the time of their lives, or pretending to— it's all for revenue. So they planted fruit or feed
and stocked up on horses and cows.
Among the movie crowd farming away like mad for
revenue out in the San Fernando Valley are Barbara
Stanwyck, Robert Taylor, Paul Kelly, Francis Lederer,
Hugh Herbert, Ruby Keeler and Al Jolson, Frances
Dee and Joel McCrea, Wallace Beery, Mae West, Edward Everett Horton, and a whole slue of writers and
directors. Mae West uses her ranch lands for a trotting

could grow things in. Why, it's rumored
that they
divineseveral
of the girls even broke their long red finger
that
nails pulling up a weed or two in the alfalfa. Hollywood
went back to the soil with a vengeance.
The most popular stampede was out around Chatsworth, Reseda, and Hidden Valley. There was something

track. Eddie Everett Horton calls his vast estate "Belly
Acres" on account he claims he built it from belly laughs
and so serious is Eddie over being a gentleman farmer
that he comes into town on Saturday nights to meet with
the city fathers to discuss taxes and drainage. His pigs

hill they just couldn't resist. Here they cut
about a rolling
themselves
a flock of acres, ranging from twenty to two
hundred, and with the assistance of an expensive archi-

are his pride and joy, and no guest at "Belly Acres" can
avoid a visit to the pigpen with Eddie. My dear, bringof parfum and don't wear anything shimmering
plenty
and
sheer.
Barbara

Stanwyck

has turned her

acreage into a stock farm for thoroughbred horses and the inhabitants of Reseda no longer bat their eyes when Barbara and Bob, in dungarees and looking
cat wouldn't even
like something
bring
in, do theirtheSaturday shopping in
stores."
grocery
the local
went
in for
walnuts
and Francis
was so Lederer
pleased
with his first crop that he sent little
burlap bags around to his friends with

More high-powered Hollywood
hayseeds! Bing Crosby, above
left, actually enjoys operating one
of the tractors he purchased for
use on his ranch near Del Mar,
a few miles from the race track
the Crooner promoted. Crosby's
ranch is no mere rich man's toy,
but a paying establishment. Joel
McCrea,
above,
is a gets
down-toearth
farmer.
He really
dirt
in
nails, when
he isn't
busyhis onfinger
a picture.
Left, view
of
the McCrea ranch.

"Nuts to you" labels on them. Someone had to explain
to the handsome Czech that some people might get offended. Robert Taylor developed an overhead irrigation
system that may revolutionize farming in semi-arid areas.
Imagine.
Well, just as they had formerly lost plenty of dough
backing the middle dozen in Hollywood night clubs the
movie crowd, for the most part, proceeded to lose their
shirts trying to grow things that wouldn't grow and breed
things that wouldn't breed. They knew their camera
angles, but they didn't know their citrus fruits.
Now that's where Carole Lombard was smart. The
back to the farm movement hit her right between the
eyes, too, and there she was with nothing to do until her
next picture script was completed and Clark Gable gone
hunting in Mexico, so Carole drove out to the San Fernando Valley and bought herself ten acres of land. But
unlike her confreres she just didn't throw a bevy of cows,
horses, chickens and seeds at it and expect miracles — not
Carole. With all that merry madness, that priceless insanity that's as exhilarating as a double martini, Missy
Lombard is at times a very sensible young lady. "What
do I know about agriculture?" said Carole. "Nothing. I
can't afford a farm just for the luxury. I want a farm
that will pay for itself. I want to reap more than a
crop of freckles."

And that's how the luscious Miss
Lombard of the cinema came to take
a correspondence course. Now if I
can just meet a murderer and a
magician !
"Dear Sir," Carole wrote to the
"Howdy, city slicker!" is the greeting
you get from Hugh Herbert, below, on
his ranch in the San Fernando Valley,
where he raises prize live stock. Right
below, Hugh offers a snack to several
hundred pounds of ham and pork
chops. At top right, Paul Kelly shows
off to Lilian Bond the pride of his
Northridge ranch — the mare "Bad
Girl" and her colt, "Westwood Boy."

Agricultural Extension

Service of the University of

California, "I am interested in your correspondence
course in agriculture but before enrolling would like to
get some advice on the studies. Could you tell me how to
lay out fifty acres the most systematically to derive the
most from my land? Also could you suggest how to make
a farm of this size pay for itself ? I would like to take
all the courses in farming, so please let me know where
I should start and the prices."
And very soon the college of agriculture with a very
cheery letter had mailed Carole their pamphlet which
included the following valuable bits of information : How
to enroll — Each student who wishes to enroll for a correspondence course in agriculture is asked to pay a fee of
$2.00. On receipt of the application card and the fee, the
first two lessons of the course will be mailed. . . . Plan to
Follozv in Completing Course — On receipt of the first
lesson in the course the student should study the lesson
until he is able to answer the questions at the end without
reference to the text. Then he should write out the
answers and mail them to the Agricultural Extension
Service. When answers are received they will be corrected, graded, and returned to the student.
"Thank you so much for your prompt reply," wrote
Carole most politely to the Service. "I wish to take all
the courses that are available with the exception of
numbers 17 and 23, Pear Culture and Grape Growing. I
don't like pears and grapes. Therefore, if I owe you more
than the $2.00 fee please notify me and I will forward
You have no idea with what (Please turn to page 86)
by return mail."
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Can a movie actress have a private life? Here is one answer

A little French girl came to Hollywood,
and made a hit in her first film — right,
Simone as she appeared then. Today,
a recognized personality, she appears
with Don Ameche in "Josette," above.
And there's Simone herself, at upper
and lower right.
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THE most bewildered person in Hollywood today is Simone Simon. She
can't figure it all out. There she was being as quiet and unassuming as
a mouse with an inferiority complex, minding her own business, and
hurting no one — when pouf ! She suddenly finds her private life smeared all
over the front pages of the newspapers.
It is said that Twentieth Century-Fox spent $124,000 on billboard ads
alone giving the correct pronounciation of Simone 's name after the preview
of her first American picture in the summer of 1936. But today, in the summer of 1938, Simone would probably gladly give a goodly number of her
precious francs if quite so many people did not know how to pronounce it—
and print it.
It is all very confusing to the little French girl who crossed the ocean accompanied only by twelve trunks and an English dictionary. In France she
had boy friends and everyone said but of course, it is only natural. In France
she had temperament and everyone said but of course, she is an artiste. In
France she was generous to people who worked for her and they said Mile.
Simone, she is a lamb. But in Hollywood she has boy friends and it is considered scandalous ; she has temperament and she is called mean and disagreeableshe
;
is generous, and her generosity is far from appreciated. In
France she was loyal to her friends, and they in turn were loyal to her. In
Hollywood she is loyal to a friend and the friend — but you must have read
those newspaper stories which threatened to "tell all." No wonder Simone is
confused. It doesn't seem logical.
"I work hard," says Simone pouting those famous lips, "I support myself,
I do not meddle in other peoples' affairs. If I choose to have boy friends
what's wrong in that! I am not any different in this respect from millions
of girls all over the world. Why can't I have a private life of my own in
Hollywood ?"
That question was asked long ago by a girl named Mabel Normand. And
a girl named Clara Bow asked it once, too. And since Clara there have been
many other stars to ask, "Why — Why — Why?" like bewildered children.
Each new star who comes to Hollywood says, "My career belongs to my
studio and my public, but my private life belongs (Please turn to page 80)
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Romance

clings to Billie Burke,

girl of the
career

Glorifyin

g

the

A

merican

stage

who

portraying

has

built a

fluttering

ninity for the films. A graphic

Matron

IT WAS Edna Ferber who recently grumbled to Billie
I Burke, as the two friends were motoring to Palm
I Springs, that she wished to goodness she wouldn't get
typed with those fluffy, fluttery roles. Then, she asked
her, why she didn't step out and show 'em what she could
do? Billie's only reply was a laugh.
"I have to earn my own living," Billie was explaining
to me, "and I'm grateful for whatever comes my way. I
feel that my stage experience gives me a technique that
I can put to use now that the peaches and cream of youth
have passed me by, yet I realize I am in that in-between
period which bars a variety of roles ; too old for the
romantic heroine, too young for characters. Anyway, I
welcome comedy and dearly love these dizzy, daffy characterizations. Having lived and loved and suffered, I
understand the emotions that come to women and when
they face their Crowded Hour. I like to be on hand to
help unravel — or stir up, the feminine problems.
"Everything comes in order," she continued. "On the

glamor

Maud

new

femi-

close-up

Cheatham

stage, I portrayed glamorous, exciting heroines, and now,
on the screen, I play frivolous mothers — the vague, impractical kind that sometimes act as if they believed the
stork brings the babies. These ineffectual, flighty women
may seem more or" less alike, yet each has her own pattern and it is interesting to work it out. The wife in
'Topper' was overly ambitious and silly, but her sense of
humor saves her in the end. In 'Parnell' my character had
a little more depth than I'm usually permitted to have —
a relief — and too, I adore costume dramas. The hostess
in 'Dinner at Eight' is my favorite, because she represents
a large class of women who are fine and loyal in their
own way, but so selfishly absorbed in trivial interests
that they know nothing of what is happening in the lives
of their husbands or children. The actress-mother in
'Everybody
vanity, and
thought she
tramps. So,

Sing' was completely self-centered in her
the screwy mother in 'Merrily We Live'
was being very, very noble trying to save
you see, the undercurrent of emotion is always different
it must
be carried
out -and
consistently,
through
the entire
This is what
keeps picture.
up my
It's amazing

how

the

Pagliacci
pace — a laugh born
interest."
of
a broken-heart, becomes
the background of our modern comedy. It was when
Billie's world sank beneath
her feet that she turned to
screen fun-making. Such a
little while ago, she was
called
"Sauce
Piquante"
and thetheToast
of Broadway.
Then came her romance and
marriage to the picturesque
theatrical producer, Florenz
Ziegfeld, followed by a few
years of happy wifehood and
motherhood, of fame, of
(Please turn to page 78)

Billie's youth was
filled with romance,
for her triumphs as
an exciting heroine
of the stage were
during the most glittering times of the
American theatre.
Today that romantic
past shines through
her gaily ingratiatng presence. Above,
a recent portrait,
and at left the smart
matron of Hollywood. Right, with her
daughter, Patricia
Ziegfeld.
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The campaign

continues

to turn

tender Taylor into Battling Bob!
It began with "Yank at Oxford.
It goes right on with a new action
film in which
fighter.

Bob plays a prise»

See how

you'll like it

I Action is in order for all future Robert Taylor films. Too much
of the aura of "CamiHe's" Armand lingered around the lad, so
M-G-M presented him, successfully, in "A Yank at Oxford,"
and now follows with "The Crowd Roars," a scrappy cinema in
which Taylor is ably assisted by grand troupers Frank Morgan
and Edward Arnold, shown with him, center; Lionel Stander,
left above; and Maureen O'Sullivan, once more his love
interest. Isabel Jewell, with Bob at right, supplies the emotion.
J

Is

It

or
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Gown

the

Girl

amorous
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t
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The statuesque, touched off by
just the right degree of hauteui
in Claire Trevor's pose, a
well as her hair-do, contribute;
more to the stunning effect in
the picture above, than the
chic and striking gown sh
wears. And, left, what could
be
simpler
than gown,
Barbara
O' Neil's
peasant
fo
either dinner or hostess? Yet
what could be more exciting
than the exotic ensemble ir
which Barbara will appear ir
"The Toy Wife," new Luis
Rainer starring film.

J

flU-

If the quality of credulity in
that one about "fine feathers
making fine birds" is strained
by what you see in this gaU
lery of gorgeousness,

blame

the reality the camera

cap*

tures as screen charmers

pose

in their new

finery

cossacks from which the enas the
As dashing
its chief style influence, is the trig
semble inherits
outfit designed by M-G-M's stylist Dolly Tree forit
Maureen O'Sullivan, left-^very smart, but is
that makes it so? There's
the costume
Maureen orbut
even more lure, we think, as we
challenge,
look (and how can we help it?) at Binnie Barnes
in that one-piece zipper dress with fur-trimmed
cape and veiled hat, above — worn by Binnie in
"Tropic Holiday." It's all very simple, the way
Danielle Darrieux accomplishes the gorgeously
spectacular in that evening gown in "The Rage
of Paris," at left above. You'll note the back of the
dressedbodice is mainly Danielle, yet it's the most
up sort of formal gown a lovely lady could wear.

ropica

Sparkling

sun

above,

Loretta

Young to love — Joel McCrea/s
new screen job is fun.
But what,
no desert island?

Charles
I he

i_ *
H
Cxotic
1 ouch

new
field

Boyer

and

two

alluring

girls turn " Algiers'' into a
day for foreign charmers.
But what, no Dietrich?

Here he is — Boyer the Glamor Man,
rhis time with two fascinating leading
ladies: the exotic newcomer, ex-"Ecstasy" girl Hedy LaMarr, and Sigrid
Gurie,
themet"Brooklyn
whom you
with Gary Norwegian"
Cooper in
"Marco Polo." Our top picture shows
Boyer with LaMarr; then, left center,
with Gurie. Above, a close-up of Sigrid;
and at left, two studies of the beautiful
and still ecstatic Hedy.

THe One^Girl
spend

Snow

invites you

a day^off with

ner

to

at her

home, where she pre^views tier new
clothes hut — believe it or not — does |
NOT

Start the day with a swim — or at least,
with a swim-suit pose like this, left.
Then some brisk tennis — or anyway,
an ingratiating grin above a white
sharkskin play suit — see center, above.
Then a slack-suit interlude, right
above, with navy blue silk blouse.
What's this, above? Just another new
costume, apple-green silk frock scrolled
in white, saucy white straw hat, and
famous feet in green shoes with "porthole" perforations.
right, still
another— powder-blueAndsilkat with
white
figures, bonnet of blue tied under the
chin, "important" new sandals of
blue and white wrapped silk.

skate!

Jonja seems more
clothes-conscious
since returning to Hollywood from her
skating
ord-breakingrece,
abov
left
tour. At
summer cocktail gown
of pleated white silk
crepe of which Sonja is
so fond that she has
had it copied in several
colors. Her hat is white
suede trimmed with
navy blue ribbon
brig
and htveil. Above center,
advance view of her
latest skating costumein
which she will wear
her new film, white
wool with billiard-green
hooda,and Sonj
cuffs, now
ar, And
collng.
lini
for
t,g dres
righ
uppereve
inseswhite
nin
the
beaded in cryschiffon
tal— her favorite frock.

Sonja gives a dinner
party! Left above, the
star and her mother in
their beautifully appointed dining room,
before the guests arrive.
At left, Sonja and
inseveral of her guesets and
cluding Alice Fay
Tony Martin. At right,
about to go on to a
night club with Harry
es Sonstag
Losee,icewhoball
ets, and
ja's
Richard Greene. Note
that Sonja has changed
into another gown!

in

Look! A swim party at
a swank hotel pool, left. ]
Anita Louise, center, is
the hostess; her guests, j
Bill Henry, Mrs. James
Ellison,
Jimmy,
and George
Glenda
Farrell.
Above,
Brent points right back as
the cameraman aims at
him and Minna Wallis.
She's an agent, the sister
of producer Hal Wallis.

Let's hop over to
the "It" cafe, where
Guy Kibbee listens
as Nancy Welford
warbles — right.
There's Marjorie
Weaver dining over
there, center right,
with Bill Davis, Hollywood business
man. A new word
puzzle has Basil
Rathbone, Anita
Louise, and John
Mack Brown in its
clutches — right,
below.

OV1C

AAerry^Go^Round

Jump right on, join in the fun as the
social life of the screen colony goes
round and round
pleasure

Previews and parties bring out the celebrities. Rathbone again, above,
new proud father,
with Claude Rains and Patric Knowles— Pat's a the
guest of honor
lust below, Jimmy Ellison's birthday party, with
surrounded by sister-in-law Grace Durkin, Jacqueline Wells Carol
At
Stone, Patricia Ellis, and his wife, the former Gertrude Durkin. At
cola.
coca
le
Cine-gril
a
to
right Don Terry treats Glenda Farrell
right'below, an informal party with the Ellisons, Anita Louise Done
Terry Margaret Carlisle, Feg Murray, Pat O Brien, and Basil Rathbon
Ross.
trying out a new parlor game. Lower left, Anita listens to Lanny

on

one continual

ride — between

pictures!

Tony Martin, Melvyn Douglas, Walter Pidgeon,
above — a variety of masculine charm. Right, Jimmy
Fidler, once Screenland's Western Representative,
now a radio and screen star — see him in "Garden of
the Moon." Left and right below, tried-and-true
Robert Young, too much unsung; and Richard
Greene, new and a natural.

Hail
Th ey're
Heroes!

Handsome,

they're hearty, they're
seldom arty— —give
them a hand !

Heroes all, on this page — pick your favorite.
George Brent, top left, rates fresh interest
since "Gold is Where You Find It" and
"Jezebel." Allan Jones, above, won new
laurels on his personal appearance tour.
"TheRioTexans,"
of the
hero of
left,"epic"
Randy Scott,
Grande
's new
Paramount
country. John Payne, far left, was given Dick
of the Moon" when
Powell's part in "Garden picture
— now, Anne
Dick bowed out of the
Shirley's proud husband is going places. Left
below, Dennis O'Keefe, convincing young
actor who scored in "Bad Man of Brimstone"
n inis
O'Sulliva
MaureenBoyd,
withWilliam
with
below,
Kiss."
That now
"HoldBeery,
heroes.
Western
one of the most popular

s

a

Jwing

Summer!

No posing for photographs
without having fun, is the
new cry of the movie
belles. Such as Jan Holm,
pretty newcomer, who
swings into the picture, at
top left, on roller skates;
then poses the hard way,
'eft above, but still laughs.
A new shirred silk swim
suit compensates Susan
Hayward, far left; while
Carole Landis, left, lets a
palm support
her of
pulchritude. A group
pool
loungers includes Frank
Albertson, Jane Bryan,
and Evalyn Knapp. Arleen
Whelan, below, obligingly
poses all dressed up when
she is really dying for a
swim — and unlike most
movie pretties, the gal
really can swim.

B;y and dizzy, Hollywood cele=
b tes Summer in its own gaY way

Sun-bathing
for health,
but mostly for fun — Rosemary Lane, top right. You
may not recognize the
lovely at the right, but it's
time you met — Gwen Kenyon, christened "Miss
Streamline," scheduled to
appear in "Men With
Wings," and a sure bet for
stardom if we can believe
our own eyes. At far right,
Bing Crosby, caught in
this galaxy of beauty and
charm — one grin for the
camera and he'll resume
his golf on the links at the
Lakeside Country Club.
Right below, the Lane
on — or off — a
Sisters
bicycle built for four:
Rosemary, Priscilla, Lola,
and Leota. Below, a baby
Loy — Eleanor
Myrna
Hansen.

Above, Mary Astor and Herbert Marshall in a serial-ette
of marital discord, from "One Woman's Answer." Beginning with the first scene and reading to the right: "Now you
know yery well you shouldn't have promised that we'd go
there," Marshall reproves "wife" Mary. He continues:
"You're always going against my wishes — I won't stand for
it any longer!" Mary comes right back at him: "Don't you
daretalk to me like that! I don't have to listen to it and I
won't!" And she finishes him off with: "Suppose you understand once and for all that you can't insult my friends!" At
left, Anita Louise in a telephone drama: "What shall I say
to him? Oh, dear! Hello! What? No, I won't— and that's
final!" At right, what happens when a movie star "buys" a
fighter! Dick Powell shows off his newly acquired middleweight, Billy Souse, who has won his last 160 fights. There's
nothing in a name in his case, we assure you!

oto

SeriaUettes

Cinema

sequences

that tell you their own

stories

Left, Marie Wilson starts a hard studio day with a stretch,
setting-up exercises, make-up by Westmore. and script study
with Jimmy Cagney in the studio Green Room. At right,
reading from top: Jane Bryan shows how to eat an apple.
You just — eat it. What makes this sequence interesting is
not that it shows a movie actress eating an apple, but that
it proves one movie actress can look natural in the process.
It's rare. Now for the star sequence across the bottom of
these two pages: A Dog's Life, A Six-Reel Tale starring
Faithful Flora. Reading from far left to right: Danielle
Darrieux made 25 pictures in Europe, and Faithful Flora,
her Scottish terrier, was on the set of every picture. So
Danielle consults Flora — who speaks French fluently — "How
do you think the lines in my first Hollywood film should be
spoken?" "Woof!" says Flora. "Oh, like that?" says Danielle.
"Woof again," says Flora — and sits watching while Danielle
follows her advice. The picture had better be good!

Photo by Gaston Longet, RKO-Radio
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Fanchon

amor

Royer, only woman

film producer, proves there
are other fields than acting
for smart

By

girls to conquer

Tom

Kennedy

Fanchon Royer, left, has had a career
l as any Glamor Girl's! She
as colorfu
makes pictures instead of acting in them.
Above, a scene from her latest film,
"Religious Racketeers," with Betty Compson and Mrs. Harry Houdini. At far
left, with one of her five children.
angles" into their pictures, because
each film must be sold as an individual show, and not part of a

girls who
IN ALL the lively cargo of glamor-seeking rs of the
are trundled into Hollywood from all corne
land, you would be hard put to find a single prospective gift to the movies who ever expects_ to be a film
n't like the idea
producer. Not that many girlsit.would
But who would think
if they stopped to think about
about it? A film producer is one to whom everybody
says "Yes, mister;" the big boss of a show that's for
men only. That's what most everybody thinks. But
it so, and you needn't bea surthinking doesn't make duce
film
Fanchon Royer as
prised when we intro
her
s
to
ction
producer with more than twenty-five produ
credit. "••
Make no mistake, Hollywood's only woman producer was no different than her sister fame-seekers,
before and since. When she went to Hollywood from
become
in mind 'only one thing— towas
Des Moines she had 1918,
then
and Fanchon Royer
a star. That was in
us.
sixteen, and very ambitio
One who has had so many extraordinary experiences
needs no promptings to call up vivid accounts that form
an amazing saga of the woman who has proved that
members of her sex can find glamor and great success
behind the cameras as well as in front of them. Even
so, this particular reporter found the alert, stylishly
slim and responsive Miss Royer he interviewed today
even more interesting than the heroine of the almost
legendary episodes that bring her career up to the latest
Royer Production. She knows every trick and dodge,
of that labyrinth of artful busievery corner and crannythat
is known in the trade as the
ness curves and twists
Independent Market. However, that is a different story.

The woman producer the picture-goers don't know,
, good looking youngis the aforementioned stylish
matron who rounds out ten years in film production
with her newest film, "Religious Racketeers," an expose
of fake spiritists, mediums, salesmen of the supernatural— independent producers must get "exploitation

group or program as in the case
of the so-called "major" producer.
Mrs. Harry Houdini, widow of
is the feature of "Religious Racketeers."
magician
the"I'm
going, to present this picture myself, as a special
telling
show in most of the large cities," Miss Royer was
whole
the
ng
managi
and
s
theatre
renting
entails
us That
show herself. "I don't want to sell it out for general distribution and then go back to Hollywood and have noththat
ing to do until I start another production." The fact
s that
such enterprise calls for a wisdom of show busines
few of the foremost men producers would care to try
able
their hand at in no way daunts this remarkably
says.
woman. "It will be fun," she
She can be equally blithe in telling how just two years
a°-o she came back home to Hollywood broke, from
conMexico where she had gone to tend to business m
nection with her productions. Well, she wasn't exactly
broke— there was sixteen dollars ; to take care of eight
two employees
people: herself, her five children and anothe
r phase of
Mention of her five children tells you
the remarkable career of Fanchon Royer. Her oldest
is not quite
; her youngest, a girl,
is fifteen d.
a son,ol
child, years
.
three

tirst
In the lobby of a theatre where she previewed her
endent
picture Miss Royer learned the essentials of indep
picture
production. In the first place she hadn't made the
Faner.
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as a
with any idea of launching herself differ
the
of
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ent
a
in
was
time
that
at
chon Royer
severa
in
parts
bit
and
film business. After playing extra
ned
films she became the editor of a trade paper concer
she
that
From
int.
viewpo
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with the actor's welfare
promis
l
had entered the agency business and had severa
— a darking voung people as clients. One in particular
g
haired blue-eyed chap— did not seem to be gettin
e
pictur
a
make
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d
anywhere in particular. So she decide
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fellow
ng
looki
goodto show producers that this tall,
Withers
a real prospect. She made the picture, and Grant
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outsta
was started on his way. He became an
a
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led
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Reviews

HOLIDAY— Columbia

WELL-NAMED ! You take a real holiday from routine
cinema fare when you see this brilliant picturization of
n that stage play which comes perilously close to being a
minor classic of our times. Philip Barry's piece has stood
the test of time and imitation. George Cukor's new movie version has been skilfully brought up to the minute without ever
losing the gallant gusto of the original. Then, there's- Katharine
Hepburn, giving a performance just as poignant and infinitely
more polished than in "A Bill of Divorcement"— that motion
picture, you'll remember, which electrified us all into thinking
that we had something in this weird Hepburn. Like her or not
she'll get you here, as the free soul of the stuffy rich familv who
finally fights her way to a future-with-fun with Cary Grant.
Any girl's idea of a future, I may add. Cary Grant has never
been half as good as in this, playing an independent young man
with humor and ideas— which do not include marrying for money
or security, meaning that sybaritic Doris Nolan loses him to crazy
sister Kate. A fine cast plays magnificently, with Lew Ayres
scoring a personal triumph which will bring him back to "real
importance; and Edward
Everett Horton, Henry Kolker and
Jean Dixon splendid. And watch for Cary Grant's cartwheels'

KIDNAPPED — 20th Century-Fox
AS THE sole costume picture of the movie month,
"Kidnapped" has the field to itself and emerges as somewhat of an epic. What it would emerge as if it had competition we needn't go into. It's a very free screen translation ofa story by Robert Louis Stevenson, sumptuously staged,
expensively cast. At times it provides a measure of authenic
excitement and always it is pictorially interesting; but I am
afraid that as a drama it is rather dull. Whether that is Stevenson's fault, or the director's, or the scenario writer's, or the star
players', I honestly don't know. There are scenes in which Freddie
Bartholomew exercises some of his old-time enchantment on the
audience, but only long enough to make us sigh for little lost
David Copperfield— why must boys like Freddie grow up? Warner Baxter, one of my favorite personalities, suffers from the
most outrageous miscasting of the season as a fiery rebel leader
and since the story is chiefly concerned with his adventures and
hairbreadth escapes, the result is scarcely dynamic. I
thought
that Arleen Whelan was indeed the "sensational new discovery"
when I saw her first scenes— until she opened that lovely
mouth
and began to talk like li'l Janet Gaynor. But she's beautiful.
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YELLOW JACK— M-G-M
AN INTERESTING picture which you should see if
you are looking for something different in the way of
movie entertainment, "Yellow Jack" is an engrossing
drama of the fight against yellow fever in Cuba after the
Spanish-American war. It is no "Story of Louis Pasteur," partly
because an obvious effort has been made to promote a love story
between a medical nurse and a devil-may-care Irish sergeant,
played by— of all people— Robert Montgomery. Discounting a
rather thick brogue which may have been in character but only
succeeded in confusing me, Montgomery gives a performance almost asgood in its way as in "Night Must Fall"— which
very
good, d you recall. In fact, if Mr. Montgomery weren't was
such an
ingratiating personality, he would be more widely acclaimed as
an intelligent actor, which he certainly is at the slightest opportunity. You may not enjoy close-ups of jolly little germs at
work quite as much as you enjoy watching Virginia Bruce, who
can be more beautiful in a severe nurse's uniform than most
actresses can in something whipped up by Adrian. Lewis Stone
is excellent as Major Reed. Sam Levene and Alan Curtis score.
It's a very good picture, with some dignity and dimension.

THREE

FOR:

CHEERS

"Three Comrades"
"Holiday"

APPLAUSE

FOR:

"Yellow Jack"

HYSTERICS

FOR:

"Kentucky

SUPERLATIVE

Margaret

THREE COMRADES— M-G-M
j^jgv IT HAS been a long time since we have had a picture
It's
in fact. that
l to Arms,"
FarewelBorzage
"A Frank
this. Not
who directed
(CSS like
that the
nce since
no coincide
^ISSL
memorable war romance also directed "Three Comrades."
Both are great love stories ; both practically break your heart;
but you wallow in them as you swallow hard, and some people
is, I think,
even sit through them twice. "Three Comrades"
a pretty magnificent motion picture— despite its dated story
which might have been whipped up by a sophomore with a confused social conscience, its "precious" dialogue involving speeches
about stars and snow; its deliberate brow-beating of the audience's already mushy old heart— oh, yes, it's a hanky drama,
acted, and thnllall right ; but it is beautifully directed, perfectly be
something to
may
there
that
showing
aphed,
photogr
ino-ly
Taylor and
Roberts
Tone,
t
Francho
all.
after
all this Art talk,
a life
build
to
trying
boys
German
Young play superbly three
anyof
much
haven't
They
War.
World
for themselves after the
meet Marthing except mutual affection and loyalty— until they beauty,
and
garet Sullavan, who has very little except courage,
humor. Their gallantry as they fight the good fight and face
death is tremendously moving. See our Honor Page for more!
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Grant,
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Ayres,
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Hepburn in "Holiday"
Robert Montgomery in "Yellow Jack"
Harry Ritz in "Kentucky Moonshine"
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GOLD DIGGERS IN PARIS— Warners
THOSE girls are here again, which is no surprise; but
this ' time they have a French accent in their dance
numbers, and Rudy Vallee for their inspiration, and
Hugh Herbert for comedy relief— although as far as
I'm concerned it's Hugh who should be the inspiration, especially as he appears as a Frenchman with beret, though still
the same "Woo, woo"— no "Ooh-la-las" for Hugh. The demon ;
Gold Diggers devastate Paris as completely as the plot will allow
but to this observer the high-lights of the whole thing are Mabel
ntioned didoes, Fritz
Todd's talking dog, Hugh Herbert's aforeme
Feld as a temperamental ballet master, and Gloria Dickson as
a blonde menace with Bette Davis "Bondage" overtones— better
watch this Gloria; she's a striking and original personality, and
she gives strong signs of being a Great Actress when she grows
up if she doesn't decide to become a Glamor Girl instead. Good
tunes are sung by Vallee, best of them being "I Wanna Go Back
to Bali." The Schnickelfritz Band is present to delight those
who like Schnickelfritz Bands and such. You'll meet Rosemary
among the Gold Diggers ; and you'll
sweet girl
as theJenkins,
Lane againAllen
Melville Cooper, and Edward Brophy.
welcome

KENTUCKY MOONSHINE— 20th Century-Fox
THIS is no review, but an Open Love Letter to my
new Dream-Prince, Harry Ritz. I first met Mr. Ritz m
"Sing, Baby, Sing," but I did not appreciate his true
worth at the time. I must have been blind, to say nothing
of deaf and dumb; because while I liked him, just as a friend, I
mean I had no inkling that my lukewarm feeling would turn to
frank' adoration. This is what has happened, but I have no regrets.
I am proud— proud and happy to say that I forsake all others,
including James Stewart, Robert Taylor, even Tyrone Power,
for Harry Ritz. Maybe it's because Mr. Ritz has two brothers
always with him who are almost, if not quite, as adorable as he.
Whatever it is, I am Ritz-mad, and if Harry and the boys stay
are as the pseudo hill-billies in "Kentucky
as sweetne"as Ithey
am theirs for life— or until funnier clowns are
Moonshi
I doubt. As I say, I can't review this picture bemade, causewhich
Istarted laughing like a fool the minute the Ritzes appeared
and I am laughing yet. I think the whole N. Y. Roxy audience
"Kentucky Moonshine"
53 was
must be crazy too, though, because
accorded more applause than any comedy in a long time— even
if some people did come to see Marjorie Weaver or Tony Martin.

Here you meet, actually
for the first ti me. the man
who

is so unlike the star
By
everybody knows. A personal friend and star reporter lets Cagney's own
words and deeds describe
"Jim — the most paradoxical figure in pictures"
A Screen Personality
Close-up in Two Parts

S. R. Mook

A study in contrasts! Left, Jim Cagney, the thoughtful, generous, very
human chap himself. Below, characterizations marking highlights in his
colorful career. Left to right: with
Joan Blondell, then a brunette, on
the stage in pre-Hollywood days; his
first great "tough guy" hit, with Mae
Clarke in "Public Enemy;" and a
scene from "The Crowd Roars," with
Ann Dvorak and Joan Blondell.

PART

ONE

to my mind,
THE most paradoxical figure in pictures,
true to
runs
him
is James Cagney. Nothing about
form — to the form, that is, you would expect from
seeing him on the screen. People outside of pictures —
away from Hollywood — ask of Cagney ottener than any
other star, "Is he the same off -screen as on?"
He isn't ! There is no other actor whose real character
is marked by such a wide divergence from his reel self.
In his films he is alert, aggressive, pugnacious. Off-screen,
he is— but you cannot paint a true word picture of Jimmie. You can only cite incidents to illustrate_ him.
He is the most absent-minded person imaginable. Many
a time I have seen him start to undress, pause with his
arm half out of a sleeve when something in an open
newspaper or book caught his eye, and stand in that
position for fifteen minutes to half an hour while he
finished reading what interested him.
There are few, if any other, actors who devote as much

Following the road
to fame with James
Cagney! Reading
from left, below,
immediup toatethe
present:
with
Virginia Bruce in
"Winner Take All;"
a typical Cagney
gesture with Alice
White; action with
Loretta Young
"Taxi;"
comedyin
with Claire Dodd
in "Hard to
Handle;" then with
Pat O'Brien as costar in the latest
Cagney film, "Boy
Meets Girl;" and
finally,
right, with
Mrs. Cagney.

of their time to helping other people as Jiinmie. He cannot say "No" to a
plea for aid. Once his stand-in came to Jim with a sad, sad tale of woe. The
stand-in's brother, it seemed, had got a little light-fingered and taken $100
from the till of the grocery where he worked. If Jim didn't kick through
with a century note the brother was doomed to spend some little time in the
penitentiary.
"Where does he work?" Jim asked. The stand-in gave an address and,
for once, Jim used his head. He sent his secretary down to the address to
find out the details. The address proved to be a vacant lot.
There is no one who sees red quicker than Jim when he feels he is being
put upon. He approached the stand-in with blood in his eyes. The stand-in
quickly assured Jim he had misunderstood him and that the address was
so-and-so. Back Jim sent his secretary. This time the address did happen
to be a grocery — 'but they had never heard of the brother !
But that was the one time Jim used his head. There was another time he
received
of $500.
wire to
Billie is
identify
wire
lived. to

a wire from Chicago' signed by an old friend : "Desperately in need
Please wire money immediately." As Jim left for work he tossed the
his wife (Bill). "Ned is in trouble. Send him this money." But
not as gullible as Jim. She wired $100, stipulating the man should
himself to the telegraph office. At the same time she sent another
a mutual friend in New York where Ned (that wasn't his name)

The telegraph company slipped up and the money was paid to Ned
without identification. They promptly received a second wire from Ned:
"Sorry you couldn't make it more. Will try to make the hundred do."
Almost immediately thereafter a wire arrived from the friend in New York
stating the real Ned had never left town and wasn't in need of funds. But
the $100 had been paid the spurious Ned. Jim started some investigations
and is reasonably sure he knows who got the money. But he has never
made any attempt to prosecute the man or to recover the money.
Most actors — more or less of necessity — are self-centered. From their
families' viewpoint they are the centre of the universe, the axis on which
the world revolves. Their friends exclaim over them, pamper them, flatter
them — and baby them. Strangers meeting them pander to their vanity for
aren't they (the strangers) meeting a celebrity? The result is that ninetynine actors out of a hundred are confirmed (Please turn to page 79)

MY_

RIGHT hand aches terribly — I've been greeting so many screen stars arriving from Hollywood and speeding off others on their way to
California.

I had to welcome Dame May Whitty, our grand old
English stage actress who calmly travelled West at
seventy-one and made such a successful debut in films
that now she's in constant demand. She has come home
to act for Director Alfred Hitchcock in his new spy film,
(called over here "Lost Lady," but rechristened for you
"The Wheel Spins")— appearing as the fussy spinster
who mysteriously vanishes from the cross-Europe express as it races through the Balkans. Paul Lukas plays
a famous brain surgeon who also has a reservation on
board, and romance is supplied by pretty brunette Margaret Lockwood and Hitchcock's handsome new discovery, Michael Redgrave, acting before the cameras for the
first time.

There' a real homely touch on the lot at Gainsborough
Studios, swith
Paul playing poker with the extras between
shots and Margaret knitting herself a sweater and Dame
May serenely pouring out tea for everybody. "I like
Hollywood tremendously," she says. "It's such a quiet
respectable place, just like a nice suburb. The people are
so intelligent, too. Oh, no, they don't talk about films
all the time. They discuss art and music and literature
and current events with real knowledge and thought
And when conversation does turn to pictures, you never
hear them disparaging another player or being unkind
ly
critical. The Hollywood parties are so pleasant too.
Everybody takes such trouble to make you feel happil
y
at home. Yes, I am looking forward to my return to
California very much."
Well, with this sweet disposition our white-haired
Dame May should certainly be popular on the coast ! And
who do you think is the actress she admires the most?
Her contemporary character veteran May Robson.
There's a lesson in generosity.
I got a real warm grip from Director Tay Garnett —
how ever is it such a good-looking man is allowed to
56

Lovely young girl of England's screenland: Margaret
Lockwood,
at left. Meet and know her in our story.
Above, Miss Lockwood is shown in a scene from "The
Wheel Spins" with your good friend Paul Lukas at
right, and the newcomer Michael Redgrave, center.

stay behind the camera? I introduced him to his first
cup of British coffee made with boiled milk and as he
bravely drank it, he gave me some pithy descriptions of
the stars who have passed under his direction lately. He
votes Irene Dunne as Hollywood's most hard-working
and conscientious lady. "Call her for nine o'clock and
she'll be there at eight-fifty-five, word-perfect and smiling." Tay says it will take a motor accident to stop
Tyrone Power becoming
the biggest male name of 1939
and as for Joan Blondell, "sweet is the only word."
Brown-haired little Lily Pons gave me an excited hug
as well as a vigorous handshake when she came over
from Paris to sing in London. "I am so very very happy,"
she announced, "I am in love, you see." Of course she
meant the conductor, Kostelanetz. Page Lily in a yellow
hat shaped like an inverted pudding-dish with the hollow
top part filled with red and blue flowers. The rest of her
seems_ to be usually covered with silver fox furs and
glittering jewelry.
Striking contrast to our slim blonde Anna Neagle who
walked round the studio garden with me the other morning wearing a plain black skirt, a short red tweed jacket,
and not so much as nail-varnish or a touch of lipstick
She was relaxing between donning the elaborate frilled
gowns and bonnets in which she plays imperious Queen
Victoria in "Sixty Years a Queen" with Anton Wafbrook
as her Prince Albert again. C. Aubrey Smith is the Duke
of Wellington. He's not over-happy these days because
he has had to shave off his beloved moustache to
keep
in character and also he lost his favorite monocle and

can't get a new one that fits so comfortably. And he's
horribly worried about his cricket field in Hollywood.
The floods spoiled the turf so it has to be relaid and
C. Aubrey just feels they can't possibly do it correctly
without his expert advice.
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"Discovery" of the London season is Michael Redgrave, at
who at seventy-one^ made
right. Above, left, Dame May Whitty,ery
in Hollywood s Night
her screen debut with Robert Montgom
Must Fall" and now is featured in British films. Right above,
.
Kent Taylor, borrowed from us to play opposite Jessie Matthews

ones
many distinguished visitors pause before it, recent
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eth,
including King George and Oueen Elizab
cess Royal, the ex-Queen of Spain, Princess Mariea
Louise and the Oueen of Norway. So if you are
Howa'rd fan too, you are in exclusive company. Queen
Elizabeth admires his screen work immensely and some
of his newest films have been shown before the Royal
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Fanny

Brice

tries

to

explain the world's
most precious problem
child

1

"Back-stage" life of
Baby Snooks, as fold by
Bne
y
the great comedien
who created her, becomes aplay in itself —
see our swell story. Left,
Snooks herself. Right,
Miss Brice herself.
Above, Franc
withes.daughter

Jack

3aby

Snooks

Holland

Tells

Author's note: I am not attempting to outdo Mr
Eugene O'Neill or Mr. Maxwell Anderson. No, and I'm
not even attempting to abide by the rules of dramatic
construction. The playlet about to be unfolded is merely a
heterogeneous display of the unexpected and unheralded
antics at a recent visit to Fanny (Baby Snooks) Brice's
home one afternoon. And so — ring up the curtain !
[The scene: In front of Fanny's home in Beverly
Hills — and quite a home it is, too. A resplendent,
spacious affair, and wurra wurra exclusive. The calm
of the afternoon and of the setting is disturbed by a
screeching of brakes. (That's me coming to a dead
stop on a dime. I was due at Fanny's home at 5 :30,
and here I was about ten minutes late. MetroGoldwyn-Mayer had warned me to be prompt, conduct my business in a hurry, and scram, because
Fanny had plenty of work to do. But here I was
late as usual. Anyway, let's carry the scene on from
this point.) Ring! Ring! The door opens and a
butler appears.]
Butler: Yes?
Me: Miss Brice in?
Butler: Yes, step right inside. (Hat in hand I walk in
nervously. The butler leaves me for a minute as he goes
to tell Fanny that the nemesis has finally arrived
Then — )
Butler: (returning) Miss Brice will be here in a moment. (Exit) (I look around the house. A beautifully
furnished place, dignified in its furnishings, and yet informal in its atmosphere.)
Fanny: (entering) Yes?
Me: How do you do, Miss Brice. I'm Jack Holland.
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(Haw) and succeeds in explaining herself

Her

A

and I am here because I'm supposed to inter
view you.
tanny: Oh, yes— certainly. Come right in here
(We
enter a playroom. We sit at a card table which has
just
undergone a strenuous cribbage game)
Me: Sorry I'm late.
Fanny: (jovially) Oh, that's all right. You aren't really
J
a
lateMe:
n
ymy
w
a
(Out
y
comes
.
little
black
notebo
ok, and with
pencil in hand my personal excursion into the privat
e
hte of Fanny Brice begins). Fanny— (Oh yes, I'm calling her Fanny now, for you can't call her Miss Brice
not when she makes you feel like such an old friend
) I
want to talk to you about Baby Snooks— for one thing
JUn^r 9k' Fire awav" 1 can really talk about her.
Me: Well —
Fanny: (interrupting) Before you begin, don't ask me
anyway
how I .got my start. I'm pretty tired of that. No one cares
, Me) (With
^l\ right'
but 1 think
everyone is interested in
that.
a businesslike
flourish
of the pencil and a
determined gleam in the eye) What gave you
the idea
tor Baby Snooks?
Fanny: (settling herself for the ordeal) Well,
when I
was young, I had a great desire to play Topsy. Beside
s, I
always loved to listen to conversations among childr
en
1 lie first thing I knew, I conceived the idea of Baby
Snooks— anybody's kid whose const
questions drive
the father almost insane. But because ant
she is his daughter
he can t brain her as he'd often like to. In other words'
baby
Snooks is nothing but a —
_Mc: (breaking in excitedly) I get it! Sort of a white
i ops v.

(amused)
Fanny:
better
interview
you. Yes, that's it (Pause) Maybe I'd
Me: (contritely) Sorry. I guess I was a little too interested. Well, anyway, Baby Snooks just —
(interrupting) Now it's my turn to cut in —
just grew.
sheFanny:
Me: (Taking out a cigarette. I needed one then.) Well
then, you got your start — (a definite pause follows
Fanny's warning look) — I mean that your Baby Snooks
was really an outgrowth of your love for children ?
Fanny: Yes. And as the idea grew, I became a professional eavesdropper on the quips of any child on the
street. After 1 knew my plan was what I wanted, I
took it to Moss Hart, the playwright. He liked it, and

Baby Snooks was born with the help of Moss Hart's pen.
Me: But — (Telephone rings. Fanny excuses herself
and answers it. I sit thinking up new questions. Finally,
the conversation is over and she returns to her seat)
Fanny: What you were saying, Mr. — (she looks at me
vaguely").
so sorry.
never can(To
remember
Me: Mr. I'm
Holland—
JackI Holland.
myself) names.
Maybe
I shouldn't be calling her Fanny. Maybe I'm not exactly
to say — didn't
about
was you
AndactI for
her)
friend. (To
an
Daveold Friedman
write
your
later ?
Fanny: Yes, until he died recently. Dave knew every
nook and cranny in Baby Snooks' mind. When he died,
I tried to find someone who was familiar enough with the
child to write the act as I wanted it. I finally found a
young chap, Phil Rapp, and he's doing a great job.
(Pauses — looks at watch) Oh, by the way, he'll be here
any minute now with the script for this week's broadcast.
Me: That's fine! When did you do Baby Snooks first?
Hart's office, and — ■
home, in Moss
In myinterrupting)
Fanny:
Me: (again
No, I mean professionally.
Fanny: Well, I tried her out first on the air on George
Olsen's program a few years back. (With an ingratiating
plenty of that microphone, but I'll
was scared
smile)
tell
you I about
that later. Anyway, Baby Snooks went
over with a bang !
Me: When did you do it on the stage?
Fanny: For the Shuberts in the 1933 Follies. You
know— (Suddenly our conversation is interrupted by the
abrupt entrance of two young fellows. They come into
the room and go up to Fanny. I merely sat in my chair,
cowed and a little disgruntled that Fanny should be so
busy just when I had a story to do.)
Fanny: Hello, Phil.
Phil: Hi, Fanny! (Turning to his friend) Meet Mr.—
(I can't remember his name now. You see, I was engrossed in my notes — rather in the scarcity of them.)

(Phil sits down on couch near table) Here's the script.
Fanny: (To me) Mr. Rapp, Mr. — Mr. Hemingway.
Me: (Looking around wondering if Ernest Hemingway had arrived. Then I felt someone grab
hold of my hand and say — "Glad
to know you." Oh, you mean me.
Well, my name's Holland.
Fanny: (sincerely) I'm so sorry
to be so stupid. Mr. Rapp is some
writer, Mr. Holland. I'm so sure of
him, that he doesn't even submit
my script for the Thursday night
broadcast until Tuesday. But, you
see, he knows Baby Snooks almost
as well as I do.
Phil: Fanny, I've written the
script all right, but it may need
some changes.
Fanny: I'd better read it over
with you. (To me) I always rehearse Baby Snooks out loud because that's the only way I can
really see whether it sounds all
right. (To Phil) Let's go. (A pause
in the interview, but a treat for me.

n the midst of glorified Ziegfeld girls, Fanny Brice sparkled
as one of the greatest "Follies"t
ions — glamor couldn'
attract
compete with her great
comedy. Left, the Snooks
mood gets the upper hand.
Above, Fanny looks ahead to
her new screen career. Center,
wowed by a "who dunit" yarn.

I even forgot the story, the pressure for time, as I listened to Fanny
read — or rather listened to Baby
Snooks tantalize her Daddy, being
it's over.)
played by Mr. Rapp. All too soon

Fanny: Ok, Phil. But the ending's weak.
Fanny.it up more.
right, build
All Better
Phil:
Fanny:

Glad you came

when

about
you did, Phil. We're talking
Baby (Please turn to page 92)
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Hollywood's

loveliest

young
girl gives
you gay glimpses of her favorite new
clothes — fresh, exclusive designs with
ideas for you to follow

Glamor School photographs
of
Olivia Fryer
tie HavillandMiss
hy Elmer
oni
Scotty Wetbourne. Costumes
drsinned
hy
OrryKelly, Warner Bros.
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Going traveling? Then look at
ivia's smart travel costume, at
top left, designed for her by
Orry-Kelly. The dress of beige
pebbly weave sheer wool has a
quilted collar arid belt. Her rolledbrim hat is beige felt. Now, look
at lower left, and see the striking
combination of gay cotton print
and taffeta, of all gay things! The
bodice and petticoat are of India
print in black, white, and red;
crisp black taffeta is used for the
full skirt and swathed waistband.
There's a circular collar of white
pique. Silly, but sweet, says Olivial
At left, the perfect dinner dress
for the young girl — chalk-white
crepe with gilded alligator belt.

More glazed alligator is used to step up the street ensemble below.
The dress, of soft beige wool, has a fitted collarless bolero; the
broad pointed belt and exciting bag are of glazed brown alligator.
At right, the page boy influence is still with us in this picturesque
street suit — high-waisted skirt of sage-green sheer wool is topped
by a jacket of navy blue outlined in green. At left below, unusual
hostess pajama of ivory wool with tailored coat. At lower right,
Olivia in crisp plaid taffeta with tucked bodice of white organdy.
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Arleen Whelan, piquant
new starlet, has one of
Hollywood's
most amusing
Summer
wardrobes.
Above,
lounging outfit of Mexican
peon influence: crash slacks,
hand-woven shirt, enormous
straw hat tied on with
brightly striped pique. At
right, beach robe of very
coarse linen with hood and
full skirt cinched in at the
waist with a belt of handwoven striped cording. The
bodice is deep blue, the
hood rust-colored. The costume is reminiscent of the
habits worn by California's
early Friars. Arleen's beach
bag of terry cloth and her
sandals of plaited buckskin
are white. At left, black net
dinner dress enlivened with
mammoth daisies. At top
right, cotton evening frock
of black pique strikingly
printed in white. As for
the close-up at top left —
perch two Tyrolean figures
on a hat peaked like an
Alp,
like Arleen
you'll
be in and
the height
of fashion!
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Four of Hollywood's smartest girls pose for
Summer
on this page to illustrate their favorite
fashions. Above, Shirley Ross in her cool cotton
printed in red flowers. Upper right, Louise Piatt
in her crisp white bolero frock with Roman stripe
bodice and sash. Below, Maureen O'Sullivan's
casual print in black and white. Right, Gale Sondergaard in her shirtmaker dress of red and white.
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Hats must be amusing, or movie stars
won't wear 'em! Above, Janet Gaynor's
clashing black felt which adds a perversely appealing note to Summer costumes. Above center, Katharine Hepburn
In a big and beautifully made cartwheel
cf natural straw. Binnie Barnes, at right
above, prefers the more formal mode,
and shows you here a dramatic dinner
hat of black straw with broad brim
turned back in front and trimmed with
twin brushes of clustered black feathers.
Edith Head, Paramount stylist, designed
the hat for Miss Barnes.

from

Bette Davis, above, wears her
th ree favorite Summer straws for
your approval. Left, saucer of fine
straw, perfect to top a colorful
print. Above, a disc of white straw
tied on the head with a broad
grosgrain ribbon band in back.
At
with oldfash right,
ioned "pretty"
flowers hat
framing the
forehead. Outrageously flattering!
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Three views
Mary blue
Carlisle's
pet romantic hat ofof darlt
straw covered
with
veiling.
Mary's
blonde cyclamen
beauty is pink
cleverly
accented
by
a simple dark sheer topped with this
quaint old-worldish bonnet. The picture
at right admirably illustrates the charmNote Mary's
the pink
draping ofshell
golding oyster
clip,veil.
complete
with
pearl, as sole accent for dark frock.

Three cinema charmers wear three
eye-compelling chapeaux, below. First,
at left below, Ann Miller, who is appearing with James Stewart and Jean
Arthur in Columbia's "You Can't
Take It With You," wears a peanut
straw Tyrolean hat with cord binding
and a fluffy brush. See Ann's lape!
clip of tiny firecrackers? Center below, Wendy Barrie's black bigbrimmed picture hat which she enhances with sleek black kid gloves
and bag and brilliantly jeweled
bracelet. Then Jacqueline Wells, as
high fashion accent for her print
chiffon frock, chooses a twin-peaked
hat of black straw, caught in the
middle with shirred grosgrain ribbon.

Hats

must

romantic

be

gay,

or

dra-

matic— or Hollywood
stars won't

wear

them!
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Get a fresh perspective of picture
stars as they play in gay Paree

Stiles
Mckenson

Above, Fernand Gravet and his wife, the
well-known French actress Jane Renouardt, at Gare St. Lazare. Left, seeing
Claudette off! An admiring crowd surrounds laColbert as she leaves Paris en
route to Hollywood.

a delegation met her at Havre and decorated her with
ARE ST. LAZARE! What a world of bustlinghigh honors. She settled a couple of days in Paris
activity that name brings to one's mind! That's
and
the station in Paris where all the trains from the
Hew (literally) to London to sing in a concert, took
flight again to sing m some cities in Scandinavia and then
Trans-Atlantic boats arrive. The glamorous one's first
back to Pans to sing in two sensationally successful perglimpse of Paris and obviously Paris' first glimpse of the
glamorous one. Now, of late years it has been the scene
formances of"Lucia" at the Opera. Then
to her
native Cannes to give a concert and receivedown
of farewells to Parisian favorites starting off to that
the honors
of the town. Back to Paris again and the day before
Mecca of all troupers — Hollywood. Just the other day we
sailing she gave a merry cocktail party. She was more
said "au revoir" to two of Paris' own daughters who have
interested m telling about a christening at which she
scaled the ladder of fame and fortune. They had returned
had
to look the old place over again. Claudette Colbert was
stood as god-mother earlier in the day than about her own
interesting vivacious little self. Noting her activities one
born near-by but much water has flowed under the bridges
and Claudette has climbed far, wide and handsome since
can realize that there was a great deal of truth in the
remark, oft repeated during her long engagement
she was a little gamin in Paris. The other daughter was
to
Lily Pons. Claudette slipped into town very much on tipAndre Kostelanetz that she "was too busy to spare
the
toe. Hidden behind her married name and dark glasses
time to get married." Possibly the fact that she was
she arrived from the south of France and until actually
finding the time necessary to devote to the nuptial
recognized on the streets her presence was not known. She
ceremonies accounted for the diva's great excitement
during her visit over here. Lily and Claudette made
wanted a real holiday to enjoy herself and succeeded very
an amusing picture when seen together at the station.
well in her efforts for privacy. Ran into her a couple of
times at our favorite restaurant and caught her laughing
Each
one's contrasts set off the other— if you know what
I mean.
hilariously at Mistinguett in the revue at the Casino de
With the Gare St. Lazare still on my mind, it did my
Paris. Of course such a glamorous lady could not escape a
heart good to see the flutter of excitement that that first
party of some sort, so a very jolly cocktail party was
staged at the Paramount and La Colbert blossomed forth
great idol of the screen still creates with her arrival and
in all her radiance. She gaily told of her jaunt in Austria
departure. It's Mary Pickford, of course. She dashed
across the ocean to London for a busines
s conference with
— tumbles down the mountain sides at winter sports. Sunbaths on the shores of the Mediterranean and then a final
ex-husband Douglas Fairbanks, Sam Goldwyn, and Alexandra Korda in regard to the United Artists Company,
look at Paris before returning to work. After the party
she slipped back into her shell, only to emerge at the
of which she is one of the officials. Mary couldn't be so
Gare St. Lazare to catch the boat train.
near to Paris without looking in on us. So over she came,
At the station Claudette found that other Parisian
but only to spend four days. The week-end she spent at
darling, Lily Pons, ready to sail on the same boat. Am
Lady Mendl's villa in Versailles. As the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor are neighbors, they carried
sure the tiny song-bird was glad to have the quiet of a
out the
boat after her whirlwind tour in Europe. On her arrival,
neighborly feeling by dining at Lady Mendl's. So Mary
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did her curtsy to the ex-king and had a long visit with his
charming Duchess. Back in town Mary gave a cocktail
party the day before sailing All the gals do it, you see.
Mary was all enthusiasm about a cosmetic business she
is launching. Guess it's all this activity that keeps the
little lady looking so young. I complimented her on how
well she looked and asked her how she did it. She winked
and said, with a smile, that she supposed it was because
she was happy. From the twinkle in her eye I imagine
she was thinking of Buddy Rogers. The next day we
waved goodbye to her at the station on her way to meet
her Buddy and launch her beauty parlors. She should appear in person at her parlors as she is a wonderful living
advertisement.
Wallace Beery lingered in Paris a few days, having
wended his way up from Italy and the South of France.
He quite amused the Parisians stalking about the Boulevards, for he looks exactly like his screen self — only more
so, bigger and better. At the station he seemed a bit uncomfortable atthe attention he created and was relieved
when the train eventually pulled out.
Fernand Gravet always stages a grand show at the
Gare St. Lazare for he is one of Paris' real idols. His
last visit was a short one and only for a holiday. Generally
on his visits here he has made a French film, so as not to
let the French feel he has deserted them completely. A
very good idea, that — 'which is done also by that other
French favorite, Charles Boyer. On his last visit Fernand
didn't have the time to make a film, much to the Parisians'
sorrow. Instead he played about his villa at Saint Cloud,
overlooking Paris, and at his little country place near
Tours. Down there he really enjoys himself with riding
and helping in his vineyards. When I asked him what
sort of wine he made from his grapes, white or red wine,
he gaily smiled and said, "Neither, it's pink wine we
make." So I was wrong in my guess. It's a joy to see
Fernand stay so unspoiled after his big success in
America. He is such an interesting, sensible fellow. Certainly knows his acting stuff for as a child he was a

brilliant actor in the theatre and toured the Orient and
South America. No flash in the pan is this one. He is a
clever artist, too. I have painted his miniature several
times and when posing for me he would sit and sketch
splendid caricatures of celebrities. Once at a charity performance he appeared and did a series of lightning
sketches on a big board. A great success he was. We were
sorry to wave farewell to him at the station, but he
assured us that
for M-G-M he
Speaking of
villain of other

as soon as he finished "The Great Waltz"
will return again for a longer time.
old-timers, that mean, bad, continental
days, Eric Von Stroheim, is appearing in

a series of French films with great success. He hasn't
changed since his Hollywood days and is still the great
menace in any language. Saw him working the other day
at the studio and his poise and artistry seemed to inspire
the other actors. The worse he appeared, in character of
course, the better they acted. So menace has its virtue in
a certain way.
Also saw another arch villain, extremely continental
too, at work. This was Conrad Veidt — who can forget his
fiendish face in some of his horror films ? When I saw
him at the studio he was his old polished self in the
setting of the Russia of Catherine the Great. Pie was
making a film opposite Francoise Rosay, called "The
Chess Player." It was interesting to watch these two
great artists making close-ups. Madame Rosay is the wife
of Jaques Feyder, the director whose film, "Carnival in
Flanders," was such a great success in America and England. I had an entertaining afternoon watching the
splendors of the Court of Russia of other days reproduced. The French certainly do well this type of film.
Couldn't leave, the Gare St. Lazare without touching
on the goings and comings of Marlene Dietrich. This
time it was a coming instead of a going. La Dietrich
arrived all smiles for a good long holiday. As she didn't
make a film on her last trip to Hollywood I gather it will
be a holiday from studio discussions and conferences. She
lingered in Paris a few days to look over the collections
of the famous Parisian dressmakers but being a really
fond mother she betook herself to Switzerland to see her
daughter Maria, who is in school there. No matter where
she goes or what she does Marlene is the brilliant, languid
center of interest. After completing her current holiday
over here, the much-traveled Marlene returns to Hollywood to make two films under her contract with Columbia— one to be directed by Frank Capra.

Two views, above, of Marlene Dietrich in Paris:
left, with Director Josef von Sternberg; right,
with her husband. At far left, Lily Pons just before boarding the boat train.
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the
Candid
He and his shadow! Freddie,
below, tried to take a picture of his own shadow. He
enjoys freak shots. See other
examples: his house, his
dog, his toy airplane, right,
his view — and speciallyprized shots of cannon and
ship's bell.

FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW
was only as high as
his Aunt Cissie's elbow when he first came to Hollywood. He used to welcome interviewers, so long as he
could see them while sharing a chair with her, and the
two of them would chatter along, taking the words out
of each other's mouths
telling jokes on one another.
All very informal. But and
now Freddie is two
inches taller
than his aunt, and terribly reserved. He resents questions. Possibly his bitter experience in courts of law
has something to do with it. At any rate, the sight of a
writer is enough to button up his mouth.

"I'm afraid he's at the Don't-Interview-Me age,"
smiled Miss Bartholomew, as her nephew,
in his blue
sailor suit, dashed with alacrity back to the set of "Lord
Jeff" after a brief: "How do you do?" and "Excuse me."
"He'll come back, after this scene, if he sees us look68

Kid

ing at pictures," she added. "He's quite keen about his
camera. A little too keen for comfort — my comfort — at
times. I find it a bit exhausting to sit in his dark room
for hours, watching him print pictures, or enlarge them,
or try out ideas but he seems not to enjoy it unless
I'm there to admire and say: 'How
intervals.

wonderful!" at

"He hates to talk about himself. I believe he's afraid
of growing up into a braggart or something. He says
he'd rather do than talk. He's always been quite a one
for hobbies. When he was quite
little, it was trains.
Electric trains that he could set up, or real ones that
he could travel in. Then he had a stamp collection. His
director in 'Kidnapped' gave him a printing press and
he spent days printing up cards for Warner Baxter, and
others, at a dollar a hundred.

Actor
Let
you

Bartholomew
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how

the

to make
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demon
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as

a boy

amateur

most

"Before the printing press came the candid camera,
carpentry, and planes. All three are still with us. We
when the camera
Courageous'
'Captains
were makingfever
broke out.
Christian
Rub had a Leica and was
very good at making candid shots with it. Really, quite
the best I've ever seen. When Freddie saw what Mr.
Rub could do with a sail and a sky and a sheet of water,
he was enthralled. Such a nice man, Mr. Rub. Always
so patient and kind. He let Freddie try out with his
camera, and together they'd decide what was wrong
with his shots. Melvyn Douglas was another camera

of your

with

a hobby!

photographer,
own

By

camera

Ruth

tell

craze

Tildesley

suppose there are more nails in the dark room than in
the rest of the entire house, but Freddie is pleased, so
that's all that's necessary. When he's ready to go in for
a bit of printing, I have to go down with him, with
nothing but a red lamp for light. He's quite critical
about his own shots. Always seems able to see how
they could be bettered."
Freddie's other hobby — planes — ties in with the
camera craze. "I don't know when he wasn't mad about
airplanes," sighed Miss Bartholomew. "At first, the
studio forbade him to ride in one, and I was quite
pleased. But as time went on,
—
.

m
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more and more people were permittecl to fly, and Freddie kept
begging to be allowed to try it.
Our lawyer,
Colonel Xeblett,
flies his own plane, a private
cabin plane seating four or five,
One day, he invited us to come
down and look it over. I said :
'Now, you're not to ask to ride
in it, mind !' and Freddie said :
'Oh, no, of course not !' We
went down, and they admired it.
They (Please turn to page 96)
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At it again! Above,
his beloved pet,
"Conkle."
left,
sailors onTop U.S.S.
Pennsylvania; top
right, wigwagging.
At right, Freddie with
his aunt, Miss Cissie
Bartholomew.

enthusiast on that picture and between them they fired
Freddie with such enthusiasm that he felt he had to
have one.
"A friend in the east came in with me and we bought
him a Leica, Christmas before last. Another friend
added a dark room to our new house for him. Spencer
Tracy gave him an enlarging machine, and someone
else contributed printing equipment. So there we were.
"The dark room isn't large, but Freddie built the
shelves himself. I mentioned his carpentry hobby? I
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Sylph-lilce Susan Hayward,
ankle-deep in the Pacific,
seems to find the water too
wet —siesorare ticklish.
maybe Sue's
Plumestootfor
Marjorie Weaver, in the
finely - feathered costume,
left, and the leading role
with Warner Baxter, right.
Good
about

News, briefly told,
the people

who

make films so fascinating

By
ONE of the least-mentioned advantages
of a five-acre estate on top of a Hollywood hill is that you can swim nude in
your fine swimming pool. Katharine Hepburn doesn't bother with either a one or
two-piece scantie. But don't grow excited —
she is a veritable Garbo when in her dripping and diving mood. The servants retire
to the other wing of her mansion, the
gardener is ordered to the south section
among the tulips, and then Kate dives like
a bird. If any candid cameramen can read,
and have an inspiration to go up and shoot
her in the act they'd better not follow
through with the urge. Kate will have the
law on 'em, and don't think she wouldn't !

TYRONE POWER has reached that peak
' of success where he, too, has to get-awayfrom-it-all. He's been working steadily,
and that is no lie because he's been starring
both in screen epics and on a weekly radio
show. After some 200 days of continuous
work, with nary a vacation of any conse70
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wood, when they talk about getting-awayfrom-it-all they really talk ! The expense
of phone calls from India to Barbara Stanwyck will probably kill this notion of Bob's.
But the one role he's been mad to play is
"Gunga Din," and since Cary Grant got it
instead Bob wants to go see the Far East
in person
forniawhile
backdrop. Cary acts against a Cali-

quence — unless making love to Janet Gaynor qualifies! — he's off on a secret jaunt.
He'll be gone all month. He wouldn't tell
a soul — except Janet and his ma and Mr.
Zanuck's private secretary — where he was
heading. If he materializes in your neighborhood, make friends with him. He's really
a swell egg. But don't wire Winchell or
Tyrone will whisk himself right out of
your life.

GABLE
forcollecting
the month:
taken upitem
stamp
! One Clark's
of the
prop boys explained the fun you get out
of saving stamps of all nations and Gable
promptly ordered his secretary to carefully put aside all the stamps that arrive
on fan mail. Can you imagine Carole Lombard sitting on her parlor floor, calm as
a cucumber, pondering the newest issue
from Paraguay?

THAT campaign to save Bob Taylor from
' the "too beautiful" curse laid on him
by New York newspapermen is going full
steam at last. His current appearance as
a prize-fighter wasn't done with doubles.
Bob installed a complete gym out at his
ranch home and when he finished training
with a real knock-out expert he kept on
his new schedule. The lad weighs 173
pounds in his fightin' shorts, if you want
to get personal, and never looked "beautifuler." He wants to climb the Khyber
Pass in far-away India next fall. In Holly-

THE girl who bides her time is often
wisest. Loretta Young, take a bow ! Several years ago when George Brent arrived
in Hollywood both Loretta and Ruth Chatterton sighed ecstatically. But Ruth was a
sophisticate and a big-shot star and she
apparently outdistanced Loretta. George
found himself Ruth's leading man, by specific request, and he was quickly bowled
over by the seasoned Chatterton charm.
Came mate
George's
marriage
to Ruth
ultidivorce. Time
tripped
on. and
Recently
Lux asked Loretta to co-star with George

in a radio show. She rather liked the idea.
There were many hours of rehearsal. They
clicked -as make-believe sweethearts. Since
they've been dating steadily. She who
laughs last and all that might be the best
tag, but there won't be a wedding. George
and Loretta
his name
to church
divorces her
has' three wed
.
in
will only
IE AN ARTHUR had everyone at Coguessing as to how she'd behave
J lumbia
when she returned to work after her year s
scrap with Harry Cohn, the studio boss.
There was no grand entry. Jean was quiet
and obviously delighted to be back. She
used the same kind of old canvas portable
dressing-rooms as all the other members
of her cast and she watched the others
when she wasn't busy acting herself. She
wore plain slacks and a white blouse and
e. No
easy slippers when not in costum
fireworks— and Jean with such a reputation
for being hard to get along with! She
isn't, when she's1 having a crack at a good
d Frank
part, at all hard to handle. Husbanestate
on
Ross has switched from real
studio; he
Long Island to the Hal Roach
has become a picture producer.
y Rose Lee is doing her
WHILE Gyps
level best to conform with the studio
campaign playing down her burlesque past,
and what with her screen name— Louise
s mentrailer complex that'turn
Hovick— and ya repo
the
rter helping; to
tioned to ever
ointthe
in
flaw
one
only
is
e
ther
,
trick
ment. We hear that when Gyp is entertaining, and there's that pause every hostess
hates, she gets out a projector and shows
her guests her film recording of her old
strip tease stunt.

WELL, the Jon Hall-Frances Langford
romance wasn't in the rumor stage
-throb relong enough to make the heart
porters outguess themselves. It was love
from the start: each is crazy about each
other, each other's family, and work. Jon,
es' artistic medium, played on
loyal to Franc
the radio team when George Raft rounded
up the best baseball players to defend the
movie men's honor. And Jon hit so many
home runs clear over the fence that from
the sixth inning on they made him bat
about
Uncle Gus (he's been a horse the
art
Hollywood long enough to learn
of ribbing) tells Bing Crosby, Fred MacMurray, and young Donald O'Connor
they'll have to give out with real swing
if they want him to dance. Imagine that!

Janet Gaynor,
Burke, and Doug
themselves as com?
an . uncomfortable i +
Yd'
for "The
scene James
right,
Stewart,
ladies with Margare
next? — we'll show w
left-handed. The new, uncaught man of the
hour is Richard Greene. Sometimes Sonja
Henie thought she had him on tap. He was
you'll remember proxher leading man, and Power
to her, too. But
imity drew Tyrone
then Richard, late of London, would take
Arleen Whelan to the Tropics for the
cocktail hour. So long as the actresses are
a handsome
star-bound
can take
his pick. youth who's
guessing
kept

THE best stories about Hollywood are
I those that "can't be told." Here are a few
which would 'interest you: the story of how
Loretta Young feels about her kid sister
Georgianna's insistence upon becoming a
movie actress. Georgianna went out and got
a role. She is fourteen, the age Loretta herself began playing leads. But you probably
won't see much of the girl and Loretta
won't discuss why. And then there's the

re— atst Alice'
publicized
yarn,s too,
to oea human
intere
quest. It's such
Caliin
good
make
d
them
helpe
she's
how
fornia. But the best one yet concerns two
big-studio stars who are supposed to be in
love with one another. Their love for one
another, according to snoopers, has set
their studio chiefs in a panic. For both are
married, and their marriages have been extolled as the epitome of happiness. A reshuffling would cause no end of adverse
chatter. Guess who?
E is nearly always smiling
DON
he has the best disposition of any
and AMECH
actor in Hollywood. But recently he was
plenty mad. After carefully looking over
the various cars, he bought a popular model
kind she prefor his wife. It was the
ferred for herself and their two babies.
She thought the left rear wheel bumped
strangely and wrote a note to the agency
asking to have it checked. The car was
serviced, apparently. Two weeks after de-

I

10,000 miles and tnen Vaa -o-^v. -them as new ! Honore wrote a top executive
of the motor company, telling of the accident and how the agency had not only
not checked the wheel but how she'd
actually been driving with but two halftightened lugs' holding it. She'd heard that
you only have to write to the head man to
get prompt action. Her letter was completely ignored. But she wrote a second letter East which evoked an apology and asked
what could be done to make amends. "The
first thing you can do," retorted Honore,
"is read your mail!"

Youth marches on with a smile. Two of
the film colony's favorite youngsters are
Mavourneen and Sean O'Brien, above
with their mother, wife of film favorite
Pat O'Brien. Jane Withers has a great
big smile for Henry Wilcoxon, at right,
who is playing a principal part in the
little trouper's newest picture.
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THE marriage of Cecilia Parker and Dick
1 Baldwin had been attended by an advance
commotion that surprised the Hollywood
folks'. There were all sorts of
about
how Mama Parker was agin tales
the match.
They said she told Dick never to darken
the Parker door again when she found
Cecilia coming home with an engagement
ring on. When the furore died down everyone concerned stated that there had been
no maternal objection at all — and anyway,
don't all mothers hate to lose their daughters? The philosophy tacked on to the
story of eternal peace during the courtship
is rather conflicting. Cecilia and Dick
rented an apartment in Westwood and
bought their furniture before they decided
on a wedding date.

WHEN
Olivia de Havilland returned
from England recently on the Normandic they showed her latest epic, "The
Adventures of Robin Hood," and everyone
w;as surprised that she didn't attend. Olivia
didn't sweep in with a gang of adoring shipboard friends because, though she was
dying
picture,
she hadn't
the
nerve toto sitseein the
a small
projection
room and
watch herself emote. The gal is not only
genuinely modest but she has a swell sense
of humor,over
too.theF'r
she's from
still
chuckling
noteinstance,
she received
Basil_ Rathbone's
"man."
Basil was
working
with Olivia
his When
man served
her
tea every afternoon, very elegantly. The
gentleman's gentleman requested her autographed photo and when the film was fin-

Here's Wayne
ruggedly individual
in corduroys instead of satin swim
trunks — giving Jack
LaRue a straight
from the shoulder
talk in a scene for
"Valley of the
Giants,"Trevor,
in which
Claire
left,
stars in a new type
of role for her.
ished Olivia sent it to him. He wrote her
in Eric Blore editorial style: "We appreciate the photograph so much and we are
so glad you like our tea. We are working
at Paramount now, but we hope to see you
soon and we shall be very happy to serve
tea to you when next we return to Warners." So the fellow who writes that Blore
dialogue has been dishing us a true version
of life among mens' men ! Olivia says if she
had remained in her small-town home she'd
never have confirmed this fact.
THE rise of Dennis O'Keefe is one more
proof that Hollywood's a fantastic place.
The other night he was on a double bill,
enacting the lead in one picture and being
just an extra in the other. The picture in

which he was among the mob had been a
Stewart's
to Jimmy
making,
year inilltheand
being
RKO duehaving
to wait
eight
or nine months for another chance to borrow Jimmy to finish up. Dennis has celebrated his rise by separating from his wife
and
lea-sing
JoanWonder
Bennett's
for the summer.
whatMalibu
anothercottage
year
will bring him? Beverly and a blonde,
mebbe ?
THOUGH Travis Banton, who designs all
I of Carole Lombard's' clothes on and off
the screen, declared that veils were passe
the girls about Hollywood continue to
wear 'em whenever they want an extra dash
of seductiveness. Adrian, the style marvel
at Metro, announces that fantastic and gro-

tesque modes are an old racket. "During
Marie Antoinette's time they removed the
tops of the coaches to allow for the hairdresses." He further states that any woman
who appears ridiculous does so of her own
free will ; he advocates originality but
draws the line at absurdities. (Don't recall
those hats he made Garbo wear!) He's
been having fun whipping up extraordinary outfits for the womenfolk of the land
of Oz, and you know that Judy Garland
has arrived when Adrian is assigned to
costume her picture. He sent to his old
home town — Naugatuck, Connecticut — for
his old school books. As a kid he read
the Oz books and sketched costumes for
the strange inhabitants of the imaginary
land. He wants to prove he was bright
even at an early date. From Crawford to
Garland — time and Adrian marches on !
DASIL RATHBONE is still the best
D antidote for trite stars. There's nothing commonplace about him ; he does everything with an exciting flair. When he
staged that . wedding for his son every
celebrity in town was invited to the gar-

As
promised,
Stewart
with hiswe're
latestshowing
leading you
lady,James
73Jean
Arthur. Jim and Jean are in "You Can't
Take It With You," directed by Frank
Capra, with the stars at left. Maude
Adams, great stage star, above, with
Producer David O. Selznick, who has
signed her to a film contract.

den ceremony. John McCormack sang, and
there were 21,000 gardenias used in decorating !Basil sent the young couple to
swank Del Monte for their honeymoon.
Since son Rodion is but 22 the bride was
publicized as 21. But they forgot to tell
the gal, so she wrote 25 on the marriage
license ! The new Mrs. R. is a brunette
beauty_ from Wisconsin who came West
last winter to crash the movies. She met
Rodion on a skiing party at Arrowhead.
Basil's coaching her and has Constance
Collier teaching her tricks, too, so watch
for a new star — Caroline Fisher. Rathbone,
Jr., a graduate of Oxford, has begun a
career in the technical side of pictures.

F YOU think kids who play in the movies
are backstage brats you ought to meet
the "Cockney" boy who teams with Mickey
Rooney and Freddie Bartholomew in "Lord
Jeff."
In reality
Peter nobleman
Lawford, who
age is15,a
is the son
of a British
lieutenant-general in the British army.
Peter speaks 5 languages, has been around
the world twice. He has lived in Paris,
Monte Carlo, Nice, Cannes, Mentone,
Deauville, Sidney, Colombo, Tahiti, Bombay, Barcelona, Lisbon, Panama, New
York, and— for the past six months— his
father has been residing in Hollywood. Peter
wrote a letter to Director Sam Wood, asking for a role. It was such an unusual note
that he was invited to the studio and
promptly signed. But when his aristocratic
pals see him again are they going to snub
him for turning Cockney on them? Peter,
become Pete, bets they'll
his Hollywood experience. all be jealous of

\A/HEN Michael Whalen found Ilona
v " Massey too busy one afternoon recently he;decided to take another whirl
at mastering the trombone. He went over
to Chick Chandler's for a lesson. They
were tooting loudly in Chick's garden, with
total disregard of the neighbors, when a
shower of rocks descended. Investigating,
they discovered that Lew
Ayres lived
74

above. Lew's verdict was either shut up
or come up and get the true hang of the
thing. A trombone is a cinch for Ayres,
who can play practically any instrument
you bring up anytime.
ALL that build-up for Sophie Tucker is
' ' but a memory already ! She was going
to be another Marie Dressier, you know.
But someone changed his mind and now
Sophie has left Hollywood to resume her
night-club singing. It was a bitter disappointment toher. Her start at M-G-M was
widely ballyhooed, but her departure was
handled so quietly that hardly anyone realized she was" out until she'd been gone a
couple of months. But Sophie at least has
a new tag. She had always billed herself
as "The last of the red-hot mamas." Now
she tells the nighteries to describe her as
"Hollywood's glamor girl number one."
Well, why not !
S Sylvia Sidney right when she is reported to say that Hollywood people don't
know the meaning of friendship ? Is it true
that when she was in a Hollywood hospital
once not a soul would come to see her, even
when she phoned and detailed her accident?
Well, when
person hasn't a single consideratea acquaintance,
whose fault is it?
Remember the story Sylvia gave once, stating that aside from wanting to please five
particular people she didn't give a hoot
whether anyone else liked her? She must
have picked the wrong five!

ANITA LOUISE came home the other
' x night and hastily telephoned her
mother. "I'v- been awarded a medal !" she
cried gleefully. Inevitably late on set, she
arrived on time that morning. Before an
hour had passed the crew had formallv
presented her with a huge cellophane medal
fancily labeled, "To Anita— For Being On
Time!" Well, a gal who emerges looking
as she does can afford to be tardy. The
early worm gets the bird— if the boys sight
a number like Louise.

HERBERT
resist being
the
1|_|I UGH
playboy
of the Sancan't
Fernando
Valley.
He's a Japanese houseboy to everybody who
telephones him, including his studio. When
the casting office calls him with instructions on how to appear for a scene he tries
to stall with the announcement that Mr.
Herbert no here. When they insist it's important the "houseboy" mutters okay, okay,
and believes he can locate
the boss. It was
a terrifically successful runaround until
woo!"
Hugh absentmindedly
one day.
threw in a "Woo

IEAVE it to Sid Grauman, who thought
L- up those Hollywood prologues of yesteryear, to find a way to tide over. He
can't present pictures in style until somebody axes double bills. But meanwhile he's
not going
to relax. He's opened the Hollywood Rollerbowl,
which he advertises modestly as the world's greatest skating rink.
For a reasonable sum you can skate on a
"giant" sound stage at the old Warner
Brothers studio on Sunset Boulevard. It's
caught on with the stars themselves, some
of whom are wondering if Sid, who also
originated the hand-and-foot-print-for-posterity idea at his famous Chinese Theatre,
will ask them to make a sitting in plaster
as bait to tourists !
COR a dozen years Basil Rathbone's wife
1 has held their marriage her only job. But
Basil has persuaded her to listen to the
loud opportunities knocking on her door. In
silent pictures she was very successful as a
scenario writer, making more money than
he does. Having improved his personality
and guided him through the shoals that
wreck most actor's chances, Ouida is resuming her own career. She's stirred up a
drama around the life of the great
musician
Liszt, also a melo for Bobby Breen. You
can gather from this how versatile she is.
While being "just a wife" she perfected
herself as
an interior decorator, music lover,
hostess, and brilliant conversationalist. She

Sentiment goes with the sentence Lloyd
Nolan very reluctantly serves in a new
film. Come, come, Lloyd. If you try to
get out you might get "solitary," then
you'll be missing Shirley Ross. Ronnie,
Gracie and Sandra at their garden gate,
left — Gracie Allen, you know, and her
two happy children.
reads more good books than any other
woman in Hollywood. But let's not get
started on Ouida. And don't let Basil. He
appreciates her, and what more can any
wife want ?
MARGARET LINDSAY is going to
learn to laugh when she's hailed by a
nickname — if her fellow workers can do
anything about it. A couple of years ago
she was irked when Jean Muir used to
greet her as "Lindsay." Such abruptness
was not what she'd been raised on. Now
Johnny Davis addresses her, regularly, as
"Target." A pun seems even worse to her
than going by her last name alone. But
this is what you get in Hollywood.

their kiddies'
are stopped
THE
brightstars
behavior.
Gracie byAllen gave her
four-year-old son Ronnie a disciplinary tap
because he was picking the petals from the
flowers in her drawing room. "I'll leave
home !" wailed the insulted offender.
"Where'll you go?" Gracie wondered.
"I'm going in the doghouse !" he announced.
But that's nothing compared to what Pat
O'Brien's been up against. He told his fouryear-old Mavourneen to leave the family
cat alone (because kittens were en route).
Next day no one could locate the child.
Ultimately she was discovered in one of
the bathrooms, holding the cat. When they
asked why she hadn't answered their calls
Mavourneen replied solemnly, "I was afraid
to upset the cat." And on the following
day, when the kittens did arrive, she was
jubilant. She believes her poise turned the
trick.
GLORIA STUART used to maintain
that she'd wind up running a newspaper, for she was a reporter before she
concentrated on acting. Now her husband
is positive she'll be an antiquarian when
her golden hair turns to silver. No, that
doesn't mean she'll be an old somethingor-other ; it means she'll be a dealer in
antiques. She "did" her own house instead

of hiring a decorator, so successfully bargaining for beautiful antiques that several
shops have offered her jobs. The collecting
bug has bitten harder now. She returned
from Ensenada to discover, ten unexpected
days before beginning a new drama of
neglected emotions. She promptly scouted
around for an "investment." It materialized
as an English cottage, which she decorated
and furnished completely. Such antiquetrading as went on ! She has to trade, for
she can't have any more pieces sitting
about. Gloria got so enthused she almost
moved into her latest creation.
HOLLYWOOD'S
firstespecially
ladies wear
gorgeous leis airplaned
to them
via the China Clipper. They strut in gowns
direct from Paris. But who'd have thought
the movie men would order their shoes
clear from Freeport, Maine? Edgar Kennedy started this craze. He introduced
canoe shoes, even though he hasn't a canoe
to his name. They're oxfords of elkskin,
with regular soles but zippers instead of
shoe strings. "So easy on the arches," he
explains. He never does a slow burn in private life since he made his discovery.
SO Patsy Kelly finally has gone and done
it— slimmed. She maintained she didn't
give a hoot for a stylish figgur. She piled
on the nearest clothing, with rare defiance
for all fashion-mongers. Then no one saw
her around town for a while. When Patsy
returned she promptly appeared at a night
club on the Sunset Strip, and is she the
one at last.
HENRY FONDA hardly looks the type,
but he has actually been getting away
from it all by rounding up cattle. He's been
lassoing
on a ranch
his wife's
relatives
own nearup Santa
Fe, New
Mexico.
This,
plus the news that Robert Taylor spent
his first free afternoon this month helping
a neighbor unload two carloads of cows,
gives
you a soulful
hint of what
really
like. The
loversHollywood's
turn out to
be
yippee enthusiasts !

MICKEY ROONEY isn't letting acting
cramp his fun. "I'll only be young
once," he announces emphatically. He's
joined the musicians' union and organized
asummer
dance orchestra
he'ssnappy,
leading a itdouble
these
evenings. and
Pretty
career at sixteen. But then he has to work
fast. turn
He's director
announced
that at twenty-one
he'll
!
T'S a shame, those grimaces Arthur
Treacher is wasting ! Someone is pulling
that familiar telephone gag on him and
he's reacting as though the cameras were
trained on him. For the past week his
phone has rung at 7 a.m., and being between pictures this is awful. He wants to
sleep until a beam of noonday Sun gently
awakens him. Instead there has come, with
terrible regularity, this frightful clanging.
He answers, to stop it. "Is this the garbage
collecter?" asks a horridly sweet voice.
"Really, don't you know," mutters Arthur,
"it's going a bit too far!" You might try
it on your favorite hate!
THERE is a new heroine at Universal,
I one Constance Moore, who opines that
"Pretty clothes make a girl happy, and
are as necessary to a woman's happiness as
food and sunshine." Why, Miss Moore,
we'd like to introduce you to Frances
Farmer. Not to disparage your desire for
a nifty wardrobe, but just to let you know
that Miss F. would make mince-meat out
of you if you talked like that around her.
Frances doesn't give one hoot about fashionable clothes. She only bought one evening
dress, and that after a year of stardom and
under protest and just because the studio
made her attend a big dinner. She says a
wardrobe would bore her stiff, that lovely
gowns and hats and shoes are all tosh. All
a gal needs to be happy is a chance to use
her brains and her emotions. When Frances
was being a screen glamor girl for Goldwyn she drove to work in a tinny old Ford,
with a sack of wood tied onto the
75 front
fender. She took it home for firewood.
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Fashion dictates — up!
Beauty and personality dictate — up and
down! Choose the best
points

of

each

for

yourself

Courtenay

Marvin

Above,
Anncurls
Sheridan makes
via
the hairpin method,
described herein.
Left, knows
Danielle
rieux
the Darappeal of the long, soft
bob, while Claire
Trevor, right, shows
a lovely version of
the
trend.upward
Among formal
these
is a compromise for
your best accent.

ARE you a slave of habit about hair styles? That is,
A-\ do you still wear your hair almost as you did
/
\ when a little girl ? A side part, perhaps, with a soft
curling bob? Or are you a slave of fashion to the extent
that you sacrifice your best features and your personality,
even, to an arrangement that is not in harmony with your
face or with you? If you do either, you are missing a
big bet for loveliness and charm.
By contrast with the slave type, are you constantly
experimenting with your hair to make yourself lovelier,
smarter and different ? Do you try longish, short, up and
down arrangements ? Do you really know the best line
suited to your face? If you experiment, choose styles
according to the silhouette of clothes, shape of hats and
contour of face, then you're on the right track. A new
arrangement, which need not mean exaggerated style, is
often your best bid for smartness, provided it is right
for you.
Of course the hair trend is up, up, and up. It has
been gradually creeping up on us for years, but I think
it's
now. Antoinette
It can't go idea
muchwith
higher,
we reached
resort tothetheapex
Marie
bird unless
nests
and little houses atop the head !
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There are good points to the upward trend — and bad.
The good points are that hair up and off the face looks
fresh and cool for summer. Bared forehead and temples,
unless extremely high, give a charming frankness and
clarity to the face. You never get this effect with gobs
and loops of hair low over this area. Some of you may
remember the time when thinning and shaping of hair
wasn't done and so heavy, flat marcelled loops scalloped
the face, far from lovely. A change in part, a change in the
direction in which your hair lies, is good for it. A good
fashion point of the modified upward movement is that
it is vastly more attractive under the flat sailor and
Watteau type of hat widely worn. To have these flat,
saucer shapes sit atop us and have a long, unbroken
sweep of hair well down on the neck looks ridiculous,
to put it mildly. The other extreme, the up coiffure that
leaves the back hair looking too flat and scraggly, too up
and long, certainly isn't pretty, either. Prettiness is still
very,
all, it's
your strongest lure
for thevery
male.important.
Men still After
like pretty
women.
Wear your hair up, by all means, if you can get away
with it— charmingly. If you can't, wear it up and off the
forehead and temples, compromising with lower softness
at the back. Perhaps a soft roll across the back ; soft,
close-to-the-head curls or a back center part, from which
the hair is swirled and made into soft end curls to form a
close border above your neck. These three look very well

with all kinds of hats. The slight back fullness fills in from hat to neck, balances the
profile and is generally attractive. Remember, that for practical purposes, no matter
how new, how smart, a style is, if it doesn't
for you, it isn't good fashion
do
you.
for something
For evening, when you are wearing a
long skirt, hair at the top of the head is
often lovely, if you have a facial contour
if you aren't
show isand
afford
can and
you tall
too
slim.to This
a slimming
idea
for the short, too heavy girl. Sometimes
you can brush your natural curls up and
get a lovely, casual effect. More often, you
need the hairdresser to fix you up — once at
least, until you get the hang of it. Watch
closely just how the hair is parted, set
and you won't
a little,
and atbrushed,
be
a loss practice
when you
have to rearrange
your hair.
Younger girls still like to follow the
general example of Hollywood — the longish
bob. It is youthful for the youthful — never
for the more mature. The long bob, like any
other, needs to be thinned and shaped from
time to time. With this hair, too, you can
have it done up or down, because you have
enough to work with, or experiment with
it, yourself. Curl it up tight for evening
and get a chic effect. Comb it out loose on
the beach, and you look like a siren. Twirl
it softly over your finger for country or
casual wear, add a ribbon perhaps, and
you look charming. If you are a business
girl, remember that the trim line is still the
thing.
As to facial line, if wide and round,
bring some side hair forward about the
ears, which cuts down on face space and
makes' it look slimmer. If your face is
small and slim, your neck long, then you
need a longish, soft bob to balance your
head with the rest of your body. Lovely
Loretta Young used to lament her long
neck. A graceful neck that added to the
willowy litheness of her figure, but Loretta
didn't like it. So she wore low back curls
to shorten her neck. Thus the girl with a
short neck should keep her hair up off
the neck to add length. When your hairline is good and you have pretty ears, show
them by all means. If you haven't, cover
the ears, letting the lobes show. If your
forehead is too highi your temples too bare,
here is a grand idea. It's good for everybut adjust
Partbody,the
hair it
at tothespecial
front needs'.
crown of the
head, just as you would tie up the fore(P lease turn to page 96)

Gloria Blondell annoints herself
with oil to prevent sunburn.
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an inviA isFordefinitely
AZIZA
it gives appeal
to romance.
> tation MASCAR
and expression to your eyes, and eyes are
truly your most emotional feature. Aziza
(meaning love) is a distinctive mascara.
It's made of Oriental kohl, that beautifier
. Aziza will not sting or
the Egyptians
of
eyes ;
irritate
will not smudge
or run when
correctly applied. Itwill not
dry the lashes
either, and the
shades are unBathingdepend
beauties usual.
its waterupon
and it
proofness,
has long been a
beauty secret of
Parisians. Well
a try !
worth
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Beauty

N YOUR secret heart, would you rather
look like a lady or a hussy — a nice one,
of course? Volupte has the answer in some
glorious new lipsticks' of two types of
"finish" in the same tones. One is de-lustred, like velvet; the other has the sheen
of satin. Volupte thinks that if you waltz
divinely,
prefer
a
mild
nailon,
polish
and so
you
will like the
lady
But
— if finish.
you like
swing music,
deep- lacquer and
so on,
yougleam.
need
the
hussy
Five identical
shades in either
cases.
type. Beautiful

Aziza Mascara brings out
the soul in your eyes

Highlighted or soft focus PvON'T expose
lips with Volupte lipstick
yourselfsun,to
summer

TOR has
izd
pe
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aFinAngeCw- kind. of cream — Normalnc
deve
ed
ns
m
s
la
X
ea
a
i
e
ba
h
Cl
a
is
A
r
T
C
M ing
s, and is an extra-fast
eansmer.for all type
crea
cl
The texture is light, a pleasure to
use, and this cream ends' our guessing as
pe. It's puzzling, at times, beto skin se ty
cau of an oily nose and dry forehead,
maybe. Mr. Factor assures you this cream
will agree with your skin. I like it! Its
s yoal
u . that it will help conname, dittoiono,skin te
tollnorm

wind and glare
without Dorothy Gray Sunburn Cream.
This time-tested preventive will take the
sting out of summer, if you use it correctly.
Applied before exposure, it enables you to
tan as you want. Applied before and renewed at frequent intervals, you stay lily
white. Dainty, fragrant, it goes readily into
the skin and will not soil or stain garments. A summer "must" if you want to feel
comfortable and look well. You will have
no late summer skin regrets if you use it!

OU probably
y
wouldn't be
caught
without
Hinds Honey
and

Almond

Creamter.in
winBut have
you
it forthought
summer?of
There sons
arewhy reayou
should. Used in
hot, dry weather,
it keeps skin
soft and moist,
Try Hinds Honey and Al- thus less prone
mond Cream this summer
to bad burn, and
flaking or peeling after excessive tanning. A good warmweather powder base, too, because it's light
and powder won't cake over it. This lotion
is also very cooling and soothing if you
do happen to get burned. If you're wonhere'sa
lady in the
the summer
dering aboutAll
more news.
whensketch,
you buy
larger Hinds Honey and Almond Cream,
you get a gift of a gay cotton bandana. Six
costume colors' give you wide choice. Use
these 'kerchiefs over your head in the
peasant babushka manner, or they're colorful at the neckline of sweaters' or sports
clothes. Or maybe you have a better idea.
The combination of cream plus the bandana is a double good-looks idea. P. _ S.
This cream helps prevent pain and peeling
on children, and men might look to it, too !
IF you're going places, the DuBarry
I "Streamliner" kit by Richard Hudnut
should go with you. In blue striped linen
airplane cloth, it contains cleansing and
protective preparations as well as face powder, rouge, lipstick, mirror, and tissues.

I OUT this gay
THROUGHseason, of course
you'll hurry, get
excited, perspire,
like everybody
else. This is a
to
to
point keep
you'd like
yourself — perspiration. For
nothing ruins
feeling
your
poisedamp
like

Dew deodorant keeps perand possibly letspiration a secret
ting others
know. Dew, deodorant and
non-perspirant, ends this concern. Dew is
so easy to use, is kind to sensitive skin, so
generally dependable and satisfactory. It
keeps your daintiness, charm and poise intact and it saves your clothes. It takes this
biggest summer problem off your mind. In
two strengths, instant or ultra. And I think
you'll like it!

YOU must s"ee the new Harriet Hubbard
bath luxuries.
Ayer Softener,
your body
used on Bathasheen
to be There's
Water
under a shower or in tub. Bath Powder,
Talcum Sachet and Floral _ Cologne. In
scents like honeysuckle, heliotrope,_ regal
lily and pink clover. They are luxuries but
the prices aren't. Lovely for you or for
gifts. A small gift for your week-end hostess
is one way to increase popularity. Everyone likes to be remembered. Bath preparations are a perfect thought. Everyone
loves them ; no one has enough of them.
You will admire the packages of these fragrant new Ayer preparations and so will
C. M.
your hostess.
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Glorifying

the

American

Matron

Continued from page 34
luxury and ease. With little warning, came
the tragedy of financial ruin, and the death
of her husband, and suddenly her whole life
changed. She could so easily have gone
down with the count, but she didn't ; she
held up her chin and set forth to build a
new career.
Talking with her in the rose and gold
drawing room of her Beverly Hills home,
I watched the wheels go round in a
woman's heart. Not that she was consciously revealing the heart throbs ; she
wasn't. But during the twilight hour as the
beautiful spring day slipped into the shadows, I glimpsed the emotions that have
made her what she is today.
"Readjustments are always difficult,"
Billie was saying. "Especially for a pampered, luxury-loving woman like myself. I
don't take any credit for keeping afloat, for
I've discovered that everybody has troubles
and I must take my joys and jolts along
with the rest of the world. Of this I'm very
positive : no matter what her griefs may be,
no woman has the right to grow hard.
For myself, I've attained a' certain serenity,
and I'm grateful for comedy, for definitely,
it has helped me get back a proper balance.
"A pathetic coindence was that while my
husband was so ill in the hospital, I was
playing my most tragic role, that of a
frivolous woman who refused to face her
problems in 'A Bill of Divorcement.' Flo
always wanted me to play comedy, the
lighter the better, for he considered it a
happy medium for a woman. He was right.
No one can play comedy without getting a
personal uplift, without learning to see the
gayer side of every situation. It's like drinking a magic potion that wipes all unhappiness from the mind, leaving only laughter
and a light heart. Sometimes between pictures, Icatch myself drifting into a serious
mood and I'm always glad to get back to
the studio and into a new comedy character."

Billie seems destined for romance, with
her sweet maturity and youthful vivacity,
but she greeted my comment gaily, repeating my question with a laugh. "Marriage?"
She shook her head. "Of course, it is possible, butfuture
hardly itprobable.
we can't
into the
is wiser Asnever
to be look
too
emphatic as to what we will, and will not
do. I would never marry unless I fell in
love — I doubt if one ever loves more than
once,
and I've
thatanyone
experience."'
Perhaps,
morehadthan
on the American
stage,
Billie's
youth
was
romances ; many suitors soughtfilled
her with
and
one of the most ardent was the great
Caruso. When he was not singing at the
Metropolitan, he occupied a seat in the theatre to watch her in her plays, and with the
final curtain, he invariably tossed a huge
bouquet of American Beauty roses onto the
stage, then rushed to her dressing room to
bask in her smiles.
It happened that during this burning romance, there were three college students
clamoring for her attention and whenever
they invited her to dine and dance, she insisted they include Caruso. This delighted
him and while it lowered the boys' enthusiasm, yet she recalls many gay celebrations
with this unique combination. Then, came
the evening when the Great Singer found
her alone and proposed to her. Flattered
and excited, Billie was still far too thrilled
with her own career and her dreams of
future triumphs to take him seriously, but
she retained Caruso's loyal friendship to
the end of his life; and today, his wife and
daughter, Gloria, are counted among her
intimates.
It was Billie's good friend, Somerset
Maugham, who escorted her to the festive
ball, one night in 1914, where she first met
Florenz Ziegfeld. She was introduced without catching his name, danced with him
without knowing who he was, but as they
glided across the dance floor, she knew that

Pale green walls and rug, satinwood furniture and mauve bed and chairs make
the boudoir of Billie Burke's Beverly Hills home indisputably feminine.
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the Big Romance of her life had come. It
was an ardent and picturesque wooing, and
a few months later they eloped and were
married between the matinee and evening
performances of her play, "Jerry."
"We kept it a secret for one whole day,"
observed Billie. "Maybe, because it was
Sunday is the reason we succeeded !"
Billie's father was a famous clown with
Barnum & Bailey circus and she probably,
inherited his comedy flair, for most of her
stage plays and pictures have emphasized
the humorous side. Yet she insists that she
is
she of
doesn't
spontaneously
seenotthefunny,
comic that
angle
anything
; and she
likes to recall that her greatest stage success was innotthea title
role of "Becky Sharp,"
a drama,
comedy.
Born in Washington, D. C, she was
early sent to England to be educated and
it was there that, at sixteen, she made her
professional debut in a musical-comedy,
"The School Girl," at the Prince of Wales
Theatre. She listened to London's applause
for four years ; then, at twenty, she returned to New York to play the leading
roles
opposite
John Drew at the Empire
Theatre.
To this day, New York is spelled with
two vivid impressions for Billie : the stars
in the sky, and fluffy yellow chrysanthemums. This is because, when she took her
first drive through the city, after reaching
America, it was the stars visible between
the canyons of tall buildings, and the flashing mirers
chrysanthemums
and her
adthat loaded herfrom
car,friends
that gave
the greatest thrill. Even now, after the
triumphs, the romance and the sorrows it
has brought her, New York still stands for
stars and blossoms !
"I still own the Hudson River estate for
I haven't been able to sell it," said Billie,
"but I consider California my home, and
the screen my big interest. I do not feel I
have yet found my niche in pictures, and I
hope, when this craze for daffy comedies is
past, I shall find it in dramatic roles —
with a touch of humor.
"It isn't that I want success for its
glamor, I've had that, but I want the satisfaction of achieving something worthwhile
in this medium. Too, success would make it
possible for me to follow some of my pet
plans — I'd like to establish a home, not a
charitable institution, for down-and-out
girls, where they would be taught to help
themselves. When my daughter Patricia is
on her own way, either with a career or
married, I want an absorbing interest of
As we talked, the shadows were enveloping the drawing room — a lovely room, and
a perfect setting for her, with its priceless
treasures
brought from the eastern home.
my own."
There
was little difference in the woman
before me, and the smiling girl in the lifesize portrait hanging on the wall back of
her, which was painted when she was a
bride. Time has indeed stood still for her.
Life has been stern, but also kind, because
she has made it so.
As the clock in the hall chimed six-thirty,
her intimate friend, Mrs. Will Rogers,
breezed in, to carry her to a little dinner.
"I'm such a stay-at-home these days," explained Billie, "that I have to be pushed
out,
and
my best
pusher
LookingBetty
very Rogers
chic in is
a black
crepe
frock,!"
and a tiny hat covered with gardenias,
perched saucily over one eye, Billie reminded me of one of her tantalizing screen
characters, all primed to stir up mischief,
but she assured me she would park her
nonsense and be quite staid and proper.
Adding, in a whisper, it was that kind of
party.
Today, in the full bloom of her womanhood, Billie Burke has found a new serenity, and a new career; she has nothing to
fear from the years !

continually interrupted by yelps as a gnat
or some other equally ferocious animal
lights on him. Dick Powell is employing
that mannerism in his new picture — "The
Cowboy
Brooklyn"
— but it was Cagney who from
put Dick
up to it.
Jim must be a goldbrick salesman's idea
of a dream come true. He can't say "No"
to anyone. In self-defense he has had to
turn his business affairs over to his wife
and brother. But if you could get to Jim — !
With the exception of Spencer Tracy
there is probably no other actor in the
business who so detests being waited upon
or who so enjoys being left to his own
devices.

Ellen Drew, one of Paramount's
pretties, fashionably informal.

Cagney,

Star

vs. Man

Continued from page 55
egoists — not because they are swell-headed,
but because everyone with whom they come
in contact wants to talk about them (the
actors).
Jim has no patience with that sort of
thing. He talks about himself only under
pressure, and then only to intimates. Although he vociferously denies it, he is one
of the few people I know who is more interested inhuman beings and human nature
than in himself or anything else.
Every one of the mannerisms he has used
in his films (and there has been a different
mannerism in each film) has been appropriated from someone he has met. The
"Hon-ee"
he called
everyone inof one
film
was lifted from
the conversation
a friend
of his, Frank Rowan. The playful pass at a
person's chin with his clenched fist in another film was a gesture of his father's.
When Jim was a kid and would come home
bursting with something to tell, his father
used to listen and then playfully say, "If
I thought you meant that
!" and, at
the same time, make a pass at Jim's chin.
The fluttering of the right hand he employed in another film was copied from
Allen
Jenkins'
of speaking
more Allen
with
his hands than habit
his mouth,
although
uses both fluently.
Not long ago Jim was speaking to another friend of his — Maurice Leo, a writer.
Maurice is quite a character himself. He
is witty as the devil and, as if that were
not enough, he stutters. On this occasion
he had a gardenia in his lapel buttonhole.
As he talked and stuttered, each sentence
was punctuated by a sniff at the gardenia.
Cagney watched him in amused silence
for a few minutes. Finally Jim could control himself no longer. "That's a swell piece
of business, Maurice," he burst out. "Do
you mind if I use it in a picture?"
"My God!" Maurice ejaculated, "you
can't open your mouth these days without
meeting yourself in pictures !" But, never
fear, that piece of business, improved and
enlarged upon, will be seen in some future
Cagney film.
The hired man on Jim's New England
farm is an out-of-doors man. He was raised
on a farm and has shipped on vessels all
around the world. His whole life has been
spent in the open. But he is deathly afraid
of insects. As he talks, his conversation is

He and Bill knew such tough times' when
they were first starting in the show business
that whenever either of them had work
they saved the major portion of their salaries. It was not until they had more money
in the bank than they had ever dreamed
they would possess that they bought what
they considered a huge home. Actually, it
is far from being huge — as compared to
most stars' houses. Today, both of them
are tired of the place. They have a farm
in New England — a small place — and, now
that he is back at Warner Brothers, they
are planning to sell the large house in
Beverly and build a much smaller one on
some property they bought a couple of
years ago.
Speaking of that New England farm, it
is the kick of a lifetime to see Jim on it.
There is even less of the movie star about
him there than there is in Hollywood. They
have a large vegetable garden and a flower
garden. Bill tends to the flower garden herself and Jim the vegetable garden. This
past fall,
the fruits, harvested
grapes andbycranberriesall
were personally
Jim
and preserved by Bill. The house is two
hundred and fifty years old, so they set
about furnishing it in period. All the furniture has been personally refinished by Mr.
Cagney. The paint and varnish has been
removed and each piece carefully sandpapered until smooth as satin.
He is almost childlike in his enthusiasms
for people and talent. Although he has
known Bing Crosby for some time it happened he had never heard Bing on the air
until this past fall when he was at his farm.
One Thursday night as a storm battered
the New England coast, Jim turned on the
radio and happened to catch Bing. He sat
in entranced silence until the program was
finished. Then he rushed for the phone to
send a wire of appreciation. The telegraph
at Martha's Vineyard was closed. The
wires were down to New Bedford and Fal-

mouth. Jim finally put in a long distance
call to the telegraph office in Boston and
the following
wire was dispatched to
Crosby
:
"The cows, chickens, horses and hogs
for miles around join me in congratulating you and in expressing appreciation of the entertainment you have
It never occurred to Jim he might have
saved some money by waiting until the next
us." the local telegraph office was
given when
morning
open to send the wire. He had enjoyed the
program
that night, the wire had to be
sent that night.
There is no star so willing — even eager—
to tell jokes at his own expense. In New
York he went to see Shan Kar, the Hindu
dancer. Going backstage afterwards to congratulate him, the publicity man asked Jim
to pose for a picture with his star. Jim
readily agreed. As the photographer prepared to snap the picture he said, "Shake
hands with him, Mr. Cagney, and smile."
Jim did. As Jim prepared to leave the
stage a plumpish, middle-aged woman
bustled up. "How do you happen to get into
a picture with Shan Kar?" she demanded
belligerently.

"Why, I— I don't know," Jim stammered
in surprise. "I guess I just happened to
there."pretty lucky, that's all /
standingyou're
be "Well,
have to say," snapped the woman.
"I guess I was," Jim agreed mildly.
"I'm a newspaper woman," she went on,
"and I thought perhaps you were someone
"No, I'm
nobody," Jim reassured her.
know."
I should
_ He tells another story on himself of a
time on the farm last summer when he and
Bill had just got themselves new bicycles.
Neither of them had ridden since they were
kids and they set out along the country
road in high glee. As they pedaled, an
automobile horn warned them of the approach of a car. Bill drew ahead. Jim
turned to look back and, as he did so, his
front wheel caught in Bill's rear one and
sent him sprawling, arms and legs flying
in all directions. Jim, prone, but still laughgot a frighten
ing at himself,
ing worm'sof the approach
eye view
ing truck.
The car came to an abrupt halt and the
driver leaped out solicitously. Nothing
about the incident tickled Jim so much as
the fact that the driver failed to recognize
him and that when he asked for Jim's
name — and got it— the name meant nothing
to him, either !
(To Be Concluded Next Month)

Pat O'Brien, James
Cagney, Dick
Powell and Frank
McHugh (on the
Warner
known aslotthethey're
Four
Musketeers) enjoy
a joke on a recent
get-together.
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Sprightly
spiritis
of Summer
Eleanor Hansen, in her
ensemble of
white cotton
trimmed with
colorful motif
in shades of
rust, blue, dark
red, and
green.

e Strange

Case

of Simone

Simon

Continued from page 33
to myself." And each new star who comes
to Hollywood has found out differently,
much to her sorrow.
Now it does seem fair, doesn't it, that
a girl who works hard at her career, avoids
intrigue and politics, and harms' no one
should be allowed to lead a perfectly normal life without the constant fear of seeing
her name in headlines in the morning
papers ? A girl in New York — or in Podunk, or Minneapolis, or Atlanta — can stay
up late dancing and laughing and having
a lot of harmless fun with her best boy
friend in a night club, she can even get
a beautiful glow on from a few cocktails,
and no one pays the slightest attention.
But just let a glamor girl do that in Hollywood and immediately her name, coupled
with that of her boy friend, is in all the
gossip columns' syndicated throughout the
country. And naturally each columnist
throws in a few choice tidbits of color to
make the story better. An innocent little
tete de tete over a brandy in the Trocadero
has been known to start a public scandal.
"Why can't a girl keep her private life
to herself in Hollywood ?" Simone asks.
Because — her Hollywood friends have tried
to explain to her — because there are in
Hollywood more than three hundred registered and qualified correspondents, not to
mention dozens of gossip stooges and radio
commentators constantly on the prowl for
a juicy bit. In a city where there are more
reporters than stars, naturally a glamor
girl doesn't stand much chance of escaping
notice. The simplest thing she does is nation-wide news. If she hides away in her
80

home all the time and refuses to See interviewers then she is accused ef "doing a
Garbo" and the press, annoyed at being
spurned, simply has a lovely time tossing
out a lot of suppositions.
Because — Hollywood has further tried to
explain to Simone — because American fans,
unlike European fans', have an insatiable
curiosity about the private lives of their
movie stars. When women are gathered
together at sewing circles, tea parties, and
beauty
shoppes,
they don't
discuss
New
Deal and
the Gold
Standard
; notheindeed,
they discuss Carole Lombard and whether
or not Mrs. Gable will ever give Clark
his divorce so they can marry. American
fans are not content to know that Barbara
Stanwyck thinks about her next picture;
no indeed, they want to know what Barbara
Stanwyck thinks' about Robert Taylor. The
minute a new star appears in a picture
she belongs to her public, body and soul.
And you can be sure that the three hundred plus press will see that the body and
soul are served to them with the most
fascinating trimmings in the due course of
time.
This is* all very hard for a newcomer
to Hollywood to understand. Even the oldtimers still get mad. Just the other day
May Robson heard one of the commentators announce that poor Muzzie May was
surrounded by nurses and doctors in the
state of dying, while as a matter of fact
she was quite chipper in another room of
N. B. C. rehearsing for the Chase and
Sanborn Hour. Gable has had his death
announced in newspapers and over the radio

many times — so have Claudette Colbert and
others. Stanwyck and Taylor have had
their "weddings" and "fallings out" printed
and broadcast so many times that they
have become bored with it all. You can't
blame the press exactly, for after all it is
the old law of supply and demand. And
you can't blame the fans — if you do you
are a dope, for the minute the fans lose
interest in you, dear movie star, your goose
is cooked.
Simone Simon might as well face it. But
when you realize that up until her arrival
in Hollywood Simone actually did keep
her private life to hers'elf you can understand better how utterly confused she really
is. Practically nothing is known of
Simone's "past." When questioned by the
publicity department she said, "My private
life is my own." Completely baffled by
Simone., the publicity people then turned
to the French newspaper correspondents
in Hollywood. But they only added to the
Simone _ mystery. She was a well-known
actress in Paris — yes. She was famous for
always being well-dressed. But that's all
they knew.
And after three years in Hollywood
Simone hasn't contributed very much more.
Her studio biography says that she was born
in 1916 in Marseilles, France, and left that
city when she was ten years old to go to
Madagascar in French South Africa with
her parents. When she appeared against
her secretary at a preliminary trial recently it was established, according to a
local newspaper, that she was twenty-seven.
In June of 1931, while sipping coffee on
the terrace of the Cafe de la Paix, she
was "discovered" by Tourjansky, a European screen director, who persuaded her
to take a test for pictures'. She appeared
in a number of pictures, the most important
being "Lac aux Dames," and between pictures made several stage appearances. It
was when "Lac aux Dames" was released
that she won a picture contract with Twentieth Century-Fox and departed for Hollywood. And that is practically all that is
known of Simone's "past." Don't tell me
Europe.
an
actress can't have a private life — in
Unfortunately Simone got off to a false
start in Hollywood. When her friends in
Paris heard that she had been summoned
to the Gold Coast they lost no time in
telling her, "You can't make good in Hollywood unless you become very temperamental. Unless you develop temperament
you will never get to be more than an average actress. Make a lot of noise and people
will notice you. Remember that temperament made great stars out of Pola Negri
and Marlene Dietrich, and the lack of it
hurt Ketti Gallian. You see, it is doubly
necessary for a French artiste to be temSo Simone made up her mind. It was
easy for her to be temperamental. She was
peramental."
already
temperamental and Paris loved it.
If Hollywood wanted her to be temperamental— well, she could give it to them.
That first day in the cinema was a comedy
of errors and poor Simone is still trying
to live it down, though she is not quite
sure alone,
what she
did thatandwasbadly
so wrong.
"I
was
friendless,
frightened
by
a strange
language,"
"so
naturally
I tried
to put says
on a Simone,
bold front.
At eleven o'clock in the morning I am introduced to Mr. Darryl Zanuck, who will
decide my future career. We talk polite
things for a while, like the weather and
my trip to Hollywood, and I want to talk
only about my work. So I decide I must
lead the conversation and I make certain
demands which I did not _ expect to get
and Mr. Zanuck make a big smile.
'.''Fine,' he said, 'That is exactly what I
was"Because
going tothissuggest
for what
you.' I believe he
was not
would say I am defeated for the" moment.

But I try again. 'I must have a panther,'
I say, 'I must be exotic and I like panthers
very much. Like the two I had in Madagascar. Iwant this beautiful animal to walk
with me when I go shopping.'
" 'Great !' says Mr. Zanuck, 'We will
help you get a panther. What kind do you
prefer?'
"Then I make up my mind I should put
a stop to this fooling. I try to get very
haughty, but I am defeated again. I decide
that I cannot be crazy in Hollywood because everybody else in Hollywood is crazy.
So I stop to think. I shall be very sane —
and maybe they will think I am crazy !"
Fully determined to be sane at any price
Simone next visited the make-up department where every newcomer to Hollywood
must undergo a series of experiments in
greasepaint and hair dress. Ernie Westmore, the head of the Westmore dynasty,
saw no need for withholding his opinions
from this new French addition to his
He thought Simone's hair
studio's roster.
was dressed badly and he proceeded to tell
her so while he arranged a new hair-do
for her. He explained to her that this
new style would give less roundness to her
face. This was too much for Simone.
"This face is not pretty," she shrieked,
"but it is good enough for me."
Well, before the sun set on Simone's
second day in Hollywood it was all over
town, and nearly all over the world, that
she had demanded panthers for shopping
and had insulted the great Ernie Westmore.

Now Simone doesn't care for that philosophy which teaches the pouring of oil on
troubled waters'. She didn't do that in
she couldn't do it in HollyFrance, wood.and
The city of films is more or less
geared to conventionalities. The unwritten
law imposes restrictions which must be
for a misrigidly adhered to. Theandpenalty
comments in the
take is ostracization
press and the player who violates this law
is a rebel. What the press said about her
what Hollywas as nothing compared withher.
Later on
wood in general, said about
Simone had met Carmel Myers and a few
other friendly people who wanted to help
her. She learned from them that temperament doesn't really go over very big in
Hollywood. Throwing vases, snapping at the
press, and slamming doors is considered
temper, and not temperament. The top stars,
the Myrna Loys, the Claudette Colberts, the
Carole Lombards, the Ginger Rogerses
aren't temperamental at all. And Simone
realized that she was all wrong, and wanted
to change, but it was too late— Hollywood
and the press had definitely stamped her a
rebel. And any kicking about of Simone
they could do, they intended to do .it.
Badly hurt by the "cracks" taken at her
in the newspapers and by the rumors that
went around Hollywood following her withdrawal from "Under Two Flags" ("I really
, "I was in bed
was sick," says Simone
for forty-five days. But of course_ they
was temperament!") — Simone
said it
settled down to a rather quiet life in the
Hollywood Hills. She plunged into the
study of voice and music with Madame
Major, one of the better voice teachers
in Hollywood. Life was running smoothly
once more, she thought, when one day she
discovered that the servants she had been
so kind and generous to had been running
up bills on her. She moved into Beverly
Hills. And whereas history may not reitself, the servant problem does: — once
her trusted servants who had seemed
more peat
such nice folksy people disappointed her.
The person who knows Simone better
than anyone in Hollywood is Madame
Major, her voice teacher, and I am rather
pleased to quote from a letter which I
received from her. She says, "Simone is
one of the most diligent, serious pupils I

have ever had. She loves' music, takes her
singing seriously, and studies with enthusiasm and perseverence. She is very critical and has a keen judgment, but as soon
as she recognizes the value of someone
she becomes an ardent and loyal believer
in that person. I have personally witnessed
how kind and generous she has been to the
girl who does her hair for a long time.
She tries to help everyone who is connected
with her in some way and is generous
with those who work for her.
"Although she is one hundred per cent
French she loves and admires her adopted
country. She is grateful for the kindness
she has received — for the success she has
achieved her. She gives a great many hours
of her valuable time to improving her English, and it is her ambition to master the
perfectly."
language
Sensational
publicity in the newspapers
brought to public attention the disillusioning
chapter of the secretary who "threatened to
tell all" about Simone. The secretary once
worked in an agency in Hollywood and
it was there that Simone, fresh from
France, and bewildered by the strange new
land, met her; found her very businesslike
and efficient, as" she did everything to make
the little French girl's new life as comfortable and free from annoyance as possible. Simone was delighted with her and
employed her as her secretary to_ look
after everything for her. When Simone
went to Europe last year she left the
secretary in complete charge of her affairs,
and immediately upon her arrival in New
York, on her return trip, phoned the secretary to meet her there and come home with
her. "She had worked so hard for me,"
said Simone, "I want to give her a nice
trip." But it was not until a few months
ago that Simone realized what had happened. Then came the sensational newskeys"is
"two gold
the Today
paper
publicity about
and Hollywood
parties.
Simone
quoted : "I feel sick about the whole thing.
I'm terribly sorry. It is such a disappointment and it is all so confusing I don't know
what
say." this little French star is the
No to
wonder
most confused person in Hollywood today. She doesn't think that she has done a
thing that
wrong.should
She just
can't
understand whyispeople
be so
interested
in her private life that they want to put
it in the newspapers. But if she stays in
Hollywood long enough, she'll catch on.

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 9
stirring until it spins a thread ; combine slowly with stiffly beaten egg
whites to which salt has been added.
Cool. Add vanilla. Combine with chilled,
whipped cream. Pour into the freezing
trays and freeze without stirring. This
is served with crushed fruit, garnished
with whipped cream.
"We sometimes get corn already popped,"
Ginger told me, "but as a rule we like to
pop it by the fire, unless it's too terribly
warm. Speaking of popping — when we were
building the house, we went in heavily for
fire-irons. Mother found some amusing
Mexican figures as andirons, one playing a
banjo and one an accordion. We had pokers,
bellows and so on.
"As a gag, somebody sent us an oldfashioned bed-warmer — this thing on the
wall with the long handle. They used to put
live coals in the pan and shut it down and
then go over the bedsheets to warm them
before the sleeper hopped in. It looked interesting, so we hung it up here by the
fireplace. One day, Mother and I came in to
find my cousin Phyllis Fraser, Anne Shirley, and some of the others popping corn
in the bed-warmer ! It seems some bright
child had announced that it was a cornpopper, and so it became one. It worked
andThewe fountain
still use had
it that
neatway."
closets filled with
glasses and dishes, flavorings, straws and
so on. On the shelf behind the pretty
operator are two purple cows. "From the
Gelett
verses,"
smiledeither
Ginger.
Flowers Burgess
in this room
are always
red
or white.
Since the installation of the fountain, the
Rogers household has had no dessert that
didn't involve its use.
"Ice cream was always my favorite dessert," said the star, "just as fudge was always my favorite candy. Of course, we
serve cakes and cookies. There's a very
special cake, called Green Tree Layer Cake,
that is more than marvelous. And you
haven't lived if you haven't tasted a short
bread cookie."
GREEN TREE
Yx1
2
3

LAYER

CAKE

cup
sugar
lb. butter
egg yolks
squares Baker's chocolate

Yz2 cup
2/z
milk
cups water
flour
2 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder
21 teaspoon
egg whitesBurnett's
(beaten vanilla
stiff )
Cream the butter and sugar a long
time and then add the beaten egg yolks.
Melt the chocolate and water in a
double boiler ; then mix it with the
milk and add to the first mixture. Sift
the flour (use ordinary bread flour)
and baking powder together and beat
into the preparation. Add vanilla and
lastly, the stiffly beaten egg whites.
Bake in three layers for 15 minutes.
Use thin green and thick brown icing
between the layers (the green on top)
coating the sides with the brown and
the top layer with the green, tubing on
brown "bark" lines over the green.
FILLING
Yum-yum! Nothing like a cooling cone
after a hard day working on the set,
according to Bonita Granville.

AND

ICING

Mix Y$ square of butter and 2^2 cups
powdered sugar. Mix well and take out
about 1 cup for the green icing.
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DANDRUFF
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Green Icing
1 cup butter and sugar
3 tablespoons thin cream or milk
2 drops almond flavoring
y2 teaspoon
Green
coloringvanilla (Burnett's)
Mocha Icing
\l/2 cups butter and sugar
6 tablespoons Baker's cocoa
y2 "cup strong coffee
y2 teaspoon Burnett's vanilla
SCOTCH SHORTBREAD
1 cup Swansdown Cake Flour
y25 cup
butter powdered sugar
tablespoons
1 teaspoon vanilla
Few grains of salt
Blend all the ingredients by hand.
Roll thin and cut as desired. Bake at
350 degrees.

Use

This

Antiseptic

Scalp Treatment
Skin specialists generally agree that effective
treatment must include (1) regular cleansing
of scalp; (2) killing germs that spread infection; (3) stimulating circulation of the scalp;
(4) lubrication of the scalp to prevent dryness.
To Accomplish This Is Easy With
The Zonite Antiseptic Treatment
Just add 2 tablespoons of Zonite to each
quart of water in basin . . . Then do this:—
1. Massage head for 3 minutes with this
Zonite solution. ( This gives hair and
scalp an antiseptic cleansing — stimulates scalp— kills all germs at contact. J
2. Lather head with any good soap shampoo,
using same Zonite solution. ( This cuts
oil and grease in hair and scalp — loosens
dirt and dandruff scales. J
3. Rinse very thoroughly. (Your head is now
clean — your scalp free from scales.)
4. If scalp is dry, massage in any preferred
scalp oil. ( This relieves dryness.)
RESULTS: By using this simple antiseptic
shampoo treatment regularly (twice every
week at first) you do what skin specialists
say is necessary, if you want to rid yourself
of dandruff itch and nasty scalp odors. We
believe that if you are faithful, you will be
delighted with results.
TRIAL OFFER — For a real trial bottle of Zonite, mailed to you postpaid, send 1 0 (4 to Zonite
815 New Brunswick,
New Jersey
U. S. A.

"A cake for a very special birthday,"
observed Ginger, "always looks exciting if
you use those tiny silver candies set thickly
into the sides. Then when you light the
candles, they reflect in the silver and dazzle the guests."

y2 cup Crisco
y21 cup
egg, sugar
well beaten
y2 cup
teaspoon
54
flour salt
Yz
flavoring
English walnuts
Blend sugar and shortening thoroughly. Add egg well beaten until velvety. Then add flour, which has been
sifted with salt. Beat vigorously. Add
flavoring and drop on greased cookie
sheet like small marbles, well apart.
Put nut meat in center of each cookie
and bake 10 or 15 minutes in a 350
degree oven.
The finished product is a crisp, rich
wafer about the color of French ice
cream.
ORANGE

CUSTARD

CREAM

21 pint
cups water
sugar
\y2 cups orange juice
Yxq teaspoon salt
4 egg yolks
1 pint whipping
cream oranges
Grated
rind of three

perhaps, to
please her pet
pooch, who
remains faithfully by her
side but just
can't stifle a
great big
yawn.

Mrs. Rogers cut in with a mention of
molasses cookies, which should, it seems,
be served with peppermint ice cream, and
a new Ice Crearri Wafer cookie that is a
delightful adjunct to orange custard cream.
COOKIES

2y2 cups sifted flour
1 teaspoon soda
y2 teaspoon salt
%
ginger
*4
cloves
54
allspice
y2
cinnamon
2 eggs (well beaten)
y2 cup sugar
y2 cup molasses (Duff's)
y cup Crisco
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WAFERS

May Robson
tends to her
knitting — too
tenaciously,

MOLASSES

J^*'
Z.UIMME IS
9.3 Times More Active
than any other popular, non-poisonous
antiseptic— by standard laboratory tests

ICE CREAM

Sift flour and add soda, salt and
spices and sift together three times.
Beat eggs well and add the sugar
gradually, beating until light and thick;
add molasses and blend well, then the
Crisco and lastly the flour mixture.
Chill, roll and cut (or you can drop
them) and bake in an oven at 375
degrees.
SCREENLAND

Boil water and sugar to thin syrup.
Then add the grated rind, orange juice
and egg yolks that have been slightly
beaten. Allow mixture to cook again
for approximately 5 minutes, stirring
constantly, being careful not to overcook. Remove from fire and cool. Fold
in whipped cream, pour into freezing
tray and allow to freeze without stirSome twenty-five steps up the hill above
the house is the Rogers swimming pool,
with tennis courts and terraces, two wellstur
Ginger's
dressing-rooms,
equipped
dio. The studio
is done in and
knotty
pine with
red checked curtains, and is a real workshop. It was here Ginger did the portrait
of Irving Berlin, which he liked so much
he has twice stolen it, only to have it retrieved by a determined Lela. However,
Ginger took pity on him and made him a
copy. The Berlin original hangs in the
library, where is also a character study
of that splendid actress, Maria Ouspenskaya.
Variety— that's Ginger Rogers! Mixing
sodas or painting portraits, dancing or acting or singing, using a candid camera or
a stick of charcoal.

DAINTINESS
CHARM
ALWAYS
SMART

IS A

\

THAT
WINS.

NO

A LUX TOILET

OIRL

NEGLECTS

BEAUTY

IT

THE

SOAP

BATH

BEST

WAY

IS
I

KNOW TO INSURE
DAINTINESS

STAR OF THE
PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION
Her Jungle Love "

Active lather
makes you sure
D'S beauty
OOes
HOLL
h mak
batYW
you sure of

-leaves

daintiness. Lux Toilet Soap's
ACTIVE lather carries away

-DELICATELY

really

from the pores stale perspiration, every trace of dust
and dirt. Other lovely screen
stars such as Bette Davis,
Irene Dunne, Joan Blondell
tell you that they use Lux
Toilet Soap as a bath soap,
too, because it leaves skin

skin
sweet

FRAGRANT.'

smooth and fragrant. You'll
love this Hollywood way of
insuring daintiness!
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Soap

Charlie
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MOST
OF
A~L*
YOUNG

Yours

ENDEARING
1* THOSE
CHARMS

Quickly,

Easily

Truly, it's a shame for any
woman to let pale, scraggly
lashes spoil this most endearing
of all our charms!
This need not be true of your
eyes, however, if you will simply brush a bit of Maybelline
Mascara upward on your lashes.
Then — see what a long, silky,
sweeping fringe of lashes is yours
— and how naturally dark and
luxuriant lashes appear! Harmless, tear-proof, non-smarting.
Match your Maybelline
Mascara with the smoothmarking Maybelline Eyebrow
Pencil and creamy Maybelline
Eye Shadow. Apply Maybelline
Special Eye Cream nightly to
help guard against those premature age-lines around your eyes.
Liberal introductory sizes
at 10c stores. For eye makeup in good taste — insist on
Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids.
MAYBELLINE

Maybelline
Solid - 35c.
form Mascara inCream
gold -metal
vanity
75c.in Refills
form
Mascara
dainty zipperMaybelline
case 75c. Maybelline
Eyebrow Pencil. All in Black, Brown, Blue.
MaybellineViolet.
Rye Shadow
Blue-gray
.Brown,
Green,
Maybellinein Blue,
Special
Eye Cream.
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McCarthy
Makes
a Slave
Continued from page 23

Yet unmistakably there it was, fascinating
in its suggestion, all but uncanny in its
effect.
With this instinctive swaying went an
equally suggestive darting of the eyes. It
was only when
'a Mr.
question
required
due consideration that
Bergen
sat perfectly
still. Then he would slightly lower his
head over his glass of milk and chicken
sandwich and weigh the answer with that
concentration which has become a necessity
to his work. Even those moments of inaction were brief as a breath, waiting
merely
brain. on the response of a hair-trigger
After a sip and a bite, this extraordinary
individual would be on his feet again,
restive and articulate. A sturdy figure, definitely Nordic in the light hue of his hair
and the Scandinavian blue of his eye,
thanks to Swedish parentage, he stood out
above all as an exceedingly facile person.
In everything he said and did there was
an effortless ease. At the same time, it had
about it something of that same illusive
detachment, vague aloofness sensed in
Charlie and his originator. But something
quite new and unsuspected came out in the
course of our talk, proving that while
Bergen holds Charlie in the hollow of his
arm, Charlie holds Bergen in the hollow
of his hand.
''Although I am happy with the success
which has come after seventeen years, it
has made me a slave to Charlie," was his
revelation. "This success has come so suddenly, and with it so much work, that I
am snowed under. Not that I'm complaining, for I've every reason to be more than
grateful, and believe me, I am. But the
work has grown to such great proportions
that I feel the burden. I haven't a moment
I can call my own. Every bit of my time
is given up to Charlie. I don't have even
Sunday to myself. And now that I'm in
pictures I get up at seven o'clock every
week-day. But I never get to bed till all
hours of the night, for I'm up writing
what I need for the shows I'm giving two
nights a week at the Cocoanut Grove and
doing the script for my Sunday radio
broadcast. It means giving up my whole

life to Charlie."
It wasn't, I felt sure, that he had fashioned a Frankenstein. But obviously there
was no rest for the wear}' Bergen. He was
paying the penalty of fame so heavily that
it was inevitable he should feel the strain.
"Making a picture is the biggest strain,"
he confessed. "Take that breakfast scene
you just saw. In it I had to speak my own
lines, do Charlie's talking for him, be sure
his movements were in character, watch
Miss Leeds and Mr. Menjou to see that
Charlie reacted properly to what they said
and did, and drink coffee. That means a
lot more than just being a ventriloquist.
I like pictures, but I don't feel there's
another in me for at least seven or eight
months, for they take too much out of me.
Then, too, the lack of an audience makes
the work hard, far harder than on the
radio, even. With an audience you know
right
whether
funny
or blind
not.
But inway
pictures
you you're
have to
go it
and know nothing of the results till you
see the rushes. If I had only my own part
to play
it wouldn't
so tough.
But makes
doing
half
a dozen
things be
at the
same time
me realize that Charlie has let me in for a
bigger job than I want to tackle right
He shook his head reprovingly at his
along." alter ego whose own head, with a
wooden
slick new haircut now that he was a movie
star, popped perkily out of a bag in the
corner. Incidentally, that young scamp has
SCREENLAND

of Bergen

three bags de luxe, all lined with green velvet in keeping with Bergen's favorite color
as well as Charlie's shamrock name. One
is for everyday knocking-around, another
for sleeper jumps on trains, and the latest
for air travel. Pretty soft!
"Getting around used to be an easv
matter," sighed Mr. Bergen, "but now that
Charlie has made himself widely known
in the last year and a half I've had to
changed.
My wewhole
over. all
make
was
to have
had life's
old days
In themyself
a hotel room. But now I'm obliged to have
a house, a butler, a cook, and a chauffeur.
And that's only part of it. As I have to
meet bankers, lawyers and business men,
I'm supposed to know something about the
things they do in order to talk intelligently
with them. I'm making an awful stab at
it, but how can I know about the things
they do and the way they do them? For
example, tomorrow I've got to go over a
big contract for the manufacture of Charlie
McCarthy toys, and frankly I don't know
rabbit." modesty,
it than
about all
moreWith
anyNo?
his aengaging
Edgar Bergen impressed me as a man of
such common sense and general ability
that he could make his way in almost any
walk of life.
"Things have just happened with me,"
he insisted. "I've had no training of anykind, even as a ventriloquist. So far as
that goes, it was just an accident. One day
in Decatur, a little town of twelve hundred in Michigan, I called to a boy who
was coming
couldn't
stand why hetoward
turnedme hisandhead
and underlooked
back till he explained he thought someone
behind him was calling his name. I was
too dumb to realize I had unintentionally
thrown my voice. A little later I was in
the kitchen giving an imitation of an old
man when my mother went to the door
and opened it, saying she was sure she'd
heard_
a man'sandvoice
outside.
That set
to thinking,
I paid
a quarter
formea
book on ventriloquism. But I was more
interested in a 'job I got as fireman in a
movie house. Then I was promoted to
usher, after which I performed on the
player-piano, mostly keeping the soft pedal
on 'Hearts and Flowers.' I also gave imitations of birds and animals at church
entertainments and got myself nicknamed
'Cuckoo' Bergen. I didn't do anything with
ventriloquism till I was sixteen, when we
moved back to Chicago, where I was born.
At first I did it just for fun. But after
a while I got paid for it at clubs, and managed to pay my way through Northwestern
University. By that time I had Charlie
McCarthy, named after a Chicago newsboy I knew and made by a carpenter from
a charcoal drawing I gave him. That's it."
He nodded
head out
at Charlie's.
"Since
then
Charlie his
has worn
dozens of bodies,
but I've never been able to get another
head with the same facial characteristics.
That's why Charlie carries heavy 'life' insurance. The latest body is made of aluminum— it's lighter. But I work them all .the
same way, with a stalk which moves the
head and a lever on it with a string which
waggles the jaw. It's all very simple."
All, perhaps, but the rapier wit which
goes with it. But, at reference to this, Mr.
Bergen merely remarked: "I've never felt
I had any particular wit. It's just that I
won't use borrowed jokes. I've never considered myself to have any merit as an
author, but I try at least to be honest, so
I write my own material, such as it is, then
trust
Charlie to
put it any
over."of those merry
I wondered
whether
quips had ever got him into a jam.
"That has happened," he admitted, "but

as a rule only with drunks at night clubs
who heckled Charlie. He had a pet remark
for them, 'One dummy at a time, please.'
That usually stopped them. But for a moment one night the situation looked serious.
We'd given a show at a private party at
the Hotel Astor in New York and I was
coming from the elevator with Charlie
wrapped in padding from a mattress and
one leg hanging out. The house detective
and a policeman stopped me, and one of
them demanded, "What's that ypu've got
are you going with jt?' They
and where
suspected me of kidnapping a child! Then
there was that first time we went to Paris
and were held up by customs officials. They
didn't know what duty to charge for a
dummy, and it began to look as though
we wouldn't be able to get by. Then
Charlie began kidding them in French.
That started them laughing, and we went
in free."
Mr. Bergen didn't laugh himself, just
smiled indulgently. "For the twelve years
we were in vaudeville nobody paid any particular attention to us. We were never a
headline attraction, just an act stuck in
anywhere on the bill. That suited me all
right, as from the first I had never gone
broke. But as it got cheaper and cheaper
with six shows a day, I welcomed the death
of vaudeville. Night clubs offered easier
work.
As for the great change in his fortunes,
now that he is thirty-five, Mr. Bergen
said: "I suppose Noel Coward was responsible for it. When he went to an Elsa
Maxwell party in New York where I was
one of the performers he was good enough
to say I had struck a new note in comedy
which was bound to be immensely popular.
I didn't in the least
can say is that
All I his
discerning foresight. But it was
share
Coward's kindly enthusiasm that got me
on the Rudy Vallee hour in radio, and
that changed everything for me. I've been

Director John
Stahl, Andrea
Leeds, George
Murphy.Charlie
McCarthy
and Edgar
Bergen.

amazed at what has happened since; I
still am ! I'm surprised whenever I see my
name in a newspaper column, and was
deeply impressed when a letter addressed
to 'Edgar Bergen, Hollywood,' reached me.
I just can't get used to these things. Some
one, I don't like
me. For
worry made
themCharlie
of
a national figure. All
to see
this sudden prominence scares me. I don't
him. After all, Charlie's
think it's good for
just a prankish child, taken as an ideal by
children, and I want to keep him that and
nothing more. I like to have the public
years old. I don't
think of him as eleven
want him to be known for his wisecracking, but to be accepted in spite of it.

Of course, any fault in that direction rests
with me. Perhaps I have led him to express
a philosophy, also to speak of travels and
romances, beyond his years, although he
has travelled everywhere from Iceland to
France. But to me he has always been
something like a dog around the house.
I'm very sentimental about him, and feel
it's belittling to speak of him as a dummy.
For the same reason I dislike having others
touch him. I suppose it's because of our
A summoning assistant director stood
ociation"Go " on, Bergen," ordered
g ass
lon
doorway.
in the
back
mines!" And
to the slave
"back faithful
Charlie,
.
.
Charlie's
went

iftta
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MOM...
HE

ONLY

BAD

MAS

TOLD

H/MA

BREATH!

MR.REED TAKES JIMMIE'S TIP
WELL, AUNT MARY SAID MR. REED
TESTS SHOW THAT MOST BAD BREATH
WAS NICE-ONLY HE OUSHTA 60 SEE [ m COMES
FROM DECAYING FOOD DEPOSITS
HIS DENTIST ABOUT HIS BREATH
CREVICES BETWEEN TEETH
HIDDEN
IN
-SO I TOLD HIM!
THAT AREN'T CLEANED PROPERLY.
I RECOMMEND COLGATE DENTAL CREAM.
ITS SPECIAL PENETRATING FOAM
REMOVES THESE OD0R-BREEDIN6
WHYDEPOSITS. AND THAT'S

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH

LATER— THANKS TO COLGATE'S

7/"You see, Colgate's
special penetrating
foam gets into the hidden crevices between
your teeth that ordimethodsnary
fail cleansing
to reach . . .
removes the decaying food deposits that cause most bad breath,
dull, dingy teeth, and much tooth
Colgate's soft,
Besides, agent
decay.polishing
gently yet
safe
thoroughly cleans the enamelmakes your teeth sparkle!"

BREATH BEHIND
NOHISBAD
SPARKLING SMILE!

AND NO
TOOTHPASTE
EVER MADE
MY TEETH AS
BRIGHT AND
CLEAN AS
85
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COLGATE'S!
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Hollywood

Goes

Hayseed
Continued from page 32

"Sweet Lips !" If you long to hear these thrilling words, avoid Lipstick Parching!
Choose a lipstick that knows lips must he
silky soft ... as well as warmly bright.
Coty protects the thin, soft skin of your
lips by
broma"
special
young,

including eight drops of "Theoin every "Sub-Deb" Lipstick. This
softening ingredient promotes a
moist smoothness. In 5 ardent and

indelible shades, Coty "Sub-Deb" is just 50tf.
"Air-Spun " Rouge To Match . . . Another
thrilling new Coty discovery! Torrents of
air blend colors to new, life-like warmth.
The shades match "Sub-Deb" Lipstick. 50<5.

m
,7
mi

• SUB DEB
LIPSTICK

50*

^^^^^
Eight precious drops of"Theobroma"go into every "SubDeb". That's hoiv Coty guards against lipstick parching.
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eagerness Carole watched the mails for her
first Course. She sharpened a lot of pencils,
bought several notebooks and a drawing
board, and on the third day when the postman brought only bills and invitations and
suggestions for spending her money Carole
sat down and wrote herself an alma mater
song entitled "Terra Firma I Love You"
in which she rhymed "soil" with "boil,"
"you must" with "humus," and "pollinate"
with "how I ate." Fieldsie tells me that I
have never heard anything quite so horrible as Carole gaily singing ten verses' of
"Terra Firma I Love You" at eight o'clock
in the morning. (Carole is the only movie
star I know who gets up early when she
doesn't have to — it's probably because she
doesn't want to miss anything.) "But with
such gaiety," Fieldsie added, "that even
though I feel as sour as those lemons
Carole expects" to raise, I have to laugh."
On the fifth day, much to everyone's relief, the bulletins she had sent for began to
arrive, containing all the personal and most
revolting details concerning the private
lives of cows and chickens and the avocado.
Also, came a map. A big, beautiful colored
map of California with the different agricultural sections of the state marked off and
numbered. All the numbers were then indexed at the bottom of the map where the
California Farm Bureau was most pleased
to tell you what kind of soil was on your
land and what you could raise there. " 'The
state of California,' " Carole read with
zest, " 'contains nearly 100,000,000 acres,
of which some 30,400,000 acres, or 30.4 per
cent, are in farms.' Isn't it exciting ! Now
let's
see,45.
where
my land?
is— number
Whatis does
it say,Here
whatit does
it say?" Landowner Lombard had her first
big disappointment. It seems that she had
bought ten acres in a section where nothing
could be grown !
"It just serves me right," she said later
when she had recovered from the shock. "I
shouldn't have bought a foot of land until
I haddrove
takenoutmy tocorrespondence
course.
So
she
the Valley again
and ".this
time bought twenty-two acres in the Reseda
section which the California Farm Bureau
assured her on its beautiful map would be
most productive.
Clark Gable returned from his hunting
trip in Mexico that day and was' greeted
with Bulletin 599 which says, "The term
'soil-type' as used in the soil survey reports
implies a soil which throughout the full extent of its occurrence has relatively uniform
texture of the surface soil and relatively
uniform profile characteristics."
"So what," said Clark with a shrug. "So
you don't know what it means. So come on,
let's go to the Derby and have dinner. The
only profile you know is' John Barrymore's
and as for 'soiled-types' — there are plenty
of All
those
around
would
haveHollywood."
been well at dinner, no
doubt, if Clark hadn't ordered an omelet.
That reminded Carole of her farm. "I shall
have plenty of chickens," she said dreamily,
"with dozens of fresh eggs daily. Did you
know that hens had batteries ? It says so
right here in this bulletin. Wait a minute,
I'll read you about it. Here it is, it says :
'Hen Batteries. It is estimated that the instal ation ofhen batteries will increase the
cost of housing at least fifty cents a bird.
However, small units of battery cages may
prove
useful
broody
hens.'
a broody
hen?forNow
I ask
you,Now
whatwhat
has isa
henGeorgie
got to brood
Jesselabout?"
from the next booth
shouted, "A rooster." Carole shouted back,
SCREENLAND

"You should have your mind washed."
Clark decided that an omelet wasn't so
good after all when you came to think
about a poor hen, brooding her heart out,
having to lay it. So they forgot agriculture
for
a while and drove to the drive-intheatre.
On Thursday a burglar arrived and
carted off the Lombard jewels, but didn't
touch a single precious Bulletin. On Friday
an architect arrived with plans for the new
farmhouse and Carole was in seventh
heaven. It will be a very small frame
house, very folksy, and there won't be
guests rooms, I might mention in passing
just in case any of Miss Lombard's friends
are planning a pleasant old age in the San
Fernando Valley. The house will be surrounded byan orange grove, a lemon grove,
and perhaps olives and avocadoes. There'll
be a vegetable garden with plenty of homeraised fresh _ vegetables with the correct
number of vitamins. There will be a few
chickens, a few cows, and a few horses.
And Carole is determined that it will pay
for
itself. That's
why she is taking the
correspondence
course.
Well, the first course in the correspondence course finally got there, and Carole
discovered that it concerned the classification and varieties of citrus fruits. She could
almost taste her first oranges', sunkissed
and handpicked, as she read on and on
through pages and pages of citrus. She
drew herself an orange grove on her drawing board — her friends' comments regarding
it were most unflattering — and she looked
up all the botanical words in the dictionary— well, most of them. Relations in
citrus fruits she discovered are almost as
difficult as human relations. She sat up all
night boning, and the next morning was
ready to take her examination.
I was really very proud of Miss Lombard. After all, when you are a great movie
star you don't have to bother with such
horrible things as examinations. And here
she was slaving away with pencil and paper
when she could be doing something pleasant
like playing tennis, or buying clothes, or
signing autographs. I was sure she would
graduate cum laude from the Agricultural
Extension Service. But what questions !
1. Give in outline form the seven horticultural groups listed under the genus,
Citrus.
2. Which breeds true (a) Species (b)
3. What
? is a Trifoliate Orange?
Hybrids
Now I ask you, can you, answer these
questions? Well, neither can I. And, if you
must know,
neither her
can citrus.
Miss Lombard. I'm
afraid
she flunked

Another Clark Gable follower! The
star and his pet mount, Sonny.
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catch up with me and give my address out
to
any andandall,then
along
other
addresses,
the with
tourists
pourstars'
in.
Some of them just drive by, others stand
out in front and stare, and still more come
up and ring the door bell. So can you
blame me?"
I decided I couldn't. After all Nelson is
a very charming person, and his sincerity
is so evident in all that he says and does,
that one knows he believes his motive is
right — and so one agrees with him. Nelson
is very tall, a little over six feet, and his
hair is a most unusual shade of blond,
almost platinum. A close glance refutes
any stories that he bleaches it, because his
brows and lashes are all the same identical
shade — and besides, Nelson wouldn't stand
for such "fussing." He was wearing a
brown plaid suit with a brown plaid tie
with a touch of orange, and looked remarkably well.
The sunshine was so glorious outside
that Nelson suggested we walk around the
lot and enjoy some of it as we talked. I
confided I had a miniature kodak under my
arm, and that I'd like a snapshot, a candid
one, with him for my album. Nelson agreed,
and we looked around for someone to snap
us. The first person that came along was
a studio plumber, but he obliged and set
down his tool kit, and focused Nelson
and me.
"Take
another
my album,
too,"
said
Nelson
after one
the for
shutter
had clicked.
And playfully he placed his arm around
my shoulder, making me feel very "MacDonaldish" and we blinked into the rays
of sun for a second "take."
A studio secretary joined us and linked
her arm with Nelson's and we continued
on around the lot. Every few feet we'd
stop for some M-G-M employee (female)
who'd
spy some
Nelsonexcuse
on histo busman's
and find
join us. holiday
All in
all it was very jolly, and the girls at the
studio are on good terms with Nelson. He
asked each one some friendly question, and
you could see the delight and pleasure shine
in their eyes at his personal interest.
The sun which had been high overhead
started slipping down behind the ridge of
palm trees on the West, and the afternoon
was deepening into twilight, one of those
soft, tropic, hazy summer nightfalls, that
happen only in the southland. Nelson suggested that he drive me home. And of
course I accepted.
We slipped out the front gate across
the street to the parking station and Nelson
handed me into his car. It was the same
one that had been standing in front of his
house earlier in the day. He laughed — and
so did I, understanding^. As we drove over
the hills into Beverly and thence down into
Hollywood, Nelson sang. His driving repertory included grand opera, songs from
his pictures interspersed with swing. I sat
dollars' worth of
front
concertseat
! to a thousand
Nelson said I should come to his concert,
which was to be held very soon, and one
of the opening ones on his tour, and that
some place
perhaps afterwards we'dandgoI replied
that
and have some supper —
"stepping
I thought
would
be lots
of fun. out with Mr. Eddy"

One morning at Max Factor's Beauty
Salon, a call was relayed from my home.
"I hope you're not under a hair-dryer
or
oversomething,"
the wire. said a nice masculine voice
"Why, it's Nelson Eddy," I exclaimed,
and without thinking of the half dozen
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Factor people there by me, who made no
effort to conceal their interest. All in all
our conversation summed up the date of
the concert, and that I was to come and
meet Nelson after it was over.
"We'll go to work on you at once, we'll
make a new personality out of you, you'll
be beautiful !" said the Factors, who were
as delighted at having a Nelson Eddy call
come to their establishment, as if they
hadn't been dealing with motion picture
stars for years and years. But their enthusiasm faded when I revealed that my
appointment with Mr. Eddy was still some
time off.
No one can wear formal evening dress
quite like Nelson Eddy. The late O. O.
Mclntyre
oncefew
columned:
"Nelson
Eddyin
is
one of the
who seems
at home

DAMSELS knew that the bravest knight
could be a willing slave to an alluring perfume...

evening clothes." With a white carnation
in his lapel and his white tie fashioned
smoothly on his diamond-studded dress
shirt, and the elegant cut of his suit, seldom, if ever, has a handsomer singer appeared on the concert stage. He sang with
fervor and sincerity. Theodore Paxton followed with faultless accompaniment. The
audience was fascinated. But as most Eddy
concerts end, now that he has been, as he
says, final
"Gilded
with a movie
glamor,"
before
the
encore,
general
stampede
of
girl and women fans rushed to the stage
for autographs. Nelson took a final bow
and under a guard was taken off the stage.
Two ushers came down and escorted me

MODERN ROMANCE follows the same rule
The girl who clothes herself in the magic fragrance of Djer-Kiss Talc has her gallant knight
always at her beck and call.

through
crowds
Nelson's
dressing the
room.
Mr. back-stage
Paxton was tothere
and
so was Calvin Franklin, his genial concert
manager. Two women whom I recognized
as society leaders were talking to Nelson.
"But you simply must come," one was
saying. "I've invited everyone, and the
party
is in yourhowhonor."
I wondered
many thousands of similar invitations Nelson has had to listen
to and accept during the years. Being of
a gracious nature he probably lets himself in for a lot of entertaining that he
doesn't, exactly relish. And no matter how
well people like parties no one likes them
every night — and especially being paraded
around to meet numerous staring, curious,
though admiring people. It's just like liking
cake, but having it forced on you — so subsequently tiring of it.
"Do you mind if we go stepping to a
party
instead?"
Nelson
while the
two ladies
waited.consulted
I told himme,I
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didn't mind, but I was quite sure that the
younger and more attractive of the women
would prefer that he attend their party
without bringing a feminine companion.
But it was agreed that he bring me along.
Ushers were called to escort the two
women out of the dressing room through
the milling crowds who were trying to get
in through the door. Mr. Franklin turned
out the lights and there we sat in the dark,
while word was given out that Mr. Eddy
had left through a secret doorway. Some
believed the announcement, and departed.
Others staunchly stood by the door, some
hundreds of them, while we sat quietly
within, noiseless in the dark.
The minutes ticked away into an hour. !
We twiddled our thumbs. Nelson was concerned about his waiting hostess at the
party. But the crowd waited. Finally it
was agreed that Mr. Paxton, Mr. Franklin
and myself should go out and announce
that Nelson had already left. Exclamations
of disappointment greeted us as we came
out of the darkened dressing room without
Nelson. However, the guard of ushers continued their vigil at the dressing-room door.
Believing that we were going to meet j
Nelson the crowd followed along with us,
out to our waiting car. We drove away, \
circled the block several times and waited
a half block from the concert auditorium
in a darkened street. A half hour had
passed when we finally saw a long-legged
SCREENLAND

figure taking leaps and bounds in our direction. It was a Nelson, and rounding the
corner a few feet behind were a dozen girls
in full pursuit.
Mr. Franklin opened the door and pulled
in Nelson, who landed head first on all of
our laps, and banged it closed just a split
second before the more persistent of the
pursuers could grab a leg, an arm, or a
coatsleeve, anything to detain the fleeing
Eddy. But our car, whose motors had been
running ready for just such an emergency,
was put into gear and we were off.
Nelson, out of breath, sat up and began
assembling himself, as it were. His hat
was awry, a blond strand of hair was
dangling down on his forehead which was
wet with beads of perspiration, and his
shirt front was all ruffled from strenuous
running. After mopping his face with a
handkerchief, running a comb through his
hair and adjusting his shirt and coat, he
again took on the resemblance of the faultlessly groomed man. Only his white carnation was missing. Some woman had
grabbed it in his scurry and he ruefully
examined his top coat, to find three buttons
had been pulled off. That would be discouraging for anyone about to make an
appearance at a party.
Just two hours late, we were announced
in the drawing room of our hostess. Music
and conversation both stopped, while Nelson was taken in complete tow by the two
women who introduced him to the other
guests. We were late for cocktails, which
had been served fully an hour before to
precede the buffet supper. We four, headed
by Nelson, found the butler's pantry and
fixed some ice and gingerale and drank to
each other's health. Nelson refers to himself in the third person, "Nelson Eddy,"
in relating some of his experiences in motion pictures and on tours to entertain us.
He was telling us about the time he was
in Seattle on tour, how he'd retired, only
to .be awakened by the telephone ringing
in the early morning hours. A feminine
voice insisted she was Mrs. Theodore Paxton calling from Los Angeles to talk to
Mr. Eddy. So Nelson pretended that he
was his accompanist Mr. Paxton, and asked

f

Screen's newest du Barry. Gladys
George in "Marie Antoinette."

"his wife" what she was calling Mr. Eddy
for — when the voice changed and in dulcet
tones confided that it was just a ruse, she
was a fan in Seattle and she wanted to
know how Nelson Eddy's voice sounded
when he was just awakened from sleep.
"Can you imagine that!" Nelson asked us.
"I told her Nelson Eddy was sound asleep
andOur
banged
up thereturned
receiver."Nelson to the
hostess
drawing room and seated him in the midst
of an admiring group of girls where he
managed to balance his dinner plate and
napkin on his knee and answer silly questions by the dozens. No sooner had coffee
been served than the hostess offered to
sing, and we all listened for the next twenty
minutes. Then she asked Nelson to sing
(who'd just sung a two hour concert), and
of course he was obliged to do so. With
many a nourish he started off in grand
opera, singing Italian like a veteran, then
changing his tempo and with a wink at
Theodore Paxton who was accompanying
him at the piano, he broke into a "Fred
Astaire" and dancing over to a hardwood
section of flooring amazed the guests with
his versatility and tapping ability. Then
again from the ridiculous to the sublime he
returned to the piano and sang more opera,
this time in French — and concluded with
"Wagon Wheels."
Of course everyone insisted he continue,
but Nelson firmly and gracefully refused,
on the pretense that he was quite worn,
and should really take his departure for
home.
When the hostess saw that he was about
to leave — and by this time the clock on
the mantel indicated the hour had advanced
to three a. m., she insisted on telling his
fortune. And so Nelson was seated at a
small table while the lady read his palm,
and then told his past, present, and future
with cards. Plainly bored, but living the

where he gathered his coat and hat. Then
he returned and with a wave of the hand
in farewell, gathered Mr. Franklin and
Mr- Paxton and myself — and presto, we
were out in the car, homeward bound.
Nelson's quick departure was one acquired
through years of experience in party-going.
"If I hadn't grabbed my coat, they'd find
excuses to keep us there — and then would
come the dawn," Nelson explained as he
tried to suppress a yawn. The glamorous
star was tired and weary, and could
scarcely keep awake, like anyone completely
exhausted after a hard day.
When Nelson said goodnight, I noticed
a white rose in his lapel — where first had
been a white carnation, then none, and now
a flower. Noticing my observation he pulled
the rose out of the buttonhole and in dramatic fashion held it before him. "Ah, my
life is like a white, white rose," he mimicked
a-la-Barrymore. "Alas, you are put into
my lapel — only to be jerked away by the
And he handed the rose to me — "A belated
corsage, Madame,"
he bowed and laughed,
fan !" "Did you have a good time? I
next then:
and
had to sing and everything — ah, the life of

Lilian Bond strikes a new style
note in an all-fringe cape.
role of gentleman in never turning a lady
down, Nelson sat another full hour hearing the amateur fortune teller. The moment
she had finished, Nelson was up from his
chair with a bound and out into the hall

And with goodnights, Nelson in clowning
mood burst into "Farewell Forever ! Fareme."Forever !" and then changing into
poor well
"Get Along Little Doggie" with many a
flourish of his hat, he returned to his car
and was whisked away.
It's unfortunate that some of the writers
don't become better acquainted with Nelson— even
to "stepping
out" change
with him.
Their
viewpoints
would surely
and
their pens would be less vitriolic — because
Nelson is really very human, gay, and
interesting — and with the exception of that
great voice — he himself admits he isn't
much of an actor — he's one of us, even
though he has been so often misquoted.
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STORY

UP TO NOW

Marcia Court, Hollywood star whose
fame rises from her realistic portrayals of "hard boiled" characters,
refuses to play a similar part in the
English picture for which she was
brought to London. Her manager, Phil
Burns, evolves the idea of letting Marcia play the titled English character in
the film, hoping her unconscious burlesque of the role will make the film
a great comedy success. Burns confides his plan to the director, Lawrence Stewart, and Anne Barrett,
English actress. Marcia, striving to
rise above her background (her real
name is Florrie Butch and her father
is a gardener whom she provides for
but who is sworn to secrecy regarding
their relation), induces Stewart, much
against his will, to invite several socially prominent Londoners to a dinner
she proposes to give after the preview
of the film. Marcia has called Phil
Burns to see her so she can acquaint
him with her plans, as the concludingchapter opens.

Phil and Butch arrived quietly, and stood
in the rear by the stairs, unobserved, as
they looked upon the gathering. Butch was
uneasy but Phil whispered to him to keep
up his courage.
Lady Marble held her glass towards
Marcia. "A salute to the new rage of London." She sipped her cocktail.
Marcia was enthralled. "That's very dear
of you. But I'm afraid you're just flatter"Indeed I'm not. You'll be the new sensation. And I owe you an apology. Your
ing me."
characterizations in your American pictures
have always fascinated me by their very
hardness, and I've heretofore regarded you
as a type. I shouldn't have thought you
versatile enough to portray such a contrasting part as Lady Mary."
"An actress must play many parts, Lady
Marble," Marcia said with condescending
graciousness.
Lady Marble hit back with a gentle

smile. "So she must. But it isn't only
your
whichin Iletting
must commend.
It's
your acting
generosity
Anne Barrett
have the colorful, outstanding part — the
kind we English have always admired."
Marcia was stunned. "You mean you
really like the type of character
Anne

"I adore it. We all do. But we've thought
no one could do justice to those roles except you
Americans
."
"You
think
the Americans
are finer arplayed?"
tists than the English ?" Marcia asked, feeling betrayed.
"Oh, most decidedly, — in those earthy
characterizations."
"And your permitting Anne to play that
type of role in your picture, when it is so
obviously your forte, is just another mark
the great
of "Really
, I—artist."
" Marcia began weakly.
"Now, now, no pretty modesties, my
dear ! Of course we realize that if you
hadn't been sure of your ability you would
never have permitted her to have such a

juicy
part while
"Colorless
!" you took a colorless role."
"In any hands but yours," Lady Marble
assured her hastily, "the part of Lady
Mary would have!" been extremely boring.
But you acquitted
"Oh yourself gloriously while
giving Anne the chance to break through
and show what a really fine actress she
"Wasn't
she splendid?" Marcia murmured faintly.
"She was utterly charming. And you
were very brave indeed this evening to
lay yourself open to criticism, in playing
Lady Mary in such delightfully absurd
It was a question as to whether Lady
Marble was being serious or subtly infashion !"sulting. However, Marcia had begun to
feel that she was being led to the chopping
block.
"I mean, of course, that it was* charmingly absurd," Lady Marble said in her
most soothing voice. "And what a triumph
for you. I've is."
always been an ardent admirer of your work, my dear. But when I
heard you were to play an English gentlewoman— well, I'll admit it was something of a shock to me. I just couldn't
reconcile
with American
the personality
in those it
rowdy
roles. I'd
Butseenof
course I didn't understand it was to be
"Burlesque !" The word hissed through
Marcia's tight lips.
burlesque."
Lady Marble recoiled in sudden shock.
"You can't mean you were playing the
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Time out from "Holiday." Director George Culcor entertains Katharine Hepburn,
Lew Ayres, Henry Kolker, Doris Nolan and Cary Grant with an anecdote.
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part straight — that Lady Mary in the picture was your conception of a true English gentlewoman !"
Marcia couldn't face it. "N-o-o, of course
not ; it was only meant to be funny."
Lady Marble breathed a sigh of relief.
"It was — screamingly ; and it was such a
perfectly devastating idea, having an English woman caricaturing an American
parvenu and an American woman caricaturing an English lady, in the same picture.
Whoever thought of that was a genius !
But, my dear, you must have hesitated at
such an undertaking."
"No," Marcia spoke in a strange voice,
"I was eager to play Lady Mary."
"What courage you have, and how delicately you handled it ! But I shudder to
think of how horribly commonplace that
characterization would have been in less
skilled hands than yours."
"Thank you !" Marcia breathed tensely.
"However, you carried it off so exquisit didn't
if you
were
acting itelyatthatall,
but as seem
if you aswere
a person
of no background whatever who was
making herself ridiculous by trying to be
something she could never achieve. And
that, my dear Miss Court, is the ultimate
in acting."
Marcia's suffering was evident. "You
really think it was fine — acting?"
"It was superb ! In fact, the characterization was so finely drawn that at first_ Lord
Marble and I had an argument^ — he insisting that you were playing the role straight.
There was a time, about two-thirds of the
way through the picture, when you became
almost convincingly a lady — to anyone but
a lady — but toward the latter part of the
story you once more slipped into your delightfully gauche characterization."
"But I didn't disappoint you?" Marcia
asked, ironically reproachful.
"My dear, no ! At the finish you were
even more amusingly ridiculous than in the
beginning, as if you suddenly realized you
were toning down your burlesque." She
glanced at Marcia with quick concern. "I
hope you understand just what I'm trying
to say."
Marcia's anger vanished swiftly, as", with
a faint smile, she regained poise and took
command of the situation. "Yes, Lady
Marble, I've understood for some time,
very clearly, things I've never understood
before. But I'm afraid you're giving too
much of the credit for my amusing performance to me, when it is really due to
the combined genius of Mr. Lawrence
Stewart, my director, and to the able assistance of my business manager, Mr. Phil
Burns, not to mention Miss Anne Barrett,
who wrote most of the story."
"How generous of you," purred Lady
Marble. "But where is this Mr. Burns ? I've
heard so much of him from Anne that I'd
so like to meet him."
"You must," Marcia said with a little
smile. "He's an astute judge of character. In fact, he has" the uncanny faculty of
understanding others much better than they
understand themselves. And he's always so
full of delightful surprises."
"How interesting. Will he be here tonight ?" turned casually toward Phil and
Marcia
Butch in a way which revealed she had
known for some time that they were there.
"He's here now, with one of his very
nicest surprises'. He has brought my father
all the way from Hollywood to be present
on the eve of my greatest triumph. Phil,
you and father must come down here and
meet the guests."
Phil and Butch exchanged a look. Butch
was ready to flee. But Phil was admirably
composed as he urged the older man into
the drawing room. Marcia went to meet
them, kissing her father. "I'm so glad
you've come, darling. How are you feeling ?"
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"I was never happier in my whole life."
She patted his cheek. "You sweet old
tiling." She turned to Phil. "I've been
wondering how you ever induced him to
come all the way to London just to attend
Philthegave
Marcia
a confiding
"I
took
liberty
of sending
him smile.
a cable
my party?"
and"You
signing
name." eyes flashed anger
did!"your
Marcia's
for a brief moment, then she gave Phil a
special smile. "You always were the most
considerate
person."
"Thank you,"
Phil bowed.
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does not rob hair and scalp of the essential natural
oils that keep your hair healthy. Come back home
with that burnished beauty look in your hair . . . use
Admiracion Olive Oil Shampoo. Sold with a moneyback guarantee. For a trial sample send three 3-cent
stamps — Dept. 31, Admiracion, Harrison, N. J.
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Marcia favored Lady Marble with her
best Mona
Lisa. "How can anyone ever
rious ?"
tell when an actress is being serious'?"
"Even the actress," Phil supplied gently.
Marcia shot Phil a quick look, then her
manner softened as she turned to Butch
with a warm smile as she said, graciously
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to any desired size or shape and apply it. Flesh color. At Drug, Shoe,
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and Dr. Scholl's Foot Booklet.
Write Dr. Scholl's, Inc., Chicago.
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Marcia turned to her guests. "I'd like to
present my manager, Mr. Phil Burns, and
my father, Mr. Joe Butch. Of course you
realize that Marcia Court is only a screen
name — I was christened Florrie Butch. And
now I shan't bother you with individual
introductions as it's growing late and I
think it's time for us to go in to supper."
But Lady Marble stepped forward,
gamely and graciously. "Nevertheless I
shall first insist upon taking Mr. Butch
by the hand and congratulating him upon
being the father of such a charming and
accomplished actress." She glowed upon
Butch as' she took his hand. "I know how
proud you are of a daughter who is so
clever and resourceful. However/' with a
secret smile for Marcia, "it must be trying
to live with a person as subtle as she. How
can you ever .tell when she is being se-

FOOT
PLASTER

sweet,
"Father."
"You
are just like your mother," he
said
softly.
Marcia gave him a rare smile. The butler
opened the double doors to the dining
room. Marcia and Butch started forward
as Phil stepped quickly to her free side.
"May I?" he asked.
As Phil offered his arm, Marcia looked
at him with complete understanding, her
eyes luminous. She took his arm and with
her two dinner partners started for the
dining room. As they passed Anne, Phil
grinned and winked at her. Anne smiled
and glanced happily at Stewart. He offered
his arm and they followed in Marcia's
train, the distinguished guests closing in
behind them. And Marcia, as she went
through the doorway on the arms of her
gallant knights was, somehow, the greatest
lady of them all.
(The End)
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(Pronounced "SIT-TRUE")
Stars of stage and screen prefer Sitroux Tissues. So soft,
yet so much stronger, they
hold together! Care for YOUR
complexion with Sitroux Tissues. Get a box today!

Winning smile! If won Helen
Parrish, above, her film contract.

Baby Her
Snooks
Age Tells

Continued from page 59
Snooks. Now where were we, Mr. Holland? (She beams triumphantly) That's the
months.
first time I've remembered a name in
Me: We were talking about Baby
Snooks' first stage appearance.
Fanny: Oh, yes. Well— (With a gnashing of my teeth, I heard the phone ring —
again. I tried hard to appear nonchalant.
I knew I must be calm. But if that phone
rang again !— Oh well, Holland, take out
coma.)
a cigarette and smoke yourself into a

Fanny: (on way to phone) Just go right
on asking me questions.
Me: (agreeably now) All right. Now—
Fanny: (On phone) Yeah ... All right
When am I going to see you? . . .
Me: As I was saying —
ok?Phil:
. . . (to friend) Think the script's
Fanny: (on phone) All right. . . .
Me: As I was saying — (Oh, what's the
use? No one's listening to me anyway)
Fanny: (still on phone) See you later
then. (Hangs up and returns to her seat.)
Fanny: (smiling broadly) Phil, that's an
old friend of mine just in from New York.
I haven't seen him for months and months.
Phil: About this script, Fanny —
Me: (clearing my throat) As I was sayFanny: Oh, yes. Sorry to keep you waiting, (pause) Where did we leave off?
Me: Baby Snooks on —
ing—
Fanny: That's it. You see, in Snooks'
case,
say. we merely use child psychology. Nothing is said that an ordinary child wouldn't
Phil: (rapidly and loudly) And often we
have to throw out a good gag, just —
Fanny : (interrupting and louder. Both
are genuinely excited now, and I'm practically insane. Either I don't get any stories, or when I do they come so fast I can't
write them down fast enough. Fanny continuing) Just to preserve the character.
Even though we know the gag may bring
a laugh.
Me: (Silence. I'm writing too madly to
talk. Gee! Wish I knew shorthand!)
Fanny: We get a lot of letters from
mothers suggesting gags to use that their
own children have said. Some we can use,
but most of them are only funny to their
mothers. And, anyway, we must only use
stories that will fit a certain situation.
Phil: That's it! You see, we never try
to
any question of Snooks'.
We explain
merely zvhy
say to
because.
Fanny: Often, though, Snooks becomes
so inquisitive, that we start to explain. Then
we're lost — as is her exasperated father.
(With a sly grin) Never try to tell a child
a building is tall because an architect made
it that way. Just say because. If you don't,
you'll find yourself explaining what an
architect is, and you're apt to wind up
describing a brick before you're through.
Me: (After a near collapse from writer's
cramp)
Baby back
Snooks
—
Voice: Is(from
of me)
Hello, Fanny!
Fanny: Hello!
Voice: Meet my mother-in-law, Fanny.
Fanny: How do you do. (To the new
arrival) Did you bring back the sweaters
and coat from Mexico for me?
Voice: Yep — here they are! (What was
this? The Grand Central Terminal? But
who was this new arrival? I recognized
her voice and her face. But who was she?)
Fanny: Oh, pardon me — Miss Hovick — ,
Me: Holland. (So this was Louise (Gypsy
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Hollywood's version of the coolie
hat — modeled by Evalyn Knapp.
Rose Lee) Hovick. Now after a few minutes in Fanny's home, I realized why she
couldn't remember names. It'd be like asking a train announcer in a depot to remember the name of each person who
passed through his gates)
Fanny: (Back to her new clothes) Let's
see them! (During the interim while I
smiled asininely and tried to be calm, I
watched boxes and boxes of clothes being
unwrapped. Apparently Louise had just returned from one of her frequent trips to
Mexico. During the long period of delighted exclamations over the bargains —
yes, even celebrities get excited over bargains—I sighed heavily, lit another cigarette, and did some eavesdropping. It seemed
that a big store in Mexico was selling out,
and that Louise had practically bought out
the place. Fanny's prizes were a beautiful
white camel hair polo coat, several cashmere sweaters, and a pair of slacks. Yep,
Fanny loves to dress in slacks and a tailored
coat. She was thus dressed this afternoon)
Fanny: (abruptly) What size are these
slacks ?
Louise: 26 waist.
26.Fanny: Louise, you know I can't wear a
Louise: Why, you can too, Fanny! You
wear the same size as I do !
Fanny: Oh yeah! Me — a 26! (definitely)
No,
I give
them ! away ! I couldn't even
squeeze
into them
Me: Is Baby Snooks — (sounds like a
broken record)
Oh, I'minterviewed.
so sorry. I didn't realize
youLouise:
were being
Me: Oh,
all right. I'm really a
nuisance
here that's
anyway.
L.'s Mothcr-in-Lazv : You know, Miss
Brice, I guess I'm one of the few people in
captivity who has never heard you on the
radio or seen you.
Fanny: (smiling broadly) It does us entertainers good to know we're not as popular as we think, (after a pause) Do you
want to come to the broadcast Thursday?
L's. M. in L.: Yes.
Fanny:
Fine.counts
Herd's
some tickets.
new
listener
! (After
severalEvery
vain
attempts to continue the interview, attempts
that were always broken into by a new
trend of conversation, I sat back and just
listened. Finally, Louise and her motherin-law left. The silence was a shock. I
wasn't
again. ) used to it. So, hesitantly, I began
Mc: Do you ever burlesque Baby Snooks?
Fanny: Never. I burlesque my other
characters — but never Snooks. She wouldn't
be real if I did. I'm very serious about
her.
Phil: (No he hadn't left yet. He jumps
up) Well, got to go, Fanny. See you later.
And I'll work on this script. Goodbye,
Mr.—
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she's a charming girl— Carol!
She does worry, though. It seems odd
that men so seldom ask her for a second
date. Certainly she is pretty enough— and
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bathe
every
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Two fine actresses, ladies, and proud mothers! Billie Burke and Fanny Brice, expert
comediennes both, chat on the set.
Me: (As a matter of habit) Holland.
So long.
Phil: (Almost at the same time with
me)
Hey,So I'm
not (Exits)
Fanny.
I can Holland,
remember(pause)
a name!
long.
Me: You're surely busy today. (A stupid
remark)
Fanny: Just about as usual.
Me: Well, to go on, you say Snooks
went on the air first? Were you nervous?
Fanny: Nervous? I was positively petrified !It was about my first time on the air.
During the broadcast, I dropped my script.
didn't
floor.theI script
over thewhile
scattered
Pages what
know
to do.allFinally,
was being picked up, I ad libbcd to the radio
audience — in the character of Baby Snooks.
Then, after I had just about collapsed, I
got my script back. Ever since that night,
I've dreamt the night before I go on the
air that I dropped my script in the middle
of a broadcast.
Me: Are you still nervous about broadcasting?
Fanny: Not with Snooks. Because I have
real fun doing it. But with every other
character, I'm very nervous. My cockney
English character is going over well on the
air now, though, so I'm losing my fright
over it. (She curled up in her chair and
continued) I used to be very afraid of
censors changing my script at the last moment, but never once did a single line have
to be changed in a broadcast of Snooks.
Now, the censors never look at my script.
They know it'll be perfectly all right.'
Snooks
Billy. just wouldn't say anything off color.
(Fanny looked up — behind me) Oh, hello,
Billy: Hello, Mom. (It was Billy Brice,
Fanny's son. After a few anxious moments
— for I was just beginning to make headwith my interview, he exchanged a few
room)way with
words
Fanny and went into the living
Me: What gave you the idea to put
Baby Snooks on the stage?
Fanny: Ziegfeld — God bless him — wanted
me to do it. I got a lot more laughs out
of Baby Snooks on the stage than I must
have on the air, because the audience could
see the facial expressions, (grinning almost
bashfully — no kidding) You know, I get so
excited doing Snooks on the air at times,
that people tell me I make the most awful
faces and that I even twist my dress as
SCREENL

AND

Snooks would. (Suddenly from out of the
void — the next room, that is — comes the
voice
I knew
Billy'srecords,
hobby
now — of
he Bing
was Crosby.
a devotee
of new
especially those of Bing's and those of
swing)
Closeaway)
the door, Billy. (Door closes.
Music fades
Me: What was your first real memory
of your career? (Aside) Hope Fanny
doesn't realize I'm pumping her about her
start.
Fanny: (Without catching on) I started
in show business doing songs at amateur
nights.
Me : Amateur nights !
Fanny: Yes, they had them in those days,
too. Well, I won the first prize. But then
I broke the cardinal rule of all amateurs
and decided to dress up in a blue organdy
dress with fittings to match. You see, all
amateurs wore their street clothes. With
pride over my new outfit literally bursting
all over me, I came on the stage at the next
amateur night. I didn't get to sing a note.
They booed me off the stage. From then on,
I wore my little sailor suit — and forgot
costuming.
Me: Any more, reminiscenses ?
Fanny: (after a moment) Well, there
was the time I was in burlesque. I had a
number with a girl who had laryngitis, and
I used to sing for her while she mouthed
to give the impression that she was singing
too. It was supposed to be a duet, you
know. I was so thin at that time that I had
to wear symmetricals — in other words,
tights under tights — to give me even a
semblance of a figure. On that fateful evening, the strap of my tights broke, and my
figure rolled to my knees. Naturally, I
couldn't go on. But the other girl, not
knowing about my difficulty, had gone on
the stage. There, proudly and innocently,
she moved her lips, only to be met with
complete silence. That was tragic to me
then, but I suppose now it has its funny
side.
Me: (laughing) I should say it has!
(becoming more serious) Being a comedian,
did you ever try to do serious stuff — outside of your famous "My Man," I mean?
Yes, I did. And I'll never forget
Fanny:
that evening either. I was in the Follies
and was playing a court jester. I even had
a hunchback. I was supposed to do a lament.
When I came on the stage, everyone began

laughing at me. They thought I was going
to
again.
I didn't
knowoutwhat
to
do be
for funny
a while.
Finally,
I went
by the
footlights and merely stared at the audience.
Slowly the laughs died away and they knew
they
back weren't
and did supposed
the scene.to laugh. I then went
Me: How did you ever happen to do
"My Man" in a show then?
Fanny: Like all comedians, I wanted to
try some heavy drama. I kept waiting for
my chance, and finally Flo Ziegfeld asked
me to do the ballad. Naturally, I was afraid
they might laugh at me, but I was too
anxious for the chance. I needn't tell you
the rest of the story. (Thoughtfully) You
know, it's a funny thing, but people who
make people laugh hate to be laughed at.
(I was practically in paradise, for I hadn't
been interrupted for the last five minutes —
that is, outside of a few ' hurried phone
calls.)
Me: Fanny, how do you like pictures?
Fanny: Fine! I know so little about pictures, though. On the stage, the audience
directs your every move, but that camera
doesn't help you out a bit. I want to learn
all I can about this business — technique and
everything.
Me: Well, I thought you were swell in
"Everybody Sing" — and I bet Ziegfeld
would have stood up and cheered you.
Fanny: Maybe. But I know Flo would
have felt that way I did when I saw the
picture. A lot more could have been done
with my part. There were plenty of rough
edges I'd like to have gone up there on
that screen and improved on.
Voice: (again from behind me) Hello,
Fanny !
Another Voice: (From same position)
Hello, Fanny. Got the job at the studio.
Thanks a lot!
Fanny: That's fine! (To me) A young
kid I helped get a job — sort of.
Me: (To myself) Are there secret entrances into this place or is this Hollywood
Boulevard? (To Fanny) Well, you've been
a fairy godmother to that fellow, I bet, and
you've told me a great deal. Sort of makes
you godmother to both of us. One more
question, though — what are your plans for
the future? Do you intend to stay here in
pictures ?
Fanny: I should say so! I'll stay here as
want me. I'm signed with
they you
long
M-G-Mas now,
know. Why, even though

I'm working hard, I feel as though I'm on
atime.
vacation here. I'm always having a good
Me: You're not going back to the stage
then?
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Fanny: I haven't the fever yet.
Me: Well, thanks a lot, Fanny. It's been
swell seeing you! (Getting my hat) I'd
like to stay longer, but I know you're busy.
Fanny: Yes — sort of. (Going towards
hall with me) Sorry we had so manv interruptions.
Me: Oh, that's all right.
You I know,
I'm start.
glad you
didn't
askFanny:
me how
got my
I hate
to
reminisce. It's a sign of age.
Me: (guiltily) Yes — . Well — good luck,
and see you later. &LJ
Fanny: Can you find your way out all
right ?
Me: Yes. And let me say again I envy
you the color in your life.
Fanny:
Color?
just think
one busy
after
another.
YouIt's
never
of itday
as
color. Goodbye and thanks for calling.
(I found my way out. But with extreme
caution, I opened the door. I was afraid I
might be run over by another load of
Fanny's friends who might just be "dropping in." So I got in my car and drove off,
with the "Reminiscenses of Fanny Brice,"
a real trouper and a swell person, carefully
tucked away in my pocket.)
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Continued from page 77

hair. Brush this hair forlock ofward aand child's
curl the ends. The way you curl
it will give you a variety of arrangements.
You may want to curl that hair under,
giving a tailored pompadour effect. This
is good for a high forehead. Or you may
brush loose curls' up, just above the forehead, in the old Lily Langtry manner. The
first looks trim; the second, frou-frou but
nice. Ann Sheridan, pictured, has another
version. An hour before a date, Ann
dampens this front hair with a light wave
lotion or warm water, separates it into
small strands, makes a pin curl by twisting
several times about her fingers, pins down
very flat and tight. Meanwhile, she bathes
and dresses. When dry, she combs out in
loose top curls. Pin curls have always been
popular with the younger stars. Time and
again, I've seen them busy in dressingrooms pinning in these little curls, later
to have a soft, lovely effect. You can make
them anywhere on your head if you have
the patience.
The modified upward trend is becoming
to the mature face, especially with forehead
curls. If the back hair is swirled, the ends
a soft halo of curls, circling upward toward
the front, half covering the ears, the effect
is" generally smart and youthful. The mature face should never wear hair too low
or too full at the sides. This line seems to
accent age.

showed him how to start the engine, and
so on. He was so excited he didn't know
what to do. 'Oh, Cissie, do get in and let
me show you all the gadgets !' he tried.
I got in; they slammed the door, and we
were off !
"I scarcely breathed until we came down
again.
ButFreddie
I don't had
like toflying.
Of course,
once up,
go again.
I go

Tone, texture, and sheen are still the
measuring rods for hair beauty, and they
lead us right back to good hair care. There
are too many good hair products today to
excuse any of us from anything but lovely
hair. Modern shampoos come in many
forms', for dry or oily hair. Many good
rinses, or ingredients combined in the shamand sheen-withof sunshine
a glint
poos,inaddthe
out
least
altering natural color.
Blondes keep blonde in sane ways. The
straw blonde is going, the platinum gone.
Hollywood helped this by putting the natural or ash blonde on the screen. Hollywood gives plenty of hair helps, good styles
and good hair, with the sole aim of making
and keeping its stars alluring.
"Do stars have beautiful hair? What
about Carole Lombard's?" Many ask these
questions. Yes, they do. Stars must, or they
wouldn't photograph well. Carole's hair is
all you hope, and more — a blonde that is
really blonde. Discounting the best in the
way of hairdressers, the stars depend upon
the simple means available to us. A good
shampoo, soap or soapless base, according to needs and personal preference. A
corrective tonic when hair misbehaves, becomes too oily, dry or scalp annoyances set
in. A brightening, softening rinse for more
sheen and a glint more of color. Hot oil
treatments before and after permanents —
and most certainly after an outdoor summer. And — emphasis on brushing, for
beauty lies that way. If you'd really brush
and make it a daily habit, most hair worries
would disappear. Real brushing, vigorous,
sweeping, with a clean brush, gives a beauty
that nothing else can touch. The stars know
this and every one is a brusher. Join the
brush brigade. Take sensible care of your
hair. Experiment with new hair-dos, but
never sacrifice your face to a coiffure
merely because it is new and smart. Instead,
make the coiffure fit you. For hair still is,
as it was in the beginning and ever will be,
your very own crowning glory !

this time,
we had opened an enherself!'"
enjoying
is,By
velope full of
newly printed Leica snaps
fresh from the Bartholomew film, but
blown to 4 by 5.
"The best of those are the ones I took
on the battleship," contributed Freddie,
edging
the discussion,
aren't
as good into
as they
might have"but
been.they
I should
have arranged things so that the sailors
were silhouetted against the sunlit water,
in the wigwagging shots. Then they might
have been worth enlarging.
"Look at this one, when the white boat
is against the dark water. That wouldn't
be
bad, little
only boats
it isn'tbobbing
framed about
right. below
Same
withso the
the ship. I shouldn't have had the umbrella
top in it. Maybe something that suggests
a battleship could have been included to
show I was shooting down.
"I like the composition in this shot of
the bell on the U.S.S. Pennsylvania — that's
the ship we were on — but I don't know that
it
adds there
anything
to have
the To
man's
down
in the
corner.
tellhead
the
truth, I didn't happen to see him when
I took it. This one of the three cannon
isn't too bad.
"I don't use filters. And I haven't a
light meter yet. I may get a meter in time,
but I believe you can rely on gadgets too
much, and so never really learn your
trade. A man with a bad foot has to leave
off his stick some time, or he'll never walk.
There may be some advantage to filters,
but I'm not far enough along yet to bother
with them. I want to know what I'm doing
about focus and framing and composition
first.
"Here's a picture of the little plane
Reginald Denny gave me, set out in front
of our house. It's a poor shot, because
there's no contrast and the plane isn't the
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Style hint from pretty Jacqueline
Wells — hat of chartreuse balcu bound
around with a magenta chenille veil.
Freddie,

the

Candid

Kid

Continued from page 69

with him. If we die, we die together. Nowadays, Freddie is at the controls part of
the time, while I sit, stiff with terror behind him. He says : 'Cissie pretends to be
afraid but whenever I look back, there she

center of importance, as it should be.
With a little shout, he picked up another
print, his eyes dancing in almost their old
fashion. "I'd forgotten this ! I tried to take
Evia picture of my own shadow — see?
dently all wrong, because the grass is quite
white, but you can gather what it is. It's
enjoy freak shots!"
a freak shot. I over
the shots again and
He glanced
had a most interhad
they
observed that
esting time on the battleship. They had
visited the admiral — Admiral Claude C.
Bloch— and he had let them see everything.
It was most interesting. But no — definitely
NO — he wasn't going into the navy— anybody's navy. He had "other plans." The
"shut look" came back into his face, and
he reached for more pictures.
"They say you can't get cloud effects
"But
filter," he said,in presently.
withoutarea lots
these shots of
of clouds
there
I hadn't a filter — I wasn't
our house. And
even looking for clouds. All I wanted was
a picture of our house — and I had to take
four different shots to get it all in! The
shadows aren't bad. The difficulty was that
the building is so long, you have to take
it in sections !"
Freddie isn't particularly interested in
photographing people. He'd rather take

Hidden

Clamor

Continued from page 51

marriage that was later dissolved in the
divorce courts.
The picture made, and well-praised, Fanchon Rover went about selling it to distributors' She was interested in impressing
one film man in particular. It was he who
told her in the lobby of the theatre: "I
know they liked your picture — but an independent producer doesn't have to worry
so much about that, as about getting something into the film that will make it a box

." on, Fanchon Royer has
office
that time
Fromattraction
stuck to the "exploitation pictures" as
As' a producer
they're called in the trade.
she can tell you down to the last dime
how much a picture cost for story, raw
film, lighting, camera work, players and
laboratory work. In her own field, she is
with some of the shrewdest busicompeting
ness brains the film industry has developed.
That it is not by any means a lick-penny
business we think we might convey very
briefly by telling you that one of the most
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and shinHelp your dentist keep your teethbysound
brushing teeth
ing, your gums firm and healthy,
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gums is
and massagingForhan's
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of insect bites, athEven the most stubborn itching and
other externally
lete's foot, hives, scales, eczema,
anticaused skin afflictions quickly yields to cooling,
Easy to use.
septic, liquid D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.
Soothes
stainless.
and
greaseless
Clear,
Dries fast.
the irritation and quickly stops the most intense
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itching. A 35c trial bottle, at all drug stores, proves
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Learn to colorhom
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Send
for
free
booklet,
Money NATIONAL
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3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 443C Chicago
WANTED
SONG POEMS
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Free Examination. Send Your Poems To
J. CHAS. McNEIL
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
4153-V South Van Ness
Los Angeles, Calif.
They make a good team! Leo Carrillo, that ingratiating fellow, joins forces again
with Edith Fellowes in "City Street?." Remember them in "Little Miss Roughneck?
pictures of animals, boats, planes or
"something happening."
"The trouble is you are never ready
when you need to get an action shot," he
pointed out. "And animals are so quick. I
have two dogs — Conkle and Toby — but
they won't stand still. Here's a shot of
Conkle just tunneling under the^fence, and
in the mud."
wadingfiends
of them
oneOther
camera
may be thwarted
artists, but not Freddie. "I don't _ believe
drew anything in his life,"
Freddie ever
his aunt, when Freddie had been
confided
called back to the set. "Or at any rate
nothing that could be recognized. He often
draws up plans for something he intends to
make in carpentry, and shows it to me
this !'
to make
.going what
: 'Look,
and
And says
I look,
and >rm
wonder
on earth
it can be. But it always seems to turn out
all right, although I have to be told what
the plans represent. He's really quite good
at carpentry, so he evidently reads his own
blueprints."
Three years ago, Freddie would have
run after me to tell me another gorgeous
joke on Cissie. Today, he bowed slightly,
and unsmilingly, from the set. Politely.
He's a gentleman, but a reserved one.
WANTED AT ONCE!
Mother. Home, Love.
Patriotic. Sacred,
Comic or any subject.
SONG POEMS
Don't delay — send
your poem today for immediate consideration.
RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods Building. Chicago, III.
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Crime
School
Warners

Those "Dead End" boys go to reform
school,
while
what's going
happen, and
it all
addsyouupknow
to rousingly
rowdyto
melodrama, sure to be found gripping by
all audiences, though it is far better suited
to serve as adult than junior fare. Billy
Halop, Bobby Jordan, Huntz Hall, Leo
Gorcey, Bernard Punsley, Gabriel Dell —
the boys, in person — are excellent. So are
Humphrey Bogart and Gale Page. Exciting.

AGGING

the

TALKIES

Delight Evans' Reviews
on Pages 52-53

First
Hundred
Years
M-G-M

A polished production and ingratiating
performances by Robert Montgomery and
Virginia Bruce make this comedy snack
most pleasant to take, even if its flavor is
familiar and its caloric content light. It's
about a very-much-in-love couple parting
over differences of opinion — the wife insisting upon continuing her lucrative business
career.
promised Very
"blessed
restores
blissful Ahappiness.
light,event"
but appealing.

Ignace Jan Paderewski is the outstanding attraction. The great pianist is seen and
faithfully recorded in renditions of four
very popular classic works, and plays himself as a guest in the household in Sweden
where a romance of young love faces its
trials and comes smiling through. Charles
Farrell is most welcome as the hero of the
love tale, and the cast as a whole is excellent. Great music, charming film — see it !

George Raft and Sylvia Sidney as exconvicts who fall in love, marry, and are
menaced by their past records. The costars, who make their characters real,
might have made this a simple melodrama
of force and vitality, but their efforts are
nullified polation
byof arty
Director
intercameraFritz
and Lang's
sound effects
which merely diffuse interest and halt
action. A blend of good movie and bad "art."

A prankish and pleasing piece of byplay that will thoroughly satisfy the Jane
Withers contingent, even if Jane does share
and share alike with Borrah Minevitch
and his harmonica gang, so far as opportunity is concerned. There is a "Carmen"
background for a combination musical, novelty, and romance yarn in which Jane is a
member of a gypsy group. Rochelle Hudson
and Robert Wilcox make up the love team.

Charles Bickford in a dual role as a
vicious gangster and a daring detective
who impersonates the crook to round up
his fellow hoodlums. It is a bang-up game
of cops and robbers, with a story that
moves fast, colorful characters' and speedy
action. Bickford, Alan Baxter, Ann Dvorak,
Wynne Gibson and many others are excellent. Fantastic, but furiously paced crime
melodrama with punch and lively action.

In new trappings we have here the
James Gleason stage and screen play, "The
Shannons of Broadway." A swell cast of
troupers, too, present it : Alice Brady,
Charles Winninger, Jed Prouty and other
favorites. You can also see Tommy Riggs,
who does that Betty Lou act in Rudy
Vallee's air show. The play about the
vaudeville troupers who go into the hotel
business is dated but still fair amusement.

One of the better British imports, this
is a romance that culminates in melodrama,
as a nurse, moved to pity and then love
for the husband of a hospital patient who
died in childbirth, breaks her engagement
and returns from a projected holiday with
her fiance to rescue the despondent widower. Margaret Lockwood brings radiance
to the star role, and John Lodge, Hugh
Williams, and Rene Ray, also very good.

Sally Eilers as the girl of the title brings
you around to liking this rather stylized
gangster yarn immensely. Her brother has
been killed by the gangster who later depends upon her to lure a policeman to his
doom. But Sally by that time is in love
with the officer — Paul Kelly. The suspense
is nicely developed in this situation. These
action melodramas wear well. If you like
'em, you'll like this rugged little number.

Lloyd Nolan as a gangster who comes
under the regenerating influence of a typical
American home (where he hides out from
the cops). It is obviously hokum melodrama but nevertheless good movie pastime with general appeal. Lynn Overman,
Mary Carlisle, Johnny Downes, Dorothy
Peterson, J. Carrol Naish and others play
their parts with the utmost effect and make
this consistently interesting movie fare.

More melodrama of Manhattan. A reunion of four men and a girl, all friends
since childhood, ends in tragedy when one
of them is killed by henchmen of the host,
now a gambler. It is an involved piece of
plottingmaticbut
it follows1
melodralines, and
Victor familiar
McLaglen,
Paul
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Kelly, William Gargan and other able players are unable to make the characters realistic or the story more than mere routine.
THE CUNEO PRESS, INC., U.S.A.
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The fickle male has an eye for girls who
are not only good dressers but who have a taking
smile as well. And now healthful Double Mint gum gives you
both — style and smile. Millions enjoy this double-lasting
mint-flavored gum. It helps assure sweet breath, relaxes tense nerves,
makes your mouth feel cool and refreshed — whereby your whole self seems
lovelier. Then too, chewing is nature's way to wake up sleepy
face muscles (promoting young contours) and to brighten your teeth
so that your smile reflects a new loveliness to attract friends.
However, it is smile plus style that wins. A perfect example is
lovely Sonja Henie, acclaimed world famous artistic skater
and distinguished Hollywood star. Asked by Double Mint gum
Sonja Henie has designed for you this delightful, cool looking dress, left —
adapted from her applause -getting Norwegian skating costume
which she also designed. Smart. Becoming. And by
Double Mint made available to you in
a Simplicity Pattern. SO, you see how
delicious Double Mint gum keeps
you cool and doubly lovely. Daily
enjoy this non-fattening sweet. Also
remember it aids digestion. Sold
everywhere. Buy several packages today.

Left, Sonja Henie Double Mint gum dress. Designed and
*
modeled for you by enchanting, lovely SONJA HENIE
whose flashing grace made her 10 times World
Champion and 3 times Olympic Champion. Photographed
in Hollywood by Hurrell. Made available to you by
DOUBLE MINT gum in SIMPLICITY Pattern 2849. At nearly
J
all good Department, Dry Goods or Variety stores you can buy this
^
pattern. Or, write DOUBLE MINT Dress Pattern Department, 419 Fourth Avenue, l\ew York City.
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One of the most attractive post-debutantes in
Saint Louis is Jane Alva Johnson. She is wholehearted in her enthusiasms —"loves" horse
shows, entertaining, and smoking Camels.
"Most of my friends smoke Camels, too," she
says, "and they know I smoke nothing else.
Even though 1 smoke quite steadily, I'm always
ready for another Camel. Which is one of the
nicest things I could ever say about a cigarette!"

..am/ a

Riding, hunting, and horse shows are "an old
story" to Jane Alva Johnson. While at Fermata
School, she was a whip in the Aiken drag
hunts. Her horses have won many trophies and
ribbons. And she has even run off a show of
her own! Above, Jane chais with Olive Cawley

Miss Johnson had the exciting
experience of being chosen
Queen of the Veiled Prophet's
Ball — a signal honor in the social life of Saint Louis. Above,
a fashionable artist's portrayal
of Miss Johnson, regal in her
court gown of lame and sable.
Throughout the excitement of
parties, travels, and an active
sports
Jane turns to Camels:
"Whenlife,I'm
tired, smoking

(lett). "I don't have to look to see what cigarette you're smoking, Jane. Camels again!
Why is it that you smoke nothing but Camels?"
asks Miss Cawley.
Jane"s reply is quite emphatic: "Camels
are delightfully different. They never tire my
taste. I depend upon having healthy nerves
— and Camels never jungle my nerves. They
are always gentle to my throat too. In fact,
in so many ways, Camels agree with me!"

Among

the many distinguished women

Camels
gives Camel
me a 'lift'!
that delicate
flavorAnd
always tastes just right."

who

find Camels delightfully different:
Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia • Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston
Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., New York • Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge
2nd, Boston • Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel 3rd, Philadelphia . Mrs.
Chiswell Dabney Langhonie, Virginia • Miss Alicia Rhett, Charleston
Miss LeBrun Rhinelander, iVeui York • Mrs John w . Rockefeller, Jr..
New York • Mrs. Rufns Paine Spalding III, Pasadena • Mrs. Louis
Swift, Jr., Chicago • Mrs. Barclay Warburton, Jr., Philadelphia
CAMELS ARE A MATCHLESS BLEND OF FINER. MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS . . . TURKISH AND DOMESTIC

PEOPLE

OO APPRECIATE

COSTLIER

THF

TOBACCOS

IN CAMELS

THEY

ARE THE

LARGEST- SELLING
CIGARETTE IN AMERICA
Copyright, 19*8, H. ■). Reynolds Tobacco Co., W msiun-Salem . M. C
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You

can't

offend

with

SHE'S DOOMED to unpopularity right
from the start— the girl with underarm odor! When there's a dance, she'll
probably stay at home. Men will be introduced to her— but it's the other girl
that they'll take out. Why should they
want to be near a girl who isn't really
sweet?
Of course, no girl would knowingly
let underarm odor spoil her charm. Yet
any girl can offend this way if she depends on a bath alone to keep her fresh.

US,
SALLY
WITH
ANOTHER

underarm

odor

!
GIR1

and

still win out with men
dressed. Mum actually soothes the skin.
charm — sure you'll never offend those
You
can use it right after shaving.
you want for friends. And Mum has all
the things you like in a deodorant—

MUM IS QUICK! There's always time to apply Mum. Just half a minute is all you
need to be free from underarm odor.
MUM IS SAFE! Mum

is harmless to every

fabric — safe to apply even after you're
MUM

MAKES

YOUR

BATH

MUM IS SURE! Mum stops all odor— does
not stop perspiration. Mum keeps you nice
to be near all day or all evening long.
SANITARY NAPKINS NEED MUM, TOO
Don't risk embarrassing odors! Thousands of
women always use Mum for sanitary napkins.
They know it's gentle, safe, and sure!
LAST

ALL

EVENING

LONG

For a bath removes only past perspiration, itcan't prevent odor to come. That's
why underarms always need Mum's sure
care. Mum prevents all risk of offending
—Mum makes odor impossible.

It's
—who
using
every

a smart girl— and a popular one
takes the simple precaution of
Mum after every bath and before
date. Just a quick touch of Mum

TAKES

THE

ODOR

OUT

OF

PERSPIRATION

under each arm and you're sure of your
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Hollywood

Fashion

Is Spinach
ELIZABETH

BY

HAWES

That's the sensational feature
of the next issue of Screenland,
on sale September 2nd.
beth Hawes' name means
ion magic to a million or
American women as well
an exclusive few since her

Elizafashmore
as to
book,

"Fashion is Spinach," has become an important best-seller.
Miss Hawes' first screen magazine article will of course appear inThe Smart Screen Magazine, and it is one of the most
daring we've ever published.
Dynamite done up in a delightful literary package, it will give
to the highly-paid and
pampered star costume designers of Hollywood; it will
cause more controversy than
pause

any article in months.
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As welcome as the showers of mirth that make
"The Rage of Paris" as
refreshing as it is inver-l
ratiating, isthat
colorfu
satile mimic gand
as
y known
personalit
ux; who
le Darrie
Daniel
can be wistful, saucy, or
capricious — as you see
in these close-ups adjoindeing; or delightfully
signing and inflexible as
in the two scenes with
Mischa Auer and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., below.
Supported by a clever
story, adroit direction
and a most able surrounding cast, Darrieux
is, nevertheless, the
bright particular star of
a very pleasing film.

SCREENLAND
THE long-heralded Hollywood debut of Danielle Darrieux really
had to be good. Subject of a long publicity build-up, applauded
by reviewers and public for her dramatic portrayal in "Mayercouldn't just be "adequate."
ling," the new import fromso France
completely to the American pictureThat she endeared herself
goers, is a major accomplishment — but not half so remarkable
in "The Rage of
as the display of versatility Darrieux offers
subParis." Here is a girl with flashing beauty and glamor whonment
ordinates her personal attractions to the art of entertai
by the sheer power of acting talent. Fortunate in the quality of
the story and direction given her, and to an equal degree m
es, the gifted lady
the popularity and ability of herthecast-mat
dazzling background in a
from France fitted herself into
way that makes her shine brilliantly. We salute a gifted artiste.

onor

Page

To Danielle Darrieux, who makes

gaiety

more important than glamor, these
honors are cheerfully paid for the good
cheer she brings in "The Rage of Paris"
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The Toy
Cowboy
from
Brooklyn

AGGING
Wife

Warners

M-G-M

the

■V
Good humored farce, with some boisterous burlesque of those hill billies who
become
big your
radio ribs.
stars,Dick
here's
a dishas that
will tickle
Powell,
the
Brooklyn cowboy who's afraid of horses,
turns in a fine comedy performance. Pat
O'Brien, needless to say, eats up a lot of
good opportunities for fun as a blusteringtalent agent who discovers Dick. Priscilla
Lane also makes a hit. It's all good fun.

TALKIES

Delight Evans' Reviews
on Pages 52-53

Luise Rainer in hoop skirts. She is
Froufrou, Southern belle reared in Paris,
where she acquires an accent, but thanks
nobody for her coquetry. Flirtatious, frivolous, arch and artificial, Froufrou is a trick
of acting far more than anything real.
Laish settings, excellent supporting cast
(Melvyn Douglas, Robert Young, Barbara O'Neil), and picturesque atmosphere
make it fairly impressive costume drama.

Romance ?

Soufh
Riding
KordaUnited
Artists

A rambling, very leisurely portrait of
life in a Yorkshire village, this film has
a most surprising way of popping up with
a bright and most amusing line or situawhen you've
decided
nothing
much tion,
is justhappening.
Every
part that
is splendidly
played ; Edmund Gwenn, Ralph Richardson, Edna Best and others making the
characters vivid and exceptionally real.
As a character study it has real merit.

of the

Limber- s
" ■ ,
lost 'JfF^Si
Mono
gram j'J^OKp

One of those homey, very human stories
in the familiar and ever-popular vein and
vistas of Gene Stratton-Porter romance.
Jean Parker as the girl, Eric Linden as
the rich boy who falls in love with her,
and especially Marjorie Main as the cruel
foster-mother who stands between Jean
and happiness, make the characters they
play seem very real and interesting. If
you like down-to-earth .sentiment, see this.

Three
Blind
Mice

When
You
Were
Born?
Warners

Astrology goes to the aid of police in
a whodunit tricked out with all the baffling circumstances surrounding a murder.
Frankly, the lecture about astral authority
over human destiny and conduct seemed
more impressive than the demonstration of
astrology applied to crime detection, but
that was because the story is so obvious.
Anna May Wong, Margaret Lindsay, Lola
Lane and others appear to disadvantage.

Josette
20th
CenturyFox

You'll be amused. The wisp of a story
about a girl who wants to marry money
but settles for love, won't wow you, but
the manner of its presentation, and especially the manner of Binnie Barnes'
playing in the role of an unconventional,
party-loving heiress, will hand you many
a hearty laugh. Loretta Young, Joel McCrea, David Niven, Marjorie Weaver,
Stuart Erwin, in a perfectly swell cast.

Boys will be fine young men when they
come through the British training school
where Freddie Bartholomew is weaned from
his arrogant, unscrupulous conduct as the
tool of a pair of clever crooks. That is the
story, and as told here it's a mighty interesting one — certain to hold sway over
the emotions of young and older patrons.
Freddie, Mickey Rooney, and a newcomer,
young Terry Kilburn, score personal hits.

Summer-weight entertainment that has a
generally pleasing air about it, even if it
never becomes more than somewhat mechanical movie. Simone Simon sings ;
plays a little New Orleans girl who impersonates aglamorous French nightclub
star — which leads to complications when
Simone and Don Ameche fall in love. Robert Young, Joan Davis and William Collier, Sr., are welcomely present. Diverting

Pardner, you'll see action in this latest
offering starring the Three Mesquiteers —
and it's all at a full gallop, as Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan and Max Terhune
ride the range in search of a famous racehorse that
— there's
something
forhas
you been
! The kidnapped
horse is stolen
by

Wayne Morris and Priscilla Lane battle
and coo through a series of episodes such
as always arise in pictures about love versus career. It is mainly in the comedy vein,
and perhaps calls for more acting experience than Wayne and Priscilla can bring
to bear just now. At any rate the attractive young players seem lost in a vague
and halting story. Hugh Herbert's comedy is corking, but there's not enough of it.

Always
Goodbye
20th
CenturyFox

A show that's much better than its story.
If you remember Ann Harding in "Gallant Lady" you needn't be told that this
is about an unwed mother who gives up
her child and later decides to re-enter its
life by marrying the widower who adopted
the boy. But very entertaining are humorous sidelights and the acting of Barbara
Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall, Ian Hunter,
Cesar Romero, and young John Russell.
8

a crooked bookmaker and a chap who — ■
of all the nerve — is engaged to the pretty
niece of the woman who owns the racer.

Ask

Me!

By Miss Vee

Dee

you

Have

gum

while

tried

chewing

you're

driving?

Reunion! Glenda Farrell and Barton
MacLane appear together again
In a new drama, "Prison Break."
Rema N. Carole Lombard is 5 feet, <\y2
inches tall, waist measurement, 25 inches ;
hips, 34 inches ; and bust, 32 inches. Weight,
110 pounds. She has blue eyes and blonde
hair.
Margaret C. You and I agree on Ronald
Colman and Fred Astaire. It's fun to answer questions about two such fine actors.
Fred Astaire was born in Omaha, Neb.
He is 5 feet, 9 inches tall, and weighs 140
pounds. You will want to see his next picture with Ginger Rogers, "Carefree." You
are right about Ronald Column's age. No,
he isn't married, but "they do say" that
it won't be long now before he becomes
a benedict. Lucky girl! We agree on that,
too?
Arlene B. She is fascinating, isn't she?
That lovely Lane lassie. Part of her name,
the Rosemary, is her honest-to-goodness
name. She was born Rosemary Mullican,
in Indianola, Iowa, April 4, 1916. She is
5 feet, 4 inches tall, weighs 106 pounds,
has violet blue eyes and rusty blonde hair.
Fred Waring saw her once, heard her sing
a little, and then and there invited her to
"Varsity Show"
Pennsylvanians.
his first
join
was her
picture. Yes, address her at
Warner Bros. Studio, Burbank.

"any drivers tell us — and many laboratory tests ex- plain why — chewing gum helps ease nervous tension
under pressure, aids in reducing your feeling of fatigue.
an athlete keep "on his game," so it
Just as gum helps
helps a driver keep on the job, alert and yet relaxed. On
long trips chewing gum helps to relieve driving drowsiness. Keep a package of Beech-Nut Gum or a box of
candy-coated Beechies always handy in the pocket of your
car. You will enjoy their fresh, rich flavor . . . and the aid
they lend to better driving.

Mrs. Howard

M. J. Spencer Tracy
played outstanding roles in "San Francisco," "Captains Courageous," opposite
Luise Rainer in "Big City," and with Joan
Crawford in "Mannequin." His latest, "Test
Pilot," with Clark Gable and Myrna Loy.
Theresa K. C. Yes, John Boles is married to a non-professional. He was born in
Greenville, Texas, in 1900. He is 6 feet, 1
inch tall, has brown hair and gray-blue
eyes. He is a graduate of the University of
Texas. His hobby is music ; he studied
voice in New York and Europe. He came
to the films via the stage. Ralph Bellamy
was born in Chicago, 111., June 17, 1905.
He is married to Catherine Willard. He,
also, had stage experience before appearing
in pictures. And his pet hobby is collecting
old music boxes.
Eva. Why not bring yourself up-to-date
and ask about some of the players who
are on the screen now? Not one of the
players you mention in your letter is in
pictures at the present time. Sorry, but I
don't know their addresses.

3 KINDS OF BEECHIES
A package full of candy-coated individual pieces of gum... in three
flavors... Peppermint, Pepsin and
Spearmint. Select the kind you like.

ALWAYS
REFRESHING

Beech-Nut Peppermint Gum is so good it's the
most popular flavor of gum in America. BeechNut Spearmint has a richness you're sure to enjoy.

BEECH-NUT
is

always

GUM

refreshing

P.S. Have you tried RUMMIES, the new Beech -Nut
Candy with the different and delicious flavor?
SCREENLAND
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nside

ars
St
omes
By
Son ja

Henie

you! Visit her

entertains
home,

learn

her favorite

recipes

here

Betty

Boone

The sensational queen of the silver
skates is a very different girl at home.
At right, she greets you; below, she
serves coffee. Sonja frankly enjoys good
food and knows how to cook it.

ed and
SONJA
ired and is
vejlow-haHENIE
her brown-ey
mouth curls up
at the corners, even when she isn't
smiling. She speaks only when she has
something
to say, and then her sentences
. . . your attractive- curl up at the ends, too, in an attractive lilt.
H .of. . your
A/fUC
s on your clothes ! Men
dependcharm
ness
■t
"Fish is our most favorite food," she will
like to be seen with a smartly dressed
woman. Now YOU can have the most say, her voice rising on "food" in a fashion
fashionable Fifth Avenue modes, no matter I defy you to imitate. "We had fish pudding for my party last week, but Jean
how limited your budget! You save half the
Hersholt
and his wife and I ate most of it,
I
plan
ome"
h-at-H
"Finis
our
h
throug
cost
usual
frocks
many
as
twice
have
to
because Americans don't care for fish. Isn't
y If you'd like
as you think you can afford, send for the
Magazine of Fashion for Fall. You can select that strange?"
"Richard Greene liked it," put in Sonja's
offer a
wardrobe, for we Avenu
your entire season's Paris
e mother, softly. "He is English, but he liked
and Fifth
greater choice of
fashions than you could find in any one store! the fish pudding. He is not afraid to try
new things — not like some other English"CUT-TO-MEASURE" FIT
men, who wish always to stick to what
MAKES YOUR FIGURE LOOK ITS BEST!
■ Few women conform exactly to standard
know."
you will look so much smarter they
sizes. That's why
and lovelier in our ultra-fashionable creations,
for we cut to your individual measurements. Our
expert men-tailors finish every bit of difficult
sewing, and we furnish all the trimmings and
"findings," so that all there's left lor you to do
isn't it?
plainwillseams.
few save
sew ayou
is to what
you two stylish
give Simple,
Yet
frocks for the price of one!
SMART ACCESSORIES for the ADDED TOUCH
■ To add the final degree of chic, we have also
assembled the most stylish of the new wardrobe
accessories for your selection, all completelymade, and priced for outstanding value!
Bin our Magazine of Fashion for Fall are
also included the exclusive new creations of
that famous American Designer,
Betty Wales. Send for your free
copy today, and become the best
dressed woman in your set !
Complete satisfaction guaranteed!
^ ''%/ WE HAVE A CONVENIENT BUDGET PLAN
FIFTH AVENUE
MODES, Inc.
7 1 Fifth Avenue, Dept. 34, New York, N. Y.
SeK*/»;e,FREE,yo#r"MAGAZlNEOFFASHION"/»rfv///
Name..
Address..
City
State
10
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We were
Air, a
Tudor
houseoutsetat inSonja's,
wide in
andBelbeautiful
grounds.
"It's rented only," explained Mrs. Henie,
"and even the furniture is not ours, really,
but when Sonja stepped inside, she first
frowned a little — that was because the entrance hall seems dark — and then as she
came into the white hall, she smiled and
saidThe: 'We're
"
white home
hall, !'from
which the staircase rises, has grass paper on the walls, and
one whole wall is glass, against which a
line of potted plants and bowls of flowers
are silhouetted in the sunlight.
"Magnolia blossoms," Mrs. Henie touched
one,
"Thereto iskeep
a treethem
in the
and gently.
Sonja loves
in garden
crystal
vases here. She likes them to turn brown,

because she thinks they look like brown
velvet then and are prettier than when they
were white. Old people sometimes are like
that — more beautiful than when they were
young."
"Mother picks the pansies and puts them
in her dress to prove we grow such big
ones," smiled Sonja, her eyes on the huge
yellow
bloom
shoulder.
She led
the onwayMrs.
to Heme's
the living
room, a
spacious place done in the deeper shades
of blue, just now lightened by the chintz
covers on the heavier furniture. Her blue
dress added another blue note to the room.
"Next to white, I like blue," she remarked, her fingers fluttering lightly over
a bowl of blue larkspur. "When I first
came over here, I was so crazy for white,
I had them do over my dressing-room at
the studio. I did not feel I was myself unless Ihad lots of white around me."
"Her car was white, too," recalled her
mother. Now, however, the little blonde
star has discarded the white car, for three
blue ones ; the discarded motor hums
through Scandinavian streets under the
guidance of her brother, and azure, indigo,
and navy tints and shades have been added
to her wardrobe.
She thinks it's the sun that brought on
the blue phase — white is so very white in
the sunshine. "But I love sun. I can't get
enough of it. I like my sunroom and eat
as many meals as I can there, because it
is Little
like being
glassoutdoors."
tables in the sunroom are
set where Sonja can get a view of terrace
and garden — a great sweep of green lawn
sloping to an oval swimming pool, a turquoise-tiled jewel set in brilliant flowers.
Yellow-upholstered garden furniture makes
a brightly cheerful decoration on the nearer
terrace.
"When I work, I never eat breakfast,"
confided
Sonja^
I take
of not
tea
or
soup for
lunch."and
Never
more.a Icupmust

HAIR

Here's

the
1

feel heavy when I skate. Then I have a
big dinner at night. These are meals for
skating sequences, you know. When it is
dialogue, I can eat what I like, for I lose
weight always on a picture. I am always
hungry.

Phoning
Richard
Greene
or Cesar
Romero or some other lucky lad to come
to one of her famous dinners?

CUSTARD TARTS
Combine 2 egg yolks, 2 teaspoons flour
and 2 tablespoons sugar in a double boiler.
Beat two minutes, then gradually add 1^4
sign know
that said:
I do cups rich hot milk (half cream). Cook
not
what 'Ice
you Cream'
do on Week.'
Ice Cream
Week, but I would like it very much, I until thick and smooth, then remove from
think. I ate seven dishes of strawberry heat and continue to beat until partially
sundae on the set yesterday, when we had cooled. Add 1 teaspoon Burnett's vanilla.
the 'College Sweet Shop' for the picture, Combine 2J/& cups flour, 2 eggs yolks, 5^
cup butter and 3 tablespoons sugar. Line
andThey
it was
do good!"
not go in for ice cream so small fluted tins with this mixture and fill
much in Norway, because it is cold, but with the custard. Cover with dough to fit
Danish pastry is the common dessert.
the tins and press edges together. Set on
"Denmark and Norway have much the baking sheet and bake in 375 degrees F.
same
food,"
explained
Mrs.different.
Henie. For
"In oven for fifteen minutes. Allow to" cool
Sweden,
it is
sometimes
slightly before unmolding.
Danish pastry, we use always the best but"When (Continued
we stuff poultry
— turkey,
ter; that is the real secret. Sonja's pet
on page
84) chicken,
dessert at home is custard tart."
"What I like most in America is ice
cream ! As I came home today, I saw a

THAT

Hollywood*

THRILLS!

Way

to

Beautiful

Hair

HQ|B jf

— «ntty«°°„t survey
spapet ^shattvi noHyw°od

WHAT a thrilling surprise awaits you the first
time you use Drene — Procter & Gamble's
amazing shampoo discovery. For you will find, as millions of women already have, that Drene leaves hair
manageable, radiant, beautiful beyond your fondest
dreams. Drene performs this beauty miracle because it
magically removes dulling film left on hair by previous
shampoos. Drene is not a soap — not an oil. Contains
no harmful chemicals. It cannot leave a beauty-clouding film on hair to dull natural lustre; nor a greasy oil
film to catch dust. Drene actually makes 5 times more
lather than soap in hardest water. Lather so gentle,

yet so active, that dirt, grease, perspiration — even
loose dandruff flakes — are washed away with a single
sudsing and thorough rinsing. Hair is left sparkling
clean this mild, safe way. Gloriously brilliant without
the need of lemon, vinegar, or special after-rinses.
Today, you can give your hair a shampoo specifically
designed to bring out its full individual beauty. For
there are now two kinds of Drene; Special Drene for
Dry Hair — Regular Drene for normal and oily hair.
Get Drene from drug, department or 10c stores. Better
beauty shops everywhere feature this shampoo marvel.
A single shampoo will both amaze and thrill you.
SCREENLAND

To Remove Dulling Film
That Clouds Hair Beauty —
d rene
Shampoo
SPECIAL for Dry Hair
REGULAR for Normal or Oily Hair
Trade Mark Rea. U. S. Pat. Off.
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" Never anything like Luster-Foam," says
glamourous Athalia Ponsell, lovely
t New York Model.
WOMEN'S

M

Na] OA
S F
H27 C»5
C,4 R
LUSTtE
I III ill

Luster-Foam's dainty, gentle "bubble bath"
surges into tiny cracks, pits, and fissures
seldom properly cleansed, where various
dental authorities estimate between 75%
and 98% of decay starts. Women's Consumer
Jury crazy about Luster-Foam.
Think of a tooth paste that may teduce dental
troubles amazingly . . . that cleanses danger
areas where even water seldom enters . . . that
swiftly combats dangerous decay-causing acids
and sweeps away germs that accompany them.
These are the benefits you get with the new,
energized tooth paste . . . the New Listerine
Tooth Paste supercharged with Luster-Foam
(c14 H27 06 S Na).
Luster-Foam detergent is not a soap yet it
has penettating power far beyond that of soap
. . . beyond that of water.
That is why it gets into those tiny danger
areas between the teeth, at the gum line, on
bite surfaces, and cleanses them so effectively.
You yourself can see what such super-cleans-

I-\-

ing might mean, over the years, in reducing
dental troubles.
At the first touch of saliva and brush, this
magic Luster-Foam detergent foams into a
dainty, fragrant "bubble bath" (20,000 bubbles
to the square inch), faintly perceptible, but,
oh, how effective! Surging over and between
the teeth, it performs an unfelt, but none the
less real miracle of cleansing.
Then Luster-Foam surges into remote spots
which ordinaty pastes and powders, even

JURY CRAZY

CONSUMER

ABOUT

LUSTER-FOAM

With all brand names concealed, a large Women's
Consumer Jury voted as follows: Against one leading brand, the NEW Listerine Tooth Paste with
Luster-Foam was a two to one favorite. Against
the next two, a decided favorite. Against a fourth,
a very slight edge. The verdict of the men s consumer jury was essentially the same with the exception that the fourth
paste reversed
results slightly.
The comments
below the
are women's
typical:
f COULD SEE AND FEEL \
1 THE DIFFERENCE IN MY I
( TEETH AFTER ONE WEEKS 1
>
USE OF THE MIW -lis,
1 LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE )

water, may never reach . . . the 60 "blind
spots" between the teeth and at the gum line
where germs breed and decay acids form . . .
where many authorities estimate between 75%
and 98% of decay starts.
Now Luster-Foam reaches them . . . and because itdoes, dental trouble may be reduced.
Get the modern, new Listerine Tooth Paste
at any drug counter. In economical 25 ^ and
40c! sizes.
Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

N N N supercharged with
/ LUSTER-FOAM
.
I C,4 H„ 05 S Na )
^/////'/i/iiiimn

REGULAR SIZE
DOUBLE SIZE
Art

FOB
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SHIRLEY:
Boo, yourself!
,
ll
you scared me,
We
so at a safe distance
I say Boo to you,
too. Meeting you for
the first time turns out
to be one of the Big
Events of a lifetime,
and it will take me a
little longer to recover;
but meanwhile I want
to write you this letter
which you'll have time
to read when you're
back home after the
grand tour.
Like so many of your
fans, who never miss a
Temple feature, I
thought I knew you.
Having watched you
grow up to the ripe old
age of nine, picture by
picture, we were old
DEAR

friends. Oh, yes — I knew you as well as I'd know
the neighbors' children — how you talk, what you
wear, how you look. So when I finally came up to
meet you in person in New York, on your vacation
trip, I was merely bouncing in to see that nice, sweet
little girl I'd known so well practically all her
life. I barged in to the big drawing-room at the Waldorf Towers and there, way over by the window,
seated in the exact center of a squashy sofa, was an
exquisite little person demurely working needlepoint.
She looked up — and it was you. "How do you do?"
you said, rising politely and extending a gracious
little hand. "Won't you sit down?"
I just managed to make the chair and sat there,
just looking. Rose-petal skin, fine-spun silky hair of
a reddish gold where the sun struck the curls, inscrutable long-lashed eyes, dainty hands — and the
poise of a Manchu princess. Where was that gay,
chubby little girl I knew so well? If it hadn't been
for those dolls I'd have got up and run out. But the
dolls were there — and they were good dolls, regular,
everyday dolls, not big brazen bisque beauties. Of
course you caught me looking at them, so you explained: "This one is Marsha, after Marshall Field
in Chicago, where I got her. The other one may not be
pretty, but she is a very good travelling doll — you
see, she hasn't any hair, so it makes her very convenient to take care of."
I saw. And I saw the two charm bracelets dangling
from the graceful wrist — and you noticed that, too,
and came over to explain them. "This one is all from
Hawaii — the other, my mother and father gave me — "

Letter

to
riey

Shi

Temple

and gravely and graciously you pointed out charm
by charm. The trip across the country? "I had fun
every place. But in the dust bowl I felt sorry for the
hitch-hikers, who were hotter than I was. Washingtoo — "
ton was fun,
Then
we discussed the theatre, if- you remember.
"I — am — an — angel," you said in uncanny mimicry
of Zorina's melting voice and accent in that current
stage hit, "I Married An Angel." I was back interviewing Joan Crawford or some other screen queen
rnd was about to ask you what shops you preferred
when the telephone rang. Your mother answered,
came in and said: "Shirley, it's Uncle Bill Robinson
calling from California."
Suddenly there was a child in the room. An eager
little girl, genuinely only nine, in place of the gracious
celebrity. A transformed tot scrambled from the elegant sofa, ran, not walked to the phone, and in truly
childish treble called across 3,000 miles: "Hello, Uncle
Bill! This is Shirley — I'm fine, how are you, Uncle
Bill?" And your very wise and wonderful mother
looked at me and smiled. She understands everything.
"Is she the way you thought she'd be?" Gertrude
Temple asked.
"Yes," I said with relief at last, "she is."
13
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Private

lives in pictures!

You can learn all you want
to know

about

your fav-

orite screen stars by catching up with them

as they

play. untold
There'll if
be you
no secrets
left
study
these

spot shots
camera

Personal history In the making! There's
romance, there's irony in the shot above,
showing that great lover of yesteryear,
John Barrymore, with his young wife
Elaine Barrie, being greeted at the theby today's the
idol,sleek
Tyrone
addedatre interest,
bowedPower.
head For
at
lower left belongs to Janet Gaynor —
still,
rumors,
Ty's pet
right: despite
better take
a good,
long star.
look At
at
this one! Joan Crawford — knitting at
the luncheon table at Cafe LaMaze —
with Franchot Tone, George Murphy (at
right) and others. If all reports are true
you won't be seeing many more candid
shots of Joan and Tone — together.
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A good place to catch cinema
celebs off-guard is at the races,
where they are themselves in spite
of themselves! Two genuine people,
still happily married, are the Al
Jolsons, shown watching the horses
run, at right. Ruby Keeler Jolson
resumes her screen career in
"Mother Carey's Chickens" but
she still considers her job as Mrs.
Jolson most important. Al is no
longer acting on the screen, but
registering
helpcamera
he can't
Scene,
here! excitement for the
new Inglewood race track, where
Al is on the board of directors.

Putting rumors to rest! Bill Powell, reported asick man, is quite all right
as this picture and his best friends
tell
you.inHe's
Warner Baxter
his the
box guest
at theof races,
left. Thinner than he used to be, Bill
is nevertheless not ailing, and when
he'll
againcouple
on theNowscreen
you
proveseeit him
to you!
for the
in center above: Mary Astor and her
handsome young husband, Manuel
del Campo, have confounded Hollycynics by
making
their Mary
roman-is
tic wood
marriage
a real
success.
one of the happiest women in the15
film colony, having licked the Jinx of
bad publicity — now if some producer
will only give her a role as good
as the one she had in "Dodsworth."

These
more

pictures tell
about the

private lives of picture pets than any
stories
read
Look

you

can

anywhere!
them over

carefully

for the

gossipy information
they give you

See Sonja Henie, left above, with
Cesar Romero. Their smiles tell
you as plainly as a gossip item
that they're stepping out together
for fun and not for romantic reasons. Cesar is so much in demand
among
because Hollywood's
he is first famous
of all aladies
gay
and good companion, a fine dancer,
and a bit of a wit, too. Before
Sonja left for her annual vacation
in Europe she dined with Romero
at
Tropics
shethis
didn't
her the
heart
behindbut her
time;leave
she
took it right along, and it's still in
her own possession. At left, a picture that says "Happily married but
not bored" — as a congenial quartette composed of Bob and Betty
Young, Irene and Allan Jones step
out together.

What's
Cooper
thinking
about asGary
his wife,
at right,
and
her best girl-friend, Dolores Del
Rio Gibbons, left, talk about something? Our guess is that the girls
are talking clothes and that Gary
is thinking there's no escape from
snoopy photographers in Hollywood. It's a Thursday night — cook's
night out — and that's why the
Coopers and Dolores are dining
at Cafe LaMaze. Mrs. Gary, in
case you don't know, is Dolores'
niece-by-marriage, being related
lo Cedric Gibbons, the lovely
Latin's art-director husband.
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The best picture of the month,
in our opinion, is that of Mr.
and Mrs. Walt Disney at
right. Reason: they's happy;
they don't care who knows
it; and they have a right to
be happy — because Walt has
been honored by no less than
thfee leading universities for
his priceless contributions to
the art of the cinema with
"Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs." Disney celebrated
his own triumphs by awarding a bonus to all his employees who help him make
his world-famous pictures.

Really, we'll be boring you — but so-called glamorous Hollywood is getting to be fairly domesticated, and on this page, anyway, not al! for the
cameraman's benefit. Adolphe Menjou is so proud
of his statuesque wife, Veree Teasdale, that he
doesn't complain even when she eats off his plate,
which we've known lesser men to object to violently.
Cute little Betty Young, right, in stunning silver
fox to rival any screen beauty's, stops short as
Bob Youngs
says "Wait
minute — ashe they
wantsleftour
The
were asnapped
the picture."
theatre
at Helen Hayes1 opening night in Los Angeles.

All photographs by Lett Weissman

The special story told by the
picture at the right is one
we're glad to pass along to
you — how some actors are
never too busy to take part in
a show for sweet charity's
sake. Dick Powell, between welcoming a little stranger into
his home and going on location for a new film, found
time to join Gene Autry, the
singing cowboy, and Man
Mountain Dean in a benefit
baseball game. Here are Gene
and Dick pulling wrestler Dean
to first base.

Doing a little doughnut
dunking are those blissf
honeymooners, Frances
Langford and Jon Hall, at
right. Yes, we know Frances
and "Hurricane" have been
married several months now,
but what with Frances'
Eastern personal appearance jaunt, on which Jon
went along, and radio work,
they're still in the honeymoon stage. Above, Hollywood's next-to-youngest set
camera-snatched in a coffee-and-crullers moment at
Sardi's: left to right, Mrs.
Tom Brown, Anne Shirley,
Phyllis Frazer (Ginger Rogers' cousin). Paula Stone.
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More fun at the ball game, left.
Yes, that's handsome John Boles
getting set for the pitch, with
Man Mountain Dean up at bat —
but what Dean doesn't know is
that Hugh Herbert is holding the
bat. Trust Mr. Woo-woo to do his
part to ball it all up. Now glance
to left center and see another
young bride, Cecilia Parker, and
her
closeups husband,
of two Dick
nice Baldwin
young — people
proving that an ingenue and a
juvenile can marry, be happy, and
still go their separate ways on the
screen. Below, the dress that dazzled a theatre audience in Los
Angeles, and the quaint coiffure
that topped it. The girl? Crawford, of course. Franchot turns in
the tickets as Joan poses for the
candid cameraman.
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By
What

happened

Hollywood's
of Taps went

when
Queen
dancing
on

attendance

Family!
America's

Charles

First

Darnton

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, First Lady of
the Land, with Miss
Eleanor Powell,
screen's leading
tap-dancer, as they
met in Washington.

Baby, indeed both babies, had been very good and earned
their promised alfalfa. It was all as beautiful as her legs,

THERE on that vast stage, stripped as herself,
quivered a slender stem of girl in practice togs, blue
blouse and black trunks, while at one side an
open-shirted Cuban band squatted expectantly to strike
up its heady rhythms. Then, in momentary hush, the
poised figure curved downward, a hand patted bare thigh,
a voice coaxed : "Don't fail me now, baby. Be good, and
I'll take you home tonight and give you some hay."
At that, throbbing music suddenly going mad, Eleanor
Powell went into her dance. She swayed, snapped back
her hair-tossed head, crept forward like a stealthy
panther, leapt high into the air, brought up abruptly with
staggered feet, slithered along in front of each provocative musician to drum out with her toes an imitation
of tom-tom or other primitive instrument, flung herself
free, whirled dizzily in delirium, swooned into ecstasy.
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thisLucky
new dance
conga
for was
her tonew
picture,
star, asla her
story
prove
when "Honolulu."
she tripped
as
over breathlessly to tell it. It was the story of the one
and only vacation in her whole workaday life, a long,
happy journey stretching down through sunny waters
from Hollywood to the home of that dance, Havana, then
up to festive Washington and into the heart of the President and his welcoming family.
But its narrator was not that strange, half-wild creature of the dance. She was, in her naive enthusiasm, like
the simple girl from next door come to tell of the wonderful time she'd had. No wonder she was full of it, for
only this Queen of Taps could have gone dancing attendance on the President.
Out of a treasure-box came trophies of the White
House luncheon and the President's Birthday Ball, at
both of which their grateful possessor had been the guest
of honor no less. With invitations, place-mark, photographs of Mrs. Roosevelt and herself, letters, notes, was
even a cloak-room check, just a number.

iwelve — and it was the first time I'd ever
a boat. I envied those married couples
know there, they were so happy every
when I called them together on the back

been on
I got to
evening
deck by

rolling a drum. I'm essentially a small-town girl,
and they were leading a life which was ideal to
me.
Here spoke the real, the simple Eleanor Powell,
surprisingly different from the glamorous dancing
star of the screen. Just a kid at heart, delighting
in kid things. She took on the new guise of a
Cinderella, a Cinderella who for once had known
the joys of a carefree holiday, above all a Cinderella who had glory.
gone to the President's Ball in all
her dazzling
"What made it all so wonderful," she glowed,
"was that everyone did everything to give me a
grand time. It was just one big thrill. I got my
first one when five hundred children waited for
the boat at Columbia and cried, 'We v/ant Eleanor !' I posed from nine til! four while they took

Wherever Eleanor
Powell goes dancing,lowtheand
crowds
folapplaud.
At left above, Miss
Powell entertaining
"And there's something else I'm really proud of," said
Eleanor, with a quizzical smile. "I don't know just how
to tell you about it, and maybe I shouldn't try. You see,
the head man in charge of — mmmmm — hall arrangements
came to me and said that there were two women attendants who wanted awfully to have my autograph, only
they didn't know how they could possibly get it. I did.
So I went right into the women's rest room to give it to
those dear old souls. But they had no book or card, and
I had nothing I could write on. For a moment we were
stumped. Then I thought of something, and they got it
for me. After I'd written on it, I asked them for their
autographs, and they carefully wrote them down in pencil
on this — er — " She drew out a scribbled torn strip.
What ? Well, it wasn't note-paper !
"This dance I'm doing is also a souvenir," hurried on
Eleanor to cover her confusion. "I picked it up in
Havana, then got this Cuban orchestra to come here and
play it for me. The real conga, as they do it there, is a
barbaric sex dance which couldn't be done on the screen
in its native frankness, so I'm putting taps to it. I went
to three night clubs in Havana, and really let my hair
down at the Casino, where I did seven or eight rhumbas,
the real thing. With me were five young married couples
from the. boat. That was the first taste of outside life I'd
known, except for the four times I'd gone out during
my three years in Hollywood, and anyway those didn't
count. This was my first contact with the outside public,
real human beings, since going into pictures. It was my
first vacation, too — I've worked from the time I was

audience of fans.
an appreciative
Right, the smile that
wins 'em! The star
is Just a kid at
heart, as our story
tells — a Cinderella
who for once has
known the joys of a
carefree holiday.

my picture, and in between shots I kept doing dance
steps. A curious thing happened at Guatemala, where a
big black diver in a small boat stared up at me with
bulging eyes as if he were seeing a ghost and just said,
'You!' Then he shuffled his feet to show he knew who
I was, and when I threw down a photograph he carefully
wrapped it in a piece of newspaper. But at Havana,
where five thousand people stood on the dock, no one
knew me at first. That was because of my light brown
hair and blue eyes, which photographed black on the
screen. It was not until I smiled that they recognized me.
Then they did something that touched me as nothing
else had ever done — bent down and kissed the hem of my
skirt. I tried not to let on and pretend I was used to that
my oftongue."
but I almost
of thing,
sortEven
now Eleanor
was swallowed
doing a bit
gulping that
had nothing to do with her noonday sandwich. "But what
those people did wasn't for me," she insisted. "It was
simply that, to them, I represented what they stood for —
dancing. They live on it. I (Please turn to page 86)
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Hollywood's
Real
Glamor

One
Girl

Here is a girl whose glamor is real,
not synthetic. Hedy
born

Lamarr

was

with it, has lived a glamorous life. Read her amazing story

By

Gene

Schrott

brought their treasured gifts to the world's beauty mart!
Into this cauldron of bubbling aversion to sophistication walked Hedy Lamarr. Sauntering at her usual
leisurely gait, she calmly surveyed the situation and immediately flung her own flashing challenge to the formidable edict. From beneath her starry lashes, she issued
a dare to those who wanted to put glamor back in moth
balls.
OPHISTICATION is out!"
"The glamor girl is doomed!"
s
These distressing decrees issuing from Hollywood's inner sanctums a few months ago sounded the
death knell for the bevy of beauties whose presence
transformed the film colony into something resembling a
Ziegfeld finale. In hundreds of streamlined bosoms, the
sad tidings killed the hopes and aspirations of those who
22

But when Hollywood caught one glimpse of the
famous European beauty whose wake was strewn with
breath-taking adventures, it suddenly forgot its strenuous
objections to glamor and hastened to lay its own gifts
at her feet. Everyone clamored to see the girl who stirred
the political and social circles of Europe into a breathless crisis. Everyone wanted to know the feminine paradox who so casually tossed twenty million dollars to the

The Hollywood make-up experts took one look at Hedy
Lamarr and said, "She's a real beauty — there's nothing
we can do!" Known as "The 'Ecstasy' Girl" for the part
she played in a foreign film, three scenes of which are
shown above, Hedy has made one American movie, Walter Wanger's "Algiers" — see her in a scene with Charles
Boyer, left on page opposite, and in a close-up at right

wind that she might fulfill a passionate childhood dream.
Ever since the time she witnessed her first motion
picture, Hedy Lamarr was determined to become an
actress. Even against the vehement objections of her
staid and conventional family and the traditions of a
society that looked down upon any career for a woman,
she rose finally to achieve what she had set her heart
upon some fifteen years ago.
Stories of Hedy Lamarr long preceded her own arrival in this country. Tragedy, mystery and romance are
so fantastically interwoven in her young life, it is almost
impossible to tell where one ends and the other begins.
The beauty of the Trojan Helen may have started a tenyear war among the ancient Greeks, but this mere slip
of a girl has caused enough disturbance in her twentytwo vears to dwarf any phase of ancient history, say
contemporary observers of history in the making. They
say that because of her, Hitler and Mussolini almost
came to verbal blows; that Fritz Mandel, mysterious,
fabulously rich, powerful manufacturer of Austria,
threatened rulers who are known to take up arms at a
far lesser challenge. Even here in America, the courts
carried on legal jousts for many months and the press
of the nation re-echoed with story upon story involving
the young girl whose sensational screen portrayal almost
created an international crisis.
Hers is not the customary "from rags to riches" story.
The daughter of a Viennese banker, Hedy Lamarr was
born with a silver spoon in her mouth and cut her teeth
on golden coins. Ever since her toddling days, she has
been accustomed to wealth and splendor and despite her
constant indifference to money, it clings to her persistently.
* With riches trailing her wherever she goes, the tragic
spell cast by some evil spirit at her birth seems to stalk
her footsteps. Even in Hollywood, the far-reaching
effects of the magic jinx have caught up with her. Just
a scene from "Algiers," she was
as she was completing
summoned to the long distance telephone. From Vienna
the caretaker of her Auswas relayed a message from had
been robbed of all the
trian residence. Her home
rare silver and precious gold plate together with thousands of dollars worth of art treasures. Whatever the
mob of vandals were unable to carry off, they mutilated
or destroyed.
As Hedy Kiesler, the American movie public is vaguely
familiar with Hollywood's newest glamor girl. As the
sensational star of the motion picture that rocked two
continents, she is more widely remembered. But when

is released, the American public will view the
Lamarr in her first American-made motion
exotic Hedy
Algier-and her first appearance on the screen since the
picture
"
much
and glamorous as any
is as exciting
own life"Ecstasy.
Her discussed
ever play. Her career
will
she
motion picture in which
by her lovely self
illustrated
profusely
and
is charmingly
in every conceivable role a woman can wish to experience.
At the age of seventeen, Hedy captured the heart of
a dashing young Austrian officer, who possessed a very
strict regard for feminine deportment and whose highborn position frowned at any public display of woman.
He looked down upon the theater as a career for a selfrespecting woman and scorned it even more as a background for the woman he loved. Unfortunately for his
hopes, Hedy at this time was introduced to Max Reinhardt'who was completely carried away by the properly
reared and well educated young girl. The celebrated
German producer marvelled at her fresh, striking beauty
and dynamic feminine appeal. He saw in her limitless
possibilities as a great actress and strongly urged her to
adopt the stage as a profession. More, he insisted she
become his own protege, an honor which in itself would
have been sufficient inducement for any woman in
Europe.
Little did the seventeen-year-old beauty dream that her
23
hasty decision would bring with it tragedy and riches and
dream
she
did
the world sensation that followed. Little
that she would soon be designated as the "loveliest girl
in Europe" by the world's ranking authority on charm
and feminine beauty.
But the young officer who loved her insisted she
abandon her budding career for the greater blessings of
his love. Being young and (Please turn to page 82)
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Showing their true colors in black and
white! Read what your pet stars say
about themselves when they write

Donald

Humphries

their autographs

ing
for good or ill, there is no gett
WHETHER
aled
reve
is
re
natu
s.
Our
elve
ours
away from
in everything we do and the discerning can
sometimes read in the very tones of our voice, in the
clothes we wear, in our general manner, the kind of
person behind. But more exact in disclosing character
than all these is our handwriting. Secrets { of ?the heart
and mind lie in how we cross "t's" or dot "i's," spiritual
triumphs or defeats are there in the general slant of a
line, the mark of the sweet or hasty temper are plain for
in the downward loop of a "y" or a "g." With
all to see
no more than a line or two of handwriting, any one
skilled in analysis can reconstruct the living personality,
with all its good and evil, its small strengths and weaknesses, that produced that particular form of writing.

know
,
Maybe
care
— butthey
Garydon't
Cooper
it; perhaps they don't
above, and Joan Bennett, left, give away on
themselves by the signatures you see adjoining their portraits.
body does it— it
Everytakes
only
an expert to
read the lines the signer

Perhaps the screen stars don't realize, and quite possibly they don't care, but every time they sign an autograph book they give themselves away ! The man with
eyes to see can read in that hasty scrawl hidden qualities
of temperament of which the press agent himself may

pens about
most and
intimatehisthoughts
secrets of the heart.

You know that Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., at
left, is now one of
Hollywood's most popular leading men — but
did you know he gets
the "blues" badly at
times? His own writing
says so. Right, Leslie
Howard — we think of
him as the sensitive
"artistic" sort; but he's
also a bit
the "scientific" on
side, according
to expert
analysis
of
our author.
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Louise," right,
out as one of
Mf stars who can
Reused of consis/'
says the of
report
/n analysis
the
fie
charmer's
sig/e. Very interesting,
jell as pretty girl,
ra
ut— inyou'll
this find
article.that

Study in contrasts!
Jeanette MacDonald,
right, hides behind that
sparkling smile an almost relentless tenacity
of purpose. The long
cross of the "t" in her
autograph, also, shows
great energy. Above,
Barbara Stanwyck and
the signature that tells
you that Babs is ruled
by her heart, and — but
read the article!

be unaware. The success of the star in question may have
come from a long suppression of certain traits or the
deliberate cultivation of others. It is all in her hand. Her
personality may have taken on a new and less candid
guise,-developing, with time, the appropriate mannerisms.
Her hand changes too slowly to deceive. There are others,
however, many others, whose natures have only grown
stronger with the years, carrying them on to a wellearned success for making the most of themselves.
In studying the handwriting of the stars, I have been
surprised in many cases by what has been revealed. In
others, my former opinions have only been substantiated.
In all cases, however, I have found the existence of certain traits their fans might never have suspected, contradictory traits that
emphasize their being no more than
men and women and
as liable as you and
Claudette Colbert, left,
and the autograph that
tells you lots of things
you'll be terested
more
into knowthan
about
the vivacious, witty and
appealing glamor girl.
At right, Janet Gaynor.
You've known Janet a
long while,
but you've
still
to learn
things
about inherthis
— they're
story. told

I to conflicts of temperament and a constant need for readjustment.
Anita Louise
stands out as being
one of the few stars
I know who can be
accused of consistency. The general
effect of her plain
little hand, with its
firm
(Please
turn lines,
to page
88)
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Hollywood ponders
the fate of some film
favorites. Left, Edward Arnold; right,
Katharine Hepburn
— both players made
stars by mand.
popular
deHave their
fans deserted them?

Has the day of the
glamor girl gone
by? Joan Crawford, above, has
signed a new sevenyear contract with
Metro, meaning
there must be public demand for her
brand of highly
glamorized appeal.
Right, Mae West,
who answered a
charge that she
was no longer
"box-office" with a
characteristic
Westian crack calculated to put detractors in their
proper places.

Are

certain exhibitor groups

claiming

that

abandoned

you,

your

this sensational

the

correct

in

Public, have

old favorites?
story for the

Read

they can't shut people in, at least they can shut them out.
No one seems to want china, trailers, or a place to neck
any more. This doesn't sound like the American public.
them ? Or better still, what's wrong
What's
?
movies with
the wrong
with
Goldwyn, he who likes Quality better than

Quantity, has his theory. "It used to be," said Mr. Goldwyn, "that one picture of a double feature would be bad.
Now you got to expect both of them will be terrible. The
American picture industry better do something, and do it
soon."
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since that ill-fated week in March, 1933, when
NOT
the banks were closed as tight as a clam, have the
movie theatres of this country been quite so devoid
of paying customers. In some of the big fancy emporiums
it is said the sports of the town are shooting wild deer.
Other theatres, rather than face a cold house day after
day, have followed the example of the famous Rivoli in
New York City and completely given up the ghost. If

Mr. Sam

Are

Mr. Darryl Zanuck, head man of the Twentieth Century-Fox studios, and he whom such charming people as
Loretta Young, Tyrone Power, Sonja Henie and Alice
Faye call "boss," thinks it's something else entirely. "Box
office slump is not due to poor pictures," said Mr. Zanuck,
"nor is there any basis for Sam Goldwyn 's conclusion
that the public is on a picture strike. The record shows
that the general public just hasn't as much money for
film entertainment as it had a year ago."
All the other producers in town had something to say,
too — if there's any publicity with names and photographs
going around they want to be in on it— except RKO
which was deep in 77B and getting rid of Katharine
Hepburn.
But Hollywood simply laughed it off, Ha ha, as Hollywood has a way of doing. And after all, my dear, you
can't expect movie stars to get upset over wild deer dying
where once Camille gasped her last breath when they are
miles away and surrounded by gay flattering people who
assure them but constantly that they are the most glamorous ;the most breathlessly devastating things that ever

exKay Franc
left, antreme is,
swered the question of her future
as a screen celebncing
annouwould
thatrity byshe
marrytheand
s at
from
studioretire
the expiration of
nt Marlene
her prese
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shafts,ofmaycriti
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the screen's
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box-office

Elizabeth
walked in beauty and the affection of fellow mortals.
And then came' the bolt from the blue. The Independent
Theatre Owners, it seems, had something to say. They
had theatres to fill, they had kept close tab on the box
office records, and they knew exactly what was keeping
and
people out of the theatres. It wasn't double features,
it wasn't lack of money. It was the stars. And just so
everybody in Hollywood would be sure to see what they
had to say they said it on the back page of a popular local
m
trade paper, all boxed in red— which means "Danger"surmore
been
have
couldn't
od
Hollywo
.
any language
prised ifthe Pacific had suddenly yawned and swallowed
in case you missed the exhibitors' blast' I
it. Andyoujust
ought to know a few of the drastic things it
think
said. Maybe you agree with it. Maybe you resent it. Anyway, Hollywood's in a dreadful fret about it, so at least
vou ought to be informed.
The ad boldly started, "Wake Up! Hollywood Producers !"and went on to say, "Practically all of the major
studios are burdened with stars — whose public appeal is
negligible — receiving tremendous salaries necessitated by

Wilson

contractual obligations. Having these stars under contract, and paying them sizeable sums weekly, the studios
find themselves in the unhappy position of having to put
these box office deterrents in expensive pictures in the
hope that some return on the investment might be had."
called
being !called a "deterrent"— why, I'd rather be
Imaginea rodent
Then the ad goes on to say, and very boldly too,
"Among these players, -whose dramatic ability is unquestioned but whose box office draw is nil, can be numbered Mae West, Edward Arnold, Garbo, Joan Crawford,
Katharine Hepburn, and many, many others. Garbo, for
instance, is a tremendous draw in Europe, which does
not help the theatre owners in the United States. Hepburn turned in excellent performances in_ 'Stage Door'
and 'Bringing Up Baby' but both pictures died.
"The combined salaries of these stars take millions ou1:
of the industry and millions out of the box office. We are
mind you, but we don't think
system,
the star the
againstdominate
not
production of pictures. We 27 want
it should
the Myrna Loys and Gary (Please turn to page 78)

Principals in our real-life
human interest story: right,
Ginger Rogers, the lithe,
gay, rollicking screen star.
Below, Ginger with her
cousin and ward, Lee; then
Lee and his mother Billie
with Grandfather Owens.

inger
A

surprise for Hollywood

s
and

Secret
all

who think they know Ginger Rogers!
The real heart-interest story
behind the glitter of a glamor girl

By

Margaret

Mary

Joslyn

THERE is a nine-year-old kid named Lee who lives
in an apartment hotel in Chicago. He has lived there
for a long time — long before his Daddy died — and
all the residents know who he is. But every now and then
some strange kid moves in, they sniff each other out in
the lobby — and when Lee tells him who he is the kid
says, "Oh, yeah?"
So then Lee must streak upstairs — he's too impatient
to wait for the elevator — to get the dog-eared scrapbook
that he keeps in his playnook behind the davenport, and
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pant downstairs again to show the book to the skeptic.
The scrapbook has been thumbed so much it is practically falling apart. But it proves his point all right to the
Doubting Thomas. For the book is full of newspaper
clippings and pictures of Ginger Rogers, and under many
of them are notes in Ginger's own handwriting to "My
dearest ward and cousin Lee."
Ginger's Aunt Billie, Lee's pretty mother, says that
her son will be the death of her yet. Maybe it's only the
wild energy of nine years, and maybe it's the heritage
of the dramatic strain in the Owens' blood, but he's
always acting. The other day he cut his finger, and the
doctor cauterized it.
"Oh, Lord," demanded Lee, raising his eyes and one
clenched fist heavenward, like Job. "What have I done
that you must punish me so? Why? What is my sin?"
And then, of course, he's always doing a Fred Astaire
around the coffee table, and mimicking all the characters
in Ginger's latest picture. Billie can understand her son's
violent admiration for his famous cousin and guardian.
And although her own feelings are not as noisily expressed, her worship of Ginger goes deep. For if it hadn't

around the
beeia for Ginger, Lee might not be clowning
house today.
very
One night, two years ago, Lee did something
unusual. He went to bed early, without protest. A funny
her husnoise came from his bedroom. Billie looked at
saw oft
11
He
band and laughed. "Listen to him snore !
a cord by midnight."
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When his parents brought him home he had a relaps
eat.
not
could
he
talk,
His fever mounted. He could not
Billie sat beside his bedside, anguished and helpless,
for
watching his strength ebb, listening to the fight
it
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long distance call from Ginge
"How is he?" asked Ginger.
"Oh, Ginger," choked Billie, and could say no more
for fear the sobs would break.
There was a faint whimper from the bed. "What is it,
darling?" asked Billie. Lee held out his hand for the
phone.
...
.
There was a long cord on the telephone. Billie brought
the phone to his bed and held the receiver to his ear.
"Hello, darling," said Ginger.
A tiny smile curled
Lee's lips.
"You're not sick,
dear," said Ginger.
"How could you be?
God made all little boys
perfect, in His image.
You're no different than
any of the rest of them.
You're going to get well.
You're going to eat
something pretty soon,
aren't you, darling? And
then you are going to go
to sleep, and tomorrow
morning you'll feel fine,
won't you, Lee?"
The boy nodded into
the mouthpiece.
His mother took the
phone. "Now listen, Billie," came Ginger's
husky voice. "Lee is
going to get well. Believe

that he's going to get well. I do. So does mother. He s going to ask for food in half an hour. Have faith that he will.
They talked a while longer, and then Ginger said
goodby, promising to ring every hour.
Billie took up her vigil beside the bed. Her futile
to
anguish was calmed, and with all her heart she tried
came
sound
faint
A
r.
recove
would
boy
believe that her
from Lee's bed.
"What is it, dear?" Billie bent over him.
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into the kitchen and soft-boiled
on a
egg
shaking so that she could scarcely spread the
out a glass of milk. She carpiece of bread. She poured
ried the food to Lee. He ate every bit of the bread and
eo-g drained his glass of milk, and fell into a natural
broke,
His tofever
sfee'p.
y! and the next day he was well on
recover
road
the
This is only one of several reasons why Billie adores
ty
Ginger the woman, as well as Ginger, the celebri
When Billie's husband was in the hospital, Ginger and
provided
her mother, Lela, who is Billie's older sister,
al exhospit
his
paid
They
him.
for
s
doctor
the finest
called
They
.
illness
ut
rawn-o
long-d
a
penses during
s
Billie almost every day to hearten her. And when Billie
funeral
the
paying
on
d
insiste
husband died, and they
expenses, and Billie pro-

"The radiance cast by a star" can be applied to
signify more in Ginger's case than the mereot
glamor of film fame. Above, new close-up
ing again in CareRogers and Astaire, co-starr
free." Left, the pre-Hollywood Ginger. Below, with
mother; right, the reigning screen luminary.

"How-s
our bucket
refill
can we tested,
they said,
them?"
don't empty
if we
Ginger's
philosophy,
ever since she was a little
. girl, has been one of
Billie.
generosity,
She inheritssays
that from
her grandfather Owens,
too.
One day, reminisced
Billie, many years before
Ginger was born, a
tramp came to the
kitchen of their home in
Kansas City, Missouri.
Lela was in the kitchen
with the hired girl. The
rest of the family were
in the front room. Lela
rushed into the parlor,
wideonwith
eyes
her
inued
(Cont
pageindig92)

Attention, ambitious

girls and boys! In

the interests of truth, Screenland

asks

you to read this story. It may disillusion you bitterly, but eventually you
will thank us for it, for it will save
not only money,

you

but heartbreak!

'II admit you've got what it takes. You're as handsome as Robert Taylor. And you can act. Yes, I'll
agree that in that last Little Theatre play you
turned in an acting job equal to any of Paul Muni's.
Maybe you're a girl. If you are, I'll go for the idea
that you've got a figure as lovely as Zorina's. More
than that, yours is the kind of a face that has
launched an odd ten thousand compliments. I'll agree
with your friends that in the last town musical show
you were absolutely "tops." Alice Faye done
couldn't
have
those
torch numbers
with any more
And
appeal.Eleanor
even
Powell would
have had to do
some stepping
to out-tap you
in those tricky

routines. The sketches gave you plenty of opportunity to
display your acting ability, and you lived up to your opportunity.
You've both heard the line, "Why — you ought to be
in Hollywood !" It is usually accompanied by a slight
gasp to indicate admiration and an arch, mischievous look
which signifies that it is the finest possible compliment.
It is always followed by an exclamation point. As a compliment its significance cannot be denied. But it's a
dangerous line. It is responsible for a lot of heart-break
and disillusion.

~)

QI

By

James

Bowles

Fisher

Left, one of the few, very few, lucky "discoveries" of the day in Hollywood: Ellen Drew,
picked by director Wesley Ruggles. Below, a sequence showing what happens to a
girl who gets a chance in pictures: Cheryl Walker, 19-year-old "Queen" of Pasadena
Junior College tournament, is seen by film scout in Rose Parade, auditioned by Paramount, made up by expert, glorified by hairdresser, gowned by wardrobe department,
and finally is ready to face the camera. Her career begins. Her future? Who knows?
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Our picture at far left shows the employees of Central
Casting office as they listen to "extra" calls coming in
and being relayed over the loud speakers while they
keep an eye on the schedule board which shows names of
"dress extras" available for work. At left: on these teletype machines Central Casting receives the daily work
orders direct from studios if and when extras are needed.

saved a few hundred bucks. That's enough for bus
fare (it's cheaper to travel that way) and if you're
careful you'll each have enough to keep you going
for several months. With all that personality and
ability you'll certainly land something in that time.
Just one break — that's all either of you will ever need.
Just one break !
And suppose you don't get something right away.
You can't starve in Hollywood. You can always do
extra work. Why, Clark Gable was an extra once ;
so was Gary Cooper ; so was Norma Shearer. And
now look !
While you two are busy convincing yourselves

Perhaps you two have heard this type of praise just
once too often. A meaningless but insidious cliche has

that Hollywood is your manifest destiny, I'll get on with
my story. There are, unfortunately, some facts which you

. You're thinking things that
yourofimaginations
kindled one
you would dare say for fear of
neither

Marie De Forest! Ever
hear her name before?
Probably not, but she

You're thinking,
conceited.
thought
being
"Why not? Why shouldn't I be in Hollywood?
What have any of those big names got that I
haven't got? What can they do that I can't do?"
And so on. Anyway, you don't want to stick in
the home town and rot. Get out and do something big— that's the thing !
Well, why not take a chance? You've both

v

is one of and
Hollywood's
prettiest
busiest
chorus girls.

ought to face before you withdraw your little hoards from
the bank and go to the bus depot for your tickets. First,
let's dispose of the idea that you may walk into a casting
office and walk out with a part. You won't ! If someone
is needed for a part, that someone will be picked from
the ranks of the known free-lance actors. Or the studio
will make use of one of its more promising stock contract
players. You — an unknown with no professional stage
experience — haven't a chance at that role. Well, maybe
you have a chance. After all, the law of probability must
be considered. You have about the same chance of getting the part that you have of winning the next Irish
Sweepstakes !
But you might get a stock contract. Yes, you might!
But there too the odds are about
a thousand to one against you,
especially if you come to Hollywood in search of one. You'll be
better off if you stay at home and
stick to your Little Theatre work.
Some day a talent scout may happen along and like you well enough
to send you to New York or to
Hollywood for a screen test. Of
course, that may never happen.
But it's still a better bet than to
come to this City of Glamor in the
hope of being put into stock by one
of the studios.
You'll immediately think of
some fine exceptions to prove me
wrong.
instance, there's
Ellena
Drew atForParamount.
She was
waitress in a drive-in eatery when
some executive saw her and got
her a test. She made good on her
break and was taken on as a stock
player. Since then she has gone
ahead steadily. Now she is playing

and RKO ; about a mile from Columbia ; six miles from
both Universal and Warners ; eight miles from Republic ;
four from United Artists. And so on. The wear and tear
of getting from here to there and back again is something,
and the expense of it cannot be ignored.
In the entrance hall of the grey weather-beaten building
which harbors this clearing house of hopes and illusions,
there is a Sign. It is too prominently placed to be missed.
It is funereal both in import and appearance. Silver letters
underscored in part with shivering red leap from a black
background. It reads :
TO EXTRA PLAYERS—
Hereafter all interviews in person or over telephone with employees of Central Casting Corp., will
be discontinued — and the
reception room closed until
further
notice.
Central
Casting Corp.
Suppose you have been here
two months.
Your
hasn't
lasted
as long
as money
you thought
it would. You hadn't figured on
distances and the cost of just
getting your heads over to
Metro, for instance, so that you
could bat them against the walls
of the casting office. You haven't
been able to get in to see anyone. You're practically broke.
Now get
thisinside
grim Central.
sign — you can't
even
"But that sign won't be there
forever," you say, "that's just
because business has been bad."
lieve in signs.
In other
words you don't be(Please turn to page 90)
It's easy to smile, as
Olympe Bradna is doing
been here,
made when
a star.
Or
right
you've
when, as in the case of
the pretty girls at left
above, you've just been
given tracts
brand-new
conwith hope ahead.
But consider the heartifyou're ones!
not one
of theaches lucky
At
far left, another view
of the Casting Office
with the staff at work.

the lead opposite Bing Crosby in "The Unholy Beebes."
Then there's Dorothy Howe. She was a switchboard
operator in Dallas. Someone "discovered" her and now
she is under contract to one of the studios. There are
others. But not many. If you think you're the next exception and ride jauntily into Hollywood on that assumption,
you're defying all the laws of chance and probability.
But you can always be an extra ! Can you ? Let's see.
Central Casting is the place to find out about that. It is
through Central that the majority of extras get their calls.
It is situated in the middle of Hollywood. If you were
here you might be living in one of the many hundreds of
seedy one-room apartments in that section of town. And
just to give you an idea of the travelling costs — with or
without a car — your apartment would be approximately
twelve miles from Metro ; three miles from Paramount
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Hang on to your hats, folks —
a secretary is about to reveal
all! Above, the author with
her boss, star comedienne,
whom you see in a candid
close-up at right — is she too
temperamental or too timid
for her own good? Upper
right, Martha, seemingly hurt
by her critics' many shafts, is
consoled by her pet terrier.

Vlortha

Martha

Won't

Talk

So

ly understood that
TO BEGIN with, I want it clear
I take no responsibility whatsoever for the manner
in which this story is likely to turn out. I'm a secre
tary, not a writer. Up until this momentous occasion
my writing proclivities have been confined to the more
garden varieties, such as answering fan-mail, jotting
down appointments and signing for parcels marked "collect." So, and I'm giving due warning, anything is likely
to happen before this article is finished.
Secretary to a star ! Don't let the title fool you, though.
There's more to it than strikes the untrained eye. Someone started calling their combination shock-absorber,
"wailing-wall," and odds-and-ends-taker-carer-of their
personal secretary and as yet no one has bothered to
think up a more descriptive title. For consider when you
spend from ten to fifteen hours a day with your boss,
while you may not be actually working all that time,
you forthwith become something a little bit more than
a mere secretary. "Grief-artist" would about cover the
situation, I think, and would add a note of distinction
to the position. For when you sign on for such a job
you automatically take up the role of, (1) comforting

Raye's

secretary

knows

the

answers to rumors that the star has "too
she gives
temperament" — and
much
them in this fiery retort

By Jean Roth
Secretary to Martha Raye
pal in times of distress, (2) rejoicing celebrant in each
new triumph, and, (3) general all-around utility gal for
such minor chores as, (a) seeing that your boss gets to
the studio on time, (b) making sure that she gets at
least a fair amount of sleep and, (c) seeing to it that
she sticks to that weekly budget you helped her figure
out when she signed her new contract — and, all in all,
being father, mother, older brother, and sort of advisory
council, without quite realizing it.
So, as personal secretary to Martha Raye and her pal
to boot, I feel more or less responsible for her and this
seems to be a fine opportunity to get a few things off
my chest — things that have been rumored and even
printed about her which are so ridiculously untrue as to
be downright farcical — things with which every star has
to contend and for which there is no adequate defense.
So hang on to your hats, folks — a secretary is about to
reveal all !
The article which prompted this sudden burst into
literature and which still rankles in my bosom is one
which appeared in a nationally {Continued on page 80)
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eef-eater
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Hitchcock is a -favorite with all actresses and actors
he directs. Above,
with Sclly Stewart,
Margaret Lockwood,
and Googie Withers. Right, Nova PI I—
beam, "Hitch," Derrick de Marney and
Percy Marmont.

eet Alfred Hitchcock,

who likes his beef steaks medium,

but in-

sists upon nothing short of very well done
screen entertainment

jS^ THE precise time that a leading executive was
/■A informing fellow film-company men that there
\ was a clinical side to the movie industry's present plight (the debility: "Dissipation"), this reporter
was witness to an actual happening during the most
recent pea-soup fog to descend upon London, graphically re-enacted in a hotel suite not many city blocks
from the scene of the "Dissipation" diagnosis. There's
a deeper connection than mere coincidence of time and
location in these seemingly anomalous episodes, as we
shall see.

English director,

/

However much we, the film-goers, may be reluctant
to worry about the movie industry's "Dissipation" headaches, we're in it right up to the last cent of our theatre
admission money ; and the man who showed what can
happen to you in a pea-soup fog is certainly important
to all who like good movie entertainment.
The important man is that benign beef-eater, Alfred
Hitchcock, English director who started many a movie
star on the high road to eminence in Hollywood — though
he himself had never set foot in the Mecca of movies
until his recent trip to California. Making his show as
amusing as it was artfully graphic, the very rotund Londoner (he weighs about 270, though he's only of medium
height) hunched his shoulders and thrust his head forward in order that his vision might clear a most generous
girth and focus intently at the floor. Meantime, he stepped
mincingly, with cat-like caution and motioned with his
right hand— to show how he had to guide a taxi in which
34

•
Kennedy
By Tom
he and his wife had been riding from a party at Clive
Brook's home some six miles outside London, when a
pea-souper enveloped the peaceful countryside. Trundling close behind him at a snail's pace chugged the cab,
its meter clicking up the shillings Hitchcock would be
forced to. pay when, finally, he and his wife arrived home.
The humorous dumb-show concluded, "Hitch," as he's
affectionately known by every star, scenarist, cameraman and grip who has worked with him, continued his
conversation about stars, and the difficulties of the director who produces outside Hollywood to hang on to them,
once the West Coast studios nod them an invitation to
come on over sometime.
And that's where the connection between "Dissipation"
and Hitchcock's ideas for developing new talent comes in.
That there may be no more fretting about this "Dissipation" thing, let us pause just long enough to remember
that the executive who pulled the line that made newspaper headlines, was lecturing theatre men about being
too prodigal of their resources, reminding them that big
pictures don't happen every time Hollywood tries to
make them, and therefore should not be handed out two
at a time on double bills. That you have been getting
too much

"big" show at one {Please turn to page 77)

Cowtoy

or

tnc

r

do

Twelve years ago a long and lanky Montana lad played a
cowboy in Samuel Goldwyn's "The Winning of Barbara
Worth." Today, a wealthy, world-famous movie star, he picks
up boots and saddle again in "The Lady and the Cowboy," a
new Sam Goldwyn film. Here he is, above — Gary Cooper, in
character. Right, the man himself. We wonder — can a successful star return to an old role? Is it possible for a sophisticated
celebrity to play a primitive and picturesque part with all his
former zest? It will be interesting to watch Cooper, today, as he
plays the cowboy and contrast him with the Cooper shown
at left, the shy, lean-faced, ingratiatingly awkward boy who
scored one of the great hits of film history.

Can

Gary

Cooper

come

oack to Nature

now?

'

Obliging Bette Davis doesn't in the
least mind making four changes of cos-i
tume on a hot day to please the photographer and, eventually, you and you.
Left to right above — Bette gardens, lolls,
watches tennis, starts off on a hike, all
the time gaily garbed for the camera.

Cecilia Parker
gladly dedicates her
blonde beauty to
the good cause of
camera art, left
above. Virginia
Bruce will pose on
a springboard wearing a modest sunsuit and a provocative hat and a beautiful smile — but
that's as far as
she'll go in the way
of camera co-operation. Dick Powell,
on the other hand
— left below, to be
exact — goes into action with a good
will, on the sands of
Malibu. Louise
Campbell, below,
gives herself and
her dog a dunking.

Tke

Last

Pose

of

Summer

Photogenic Hollywood

in«

dulges in one final pictorial
fling as the gay "leg art"
season wanes

A "regular" movie star is one who will
pose, and pose, in shorts and a smile,
for countless "leg" pictures. Even the
aloof Myrna Loy goes girlish in the
appropriate costume, below, when the
■ cameraman has tracked her down at the
pool at her home in Hidden Valley.

No screen Summer season can officially close
without a last swimsuit pose
by you
Joanhave
Craw-it,
ford. Here
at right. Robert Montgomery, less frequently
photographed
Bob Taylors than
and the
Ty
Powers, grimly gives in,
right below. Nelson
Eddy races along the
beach of the blue Pacific, center below, to
camMetro
please the
eraman and
eventually
the girls of America.
Ann Rutherford, at
left below, is only
sorryger hatsheto hasn't
bigwave ata you.

^^e're neadin' for the hig
roundUup

with

Clark — and

Cowhoy

would

you

believe it, a cameraman
trails right along

Gable takes a hand — well, anyway, he takes a horse and
rides out to get a close-up of the round-up, above.
Clark is riding Leo Carrillo's famous horse Sui Sun, who
is a movie star himself — you saw him in "Girl of the
Golden West" with Nelson Eddy. Below, Clark has just
roped an unappreciative calf, who is no movie fan
and doesn't care who knows it.
Photographs by Ed. Crononiceth, M-G-M.

And how Allan Jones takes a hand, above. Bet he's
as he twirled that
"Donkey's
not singing
calf. Perched on the fence
his Serenade"
and landed
lariat
watching Allan is Mrs. Jones, the former Irene
Hervey, and just a glimpse of Carole Lombard. The
Carrillo round-up threatens to become a major
annual event among Hollywood's more rugged set.

Young man in
demand is Jim
Stewart, and deservedly. He's
Jean Arthur's
hero in Columbia's "You Can't
Take It With
You," at right.
He co-stars with
Margaret Sullavan on his home
lot, Metro, in
"Shopworn Angel"— see scenes
with Maggie at
center right and
top; and with
Alan Curtis and
Sam Levene top
right.

From the start
of his career,
young Power has
he's
pickedbeen
'em!picked
And
for big pictures
exclusively. Here
are new closeups of the Charm
Chap in his
three latest r6les:
left, with Alice
ander's Ragtime
Faye
"AlexBand."in Center
below,
Norma with
Shearer
in
"Marie
Antoinette," and at
bottom left and
right,
opposite
Annabella
in
"Suez."

Above, "How To Lose Your Girl Eriencl, in Six
Easy Lessons," with Roger Converse and Doris
Weston. Reading from left to right across the
top: 1. Let your girl friend spend the evening
watching you manicure your nails. 2. Always take plenty of toothpicks on a date.
3. Eat all the candy yourself — if she wants some tell her it's bad for her figure.
4. Be sure and laugh heartily at your own jokes, no matter how old or "corny."
Never laugh at any she might tell — you might spoil her. 5. Practice intricate new
steps- — on her feet. 6. Always kiss a girl on the first date, whether she likes it or not.

■Jack Oakie and Lucille Ball, below, demonstrate
the best behavior for two screen players forced
i io.xo=star in a _new picture. JLucille: "So you
thought you'd try to steal that scene from me,
did you!" Jack: "I didn't have to try." Lucille: "Well, go ahead and rehearse your
lines. I'm not listening." Jack: "Now, baby, if my lines were only half as good as
yours — " Lucille: "Oh, you told that to Lily Pons and all the girls. But I forgive you."
!Smack! Now at far right, see Shirley Temple's latest threat, six-year-old Janet
Chapman, who can dance, sing, act. "Little Miss Thoroughbred" was her first film.

to«cS

tb-e

. . casts

No

Love

Taps

Intended

Look — every tody's

swinging,,
with rights and lefts. We dun»
no

wKo

Hollywood

started it; hut

the

hoys (girls, too), are

putting punch

in pictures now

Once upon a time f
actor wore the soi
and buskin. Niov
they pack a sock, :
either hand — and j
anybody leads with his chin, that's too bad. Robert Taylc
top left, is putting up his dukes to all challengers of h
prowess in the Manly Art, in "The Crowd Roars," h
latest picture. And Wayne Morris, who punched his way
fame as "Kid Galahad," is right there with hooks and jal
in a free-for-all just above, from "Valley of the Giants.

Who's next? The
mud flies as Jackie
Moranwood and
SherBailey, right,
have it out in
"Mother Carey's
Chickens,"
while
Donnie
Dunagan,
Anne Shirley and
Ruby Keeler
stand by, and
don't enjoy it.
Left, Humphrey
Bogart bued
is also
imwith the
combative spirit
in this scene, left,
with Gloria Dickson in "Racket

Joan
know
muchyouabout
boxingWoodbury
business,doesn't
but she
heard
can the
do
things with mirrors — which is precisely what
Joan is trying as a pertinent persuader, in her
argument with Harold Huber in "Passport
Husband," left. Below, Wayne Morris stands
up for his rights, in more scenes from "Valley
of the Giants."

eason
"You Can't Take It With You"
becomes a star-studded screenplay— look above and see some
of the quaint characters: Donald
Meek, Halliwell Hobbs, Mischa
Auer, Ann Miller with Dub Taylor— all playing colorful zanies
created by the fertile brains of
playwrights George S. Kaufman
and Moss Hart.
Never let it be said that
Hollywood fails to present
exciting new love teams.
An inspiration of the new
season is teaming Don
Ameche and Arleen
Whelan — the established
star and the pretty
comer — in one of the new
20th Century-Fox pictures.
See them at right. Another
team, this one more torrid,
is composed of John Carrol and Movita — they
clicked in "Rose of the
Rio Grande," so they are
co-starred again in "Isle
of Terror." (Far right).

TFie parade of big new
started, packed
to make

pictures fias

with plot and talent

you run, not walk to your
nearest movie theatre

More "You Can't Take It With
You" players, performing to
Frank Capra's direction: from
right reading in, Lionel Barrymore as Grandpa Vanderhof,
Samuel S. Hinds, Edward Arnold, and Mr. Hinds with Spring
Byington, who plays the eccentrically amusing Penny Sycamore,
dabbler in paint and playwriting.

Sonja
Henie in
is a her
box-office
attraction
own
right, but to make her
new film even more popular, the skating star is
seen with Richard Greene,
at far left, and supported
also by Buddy Ebsen and
Joan Davis, as you see at
left. Now for the pictures
across bottom of our two
pages — the all-star cast of
"Women Courageous" in
action: Claude Rains with
MayRobson; the three Lane
sisters, Lola, Priscilla, Rosemary, with just a glimpse
of Gail Page; the family
group at lower left; and
finally, below, a love scene
between Priscilla, baby of
the family, and Jeffrey
Lynn, new British actor.

A coming new cinema which casts an important shadow is "The
Great Waltz," with Fernand Gravet playing the composer, Johann
Strauss, and Luise Rainer his sweetheart, Poldi — a scene, at right.
Below, Gravet and Hugh Herbert, the comedy king, have fun with
the old "boneshaker," predecessor of the bicycle, a prop for the
picture. At right below, Norma Shearer in "Marie Antoinette,"
long-awaited epic. At left below, all-star performers in "Spawn of
the North": Dorothy Lamour, the girl, surrounded by Akim Tamiroff, George Raft, Henry Fonda. At bottom of page, Fonda Svith
John Barrymore and Louise Piatt.

A true epic is "The
Texans,"
with
Randolph Scott the
doughty
hero, dainty Joan Bennet the
— above.
At
left,heroine
the endearing
character stars of the
sameterproduction:
Brennan and WalMay
Robson. At far left,
"Mother Carey's
Chickens" corners
such talent as Anne
Shirley, Ruby Keeler,
Fay Bainter, and Ralph
Morgan. Now will you
with you!
We're
the movies?
go toright

m

Based on beloved American novelist
Gene Stratton-Porter's
ever-popular
story, mance"Roof the

*
/•Vv

Limberlost"
has homespun appeal,
with Jean
Parker playing the wholesome heroine, Eric Linden the upstanding
young hero.
Monogram
has made
here a family
film against
beautiful
natural backgrounds, as
our Best Still
at right
proves. Below, Miss
Parker in a
pretty pose.
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Eric Linden

Beautiful

Still

and Jean Parker in "Romance

of

tne

Moni

of the Limberlost

Continuing the very personal history of the Beloved Bantam,
James Cagney — with neverbefore-published anecdotes of his
past, present, and future

no star
seE publisicity is as
hoR
THwE
dull as Jim Cagney's ! I have frequently
pointed this out to him
and explained it by saying that wheedn he is being
he insists
interview
g
n
i
n
about the
talk
upo
things that interest him — philosophy, economics, etc., etc.
—instead of himself, the topic that would interest the
reader. But he won't be converted or convinced.
Speaking of philosophy, his delight knew no bounds
when he found a bit player in one of his pictures who had
read a book Jimmie had been trying to plough through
for years. When the picture was finished Jim invited the
player to be his guest for a few days at an unfrequented
mountain resort while they hashed over the book.
A week or so later found them at the resort, eager to

convince each other of their interpretation of "The Message." The fates were against them. An itinerant shoe
salesman, who happened to be week-ending at the same
place, spotted Jim. There was no shaking him, and he
wasn't interested in Philosophy. The weekend was
wasted. Jim didn't mind. Although he was annoyed at
the time, when he reached home he realized he had come
across a "type." And sooner or later that shoe salesman,
with all his mannerisms, will crop up in a Cagney picture.
He is one of the very few people I know who can argue
without losing his temper. And there is no one who loves
an argument as much as Jimmie. Once, while he was on
the outs with Warner Brothers and was under contract
to Grand National, I dropped by his house to return a
book I had borrowed. I had had a couple of drinks or I
would never have had the effrontery to say what I did,
regardless of how I felt or how well I knew him. I was
aware of the fact that Warner Brothers were eager to
bury the hatchet and welcome Jim home. When

the sub-

ject of his last picture came up I seized the opportunity
to say : "Jim, for the love of pete, why don't you get wise
to yourself and go back to AVarners where you belong?
You won a court fight, got free of your contract, signed
with Grand National, got everything in the world including the sun, moon, and stars written into your contract,
and what's happened? You've made a couple of stinking
picture! and when you kicked about the stories and cast
they said, 'Same old Cagney. Ifs no wonder Warners
couldn't get along with you !' So you had to knuckle under
to prove they were wrong about you. Your judgment
was right but a lot of good it did you. You were among
the first ten at the box-office when you left Warners and
where are you now ? You're kidding yourself if you think
you haven't lost prestige in the year and a half you've
lot."
been away from a major
Instead of taking a poke at me or ordering me out of
the house with the injunction, "Never darken my guest
towels again," Jim spent an hour and a half explaining
to me there was something more than good pictures involved— there was a matter of principle.

I mentioned sometime ago that Jim's brother Bill
far as Bill is concerned, Jim's
handles his business. As
career is, as it should be, a matter of dollars and cents.
As far as Jim is concerned there are a great many other
things involved— artistry, keeping faith with the public,
pleasant working conditions, not wearing himself out
with the public, etc. It was Bill (who happened to be at
the house at the time) who (Please turn to page 85)
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by
THE RAGE OF PARIS — Universal
WILL also be the rage of the United States and such
of the rest of the world as is still interested in harmless entertainment ! Danielle Darrieux is, quite frankly,
the first of the Continental wonder-girls to contribute as
much ability as beauty and sex menace to our movies. She is by
far the most accomplished and knowing of imported actresses,
and a lovely little lesson to the Dietrichs who think lure and
the Crawfords who think glamor quite enough. Darrieux has lure
and glamor in abundance, but doesn't rely on them. Instead, she
depends upon a sure technique which she has taken the time and
the trouble to learn ; she's a beauty who's not too proud to act.
Henry Koster has fashioned an enchantingly comic romance of
his frail story material, making the chase of a little French girl
after a rich American husband positively charming, fresh, and
original all the way. It's deliciously funny, especially when
Danielle mixes it with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., giving by far his
best performance as the young man who tries nobly to resist
la belle but fails; or with Mischa Auer, also at his best, which
you know is tops in temperamental humor ; or nice Helen Broderick.

of

the

best

Pictures

am™.

THE SHOPWORN

ANGEL— M-G-M

WHO says they can't come back? Good stories never
date, and this one, first published in 1918, made as a film
with Nancy Carroll a long time ago, has true vitality,
as M-G-M proves in its deluxe new addition in which
costumes may date but emotions, never. Here is no sombre treatment of war, but a nostalgic side-slant on three people in war
time, capturing their moods and pinning their reactions to celluloid in a way to hold your attention every minute. Unlike
"Blockade," "Shopworn Angel" is blithely unconcerned with the
real meaning of war, but never mind — take it as good, substantial entertainment and you will enjoy it hugely. The "triangle"
contains Margaret Sullavan, giving another of her amazingly
luminous performances as a somewhat gay gal engaging the
affections of Walter Pidgeon, with James Stewart ambling in
as Private Pettigrew, ingratiating lad who imparts new meaning
to the relationship of the first two. At last Mr. Pidgeon has that
role he must have been waiting for — he comes to life suddenly
and becomes a man worth watching from now on for compelling
performances. Stewart ? He makes mincemeat of your emotions !
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HAVING

WONDERFUL

TIME — RKO-Radio

AT TIMES so swell that it only annoys you when it is
less than that, "Having Wonderful Time" is a baffling
exhibit. It starts off in grand style with a radiant
Ginger Rogers impersonating with complete sincerity one
of the millions of American girls who look forward the whole
year to two brief weeks of "wonderful time" every summer. Oh,
those first scenes are good! But curiously enough once the plot,
and Ginger, arrive at Kamp Karefree for that same "wonderful time," the picture presents difficulties hard to surmount. At
times it is truly and wonderfully funny; again superbly sad; but
too often it descends to slapstick that aims to be ironic but is
only pretentious and painful. I think you can blame Hollywood's
usual reluctance to offend — when the worst and only offense
Hollywood can commit is to be dull. Full credit, though, to the
amazing Miss Rogers, who seems to understand the girl she
is playing and really wants us to understand her, too. We do,
thanks not to the scenarist but to Ginger. Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., gives another one of his "best performances" — it's getting to
be a habit with him. Lee Bowman is grand as the "other guy."

ALGIERS— Wanger-United Artists

MOST distinctive drama of the month, marking Charles
Boyer's return to American films after his sojourn,
piquant
abroad, "Algiers" is decidedly different, with a screens.
flavor not to be found elsewhere on current
European success, "Pepe le Moko,"
Hollywood version ofof a Boyer's
charming jewel thief who hides from the
it tells the story
law in the sordidly picturesque part of Algiers known, we're told,
as the Casbah. All is reasonably well as things go there until
the advent of a fabulously beautiful Parisienne played by Hedy
Lamarr, to whom Charles loses his heart, supposedly hitherto
in the keeping of Sigrid Gurie, his native sweetheart. W ell, from
the moment she steps on the screen the picture belongs to Mile.
Lamarr. Undoubtedly the most breath-taking of all the imported
charmers, Hedy has only to be and to look and the scene is hers.
Whether she can act or not, I can't tell you; but anyone who
can steal attention from the great Boyer has something— in fact,
every tiling. She leads Pepe to destruction, puts Sigrid Gurie in
the shade, and will make "Algiers" the most talked-of picture of
the season. Boyer is at his subtle best. Joseph Calleia is fine.

WHITE BANNERS— Warners

rfggs. DON'T duck this one because you may have heard it
fSSm is a movie with a message. All right, so it's a movie
with a message. But it is also a fine and worthy picture, and the message is one that won't hurt you if
delivered or comfortably ignored if you want to skip it and
^tick to the human drama instead. Take it as Fay Bainter's film
Bainter,
field-day and you can't help cheering. At last Miss
famous for years as a stage star, comes into her own on the
screen as a poignant actress of power and persuasion. When I
tell you that Miss Bainter plays a strange woman who wanders
out of a snowstorm to put new life and hope into the household of an absent-minded schoolmaster and his disorganized family, you will probably sniff, at my expense— until you've seen
Miss Bainter play the part. She endov/s the Lloyd ^C. Douglas
character with such spirituality and pathos that you're with her
all the way, as she regenerates the entire cast and then, her task
completed, wanders away— right into a new picture, we fervently
are outhope. Of the cast, Claude Rains and Jackie Cooper
standing, with Bonita Granville and Kay Johnson fine support.

THE AMAZING

DR. CUTTERHOUSE — Warners

YOUR Little Caesar has reformed— oh, yes, he has—
reformed into the inscrutable Dr. Clitterhouse, ten times
more dangerous than any crude gangster, and just as
much fun. Here's something very new in crime pictures,
sure to start a new cycle of suave, soft-spoken analytical murderers inopulent settings, sort of the iron-claw-in-the-velvet-glove
— but we'd better call
sort of thing, and I love it. Eddie Robinson
him Edward G. now that he has exchanged mayhem for Mayfair — revels in his latest role of eminent physician led astray
by his own curiosity into devious ways — ways which include
meeting Claire Trevor as a gorgeous lady "fence," and her
Beboy-friend of doubtful repute, played by Humphrey Bogart.
fore Dr. Clitterhouse is through dissecting criminal impulses
among the lower classes he has faced death, distributed it, and
gloried in it— and if you think I'm going to let you in on the
denouement, to coin a word, you're balmy as Maxie Rosenbloom,
who incidentally is a shining ornament to the cast. A surprising
picture, brisk, beautifully acted, especially by Robinson, Trevor,
and Bogart, and not to be missed, mind you, if you like action.

BLOCKADE— Wanger-United Artists
IF YOU have stayed away from this picture for one
reason or another, I suggest that you make up for it
right now and search for the nearest theatre still playing
it. Walter Wanger's "Blockade" is worth your trouble.
It isn't a great picture. It isn't propaganda at all. It is simplv
a good, workmanlike, dramatic indictment of war — and who will
quarrel with a picture like that? Surely you will consider it
worth your time to watch Madeleine Carroll giving a real performance, forgetting all about glamor and pitching into her
she's
part of a woman caught up in war's crazy whirl — of course
still beautiful even in an air raid but she can't help that, so
honest job of acting. She's a
give her credit for attempting an Fonda
she sees what war does
spy of sorts until through Henry
to helpless women and children and, with Fonda, dedicates herself to perpetual pity and a plea to the world to stop the
slaughter. There are some good scenes in "Blockade," to balance
some ineffectual ones. Leo Carrillo is expertly effective as al53
ways in the one comic character written into the piece by the conexcellent.
is
also
scientious John Howard Lawson. John Halliday
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At the top of the page, right, is
Sigrid Gurie, about whose acting
opinions may differ, but about whose
beauty and clothes-flair there's no
question at all! Sigrid wears her favorite dance frock of navy blue and
white printed matelasse with wide,
sweeping skirt. Barbara Stanwyck,
above, in shimmering gold lame —
yes, lame is again in the fashion
news — topped with a red fox bolero.
Right, Joan Bennett's dinner dress of
multi-striped crepe with red, blue,
green, and yellow predominating, and
a bodice of plain electric blue. At
far right, Miss Gurie in a hostess
gown of dusty-rose crepe, with cartridge pleats at shoulder and waist.
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Joan Bennett is admittedly one of Hollywood's half-dozen "Best-Dressed Women" —
even by other actresses! At left and below,
Joan models for you two important betweenseasons dinner dresses so different we're
going to describe them for you in detail.
The original model at left introduces a
plain and printed fabric blend. The bodice
of navy and white print is slashed low in
front; the skirt molds the figure, and a section of the print is inserted with a circular
treatment. Below, classic dinner dress with a
scroll motif in white against a black background, cut in a circular silhouette with a
short line in front and trailing in back.
A belt of the fabric has a double buckle
of ruby-colored stones reflecting the tone of
Joan's lip rouge. At far left, dynamic Gale
Sondergaard in a sheath of flame-colored
crepe with monkey fur the amusing fillip.
At lower left, Sigrid Gurie's black taffeta
and organza dress with one drop shoulder
and the other caught with a huge bow.
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Some
of Hollywood's
smartest
heroines
new and
show
you arresting
what's
in "step-out"

styles

Oh,
My
ma's
Exposing that lady named Loy — a
candid

a

close-up by a writer who

says: "I wish i didn't like Myrna
quite so much

so I could hate her!"

By

F YOU

Liza

want to be popular in the salons (Printer,

don't dare double on that "o") of America, a sort of
gay girl at the mere sight of whom men throw their
domestic security to the winds, then I heartily advise
you to get acquainted with Myrna Loy. Myrna has done
more for a girl's popularity than French perfume, a
glimpse of white flesh under black lace in the moonlight,
they tell me men simply can't resist that, and Dale
Carnegie.
There was a time when I was a social flop in every
drawing room from Coast to Coast — maybe I'm only
kidding myself, maybe they were just dives — but that
was the B.L. (Before Loy) period in my life. At parties Iwas a regular Alice Adams. No poise, and no partners. And then it sort of got noised about that that
depressed girl in the corner with the wild look in her
eyes knew, actually knew, Myrna Loy. Since then I
have been the belle of the ball, even as far south as
Atlanta, with every dance taken by hungry-looking males
who want to marry Myrna. At dinner parties barely
have I sipped my consomme before the hostess murmurs
to the tired business man on her right, ''She knows
Myrna Loy" — and immediately Roosevelt, Joe di Maggio,
Hitler, Seabiscuit, and General Franco are completely
forgotten while every man at the table turns a lovely
Bacardi pink and mutters in his throat like a love-sick

Great

I—lelp!

out to dinner so often that I have actually gotten fat.
And sometimes I think that if I have to tell how Myrna
is the perfect wife over the roast and string beans once
more I shall simply go stark staring mad.
Though I must admit that I am tremendously grateful
to Myrna for what she has done for me socially — and
she's definitely among the tops with me when it comes
to movie stars — there really is a limit. One does have
one's own life to lead, doesn't one, and one can't always
sit around basking in reflected glory, can one, and in
time one gets bored even with Myrna Loy, or could one?
So I have decided to give up dining out, from Coast to
Coast, for the rest of the summer, and pay a little attention to calories instead of Loyisms for a change, though
I know darned well it won't get me anywhere. But even
as I sit here contemplating a summer without Hollandaise
sauce and Loy my heart bleeds for all those visiting firemen, those eager young men from Kansas, Mississippi,
Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Hawaii who won't be able
to swoop down on me during the open season in Hollywood and like hungry vultures demand tidbits about
Myrna Loy. And Fm sorry for their wives too, for I
have never met a wife yet who hated Myrna, they only
envy her, and would give their eyeteeth to be just like
her. So just as movie stars have statements prepared
for them which they hand out to the press when on tour
I am now preparing a statement on Myrna Loy to pass
along to all the visiting firemen, and their wives, who
won't be seeing me around. I'll take a raincheck on the
Beachcomber's zombies, and the Brown Derby's steaks.
Why yes, Mr. Brown, I know Myrna Loy. You're
crazy about her? Well, that doesn't make you exactly
unique, Mr. Brown. But if you must know, you must.
And would you mind passing along what I tell you to

school boy, "What is Myrna really like?" I do declare
that since I started knowing Myrna I have been invited

As Liza remarks in the accompanying story, everybody in the world wants
to
know: question,
"And what's
Loy really
It's Hollywood's
answer
but itMyrna
is answered
herelike?"
in frank
and amusinghardest-tofashion.
Above,
with ClarkTopGable
Hot to Myrna
Handle"andset,Clark
kidding
director Myrna
Jack Conway.
right onon the
page"Tooopposite,
all
wrapped
up in their
film. Then
Myrna amateur
at home, gardener.
as Mrs.
Arthur Hornblow,
Jr., own
devoted
wife there's
and ardent
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all the other Mr. Browns, and save me the trouble? All
right, then: Myrna Loy, I always say, looks less like
than any actress in Hollywood. Now I don't
Myrna toLoy
mean
say that Myrna off the screen just lets herself
go. Not at all. But she just doesn't look like Myrna Loy.
There's never a fanfare of trumpets and flashlights when
she goes any place, she never makes that famous "entrance" so dear to the heart of a movie star, and she's
just about as noisy as a mouse with inhibitions. Three
different people have told me of seeing Myrna lunching in popular hotels and restaurants in New York without anyone recognizing her or asking her for an autograph. Right at the next table probably were four charter
members of the Men Who Must Marry Myrna Club,
but little did they reek, by gad, that their Dream Girl
was within touching distance. I myself have walked

behind Myrna on Fifth Avenue in New York and Hollywood Boulevard in Hollywood for blocks at a time and
with all the people seething about her not one has shown
the slightest recognition. It's Myrna, all right. You really
can't mistake that cute little turned-up nose, that reddish
hair, and those sort of faintly amused eyes that used to
be called sloe (as in gin) when Myrna was a daughter
of the Fu Manchus. Maybe it's the freckles that throw
them off. No movie queen, I believe, is supposed to have
anything so human as freckles. Myrna has hundreds of
them. And makes no effort whatsoever, thank heavens,
to hide them.
Or maybe it's her clothes. She may romp around on
the screen with Mr. Powell and Mr. Gable in something
bouffant and ruffled, or ponder, in divine close-ups, over
the problems of a perfect wife in something sheer and
dreamy and floaty ; but immediately Miss Loy steps out of
celluloid she goes in for the starkly simple, straight 59
in line
and conservative in hue. She can't stand any kind of froufrou in her personal wardrobe and usually wears smartly
tailored suits or simple sports (Please turn to page 97)
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ROSALIND RUSSELL has come to London
achieved the greatest ambition of her screen life here.
She told me about it at a cocktail party in an exclusive hotel, her big green-glinting eyes dancing with excitement and the most unusual hat just like two wispy
hanks of blue wool on top of her shining curls.
"I've always wanted a man I could look up to for my
love scenes and I've never seemed to get one ! Would you
believe it, I've had to emote in my stockinged feet so that
we shouldn't look plain silly ! The average Hollywood
hero is only as high as my eyebrows, you see. I know it's
my own fault for being so terribly tall. But now I'm
playing with Robert Donat and I can do the love scenes
as they really should
be done at last, me
all tender and adoring while he towers
over
me masculine
and protective. It's
!"
grandsolemnly
simply
Measured
side by side, Robert
is well over six feet
without
his shoes,
and that's quite a
head above Rosalind
who
can
rest her
head on his shoulder
naturally

and comfortably. So that's an
excellent send-off for
new
this
team
M-G-Mromance
have

j
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created for "The Citadel," the drama of
a surgeon's private life which they
are making as their second English
production
at Denham Studios.
Rosalind was brought from Hollywood to play the schoolma'am wife
originally scheduled for Elizabeth
Allan — who's reported to have cried
Rosalind Russell realized a cherished ambition
in London. Our story tells about it; also the
latest on Roger Livesey (down to earth fellow,
isn't he?) below; Elisabeth Bergner, center, and
Edgar Kennedy, upper, and Edmund Gwenn,
in make-up for a new role, lower right.
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Stars you meet in this glamorous visit to London! David Niven and Ruth Chatterton, extreme left; Frank Lawton and Robert Donat,
center left; Sabu, the lad who starred in
"Elephant Boy," in his latest role, above; Mary
Maguire is the lovely seen at lower left.
bitterly about the change of plans.

i

Anyway
Rosalind
is determined to make a good character
portrait of Mrs. Manson, and she
read the novel from which the
film is adapted no less than nine
times in the liner coming over.
I do admire the girl's enthusiasm
for her job. After the stars who

tellregard
you how
badly and
they've
been
treated in
to stories
directors
and
everything
else,she
it's likes
refreshing
to hear
Rosalind
say that
her company
and that Mr. Mayer is the grandest kind
of boss and that everybody connected with
the studio is always kind and helpful as
can be. And she also says she never,
never did have a feud with Bob Montgomery. They just fooled around playing
tricks on each other while they were making "Night Must Fall." For instance, they
had a twenty dollar bet as to which could
eat the most ice-cream cones in a day and
when Rosalind lost, she paid Bob in dimes
stuffed into pineapples. And you just
watch out if ever Rosalind does discover
which of the Hollywood gossip-writers
invented the stupid story that she and Bob
had quarrelled before the cameras ! Well,
that's that.
Rosalind was decorating the Savoy
Hotel restaurant in sapphire blue satin
the other night, another eye-catching diner
being little Mary Maguire. Mary had a
fluffy tulle frock exactly matching her
chestnut-brown hair and sat in a party
including Frank Lawton and David Niven
who is visiting his home town once again.
Mary is acting with our own blonde comedienne Gracie Fields in "Piccadilly Circus" with Hugh
Sinclair and Roger
Livesey as leading men. At least, they get
that billing but the most important male
member of the cast and the one who gets
ali the feminine petting at Pinewood
Studios is Mr. Asta. Owing to the rabies
epidemic in California, the distinguished canine star
whom you admired in the "Thin Man" movies has only
been permitted to come to London on the strict condition
that he meet no other dogs. (Please turn to page 81)
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And all the world gapes at the sudden fine trimmings.
The adulation and the money and the love opportunities
are enviable. Until they confound and confuse and perhaps destroy the person who stepped ahead so confidently.
Behind the glittering fronts of stardom there are always
the sequels. Right now I can think of no case more interesting than Tyrone's. You must remember how swift his
rise was. Just two years ago he was definitely a nobody.
Just a kid who wanted to be a movie star. Except that
Tyrone zvanted with more sheer determination than anyone else beginning then.
It was incredible, and yet quite normal, the way he
skyrocketed. He had returned to Hollywood, where he
had been ignored until he'd gone East and
acted on the stage, with a six months' contract. He was assigned a bit in support of
Simone Simon. Nothing dull ever happens to
Tyrone. At present he is busily completing
the central role in another million-dollar production, "Suez," having finished the leads in
The popular pose of attractive young actors, at
eft — with a difference! Tyrone's dog is no pedigreed prize-winner. Below, also popular with rising
male stars: the athletic action pose. Teamed with
Loretta Young again, this time in "Suez" — at left
below. Tyrone with Alice Faye in "Alexander's
Ragtime Band" — at right below on opposite page.

OW is Tyrone taking it ? Everything on a silver
— - platter. . . . Has he changed? If so, how? If not,
why not? Is his exceptional success in Hollywood
spoiling him ? And, because he is a young man with a
great magnetism and women are instinctively drawn to
him, is he trampling on hearts ?
Questions, questions, questions. Personal ones. They
pour in on the few who know him intimately. For where
Tyrone Power is concerned it is seemingly impossible not
to be curious. Capturing .him, from the feminine viewpoint, is attempting to corner just about the most romantic young man who ever came to Hollywood.
Now Hollywood, of course, does strange things to men
and women. It has a flair for making nobodies Important.
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the elaborate "Alexander's Ragtime Band," and "Marie
I saw him give everything he had to those first short
Antoinette."
scenes two years ago. He was not, as so many aspiring
ones are, unprepared. He looked young and he was
young, but he was not a mere raw recruit. He had absorbed everything his actor parents had learned. He had
had Hollywood as his goal, always. School couldn't waylay him. He knew, positively, where he would eventually
go and for what purpose. So he had trained his speaking
voice from childhood and it added the necessary touch
of maturity. He was ready when the rare nod from the
studio head came. He had done so well in a bit that he
was immediately put into a lead.
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up on the current idol in

this exclusive

story, discover

what he is really like today. Can
he take it, or has Hollywood
glitter gone
head?

to his handsome

Here's

the

answer

Then Tyrone was in a fine uproar.
Naturally as ardent as he is ambitious, he
was almost sidetracked for sure. Nothing
prosaic ever touches him. The one star
he had idolized was Janet Gaynor and
Janet, queen of the studio, headed the
cast ! Actually, as a fan, as a nobody, on
the outside fervidly imagining himself on
the glamorous inside, he had wanted to
know Janet. She was more than his favorite, though. Literally, she was his
romantic goal. "So how," he confessed,
"can I make good with this tremendous
break when every time I think of her my
brains stand still?" He behaved like a
booby so long as she remained on the set
sidelines. The most awkward, the dumbest young man who ever was. When the
cameras stopped grinding he helplessly
his worst foot forward. He
put
you see, want to be laughed at.

didn't,

have tried to talk to Janet then, and waited — impatiently.
His talent and his zest registered so promisingly that,
for his third assignment, he was starred in a milliondollar epic, "Lloyds of London." England's highest paid
feminine star, Madeleine Carroll, was signed as his foil.
20th Century-Fox was turned upside down to present
this new find to full advantage. And you know the rest

You might have expected him to have put on a campaign. Ordinarily Tyrone has plenty of daring. Besides,
hasn't a complex to
he is a mixer. He likes people. He uninhibited.
His own
his name; indeed, he is absolutely
once,
me
to
said
He
accurate.
is
himself
of
description
"I've never had any particular regard for rules or conventions. I'd bite a cat if I felt like it!"
But, nevertheless, with a woman he was abashed. Instead of brashly pursuing Janet, he ordered gorgeous red
roses delivered regularly to her, with no card. When
Janet eventually discovered who her mysterious admirer
was, and was surprised, it was apparently too late.
Tyrone was going around with Sonja Henie.
He lives close to his emotions, Tyrone does, and they
are not encrusted with stale nor false cues. He had an
overpowering hunch that it would have been folly to

of Tyrone Power's story, professionally. He alone, among
all the actors in Hollywood today, has never been in a
"B" production. Carefully he has been assigned significant, expensive pictures.
"This is what I've been waiting for !" he exclaimed
when- fame swept upon him within six months after he
had started at the studio. Exultantly he admitted his excitement. He openly shared his inner thrill. He could no
more have denied his joy than he could have entered a
monastery. He was a very truthful, as well as a very
as a
eager young hero. So now what is Tyrone like
63
He has changed less than any quick success I have
person?
ever known. He has changed hardly at all. Only, to be
exact, in superficial tastes. I telephoned him, for an appointment. You have no trouble, no delays in reaching
him. He remains thoroughly (Please turn to page 76)
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Candid

Olympe Bradna, French and fascinatingly frank about personal experiences

Ruth

Tildesley

her snapshots recall", tells why she
loves to kodak as she goes places

BRADNA, at almost
PE
OLYM
eighteen, is all mixed up about
life. Round-faced, sun-tanned,
beautiful big brown eyes and brown curls,
in her trim blue slack suit, Olympe looked
like a pretty American co-ed as she welcomed me at her front door. She might
be a Hollywood High School girl, doting
on football, dating every night — until she
speaks.
"You will excuse — everything is, how
you say? — a mess! We have just an
hour ago come
back from Big

The travelogue of a
trouper,
recorded by
Mile.
Bradna's
camera.
Above, own
the
star's father and his
catch, at Big Bear.
Bobby, onehertrick,
terrier
knows
and

Bear." Her
tongue trans-

here it is, left. That's
Bobby again, with Mr.
and Mrs. Bradna, center left. Now, left to
right, diagonally across
tral Park Zoo, New York; page:
lake inelephant,
the samein park;
Cenwhen she was eleven, Olympe lighting candles on
her Xmas tree, Paris; another view in Central
Park (she took lots of pictures on her visit to New
York); and, finally, Olympe and Bobby, taken by
Mile, herself, shortly after arriving in Hollywood.

posed phrases, and the illusion of a co-ed
disappeared. "I am all mixed up inside,"
■die confided, as we settled ourselves on
her living . room sofa, surrounded by
photograph albums, little stacks of snapshots spilling out.
"I do not fit in anywhere! All my childhood I traveled
from one place to another, always with grown-ups. I
never go to what you call regular school, because we do
not stay long enough. I learn a little of this, a little of
ihat. Until I come to Paramount, I never have had lessons
all at once — do you know what I mean ? And even then
I have for my teacher Miss Rachel Smith, and I do not
get mass education.
"I am all alone with her, and she teaches me wonderfully. The first time we talk, she sits like you here and
we begin with women's clothes and before long we are
talking of Napoleon, and pretty soon it is designing and
then it is geography. I learn so much in two years ! But
still — I do not know people of my own age ! Do you know,
I have never been to a football game, nor to anything
young people over here do. They talk about who race
who — and I do not know what they mean. I like classical
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music and deep books, and they
do not. They seem oh, so young
in some ways, and oh, so old in
others! What will I do? Plow can I learn to fit in?"' She
sighed a deep sigh and in a twinkling changed from grave
to gay. "So I forget about life when I take pictures," she
gave a little French shrug and opened an album. "It is
fun. I like it. See, this is the very first picture I ever take !
I was seven years old and my daddy gave me a small box
camera.
to my mother
pose for me !'
We were Iinsay
Switzerland.
But :I 'You
take itmust
crooked.
"When we were in Charbonniere, France, Mother did
take this of my daddy and me. Do I not look saucy ? That
dress — how I love that dress! It is plaid — oh, so pretty!

I wear it and wear it, until at last it is too short
and I have to give it up." Her voice trembled into tragic
tones. "Charbonniere is a little, small place where one
goes to rest. I took there this shot of my mother and
father walking along. Daddy would pretend to be reading the paper, although I tell him that is silly. Nobody
reads a paper, walking along.
"I have so many pictures of Bobby, my dog. He is fox
terrier, eight years old. Here he does the one trick he
knows. He is not what you call a smart dog. This I catch
quick with my kodak, where he chase the ball into the
sea. This is my first picture with that fine kodak, which
my daddy buy for me in Switzerland. You do not stop
to pose, as you do with a box camera.
"What I want now is those camera that take quick
like lightning. Leica, yes. Maybe I get it for my birthday.
Yet I want a coupe, too, and I cannot have both.
"This one of Bobby and me, I take after we come to
Hollywood. My kodak has one of those, how you say,
gadgets you pull up and fix this and that, and then you

—and

food," she consoled herself. "I like best to take pictures
of scenes. Not people. People must fuss and fix their
hair, they do not like to face the light, the); are tired
standing, and it is hurry, hurry, hurry. I am sick of this.
But scenery, there it is. It does not talk back. It cares
not how long it waits. Look, these are shots of Central
park — I am proud of them. I work hard, I try to make
a frame of leaves to shoot through. And this is the Normandie, the very first time it came in.
"This is not so good. My very first shot of Hollywood,
taken from my hotel window. But my most prize scene
of all is this storm scene at Big Bear. See the big cloud,
and how dark is our cabin, with the tall trees standing
still waiting for the rain? I (Please turn to page 93)

fly off quick and take your own picture !"
Time arrived for Olympe's buttermilk. "They have me
on a diet," she told me, "It is terrible! Me— they say my
face is too round. Can I help that? French girls, they
all have round faces. Look at Claudette ! Look at Simone !
Look at me ! But no, they do not look. They tell me I
must diet and reduce my face. I am starve already. You
know what they say? They say I must always leave the
table hungry !
"Eat some cherries, please. Me, I cannot have them.
I must starve !" With a sigh,
she drained her glass and
picked up another album.
"Pictures take the mind off

At top of page: Olympe
and Tim McCoy at the
circus, and collection of
plates in the Bradna
Paris home. Above: Johnny
Eleanore Whitney and Church,
Barbara; Sacre Coeur
she was seven then — and her
bonniere, France, on a vacation

Downs at Santa
Paris;
father,
Olympe
—
at Charfron
trouping."
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Curwit

shrewdest press
ood's
ERS,
L WALT
BIL
boulevard and up to
off the
his carHollyw
hurled
agent,
the high white walls of the studio. His schooled,
sardonic eyes were hooded. Before him lay the walled,
remote world that was the Mammoth Studios. The tops
of palm trees and lacy peppers were visible above the
walls ; and in the distance, there was a strange tracery
of towers and minarets. He honked his horn impatiently,
and the grilled iron gates were swung open to him. To
one side of a stately white building, Bill swung his car
into a parking spot ; then he strode away across the lot.
In front of the famous Dick Ramsey's lot bungalow,
he paused. He knocked and entered without invitation,
calling: "What d'ye hear from the mob, my featherbrained friend?"
From an inner room, a hale baritone called: "Do
come in !"
"I am in," said Bill Walters. "About all in."
Dick Ramsey stood in the doorway, smiling genially.
"Hi, Bill!" he said. "How's the pest? — and I do mean

you!"
Bill grinned. "Thought you might like to know, wise
guy, that I just killed another nasty crack about vou, in
Jake Pilger's column. It died
hard — the office was a
shambles."
"Swell," said Dick Ramsey,
"what did I do this time — rob
a bank, scuttle a ship or slap
hell out of my old grandmother ?"

An

exciting new

thrill you

with

' T'ain't funny." Bill Walters was satirical.
r
had a pretty tough item on you and that brunette"Pilge
paint
job you're carrying the torch for — pro tern."
"Ruby Lloyd? What's wrong with that?"
Bill Walters considered him with shrewd, troubled
eyes. This was the one and only Dick Ramsey, the idol
of feminine America. This was the country's premier
heart throb, this tall young man, who was almost too
handsome, too perfect. Ramsey was young, and he held
his dark, arrogant head like a pagan potentate. He moved
with the litheness of a tiger, and he had steady, machinegunner's eyes; the eyes of the rash adventurer, who
might Beau Geste into the Foreign Legion
on the slightest provocation.
"Take a tip," said Bill Walters, "and lay off. You
know what's been going on, and you can't run around
with a strip-tease artist, my young and unsophisticated
friend. The lady's a tramp."
"You're jealous," charged Ramsey, grinning.
a
nice girl, with modern improvements. You ought"She's
to see
her yawn and say, Tse tired.' Outside of which, sweetheart, my life's my own and I can handle my own personal affairs."
"That'
s what you think!" retorted Bill. "The old
Casanova build-up is out, Dick. Has the news reached
"Faintly," said Dick Ramsey. "A lug, with ears,
lectured about it, last week. And don't bother me. I know
"Okay!" shrugged Walters. "Hereafter, I wish you
wouldn't be so careful in traffic. You'd be safer in a
my public."
?"
Heyou
walked
out, his forehead wrinkled in thought. Dick
Ramsey,
hospital." the Big Moment of American womanhood, had
never really been in a serious jam ; and neither he nor the
studio could afford a scandal. He hated to bother the
Old Man with this, but it was serious ; and as Bill walked
along — unconsciously contrasting the glittering beauty of
Ruby Lloyd, who appeared at the Swan's Pond Cafe
with next to nothing on to cover her young body, to the
blonde beauty of the girl who was always in his secret
thoughts — A bizarre scheme began to grow
fertile
brain.in his
Bv

serial to
the

heart

throbs and breathless tempo

For a moment, neither spoke, as Jean

of life behind Hollywood's
inscrutable make-believe

sat regarding him gravely. "Well,"
Dick said
finally, "the
show's
on!
Walters
is releasing
the news
of the
engagement in the afternoon papers."
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the time he had reached the Administration Building, the
scheme was full grown.
Old Ben Glassman, head of Mammoth, was a simple
person, but he was very wise. It was evidenced by the
fact that he owned the largest theatre chain in the country and had control of one of the largest studios in the
world. Bill made his way straight to the private offices
of Ben Glassman, President of Mammoth-Glassman Pictures. The Old Man knew people, and the Old Man
would understand.
An hour later, Ben Glassman sat at his immense conference table with his chiefs of staff, gathered to discuss
a serious dilemma. From the vast hinterlands came the
cry: "Clean up motion pictures!" Powerful societies and
the pulpits joined the cry. Films that had cost millions
were ruthlessly butchered and more millions were spent
on "retakes." The Hays office had issued an edict on
questionable material and personal behavior. The industry set up a special censor to edit each film before its
release. It was costing the studios millions of dollars and
much sleep. And Mammoth had Dick Ramsey, the worst
offender, under long-term contract. Mammoth's

rlestitr"

was bound up in his. So the question at the conference
was: "How save him — and us?"
"I have," said Bill Walters, "an idea."
softly.
"You might let us in on it," said Ben Glassman,
"Well," said Walters, "you know how they feel about
Dick. He's the nation's heart flutterer number one. But—
no matter what picture he's in, they look for sexy dirt
with a magnifying glass, because of the kind of pictures
he's always played in. The guy can't help it if he's
magnificently sinister, can he? Dick's a swell guy and a
fine actor, and he works hard."
"So far," said Glassman, "you're no Paul Revere."
"Wait a minute, Chief ! We built him up that way — a
swaggering Don Juan, but now we have to change his
personality — on and off the screen."
Markel, ace director, snorted: "Dick's hitting the high
spots right now, with some hot number who is singing
at the Swan's Pond — name of Ruby Lloyd, fresh from
Broadway. Too fresh."
"Well," said Walters, "she's out from now on."67
"So what?" asked Glassman. {Please turn to page 94)
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DON'T believe these loves have faded.
Gable and Lombard, Taylor and Stanwyck, and Power and Gaynor are still as
exhilarated with one another as ever.
Would-be chiselers-in are despairing.
Carole's become a sportswoman and a
farmerette for Clark's sake, and he's just
bought the showiest car in town in deference
to her flair for chic. There's no marriage in
sight for them because Mrs. G. still does
not apparently choose to be exed. A wedding does loom for Bob and Barbara; she's
been postponing the step because she must
be sure it won't hurt Bob's career to be a
husband. When that will be, nobody can
find out. It'll be a popular event, be assured,
for both are personally considered highly
regular. As for Tyrone and Janet, theirs is
a fierce passion which flames so that neither
has ever been more fully alive. The joy of
living is acute in their eyes. But marry?
Tyrone owed allegiance to Zanuck first and
gradual!}' they discovered themselves easing

an-

Wesfon

East

Sun-bather! Paulette Goddard rests after
completing her first talkie role, left. Basil
Rathbone, his wife, and their daughterin-law, left, bride of Rodion Rathbone,
ready for a stroll, above.

out of the marrying mood. They have had
time todown
see that
settle
yet. they really don't want to
UEDY LAMARR is the new thrill in
' I Hollywood. Experts rate her the most
beautiful woman in town now. She is an
exotic such as hasn't been seen since the
good old silent days. Nothing prosaic about
her! Nor about the house she has rented.
Her machines
playroom,andforsoda
instance,
isn'tandfullsuch
of
slot
fountains
drugstore equipment. You feel as though
you're in a Continental salon the moment
you
enter.painting
Over the
striking
of fireplace
Hedy. Inthere's
front aofvery
the
life-size figure are symbols of the things
she likes — money, jewels, furs, and goodlooking men. Behind her are her hates.
Judging from the bottle painted so realistically, Hedy's a prohibitionist. Her actor
admirer Reginald Gardener personally
painted this decoration.

Greeters! Jeanette MacDonald brought
hubby comeGene
Raymond's
pet adogtripto East,
welthe actor
home from
above. Left, Cecilia Parker, Lana Turner,
Mickey Rooney and Ann Rutherford
in "Love Finds Andy Hardy."
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Joscha Heifetz, now preparing to appear
in a film, with Josepha and Robert, his
daughter and son (their mother is the
former Florence Vidor) at Balboa Beach,
left. Right, Clark Gable and Carole
Lombard, that so-o-o companionable star
couple, at a recent horse show.
with him. He hasn't made any legal divorce
move ; he'll likely stay officially unavailable,
but personally eligible. Such an arrangement seems to have worked out for Ginger
Rogers and Lew Ayres. Incidentally, Ginger is among those happy at Lew's returning to prominence via a new long-term contract at M-G-M. Only she's not happy
enough to kiss and make up !
RICHARD GREENE, contrary to candid
camera shots which display him with
Arleen Whelan and, next time, with Sonja
Henie, is not hopelessly mad about either
gal. He's just getting the routine build-up.
He's a confused and excited young man,
literally. This skyrocketing is a magnificent

MAE WEST wants to go on in pictures,
but the deal to co-star her with Gable
appears to be off. If it's really fizzling out
she'll go on the road again this fall. She
can clean up a lot more money in personal
appearances. Then she can always return
to New York and try the stage.

MOST popular beach house these days
is that one belonging to those two
handsome bachelors, Cary Grant and Randolph Scott. It's right in the middle of the
Santa Monica strand. Every Sunday there's
a select crowd. Cary is still dating Phyllis
Brooks exclusively, but there's really no
likelihood of marriage in the near future.
Funny how much like his ex-wife, Virginia
Cherrill, Phyllis is. Randy is a bachelor
once more, having announced the end of his
two-year romance with that rich Eastern
wife he eloped with so suddenly. The Scott
marriage will always puzzle Hollywood.
Randy never brought his bride West to live

adventure, but it is weird to read that"
you're the heart-throb of the world when
until the discerning scouts noticed you only
a couple of English girls seemed to think
so. Similar in theatrical heritage and in type
to Tyrone Power, Richard is following in
Tyrone's footsteps at an even faster rising
rate. In another year or so he can actually
indulge in a full-fledged romance. Meanwhile, it's fun stepping out with attractive
actresses and if you have to get this sort
of publicity to click in America Richard
will break?
obligingly play ball. Who wouldn't, for
his
VISITING young millionaires will hereafter be treated more warily by Hollywood actresses who are eligible for matriRogers
really wasn't,
but
she and mony.
LewGinger
Ayres
are definitely
separated,
though not divorced. Margaret Lindsay,
however, was distinctly eligible for a proposal. She's
never been
no
unfinished
business.
What married,
she wouldhashave
said remains her story, but when flowers
poured in onGinger
her everyone
thought
outdistanced
in the race.
When she'd
Alf
Vanderbilt disappeared from the Holly-

wood scene snoopers believed he was merely
away attending to business. He was. Marbusiness. The
bride isn't
an gel.
actress,
but a riage
Northern
California
society
He
told reporters he'd bring her out to Hollythey'reAllhoneymooning
the East
—
next wood—
winter.
the film ladiesinwant
a look
at her. For ah, woe — Alf's supposed to be
worth twenty millions and he's young and
Jimmyconsiderable
Stewartish satisfaction
and at least ifthere'd
been
a local have
girl
could have said no !
IIMMY STEWART is dating Norma
J Shearer these summer evenings and is
he really wide-eyed at his luck ! He treats
Norma as though she were ultra fragile.
The first time he got up courage to ask
her out he had to go into conference with
himself
days. a Hechauffeur
wonderedandif she'd
his not for
having
being mind
sort
of a simple kind of guy. She didn't mind at
all. She can detect a line, having been surrounded by actors for years, and Jimmy's

Good loser! Streamlined, Patsy Kelly, left, who weighed 170 and decided to reduce,
is glad to have the scales say she has lost 45 pounds. Below, the Ritz brothers
heckle Movita and John Carroll when the cameraman asks them to pose prettily.
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HOLLYWOOD husbands still face the
problem of how to keep up with more
successful wives. Tony Martin may materialize inyour sector this month because
he decided he wouldn't sit around home
when Alice Faye had a new epic on the fire
and the studio had nothing on its schedule
for him. He assembled an orchestra and is
on a ten weeks' personal appearance tour.
Marriage has affected these two less than
any other movie couple. Both liked the
night clubs before eloping, and both still
do. Jon "Body Beautiful" Hall, like Tony,
eloped in haste. He's hoping Goldwyn will
hurryonup being
and put
A guy
can't
go
a him
son toofwork.
Samoa
forever.

sincerity appealed to her immediately. He's
very
respectful,
and tosheconstruct
doesn't models
think he's
an idiot
for liking
of
airplanes, and while it's not a romance it's
definitely a nice arrangement for both parties. Norma, by the way, has completely
captivated the new crop of employees at
Metro. They marvel at her youth fulness.
She has starred for a decade, yet hasn't a
line in her face. She deliberately keeps fit,
doesn't think or look cheap, never wastes
her energy, and those who are coming into
contact with her now are finding out what
a wise woman she is. She has dignity,
directness, and a zest for living, the converts rave. And what they claim is so!
NORMA also has lighter hair. She's a
semi-blonde now. Her best pal, Merle
Oberon, has adopted the same shade. Norma
was so glad when Merle returned, nothing
would do but Merle must rent a house right
on the beach at Santa Monica within walking distance. Norma sent her own cameramen over to take a home sitting of Merle,
and gxeater-devotiorrliatlr -n©-femiiii«e-star-JIt's been almost a two years' absence for
the English girl, who has done but two
British films in that time. She's to divide
her time, on eight month terms, between
California and London, according to the
contracts she's signed. Merle's out of love
at the moment, with Doug, Jr., and George
Brent (who last month was dating Loretta
Young) acting as her current escorts. She
insists that when she marries she'll quit her
career. Evidently she won't attempt to comwith Norma's
She brought
trunkspeteand
trunks ofrecord.
Paris costumes
and
scads of expensive jewels with her this
time, and everybody's gawking.
WHILE the echoes of Shirley Temple's
royal jaunt around the country are still
yoo-hooing in your ears harken to this little
story of Shirley's inherited shrewdness.
With papa a banker, and mama already a
legend when it comes to effecting canny
bargains, it's not surprising that Shirley is
following
suit.picture
You'll and
see her
wash at
a dog
in
her new
chuckle
the
sequence. She played it to the hilt because
she got the studio to use her own dog. Not
only use, but employ it. He got a pay check
just like the other actors and so earned his
new sweater and leash. Shirley's as proud
of her financial feat as she is of tete-a-teteing at the White House with the president.
It was hardly a quiet trip, what with interviewers and photographers besieging her
when crowds weren't, but Shirley's used to
being idolized and never gives it a serious
thought. Her mother has ingrained in her

Frances Langford's salary is twice ten times
what his is, considering her radio take. He
moved into her Hollywood home and since
she already had a New York personal appearance lined up he went along. Frances
is the best draw the big Paramount Theatre
in New York has ever had in the way of
screen or radio celebrities. What if she's
drawing down $5,000 for her week there
and Jon's $200 weekly retainer from Goldwyn is downright measly in comparison-?
She's a small-town girl from Florida and
he's a small-town California man, and it's
lurv!
Night out! Hugh Herbert, who spends
most of his leisure time at his ranch, and
his wife, snapped when they went to
town to attend a recent preview.
the idea that the attention is due to her being an extraordinarily good little girl. The
responsibility of being ever noble won't
dawn on her horizon for another few years.
DING CROSBY got a lot of publicity about
D being a playboy, but ever since he married he's been a model of propriety. Beaming father of four now, he never gazes at
any woman besides his wife. There are two
divorces in the Crosby family, however;
that is, the initial papers have been filed.
Everett, who heads Bing's corporation, has
already
announced
thatblonde
he'll actress
marry client,
Florence George,
his pretty
when his decree becomes final next April.
Brother Bob isn't jumping into another
love ; he's going to resume bachelorhood
with a vengeance. Miss George, who's no
relation to Gladys, was terribly perturbed
when a columnist with a flair for bungling,
said Everett was going to marry Genevieve
Tobin. A retraction had to be run the very
next day. Since the Crosby family's religion
forbids divorce you can see that Bing is
indeed the pride and joy even from that
viewpoint !

If you exercise like this — every day — you might become a
tap dancer. Ann Miller makes it look very easy. Try it!
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TDGAR BERGEN finally decided not to
t- buy a farm in the San Fernando Valley with the rest of the good-earth stars.
There's something about ranching that demands a partner, and Bergen is still looking for a wife. So he purchased a home on
Tower Road, in select Beverly Hills, and
it was to have been a grand housewarming.
Only he developed boils ! Just shows that
even if you're an overnight sensation you
can't count on everything going right. Even
as to women Charlie McCarthy's voice remains unlucky. He's had a yen for Andrea
Leeds for some time. When he attempts to
describe his ideal he inevitably winds up
by illustrating with Miss L. as nearest to
the mark. But she seems to prefer his pal
Ken Murray. Bergen is a college graduate
and he admires college girls. Miss L. qualifies even in this respect. He did all he could
to get her the lead in his new picture, and
still they're just good friends.
DEANNA
life moved
is now changed
for good. DURBIN'S
First she was
into an
elaborate mansion, with extensive grounds
tricked out with pool and tennis court, and
now Universal, grateful for Deanna's pictures, has built her a studio dressing-room
that is unmistakably elegant. It's Colonial
in architecture. Inside it's a regular, house.

Henceforth Deanna will take her school
lessons and her singing lessons there, her
teachers reporting to her. The yesterdays
when she could play with the gang, when
she could run into the corner drugstore, are
to her. It's a
fast becoming butthememories
unfashionable part of
long way from
Los Angeles where she grew to adolescence
isn't taking
present set-up.. Deanna
to this big,
fortunately She appreciates the
it too
sacrifice her older sister made for her. If
it hadn't been for her sister's insistence upon
Deanna having singing lessons, and earning
them for her, this magic would never have
been. Opera is her eventual goal. Now she
has to be worthy of all this luxury and
Deanna can tell you it's really no snap. Living up to great expectations is a job.
TRANCES FARMER is being treated
Twith new respect in Hollywood now that
she's back after a year's victory on Broadway. When she departed, after a brief
build-up, the local sages said New York
would slap her down. She had entirely too
much independence, could talk far too intelligently, for a girl who was supposed to
be just another movie blonde. But in New
York Frances was a hit when such people
as Sylvia Sidney and Fredric March, established Hollywood names, flopped dismally.
She proved that her passion for acting and
her scorn for gaudy Hollywood showmanShe didn't want to return
ship was sincere.
to pictures.
She was dying to stay on for
another play. But naturally Paramount was
going to demand that she fulfill her contract, because if it lapsed certainly some
other studio would dangle alluring terms
before her eyes. Frances and Lief firikson,
her actor husband who was fired by Paramount and who was a moderate hit himself
on Broadway, are to play opposite one another in her return film vehicle. They drove
camps. Hollywood's
at auto
West, stopping
waiting
for further
fireworks, remembering
how — when Frances was loaned to Sam
Goldw}-n, who dotes on his heroines being
glamorous — she drove to the studio in a
second-hand car.

: Some high school
G dep't
REMEM
at a movie magazine
were looking
kids BERIN
on the beach the other day and came across
a photo of Billie Dove. "Never heard of
her !" the sixteen-year-olds exclaimed. In
case you have a better memory, here's
happened to some of the^ reigning
what's asms
of five years ago. Billie, who
enthusi
earned a top salary and who was a gorgeous
brunette, is happily married to a Los
Angeles socialite. She has a small son, has
recovered from a serious illness, and —

Randy Scott and Dorothy Lamour, seen
about Hollywood together, are greeted
by their jovial host, W. C. Fields, who
entertained celebrities at a recent party.
though she's only in her early thirties — her
hair is quite white. She used to go with
millionaire flyer Howard Hughes, if you
still can't remember her. But here's more
news of ex-raves: Anita Page, just twentyeight this month, has never looked lovelier.
She's married to a naval lieutenant and is
entranced with navy life at fashionable
Coronado. Roger Pryor is orchestrating at
resorts near Los Angeles. Dorothy Mackaill, after six months' futile attempt to
re-establish herself in Hollywood, has returned to New York. Her former film partner Jack Mulhall continues to play bits.
The Duncan Sisters are making a comeback
on the radio in England and you can hear
them via shortwave. Bert Wheeler's going
abroad for a stage tour, and so is Tom Mix
who, in his late fifties, still rates $2500 a
week for a twenty-week tour ! Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers are settled at Pickfair after their brief flurry with a rented
house. Mary decided not to sell the hilltop
house where so much Hollywood history
has been made, and Buddy decided not to
be jealous of her past. He's been leading his
orchestra at Los Angeles's biggest dance

THE "refeenment" of Gary Cooper con' tinues at a nice pace. In lieu of the gaudy
car he drove before he married, a sedate
medium-expensive motor now is his conveyance. He exhibits his pure-bred Sealyhams
at the best dog shows, too. The Cooper
dogs were flown home from their latest
ribbon-winning in Chicago. Fred MacMurray is coming out of his shy shell, also.
He mixes with the Tones and the Millands
these evenings. His ventures into the sophisticated circle haven't really changed him,
however. He has a beautiful home, his wife
has recovered from her long illness, and so
why shouldn't they enjoy fine music and
witty conversation? So long as he remembers his resolution to ship his future children back to the small town in Wisconsin
where he was raised, for schooling and
escape
fromhis Hollywood
artificialities, he's
not losing
native naivete.

HAYES wound up her long
HELEN
stage tour in Hollywood and, to her
delight, was royally entertained by Norma
Shearer, Bette Davis, and everyone else
who could lure her to being guest of honor.
She stayed with the Francis Lederers.
When she quit pictures she was misquoted
about Hollywood and she'd been fearing
that she'd not be too welcome. Actually,
she prefers the stage because she is better
fitted for it ; she is quite aware that, photographically, she cannot be tops. She was
thrilled at being rushed socially. Since her
writer husband, Charles McArthur, is doagain Helen will be in close
scripts the
touchingwith
studios.

[UISE RAINER and Hugh Herbert had
«— a curious episode happen to them this
last month, with Luise the goat. Hugh has
always adored her. He can't help doing
imitations and one of his best party stunts
has been his take-off of Luise. He has to
have dialogue, of course ; he was getting a
lot of laughs so he went on improvising.
"And so I met Luise in a downtown store,"
he ad libbed: "and she said, 'But please do
not speak to me — only speak to me on the
sets !' " He threw in her typical gestures.
One of the guests took it all seriously, went
scurrying to a leading columnist who
promptly told a million readers how highhat Luise had become. She'd refused to
recognize a fellow actor, snubbed him like
that ! No retraction was printed, but now
you know what was behind that unfair tale.
As for Hugh, he is so abashed, so afraid
Luise will think him a monster, that he's
sworn off all impersonations and is no
longer the life of any party. Luise, since
her separation from her husband, has rented
a new house in the canyon above Santa
Monica. She's just become an American
citizen, having passed all the tests for her
legal switch from Austrian citizenship.
TOM BECK has a flair for taking out all
I the new heroines. It was Tom who first
discovered how charming Arleen Whelan
was, and during her training period it was
Tommy who had all her dates. Now there
is another newcomer at 20th Century-Fox,
one Amanda Duff, who plays opposite
Charlie Farrell in Shirley Temple's current
picture. Miss Duff is a California girl who
was appearing in the East in a play when
a talent scout saw her and whisked her into
a contract without so much as a screen
test. No sooner did she report on the lot
than Tom was giving her a whirl instead
of Arleen. Evidently he doesn't care who
they romance with after they're shot to
fame, so long as he can date 'em when
they've just arrived in Hollywood.

Stars look on as t*a«es take the spotlight! Barbara Stanwyck glances at our
camera. Her escort, Robert Taylor, at
Barbara's right, concentrates on the ring,
where his saddle horse won a blue ribbon. Charity fete! Right above; Mrs.
Edward G. Robinson, center, with Mrs.
Reinhardt, Mrs. Basil Rathbone, Max
Reinhardt and Mrs. Joseph Levy, at a
lawn party at the Robinson home.
pensates. He had to have a car as soon as
he became a movie actor, and stop signs
were nonsense to him until the law snatched
him. "I have to hurry to the studio!" he
asserted importantly. The cops were unimpressed.
HOW'LL
Caroleindispensable
Lombard manage
minus
her hitherto
pal Fieldsie?
Why, quite all right because Fieldsie may
be a bridematters.
but she For
is still
handling
Carole's
business
years
this friendship
has been a Hollywood legend. When Carole
became a big shot she remembered the
good-natured, efficient Madeleine Fields.
They'd been Mack Sennett comedy girls together. Fieldsie was installed in the Lombard home as buffer, personal secretary,
and companion. Where Carole went her
shadow showed, too. During the course of
their double dates, Fieldsie and famed director Fritz Lang discovered one another.
Now Fieldsie has returned from New York
trousseau-shopping, with her new husband
in tow. She no longer lives with Carole,
but has a mansion of her own. Being a
wife isn't interfering with her old duties —
she's loyally hanging onto them. She taught
Carole how to save her money, and she's
not going to let the gal go berserk and be
careless with her dough at this stage !

WAYNE MORRIS and Priscilla Lane
are now discovering how they'll have
to grinstars.
and Romantically
bear it now speaking!
they've become
movie
When
Pat tired of Wayne, switched to another
beau while Wayne was off on a three
weeks' location trip, she thought she had
handled the Lane-Morris break-up with
supreme skill. But the studio has messed
up her plan. The two ex-sweethearts are
being teamed anew ! The first two times
they were cast together they were inseparable, which makes this third time all the
more difficult. Now they have a triangle on

IIOLLYWOOD men have held their an' I nual golf tournament. Once again Bing
Crosby
the colony's
best ofplayer.
He
scored a is
72 when
two hundred
the movie

vV HEN Paris picked the world's bestdressed women — in an exclusive poll of
the top fashion houses, six American
women made the list — not one of them an
actress !

boys got together at Lakeside. Johnny
Weissmuller and Richard Alien, who are a
great deal more athletic than Bing, were
unable to beat him at golf. Allan Jones, incidental y, isfast becoming Tyrone Power's
chief rival for the town's bowling crown.

THOSE Dead End kids are doing all right
1 off-screen, too ! One of 'em entertained
his mother at La Conga, the movie colony's
exclusive rhumba cafe, and had all the
elegance of Herbert Marshall. Another has
dated Loretta Young's fourteen-year-old
sister, and the local high school boys who've
been^ dying to sample the elegance of Loretta's Colonial mansion are dumb at this
achievement. However, a third member of
the imported gang has just spent five days
in a Los Angeles jail, which almost corn-

IEANETTE MacDONALD is truly a
practical person. Current evidence of her
farsightedness? She's toting around a little
black book, and it's not a diary, either. She
hurriedly jots down mysterious notes in the
book, which seems to be in whatever purse
she's carrying, but what she's doing is preparing for this coming Christmas. Her
favorite cameraman likes to fish. Nice
camera artists have made Jeanette look like
beauty incarnate, so definitely she must buy
fishing equipment for him for Christmas.
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She's been carefully learning what sizes and
colors the prop boys wear, and noting same.
What
be when ontheChristMacDonald rejoicing
chauffeurthere'll
rolls around
mas Eve with just what the subconscious
mind ordered ! If you envy Jeanette's success, begin emulating her tricks by working
out on this one. Then instead of dashing
madly for something that's likely inapproyou'll here
be a again.
howling
when
the
holidayspriateare
An riot
Oscar,
please,
to this radiant redhead for being the first
star to begin shopping early!

On their way to the courts! Alan Marshall and Margaret Tallichet, heads and
hopes high,
the tennis
for a stride
bit of tomatch
play. courts

their hands. Pat realized how attractive one
Oren Hagalund, assistant director, was.
Her new heart is tall and blond and young,
just like Wayne. He isn't famous, but,
among other things, he has a lot more
money. He drives an $18,000 Dusenberg !
It seems he writes scenarios in his spare
on a low salaryhours. Wayne is still and
they said no!
he asked for a raise
new dilemma
a
is
day
Altogether, every
for the two players. Wayne was so surprised by Pat's walk-out that he hasn't yet
begun to date anyone else with enthusiasm.
He looks and looks at her between takes.
Pat tries to be friendly and casual, not let
him know she's wondering where Oren is.

Free to
HOLLYWOOD'S vacation list:
whoop it up this month, and getting
away from it all are Tyrone Power,
George Raft, Fred Astaire, William Powell,
Maureen O' Sullivan, Irene Dunne, Don
Ameche, Sonja Henie, Bing Crosby, Myrna
Loy, Jack Benny, Jean Arthur, Ronald Colman, Deanna Durbin, Ginger Rogers, Garbo,
and Conl, Madeleine Carroll, will
Joan BlondelBennett.
lift a
None of them
stance
finger, professionally speaking. In Europe

Camera-calling at the studios! Gary
Cooper calls on his pals, Bing Crosby,
Fred MacMurray and Wesley Ruggles,
director of the film in which Bing and
Fred co-star. Right: Jack (Buck) Benny,
all ready to ride again, is momentarily
occupied with the pleasant story and
presence of Joyce Compton, during a
between-scenes interlude in the filming
of "Artists and Models Abroad."
right now — Astaire, Ameche, Henie, Garbo,
and Carroll. In New York City — Power,
Raft. The rest are relaxing at home, with
short jaunts to nearby California resorts.
rXTRA-CURRICULAR activities this
L- summer: Sally Eilers is attending summer school at U. C. L. A., taking philosophy— enrolled under the name of Sally
Brown. . . Ann Sothern will take a difficult
— she's
New York
exam instudying
singingsecretly
been
for shortly
a surprising
vocal future behind the footlights. . .
Ramon Novarro is going in for scientific
farming methods since inspecting his ranch
holdings in Mexico. . . Stu Erwin is becoming the boy beautiful — he's hired the
trainer who put Taylor and Gable through
physique paces !

DASIL RATHBONE gave his best perD formance gratis this week. He was
putting his dogs through their tricks on
his front lawn when, suddenly, he was
conscious of five heads topping his tall
hedge. He was afraid the boys to whom
the heads belonged would fall and hurt
themselves, so he cried at them to come
on over and in. Courteously he sat them
down in a semi-circle and continued his dog
show. When he finished one of the kids
said, "Can we see your house?" Whereupon
they trooped through the rooms where Hollywood's most elegant parties are held. "It's
one
a swell dump for a villain!" muttered
of the pleased visitors. Basil ordered the
was
which
cokes,
and
butler to serve cake
the final touch. The company left in a
trance.

Work is fun, too! Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Janet Gaynor and Roland Young, are on
their way to make scenes for "The
Young in Heart."

THE new surprise in Hollywood is none
I other than— Patsy Kelly ! Yes, fat and
didn't give a hoot about
funny Patsy, who who
was emphatically as
her appearance,
at femiplain as an old shoe, who laughed
nine charm recipes. Suddenly, however, she
disappeared from town. People finally realized she wasn't working, and wasn't showing up at the night clubs she had haunted.
Just as suddenly she returned for a new
role. Talk about your transformations ! Now
that she's reacquired her original figure,
and when she was in her teens she was as
slim and as good a dancer as her childhood
chum Ruby Keeler, she'll admit she was

hitting the scales at a regular 170 pounds.
She's lost 45 pounds! Actually, Patsy let
herself go after the tragic deaths of her
two best friends, Jean Malin and Thelma
Todd. She believed she'd never possess any
glamor, so she ridiculed all proposals that
couldn't
she salvage her figure. But Patsy
ntments forgo on trying to forget disappoi
ever. She snapped out of it, went to a famous clinic and for seven weeks followed the
strictest of schedules. She reduced intellihour'sIt
attended
and care
of the anbody.
day on
gently, exercised,
lecture every
how
see
should
you
but
er,
required will-pow
be
still but
course
is now.nt Ofself
screen,
she nonchala
on theshe'll
happysame
her
the self-respect and poise she has gained
promise a far more satisfactory personal
life. As soon as she can get enough courage
she'll be buying a wardrobe like Loretta
Young's !
a
Heref she's
mad.
THAand RAYE
MARstar
a limt hersel
bough
she's 'S
ousine and a flock of fur coats and a swell
house. She's got a chauffeur and a maid. So
girl have
oh, why
why,
was
and fun?
Clippersome
the aChina
aboutcan't
She heard
beach
those
see
to
ulu,
Honol
d
for
booke
all
s-tha
the power
when tely
Waiki
boys
let
d tot-be
refuse
o ki,
and absolu
cucko
went at
her fly.
tough. ," moans Martha. It's' certainly"Gosh
ITJST don't throw out the peroxide comJ pletely! The Hollywood trend from
golden blondeness back to normal dark hair
was doing all right until Marlene Dietrich
threw in the monkey-wrench. So it was going to be comme il faut to be emphatically
natural? Joan Fontaine thought so; she
started off as a blonde to be different from
sister Olivia de Havilland, but finally got
on the style wagon. Priscilla Lane was the
one blonde Lane— for a spell. For months
Madge Evans begged Una Merkel to follow
her route and go brown; when Una took
the step s-he dragged both her mother and
have
parlorto and
the beauty
Madge toUna
a major
haveyou'd
was going
thought
operation. Tean Arthur returns to the screen
with her own dark hair. So Marlene the
magnificent, ever the extraordinary, has
blonde ! After all, it's a good idea
goneit'sreally
an improvement ! Remember when
if
Joan Crawford went gilded for six months ?
That wasn't an improvement, but Joan
didn't hesitate to try. The following remain
definitely blonde : Madeleine Carroll, Ginger
Rogers, Virginia Bruce, Sonja Henie, Alice
Faye, Mae West, Marion Davies, Constance
Bennett, Miriam Hopkins; Anita Louise,
Claire Trevor, Gladys George, Ann Sothern, Glenda Farrell, Grace Moore, Mary
Carlisle, Betty Grable and Phyllis Brooks.
Whatever you want to make of them.
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Center below, the
newer brush method

Right, dressing-room
scene with Franciska
Gaal carefully inspecting her make-up. Be
sure your light is
good. Below, "Outline
your lips, then fill in,"
says Jacqueline Wells.
A sharp edge or point
of lipstick helps with
outlining. The parted
lips enable Jacqueline
to rouge well inside,
so no break in tone
shows. Test this point
by smiling. A break
then shows.

of rougeing is demonstrated bychic
Priscilla Lawson.
A method
that gives a fresh,
clear bloom of color.
Many stars like
brushes for eye
shadow, rouge, lips,
and powder removal.
Below, an important
powder point from
member to powder
Dorothy Moore:
"Renostril curves, eye and
mouth corners.

A colorful season is ahead.
Take advantage!

COLOR

Color is a

strong point for attraction

y
dirndls, sneakers and slacks are now getting
MANY
their last wearing. Soon, we'll put them away
with a sigh for the good times and informality
that spell Summer. Then, we'll turn eagerly toward
darker frocks of more formal line, hats of more verve
and new bags, gloves and shoes. If any season transition
makes a complete change necessary, it is Summer into
Autumn. Make-up simply must change along with costume_ color and line. Many of the pinks must fade, from
the picture, except for evening wear with pastels or black
or white, for the reason that vibrant costume colors need
sharper accent in make-up. At this writing, the Fall
colors that are being whispered are black, of course ; blue
as a carry-over from this bluest of years, fashionably
speaking; red with a purplish cast — even brown with a
purple note and regular brown and green. Before you
buy a thing, sit down and think out your ensemble from
head to toes. There is one mistake in make-up and costume ensemble that is fatal — the wrong color. You simply
can't remedy it. Lipstick or hat, if it's the wrong color,
it's a white elephant, all right !
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Courtenay

Marvin

Give serious make-up attention to your lipstick. Here
is the vivid spot of color on your face. Virtually all of
us might well possess two make-up color ideas. We need
one for the cool or bluish tones — bluish reds, blues,
purples, wines, black and white, though black and white
both look well with the warm tones, too. This make-up
should be of the pure red or the blue-red type, of which
you will see plenty. One Fall forerunner in lipsticks is
designated as cranberry red. You'll find this perfect with
the costume colors mentioned. If you wear true greens
and browns, then the warmer tones of make-up give a
harmonizing effect. There's a very new lipstick known
as sienna, indicating depth and warmth. In the stick,
this looks definitely brown, but when applied to the lips
has a changeable quality that seems to melt into your own
coloring and give a wholly lovely effect. Also, there is a
lipstick actually black. On the lips, it turns to red. This
stick is frankly expensive. One of the most interesting
lipstick developments has been the choice of two finishes
in the same tone, a gay, lustre effect or a soft, subdued
one. The small mouth looks well with a highly lustrous

lipstick because it makes the mouth look
larger, while the large mouth seems softened
and refined with the duller finish.
Men's reactions to lipstick are interesting
because, like nail lacquer, here is a point
that has aroused criticism and hot arguments. Men definitely like colorful lips but
they do not like lipstick so heavily applied
that it looks thick and caked. They are bitterly against applied
drawn-on
bow lips
and carelessly
lip Cupid's
rouge. Neither
do
they like to feel that if they kiss you,
smudges will be left on the face. In other
words, they seem to prefer a mouth that is
lovely and colorful if they concentrate their
gaze on it, yet do not want a mouth to
stand out above all other features of the
face. To get a good effect, Jacqueline Wells
illustrates a simple method. Have your lips
fresh and clean of old rouge, then with the
flat edge or point of your lipstick gently
but firmly outline the natural line. Now
relax the mouth and open slightly, as you
fill in with the blunt part of your stick. Be
sure to carry the color well inside the
mouth to prevent a break in tone when you
smile. Always wipe off old rouge before
applying new. Lipstick tissues for your bag
or cleansing tissues do this. Bringing the
upper rouged lip down over the lower is a
Hollywood idea of a good lower Upline.
Rouge over the imprint the upper lip makes.
Speaking of not leaving marks on another's face, a while ago I mentioned a
liquid tone for the lips. This is fast growing in popularity. The liquid dries in a
second or two in rich tones from a deep
red to a tawny one and when dry cannot
rub off without effort.
Rouge, of course, trails along in a paler
tone version of your lipstick. Fortunately,
these two tones have been so perfectly coordinated today so that you may confidently
buy one or the other and its matching counterpart knowing that they harmonize perfectly. There is, however, one famous little
rouge that sells all alone, because it is one
of those perfect color creations that just
seem to go with anything on anybody. By
the way, a splendid method of testing out a
new color scheme for yourself is to buy
those small make-up ensembles, everything
complete, and then if the effect is right to
buy the larger sizes as you need them. One
particularly good idea is an ensemble of
this kind keyed to the color of your eyes.
Everything harmonizes and the set is inexpensive.
The use of brushes for applying all makeup, even rouge, as Priscilla Lawson shows,
is fast growing. A brush applies color
lightly, which is the whole trick of a lovely
effect. Never over-use rouge ; under-use, if
anything. Nobody wants apple cheeks. What
most of us want — and need — is a glow, a
subtle radiance over the upper cheeks, that
lights and lifts the face. If you will smile
before you apply rouge, you will lift into
prominence that cushion of the cheeks
which, for many, is the correct rouge area.
Rouge, applied with an artistic eye, can do
some nice things for faces. A thin face
should never place rouge; in the cheek hollow, as this makes the face thinner. Using
rouge a little forward toward the nose on
a full face seems to slenderize it and placing it farther back makes the narrow face
look wider. A light touch on the chin makes
a long face look shorter. If you are the
young, fresh-looking type, a faint touch on
the space just below the eyebrow adds
more youth and radiance. This is more or
less a French idea. I have seen this effect
on Norma Shearer, very charming with her
blue-gray eyes. A fresh, unmatted rouge
puff, like a fresh powder puff, will help
make your rouge look like a natural flush
of color. A too-used puff grinds rouge into
your skin, bad for your skin and for an
artistic color effect. Dry rouge should be
(Please turn to page 79)
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Big Beauty

Drene makes hair
soft and lustrous

Pore CreamMabie's
refines
Beatrice

Above: De Long's new Color Bobs
Below: Duchess of Paris new powder

ask
tiful hair, I like tobea
uWHENEVER I see
its possessors, "What
o ge
u er
ampolar
use?"
yomb
do nu
shry
reply,A
ve
,
."
I don't wonder be"Drene
cause Drene, neither a soap
nor an oil, but a special patented process, does seem to
make hair more beautiful,
lustrous and easy to manage
than you ever dreamed. Drene
comes in two forms, for oily
or normal hair, and for dry,
dull hair. A half tablespoon
makes a rich lather in cool
or warm water ; two rinses
finish you off in a jiffy. Drene
is mild so you may use it as
often as you wish. It's a
a
endid ide
splmer
ed -of
and
is driend
hair that for
sum
generally abused by too much
exposure. Drene will help tone it back to
soft, shining, colorful beauty. Drene gets a
sincere bouquet from us !
Depend upon De Long hairpins or bobs
for the best in quality, the highest in style.
With emphasis on style, De Long creates
Color Bobs, distinctive bob pins in costume
colors. In red, blue., pink, turquoise, green
and canary, these bobs come eight of a
color to a card. They stay put and the
lustrous enamel lasts. Smart hair touches
that hold securely and tie in with a costume
ensemble.
Recently, I saw some surprisingly convincing records in favor of Betty Wales
Wrinkle Reducer. It seems that practically
everyone
who Much
tries it,
that effective.
of re-orders.
its efficacyIt'sis just
due
to the olive and avocado oils that give it
high emollient value, so that dry, lined, lifeless skin responds to its richness. This semiliquid cream should be gently massaged into
the skin once or twice daily. It is quickly
absorbed and easy and pleasant to use. Since
lines and wrinkles take time to develop,
time and an effective preparation are necessary to correct or soften them. I believe
that this Wrinkle Reducer will do a splendid job, if you will use it faithfully and according to directions. We suggest it with
confidence.
Large and coarse pores are the skin woes
of many. What to do about them? Two
steps are necessary, first, real cleansing ;
second, contraction or shrinking. For this
purpose, Beatrice Mabie offers her Pore
Cream. You apply this at night, after

cleansing,
fected area.well
Sleepover
withtheit afon.
A whiff of the cream tells
you it contains camphor and
other medicinal ingredients
that actually get to the root
of your trouble. It works to
overcome the cause of those
distended pores, then to reduce them to fine, normal
^ ~^J?
K//
"Vr^

skin
texture. also
It isa helpful
for
blackheads,
pore disturbance.
A talcum bath is always a
means to body coolness, daintiness, and fragrance. You
can afford a real shower, too,
with the new Duchess of
Paris talcums, because the
tall cans hold a generous
quantity at a minimum cost.
This is a smooth, soft powder, fragrant in four lovely
scents, _ Lilac, Gardenia, Singapore Nights,
and Mischief. The gaily designed containers
make a bright bath spot, and literally spray
you with daintiness from head to toe.
Summer is likely to end up with minor
skin ailments for many of us. We're prey
to oak and ivy poisoning, insect bites, sunirritated skin, heat rash, and on and on.
When skin misbehaves in small ways, you
may always turn to two reliable home
remedies — Resinol Soap and Resinol OintThey should
be "musts"
in every
modern ment.
home
medicine
cabinet, for
their
uses are many. For years, they've been depended upon for first aid in too many surface skin troubles to enumerate here, from
baby to grandmother. The general procedure for skin ailments is first to bathe
gently with Resinol Soap, dry gently and
then apply the Ointment. These are medicated preparations, whose definite purpose
is to correct a disorder. When your skin
seems generally out of sorts, a rousing bathing" with Resinol Soap is stimulating and
antiseptic and the Ointment applied to
bumps or spots is soothing and healing.
It's not too soon to remind you of a good
skin protector, for Autumn winds and football are not far off. Chamberlain's Lotion,
for hands and skin, helps prevent and heal
late sunburn, windburn, and resultant roughness. Wonderful for keeping hands smooth,
soft and white, and for removing vegetable,
fruit and nicotine stains. An all-around excellent lotion for all skin loveliness. An
amber fluid that the skin will 75quickly
absorb.
C. M.

Is Success

Spoiling

Tyrone

Power?

Continued from page 63
cooperative. This is no commonplace characteristic. Consider the newly-rich in your
own circle of acquaintances. Tyrone is as
easy to contact as ever. He still puts himself out to please others. He still likes
people. He early figured that honest
friendliness was a key which would unlock
many doors for him.
He has moved up in his living scale. His
home is a fairly large, beautiful Colonial
house in Bel-Air, Los Angeles's most exclusive residential park. Who, being able
to, wouldn't choose such luxury? Tyrone
greeted me in polo shirt and summer
slacks. When he smiles his good humor
is irresistible. And his eyes narrow with
merriment.
"I want to see the swimming pool and
the
gold fixtures in the bathroom !" I declared.
"How embarrassing !" he retorted. "I've
neither. But you can come in, anyway. This
is the first afternoon I've had to stay
home."
We sat in the lawn chairs. "Of course
I haven't bought the place," he asserted.
"I couldn't afford to. Further, I don't
want to own a home yet. I don't want to
build one. I don't want to settle down.
Somewhere in the future I visualize owning a little hideaway in some warm spot.
Probably not Hollywood, which isn't so
warm!" He. kicked at a grasshopper. "I'm
not panning
! I was
thinking
of Hollywood.
the climate. It's
Theswell
hotter
the
better for me. Well, then, I see myself
doing a play in New York from November
to April, then when I'm not traveling I
canThere
just issitnoand
relax at
the hideaway."
imminent
chance
of Tyrone
sitting and relaxing. He won't until he's
eighty. He isn't the type. But he is imagand it's a pleasant
occasionalinative,afternoon
at home. idea for the
"A lot of folks don't agree with me,"
he insisted. "They want me to settle down.
They contend I should become businesswise, too. I'd like to, but apparently it's not
in my makeup. I don't want an enormous
income ; I never have. Material possessions
for myself have never seemed so wonderful. The is
biggest
get from
I'm
making
that Ithrill
can Ihelp
otherswhat
at last.
I always wanted to send my mother on
a trip. She's been to Honolulu, and she had
aoutgrand
I've cousin
had my
grandmother
here time.
and my
Billy
is on his
way.
"I have
want totocome
travel,
certainly.
will
later.
When IBut
had this
all
the time in the world I had no money. Now
I am working steadily. I've just finished
a hundred and two days straight — without
a single day off." His Sunday radio show,
in which he has been starred, took up his
one day free from pictures. "But," he
hastened to add, "I'm certainly not complaining !Oh, no ! I'd much rather be inside than outside
the studio
gates.
It's you.
cold
out there,
and nobody
cares
about
/ know. I was there!"
Riches are as dangerous as any insidious
enemy can be. Tyrone, whirled from scraping and scheming to make ends meet to a
star salary from both movies and radio,
could
have gone
hog-wild.
But heYet,
hasn't.
He knows
nothing
of business.
so
broke until two years ago, he isn't buying
lavishly or extravagantly. Nor will he end
up penniless. He has put his business affairs
in the hands of an attorney who has been
a friend of the family for many years. And
today Tyrone continues to be efficiently
budgeted. He is allowed, personally, thirty
dollars a week for spending money. From
this he pays for all his entertainment, in76

cluding his dates. He can hardly whoop it
up often at the Trocadero or the other gay
night clubs. And he is fortunate to have a
sweetheart like Janet, who has never believed in throwing money away, either.
"I had a hunch I could gamble last
night." Tyrone was soon telling me. "I
went down to bowl with the boys. It's a
weekly get-to-gether, you know. Fellows
from the studio. I had only one dollar left.
It was Wednesday and no more cash
coming in until Saturday ! So I listened to
a little bird and I won three dollars bowling. Then we ski-balled, and I won three
more. It was lucky, because I had a flat
tire coming home and so getting it fixed
didn't cost me anything!"
He showed me through the house. "After
I'd been here a month I tried to break the
lease. But we couldn't. It seemed too big
for mother and myself. I couldn't adjust
myself. I felt like I was rattling like a pea
in an oversize pod. So I rented a two-byfour apartment in the middle of town again
and left mother to be elegant. When there
was no way to settle the lease I came back.
I've been working up to the house gradually. What's really turned the trick was
the stag party I gave while my mother
was in Hawaii. Before it never seemed
lived-in. That broke the ice !"
Tyrone's favorite etchings now decorate
the sun porch off his Colonial bedroom.
"I sleep so much better up here. It's silent
as a tomb at nights. I've never had such
quiet before!" He has wanted to put on
additional weight, and the sleeping helps.
Roy and Addie, the colored couple who
run thetake
house,
him. "They
really
sucharea devoted
personalto interest,
and
it's
keen totheknow
always here."
He scorns
notionthey're
of a chauffeur.
He
enjoys driving. He has a big Packard
coupe and his mother drives a Buick. The
purr of a fine motor has always intrigued
him.
There are many magazines and books
around. He is anxious to keep posted on
everything that's new and smart and worth
commenting about, and despairs at not
having time to read all he wants to. He
misses the stimulating superlatives New
York life can offer. He has flown East
twice in the past year for brief holidays.
His long-anticipated holiday trip to Mexico finally was to be realized. "Though,"
he grinned, "when I made the definite date

I fully expected to find myself eventually
settling
for a few
at Catalina
One notable
way days
in which
he has !"changed
is that he is not going out to parties as
he did during his first year at the studio.
He was quickly lionized, invited everywhere by Hollywood society. Tyrone
thought it was a lot of fun. But he hasn't
been to a big party but once in the last
six months. Why? Cherchez la femme.
Tyrone has experienced one spectacular
romance. He had gone with several girls
during his nobody days. His headlined romance with Sonja Henie began with a
bang and ended with one. They enjoyed
the first flush of Hollywood conquest together, and were seen everywhere. But
Tyrone can't be run like a clock. He is
as unmethodical as Sonja is particular
about little details. Nor will a woman ever
hold him by claiming him. What had
started as a lark ended, according to both
participants, as merely a lark. The chapter
is definitely to be forgotten, Sonja ordered.
He says nothing for publication about
how he feels toward Janet, just as he was
the complete gentleman with Sonja. But,
personally, he is most enthusiastic. The
reason for his withdrawal from the party
lists is, simply, that he'd rather spend his
evenings
Tyrone atisJanet's.
extremely emotional. He is a
gay, witty, amusing beau. His leading ladies
find him a fun-maker rather than a selfcentered flatterer. He appreciates a joke
second to no one, including jokes on himself. On his ribs
last with
picture,
exchanging
Alicewhen
Faye,he hewasn't
was
sparring with Ethel Merman. She tied a
jacket of his in knots and hid it in the
refrigerator in his dressing-room. He caught
her inside hers, which was on wheels, and
spun her 'round and 'round to everyone's
applause. But Ethel got more. Tyrone
couldn't find his pants, and presumed she
had spirited them away. So he walked onto
the set, where there were several hundred
extras besides the principals, and up to the
loud-speaker. "I want my pants back,
Ethel!" he shouted. She hasn't considered
ribbing him since.
His sense of humor is proved by his reaction to director Woody Van Dyke. Van
Dyke never recalls anyone's name the first
week on a new picture. "He'd call me
Sonny,nally or
Tyrone
it wasLad,"
always
eitherreminisces.
Mr. Gable"Fior
Mr. Taylor." Not to be outdone, Tyrone
inquired around until he discovered Van
Dyke's sore spot. And so one day, when a
serious scene was to be made, he cried,
"Oh, Laughing Boy, you mean I should
stand here ?" There was an appalled silence.

Margaret Tallichet, the typist who found her place in the movie sun, is basking on
California sands, happy she's to play Careen O'Hara in "Gone With the Wind."

Benign
Continued Beef-eater
from page 34

Once the noted director directed a film by
that name, and it lingers in his mind as a
terrible flop. But there was a grin. "Mr.
Gable, or Mr. Taylor" — alias Sonny and
Lad — had pulled a nifty !
Leaning back in a comfortable brown
chair in his den, Tyrone told me some of
his own faults, as he sees them : "Carelessness comes first. About the tenth take, when
it's dinnertime, I'm so anxious to be done
that I pay no attention to a lot of details
that are important. Then, when I go to the
preview, I wish I'd not been so silly. They
inevitably keep that sad take !
"I'm impatient. I think I get the point
right away, and I die at having to listen to
long-winded explanations. I hate to waste
time."
He wasn't sparing himself. "I really have
about as little finesse as any man could
have. Romantically speaking. I don't know
what's expected of me. I read about midnight suppers and caviar, and about what
the well-dressed man should wear. I try to
put two-and-two together." He's doing all
right !
He can't stand "stuffiness. Or anyone trying to inflict opinions on me." Automatically
he admires "those who achieve." Not accomplishing is,according to his attitude,
awful time-wasting. He not only has found
his hunches invariably correct, but he has
never been and isn't willing to sit by and
wait for what he wants. "When there was
no place to go, I made someplace to go. I
never could walk aimlessly ; I had to head
somewhere, for something." He has never
been conscious of age, in . himself or in
others. He learns through curiosity, as
well as by reading and-by advice. "I want
to be successful and happy now."
As impulsive as they come, Tyrone tempers
his enthusiasms when it's wise to do so. "I
weigh consequences." He has no faith in
depending, idly, on destiny. "Destiny is a
dud, if you rely on her. I waited for someone to show confidence in me. I couldn't
find anyone in Hollywood of the same
opinion of myself as my own, so I went
East and on the stage. That move was my
wedge."
His sane behavior is due to Tyrone's
having foreseen himself in this specific
situation. When he was a nobody he studied
how the stars who last conduct themselves.
He won't slip in his acting, for he recalls
how he used to check on the performances
of
others.in "When
I wasForin five
high hours
school onI
ushered
a theatre.
week nights, for nine on Sundays ; I earned
five dollars a week. And I kept books on
the stars. I had a whole system of grading

films. The acting, directing, story, photography — which pictures made the most
money at the theatre, which ones we
couldn't
drag the
'em audiences
in to seecross.
with Ia used
noose.a
Which made
regular composition book from the dime
store. And when I wasn't jerking cokes,
when I worked in a drugstore later on, I
was reading the movie magazines in the
drugstore news stand." He wanted to see
what stars said in interviews. "The honest
ones were the most interesting, I thought!"
I urged him to divulge a couple of
additional idiosyncrasies. Such frankness
couldn't be passed up. "Girls who are forever making up drive me nuts. And the
type who must take two lights on their
cigarettes
Until he— they're
was in depressing."
his particular niche he
claims he was not the life of any party.
"I never could say a word. Nothing but
'Yes,' and 'No,' and such. I was like a
parrot, a feeble one. I expected people to
mutter any moment, 'What's the matter
with it? Doesn't it talk at all?'" But that
was only when he had left school and was
afraid he'd never get his break.
He swears he gets a thrill from wandering out into the back lot and realizing that
was where Janet Gaynor and Will Rogers
and Charlie Farrel made such epics. Also avidly the
modern,
tic even though
to he'srespecting
past. he's romanHe's taken to riding a bicycle around
snooty Bel-Air, for exercise. Recently he
been camera
attempting
golf. a He's
purchased
ahascandid
and when
cameraman
on
the set photographed for him with it, and
none of the shots developed, Tyrone decided to wield it himself. His results amuse
him.
He has no say at all on his roles.
Though enchanted with Janet, he is
popular with men. He is one of the gang,
not showing-off or splurging. His closest
men friends now are his attorney, his manager, director Walter Lang, and cameraman Pev Marley.
"Hollywood," he concluded, "doesn't seem
like a blinding pace, full of unrealities, because Iknew it could be all right. And it
Spoiled ? Sorry. Not yet ! He's had the
push to go get the career and the girl he
wanted. He's had the courage to stay himself— a warm-blooded guy, generous and
democratic. Tyrone is taking the silver
platter he found for himself in pretty remarkable style. Considering that he is only
is." — / If he weren't worthy of his
twenty-four
opportunities he'd be making a mess of
them. He isn't. I think you'll agree to that.

theatre sitting there is no doubt (come on,
'fess up and admit it), and that also, the
executive claimed, is why theatres are now
out of luck for "big" pictures to offer you
on every new bill during the summer.
The man with the mountainous build and
a positive genius for putting sustained dramatic "punch" into his pictures, wasn't
talking in clinical terms when we visited
him. "Hitch" had put Herbert Marshall
into pictures years ago — a film called
"Murder" — and you know where Marshall
has been ever since; he brought Madeleine
Carroll back into the picture after that
star's first Hollywood failure (the film
"The World Moves On" was a Hollywood
"bloomer" and just about sent the stately
blonde beauty back to the bush leagues).
And Madeleine, after Hitchcock's smashing
hits, "39 Steps" and "Secret Agent," came
back to Hollywood for a second and successful try. Robert Donat and many others
enhanced their picture prestige under Hitchcock's direction.
"So long as we're making a certain quantity of lesser films, the so-called 'B' pictures, why don't we use them to give
actors experience., and develop personalities who can graduate up into the more
important pictures when they establish their
reputations with the public? And just as
important as the actors is the writing material— experience for talented writers could
be gained by giving them opportunity to do
scripts for these pictures. The minor works
instead of being cheap imitations of the
bigger productions, should be made along
pioneering lines. Let the public by its approval or its apathy pass on ideas we might
invent along story lines. How do we know,
for example, that the public might relish
film versions of the works of Edgar Allan
Poe, or other writers so deservedly popular in book lots
formof with
older girls
generations?"
Certainly
ambitious
and boys
who have their minds set on a movie career
would be with Hitchcock on that. And we
don't know but that the theatre-goer would
more than welcome a greater variety in
the styles of stories and the types of pictures, especially in view of the general
similarity of plays that come two by two
in many a double feature bill. And, while
Hitchcock hadn't at that time been informed about the theatre men's "Dissipation" dilemma, the idea also would take
care of that malady.
All of which presents Alfred Hitchcock
in a most
light. As
a person
he's film
different assober
day from
night
from his
creations. Jolly, good-humored and quick for
the
"Hitch"
is asrelentless
bland as drive
his films
are laugh,
diabolical
in their
for
dramatic suspense. He had his audiences in
an agony of terrible uncertainty in the
memorable sequence in "Woman Alone,"
when the boy carried that time-bomb through
London on a mission of death innocently
undertaken by the lad at the order of the
villain played by Oscar Homolka ; Robert
Donat alternated chills and chuckles in "39
Steps
;" Peter
Lorre,
and
Madeleine
Carroll
had Robert
us all Young
in a dither
of excitement throughout "Secret Agent."
These, and other great films, like "The Man
Who Knew Too Much" and "The Girl
Was Young" are classic examples of the
best melodrama of which the screen is capable— and they are the work of this same
smiling, portly fellow from London.
In his latest picture, Hitchcock is turning up with a new star ; Michael Redgrave,
trained on the stage but brought over to
films by the director who picks and chooses
his actors in accordance with his story requirements.

Are

the

Stars Really Doomed?
Continued from page 27

Grants and Sonja Henies, but we want them
when we get value, not when they drive
people away from the box office. And here
we meet up with a situation where the
exhibitors suffer for the producers' mistakes. Producers know the stars who attract business because there are _ few
producers who do not have theatre affiliates,
and those who do not just have to read
their percentage contracts to find out which
stars bring in the shekels. Yet, so afraid
are studios of losing a star, they tie them
up for many years with the result that
stars continue to receive top salaries far
after their box office rating slides. Kay
Francis, for instance, is still receiving many
thousands a week from Warners on an old
contract. Yet so poor is her draw, she is
now making B pictures. Paramount showed
cleverness and consideration for exhibitors
by
buying
off more
Dietrich's
called
for one
picture.contract
Dietrich,which
too,

you picked her out of a whole slue of
struggling Paramount players, wrote letters and did nip-ups so violently that Warner Brothers took her away from
Paramount at a terrific _ rise in salary. In
the early pictures in which Joan Crawford
appeared there were many gals with far
more important parts than Joan played,
but Joan, even in a bit, appealed to you
more than did the stars and featured
players, and you asked for Joan, and so
naturally Mr. Mayer gave you Joan, and
you were tickled pink. Well — so what? So,
you made them what they are today. So
why don't you go to see their pictures? Or
do you? The exhibitors say you don't!
It's quite evident something has happened.
We
don't need Philo Vance or Ellery

interest" story on him — the way you can
do one on Spencer Tracy and Clark Gable
and Pat O'Brien — because Fred seemed to
think that magazines and newspapers were
just too degrading — and besides his "private
life" was his own. The few interviews that
he gave he demanded that he okay before
the writer could submit them to the editors,
and you can be quite sure that by the time
he had finished editing them they were
about as colorful as an old boiled rug. It
is said that his marriage into the Social
Register was responsible for his attitude.
Fred's
— without Ginger Rogers —
didn't dopicture
so well.
Marlene Dietrich, they will tell you out in
Hollywood, became too engrossed in her
glamor and her mirrors, and in that way
completely lost the warmth and earthiness
she had in "Blue Angel" and "Morocco."
Marlene's glamorous beauty, and there has
never been a star who could equal it, ran
her salary up to enormous proportions —

is poison at the box office."
Of the "poison" stars only Mae West,
on a highly successful personal appearance
tour in the East, had a comment to make
for the press. Said Miss West, "Why, the
independent theatre owners call me the
mortgage lifter. When business is bad they
just re-run one of my pictures . . . The
box-office business in the entire industry
has dropped off 30% . . . The only picture to
make real money was 'Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs,' and that would have
made twice as much if they'd had me play
Snow White." The other maligned Glamor
Girls couldn't toss it off quite as flippantly
as La West. Their pride was deeply hurt.
It's no fun being called "poison." Only Kay
Francis had a statement for the public, and
that was in the nature of an announcement
of her marriage at the end of her contract
in September, and her retirement from the
screen. The exhibitors said that would be
just ducky. Hollywood said it's "putting on
face."
But let's do a play-back over the careers
of these stars who have been so callously
dubbed a dish of poison. Every last living
one of them has been made a star by —
YOUof !them
The down
producers
one
your didn't
throats.thrust
Not aa single
single
one of them is a "girl friend" or a relative
of a producer. It was because you liked
them, and demanded to see more and more
of them, that they became stars, with lots
and lots of money. You, the public, simply
went mad over that Swedish girl that
Metro imported from Europe, and when
you saw her ages ago in "The Torrent"
you
fairly swooned.
If you
hadn't
liked and
her
she would
have packed
up her
luggage
gone back to Europe long ago, just as
Lilian Harvey and Ketti Gallian and other
foreign importations have done. You were
nuts
pictures
you goabout
to seeherthem
now? then — why don't
In a Joan Crawford picture several years
ago a rotund gentleman played little more
than a bit, but it consisted of a drunk scene
that was a knock-out. It was you — not Mr.
Mayer — who discovered Edward Arnold
and demanded to see him in more pictures
in bigger parts. At Paramount several
years ago a fugitive from Broadway played
a very minor part in a George Raft picture and when she said, "Goodness had
nothing to do with it, dearie," you fairly
rolled in the aisles, and on the preview
cards you wrote, "Let's have more of Mae
West." So to please you Mr. Zukor made
Mae a star. Kay Francis was practically
working for peanuts when she came to
Hollywood — she was a stooge in a Marx
Brothers picture, and you can't get much
lower than that — but you decided that she
was "class" and smart and glamorous so
78

Time for lunch! Robert Taylor, left, eats
his favorite — corned beef hash. Maureen O'Sullivan, above, takes a chicken
and ham sandwich, wholewheat toast.
Queen to detect that. But what? Is the public tired of stars and the star system? Are
the stars really doomed?
Hollywood has plenty to say about it.
Hollywood — or at least that part of Hollywood that writes and doesn't act — will tell
you that the fans are bored with the stars
because
they Connie
don't like
too much
of too
much. Take
Bennett,
for example.
Connie at one time was one of the most
popular stars in Hollywood. Women all
over the world tried to copy the Bennett
slouch and the Bennett clothes. And then
Connie suddenly went very snooty on us,
and depressingly social. Every big-wig with
a title was entertained by la Marquise._ A
grand actress is Connie, with a charming
flair for comedy, but she just became tooutterly-too for the likes of the common people. They got bored with reading about
how much she paid for her clothes and
how she entertained Lord and Lady Poop
de Doop. She lost that earthy touch, which
no actress can remain a great actress without. Rather a pity, too, for Connie has all
the chicticallyand
glamor
a star. Fred
It's pracditto for
Fredof Astaire.
can
dance like nobody's business, on tables,
under tables, everywhere. When he first
danced to fame with Ginger Rogers you
and I and the rest of the fans simply went
insane about him. And then we made that
awful discovery. Although born of the people, he had drifted away from the people.
It was impossible to do a good "human

and then the fans, even as you and I, became alittle fed up with beauty. Katharine
Hepburn, who should have known better,
tried to do a Garbo — closed sets, no interviews, no publicity, no autographs — but
didn't get away with it. There has only been
one Garbo, there never will be but one
Garbo, and as soon as the movie personalities realize that the better for them. And
besides, as the exhibitors are only too
happy
to Europe,
announce,which
"Garbodoes
is anot
tremendous
draw in
help the
theatre owners in the United States." With
Europe
the condition
in right
now
folks.
the smartinthing
to do is toit's
please
the home
Hollywood will tell you all this and more.
Hollywood will tell you that the star system is as passe as last year's hat. Mr.
Zanuck, the recognized genius among the
producers since the death of Irving Thalberg, has always contended that the story
is far more important than the star. (Stars
at Twentieth Century-Fox have never been
coddled the way they are at Metro.) Hollywood will tell you that stars as stars are
all right, but the minute stars start picking their scripts (oftentimes writing them),
directing their directors, and running hogwild in the wardrobe departments they are
all washed up as stars. Hollywood will talk
your ears off at the drop of an eyelash.
"Are the stars doomed?" is the most important question that has been asked since
D. W. Griffith ventured west of the Rockies.

But I happen to want to get in my two
cents' worth. I want to speak my little
piece, and by golly, this is my chance to do
so. I don't think it's the stars who are keeping the public out of the theatres. Not directly. Ithink it's trends. The heavy, the
"menace," in my little mouth-shooting-off,
is not Marlene Dietrich (poor Marlene
gets
blamed foris everything,
e.en Simone's
temperament),
not the producers,
and is
certainly
the recession.
People do not not
remain
the same It's
year trends.
after year.
Their taste in everything else changes, so
why once
shouldn't
in movie
We
went their
starktaste
staring
insane stars?
over
Michael Arlen's "The Green Hat." The
"mad Marches who were never let off anything" simply had us in ecstasies. Today we
think "The Green Hat" stinks. The tastes
of people change, and that makes trends.
First we had the Mary Pickford trend
and everybody copied Mary and her curls.
As a welcome reaction there followed the

der that they lost out at the box office. The
public discovered that Claudette Colbert
and Irene Dunne were excellent comediennes, and both of them who had been so
busy being ladies in the Glamor Era now
dropped their dignity and behaved in the
prescribed mad manner. As the "screwball"
trend drew to its close both Katharine Hep'
burn and Connie Bennett tried a zany
corned}-, Katie even going so far as permitting her public to see her panties. But it
was too late, the public had become bored
with madness. They were in the midst of a
recession and they wanted their favorites to
be normal and natural and folksy. To check
on this you have only to look at the last
annual exhibitors' list. The woman stars
who brought in the most money at the box
office last year were Sonja Henie and
Myrna Loy — and you couldn't ask for two
more human gals than those two, pinkcheeked, natural, and depressingly healthy.
The great Lubistch himself has said,

Clark Gable's luncheon usually consists
of pineapple and cottage cheese salad.
Virginia Bruce, right, also eats salad,
of raw vegetables, for her studio lunch.
"flaming youth" trend with Clara Bow as
its jazz-mad leader, and soon the screen
was so cluttered up with Bow imitators
that everyone drew a deep sigh of relief
when the hot-cha girls gave way to the
Glamor Era. This was the biggest and best
trend of them all. Everybody wanted sunken
cheeks and emaciated figures and gardenias
and romance. Garbo, of course, was the
number one Glamor Girl with Marlene
Dietrich running her a close second. Joan
Crawford, who got her start as a dancing
daughter in the "flaming youth" era, now
became beautiful, glamorous, and exotic —
and more popular than ever. This trend also
brought Kay Francis to the top, and
Katharine Hepburn and Norma Shearer,
and Connie Bennett. Claudette Colbert and
Carole Lombard muscled in slightly, but
they
exotic enough, so no one paid
them weren't
much mind.
And then, quite gradually, the public
changed. They were sick to death of glamor,
gardenias were nauseating, and sunken
cheeks were unhealthy. Carole Lombard
took a prat fall in "My Man Godfrey,"
carried on like a crazy nit-wit — and the
"screwball" trend was upon us. Most of the
stars who had been so busy being glamorous didn't realize until too late that another
era had descended, so naturally as the
"screwball" comedies rolled on and on their
public forgot them. Kay Francis, Marlene
Dietrich, and Greta Garbo were practically
left out of that entire trend, so little won-

"Sex is out." The studios have ordered
"No more glamor portraits." It's safe to
say that we are now in the midst of a
"natural" trend and an exotic star hasn't
gotButa Chinaman's
there is no chance.
reason that the Glamor
Girls of today should be doomed. Just as
they turned to "screwball" comedy three
years ago they can now turn to the simple
human interest drama that's bound to be
popular. Witness, "Test Pilot." A star
who's any kind of an actress at all can be
glamorous, screwy, or natural, just as her
public demands. There always have been
stars in the theatre and there always will
be.
andandorchids
whenButthedon't
trendwear
calls gardenias
for daisies
corn
flowers.
Now I'm not saying, of course, that all
pictures are thus and so. Just as there were
good dramas during the "screwball" era
there will doubtless be excellent goofy comedies during
trend. we
Well,
this the
starpresent
system"natural"
is something
can argue about until the cows come home.
I've said my say, now you can say yours.
Why don't you go to the movies ? Are you
bored with the stars you yourself made?
Is it the stars, or the stories, or what?
Maybe, after all, Sam Goldwyn said a
mouthful when he said, "when you consider
that Charlie McCarthy and Snow White
are the two biggest entertainment attractions found this year, you wonder if people
aren't just tired of people!"

Color in Your m w'm. actor
He's
Continued from page 75
applied after powdering and cream rouge
before, preferably over a cream or lotion
make-up. After your make-up is applied,
always try to let it "set" five or ten minutes before your final self -approval. Skin
warmth often deepens color, and this safety
idea prevents those shocked moments when
you catch a glimpse of yourself in a mirror,
looking like the big apple, when you thought
you were delicately done to a turn.
It's surprising how eye shadows can increase the color of the eyes, though shadow
tone need not be matched to your eyes. The
two-tone method is newer. One tone is
blended over another, or one tone, such as
a gray-blue, used over the lids, then a very
light touch of green-blue super-imposed just
above the lashline. All very lovely and
colorful when applied skilfully.
Powder is truly the veil of illusion that
blends make-up into a flower-like effect.
Even your most beautiful of stars has that
shiny, unfinished look before powder is
added. There is no reason for rubbing powder into the skin, as many do. This is bad
for the skin and gives a harsh make-up
effect. Always press or fluff it on, and with
your relaxed fingers or a brush, dust off
any surplus. You will notice that Dorothy
Moore has folded her flat puff over to reach
well into the nostril curves. These, plus eye
and mouth corners, are points many forget
and so have a half-powdered look. Powder
shades must remain more or less as they
are to match skin shades, though as you
get into the cooler days, you will notice tan
and burn fading. This probably means a
lighter powder tone. I believe the fairish
look,_ no matter what your natural coloring, is here to stay. This does not mean a
too light powder but one with an enlivening
undertone that gives the skin life. Few skins,
except the naturally florid, are enhanced by
flat tones.
A peep at the future nail lacquers shows
many in the true red and bluish red group
and in lighter versions of these basic tones.
These, like lipstick, should bear- relation to
your costume. Of course there will be
warmer tones, too, for browns and dullish
greens. The idea of harmonizing lacquer
and lipstick will always be good advice.
The gold and silver sequin polish that made
its bow last winter will probably continue
in high favor for evening, and a lovely idea,
when the metal tone is matched to costume
or jewelry.^ Then there is a pure white
polish that is dramatic for certain types of
tanned or dark-skinned hands. White, however, is lost on the pale hand. This hand
needs color.
The artistic use of make-up seems as
much a fashion point today as an accent to
beauty. Beaded lashes, screaming lips, deeply
rouged cheeks are a rarity, yet practically
everyone uses make-up. Now and then,
however, I meet the girl who boasts, "I
don't use make-up." I always think this is
just too bad. The lack of small touches for
better looks marks that girl as out-of-date,
as_ different from most. An illustration of
this : recently, a personnel manager told me
of a hunt for a special type of secretary.
Finally, she found the perfect girl, background, experience, personality — but no
make-up. She frankly advised this girl to
use make-up lightly before interviewing her
prospective boss. The girl took the tip graciously, did as told and landed 79
the job
against high competition.
Color is so important ! It not only makes
you look but also feel alive and alert. These
are two priceless assets that are fast replacing glamor and cold beauty as attraction points.

Martha

very top of Laurel Canyon, she gave presents to her friends and to everyone who
had lent a hand during the long, hard climb.
It's common knowledge around town that
Martha gets a bigger bang out of buying
things for her friends than she does for herself. In short, she had herself quite a time.
Now, will the same gentleman tell me
wherein lies the heinous crime of spending
your own money? If you were suddenly
catapulted from behind the ribbon counter
or from
job to salary
a picture and your
radio stenographer's
contract at a weekly
well up in four figures, what would you
do? Honestly, now. Would you rub your
hands and gloat and sink every dime into
the vaults of the nearest First National
Bank? You would not? You'd set right
out to buy all the things you dream about
at night — to do all the things you plan
and hope of doing someday. So why pick
on Martha for doing just that?
Martha has known adversity, plenty of
it,
whothe infirst
show
hasn't?
But
now asthat
flushbusiness
of novelty
has worn

occasionally. But to hear Mr. Radio Commentator tell it you'd think that Martha
was in the habit of strolling down Hollywood Boulevard and passing out ten-dollar
bills just for the fun of seeing the eyes of
the citizenry boggle.
Next I learned that Martha Raye had
suddenly gone snobbish. Imagine my utter
amazement at this choice new rumor ! I
sometimes wonder just how and why they
ever get started. Now, as you already know,
Martha is essentially a singing comedienne. When you see her cavorting across
the screen in a scene that suggests a mild
attack actlyofas she
lunacy
exacts you're
off the seeing
screen Martha
the greater
part of her waking hours. She lives under
the firm but happy conviction that everything— life, people, pictures and most of
all, herself, is nothing but a gag. Now can
you truthfully imagine a person to whom
the most precious thing in life is a laugh,
developing a sudden attack or snobbery?
No, neither can I. Least of all Martha
Raye.
Out at Paramount there is a certain
young girl who, all unbeknownst to her,
owes her life to Martha. For months she
had been suffering from chronic appendicitis but couldn't afford to take the necessary time off for an operation. Martha
heard about it quite by chance, arranged for
her hospitalization, paid all the bills and her
salary as well until she was able to return
to work. And to this day that girl believes
that a kind-hearted studio arranged for
her operation and care. Martha never
would tell, and neither would I. Until now.
Does that smack of snobbery to you?
The studio gave quite a shindig on the lot
at _ the conclusion of the shooting of
"Give Me a Sailor." The entire cast including Bob Hope, Betty Grable, actors,
cameramen, electricians, writers, technicians and, in fact, everyone who had had
a thing to do with the making of the film
were present in various stages of sobriety,
depending on the state of their nerves. At
the height of the festivities, along about
midnight, a famous director was heard to
say, "Where is Martha Raye? I crave a
dance with the comely lass." Well, everyone within earshot immediately started
glancing about for Martha, but without
results. It seems as though the place was
so cluttered with celebrities, both minor
and major, that one star more or less was
a little difficult to keep track of. So they
looked and they looked and the orchestra
kept right on playing and the famous director, not being used to waiting around
very long for anything, became quite piqued
and let it be known in no uncertain terms
that he by gosh wanted a dance with Mis;
Raye. And right now !
One of the minor celebs — he only practically rules the whole Paramount music
department — spoke up about then and said
that if Martha was still on the lot he knew
where to find her. And he did. At one end
of the sound stage a temporary bandstand
had been erected and about eleven of the
studio's choicest swingsters were gathered
in rhytnmic conclave. Sure enough, midway between the trombones and the saxophones, they discovered Martha singing
away like she was being paid for it. Could
she be bothered with the star-studded party
in progress ? Perish the thought ! As long as
there were musicians of this Goodman and
Dorsey caliber in action all the producers
and directors in Hollywood could go fly
their respective kites as far as she was
concerned. So the famous director stood
there in front of the bandstand and motioned and yelled for Martha to come down
and dance with him and Martha hollered

off a little and she has definitely established her film future she has put herself
on a systemized budget, and she sticks to
it even if I have to hide her check book

back cause
that
shetowas
she two
couldn't
beshe had
take sorry
the next
choruses.
Which all just goes to show how snobbish
the Raye gal can be when she really puts

Won't Talk-So
Continued from page 33

syndicated gossip column and which bore
the title, "Has Martha Raye Gone Hollywood?" It went on to say that Miss Raye
was now insisting on closed sets — that is,
that she was barring all visitors from the
sets on which she was working and, from
all indications, she had suddenly gone upstage or snooty.
I suppose that a person is said to have
"gone Hollywood" when he suddenly goes
high-hat, snobbish, temperamental, cocktail crazy, or just plain aloof. Nobody
seems to be very positive on the subject.
Suffice it to say that in the picture industry
today you can count the actual snobs on
one hand. That's not hard to understand.
Why should there be? Whether you believe
it or not, it takes more than average intel igence tobe a successful actor or actress,
and intelligent people aren't in the habit
of insulting the very public upon whom
they depend for a livelihood. But to get
back to the dread "Hollwooditis" virus that
was said to have caused Martha to close
her set to visitors. It happened this way.
I know because I was there. During the
filming of "Mountain Music" last year the
script called for Martha to do a rough and
tumble adagio dance with a team of professional dancers. At the end of the dance
she was supposed to sail through the air
and get caught in a chandelier. She refused
an offered double for the strenuous scene
and flew into the dance with characteristic
Raye enthusiasm. Time after time she was
flung about by those professional strongarms and time and time again she hit the
chandelier with a crash only to take a
nose-dive before she could secure a firm
hold. In the finished picture it appears
simple enough, but before that scene was
finished Martha was very nearly a hospital
case. After several tries she had the visitors
on the set in hysterics. And Martha was,
quite naturally, becoming a trifle embarrassed by all those awkward spills in front
of so many strangers. Finally the director
suggested closing the set for the duration
of that particular sequence. So the set was
closed for that one scene and the next day
it was open to visitors as usual.
Now, I wish some kind-hearted soul
would break down and tell me how such
an action could possibly be construed as
being high-hat or snobbish. Yet the very
next day the item appeared in a widely
read gossip column that Martha Raye was
now insisting on closed sets and went on
to predict an early obscurity for such a display of temperament ! But her friends will
vouch for me when I say that Martha Raye
doesn't know what the word "temperament"
means. And if you doubt me just ask any
of the electricians, prop-boys, cameramen,
or extras who work with her daily what
they think of her. To a man they'll tell you
she's tops. And that really means something no matter how hard up for copy the
gossip columnists may get.
And another thing, now that I'm getting
sort of into the swing of it : One of our
better-known movie radio commentators
only a few weeks ago practically had a
nervous breakdown right over the air beof something
unearthed
Marthacause that
was, sohe'd
he would
haveabout
one
believe, causing him an undue amount of
mental anguish. Guess what it was ! Her
EXTRAVAGANCE ! According to his
dire prediction Martha Raye would be
lucky to cash a WPA check in three
months' time. She had gone on a whingding
where money was concerned ; had lost all
sense of values and had, in other words,
become completely unraveled, financially.
In one of his "newsy" broadcasts he dole80
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fully announced to a jittery public that
Martha's sudden zoom into the upperbracket salaries had done something pretty
drastic to her common sense and that she
was indulging in a spending spree that was
no less than shocking to his aesthetic soul !
But to be fair with him and just to
ease his agitated mind of any apprehension
he mayfinancial
honestly
feel toward
future
security,
allow me Martha's
to give
out with the grim truth. And let the rubles
fall where they may. Certainly, Martha
went on a spending spree. And a good one
at that. When she had recovered from the
shock of signing a long-term contract with
Paramount at an almost unheard of figure,
at least to her, she went right out and did
exactly what you or I would have done
had we been in her shoes. She bought
flocks of clothes, she bought two cars, one
for herself and one for her mother, she
gave parties, she rented a house at the

The cats meow — for starlet Kay
Winters, their pretty mistress.

her mind to it. Give her a handful of musicians who know the meaning of the word
"swing"
to rate aand
nod.Queen Mary would be lucky
But for all her unadulterated love for
swing music and the "yeah, man" mode of
life, Martha has a serious side to her which
often surprises even me. For example, right
at present she is determined to lay aside
her role of a completely pixilated songstress and prove to the world at large that
she can emote and give off glamor along
with the best of them. And the funny part
of it is that she is just the girl who can
do it, believe it or not. From being as
closely and as constantly associated with
Martha as I am, I am probably as intimately familiar with her as anyone in the
world with the possible exception of her
mother. And when I give warning that
Martha Raye has made up her mind to
devote some of her time in the future to
more or less straight dramatic endeavor
rather than the usual slightly hectic parts
in which she has previously appeared, you
can depend upon just that, because the girl
can act — the studio knows it, I know it,
and after you see her next few pictures
you'll
knowyouit !that
Any it
good
dramatic
coach
will tell
takes
real innate
dramatic ability to play a comedy role successfully, no matter how hare-brained it
may seem. So, if Martha wants to do
drama, then you can lay your bottom
piaster that the Davises and Crawfords and
Loys are about to acquire a bit more competition. Watch and see.
Martha owns an automobile. I've told you
that before but now we'll elaborate a little.
This car is a twelve-cylindered Packard,
(no plug intended) and from the chauffeur's seat its length gives you the distinct impression of guiding the Saratoga
or Lexington down the thoroughfare. To
Martha this is a decided handicap as she
would rather drive a car than attend a
Coronation every week — the darned thing
is just too huge for her to easily navigate.
So what does she do? She and her standin, Jeanette Rudy, who also lives with
Martha, shopped around and finally hit
upon an outstanding vehicle that was built
to order for an undersized girl to wheel
about. A 1928 convertible coupe. But this
magnificent carriage was sadly in need of a
paint job, so the two girls bought several
quarts of red paint and went to work. All
one day and most of the next they labored
and "oh'd" and "ah'd" and daubed red paint
all over themselves and the surrounding
landscape and when they were finished,
stepped back and viewed their handiwork
with pardonable pride. Rembrandt, after
all, was only a sissy. And now, unless
there's something special going on, the
ancient Chevy holds first place in the Raye
affections and the lordly Packard seems
doomed to sit most of the time in the Raye
garage and sneer disconsolately at the four
walls.
So, here, then, is the Martha Raye that
I, as her secretary and confidante, know.
A girl who would much rather sit in a corner with a bunch of killer-diller musicians
and give out _ with the swing that she
honestly feels in her soul than try to impress the populace with a sense of a falsely
felt importance. A girl who would much
rather drive a crusades-model jallopy
around town than be driven in a limousine
that represents a small fortune. A girl who
is_ as real and unspoiled, as fresh and as
vital as tomorrow's headlines. But it was
not until the other night when Martha
pointed out an utterly untrue item in a
movie gossip column about herself and I
saw her chin quiver and her eyes fill that
I finally got so doggoned mad that I went
into another room and sat down at this
typewriter and did my level best to tell
about the Martha Raye that I know.

London
Continued from page 61
So when he isn't on the floor he retires to
a private estate fenced off among the trees
and flowers and plays around with sanitary
rubber "bones" and barks at all the people
who crowd outside to watch him.
Little Elisabeth Bergner paid her respects
to him the other morning and Asta only
opened one sleepy eye at her, then rolled
himself round and went into dreamland
again. The elusive Austrian star of the
blonde bob and the haunting brown eyes is
playing a double role in a new film called
"Stolen Life." She plays twin sisters in love
with the same man. He marries the selfish
pleasure-seeking one and when she dies in
compromising circumstances, the other,
gentle sister goes to the husband to keep
him happy without telling him of the substitution. That certainly seems something
fresh in movie stories !
Edmund Gwenn has a new type of part,
too. After his recent illness he went for a

Both for her smile and her style,
we like Ethel Merman, above.
vacation voyage in a freighter and spent
six weeks at sea. The day he came hack
he signed to star in a film called "Penny
Paradise" and found he had to go right
back afloat because he plays' the captain of
a Liverpool tug-boat bringing the great
Atlantic liners into dock.
Talking about liners, I hear that the
Queen
Mary's
was shaken
from end
to endpink
whengymnasium
young Tommy
Bupp
rehearsed his broncho-busting yells coming
over. Tommy certainly shook me when I
went to watch him working with British
comedian Will Hay in "Hey, Hey, U. S.
A." Something with a tousled head and a
freckled face grabbed me and burst out
"Say, I'm Tommy and I'm fourteen years
old and I been in seventy-five films, thirtyfive with screen credits and I started in
'Our Gang' and I been with W. C. Fields
in 'It's a Gift' and why are your automobiles so crazy and my folks just bought a
new ranch in the San Fernando Valley it's
north of Hollywood and I'm raising horses
And then
— " Edgar .Kennedy took pity on
thereandandcalled
me
Tommy back to the set, and
when I'd been revived with a cup of tea I
elicited how Tommy is making screen his-

tory by being the first American boy actor
to be brought over for an English film. He's
the tough son of a Chicago gangster millionaire, played by the inimitable Edgar,
and Will Hay is the English tutor engaged
to teach him etiquette and such.
Will's favorite screen lady is Ruth Chatterton, and after we'd been discussing her
it was startling to go back to town and
learn she had just arrived in England herself. She's visiting all the stage plays in
London, frequently squired by Noel Coward
who is among her greatest friends, until
Paramount have her new dramatic film all
ready to take the floor. They are now finishing "This Man is News," set in a newspaper office, with Valerie Hobson and
Barry K. Barnes as rival reporters.
Do you remember a wisecrack about polo
in Alexander Korda's army life color film
"The Drum," when a character said the
game was "an Indian invention, an English
amusement,
American
profession"
Well,
that bitandof an
dialogue
has been
sticking?
in the Korda memory so persistently he has
now bought a scenario called "Calcutta
Cup" which is all about polo in the three
countries as named. Sabu, the little Indian
boy, will act in it so Korda has refused to
loan him out to R.K.O. in Hollywood until
winter. (They really wanted him for
"Gunga Din" as a beginning).
Korda's great whitestone studios house
another unconventional film at the moment,
a story of life in a girls' reformatory called
"Prison without Bars." It has no recognized stars but just a lot of clever young
character actresses, several of them frankly
ugly and others acting cripples and criminals. There is no glamor, no dresses beyond the drab uniforms, and no love-interest
or even man-interest except as an incidental
reference. Korda is producing it under conditions of secrecy and avers it will startle
the world with its new technique and impressionistic photography.
It looks as though Sonja Henie may
have a competitor in Hollywood this fall,
for Britain's loveliest skating champion,
Marie Belita, is going to California to
skate for the films. Marie is fifteen, her
real name being Mary Turner, exquisitely
slim and dainty with sparkling black eyes,
and has been gliding over theJce since she
was three years old. She's a singer and
ballet-dancer, too, and proud owner of one
of the largest stamp collections in Britain
at her London home.
Producer Herbert Wilcox has changed
his mind about allowing his golden-haired
Anna Neagle to co-star with Leslie Howard in the film about the life of Admiral
Lord Nelson. Now Leslie will star by himself when the production takes the floor
and be supported by Diana Wynyard making a come-back to the screen as the beautiful Lady Hamilton with whom the famous
sailor had such a passionate and tragic
love affair. You won't recognize the girl
you knew in "Cavalcade" and those other
Hollywood films of a few years ago. Diana
has changed her personality completely during the interim she has spent acting on the
European stage. Now she seems taller and
more stately, her figure plumper and her
hair a darker brown, dressed in a Garbolike bob but curled back off her forehead
in front, She is still unmarried, living
quietly with her parents at their country
house near London, spending her leisure
riding and gardening and practicing music.
So now Anna Neagle's next appearance
will be in a picture based on the life of
Marie Lloyd, the comedienne of fifty years
ago who was then London's "Queen of the
Halls" — vaudeville top-liner to you. She
was a vivacious high-spirited lady singing
songs considered rather naughty in those
days, so that portraying her will be a tremendous change for Anna after her two
successive films as Queen Victoria.
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High-powered giamor! Hedy Lamarr, right, and Sigrid Gurie turn on the charm
in their contest for the attentions of Charles Boyer, in a scene for "Algiers."

Hollywood's
One from
Real
Continued
page Clamor
23
ambitious and possessed of a burning desire
to realize the one dream that carried her
through rigid days of strait-laced conventions, Hedy tried to make her Austrian
nobleman see light. She knew what she
wanted from life. She was tired of the
stifling luxury and the meaningless pattern
that made up her days and nights.
Her young man pleaded. Hedy reasoned
with him. She tried to show him he was
fifty years behind the times, that he was
living in the twentieth century and not in
the dark ages. She showed him there was
room enough in her life for both love and
a career. She pledged him her love but she
wanted to share whatever talent she had
with the entire world. But he could not
see Hedy's argument. He threatened he
would not go on if she did not abandon
her career. Hedy, familiar with the situation as so often repeated on the stage,
thought her young handsome officer was
merely repeating lines he had heard. In
vain, she remonstrated with him. Then
realizing the futility of her passionate
pleadings, she sent him home and told him
to return the following morning to discuss
the situation further.
The next morning he was found dead —
a bullet in his brain !
From that day on a tragic pall that few
people can understand has seemed to veil
her life. If Hedy Lamarr's eyes have a
deep cast of sorrow in them, it has been
put there by the great disappointment she
suffered so young in life. If her voice
carries a shaded nuance of tragedy, it is
because a handsome young man used to
love to sit at her feet and listen to it for
hours at a time. If her laughter seems a
bit overcast by unreality and she seems
to
feigning
thatheart
she
stillbe'carries
too gayety,
deep a remember
scar in her
to laugh sincerely. Wherever she goes and
whatever she does, she cannot escape the
constant haunting image of her dashingyoung sweetheart.
No matter what she does, Hedy Lamarr
will never be able to forget him. She is sure
that if only he had returned the following
morning and listened to her, everything
would have turned out happily. As it is, she
feels the weighted burden of her cross
more strongly every time she sees happy
couples walking down the street together
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or holding hands in the moonlight. She
looks at them wistfully — even enviously —
realizing all this might have been hers too.
To keep herself from constantly thinking of the great tragedy that darkened her
life and left her floundering about hopelessly, she threw herself furiously into the
one means of forgetting — work. She arose
early every morning and worked until she
was no longer able to stand on her feet.
She studied dramatics, music, diction and
all other related studies that would aid
her in becoming a proficient actress. And
the more she was inclined to think of her
erstwhile handsome suitor, the greater
would be her concentration on the only
thing in life she now wanted. When stage
and
screenabout
offersaccepting
came her them.
way, she
didn't
hesitate
Anything
that kept her mind occupied was welcomed
as a palliative. Meanwhile, her beauty was
attracting the attention of European society
and she was much sought after at social
functions and gatherings where the cream
of the upper strata congregated. Her vital
charm and suave poise especially fascinated
the impregnable Fritz Mandel, the mystery
man of Central Europe. Though she refused to see him for many months and she
shunned his attentions in deference to her
deceased lover, Mandel became too insistent for Hedy to hold out against his
impassioned wishes.
When she completed her assignment on
areturned
picture tocalled
Love" Fritz
and
Vienna"Symphony
to rest andof relax,
Mandel immediately resumed his whirlwind courtship and succeeded in breakingdown the last shred of resistance. Though
she knew she would never be able to love
anyone else with the same depth and sincerity as her first love, she accepted marriage as a safeguard against her vast
loneliness.
The honeymoon of Hedy and her millionaire husband was marred by one thing.
The obscure film which she had made in
Czecho-Slovakia before her marriage was
released. Her husband heard about the generally undraped manner in which she was
required to disport herself for the realistic
interpretation of the story. Everybody else
heard of it too ! Then a storm, of which
Hedy was the innocent but none-the-less
dynamic center, swept across international

boundaries. Reports from widely separated
world capitals told how Fritz Mandel, desiring ademure, conventional housefrau in
the accepted Austrian tradition, tried to
suppress the film ; how he dispatched his
agents throughout Europe to buy up all the
prints and photographs of his wife ; how he
spent over two hundred and eighty thousand dollars. But a few of the prints eluded
the hands of his agents, apparently, and
under
the title,
"Ecstasy/'
the shown.
picture created
a sensation
wherever
it was
Germany barred the film. Mandel and
his powerful friends expected similar action
in Italy. But the expected "sympathetic"
echo from the opposite pole of the RomeBerlin Axis struck, instead, a jarring and
unlooked-for discordant note.
In Italy, Mussolini had decided to stage a
gigantic exposition of motion picture art.
He invited all the countries of the world
to submit their best product. Czechoslovakia submitted "Ecstasy." This was to
be a purely artistic display in which bluelipped censorship and limitations must bow
to the sovereignty of art. And the grand
prize was awarded to the Hedy Lamarr film !
All this time agents were still busily buying up the prints of the picture. A copy
managed to trickle through and find its way
to New York. But it got no further than
the harbor. The Federal men seized it in
the name of decency and the Smoot-Hawley
Tariff Law. The print was destroyed by
the unaesthetic customs men who put it in
the same class as those garish calendars
once found in every barber shop.
Another print was sent over. The case
went to the courts. There were many decisions-— pro and con. Mrs. Morgenthau, wife
of the Secretary of the Treasury> reportedly
saw
the afilm
andtoo
didn't
obnoxious
— ■
merely
trifle
boldfind
for itour
carefully
guarded American morals. But when Judge
Learned S. Hand decided that with a few
minor changes the film would be safe for
the American people, we were at long last
permitted a view of Europe's glamor girl.
In the meantime, Hedy Lamarr conceded
to her husband's wishes — just as a good
wife should — and retired from the screen.
But it was rumored that as she sat in her
palatial mansion, entertaining the elegant
throngs of distinguished visitors, her
thoughts were continually drifting back to
the world of motion pictures. Within her
was strongly rooted the nostalgia for grease
paint and cameras, for the excitement and
lure of the world of make-believe. Now, she
had neither an interest in life or the happiness she was trying so hard to capture.
The great void she was striving to fill again
threatened to completely engulf her. Finally
she sought a divorce so she might continue
the career which meant more to her than
all the money in the world.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lost no time in
signing her up when they discovered her
intentions to resume her motion picture
work. They planned an elaborate debut for
her in America, but to Walter Wanger goes
the honor of presenting her to the public
in Ahersmartly
first American
film, a"Algiers."
dressed made
girl, once
lover of
glittering jewelry, of seasonal pleasure trips
to the Alps, to North Africa, the Riviera
and to the gay distant cities, the alluring
Hedy Lamarr now admits she finds more of
a thrill in living in America.
"I have heard that in America money is
a god and an actress must live like a goldfish in a glass bowl with curious eyes spying on her all the time," says the girl who
could have sat back and enjoyed the wealth
of kings. "But I have found this to be untrue. In Europe, a successful actress is expected to live elaborately, have many servants and 'promenade' all dressed up in her
Paris originals if she is to impress people
with her position. In America, the center of
all glamor, I find many of the most famous
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Vitamin
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'OR YEARS we have been
learning about the importance of
the various vitamins to our health.
A-B-C-D-E-G — who hasn't heard of
them?
Now comes the exciting news that one of
these is related in particular to the skin!
Lack of this "skin-vitamin" in the skin produces roughness, dryness, scaliness. Restore itto the diet, or now apply it right on
the skin, and our experiments indicate that
the skin becomes smooth and healthy again!
That's all any woman wants to know.
Immediately you ask, "Where can I get
some of that 'skin-vitamin' to put on
my skin?"
Pond's Cold Cream now contains
this Vitamin
Pond's Cold Cream now contains this "skinvitamin." Its formula has not been changed
in any way apart from the addition of this

MRS. ALEXANDER C. FORBES, young New
York society woman, grandniece of MRS. JAMES
ROOSEVELT: "With Pond's Cold Cream, my
skin looks soft — not rough or dry."

on

Your

vitamin. It's the same grand cleanser. It
softens and smooths for powder as divinely
as ever.
But now, in addition, it brings to the
skin a daily supply of the active "skinUse Pond's Cold Cream in your usual
vitamin."
way. If there is no lack of "skin-vitamin"
in the skin, our experiments described in
the next column show that the skin is capable of storing some of it against a possible
future need. If there is a lack of this vitamin in the skin, these experiments indicate
that the use of Pond's Cold Cream puts the
needed "skin-vitamin" back into it.
Begin
today.
Get your
a jar skin.
of Pond's, and see
what
it will
do for
Same Jars, same Labels, same Price
Pond's Cold Cream comes in the same jars,
with the same labels, at the same price.
Now every jar of Pond's contains the active "skin-vitamin" — Vitamin A.

MRS. WILLIAM RHINEL4NDER STEWART,
beautiful as when she came out: "The use of
Pond's Cold Cream has helped me to keep my skin
fresh and bright and smooth."
SCREENLAND

Skin

Most People don't know
these Facts about Vitamin A
and the Skin . . .
First Published Reports
In 1931 and 1933, deficiency of Vitamin A ("skinvitamin") was first recognized as the cause of
specific skin disorders. In the cases reported, a
liberal Vitamin A diet made the dry, roughened
skin smooth and healthy again. Later reports
confirmed and extended the evidence of this.
In hospitals, other scientists found that Vitamin A ("skin-vitamin") applied to the skin
healed wounds and burns quicker.
Tests with Pond's Creams
Experiments were made concerning possible causes of
deficiency of "skin-vitamin" in the skin
I. Dietaryof —it The
lose tests,
"skin-vitamin"
deficiency
in theskindiet.mayIn our
skin faults from
were
produced
diet diet,
deficient
"skin-vitamin."
Withoutby
any
changebyina the
these infaults
were then treated
applyingrected"skin-vitamin"
to the skin. They were corpromptly.
II. Local — Our experiments also indicated that even
when
dietvitamin
containsin enough
stores the
of this
the skin "skin-vitamin,"
may be reduced the
by
exposure to sun, and also by exposure to warm, dry air
together with frequent washing. In further tests, marked
irritation resulted from repeated use of harsh soap and
water. This irritation was then treated by applying the
"skin-vitamin." The skin became smooth and healthy
again. It improved more rapidly than in cases treated
with the plain cold cream or with no cream at all. The
experiments furnished evidence that the local treatment with "skin-vitamin" actually put the "skinvitamin" back into the skin!
All of these tests were carried out on the skin of animals, following the accepted laboratory method of
reaching findings which can be properly applied to
human skin.
Even today it is not commonly known that the skin
does absorb and make use of certain substances applied
to it. Our experiments indicated not only that the skin
absorbs "skin-vitamin" when applied to it, but that
when "skin-vitamin" is applied to skin which already
has enough of it, the skin can store some of it against
a possible future need.
The Role of the "Skin-Vitamin"
The "skin-vitamin" functions like an architect in
regulating the structure of the skin. It is necessary for
the maintenance of skin health. When the skin is serisuffers.ously deficient in the supply of this vitamin,83the skin
Signs which
may deficiency
indicate
"SkinVitamin"

Dryness, Roughness, Scaliness resulting in a Dull Appearance.
Copyright, 1938, Pond's Extract Company
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eople in the world going about unnoticed
md wholly unspoiled by their reputations
and success. Instead of pompous, selfsatisfied people, I have found ambitious,
sincere artists who work hard and play
enthusiastically. Everyone is busy. Everyone is planning for a future.
"I haven't found a single actor who considers his pictureand
career
his life's
Joan Crawford
Franchot
Tonework.
are
planning operatic careers ; a number of
actors are hopeful of becoming directors ;
others have producing ambitions. One girl
told me she wanted to become a talent
scout.
Hailed by Hollywood as the most glamorous of all glamor girls ever to set foot on
California soil, Hedy Lamarr readily disproves the theory of the beautiful being
f'umb. No keener brain functions behind so
beautiful an exterior. Her mind is ever
alert and her soft hazel eyes burn with a
rold intoxicating fire. There is a searching
look in them as if she were endlessly seek:ng something she will never find. Her
flawless white skin is a perfect foil for her
deep rich black hair. She is five feet seven
and her one hundred and ten pounds are
rhythmically proportioned to delight the
most discriminating connoisseur.
Her own simplicity is almost breathtaking. She is thoroughly and unexpectedly
unpredictable and therefore femininely fascinating beyond all bounds. Nothing she
says or does infer it, but one glance at the
calm, self-assured girl whose beauty is almost fatal, makes you feel it. You cannot
help predicting that she will leave her footnrints in the history of motion pictures,
because people who 'see her cannot easily
forget her. She clings to one's memory like
some rare perfume. You cannot help recalling her every little gesture, the movement of her tiny flower-like hands, the
characteristic expressions of her face — all
meaningless in itself, but collectively making up the strange appeal of Hedy Lamarr.
Even beyond her startling beauty you can
fathom the clear, analytical understanding
that this foreign star has deftly secreted
within her. She makes }'ou think of strange,
exotic romance under the stars, of soft
nights and the distant strains of haunting
music. She conjures up the spirit of adventure and invokes thoughts of love, just
as Myrna Loy suggests sophistication or
Greta Garbo suggests mystery.
She says things with her eyes that words
cannot hope to express. But her manners
and bearing make you stop to wonder if
heneath the glamor and beauty lies the tired
heart of a naive peasant girl rather than
that of a lovely lady who can disturb the
peace of entire nations.

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page I I
or duck — we use apple and prune instead
of the bread dressing you have here. With
spices, it gives a taste we like."
"But it is fish we like most," put in
Sonja. "There is a dish of stuffed baked
fillet — oh, boy! I know how it is done. I
know how to cook. I do not have time, but
I know.
"You take fillets of haddock or flounder
and sprinkle them with salt and pepper. Put
them in a greased shallow pan with stuffing between each fillet — the stuffing is
made of bread crumbs, with minced onions,
chopped green peppers, parsley and celery
salt, moistened with a very little water and
one beaten egg. After you have secured
the fillets with toothpicks, you pour Campbell's tomato soup over the fillets and bake
in a moderate oven for half an hour."
"Here's
that fish pudding we spoke of,"
said
Mrs. Henie.
Scrceni.

and

FISH

PUDDING

% cup of boiled fish
Yx tablespoon butter
IK cups flour
cups milk
Sugar
3Pepper
eggs
For the pan — y2 tablespoon butter
Vi cup bread crumbs
Melt the butter and stir in the flour, add
the milk a little at a time and let it boil
slowly. When it has cooled somewhat mix
it with the finely chopped fish, spice, etc.,
and mix with the eggs, one at a time.
Pour the mixture in the pan which has
been buttered and sprinkled with bread
crumbs. Bake in a medium oven one-half
or three-quarters of an hour. Serve it with
melted butter.
"In Paris, they have marvelous food,"
said Sonja. "I like everything they have
there. Oysters have a special salty taste
there that is perfect. Their vegetable soup,
too — do you know, they cook each vegetable separately so that each one keeps
its own distinctive flavor, and at the last
minute
seasoning.they put them all together with

"How those people can cook ! Their
sauces are magnificent. Oh, boy! There is
one — ■ Bordelaise sauce — we serve here
sometimes. I will let you have that."
BORDELAISE SAUCE
Wrap Y> cupful sliced beef marrow in a
piece of cheesecloth, place in a small pan
of boiling water and poach until softened.
Place in a small saucepan 2 tablespoons
olive oil, 6 finely chopped shallots, and 1
sliced clove of garlic ; simmer five minutes,
add 2 tablespoons taragon vinegar and 6
tablespoons water, and reduce one-half;
add 1 cupful of brown gravy and stir until
it boils
simmer at one point until the
sauce will mask a spoon, skim and stir
often ; add the marrow and a seasoning of
salt and pepper.
Sonja is fascinated with the parties peogive indinner
Hollywood.
knowafterwards,
at home,
we ple
have
and we"You
dance
and that is all," she told me, her voice
rising on the "all." "Or maybe we are invited for cards and we go and play cards
all evening. But here, they play games,
or do stunts, or have fortune fellers, and
everybody is doing the unexpected. I do not
know how to play games yet, so I have not
"I think fortune tellers would be fun,"
said her mother. "I like it, if it is all for
fun. Sonja always laughs. She does not
believe anything they say. But she does
not believe anything they say in the papers
about
tried."her, either. Would you believe, they
saySonja
she is laughed.
going to marry
Cesar Romero!"
She murmured
that
Cesar came to her house with Ethel Merman— was that devotion? Sonja isn't ready
to marryvolved.
yet.
won't letsheherself
get inWhen She
she marries,
will give
up
her career — and she means it.
"I am old-fashioned. A wife's job is
enough," she added, with a vigorous nod.
There is love interest in her life right
now. Cesar and Richard Greene and others
come to her house, and so do Ethel Merman and Alice Faye and Tony Martin.
knows.
Richard is the best "indications" player she
"Indications is a game," she elucidated.
"You indicate with pantomime or acting
some phase suggested. Like charades, only
you can't talk. I do not play — yet."
We went in to see the playroom, an intimate little place with English sporting
prints on the wall and a map of the world
under the bar.
"You can tell where everything is happening," she pointed out. "Every day I look

admit it in so many words. He has never
said he made a mistake in leaving Warner
Brothers. I'm sure he had legitimate grievances. He's too intelligent to walk out
of a lucrative contract without justification. But I know, as an outsider, that more
time, care and consideration were spent
on Cagney pictures than on any others that
went into production on that lot.
When things were settled Jim told me,
"That first meeting with Jack Warner was
accomplished with amazingly little strain.
I walked into his office, held out my hand,
and said, 'Well, here's that troublesome
ham again,' and he said, 'Glad to see you,
Jimmie. It's been pretty dull around here

to see what country has now changed and
where the headlines are happening."
The dining" room has murals painted by
a Hollywood artist and dainty satin-striped
chairs.
"It is not very large, so we do not have
big' dinners — but we would not have them,
anyway. I like to entertain outdoors, with
the pool and the tennis courts and supper
on the terrace. We serve special ham sticks
that you might like, and hot Mocha."
HAM STICKS
Wrap paper thin slices of highly seasoned
ham around thin bread sticks. If you have
not bread sticks at hand, cut stale bread in
sticks one-third inch in diameter. Brush
with Crisco and bake until golden-brown.
Then wrap with the ham, which must be
very
thin.before
Spreadwrapping,
the ham if
with
Gulden'sis
mustard
mustard
desired.
HOT

MOCHA

Mix 2 tablespoons Baker's cocoa with a
little cold water. Add \y2 cups boiling
water, 2 tablespoons sugar, a pinch of salt.
Cook gently for five minutes. Add ^ cup
strong coffee and V/2 cups of Borden's
evaporated milk. Heat and serve.
It was decided that I should see Sonja's
room, although, she assured me, it wasn't
exactly right for her personality, because
of the color.
"If I should stay in this house, I'd do
it In
over,"
she alcove
observed.
a small
is her collection of tiny
Dresden figures, found in places all over
the world. Delicate dancing figures, exquisite flower girls, romping _ children —
and across the way a manikin in knee
breeches playing a miniature piano.
"These are really mine," she explained.
"I take them everywhere. When they arrive, I am home!"

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
COMBATS BAD BREATH

"Then we sat down and talked things
since you left.'
over. It's funny how you work at a place
for years and are sure you know a person
inside and out. Then something like this
Pretty Peggy! We means the lass
above, Peggy Moran, of Warners.

Cagney
Continued from page 51
ended the discussion. "Dick," he said,
"you're being disagreeable as hell, you
know. And it's barely possible you could
be "No,
wrong."
he isn't," Jim interrupted. "He's a
friend of mine and he's telling me about
things as he sees them. I appreciate his honesty and frankness."
of Jim's
traits he
is that
he One
cannot
bring outstanding
himself to admit
was
wrong. You know from his actions he realizes when he's been wrong but he'll never

happens and you find you didn't know him
at all. Since I came back things couldn't
are interested primarily in
be Most
more actors
pleasant."
themselves. Jim is interested primarily
in others. The number of people he has
"gone through" in his years at Hollywood
is appalling. Once I taxed him with it and
he
indignantly
"You with
have the
an
exaggerated
ideadenied
of my it.
intimacy
people
mention,"
he said.me of a pasBut Iyou
haven't.
He reminds
sage in Galsworthy's "The White Monkey." The White Monkey was a painting.
The monk sat there with an orange peel in
his hand, staring vacantly into space. He
had sucked all the juice out of the orange
and there was nothing left but the rind.
He couldn't understand it.
That'sterests
thehim and
way hewith
Someone
inhasJim.
to be
with him
constantly. He can't understand it when
that person wears out. He has drained him
dry of everything interesting, without real-

AND THANKS TO COLGATE'S.

'You see, Colgate's
I special penetrating
foam gets into thehidden crevices between
your teeth that ordinary cleansing methods fail to reach . . .
removes the decaying food deposits that cause most bad breath,
dull, dingy teeth, and much tooth
decay. Besides, Colgate's soft,
safe polishing agent gently yet
thoroughly cleans the enamel —
makes your teeth sparkle!"
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My

izing no one could possibly have enough
personality or originality to stand up under
the strain of such constant association. He
takes violent likes or dislikes to people at
first meeting and half the time is wrong in
his impressions of them.
Once when Phil Regan first came to
Hollywood
took himfor by
Cagney's
one
Sunday Imorning
a swim.
Jim house
drew

records
! //
I"
SALES
MANAGER

t*55

«

Now

see what

hes got

1 BOTTLE
PEPSODENT
EQUALS
OF

ANTISEPTIC
3 BOTTLES

ORDINARY

KINDS

Even when diluted with 2
parts water, still kills
germs in seconds . . .
Lasts 3 times as long!
MAKES YOUR
MONEY GO 3
TIMES AS FAR!

PEPSODENT
ANTISEPTIC
for LOOSE

DANDRUFF

P. S. Don't forget Pefisodent
Antiseptic for BAD BREATH, too!
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me aside and said, "Dick, you and your
friends are always welcome here — but
please don't bring Regan out again. I don't
like him." On another occasion, before
Dick Powell knew many people out here
(and long before he'd married Joan Blondell), we were driving around one night
and passed the Cagney home. There was a
light in the window so we went in and
visited a while. Next night Dick Arlen
and I had been to a preview. On the way
home we passed Cagney's place and again
there was a light burning and again we
went in. Next day Jim said, "I like the way
you drop in late at night — but don't bring
Powell
will you?"
Today,back,
Powell
and Regan are two of
the
closest
friends
he has
got
to know them he found
how! After
wrong he'd
he was
in his first impression of them. Both of
them were a little awed by him and, in trying to make a good impression, had overdone it and prejudiced him against them.
It took them quite a while to overcome that
first meeting.
His loyalty to his family is a saga
among people who know him well. His
brother Bill furnishes an illustration. Bill
is one of the best salesmen and one of the
:hrewdest business men I know. He handled Jim's business affairs so adroitly that
several
his (Bill's)
actorBill
friends
him to of
handle
them also.
took asked
them
as clients. Suddenly he retired from the
agency business.
One day Jim and a group of actors were
lolling on the sands at the beach. The actors
had been berating their agents (a common
pastime and practice among actors) for
inefficiency. One of them turned to Jim :
"Why won't Bill handle anyone any more?
You can't possibly take up all his time."
Jim grinned.
"Yourexpect
conversation
is the
answer.
All actors
agents to
be
super-human, to perform miracles. When
they don't come through you think they're
no good and damn them from Burbank to
Culver City. I'm not going to have Bill
put in that position. It never occurs to an
actor
a studio
doesn't
want
him andthatthatperhaps
no matter
how good
an agent
is he just can't sell a client. It's always
the agent's fault when a bunch of actors
get together, to hear them tell it. Bill can
make enough handling me to live on comhopemeantime,
he'll get
a chance fortably
as and,a eventually,
producer. we
In the
we'd rather he'd keep his friends and the
good opinion you fellows seem to have of
him than to jeopardize it by trying to
make money off you !"
It's the little things in life that count
with Jim. As, for instance, women's hats.
They're he
a fetish
ago, longbefore
ever with
camehim.
to Years
Hollywood,
he
and his wife (whose name is also Bill)
were in different vaudeville acts. Bill had
a week's lay-off and wired Jim she would
join him. When her train arrived it was
matinee
anddrove
Jim to
couldn't
meet her.
She took time
a cab,
the theatre,
and
was waiting in the wings (after a six
weeks' separation) when he came off the
stage from doing his act. He rushed toward her with out-stretched arms. Suddenly he stopped short in his tracks. "My
God!" he ejaculated. "Where in hell did
youTo gettrythatto hat?"
detail Jim's character in all
its ramifications would be almost as endless ajob as trying to work a Chinese puzzle. The simplest way to sum him up is
to say, "There are other stars — and Cagney."
SCREENLAND
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Continued from page 21
Marx Bros.!"
was amazed at being told that in the movie
houses there it takes four hours to run a
picture of mine, because they rewind parts
of it again and again. What the audiences
want to see, over and over, is the dancing.
For
that matter,
I wantedthat,
to but
see
in Havana.
They that's
could what
understand
they ingcouldn't
understand
my neither
nor drinking,
could hardly
believesmokthat
I, a professional dancer, had never taken a
drink of liquor or smoked a cigarette. I
tried to make up for it by dancing everything. But when they wanted me to go to
a place where a voodoo dance was perand a goatof killed
I couldn't
take too
it.
Just the formed
thought
that poor
goat was
much for me. Instead, we all went to Mr.
Bacardi's establishment. He gave each of
us three bottles of his famous rum, twenty
years old and from his private stock, and
said if I'd come back by way of the Panama
Canal he would give me a fiesta. There was
no more dancing that night. But in New
York I danced every night till five-thirty
in the morning. There," she gaily mocked,
"I was really playing the Hollywood actress,
flaunting evening gowns and sporting the
blue-gray fox cape my mother gave me.
But in the daytime I wore the plainest
sort of dress and tap shoes, then went
around making thirteen — my lucky number
— personal appearances at theaters where
I'd worked in vaudeville. Waiting at the
Pitkin Theatre in Brooklyn was a high
school band with a banner which read,
'We're for Eleanor Powell !' The people at
those houses were old friends, and because
I'd played there as a kid they felt they had
wondered whether Eleanor had
putWhen
me inI pictures."
felt the same way in Washington, she
admitted : "At first, in the White House,
I was afraid it would be rather stiff and
very polite. Then I heard Jimmy Roosevelt
shout, El!' His voice boomed through the
corridors. I was dying, for I saw his
mother coming towards me and didn't know
how she'd take it. But Mrs. Roosevelt was
very sweet, saying : 'I've been wanting to
meet you after all I've heard from my two
sons who know you.' You see, I'd known
Jimmy and Franklin for six years when I
was dancing in New York. Franklin now
rushed in and exclaimed, 'Gee, El, I hear
you'reluncheon
going to Ihave
lunch
At
the
found
himwithon mom
my !'left.
'Mom,' he burst out as if in surprise, 'look
who I'm sitting next to !' The little devil
had got his mother to put him next to me.
He's full of swing, and if he wasn't a
Roosevelt he'd be a saxaphone player. Before we'd touched a bite, Franklin whispered to me, 'If the chicken's tough don't
mind,
The it?"
food I here's
"
"HowEl. was
bluntlyterrible.'
demanded,
interested to know what sort of table they
set at the White House.
"Don't ask me," protested Eleanor. "I
was
so It
nervous
and I excited
thattoI string
didn't
notice.
was all
could do
along
with one
Franklin.
the limit.
there was
thing I He's
did notice,
that But
all
the colored servants were addressed by
their first names. I saw some of them peeking through the door at me. So did Franklin, who said, 'I've a good mind to take you
out into the kitchen and have you dance
for thembetter.
— something
I'd waiting,
have liked
nothing
But whathot.'
I was
for
wasAndto /meet
President."
was the
waiting
to hear her tell of it.
"There wasn't anything set about it," said

Eleanor.
of that
— it made
me
feel more "Iat was
home.glad
After
luncheon
we were
going through the lower floor of the White
House when Mrs. Roosevelt inquired,
'Would you like to meet the President this
afternoon?' Then she led the boys and me
into Mr. Roosevelt's study. My heart was
in my mouth. There behind his desk sat the
President, just finishing a newsreel. When
he caught sight of me there was a funny
look in his eyes, and he called, 'Cut !' Then,
smiling that wonderful smile of his., Mr.
Roosevelt said to me, 'That was for you.
You see, I know something about your
business,' Cute. Then the President told me,
rather severely, 'Miss Powell, young lady,
I want to talk to you later.' Ah-ah ! That
didn't sound so good. I said to myself, 'He's
heard of me with his boys!' After a while
Franklin said, 'Dad wants to talk with you
now.' I was scared stiff. We all went into
his sitting-room. The President shook
hands with me, then asked abruptly, 'Which
son of mine did you know first?' 'Jimmy,' I
replied, shaking in my shoes. 'I might have
known it!' remarked the President, with a
twinkle in his eye. He looked at me a
moment, then asked, 'Well, now that you've
met their old man, they don't mean anything
to you, do they?' 'Not a thing,' I told him,
grabbing his hand and squeezing it. 'Hey,
dad,' broke in Jimmy, 'you don't cut me out
like that!' The President laughed, then began asking me about my work. When I
told of the technical part of it, about my
taps being dubbed in, just as music is
dubbed into pictures, Mr. Roosevelt said,
'Amazing!' Turning to Jimmy, he asked,
'Can you imagine that?' As we went on
talking, I suddenly heard a great commotion behind me. Looking around, I saw
Jimmy and Franklin wrestling on the floor.
'So you though you could take her away
from me, did you?' snarled Jimmy. 'I didn't
think, I knew I could!' yelled Franklin.
And they went at it again, making out they
were having a fight about me and rolling
over on top of each other, while Mrs.
Roosevelt stood over them and cheered
them on. The President threw back his
head and roared with laughter. I never saw
such a playful family — they were as merry
as the Marx Brothers."
Fun in the White House had evidently
meant giving their astonished visitor a good
time.
"I surely
it," agreed
Eleanor.
were
all so had
human
that I loved
it. "They
When
things had quieted down a bit, the President
said to me, 'Miss Powell, I never saw anyone dance with the spirit you put into it.
After seeing you in a picture I've always
felt just like getting up and dancing myself.'
That was the greatest compliment I'd ever
had, and from the greatest man. Then Mrs.
Roosevelt suggested, 'Now we'll have our
pictures taken, but on one condition — that
we sit on the floor. We're not Hollywood
stars in this family, you know.' So we went
into her room and had some taken that way,
the two of us plumped down, and it was a
lot of fun. Afterwards Mrs. Roosevelt sat
by the window and talked of her magnolias,
saying, 'In summertime this is the most
romantic spot in the world.' That was another side of her."
In her "homey" view of the White House
family Eleanor had obviously seen various
sides of its members. "That night we were
with the President again while he was
making his radio address. Then we went to
the Birthday Ball. At it I danced everything I knew, even the chuck-a-boom.
Finally, at three in the morning, there was
the Golden Plate Breakfast. When it was
over, the orchestra played a waltz and I
danced down a line of two hundred officers.
It was a beautiful end of a beautiful time,"
concluded Eleanor, putting back those holiday treasures into that Pandora's box.
Or was it Cinderella's ?
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I AM APPROVED by the American
Institute of Laundering, and the
Nat'l Ass'n of Dyers and Cleaners
I do not dry up in the jar
I do not irritate, even right after
shaving
I am not greasy and i'm safe
I smell nice and clean
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your poem today for immediate consideration.
R I CHARD BROS., 28 Woods Building, Chicago, III.
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Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your Gas
food bloats
doesn'tup digest.
It just decays
in the
bowels.
your stomach.
You
get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills
to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make
you feelin "up
and bile
up."flowHarmless,
gentle,
yet amazing
making
freely. Ask
for
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Little
Liver
Pills
by
name.
25c
at
drug stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else. all
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Signing

Confessions
Their Own
Continued from page 25

well-made capitals and a uniformity in the
slope of the letters, is that of calm simplicity. A logical mind with good reasoning
powers is shown in the letters being always
connected with each other and the high,
clear capitals imply a quiet self-respect that
keeps her advancing steadily from one thing
to another, always correct and always as
the result of a deliberate plan. She is a
sane, wholesome girl who is in no danger
of losing her head, friendly, self-confident,
and ambitious. A bit of a sceptic, perhaps,
and troubled only occasionally with the
blues, her conscientious gift for hard work
will undoubtedly carry her even farther,
while her amiable disposition and an innate
modesty of taste will always save her from
the less attractive consequences of success.
Although she, too, has an eminently
logical mind and can clearly think her way
ahead, Claudette Colbert writes a hand
strikingly different from that of Anita
Louise. There is a florid sweep to it that
denotes a lively imagination and a sensitive nature, easily susceptible to flattery.
There is a generosity here, too, close to
recklessness. The curved crossing of her
"t's" indicates quick wit, a gay sense of
humor. Also in that "t" one may see the
natural ability to mimic that has already
carried her far. Although the hooked dot
over the "i" denotes a critical faculty, the
open
lip of nature.
the smallThe"b"wide
showsupper
a trusting,
credulous
loops,
everywhere marked in her writing, is evidence of sensitiveness and a ready response
to music. The tightly closed loops on her
"a's" and "o's," however, show a contradictory element of caution that must have
saved her often from her general impulsiveness. The unevenness of her line points to
a carelessness in detail that must often have
required her own clear head to adjust.
The dominant quality about Gary Cooper
is his will-power. The firm line beneath his
signature denotes a forceful, positive personality. A frank, outspoken nature is revealed in the "a's" and "o's," which are
nearly always open at the top. He has a
friendly spirit and a generous one, but some
measure of conceit is disclosed by the size
and sweep of the capitals and by the fancy
flourish with which he draws pen from
paper. A good mind constantly applied to
his problems by a strong will are weapons
good enough for any career.
Jeanette MacDonald presents an interesting study in contrasts. The born fatalist —
just look at her descending finals — she has,
nevertheless, an almost relentless tenacity
of theas "t"
long cross
of purpose.
evidence
of The
tremendous
energy,
well,is
and an aggressive determination. Luckily,
like Claudette Colbert, she has a bubbling
, "a's"
knottednature,
Her tightly
of humor.
sense"o's"
and
are the mark
of a secretive
while her small letters tapering off at the
close of each word reveal a fund of tact
coupled with a shrewd business sense. I see
in this hand keenness of mind, a restless
temperament that is kept ever on the go
and a generous, spontaneous nature, a truly
stimulating personality.
Note the beautifully rounded, well-spaced
letters of Joan Bennett and you will realize
at once that, despite the "t," which is the
sign of an opinionated, critical nature, and
the hooks on both ends, that reveal indomitable will and an active spirit that is
inclined to overexert, here is an essentially
clear, sane personality. A logical mind and
a conscientiousness about small matters
adds to the feeling of self-respect,_ the personal pride, that one sees in the high, wellHer "n's," so like "u's,"
formedhercapitals.
show
to be easily adaptable to circumSCREENLAND

stance and a saving humor helps her over
each situation. The blunt finals, however,
mark a curtness, amounting to occasional
rudeness, that must come from her sensitive
nature. The Greek "e," so characteristic of
her hand, indicates essential refinement, a
natural taste for cultured surroundings and
interesting people. Her head checks her
everyder move,
holding her emotions well unin her control,
way. so that nothing may long stand
Barbara Stanwyck is almost unique among
the stars whose handwriting I have had
occasion to study in that the extreme slant
of her line indicates a nature in which the
heart alone is master, making of her an
extremely devoted, highly-strung woman.
An intuitive sensitiveness to her surround-

Colorful girl in plain white.
Ellen Drew in her stylish slacks.
ings and the people with whom she is
thrown in contact comes out in the occasional disconnectedness between letters, as
well as the wide loops and whirls of both
capitals and small letters. The cross far to
the right of her "t" is the unfailing sign of
an impulsive, warm-hearted nature, not
subject to the usual restraints. Imaginative,
inclined to be careless — note her uneven
line — normally adaptable to changing conditions, her interest in clothes can be seen
in
her distinct,
sharpcapitals
"r's." Perhaps
it took
her high,rather
graceful
to keep
her head clear and hold her feet even on
that path which has led her to a position
in Hollywood she has earned by hard work
alone.
Janet Gaynor is a flat contradiction in
terms. The "y" in her name, whose upstroke she makes boldly to the right rather
than to the left of the stem, denotes a
dogged aggressiveness, and the hook on the
"t" cross
the end
beginning
shows
the and
relentless
will of
of her
a person
who
must always be doing something and who

can relinquish no task until it is finished.
The size of her small letters, however, indicates arestless, extravagant nature and
there is friendliness, even a shrewd tact, in
their gradual tapering. There is fatalism,
too, in her abrupt finals, despite the ambitious energy of the "t's" long cross. Compact of an aggressive obstinacy and an
innate friendliness that comes out unexpectedly inone letter or another, her nature
is resolved, by the light touch of her pen,
into one of simple taste and refinement,
spiritually sensitive and of unobtrusive
manners, and of an ever-ready humor.
Of an altogether different character is
the chaotic jumble Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
writes, a hodge-podge of letters, almost indistinguishable one from another, that can
only show lack of system and a general
carelessness, coupled with an abrupt versatility. The downward slant of his line is
an infallible indication that here is a man
who is inclined to suffer from the blues.
The wide loops of his "g" an<i "v" betray
high animal spirits, however, and his open
capital "D" shows frankness, open-heartedness, even some slight difficulty in keeping
a confidence. The long dash-like dot over
the "i" points again to his native liveliness,
an enthusiasm and energy that can only too
often deteriorate into quick irritability.
Fortunately, his uniform small letters indicate aconscientious nature and his large
capitals show the self-respect that must often have held him back from headlong
excesses. His small letters open at the top
are characteristic of an outspoken frankness. His moderately heavy hand with the
pen reveals a capacity for work and the
kernel of materialism somewhere in his
temperament that, undoubtedly, brings him
back for more, restraining with some difficulty the ardent liveliness of an inexhaustible nature.
On the contrary, the dominant trait of
Leslie Howard's uncompromising hand is
that of a will, signalized by the firm bar
under the signature, nicely governed by a
general lack of emotion and a distinctly
scientific type of mind, revealed by his
straight, vertical writing. Although normally
friendly and sincere, a keen, critical mind
can be seen, as well, in the tent-shaped
dots over his "i's," while his small "e,"
closed tight like an '%' is still another sign
of mental keenness. The rounded "r," however, indicates an aesthetic interest in appearances. The even line of his hand, combined
with a firm grasp of the pen and occasional
open letters plainly indicate a brusque, almost bold manner. The nature of his capitals, so like enlarged small letters, shows
him to be inherently constructive, with a
fund of artistic abilities along several lines.
His restless energy is always kept under
perfect control by a logical mind. And there
is no danger of his self-esteem growing out
of bounds.
It is interesting to see, as illuminating
cause and effect, how all these hands have
in common certain basic elements that have
steadily served to carry those who wielded
them on to success, how all but one, indeed,
reveal a cool, reasoned judgment generally
controlling any erratic impulses and bringing them constantly back into line. A welldeveloped personal pride, indicated mostly
by high capitals and occasional flourishes,
distinguishes most of these people, as, to be
sure, it should, from the ordinary, for these
men and women, by this same personal
pride and a directed energy have, figuratively, put themselves on a pedestal. Their
images on the screen are bigger than lifesize and the illusions they give out provide
the stuff of which dreams are made. But,
lest we be deceived by the shadow, let us
look again at the substance. Let us take the
hand they write and read there the little
truths they cannot conceal. Like everybody
else, they give themselves away !
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the loveliest

of her charm . . . Use "Lysol" for feminine

ONE lesson life teaches a woman is
the need for complete intimate
daintiness.
A man wants to think of the woman
whose love and companionship he seeks
as his dream of feminine loveliness . . .
fresh and exquisite at all times. But,
without realizing it, there are times
when even perfumes, baths and beauty
aids may fail to make you attractive —
if you neglect the practice of feminine
hygiene. Many experienced family doctors know that this neglect has wrecked
the happiness of countless marriages.
Don't risk offending in this most
personal way. Be sure of complete
exquisiteness.
Follow
the "Lysol"
method
of efficient
feminine
hygiene.
Ask your own doctor about "Lysol"
disinfectant. He will tell you "Lysol"
has been used in many hospitals and
clinics for years as an effective anti-

hygiene

septic douche. Directions for use are
on each bottle.
Six reasons for using "Lysol" for
feminine hygiene —
1— Non-Caustic . . . "Lysol", in the proper
dilution, is gentle and efficient, contains no
harmful free caustic alkali.
2— Effectiveness . . . "Lysol" is a powerful
germicide, active under practical conditions,
effective in the presence of organic matter
(such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).
3— Spreading . . . "Lysol" solutions spread because of low surface tension, and thus virtually search out germs.
4— Economy. .. "Lysol" is concentrated, costs
only about one cent an application in the
proper dilution for feminine hygiene.
5— Odor . . . The cleanly odor of "Lysol"
disappears after use.
6— Stability . . . "Lysol" keeps its full strength
no matter how long it is kept, how often it is
uncorked.
Also, try Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands
and complexion. It's cleansing, deodorant.
What Every Woman Should Know
SEND THIS COUPON FOR "LYSOL" BOOKLET
LEHN & FINK Products Corp.,
Dept. 9 -S., Bloomfield, N. J., U. S. A.
Send me free booklet "Lysol vs. Germs" which tells the
many
uses of "Lysol.'*
Name
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Men Love Peppy Girls
IF you'd like to help change your dull, drab
life into a more happy, thrilling existence —
if you'd like to be more sought after and admired by men, consider this:
It's the girl bubbling over with vivacious
attracts men. Men can't
who women.
ginger ailing
pep andcranky,
stand
So in case you need a good general system
tonic remember this: — For over 60 years famousLydiaE.Pinkham'sVegetableCompound,
made especially for women from wholesome
herbs and roots, has helped Nature tone up
delicate female systems, build up physical resistance, and thus help calm jittery nerves and
give more pep and zip to really enjoy life.
Tune in Voice of'■ Experience Mutual Broadcasting System: Mon., Wed. and Fri. See your
local newspaper for time. WLW Mondays
through Friday.

</ VEGETABLE

COMPOUND

•STOPPED IN A HURRY BY O D D
Are you t ormented with the itching tortures of eczema,
rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other externally
caused skin afflictions? For quick and happy relief,
use cooling, antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes the irritation and swiftly stops the most intense itching. A 35o
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it — or money back.
ORIGINAL
POEMS, SONGS
For Immediate Consideration .... Send Poems to
COLUMBIAN MUSIC PUBLISHERS
Can.
HEW LTD.,
LIP., Dept.
PeiL II,
II. Toroati,
IWOIll, MB.
don't gamble with body
odors — after every bath

and be Sure
You'reswrcof
personal alter
daintiness
lor Hours Longer
your
bath when you use HUSH. Wise
girls ientfindtypes;uses for all 3 convenCREAM — Pure, soothing to skin,
harmless to dress fabrics.
LIQUID — Instant, protects 24
hours. Regular, tor 1 to 3 days.
POWDER — Ideal lor Sanitary
Napkins. Keeps leet
and shoes fresh.

25c 50c— lQc size at 10c counters
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Hollywood
Doesn't
Continued
from pageWant
32
All right. I'll go up and find out for you
just what it's all about. I can get by the
sign because I don't want to be an extra.
Campbell MacCulloch, who heads Central
Casting, is human and sympathetic. There
is no executive pomposity about him. His
office is simple: a large desk, a few comfortable leather chairs. On the window sill
behind his chair there sits a loud speaker.
He has only to touch a switch and over
this loud speaker he can hear — just as the
boys in the large casting office across the
hall hear — all the calls coming in over the
switchboard. At the busy time of the day,
from five to eight, upward of a thousand
calls an hour stream through the four
switchboards. Then the casting room is
bedlam.
"Mr. MacCulloch," I said, "suppose I
had arrived in Hollywood yesterday. I want
to get into pictures. I want to get extra
work.
do I go indulged
about it?"in a rather
Mr. How
MacCulloch
grim smile and a shrug. "The answer to
that is simple, and definite. You don't! I
can't register you for extra work until you
become a member of the Junior Screen
Actor's Guild."
"And how do I go about joining the
"All I can tell you is that their offices
are located on Sunset Boulevard, on 'the
Guild?"That's about five miles from here.
strip.'
You might try going there, although I
hardly think it will do you any good. They
are interested in cutting the extra group
rather than adding to it."
That's the extra situation in a nutshell.
You can't work as an extra unless you belong to the Guild. And the Guild will not
give you a card. Even though you may have
the twenty-five dollars for the initiation
fee and the additional eighteen dollars to
pay a year's dues in advance — even then
they will not accept you. Extras are now
working under closed shop conditions.
While I considered this paradoxical situation Mr. MacCulloch's secretary brought
him a sheaf of papers. He glanced briefly
at the paper on top of the pile and then
picked it up. Holding it up significantly he
said, "If you were really interested in becoming an extra, you would naturally be
interested in the possible financial returns.
Here, for instance, is a report which tells
me that the earnings for the average extra
have been approximately thirty-two dollars
a month. This covers the first four months
of 1938.
"Now consider the year 1937. In the entire year some three million dollars was
talent alone.'
for extra
studiossome
by the
spent
Through
Central
sixteen thousand
extras shared that amount. But— of those
sixteen thousand, approximately fourteen
thousand two hundred made less than five
hundred dollars for the entire year ! Only
eighteen hundred of them made more than
that amount. Of the eighteen hundred, only
thoumore thanand'three
people
three sand
dollars;made
six hundred
seventeen
made over one thousand; the rest of them
made a thousand dollars or less. Judging by
those figures, your chances of becoming a
millionaire through extra work — or even of
earning a fairly decent living — aren't very
Anyway,
he might have added, there is
are they?"
good,
no longer any chance of becoming an extra.
The Guild is cutting down. Their aim, it is
said, is to whittle the extra list down to a
point where it will be reasonably certain
that no extra will make less than a minimum yearly salary of fifteen hundred dollars. If you're good at figures you can try
dividing three million (the average yearly
amount spent by the producers- for extra
SCREENLAND
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talent) by fifteen hundred. The answer to
that is two thousand. So the Guild would
like to have no more than two thousand
extras. At present there are eighty-five
hundred, all with Guild cards. A little over
a year ago there were around fourteen thousand five hundred. Already some six thousand have been dropped. Further cuts are
rumored.
It was with a mind full of such facts and
figures that I left Central. In the same
building on the ground floor there is a
drug store. Most of the extras in Hollywood have, at one time or another, patronized its lunch counter. I needed some coffee
to settle the facts I had gathered. I was
lucky. I not only got my coffee but I found
at the counter just what I needed — an extra.
Furthermore, he was one whom I happened
to know.
Terry
< is a dress extra. He belongs
among the six hundred and seventeen who
made from one to three thousand dollars
last year. He has been an extra for some
ten years. He knows his way around and,
in turn, is known as a reliable player. If
a stray line crops up when a scene is in
progress
he that
is on hethecan
set,handle
he'll get
it.
Directors and
know
lines.
To my greeting which I deliberately set to
the "how-are-things" tune, his reply was
pointedly succinct. "Lousy," he said with
feeling, "things are lousy !"
I soon learned that his diagnosis was correct. It had been more than a month since
he
had a day's
work.
than that,
his had
financial
returns
for More
the first
four
months of this year showed a six hundred
dollar decrease as compared with the same
period last year. In other words, his income for four months has totalled roughly
two hundred and fifty dollars.
If that is the situation with Terry it's a
safe bet that his eighty-five hundred coworkers have fared no better, and a lot of
them a whole lot worse ! No matter how
his income has shrunk, however, Terry
must pay four dollars and fifty cents dues
to the Junior Guild every three months.
And if that amount is not forthcoming on
the due date it is likely to be doubled — as
a penalty. Failing that, he'll be dropped
from the Guild. Then he's really out. Another thing. Terry has a wardrobe that
represents a dream of paradise to every
moth in Southern California. That wardrobe is just as much a part of Terry's trade
as
a Stilson
wrench
part of a plumber's.
It must
be kept
in Alis condition,
no matter
how much money he hasn't made. If he gets
a call for next Thursday he may need his
full dress outfit ; or his tuxedo ; or his cutaway ;or one of his four business suits ; or
one of his many sports outfits ; or his really
swanky riding habit. An impressive percentage of his yearly earnings goes toward
the upkeep of all those clothes. This is
even more of a problem for the beautiful
girl who may dance with Terry at the ritzy
nightclub on Stage Three at Metro or
Mrs.at So-And-So's
tea atOne
hand him
lawn
partya cup
on of
Stage
Paramount.
But there is a more heartbreaking side
to this extra business than the meager
financial rewards and the general precariousness of the profession. Terry knows
this other side only too well. He knows,
just as every extra who ever had any
aspirations, any dreams of wealth and fame
must know, that the day he registered as
an extra — that day he purchased a one-way
ticket to nowhere ! Since then he has seen
his dreams and aspirations crumble to the
bitter dust of futility. After ten years of
struggle and disillusion he can tell you that
once an extra, always an extra.
That's a specious generality, you think.

Well, here's a case in point — just one of
hundreds. A few years ago one of the
studios was hunting desperately for just the
right girl for an important part in a picture. Many girls had been tested. Finally,
on the recommendation of the casting office
an extra girl was given a test. She was
exactly the type needed and the test proved
that she could act. She was called in and
offered the part. Then the trouble began.
If the studio had selected any one of the
free-lance actresses who had been tested
the salary involved would not have been
an issue. The studio was prepared to pay
an hundred dollars a day or five hundred
a week. The part was an important one and
worth that amount. But this girl whom they
now wanted was an extra. Many times in
the past she had worked in the studio for
ten dollars a day. That made things different !When she asked for seventy-five
dollars a day (and she based that amount
on the information she had been able to get
in regard to the established salaries of the
other actresses who had been tested) she
was offered twenty-five. She could take it
or leave it. And the inference was that if
she left it— then it might be hard for her
to get extra work in the future ! She took
the part. She turned in a very satisfactory
performance.
And after that did she go on to bigger
and better things? She tried. When she got
down to her last dime she went back to
extra work. Since that was before the
Guild had swung into action she was able
to return to the extra ranks.
Today at another studio a scene is beingshot. In that scene there are twelve young
women all togged out in fancy eveningattire. All twelve are free-lance actresses
and they're each getting fifty dollars a day.
There is nothing important for them to do —
a piece of business here, a piece there. No
dialogue. Among the hundreds of pretty

When Hollywood's young actresses
are not busy playing parts in films,
they are busy being made-up and
posed for glamor pictures. Very aptpupil with all the required lines of
beauty is blonde, stately, alluring
Ethelreda Leopold.

girls on the extra list there are certainly
twelve who would have proved satisfactory
for this job. But last week when the director was thinking about this scene he made
it quite clear to the casting office that he
did not want extras — he wanted actresses!
You see, once you become an extra you
are branded. You may still feel individual.
You know you've got looks and talent.
Sometimes your vaulting ambition makes
the
fairly
in your
That's
the blood
way you
seempound
to you.
But tohead.
the studios
you're merely a piece of animated scenery.
In case you've
forgotten,
can'tranks.
even The
get
yourself
established
in theyou
extra
"closed shop." Remember?
Then how does anyone get into pictures?
More particularly, how can you wangle it?

Well, you can make a name for yourself on
the stage. Then Hollywood will come to
you. Or you can stay at home and trust to
luck that a talent scout may be around
some time when you happen to be playing a
good role in that Little Theatre show. Then
you may be offered a test and later a stock
contract. If that happens — then "go to
Meanwhile think this over when you
think about Hollywood in its relation to
you. You're not wanted if you come here
looking for fame and fortune. And about
those new "discoveries" that you read about
alltown."
the time — you hear a lot about them
when they're discovered. But you never
hear anything when their options are not
picked up !
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a cigaret
— can have, is
freshness. No effort, no expense, is too
great to guard it. For if it fades, down
goes "box office appeal."
Hollywood spends fabulous sums to
prolong the freshness of its stars. Old Gold
spends a fortune to protect— for you— the
freshness of prize crop tobaccos.
Just as too much exposure coarsens
beauty, so dryness, dampness and dust rob
fine tobaccos of smoothness and flavor.
To give you Old Golds at the very peak
of appealing freshness, every Old Gold
package is double-sealed, in 2 jackets of
moisture-proof Cellophane.
Try apack of Double- Mellow Old Golds,
and discover how much factory-freshness
adds to your smoking pleasure!
Every pack wrapped in 2 jackets
of Cellophane; the OUTER jacket
opens from the BOTTOM.
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TUNE IN on Old Gold's Hollywood Screenscoops, Tues.
and Thuts. nights, Columbia Network, Coast-to-Coast.
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PIMPLES?

Help keep your blood free of waste
poisons that may irritate your skin
Don't lous.
let Stopugly
hickies
make and
you laughed
look ridicubeing
shunned
at.
Find out what may cause your pimples and
take steps to get rid of them.
Between 13 and 25, your body is growing
rapidly. Important gland changes may upset
your system. Intestinal poisons are often
thrown into the blood stream and carried to
the skin . . . where they may bubble out
in pimples.
Let so
Fleischmann's
you live
as it
has
helped
many others. Yeast
Millionshelp
of tiny,
plants
in each cake of this fresh food help keep your
blood free of intestinal poisons. When this is done,
resulting pimples begin to go. Your skin becomes
clearer, .smoother, more attractive. Many get
amazing results in 30 days or less! Start eating
Fleischmann's
today.
one cake Yz hourYeast
before
meals.Eat 3 cakes daily —
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Ginger's
Continued Secret
from page Heart
29
nation. "Dad," she cried, "there's a man in
the kitchen asking for something to eat,
and the hired girl won't give him anyMr. Owens marched out into the kitchen
and
instructed the hired girl to give him
thing!"
as much 'food as he could eat.
An hour later, the minister who lived
next door, toiled up the steps of the Owens'
front porch. "Mr. Owens/' he said, "your
maid told my maid that you fed that tramp.
The man doesn't deserve food, Mr. Owens ;
he's just a lazy good-for-nothing who won't
"Maybe he is and maybe he isn't," retorted Owens, "but I'd rather feed a hunwork."
dred men who don't deserve it, than to turn
one away who does. And another thing,
Reverend Blank, anytime you feel you can't
afford to feed a man who comes to your
back door — just send him over here. I'll
can't!"
There were
daughters in the Owens
if you five
manage,
family, and all of them were talented. Lela,
future mother of Ginger, was the writer
in the family. Billie admired her extravagantly for her ability to put her thoughts
into words. Lela was quick to resent injustice, and at seventeen she started a national
newspaper furore because of her indignant
protests against the hanging of two boys.
The other girls were brilliant pianists
and singers. It was Mr. Owens' dream that
Billie would someday gain fame in the
Metropolitan opera, or on the stage. He
encouraged and disciplined her to practice
so many hours a day that she finally ran
away and got married to escape from a
career.
But we're getting ahead of the story. In
the meantime, while Billie was still a little
girl, Lela married. Ginger, christened Virginia, was born in Independence, Missouri,
July 16, 1912. Shortly afterwards, Lela
separated from her husband, and took over
the task of raising and supporting her baby.
For a time she worked as a newspaper reporter, and she kept Ginger beside her desk
in a crib in the office.
One day a friend asked Lela if he could
borrow Ginger for the day. Lela consented.
Later she learned that he had made moving pictures of the baby. Lela was indignant. "I wouldn't allow a baby of mine in
pictures," she stormed.
Lela left the newspaper game to seek
her fame and fortune in New York. She
found a job as manager and promoter of
Baby Osborne, famous child star of that
time, who is Ginger's stand-in in pictures
today. Lela still had no intention of grooming Ginger for the stage.
Billie says that when Ginger was about
nine years old, Lela sent her to Kansas
City for a visit to her grandmother. Lela
bought her ticket, paid for her meals in advance, arranged for her safety with the
Travelers' Aid, and then gave her five dollars to spend. "You can do just as you
please with this, Ginger," she said.
Ginger arrived safely in Kansas City to
meet the Owens assembled at the station
to greet her. "Oh, grandma," she burst
out, "my mother gave me five dollars to
spend just as I wanted to. The train stopped
in St. Louis, and I went to a big department store. Grandma, I saw the most beautiful sewing basket there! It was the prettiest sewing basket you ever saw in your
life. I made up my mind to buy it for you.
It cost a whole DOLLAR. But then, I
thought to myself, a dollar is a lot of
money. And then I thought how much
you'd love the sewing basket. But then I
thought of all the stockings that dollar
would buy me that Mother wouldn't have
SCREENLAND

to pay for. So I didn't buy you the sewing
Lela Grandma."
always discussed her financial conbasket,
dition with Ginger, from the time she was
a child, sitting beside her mother on a bed
in a furnished room in New York.
"She didn't do this to burden her," said
Billie, "but to help her understand why
she should be denied the things that other
little girls take for granted. When Ginger
understood exactly how much money there
was to spend for room arid board, she was
reconciled to going without dolls and ice
Lela sodas."
remarried, and moved with her huscream
band and Ginger to Texas. When Ginger
was seventeen, she entered a statewide
Charleston contest. She won, of course.
After that there was no holding her. She
was given a contract of nineteen weeks in
vaudeville. Paul Ash saw her and hired
her to appear with his orchestra in Chicago's College Inn. Lela bowed to the inevitable. Ifdancing was the child's bent,
she would not oppose her.
Billie was living in Chicago when Ginger made her first appearance at the
famous College Inn. "Night club applause
did not
head," says
Billie. saving,
"Even
then
she gowasto ahercautious,
skeptical,
and sensible child. She thought her engagement with Paul Ash was just a break. She
didn't believe in would last. She kept on
wearing the clothes that Lela had sewed
for her back in Texas, walking out to my
house to save carfare, and going without
herFrom
ice cream
sodas."
Paul Ash
she went to Broadway
to appear in "Girl Crazy." She scored in
that, and has continued to hit the bull's
eye ever since.
If Billie wanted to, she could leave her
pulmanette apartment in Chicago and live
with Ginger in Hollywood. She could send
Lee to school with a chauffeur, spend the
afternoon in the sun on the beach, and have
her dinners served by a butler. But Billie
prefers to roll out of bed at seven, battle
her own living in the beauty parlor game,
and drink countless cups of coffee to save
up enough coupons to get Lee a Charlie
McCarthy doll, free. She could live in luxury if she liked, but she said that what you
earn yourself tastes better — a statement revealing an Owens' trait that explains quite
a bit about Ginger's character, too.
Grandfather Owens sends Billie pressed
rose leaves from California in every letter
he writes during the winter months to
taunt her into moving out there. But sturdy
Mr. Owens, too, at seventy-five years of
age, refuses to live in the lap of luxury
with his gorgeous grandchild. He prefers
his own little house quite near her, and his
own garden, weeds, but no gardener. He
refuses to stop working, and at present he
is working on an invention which looks
startlingly good, according to reports from
the Washington patent office. "I might as
well
drawhimdesigns
as cut paper dolls," Billie
reports
as saying.
While Billie told me these facts about
Ginger and her family, I looked about the
little apartment. I looked at the conch
shells, souvenir of Pacific trips, on the
Chicago bookcase, at the pictures of Ginger on the wall, at all the gay touches
which made this bright apartment different from the hundreds of other one-roomfurnisheds in residence hotels. I looked at
Billie, very Hollywoodish herself, in a black
and gold housecoat, selected for her by
Ginger and Lee. I looked at Lee's alert
face, sinfully proud, and primed to add as
much as he could get in on the Gingertalk. I thought of the seventy-five-year
old grandfather in California — with his
dreams for his five daughters so richly realized in Ginger. And for the first time I
think I understood the meaning of the
phrase — "The radiance cast by a star."

"Mile. Candid"
Continued from page 65
love Big Bear ! Here is my daddy with his
fish-catch. I am what you call a tomboy.
I Jove outdoors. American girls love outdoors, too, but somehow it is not the same."
The turning pages brought back a flashing smile. "I love a circus ! I cannot keep
away if I see one. Here are pictures of
three since I came to this country. How I
adore elephants. See, this is a white camel,
it is very rare. I took him in Newark."
") "You will
"New-ark
(She pronounce
I take in Cannes. In
shot
Here issa it
laugh!
France, we do not do as you do over here.
Here, you sell everything in one store, but
there, we have one store for sausage, one
for perfume, one for hats and so on. This
was a sausage store, and the man had a cat.
He fed her sausage when she would ask for
it. Outside was a street hydrant, and when
the cat was thirsty from her sausage she
would go there and drink. It was cute.
Quick, I snap the picture !"
Olympe's favorite picture is a shot of
Montmartre Cathedral near her home.
"Home pictures make me homesick, I think.
Look, this is our dining room in Paris, with
the collection of plates from all over the
world. We will soon send for those plates,
because America is my country now." The
thought of dining rooms brought up again
the thought of food. "This diet," she complained, with a pout, "it will not make me
look different. Why do they want everybody to look alike? I cannot look the same
as Marlene Dietrich or Carole Lombard or
Joan Crawford. My face it is the wrong
shape. It is round. If I starve my body, my
face will not care. And I'm so hungry !"
A little-girl giggle broke through the

Ginger Rogers
and Fred Astaire have done
so many extraordinary dances,
we wouldn't beif
surprised
they're readying a tap novelty on those
bikes they are
pedalling so
happily along
a rustic road.

complaint. "This is me at eleven, lighting
my Christmas tree. I had so many gifts. It
was heaven! Do I not look little and
young? — But here I am at fourteen, all
My fourteenth birthday at
grown-up.
Chicago.
"This is Eleanore Whitney and_ Johnny
Downs when we were on location in Santa
Barbara. But the picture does not take my
mind off life, because it was one of my very
first films and I was unhappy. I do not like
to remember. I told you, I am mix up
inside !
"Oh, look, this is an Indian woman at

Albuquerque. There she sat at the station,
and when I point my camera at her, she
cries : 'No take picture !' and cover her
head. 'It is twenty-five cents !' she says.
Quick, she puts up her red umbrella, so I
cannot see her. I run and get the twentyfive cents and give it to her, and oh, then
how she fuss with her hair and her shawl
and fix her little pots thus and so, until I
am tired. But it is good? It is good that
somebody makes camera so we can have
pictures to remember by, to take up our
minds. Then we do not feel so hungry and
so mixed up !"
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for
"Okay, Chief ! Dick will become engaged.
Reform. We'll smear it all over the press —
'Love's young dream reclaims famous
"Engaged to who?" demanded SilverLothario
stein,
sales!' " manager. "Are you nuts, Bill?
That
won't demanded
help."
"Wait,"
Walters. "We've got
a little girl here who looks like apple blossoms. We farmed her out to Atlantic this
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last year. She's clean, with an immaculate
innocence. Platinum hair — a real blonde
angel. Hollywood's Vestal Virgin, Jean
Taylor 1 She's made money for us and for
Atlantic, but we need her back here now.
She and Dick — get it? — her angelic fairness and his sinister darkness — "
Glassman snorted suddenly. "Go on," he
commanded, "maybe you're sane, after all,
Bill. What else?"
"Well, Jean's been doing sweet young
parts. The kid's good and she's won a big
fan mail. She's jake with the press, the
public, and the Hays office. We make a test
shot of her and Dick — and I've a hunch
it'll be something special. Those two belong
together like ham and eggs, Adam and
"Liver and onions," said Markel. "You're
"He isn't," said Glassman. "I'm getting
" said Walters, eagerly. "Plenty
Eve—"
— !"
"Sure
the
drift."
crazy
ballyhoo — love's young sweet dream — an
engagement, flowers, romance, jewels— we
can pay for a few, see? Jean's typed, so we
pick out a clean love story and cast them
opposite each other. It'll give Jean a crack
at real parts if it works out, and we establish Dick in a pasteurized part, opposite
her. The public sees them ; it reads that they
are engaged and crazy about each other.
Bang ! goes Dick's reputation as a Don
Juan. He's fallen for Hollywood's spotless,
unblemished little angel, and she for him, so
he can't be so terrible, get it? You'll have
everybody
for him.Glassman,
Human nature."
"Go on,"pulling
encouraged
tersely,
eyes slitted.
"A couple of pictures opposite each
other, a sweet love story rolling in the
press, and Dick's hotcha roles are forgotten and he's set again. After a while, we
stop the publicity and people forget about
the
they're
big box; ifoffice
as a engagement.
team, they canIf go
on together
not,
they go their separate celluloid ways."

Here's something to remind
oyoure that
Whitney
Eleancan put plenty
of glamorous
appeal
in a picture— movie
or
still. Versatile
girl, Eleanore:
dances
skilfully,
can play college-girl roles or
with verve
youngcatessophistiand sparkle.
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"It's worth a try," nodded Glassman. He
turned to Markel : "Dig up a script for
them — a love story, and shoot a test scene."
"All I want," said Markel, "is one love
scene between them and I'll give you the
answer. I want to see how they fit into
each other's arms., how they kiss. Some
couples just click — some never do."
"Pick your own shot," said Glassman,
"but the engagement sticks. I'll have a talk
with
them right
now." and trying interview
It proved
a difficult
for both Jean Taylor and Dick Ramsey. At
first, they both objected, violently, but
Glassman was patient. He explained, carefully, with a deadly reiteration, what it
meant to both their careers : Dick would
rescue his reputation and go on to greater
triumphs, in new roles ; Jean would costar and get her big chance. In the end,
Glassman had his way. He always did.
Both accepted the engagement finally as an
extra role that had to be played, off-stage.
The engagement was to look real to everyone. Jean was not even to divulge anything
to her mother, with whom she lived. At
noon, the three separated abruptly. Dick
nodded to Jean with unfathomable eyes.
Jean thoughtfully went to her newly assigned lot bungalow.
The test shot was chosen by Markel with
a shrewd eye for values : movement, suspense, sustained excitement, and fruition.
The scene was the interior of a fashionable
church, and a cathedral hush brooded over
it. From somewhere an organ whispered
softly. There was a fashionably-clad assemblage of extras, and their eyes were on
the tall young groom, who was waiting at
the altar. Dick's eyes roved the aisle, an
authentic eagerness flaming on his handsome face. Suddenly, the organ crashed into
the Wedding March. Here comes the bride !
The heads of the watchers turned. A stir
swept them. On the arm of a gray-haired
man came Jean Taylor, the bride, a vision
of all the lovely fugitive fantasies that ever
came into men's dreams. She had a head
like a gilt jonquil, and her slim, perfect
body moved with the poise of a dancer. The
luminous, sherry-colored eyes flew to meet
those of the groom, widened with some
nameless glory and wonder, and dropped.
The organ wept with a sad joy. All eyes
were now on the bride. She reached the
altar. For a fleeting second her eyes swept
the entire brilliant ecclesiastical decor, then
she looked at the tall groom. He stood very
still, as if afraid to breathe, an avid flame
licking up in his blue eyes and taking possession of her. Their eyes met with a seeming impact, almost physical. A timeless sec-

ond beat past, then something electric and
tender and hurtingly young swept between
them. The ceremony went on, according to
the script.
"I do," said Dick Ramsey, at the right
place.
"I do," said Jean Taylor, and her voice
was like a soft phrase of music, remaining
suspended in the mind.
Then Dick Ramsey kissed her, and she
reached up one arm to his neck, hesitant,
sweet. The kiss clung. His arms pressed
her closer and closer, so that breath seemed
to leave her and she lay in his arms still as
death, while he cherished her lips with a
lingering ardor ; and some sorcery touched
them. Her slim body was suddenly pressed
close to his and her lips were lush and
sweet with surrender. Time, for a fraction,
seemed to be caught on some high, rhapeyes filled with tears.
sodic peak. Jean's
Dick Ramsey
said his line from the script,
huskily: "Darling!" His eyes were dazzled,
but his face was passionately alive, savagely
exultant with a male glow of possession.
"Darling! You're mine — now!" That was
in the script.
But Jean Taylor, experienced actress
that she was, felt surprised, for the words
had an odd ring of fatefulness in them.
Her lips trembled, momentarily. She had
been kissed before, but never like this. This
was poignant contact with another existence. Something astonishing had happened
to her. Heartbeats of awakening pulsed cm
her beautiful face; she was trembling, inwardly, though no one would have guessed
it.
"Okay — cut!" called Markel, from his
perch above the organ, and thought : "That
was something!" And in his keen, initiated
eyes • there was a vast excitement, for he
suspected that he had imprisoned a miracle
in a few feet of rushing film.
Bill Walters, watching from a corner of
the huge studio, turned away, his eyes
bleak. He, together with everyone else on
the set, had been in the grip of some nameless spell. He shrugged. Was he going soft
or loopy? Those two, up there, had clicked
— like naptha, touched by flame !
He watched Dick Ramsey stalk off the
set. Jean, accompanied by her maid, was
hurrying away to her lot bungalow. Under
the guidance of the assistant director, grips,
mixers, extras, camera men, were scattering. The script girl watched the assistant
dreamily. Markel came down last off his
stand and grinned at Bill.
"Did you see what I saw, Bill ?" he asked.
"Mammy! Good hunch, keed! You can
stage a binge of congratulation !"
"You're giving me ideas, Len/' said Bill
Walters. "Rushes in the morning?"
"Yeah. Boy, what a clinch !"
Bill nodded and walked away. Some intuition whispered to him that this test shot
had been marked from the start of Time as
one which would sharply turn the gay
traffic of Jean Taylor's and Dick Ramsey's
lives into unguessed directions.
Only four people saw the rushes of the
test shot, the next morning : Ben Glassman,
Leonard Markel, Irving Silverstein, and
Bill Walters. The lights went out in the
projection room. Four pair of sharp, worldly
eyes focused on the screen. They had to be
sure, for Mammoth would be gambling millions in the risky game of human pawns,
selling that ephemeral product, personality,
as other men sold shoes or real estate. So
much depended on this test shot !
Organ music sounded softly and a beam
of light showed the church scene. The four
men watched, intent ; and some infiltrating
magic gripped them as Dick Ramsey took
Jean in his arms and kissed her, held her.
It was a great love scene. There were beads
of sweat on Glassman's forehead when the
lights
on. "We got something!" he
decided,went
tersely.
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Jean Taylor sat at her dressing table,
enmeshed in thought. She was to get her
big chance, co-starring opposite Dick Ramsey— at a price! And she smiled, tightly.
She was to help rescue his screen personality by a fake engagement, because she
had been publicly accepted as the embodiment of girlish virginity; and that was to
to Dick's supposed fascination
sanctity
lend
for her.
There was a young bitter hurt in the
scarlet curve of her lips. Ever since she
had first seen Dick Ramsey, two years ago,
laughing, roistering, fighting his way across
a screen, she had known that he alone, out
of all the world of men, could fill her heart
and her soul to the exclusion of all else.
And when he had kissed her, in the test
shot, something had awakened in her and
become reality. And now, this ironic fake
engagement ! To further both their careers,
even her mother, the tired, the proud, the
sacrificing staunch friend, must also be
hoodwinked. Her thoughts sped over the
past, back to her high school days.
She had graduated, at seventeen, and had
been voted the prettiest girl and the most
likely to succeed. She had been urged to
take an office position, but she had known
that she was going on the stage since she
had been twelve ; so her mother had pinched
and saved and given Jean dancing and singing and dramatic lessons ; and at eighteen,
there had been that chance with a thirdstring stock company, in San Francisco.
She didn't like to think about that. It
aroused too many painful memories. Finally, they had come to Hollywood.
It wasn't a talent scout, but Bill Walters
who had noticed her, one day, in the casting
office, waiting patiently to present her extra
slip from Central Casting. Her orchid-like
beauty, her slim, perfect body, had registered on the sharp-eyed Bill.
"What's your name?" he demanded, with96

out
of an about
introduction.
have theto formality
do something
you. Had"We'll
any
experience? Come up to my office, I want
to After
talk tothat,
you."she had been put on the payroll for a year, at a salary that allowed
her to live, and she had attended the Mammoth Dramatic School. She looked at pictures, heard lectures, and she took a course
in imitating classic statues. She studied the
Winged
of Samothrace
and Cellini's
Perseus. Victory
This, she
was told, was
so that
she could learn the arts of standing and
walking. She must learn to carry herself
with the upper breastbone and lower thorax
well forward. The instructor said that if
the windpipe and collarbone were held as
in the Winged Victory, the rest of her
physique must follow.
But no one in the studio seemed to know
that she was alive — except Bill Walters.
Then, a sharp-eyed executive, at Atlantic
Films, put in a bid to borrow her — at a flat
profit — for a year, and Mammoth had
gladly let her go. At Atlantic Films, she
had clicked and had made a hit in two pictures. She was "discovered." And now, she
was twenty-two, and Mammoth had "discovered" her— again. It occurred to her
that she was being discovered as often as
North America. Co-starring opposite Dick
Ramsey ! It seemed incredible. She was still
negligible, and Dick Ramsey had the Flollywood rhythm, was in step with the fastest,
smartest crowd, was the leader of a glittering set. He was the screen idol of every
woman in America. And she was going to
be his leading lady ! Her mind was filled
with a wide, swelling music. . . .
Someone knocked at the door. She remembered that she had dismissed her maid.
She called: "Come in!" Dick Ramsey
stepped into the bungalow, dressed for the
street. She felt again that blind stir in her
blood as his blue scrutiny enveloped her.
Some quality of life and energy seemed to
pour from him.
"Well," he said, an aloof friendliness tinging his magnetic smile, "we're off ! The
show's on ! Walters is releasing the news
of the engagement in the afternoon newspapers. Isuppose the correct thing for us
to "Why
do is tonot?"
put on
good act."
she ashrugged.
"This will be proclaimed to the world
as romance, and we're to be the touching
young sweethearts." He grinned, and she
understood why women of all ages fell for
him, but his blue, ironic eyes held such
a guarded stillness against her.
"Anything," she agreed, coolly, "to further your success and my career." An_ uncaught
her.tryHeto didn't
have to be reasoning
like anger
that!
He at
could
make
it pleasant.
His eyes went blank, but he smiled, engagingly. "I seeHowever,
you aren't
orate intrigue.
we keen
agreedfortoelabput
it over, so we might as well be cheerful
about it. One crack from a columnist and
we're both sunk. It'll be awfully thin ice."
"Should be fun to skate on," she said,
recklessly.
His smile warmed. "I begin to have
more respect for us. We may, after all,
combine business with pleasure."
"Publicly," she agreed. "Just enough to
serve as a counter-irritant."
"You mean," said Dick, his face tight
and locked suddenly, 'Ruby Lloyd? We can
leave her out of this. She's merely a friend
Hollywood seems to remember the wrong
Jean shrugged. "It's none of my busithings."
ness, really. No one ever explains in Hollywood, Mr. Ramsey."
"It will
save a lot of wear and tear if
you'll call me Dick, and I'll call you Jean."
"Naturally," she agreed.
"Of course, in public, it'll have to be
'darling.' "
SCREENLAND

Hearing the word on his lips, she smiled,
tremulously. "Handy word ! Used mostly
when you forget a name. Part of the act."
"Part of the act," he nodded. "Glassman's giving us an engagement party, later,
at his home. Trust Mammoth to do things
with a bang ! There's a defect in this dandy
"What?"
asked.
little
scheme,shehowever."
"Well, how would Mammoth explain our
engagement if it got out that we both have
contracts forbidding us to marry? I guess
they didn't think of that. Oh, well — be a
good little trouper and come to lunch. On
with
the show,
eh?" the show ! If you'll give
"Right
! On with
me "I'll
a few
minutes
to dress
— "
be back
in thirty
minutes,"
he agreed.
"And thanks for letting down the drawbridge." He smiled, nodded and left.
The next day, the news broke. Dick Ramsey, the filmallcapital's
forsaking
others, most
was eligible
engaged bachelor,
to that
platinum cherub, Jean Taylor ! As the
weeks passed, the publicity build-up was
enormous. Work was begun on the new costarring
picture, the
and newspapers
love scene and
"stills"
from
it flooded
the
screen magazines. Dick Ramsey, now a
romantic lover, had accomplished an abrupt
right-about face. He wasn't a Don Juan
any more. Love had accomplished a miracle.
Jean was seen with Dick constantly, in
every Hollywood bright spot. They were
devoted to each other, in public. A striking
couple, was the verdict ; one to make the
gods jealous. Their new picture was coming
along with contagion pervading the set.
Jean lived in a make-believe world that
had a hardly discernible dividing line from
reality.tears
Onlyof when
her mother's
with
happiness
did she eyes
turnfilled
her
suddenly stricken face away; for her
mother, too, had fallen in love with her
"fiance."
One night, they sat in the living room
of her bungalow, alone. Jean's mother had
retired. Tonight, they had come from an
exhibition evening at the Trocadero. Sudwas startled
see Dick's face
crumpledenly, shewith
a queerto expression.
He
blurted: "Jean, does it all have to be a
For an immeasureable instant something
piercing knifed through her; something
beat
in her breastwith
likeoddly
a captive
she whispered,
stiff bird.
lips. "No,"
In an almost angry voice he exclaimed :
fake?"
"My
God, Jean — I love you! I— I — think I
must
loved her,
you and
from they
the beginning
Then have
he kissed
spoke each!"
other's names, and kissed again, as if kissing were a narcotic. He could find none
but the old, old words to tell her: "DarIn ling,aIlove
moment,
you !" all the world changed
for them. "I'm going to buy you a new
ring," he said, exultantly. "A ring really
fit for you ! How little your hand is, dar"God bless Bill Walters," she mumured,
her eyes blurred.
"And the Old Man ! Let's put a fast one
over," he begged eagerly, "and get married
ling!"
"Darling !!"We can't ! We both have con'
tracts
that forbid marriage during the
right away
"Then," he argued, swiftly, "we'd both be
taking the same chance ! The studio wished
this engagement on us, but they had their
eyes on the box office. We have every right
to get married ! After all, we don't have to
— "
telltime
anybody.
We'll go to Yuma for the
week-end — and be married," he whispered.
"Darling — I want to — but we don't dare.
"We do dare ! Our private life's our own.
Tell your mother you're visiting somewhere, over the week-end."

They left, the next morning, in a private
plane Dick chartered. As in a dream, .she
knew she was going to Yuma ; hours later,
in the parlor of a Justice of the Peace, she
heard herself making the ritualistic promises with a sense of unreality. It developed,
then, that Dick's name was Richard McRaye, not Ramsey; and she gave hers as
Jean Holvard. No one would recognize
those names as belonging to the two Hollywood stars.
Dick hired a car and they drove to a little town that sleeps on the desert, near
Yuma. In the tiny stucco hotel, Dick registered. They had a pretty corner room,
with Colonial furniture and gay wall paper.
It was warm, and Dick opened all the windows.
"Why don't you get into something
cool?'' he asked; and when she stood, hesitant, poised, he added, swiftly : "I forgot to
get some cigarettes. Back in ten minutes,
darling
When !" he came back, she was in green
silk pajamas and a silk robe, coiled in a
chair, her cheeks flushed, her eyes humid
and a little frightened.
He closed the door carefully and stood
looking at her. "Mrs. McRaye," he said,
softly, "you're the most beautiful little wife
I ever saw !" He picked her up out of the
chair and sat her on his lap, like a doll.
"Jean," he murmured, "you're so little, darling !So sweet ! You look like a child—"
"I'm twenty-two," she whispered, with a
catch. A vast tenderness engulfed her. This
was to be their immortal hour of enchantment, transcendently achieved and laid
away . on a shrine somewhere within the
spirit and the mind.
"You're not like the average girl of
twenty-two — or like a movie star, darling.
Your mother's kept you so sheltered, so unaware of life. You're so little and innocent,
so virginal, darling — you make me trem-
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dresses. She likes to walk, and she likes
to eat (she admits it), and so, Mr. Brown
and all you hungry-eyed young men from
the East who'd give next month's pay
check to see Myrna Loy in person, just
take a good look at the unassuming woman
in the modest little print walking in front
of you, or sitting in the next booth to you
Loy!the Brown Derby. It might Be Myrna
at

Charles Farrell and Amanda
Duff as the romantic interest in
a new Shirley Temple picture.

A deep, hot scarlet swept her face suddenly ; a dim memory leaped within her,
She heard herself stammering, blindly, in
quixotic need of truth : "I — I—
sudden
asuppose
ble— " that I should have told you before,
Dick — not that it really mattered — I mean,
this has all come so fast — I— I've been married before!" She stopped.
Through the stricken silence she heard
his bewildered voice say, very quietly :
"What?"
To Be Continued

YOU

Well, Mr. Brown, I have told you that
Myrna Loy neither looks like Myrna Loy,
nor dresses like Myrna Loy — and just to
confuse you all the more I shall tell you
now that Myrna Loy doesn't act like Myrna
Loy. The Myrna Loy on the screen seems
to be one of those very gay, gabby sort of
women with a terrific sense of humor, who
is always thinking up mad things to do
and deliriously funny things to say. But
the real Myrna doesn't bother much with
wise-cracks or cute sayings and she's perfectly content to sit on a set and read or
knit — she doesn't go screaming and yelling with the property men or thinking up
not
She'ssense
director.
silly ribs to play
stand-offish,
she's on
just"the
quiet.
The Loy
of humor is greatly over-rated. But people
have so confused her with her screen character that she now has the reputation of
being the merriest, wittiest star on the
Metro lot. Gay groups gather about her and
laugh heartily, and an outsider is likely to
say, "Gee, that Loy's a clever dame. Wonder what she has just said." As a matter
of fact, Myrna hasn't said anything. Myrna
is a perfect listener. And she is one woman
in this great b'g world who knows how to
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keep her mouth shut. In a town where
gossip is as common as taxes I have never
once heard anyone murmur "Myrna Loy
says — " No, Myrna doesn't say anything ;
but pleasantly and cordially, she'll listen
to you talk until the cows come home. It's
all very flattering, to be sure, but very annoying when you're after a story.
When the script calls for it Myrna can
go into an emotional scene that will thrill
you to the core, but off-the-screen Myrna
never shows her emotions. She never gets
mad, slams doors, or throws things, which,
of course, is the accepted prerogative of a
temperamental actress. But don't think she's
wishy-washy. No one has ever been able
to put anything over on Miss Loy. Calm,
beautifully poised, and with her sweet low
voice, she wins all her points. While other
glamor girls shriek and scream and weep
and tear their hair in Mr. Mayer's office,
our Myrna merely smiles sweetly and casually remarks that she has no intention of
doing the picture.
WelL Mr. Brown, you asked me what
Myrna Loy is really like, and I've tried to
tell you. Her great charm lies in her complete naturalness. Now I must get me gone
to yonder beauty shoppe. What, you won't
let me go? But I. don't want another chocolate eclair. I must get to the hairdresser.
Oh
yes,
hair is
natural, everything
about herMyrna's
is natural.
Marriage?
I thought
you'd want to know about that. Myrna is
married to Arthur Hornblow, Jr., and I
don't want to be too discouraging but she
and there isn't
to be perfectly
seems
the slightest
chance of happy,
a divorce. You might
just as well give up hope.
Mr. Hornblow is now a producer at
Paramount but when Myrna first met him
he was with Sam Goldwyn. Myrna had a
small part in a Goldwyn picture, "Arrowsmith" with Helen Hayes, and Mr. Hornblow saw the rushes one night and said,
"Tut, tut! That girl should have better
parts. She's an actress." Naturally Myrna,
who had been struggling hard at her career,
thought that Mr. Hornblow was quite the
nicest and most intelligent producer she
had met. She still thinks he is.
They were married several years ago in
Ensenada, a beautiful Mexican seaport
town, and like a couple of sentimentalists
they go back there ever so often when they
can get away for a week-end. This year
they had planned their first trip to Europe
since their marriage, but by the time Myrna
finished "Too Hot to Handle" the Paramount factory was booming and Mr. Hornblow couldn't get away. Myrna refused to
go on a vacation trip without her husband.
They have a new home, in the middle of
a lot of rambling acres, in Coldwater Canyon, Myrna's
real home
since
left
Montana.
She first
is having
fun with
her she
flower
gardens, and digs and prunes and putters
whenever she can get away from the studio.
She simply goes insane with joy (quietly,
of course) when she finds a new seed catalogue. She loathes shopping for herself,
but the hottest day of the week she will
drive from Culver City way down to Los
Angeles to get a special kind of egg-beater.
Yes, I'm afraid she's awfully house-proud.
But she hasn't any other conceits so we
might just as well let her have that one.
In the next "Thin Man" (which goes into
production this fall) she will become a
mother — and that's all I know about that.
Now, I really have to go, Mr. Brown.
I have an appointment with the hairdresser. No, I don't want another chocolate eclair. No, I can't have dinner with
you tonight. No, I can't meet your brother
Elks. No, I can't tell you anything else
about Myrna Loy. What's the hour anyway? Hell, Mr. Brown, you've made me
miss my appointment. It's times like these
that
I wish
didn'thate
likeher
Myrna
Loy quite
so much
so II could
!
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French plural article
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To harvest
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spoil
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smile!"

firmer
Ashamed of yourself, quite

and

your

teeth sparkling

with
IPANA
AND

MASSAGE

ashamed, aren't you? You
knew about "pink tooth
brush." Your dentist had
warned you. But you
wouldn't follow good advice. You thought you were

different— that you'd get by! What a shock
to find you didn't! You're regretful now!
How miserable to feel that your own carelessness has put your smile in danger.
But now you're wiser! Now you're going
straight back to your dentist! And this time
when he stresses special care for your gums as
well as for your teeth you're going to listen.
And if he again suggests the healthy stimulation ofIpana and massage— you're going to
follow his advice.
No Wise Person
Ignores "Pink Tooth Brush"
on your
of "pink"
tingedentist.
seen that
you'vebrush—
IFtooth
deLet him
see your
that
you
tell
will
cide. Usually, however, he
yours is a case of gums grown lazy and tender—gums deprived of hard, vigorous chew-

ing by our modern soft, creamy foods. He'll
probably suggest that your gums need more
work and exercise— and, like so many dentists today, he may suggest "the healthful
stimulation of Ipana and massage."
For Ipana is especially designed not only
to clean teeth but with massage to help the
health of your gums as well. Massage a little
extra Ipana into your gums every time you
clean your teeth. Circulation in the gums is
aroused— lazy gums awaken— gums tend to
become firmer, healthier— more resistant.
Get an economical tube of Ipana at your
drug store today. Adopt Ipana and massage
as one helpful way to healthier gums,
brighter teeth— a brilliant smile that wins
admiring attention.

IPANA

TOOTH

PASTE
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California!
And

we don't mean Ameches, although we admit that Hollywood could
do with a few more like Don. What
we're talking about is the new invasion of movie stars — right into the
heart of the California country where
the great Dons used to ride. It's
Hollywood aristocracy now which rules
and rides, and in our next issue we
will tell you all about the great invasion of movie fame and money into
the fastnesses once sacred to mighty
names of long ago. It's a romantic
story — romantic as any which has ever
come out of Hollywood. Read about
Robert Taylor, Clark Gable, Carole
Lombard, Barbara Stanwyck, many
other important stars who are following in the footsteps of the old Dons
of California; see new, exclusive pictures of their domain.
Do

Famous

Stars

Spoil Their Children?
That's a question we are often
asked. The world knows and appreciates the sweetness and unspoiled simplicity of such famous movie performers as Shirley Temple, Freddie
Bartholomew, Jane Withers; but it is
still curious as to the children of noted
stars. If must be a temptation to
spoil these treasured youngsters. Bing
Crosby, for instance — are his muchpublicized sons real kids, or pampered
pets? informal,
Well, we'lland
be honest
telling article
you in ina
fresh,
the next issue.
Don't miss November Screenland,
on sale October 5th.
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Paramount

the

Discovers

Gol-Darndest
in

the

S.

U.

Family

J

A.

" You may be my brother, but you're a louse for my money. " Joe Beebe
(Bing Crosby) gets a piece of David Beebe 's (Fred MacMurray's) mind.
\JT AYBE

you think your family

Take Joe, for instance. Joe claims

takes the platinum ear-muffs
for getting themselves into one
continuous tub of hot water and

only dumb guys go in for hard
work. So what does Joe do? Joe

there. You haven't met
parking
the
Beebes, that amazing brood,
whose

family biography bounces

blithely upon the screen in
Paramount's newest contribution
to the nation's mirthrate, "Sing
You Sinners " When "Ma" Beebe
(Elizabeth Patterson) says,"Bringing up a Beebe is just one big
headache," "Ma" is really guilty
of understatement. For, when it
comes to sticking their necks out,
to taking it on that portion of the
human chassis known as the chin,
the Beebes capture every prize, including the Scandinavian. And
that goes for all of them, Joe (Bing
"Hold him, Mike, he's rearin'." Uncle Gus attempts to toss Mike Beebe (Donald O'Connor) at
the barrier as the big race begins.

6

bets on the horses. As if that isn't
bad enough, he buys one. And
what a horse! Uncle Gus Beebe
may have been an all right gee-gee,
with a little horse sense before
joining the Beebe family. Now

he

in "Ma's"
is just another
bonnet,
acting upBeebe
and sowing
his
wild oats exactly like Joe. But if
you think Joe and Uncle Gus pile
the worries on "Ma's" shoulders,
you haven't met David. David
looks like the only sane, sober,
serious one of the brothers Beebe.
So what does he do? Well, he
takes one look at those bangtail

Crosby), David (Fred MacMurray)

friends of Joe's, buckety-bucketing round the track, and he forgets
all about Martha (Ellen Drew,

and little Mike (Wesley Ruggles'
newdiscovery,DonaldO'Connor) .

Paramount's newest lovely-tolook-at), he forgets all about being

SCREENLAND

the family meal ticket, and he goes
just as haywire as Joe and Uncle Gus.
And what about Mike, baby of the
Beebes ? What about him ? Why he
makes

more trouble for "Ma"

than

all the rest put together. For it's Mike
who gets himself into a canarycolored jockey jacket and rides the
Beebe entry in the big race. Yes, and
"ARKANSAS

has "Ma" reaching for those smelling salts as he gets thrown at the barrier. No siree, sir, you can't beat the
Beebes. And you can't beat Paramount and Paramount's ProducerDirector Wesley Ruggles when it
comes to whipping up the grandest
comedy of the year . . . which is, of
course, the bounding biography of the
brawling, betting, beloved Beebes

TRAVELER"

"You're not the only catfish in the sea." The
Beebe Boys give out with their number, "Small
Fry, " as Ma Beebe tells 'em "Sing, You Sinners. "

"PARAMOUNT'S 'Arkansas
Traveler'," writes Bing
Crosby's radio buddy, Bob
Burns, "is the story of a very
lazy man, which is me. In fact,
he's so lazy he makes the ordinary lazy man look like a
nerves. Yet
he's For
got
abundle
lot ofof common
sense.

...Paramount's "Sing You Sinners."

Paramount Postscript . . . If you're
wondering why the Beebe biography is
called "Sing You Sinners," just waif 11
you hear the Beebe Boys sing the new

where the hard-workin' feller
has it easy on account of when
work is offered him all he does
is take it, the lazy feller has got

Paramount hits: "A Pocketful of
Dreams," "Small Fry," "Laugh and
Call It Love" and "Don't Let That
Moon

Get Away."
" You can't call us Beebes any names like that. "
A quiet afternoon with the Beebes as the family
unites against a very common foe.

Corning soon to your favorite theatre, Paramount' s
bois terous biography of America's funniest family.

Siophoppy Joe
Beebe (Sing Cros by)

Two-?! ilea David Beebe
(Fred MasMurray)

Martha (Aboul-to-Be)
Beebe (Ellen Drew)

99
Bing

Crosby

SING

1

• Fred

YOU

MacMurray

SINNERS

with Ellen Drew • Elizabeth Patterson • Donald
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY

Wesley

'Ma," Bolt of the Beebes
(Elizabeth Patterson)

O'Connor

to
figure ways
workin'.
And of
thatgettin'
takes around
a heap
of sense. Paramount has gone
and teamed me with a person
you'll be glad to see. He's got
a face on him that's like my
Uncle
Snazzy's.
you've
recovered
from Once
the shock,
you'll never forget it. His
name is Irvin S. Cobb."
"MEN WITH WINGS"
When they called the roll of
stunt flyers assembled on the
Paramount lot for the breathtaking plane flights in "Men
With Wings," cavalcade
Paramount'sof
Technicolor
American aviation, they discovered this was the biggest
bunch of air aces to hit Hollywood since Producer-Director William Wellman's first
aviation triumph, "Wings."
Another Award Winner...
Coast critics are predicting
Frank Lloyd, many times
winner of the prized Motion
Picture Academy Award, has
a potential winner in Paramount's "If I Were King"
starring Ronald Colman.

Ruggles

Uncle Gus Seebe
(Courtesy (he Crosby stables)

Mike (SmatI Fry) 8ee1>9
(Donatd O'Connor)
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To Norma
magnificent

Shearer, for her
"Marie

Antoinette"

T IS one thing to play a Queen and make her majestic,
regal. It is quite another thing to play a Queen and
make her a real person, a flesh-and-blood woman, to be
loved and pitied. To Norma Shearer all honor and applause for achieving in Marie Antoinette a characterization not only impressive and commanding, but poignantly
appealing. As the radiant young girl, as the disillusioned
woman, and finally as the unbearably tragic victim of the
guillotine, Miss Shearer gives a superb performance that
grows in dignity and beauty as the long and lavish picture
runs its course. A splendid return to the screen she has
graced so long, and definite proof that she is indeed the
First Lady of the films, "Marie Antoinette" will live.
8

Hauntingly fender
love scenes make
"Marie Antoinette" a romance
to be long remembered. Right, Norma Shearer as the
Queen, Tyrone
Power as Count
Axel Fersen.

A dashing new personality fights and
loves his way to

Pat in a grand new
part... a night-world
king who rules with
a glad hand !

Hollywood's heart!
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I J"he greatest
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you've
ever seen ...
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"Everybody but r
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performance."
— Jimmie Fid

§3 of romance !

DIRECTED BY BUSBY BERKELEY • Screen Ploy by Jerry Wold and Richard Macoulay
From the Saturday Evening Post Story by H Bedford-Jones and Barton Browne • Music
and lyrics by Harry Warren, Al Dublrl and Johnny Mercer • A First Nationot Picture.
SCRE

*

Mear these great new song hits. "GARDEN OF THE MOON," "LOVE IS WHERE
VOU FIND ITe" "CONFIDENTIALLY," "THE LADY ON THE TWO-CENT STAMP"
"GIRL FRIEND OF THE WHIRLING DERVISH."
ENL AND

BOTHERED

BY

SCREENLAND'S
CONSTIPATION?

Crossword

Puzzle

Get relief this simple,
pleasant way!
By

In the morning, Ex-Lax acts . . . thoroughly
and effectively! It works so gently that, except for the relief you enjoy, you scarcely
realize you have taken a laxative.
Ex-Lax is good for every member of the
family— the youngsters as well as the grownups. At all drug stores in \0<f and 25$ sizes.
Now improved — better than ever!

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
oman s
Problem
^Zl
ES! REDUCER
NKL
WRI
BETTY
WRINKLE
helpsmarvelous
to prevent and WALES
smooth away
lines and wrinkles. This
Liquid Cream, containing vitamin-rich Fruit Oils, needs
nothing additional, — no facial masks or combination
treatments.
You ! Your
have postal
only onecardarticle
to buy. — informaand it's
very
economical
will brin^full
tion FREE, or send $1.00 for Trial Size, good for 60 treatments Moneyref
!
uncled if you're notdelightedwithresults.
BETTY WALES COSMETICS Box 6691 C Coial Gables, Florida

TO
ING
FUN
t
IETB£
DCAN
Diet plus exercise ia the safe, sensible way to
remove
Now . .at. more
last, there's
to
make excess
dieting fat.
easier
fun! an aid
New DEXDIET consists of liberal diet, daily
walks and energy-food lozenges to be enjoyed between meals. Has proved easy and
effective for many. Clinic records of 1500
men and women show real reductions in
65 cases out of every 100.
DEXDIET
Money
Back
Guaranteenow so offered
that YOU,under
too, no-risk-tocan discoveryoawhether
you are one of Earnest.
the happy, Pa.lucky
"65/"
Mrs.
W.
P. lbs.of
"I've. I lout
since I star ted writes:
your method
have 1Unever
found anything like it for reducing.'^
7FindDAYS'
Are,Y°u
PPJL?*
the
lucky
65.'
out. Be TRSAL
sensible about
reducing.
WRITE
TODAY.
.Just
say:
"
Send
FREE
sample and details of no-risk trial offer,
DEXDIET, Inc., Dept. D-23, 360 N. Michigan, Chicago
10

Alma

Talley

baby

ACROSS
1 One of five baby sister movie
stars
6 He co-stars
11 Co-star of in
'Blockade"
'Three
Blind Mice'
13 Heredity
15 Ireland
16 Once more
18 The end of a prayer
19 Malicious burning
21 Everyone
23 His
Pastrynew one is "Racket Busters"
22
dancing
24 This
star is famous for his tap
27 Feminine saint (abbrev.)
28 Steamship (abbrev.)
29 Tiny insects
30
" elder
Love (abbrev.)
I'm After," a movie
32 The
3 3 Festive
34 To wash
36 "A
Is Born," with Janet
Gaynor
38 Knot
41 Weird
44 English title
45
46 Vegetable
A military unit
47 Receded (as tide)
49 Slippery
51 Stout cord
52 A strong vegetable
54 He's featured in "Racket
56 Exclamation
58 "Dead ," a movie
59 Fury
61 Exist
Busters"
63 Star of 'Every Day's a Holi65 The
villain inAnd"Blinda Prayer,
Alibi"
67
"Four
with
Loretta Young
68 Command
70 Breed of dog
71 Outer crust

73
74
76
77
79
81
82
1
2
3
4
5
6
107
8
9
12
13
11
14
17
20

Wooden pins
These grow on pine trees
Solo
He's featured in "A Trip to
The most popular box-ofHce
Early English priest
Finished
DOWN
He's featured in
Come up
Men Are Such
Paris"
Famous divorce city
" — Happened One Night,
movie
Greek letter
What a fish swims with
" — the
Avenue," a movie
Not
far away
Ladies
Fools"
Actors' managers
Semi-precious stone
Jumps
She's married to Errol
Flynn
Come in
Woeful exclamation
This is
ening used
wood for fast-

22
Star of Hardy's
"Jezebel"
25
Oliver
26 Narrow
inlet co-star
29 She
starredAntoinette"
31
"Marie
her
new
rolein "Angel" is
33 The famous Swedish
film
A tagsiren
34 He's featured in- "Port
Look
of Seven
He
plays Seas"
"Robin Hood"
3539 Not closed
40
She's Mrs. Joel McCrea
42
37 Mischievous child

SCREENLAND 36
day' '

43
48
50
55
53
56
57
59
60
64
66
61
67
62
69
72
74
75
78
80

What you see with
Eating car on a train
Measure of length
Catcalls,
hisses
Queer
Amid
His new one is " Professor
AInsists
woodland creature
Deceived
Inset (variation)
Sharpener
Onto
Beware"
Star
of "The Divorce of Lady
Biblical character (famous for
the "mess of pottage")
Not soft
Kind of fish
That girl
Note
of the scale
" — Old Chicago," a movie
Answer

to

Last Month's Puzzle
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TIP

GIRL

After
give

your

bath,

underarms

don't

Mum's

A

WITH

fail

sure

A

TO

BATHING

ABOUT

DATE

ally soothing to the skin. You can use it
immediately after shaving the underarms.

to

others, never risk spoiling your own
good times. Always use Mum.

But even the most perfect bath can't
protect you all evening long. Underarms

MUM IS SAFE ! Mum is completely harmless
to every fabric. And Mum is gentle, actu-

that freshness before the evening's over.
If you want to avoid worry^bout underarm odor— if you want to be a girl who
gets a second date and a third— remember, no bath protects you like a bath plus
Mum. Then you'll never risk offending

MUM IS SURE ! Mum does not stop perspiration—it simply banishes all odor, all day
or all evening long. Hours after your bath,
Mum will keep you as fresh and sweet as
when you started out.

care!

WHAT
a wonderful lift a bath gives
to a girl who is going out in the
evening. It starts you off so gloriously
fresh and alive.

must have special care— that's why smart
girls, popular girls, follow every bath with
Mum! They know that a bath only takes
care of past perspiration— but Mum
keeps underarms sweet through the
hours to come— makes odor impossible.
Many a girl who starts out fresh, loses

MUM is QUICK 1 Just half a minute is all
you ever need to apply Mum.

ONE

Mum

HALF

TONIGHT

MINUTE

TAKES

SCREENLAND

ANOTHER

USE FOR MUM

—Thousands of girls use Mum for Sanitary
Napkins because they know it's gentle, safe, sure.
Avoid, worries and embarrassment with Mum.

AND

THE

IMPORTANT

YOUR

ODOR

CHARM

OUT

OF

IS SAFE

PERSPIRATION
li

Do

This

If You're

AGGING

Chickens

th
NERVOUS

e

Help Calm Jumpy Nerves
Without Harmful Opiates

Delight Evans' Reviews
on Pages 52-53

VEGETABLE

Rodio
Carey's
RKO-

TALKIES

IF you fly off the handle at little things and
at times feel so nervous, cross and jumpy
you want to scream — if you have spells of "the
blues" and restless nights —
Don't take chances on harmful opiates and
products you know nothing about. Use common sense. Get more fresh air, more sleep and
in case you need a good general system tonic
take a TIME-PROVEN medicine like famous
Lydia
E. Pinkham's
Vegetable
—
made especially
for women
fromCompound
wholesome
herbs and roots. Let it help Nature tone up
your system — build more physical resistance
and thus help calm jangly nerves, lessen distress from female functional disorders and make
life worth living. Give it a chance to help YOU.
Tune in Voice of Experience Mutual Broadcasting System: Mon., Wed. and Fri. See your
local newspaper for time. WLW Mondays
through Friday.

Mother

mm

You must not miss this transcription of
a well-loved novel. It's all entertainment —
folksy and human, but also stimulating and
aglow with humor and outright fun. Fay
Bainter scores as the mother who struggles
to keep her loyal brood together, for all
her poverty, and Donnie Dunagan as Peter
way see him and cheer. Anne Shirley,
— well,
Ruby Keeler, James Ellison, are all fine.

Little
Miss

Broad20th
CenturyFox

M-G-M

Latest, and best, of one of the very best
series ever. Andy has his troubles trying
to raise money to buy a car for twenty-five
dollars to take Polly to a dance in style.
Mickey Rooney gets laughs at every turn
as
the boyAnn
he is
making alland
America's
young
brother.
Rutherford
Lana Turner,
Lewis Stone, Cecilia Parker and Judy Garland make up a swell cast. Excellent.

A vehicle — which means Shirley Temple,
star, must bring to bear the full force of
her trouping talents, with song numbers
and dance routines added, in order to pull
the story
Sky along. She is an orphan adopted
by down-and-out
actors and saves them
from dispossession from their home by a
grasping landlord. George Murphy, Edna
May Oliver, Jimmy Durante score hits.

COMPOUND
I'll Give
a
Million
20th
CenturyFox

..AND LOOK TEN
YEARS YOUNGER
Now, at home — you
can easily, quickly and
safely tint those streaks of gray to lustrous shades
of blonde, brown or black. A small brush and
BROWN ATONE does it. Guaranteed harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect
waving of hair. Economical and lasting — will not
wash out. Imparts rich, beautiful, natural-appearing
color. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug or
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
ORIGINAL

Giant

H

Here's something ! A comedy with a
really novel idea turned into a brisk,
spirited and hilarious procession of amusing events by grand acting and expert
direction. A millionaire known to be posing
as a hobo makes the Riviera a heaven for
tramps — all get royal treatment, because
each might be the rich man. Warner Baxter,
Peter Lorre, Marjorie Weaver, outstanding.

Radio
RKO-

Aerial stunts, as real as they are thrilling
to
read about
in one's
attitude
towardin the
filmspapers,
about reflect
aviation,
with
the result that when a fairly good story
like this plays against a background of daring in the skies the audience reaction is
sure to be favorable. Richard Dix, Joan
Fontaine, and Chester Morris are all good
in melodrama that has its stirring moments.

POEMS, SONGS
For Immediate Consideration .... Send Poems to
COLUMBIAN MUSIC PUBLISHERS LTD., Dept. 13. Toronto. Can.

The of
Affairs
Annabel
mount
Para-

Radio
RKO-

STRONGER
MORE
ABSORBENT
AT 5 AND IO9 AND BETTER
DEPARTMENT
STORES
12

Martha Raye's picture by right and reason of an energetic comedy performance.
Bob Hope makes an ideal partner for
Martha and between them they make an
ordinary story thoroughly amusing. Martha
is a Cinderella who can cook like nobody's
business, but amazingly wins a prize for her
beautiful legs when she enters a cooking
contest. Light, but lots of hearty laughs.
SCREENLAND

Pounds lighter but still funny, Jack Oakie
co-stars with Lucille Ball in the inaugural
effort of a new series about an actress and
her press agent. It is comedy of the surefire brand and seems certain to please
everybody. Lucille Ball, with her best opportunity so far, makes good on the high
promise of her previous performances.
She fences cleverly with Oakie for laughs.

A Desperate
Adventure
Republic

Ramon Novarro continues on the comeback trail, but this seems more interesting
as the debut of Margaret Tallichet, for
whom great things are promised, and who
well may live up to the rosy prospects.
She is pretty, has a definite personality.
The film? Fairly interesting account of a
romantic artist who finds the girl of his
dreams but likes her young sister better.

Passport
Husband
20th
CenturyFox

Stuart Erwin as a swain who becomes
a convenience when his light o' love, exotic dancer, Joan Woodbury, must marry
a citizen or go back where she came from.
There are other complications, when Joan's
two "big shot" admirers would like to see
her widowed so they could get the pin-ball
game factory Stu inherits. It is unpretentious comedy well played and directed.

Booloo
Paramount

*Ann Miller with James Stewart in Frank Capra's "You Can't Take It With You" (A Columbia Picture)

Ybur
Some perfectly swell scenes made in the
Malay jungle almost, but not quite, obliterated by a silly yarn about one of those tribal
princesses about to be sacrificed. Both the
animals and the human actors ought to
picket Hollywood as unfair to troupers.
They're in it to stay — the spectator can
look from screen to ceiling and await the
next feature ; it's bound to be much better.

HANDS

to

can

adorable

DON'T PERMIT your hands to get
rough and red because cold, wind,
and frequent use of water have dried
the natural moisture out of the skin.
Supplement that moisture by using
Jergens Lotion. See how soon your

Little
Tough
jk
Guy

hands become

lovely! Two

fine in-

be

helped

Softness

!

gredients in this fragrant lotion are
used by many doctors for effective help
in whitening and softening rough skin.
Soothes chapping — helps restore
caressing smoothness! No stickiness!
Hands cared for with Jergens are
adorably worthy of love. Only 50j£,
25j£, 10^ . . . $1.00 for the special economy size ... at any beauty counter.

Universal
/fK\
Grim, but no more so than "Dead End"
and "Crime School/' in which Billy Halop
and the other "Dead End" boys appeared,
this is at times gripping melodrama realistically concerned with how young fellows
veer toward careers in crime. Halop is
starred; plays ably as the lad embittered
by the conviction of his father for murder.
Huntz Hall, Marjorie Main in a good cast.

Soon helps even
rough, neglected
hands to be soft and
velvet-smooth.

SCREENLAND

FREE!
GENEROUS
SAMPLE
13
Mail this coupon. See — at our expense — how wonderfully
Jergens Lotion helps to make red, rough, chapped hands
smooth and white.
The Andrew Jergens Co.,2346Alfred Street, Cincinnati, O.
(In Canada, Perth, Ontario).
Name.
Address.

(please print)

The epitome of the
streamlined silhouette.
WRITE A TALKIE
You can help Hollywood please you by writing a "talkie" for stars
to preview
in this
atre," where
fans "theare
authors and star performers in a show that's
too important to their
own welfare for picture
people to miss. So step
up with your ideas: applause orsnubs. Put them
in a letter to: Letter
Dept., SCREENLAND, 45 W.
45th St., New York, N. Y.

Softly boned for perfect control, . .will not
twist or "hike-up".
Guaranteed non ■ run,
Mallenese crotch . . .
definite two-way
stretch assures complete ease at play or
rest. At leading stores
everywhere.
Knitted of Lastex
and Bemberg . . .
and fashioned to fit.

Salutes
REAL-FORM GIRD
make

BIG

MONEY

T Show

50 Attractive Cards for $1.00
(Customer's Name Imprinted on each)
31111
before
sales people
reaping BIG—
;— Unusual
YOU CAN,Christinas.
SellPhillips'
Fast-Selling
BoxGreeting
Assortments
GiftTOO.Wrappings
— BoxPersonal
Cards.
Profits
to
100%.
Bid
Bonus
A^M.rtment
ontApprov-1.
FREE Sample Packs. WRITE NOW!
PHILLIPS CARD COMPANY
Dept. 440. Boston, Mass.

wise girls don't risk body
odors ! after every bath
use
and be Sure
You'reIrom
dainty
sweetStaya s that
you
step
yourandbath.
way for Hours Longer with
need:
HUSH. There's a type lor each
Charmless
R EAM — toPure,
ng to skin,
dresssoothi
fabrics.
LBQUID
—
Instant,
protects
24
hours. Regular, tor 1 to 3 days.
POWDER — Ideal for Sanitary
Napkins. Keeps feet
and shoes fresh.

25c 50c— 10c size at 10c counters
14

and

Snubs

REBEL REFRAIN
Gary Cooper
He's "restrained." Not he among those
Actors
who hold
believea in
"giving."
They must
mirror
under his
nose, To see if he is still living.
Ann Aventure.
Washington, D. C.
CYCLE-SATED
Will Hollywood, please for goodness
sake, forbear to inflict on a much too overfed public any more carbon copies of "My
Man Godfrey" ? The original was so good
it deserved the greatest praise, but Hollywood's flattery of repeated imitation is
neither praise nor praiseworthy, and after
"Bringing Up Baby" and "Fools for
Scandal" the time has come for somebody
a halt,
to call has
formula
been because
worn toothethin"Godfrey"
and the
public likewise.
H. T. Williams,
Glen Rock, N. J.
THOSE ANVIL-CHORUS BLUES
To be faddish is human, I suppose, but
after all doesn't it get tiresome the way
Hollywood commentators, professional and
SCREENLAND

"He's real,
human!"
say
make James
month. Meet

he's believable, he's so
letter
writers
Salutesof that
Stewart
headin man
the
your ardent fans, Jimmie!

gratuitous, pick up the chorus and sing in
unison ? A few months back it was all
"Yea, Eddy !" so far as Nelson Eddy
was concerned. Of late the vogue seems to
be an anvil chorus for the baritone of
the screen, radio and concert stage. Why
all
topicalability?
talk about
Eddy's
lack the
of acting
He isNelson
acting as
well
in his recent as in his first films, and singing better, if anything. Eddy is good,
very good, according
to theBass,
box office.
Carlene
New Orleans,, La.
TAYLOR TROUBLE
I don't like Robert Taylor. Want to
know why? Well, it's because you just can't
get a seat in the theatre when his pictures
play. The box offices as well as the rest of
usures.
hope Bob keeps on making lots of picMary Crowley,
Ludowici, Ga.
SALUTING

STEWART

Nothing like an early start. So here's
my nominee for next year's1 acting honor
award : James Stewart, who by his sensitive and sincere performances in "Of Human Hearts" and "The Shopworn Angel"
puts himself out in front of the younger
actors. He possesses a trait rare in actors
— he is always believable.
Union City,
N. J.
Virginia
P. O'Donnell,

INTO a psychiatrist's chambers
streams an endless tide of life's misfits. The lonely ... the bitter ... the
repressed . . . the misunderstood.
And now before me stood yet another.
I was certain, and later examination
proved me right, that there was nothing organically wrong with her. Her
face, her body, bloomed with beauty
and vitality. Yet, emotionally, she was
at the breaking point.
Gently, I probed for her history. She
was 28, single, college bred, lived in a
good home with parents of some means,
but was definitely of the recluse type.
"Men friends?"
Her lips quivered as she leaned close
to me. The flood-tide of her emotions
burst through the gates of her control.
"You've hit on it, doctor, I'm lonely

. . . desperately lonely," she sobbed.
"Every girl I know is married, but no
man seems to want me. They come —
they go — I cannot hold them. Even
my women friends seem to avoid me.
I go nowhere . . . see no one. And, oh
doctor, I want gaiety, friends, admiration, love . . . love . . . love."
She had risen; her face was almost
against mine. In that instant I knew
I had spotted the cause of her trouble.
It was obvious.
But never
did I face a
telling this
truth.* But

in all my years of practice
harder task than that of
unhappy girl the simple
tell her I did.

Today she is one of the happiest and
most popular girls in our little city,
and soon will marry a well-to-do
Easterner who simply adores her.
SCRE

ENLAND

Why Risk It?
Nothing is so fatal to friendships and romance as *halitosis (bad breath). No one
is immune. And the insidious thing about
halitosis is that you yourself never know
when you have it; never realize when you
are offending.
Why run the risk at all? All you need do
to make your breath sweeter, purer, more
wholesome and agreeable to others is to
rinse the mouth with Listerine Antiseptic.
This amazing deodorant halts food fermentation inthe oral cavity, a major cause
of breath odors; then overcomes the odors
themselves. And it's so delightful to use.
Get in the habit of using Listerine Antiseptic night and morning, and between
times before business or social engagements.
15
It pays rich dividends in popularity.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
LISTERINE

for HALITOSIS

"I notice the
girls with lovely eyes are using ■ If
WINX MASCARA.'"
WINX is different! Its texture is so fine
and it clings so closely that it looks
more natural. Makes lashes seem
sojter and longer... gives your eyes exotic, alluring beauty. Try WINX today!
Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau.
Get WINX mascara, eye shadow and eyebrow pencil. ..in the GREEN PACKAGES...
at all drug, department and ten-cent stores.

to

WINX

9
MASCARA
WANTED AT ONCE!
nAPIIA
Mo"'?1'. Home, Love,
Pn t M\
xliWli 1 U
OU
V U L III W
Comic'or'any
subject.'
Don't
your poem today for immediate consideration.delay — send
RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods Building, Chicago, III.

KILL THE HAIR
ROOT
Remove
superfluous
hair
privately
home,
fo) lowing
directions
with positively
ordinary atcare
and
skill.
The from
Mahler
Method
prevents
the
hair
growing
again
by
killing
the
hair root. The delightful relief will bring
happiness,
freedom
of
mind
and
greater
success. Backed by 45 years of successful use
all over the world. Send 6c in stamps TODAY
for Illustrated Booklet, "How to Remove
R. I.
Forever."
Hair Dept.
Sri O jTSTuTcfll
29 M, Providence,
j (v|ahler Co>j
-£lSHLt*y DSuperfluous
&
Splendid opportnnltiee. Prepare fn
spare time. needed^
Easy plan. No previous
experience
education
snfficient. common
Send forschool
free
booklet phy",
"Opportunities
in
PhotograAmerican particulars
School andof requirements.
Photography
Dept.Ave.4437 Chicago, ill.
3601. Michigan
mi
A SPLENDID

FORM
through NEW HORMONE TREAT.
MENTS. Flat chests
cr ugly sagging
corrected
in a lines
few
weeks with either
BEAUTiGLAN or
BEAUTIFORMIN or
BEAUTISVELT
These Hormone treatments contain glandular extracts. Absolutely
Harmless, they are the
natural
to rejuve~
nation, way
thousands
of worn
have found. Let them help
you where others have failed,
as they alone give marvelous
and lasting effects.
FREE OFFER. — Write today, enclosing a 10c stamp
for postage,planatoryforbookleta infully
exa plain
envelope.
BEAUTIGLAN Dept. A 2
31 bis. Rue Molitor
PARIS (16me), FRANCE
16

Come

along to Wendy

Bar-

rie's gay Hallowe'en party,
complete with pumpkin pie,
bobbing for apples —
the Big Apple!

By

Betty

and

Boone

up the
in pairs
march to
roses leading
E walk
THRE
curved
Wendy Barrie's front doer. The house is an English one, with a double peaked roof, and
the first time Wendy set eyes on it, she
knew it for her own. "I was driving down
this street on my way to the studio, a little
over a year ago," she told me, "when I saw
this house. It had a sign on it— OPEN —
but it was too early for anyone to be there.
I peeped in the windows and ran around
it crying: 'Here is my house!' to myself.
It was ,six o'clock in the morning and the
real estate office that handled it wasn't
open, either. 'I'll call them from the studio,'
I thought, and dashed on. I couldn't get to
the telephone until noon, and by that time
SCREENLANO

One of Hollywood's prettiest hostesses is
British Miss Barrie, who planned her Hallowe'en party expressly
for you prepares
Screenland readers.
Above, Wendy
the festive table for her guests.
the house was taken. Was I upset? It
turned out that my best friend, the wife
of a studio executive, had got in ahead of
me. She was quite mad about the house,
too, and wouldn't give it up. I used to be
invited to dinner there, and I was furious
because they didn't know how to arrange
the furniture properly. I would move the
chairs around and tell them what was
wrong, itbut
listen.I never
AlwaysfeltI
knew
had they
to bewouldn't
my house.
like a visitor. When they put a double
bed into my bedroom instead of the twin
beds, I was terribly indignant. But after
a year, they had to go to England, and
they were scarcely out of the place before
I was in, bag and baggage. And here I am !
"The first thing that occurred to me on
my possessive tour is exactly what would
occur to you, darling. Just look at this
dining room! What does it say? — Why,
Wendy's right. It might have been made
for
a Hallowe'en party. White congoleum
Hallowe'en!"
on
the floor, with a slim black border, white

serve pumpkin pie. I hate it, but most
Americans love it, and I want my guests to
be happy !" She laughed and her eyes
crinkled up into slits that showed off the
length of her lashes, in that Wendy way.
"George makes marvelous pie. He'll tell
you
about it." (George is Wendy's cook
and chauffeur.)
PUMPKIN PIE
Beat the yolks of 4 eggs until thick
and smooth with 1 cup of sugar, add
to them 2 cups of cooked pumpkin that
has been pressed through a sieve, 2
cups of milk, l/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon, y2 teaspoon ground mace, and Y\
teaspoon nutmeg (all the spices are
Burnett's). Mix well, stir in the stiffly
beaten whites of 4 eggs and pour the
mixture into a pastry-lined pie tin and
bake until firm in a hot oven.

chairs with orange seats, a white table
with a unique black glass top, and orange
drapes over the white curtains at the windows. "You should see that table at night,
the only lights being candles
that reflect
in the black glass!" she gloated. "I've never
had a Hallowe'en party in my life, so I'm
going to get a thrill out of this one. I've
been making a centerpiece — look, pumpkin
filled with these red flowers from my Oriental tree, and oranges with faces. I adore
making faces in things. Yes, certainly, I'll

cookie lasses
sheet.
^ cup Duff's Moand 1 Cook
teaspoon
butter, stirring
occasionally, until it reaches the soft
ball stage. Pour syrup on corn and
mix well by folding over and over
with spoon. Grease hands with butter
and shape into balls. Do not press too
tightly.

"I think we'll make it a costume party.
{Continued on page 93)

"Did you ever dip apples? I never did,
but we're experimenting. They call them
'taffy apples' and I can't imagine what
they're like. But I'm told one can't have
a Hallowe'en party without them. Or without popcorn balls."
TAFFY APPLES
1 cup brown sugar sugar
cup water
2 tablespoons cider
1 cup granulated vinegar
Boil all the ingredients until they
spin a thread. (218° F.). Color the
syrup red, unless you are using bright
red apples. Use wooden skewers. Coat
the apple well in the syrup. Pierce a
cardboard box and let apples stand upright with skewers through the holes,
Giving those big red apples a high
so as not to mar the glaze, until dry.
polish, Wendy proves that preparaPOPCORN BALLS
tion insures the success of a party.
Now
read the story for fun and
Measure 4 cups popped corn and
favorite Fall recipes.
spread closely on a greased slab or
Glo
ry
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Hair

ITradiance
IS now unbelievably
to reveal all the natural
and beauty easy
of your hair. Glamorous
natural radiance, beautiful beyond your fondest dreams.
Drene performs this beauty miracle because it not
only removes loose dandruff flakes, grease and dirt—
but also removes the beauty-clouding film often left on the
hair by other types of shampoos.
Drene is so different from other types of shampoos,
that the process by which it is made has been patented.
It is not a soap — not an oil. It cannot leave a dulling
film on hair
to dim and hide natural lustre. Nor a
greasy oil film to catch dust. And because Drene contains no harmful chemicals it is safe for any type and
color of hair.
A single application— and dirt, grease and perspiration are thoroughly washed away. Hair is left sparkling clean, naturally brdliant— without the need of
vinegar, lemon or special after-rinses of any kind. So
clean that the permanent wave solution can spread
evenly, thus helping to give a soft, lustrous permanent.
And because different types of hair require a different type of shampoo to reveal full individual beauty
there are now two kinds of Drene— Special Drene
for
Dry Hair— and Regular Drene for normal and oily hair.
Ask for the type of Drene shampoo created to reveal
the beauty of your individual type of hair — at drug
department or 10c stores— or at your beauty shop!
Whether you shampoo your hair at home, or have it
done by a professional operator, a single washing will
thrill you with the new-found brilliance and glamorous
natural beauty Drene reveals.

This thrilling coiffure was attained after a shampoo with Special Drene for Dry Hair All the
natural glamor brilliance and beauty of the hair is fully revealed. Hair is also
left manageableright after washing. This is the beauty miracle of the amazing new Special Drene
for Dry Hair.
Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pal. Off.
SCREENLAND

d PC* 0 S Shampoo
REGULAR for Normal or Oily Hair
SPECIAL for Dry Hair
®
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Arthur
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• Billy Gilbert
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Barbier

Patricia

Wilder

• Louise
•

^
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Paul

Hurst

Directed by Roy Del Ruth
Associate Producer Harry Joe Brown
Screen Play byHarryTugend and Jack Yellen "From
an original story by Karl Tunberg and Don Ettlinger
a 20th

^/L

Century-Fox Picture
Darryl F. Zanuck
in Charge oi Production

.&r
Every woman in
America will be
crazy about
Sonja's
twenty
- eight
new
Fall costumes
styled by Royer !

SCREENLAND

OLD-TIMER:
How does it feel to be a pioneer, anyway?
Well, you don't look like a veteran of the Hollywood
wars, and that's something. In fact, when facing a
camera it's everything. And so I congratulate you,
Young Doug, on completing your 15 th — don't count
'em — year in this heavenly, hectic industry, and looking, feeling, and acting better today than you ever did.
It's something of a record, you know. And something of which to be very, very proud. I don't mean
to get all misty-eyed and sentimental, but I can't help
cheering your unique career. Unique because you are
the only one practically born and brought up in the
movies who has weathered every storm and tempest,
including front-page marriage and romance, without
ever letting all the glamor interfere with your job.
I remember, I remember the first time I met you.
DEAR

We'll skip the date, shall we? Anyway, you were very
young; you were trying hard to overcome the handicap of being the son of a famous father. You were
well-mannered and very much in earnest, so courtly
about a good notice I gave you; but there was all
the time a twinkle in your young eyes, and I thought,
"Can this be an actor with a sense of humor?" Then
when I saw you again, much later, you were the very
new husband of the very colorful Crawford. I was
the embarrassed audience of one as the bride and
groom enacted real-life love scenes, just for me; and I
was wishing the interview over when I noticed, once
again, that twinkle in your eye. All was still swell.
Another time and another meeting. This occurred
at what we might call the Noel Coward-Lunt-Fontanne period in the life of a young actor. You were
pretty pompous, as I recall, about poetry, great acting,
and England; you were pretty bored; and there was
positively no twinkle in your eye. It was mutual. I
remember thinking, "I was wrong about this lad,"
and resolved to stop watching you getting more bored,
more elegant, more mannered both on and off the

The youthful veteran
seen above with
Janet Gaynor in a
scene from "The
Young
in Heart"
celebrating
his 15this
year in motion pictures. Top left, reason for his success:
concentration. Right,
friendly Fairbanks, Jr.

screen. And then you fooled me. You began to grow
up, and nothing has stopped you since. You produced
pictures in England; you stopped elevating your eyebrows at reality and got down to work. Result: Hollywood, which hadn't concerned itself much with the
fate and future of another Fairbanks, held out its
arms and enfolded you to its broad if businesslike
bosom. Every good role in town was offered to you.
You picked the right ones to play, each different:
amusing escapist for Irene Dunne, smooth sophisticate for Darrieux, down-to-earth idealist for Ginger
Rogers. Now you're a bright shining light in a picture
also employing such grand troupers as Roland Young,
Janet Gaynor, Billie Burke — and I hear it's the best
thing you've done, "The Young in Heart." Off-screen
you are a charming, poised, very handsome fellow, an
international eligible, a suave escort for famous beauties. On-screen you have few rivals for brilliant versatility. Most important of all, there's that twinkle in
19
your eye. I hope you always keep it.

All Photographs
By Len Weissman

Panorama
yourself

of

picture

private

town!

life romance

Mr. and Mrs.! It was a lovely wedding, folks. You'll be glad
our camera caught Claire Trevor in her bridal gown, above,
with husband Clark Andrews, and Tyrone Power. Right above,
bride and groom smile at well-wishers.
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A party at the Westside Tennis Club brought stars out in
their best bib and tucker. Miriam Hopkins and Errol Flynn
engage in animated conversation, left below. George Murphy
and Jean Arthur didn't sit out this dance, below.

You're
seenabove
with such
ladies —and
if you're
Reginald
Gardiner;
with charming
Joan Bennett
Crawford
and
Hedy Lamarr. Did he enjoy himself at that polo match!

Constance Bennett was in a particularly merry mood when
called to the microphone at a preview, but her companion,
Gilbert Roland, center, and Fredric March seemed startled
when this flash shot was made. Below, Anne Shirley, Florence
Lake and Ginger Rogers in a chummy conference, at the
recent Motion Picture Horse Show.

to
Spencer
of polo,
Speaking
get
into the
thick you'll
of a always
match. find
Spencer
and Tracy
Walt rarin'
Disney,
another polo enthusiast, talk between chukkers.

Preview! Above, Gary Cooper, wearing dark glasses to
shield his eyes from the glare (there's plenty on the sets
where Gary's making "The Lady and the Cowboy") attends
a premiere with his wife. Below, Joan Crawford and Jack
Benny are mutually interested in the program of events
in the horse show held at Will Rogers Field.
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Picturing stories behind the biggest story
of
the to
new the
movie
season!
Shearer's
return
screen
was Norma
celebrated
with
hearty gaiety at this party at the Trocadero. Left, you find Pat Paterson (Mrs.
Charles Boyer), Basil Rathbone and Charles
Boyer at one of the tables. Center left,
Spencer Tracy, James Stewart (standing)
and Norma, as Spence and Jimmy congratulate "the first lady of the screen" followinglow,the Loretta
preview
of "Marie
Antoinette."
BeYoung
was escorted
by Writer
John McLain, thereby giving his fellow reporters a new couple to watch for romantic
developments. Paul Muni and Franchot Tone
with honor guest, Norma Shearer; bottom
left. Jeanette MacDonald, Norma and Gene
Raymond, merry trio; bottom right.

All Photographs
By Len Weissman
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Luise means it! Max Reinhardt, who gave
Luise Rainer her first opportunity to become
an actress, receives well-wishes from the
now famous screen star on the opening of
his Work Shop, Reinhardt's newest artistic
endeavor, right. At the race track! Center
below: Director Wesley Ruggles, his brother,
Charles Ruggles (also a bit famous in
films), and Wallace Beery snapped at the
races. Carole Lombard and Clark Gable
have a good time, as usual, at a festive
party in a popular Hollywood cafe; right
center. Leo Carrillo was a pillar of needed
strength, when Penny Singleton and Helen
Mack tried to keep their feet on the ground
in the Hollywood Roller Bowl, bottom left.
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Tracy attending a
recent film premiere, bottom right.
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o
By

ywood
Elizabeth

Hawes

Noted Designer and Author of the Best-Selling Book,
"Fashion Is Spinach"

Miss Hawes, the picturesque lady
to the left, starts something with
this article. Her opinions, audacious and perfectly honest, are her
own,
this magazine's. Next
month, not
Screenland will present
an
answering blast from Orry-Kelly,
famous Hollywood fashion authority, illustrated with Orry-Kelly
creations defending film fashion.

A FRIEND, male, came in suddenly and found me
surrounded by dozens of shiny pictures. "What
i in the world is that?" he asked.
"More and More Glamor from Hollywood. Want to
see ?" I answered between hysterics and despair.
"Bette Davis is one who usually dresses alright," he
said picking up a batch of Miss Davis's pictures.
"Yes, the top one is ok, — but please look at the next."
"Don't judge so hastily," responded my friend, "maybe it's the part she's playing."
We turned the picture over and regretfully noted that,
while Miss Davis's newest picture just then was "The
Sisters," the photo was "For Afternoon Wear." Miss
Davis's hair was protruding largely from a small coal
scuttle which had been turned up-side-down on her head
and to which someone had appended a three times life
size rosette or flower. Her afternoon costume was completed bya little two piece printed number which looked
as if it might be seen any day at $3.75.

I don't mind picking on Bette Davis (although I might
choose two dozen others) because she does have good
clothes in general. Probably the press department told
her she had to have Fashion pictures done that day and
she raked up some old things out of the closet and
obligingly posed, looking as bored as she felt. I've seen
pictures of Claudette Colbert wearing evening clothes
in which I feel quite certain Miss Colbert would never
be caught dead except before the camera. Miss Crawford was represented putting up a brave front in enough
silver fox to give her a good backache. And More and
More lovely ladies slid through my hands, beautiful and
well-built ladies, disguised as Movie Actresses. Loretta
Young, one of the more beautiful to my mind, reached
a high point in a taffeta negligee with some toeless, highheeled galoshes zipped up over her ankles, "Specially
designed boots of bright green suede," the cap called
them. I called them Spinach and sat down to contemplate the entire subject.
The subject is complicated. All Fashion is Spinach to
me, and certainly Hollywood provides some of our best.
Fashion in women's clothes is the costume which is here
today and gone tomorrow, the dress where trimming has
taken the place of line, where tricks have supplanted usefulness, where the desire for something NEW
has
entirely overcome the aesthetic wish for something
beautiful.

Alongside Fashion there exists that thing called Style,
the functional, useful, anatomical, beautiful answer to
what a certain woman can best wear at a certain time,
24

Fashions which represent the Spinach to
which Elizabeth Hawes
refers. "/ don't mind
picking on Bette
Davis," says Miss
Hawes in the accomarticle, "hecause shepanyingdoes
have
good clothes in general. . . . Miss Crawford putting up a
brave front in enough
silver fox to give her
a
good Young,
backache.
Loretta
one
of the more beautiful
to my mind, reached
a high point in a
taffeta negligee. . . .
Claudette Colbert
wearing evening
clothes in which I
feel quite certain
Miss Colbert would
never be caught dead
except before the
camera."
in a certain place. Stylish clothes are here today and
tomorrow and, in fact, until they fall to pieces. There's
plenty of Style in Hollywood, as there is almost everywhere in the United States. Obviously it doesn't catch
the eye of the press department. It's too stable for them
to see, — or perhaps they just don't know enough about
it to be able to write it up, except when it shows the
legs !
The most stylish and really swell pictures of clothes
that come out of Hollywood are off-screen sport clothes.
A detailed study of eight movie magazines leads me to
believe that it isn't the beauty and fuctionalism of these
clothes that gets them into print. No indeed. It is because
they are shorts that show legs, slacks that swathe hips,
and bare shoulders, simple bandanas tied over wellturned breasts, simple bathing suits that show off delightful shapes. Gentlemen of the Hollywood press
departments, there are many many clothes that build

up a girl's glamor and never show a bit of skin. Many
of these clothes, in fact, don't show every line of a girl's
anatomy. Are you living to a large extent in the longpast era of Theda Bara and the sequin robe? If you are
living in the past, Press Agents, the stars aren't. The
designers aren't. And neither is the public.
The whole Hollywood clothes picture seems to have
got caught in a vicious circle which nobody has the time
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they say about Hollywood, that it's
Maybe it's truebywhat
itself, people who live and work there
such a world
are not quite like the rest of the United States.
I had a very sad experience a few years ago which
would lead me toward that conclusion. I once dressed a
girl who was my pride and joy. She picked things out of
my collection with an eagle eye for the style which was
going to be all over the place, — three years later. She
dressed simply, and she had glamor alright. She had so
much glamor that she got her movie job, dressed in her
simple clothes. She rose, quickly.
After she'd been in Hollywood two years and I'd
made her some off-stage clothes from time to time, she
decided she didn't like my clothes at all any more. That's
alright and doesn't make me mad. I said I'd do some
special designs for her, what sort of thing was she thinking about. Do you know what she was thinking about?
She was thinking of a sequin robe she'd had in her last
movie, a sequin robe with a white fox cape. She was
thinking about Glamor as Hollywood runs it up.

Unluckily for me, I lost my sense of humor at 'that
point. I should have made her a sequin robe to end all
sequin robes and a white fox cape that would have
smothered her. And then I should have made her a
stare version of an off-stage glamorous dress. Instead of

pubthink!

any of that, I just let her walk away. But it gave me a
good deal to think about. The Hollywood star has an
awful problem. She must be glamorous. She must have
that will show up on the screen. She hasn't much
clothes
time and her available designers are as much under the
Hollywood spell as she. She ends, 90 per cent of the
time, in a fine version of Spinach.
The few movie ladies I know, the very few for whom
I ever do any clothes, have made a great impression on
me. They shed their movie glamor like lightning when
they leave Hollywood. They get special clothes for real
life, good clothes with good lines, subtle clothes. In
Hollywood, when they aren't in front of the camera, they
wear the best of sport clothes, gay, simple, functional.
Why don't they put up a fight and get themselves
stage
versions of the same kind of clothes for their films?
Do they really think the public likes Spinach? If the
American public liked Fashionable Spinach, French
clothes would never have been successful in the United
States. Many French models may be wrong for our lives
here, but in basic design they are beautiful clothes. If
the American public liked Fashionable Spinach, they
wouldn't spend 75 per cent of their time in simple25sport

clothes. They wouldn't wear cotton evening things in
summer. They wouldn't keep shops like Best and Co.
making money. They wouldn't have made a best seller

Hawes
speaking:
"Bette Davis,

looking very unSpinachlike in a
simple suede outfit.
The hat is silly, but
"Wendy Barrie"
(far
not?""in simple,
why left)
functional tweed."
"Betty Grable."
"There's
(Left, below.)
nothing
nicer than a sailor

out of 80,000 words I happened to write on the
subject, — or written me as many letters.
Sure, when the public goes to a movie, they
want something a little more extra than routine
life. They want better clothes than they can afford, perhaps, and more of them. They want the
clothes heightened in effect. They want 150 per
cent of beauty and sex appeal. But they don't
want green suede boots and seven miles of silver
fox. They don't want sugar sweetness and a thousand yards of tulle ruffles. Do you, public? They
laugh, some of them, and others try to copy the
movies and get laughed at — or look cheap and
tawdry in the five yards of tulle which mass production allows for a copy of the thousand on the
screen.
Since I have such a high estimate of the public
taste, since I firmly believe that movie stars themselves have perfectly good taste, at whom are we
going to throw this ball of Spinach? I would
blame the stars for not making a stronger stand.
I would blame the public for not booing and tearing up chairs in movie theatres, and I think all of
that might have some effect, especially if the public would scream. But looking around for a real
scape-goat, my eye has to fall upon the Hollywood designers.
It would be a ticklish business for a New York
designer to criticize one from Movie Land, so
thank heaven I don't feel like doing it. The only
Hollywood Designer I've met is Adrian. He has
all my sympathy and no blame from me for whatever may go out under his name. He told me a
little story that goes like this : "What good would
it be for me to make a wonderful dress for a certain star whom I will call Mabel? Every time I
do anything for her, she cuts off the skirt and
puts a bow in her hair."
Oh, Adrian, I know just how you feel. But
Mabel also has my sympathy. Once someone convinced Mabel that she was the cute type and that
she should, therefore, cut off her skirts and put
26
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examples — Spinach, or Non-Spinach? Read
suit."
what distinguished designer Hawes says
of them, without

prejudice, fear, or favor

Says
Hawes:
"There's nothing
better than a trench
coat." Worn by Ilona
Massey, right.
"Vicki Lester"
(far
right) "has
fine traveling
outfit,a
although I could do
without the diamond
clips and holes in
the toes of her
shoes."
"Very routine,
but nevertheless
charming and simple robe de style."
Betty Grable, below.

When a book called "Fashion Is Spinach"
became a best-seller, it proved that the
women of America are vitally curious about
what's Fashion-right. See what

Hawes

says

bows in her hair. Mabel's definitely on the skids
now, but that same little man is probably ruining
Mary Ann and Alice and Louise for you, Adrian.
Maybe they were the best dressed girls in New
York once. Maybe they got their contracts looking that way. But now they only revert to type
when they step out of Hollywood. Their hair is
curly instead of straight, blond instead of black.
Their noses are short and not long any more.
Their eyebrows are thin now, and their teeth
pearly.
In five
or sixthe
years,
they'llprepared
probablytype
be
on the skids
because
carefully
they represent will be out, out of Fashion, out
of public favor, out among the extras.
God help the movie star, — and God help her
designer. Since they both get paid plenty of
money, it is idle to waste too much sympathy on
them, I suppose, although neither seems very
happy about the clothing situation. If the devil L
the producer, he might come out of Hollywood,
New York's El Morocco and the Stork Club long
don't wear
all debutantes
out that and
to find the
enough fox
white tulle at night.
day
in
beige
Mostly he might find out that some quite ug!y
girls are damned attractive and that there are
other methods of attraction beside cutting your
dress to your navel in front or hiding your bare
back under a ton of fur.
Luckily for the producer, it has been definitely

it certainly
by now
proven made
their
starsclothes
the the
God gaveisn't
movie.
the that
which
the
makes
love
anatomy, male and female, and
world go 'round. All the Fashion Spinach in
movies.
Hollywood hasn't been able to ruin the
But oh for a really ugly movie girl, replica of a
million Rosie O'Gradys. Dress her up right. Send
her out on the screen. Wouldn't it be nice to
know whether a perfectly ordinary, human lady,
subtly dressed, could accomplish as much as a
Glamor girl in Spinach? It happens in real life,
Hollywood. And that is certainly lucky for us,
isn't it, Public?
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Newest, most glamorous Hollywood sensation is Hedy Lamarr. You saw the actress in
"Algiers." Now see the girl herself, above —
athletic, given to such pleasures as candidcamera-snapping and hearty eating. Ginger
Rogers, right, another outdoor glamor girl.
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face

EARING that Glamor had turned on its detractors
in Hollywood and was making them eat fricassee of
crow, I invested in a theatre ticket the other evening
and took a good look at Hedy Lamarr. Hedy, as you all
know, is the smoldering femme fatale who does a prettv
bit of luring of sad-eyed Charles Boyer in the American
version of "Pepe Le Moko," now known as "Algiers."
And judging from all the celebrating at the various box
offices where "Algiers" is breaking records, Hedy is
doing a pretty bit of luring of the entire population. also
Never in my time, and my time is your time, have I
known the press to become so extravagant in their praise
of a film actress. Absolutely no restraint. They've called
her everything from a new Garbo and Dietrich to a sultry
charmer — we haven't had a sultry charmer around
Since
Pola Negri— and the word "exotic" which had fallen on
evil days, no self-respecting reporter would touch it with
28

ash!

girls go wholesome

and
healthy— even Hedy Lamarr turns
out to be folksy. Find out why

his typewriter, they proceeded to restore with a flourish
to perfectly good standing !
As a leader of the Anti-Glamor group — I was planning
to lead my army in through Brentwood and Holmby Hills
and make merry with a lot of Rolls Royces, false lashes,
and silver foxes — I was quite upset to hear about Hedy!
Here I've been wearing my fingers to the bone lately, especially on key "s" which doesn't register unless I fairly
knock the daylights out of it, writing long
dull articles
about how Glamor was as extinct as the dodo, and gardenias and tuberoses were too, too silly, and the so-called
Glamor Girls ought to get wise to themselves and either
give up completely or acquire some of that natural earthiness of Myrna Loy and Sonja Henie. Freckles, I gushed,
were the thing, and unless you had the pink cheeks of an
ice skater you might just as well hide your head in shame.
And this lolling about on a chaise lounge in something by

Schiaparelli, really now, how absurd — one should be out
hoeing corn or roping steers.
And I must say the Exhibitors egged me on in my folly
by publishing a blast heard round the world (they tell me
Marlene heard it in far-off France, and was tres depressed)
to the effect that some of our glamorous personalities were
just a lot of poison at the box office. And then they published list
a
of the favorites according to box office receipts
and the only members of the girls' team were Shirley
Temple, Jane Withers, Sonja Henie and Myrna Loy.
Those girls sort of reek of health and good clean living —
and anything but glamor. No wonder I was taken in.
Glamor is dead, I wrote with priggish delight, never
having had any.
Then along came Hedy. And a diet of crow. Hedy of the
soft voice and wanton eyes is a Viennese actress and her
one claim to fame, before her arrival in Hollywood about
eight months ago, was that she had appeared in "Ecstasy,"
a European picture, without benefit of Schiaparelli, or any
old rag. She has lovely black hair, which is quite a relief in
the land of the bleach and the henna, and fascinating hazel
eyes that take to close-ups like a duck to water. She is five
feet seven and weighs 108 pounds and is just about the
most breathlessly beautiful actress we've ever had on the
screen. She is twenty-three, the daughter of a Viennese
banker, and the ex-wife of an Austrian munitions magnate.
When she popped up in Hollywood quite unexpectedly
with a Metro contract it was hoped, by quite a number of
the feminine stars, that she would not be able to master
English. But she did.
Well, as soon as I saw Hedy giving Charles Boyer the
come-on in that languorous manner of hers I knew she
had made a liar out of me. I knew that Glamor was just
about as dead as a barrel of dynamite with lighted fuse.
And I also knew that I'd better do a right about face quick
like a flash. So hold your hats, here we go again.
I have decided — and nuts to you, Mr. Exhibitor with
your poison stars — that that fatal allure, which we call
glamor, is most necessary to the movie industry. It's the
only thing that makes movie stars interesting, sort of sets
them apart from the rest of us, as it were. Here we were
in the biggest slump that Hollywood has ever had, with
nobody going to the movies, well, practically nobody, and

Montgomery —
Hedy Lamarr
the line forms
tures, itseems,
The glamor
and what with

and then in the midst of the excitement
walks across the screen and immediately
on the right ! What was wrong with picwas their lack of glamor.
in a picture is always supplied by its star,
the stars in Hollywood all gone hayseed

and healthy these days naturally we can't expect anything
but beaucoup wholesomeness. Now wholesomeness has
its place in the — in the — well, there must be some place
for it, but not in Hollywood. It sort of stunts things.
Time was when all the big stars were just as exciting
as Hedy, and like mysterious creatures they showed
themselves only at night dripping with sables and mascara. Hollywood was fun in those fabulous days when
thousands of gardenias were ordered for a simple little
supper party, and extras threw rose petals for Gloria
Swanson and her marquis to walk on. Then someone,
darn 'em, discovered health. And immediately all the
little stars who had been having such a good time ruining
the inner linings of their stomachs with mixed drinks and
rich foods went on a diet, went on the wagon, and went
on something terrible about health and good clean living.
Those gay irresponsible people of the theatre you've
read so many merry tales about {^Please turn to page 84)
Have you joined
the
Anti-Glamor
group,
along with Liza? She
was all for suntans and
freckles until along
came Hedy Lamarr
and changed all that.
Joan Crawford, right,
goes
for badminton.
Irene inDunne,
below, is
a good golfer, and
member of the Holein-One Club. Caro
Lombard, lower left,
likes ranch life. Are
they still glamor girls
to you?

all the stock-holders yelling what's wrong with pictures
and why doesn't somebody spend two bits and see Robert
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ColFRANCOIS VILLON in the person of Ronald
man rises from bis seat in the Fircone Tavern,
and looks down at the gaunt faces of his boon companions. His beard is matted, his face is dirtst-reaked.
Unrecognized in a corner skulks Louis XI, all ears. "If /
were king — " cries Villon.
You've come to do a story on the picture. You cherish
a sneaking hope that in the process you may be able to
snatch a word or two with Colman. For to write about
"If I Were King" and leave him out is to play "Hamlet"
minus the prince. Yet if Colman were king, he could be
hardly more inaccessible.
You may deplore but you don't resent his inaccessibility. You soon learn to distinguish in Hollywood between
players who throw up smoke-screens for effect, and those
whose reserve is genuine. Colman is shy, not only of
the press, but of the world in general. His instinct is for
withdrawal. According to Frank Lloyd, producer and
director of "If I Were King," he's the most unobtrusive
of actors. "He never objects, he never argues a point —
now and then he'll make a quiet suggestion— so rarely, so quietly that it always
carries weight, and so," chuckles Lloyd,
"he gets his own way as often as he
wants it."
He's more comfortable inside himself
than in contact with any but his intimates. On the other hand, there's nothing
frozen-faced about him. Courtesy is as
instinctive as reticence. Cornered for an
autograph, he looks not forbidding but
apologetic, much as if he were about to
murmur : "And now — er — won't you give
me yours?" Even as he eludes you, his
smile begs your pardon — but
elude you he will.
So day after day you stalk
him. You don't really mind, for
there's
plenty
of excitement
along the way. The trail
blazes with color — of
atmosphere and personalities, of lines that sing
and action that stirs
your blood, of
sets and costume s that
transport you
through
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Crashing the set of Hollywood
most brilliant production, we give
you

Ronald Colman without reserve, ashis fellow actors know

and

like him

best

_

the ages to a richer and wilder day — all mixed up with
the color of twentieth century Hollywood — a bewildering
kaleidoscope of brilliance which, through Frank Lloyd's
ordered mind, will emerge to take its triumphant place—
I'm telling you— beside his "Cavalcade" and "Mutiny on
the Bounty."
You can't sit for five minutes on the set without catching fire. You love the story to begin with — you who have
read it or seen the play or even thrilled to the rhythm
of that matchless marching song that takes you by the
throat, that has you shouting "And to hell with Burgun-dy" before it gets through with you.
There they all are — your Villon and Louis, your Katherine and Huguette, your scum of the Paris gutters atid
your silken traitors of the court — but with a difference.
They don't talk the highflown claptrap of creaking melodrama, but the everyday speech of the everyday people
of their time. It's rousing, it's rib-tickling, it's lyrical at
times, it's natural always. Lloyd has long wanted to make
this picture, but on two conditions. First, he would have
no one but Colman to play Villon. Second he would have
no figures of bombast strutting across his screen, but
believable humans. He got Colman. He got Preston
Sturges to write the screen play — "my cornerstone and
my beautiful framework," he calls them.
You may wonder at the choice of Basil Rathbone for
Louis. You think of Louis as a crooked little man, having
nothing in common with the aquiline splendor of Rathbone. "Watch this scene," grins Lloyd. He climbs to the
camera boom, high above the heads of the glittering
crowd that throngs Louis's throne room for its first
Grand Constable. You'll
the mysterious
of the
glimpse
of tension on any Lloyd set.
the absence
by new,
be struck
The director is celebrating his twenty-fifth year of successful movie-making. Being a kindly man, he has no
stomach for blustering. Knowing his business, he has
no need for it. His ease (Please turn to page 76)

"If I Were King," colorful spectacle
of Francois Villon and his times,
has Colman as star, Frances Dee
for heroine, Basil Rathbone as villain— see them pictured on these
director Frank
Top right,,
pages.
his cast. Center
Lloyd coaches
above,
Colman in kingly armor,
with Miss Dee; above, Villon and
Huguette, otherwise Colman and
Ellen Drew. Left, Alma Lloyd, the
director's daughter.
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Photographs of the Dionne Quintuplets
Copyright 1038 NEA Service, Inc.

JUST
as five
fivewho
make came
twenty-five,
so
the five
girltimes
babies
amazingly
alive on a wintry night four years ago in
the northern reaches of Ontario now make significant the quarter-century jubilee of a screen
actor in sunny Hollywood.
"You wouldn't think," fondly reflected Jean
Hersholt who rejoined the Dionne Quintuplets

in the making of their third
e," Five of a
Kind," "that the birth of five pictur
little girls away off
in Canada could possibly have had any effect
upon an actor playing parts in Hollywood, but
it meant no less than my own rebirth. Life, at
least professionally, really began for me when
those wonderful babies came into the world. All
of a sudden, by the magic of the quints, I became
a distinct personality. I realize this more than
ever now that it gives, special meaning to my
twenty-fifth Hollywood anniversary." _
Surely the happy occasion called for some sort
of celebration in honor
only of Hollywood's
most beloved character not
actor but of world-loved
Emilie, Yvonne, Cecile, Annette and Marie,
those budding mam'selles who made human history inthe very act of their creation. And it was
fittingly at hand when their patron player glowingly raised not a rousing bumper but a. tiny
wooden whistle worn as a charm on his looping watch chain and blew it five times in salute to
the quints.
"Emilie gave it to me," he explained, proudly
showing the tooth-marked toy which seemed to

In "Five Of A Kind," their
third motion picture, the
Dionne Quintuplets are
again supported by Jean
Hersholt as the country doctor— see left and right
below — and by John Qualen
and Slim Summerville, in
scene at right.
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bring her and her famed duplicates into the room with us.
Letting the simple token slip back to its moorings, Mr.
Hersholt disposed of his mellow kindliness, together with
his equally mellowed proportions, in a capacious leather
chair and brought out his pipe. Memories mingled with the
curling smoke.

I

"It was a much better way than any other to make
the public kindly aware of my existence after all these
years. Altogether, counting my five-years' experience in
Denmark," his rounded accent carrying back to his native land, "I have been in pictures for thirty years. For
a long time it was pretty bad, but now great good fortune
has made this the best time of all for me. At the start I
had little hope. But America had become the Promised
Land for actors, so naturally I wanted to come here.
That was a comparatively easy thing to do, as the Scandinavian Line was glad to give an actor passage on one
of its ships in return for his entertaining the more
remunerative passengers with readings and impersonations. \\ nen I finally reached Hollywood I had just five
dollars in my pocket. Part of that money was spent in
street car fare from Los Angeles to Inceville, beyond
Santa Monica. At the end of the line I found to my dismay that I had to walk two miles and a half along a hot
and dusty road. That made me ieel and look foolish, for
I had followed the custom of European actors by wearing
a frock coat, spats and derby hat. and carrying a cane.
But it was my clothes that got me a job. When the
dazzled casting director was assured they really belonged
to me, he said he would give me fifteen dollars a week.
He hired my clothes, not me. But I'm afraid that if I'd
been dressed like that on my trip to Callander for the
quints' first picture I would have been mobbed."
Laughing off the impossible idea, Mr. Hersholt approached the turning point in his career with actually
blushing modesty. "I might have been vain enough to

NNh

think I was chosen for the part of Dr. Luke in 'The
Country Doctor' because of an unusual talent. But that
wasn't it at all. It was just luck — and there's a lot of luck
in this business. Thanks to the quints, I'm probably the
luckiest actor in Hollywood. I was a last-minute choice
simply because the studio had to have somebody in a
hurry. Will Rogers would have had the part if he had
not been killed six months before the picture was ready
to start. Then it would have gone to Lionel Barrymore
if he had not been tied up with other engagements. Henry
Walthall, Walter Connolly, Grant Mitchell and others
were also considered. I never dreamed anyone would
have me in mind. Nothing could have been further from
my thoughts one afternoon when I got a call at M-G-M
to go over to Twentieth Century-Fox and see the casting
director. I didn't want to go, but was advised to do so as
a matter of courtesy. On the way I talked to myself, saying
they
wanted
me believe
for a lousy
part and on
deciding
I'd
refuseprobably
it. I could
hardly
{Continued
page 80)
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BOB BURNS says he was just
happy when he didn't have a
dime to his name as he is today,
ioning- me (I've althereby disillus
ways harbored one of those dreams
about a rich uncle leaving me all of
his wealth). Bob told me that would
It's like Robin Burns to build a little log
cabin back of his big house, where he
only prove burdensome — so now I
can practice his bazooka in peace. Bob
tells in this story how to be happy
don't have to worry about whether
any of my uncles get rich.
though popr — but his greatest happiness
came when his small daughter was born.
I was visiting the set of "Arkansas Traveler" over at Paramount
when I caught Bob between "takes." I asked him to make
and marched me right off the set. We found a plank on a
a date for an interview. I wanted to know if a person
saw-horse facing a corner of the stage strung with
electric conduits and water pipes, not very atmospheric,
who's never had any, can be twice as happy when they
suddenly realize a lot of money. I knew he had been as
but within ear-shot of the director's call.
poor as a fellow could be — from the money-in-the-pocket
Bob seemed eager to recall those good old days when
angle. Surprisingly Bob replied in that serious way he
he was poor as we sat there on a pine plank with nothing
to distract our attention in the walled-in corner.
drawls his words, "Well, like my Uncle Fud back in
Arkansas would say, there's no time like the present if
"I never was so happy in my life as when I used to
sell bananas down in New Orleans there on the water
you want to talk to me." He looked around helplessly
for a place for us to sit down, but just try finding a chair
front. I think I made about twenty-five cents a day, and
not in use on a movie set — even when the owner's names
on good days a dollar. Food was cheap. A fellow could
are painted in bold white letters on their backs. Bob took
fill himself right full for fifteen cents. I had plenty of
time to go hunting and fishing, {Please turn to page 82)
another look around, then he grabbed me by the hand
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are the ones Win
whoSs/go
y
Men With
places, so Paramount
sends Ray Milland
and Fred MacMurray
aloft for big new

The aviation picture to top 'em all
is "Men With Wings," which encompasses the great flights since
the Wrights' and catches up with
Howard Hughes' and Corrigan's
history-making hops. Rivals in air
and love are Milland and MacMurray, with sky-records and Louise
Campbell their prizes. Right, Ray;
above, Fred— and with Miss Campbell. Below, in
the Technicolor,
stellar trio. You'll
see them
too.

film

Beauty

Filmland is famous for
lovely women. No wonder, when we look at
the elegant examples
here! Consider, top,
Dorothy Lamour, who
would be called glamorous in any country.
Then, from top left
reading down, Joan
Marsh, Eleanor Hansen, June Lang. In the
oval, gently lovely
Franciska Gaal.

Still

One of the most enchanting
sights ever to be seen on the
screen will be Loretta Young
in her r6le of the Empress
Eugenie ofin her,
"Suez"
— pre-view
closeup
below.
Vastly
different but also very alluring
is Alice Faye, at top left,
smilingly surveying her opportunities in"Alexander's Ragtime Band" and "The Dawn's
Early Light." Now, gazing at
panel to leff, you see Gloria
Stuart, top, Lynn Carver,
left, and
Nancymovie-newcomer
Kelly.

Mammy! Dick Powell goes to town in "The
Hot Heiress," enlivening romance wherein he
woos pretty, winsome and grand actress
Olivia de Havilland, with such added attractions as this corking impersonation of Al Jol»
son. Here you have it: black-face, dynamic
gestures — and you can almost hear Powell's
voice boom out songs with that Jolson "sock."
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s!

Those box«office blues will
be gone with

the whirU

wind of gaiety and glamor
when

these swell

hit your

screens.

fun for movie^goers
crowds

shows

in your

Such
means

theatres

The girls with the smiles that will win
favor of the fans! Left, fun and feminine charm are coming at you armin-arm, as Marie Wilson, Ann Sheridan and Margaret Lindsay swing
into view as the trio that makes entertainment goround and round on
the screens that will project "Three
Girls on Broadway."

Honey at the box-offices is just another way of
saying Sonja Henie, above, with her bunny partner
in a novelty skating number in "My Lucky Star."
Those Gay Nineties recalled by the very athletic
Joe Brown, top, will be gay nights at the movie
shows when "The Gladiator" comes to town.
Howls of laughter are going to make your theatre
the big noise of your town, Mr. Exhibitor, when
you get such celestial clowns as the Ritz Brothers,
right, in "Straight, Place and Show," and the
three Marxes, below, in "Room Service." Cheer
up? You'll bust right out laughing!
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Triangle

I After

All!

Trio

(Triangle set to the hauntjing strains, of johann
[Strauss' music presents
jGravet as the composer,
I Mile. Korjus as his prima
jdonna, and little Rainer as
ithe wistful other lady.
| This romantic drama of
\ old Vienna offers Gravet a
| stronger r6le that he has
j yet essayed for American
screens, while the golden
| voice of Miliza Korjus,
; known to radio listeners of
] the M-G-M hour but
I hitherto unheard from the
screen, is said to be a treat
.worth waiting for.

Tne

cliarming

temptations

of

Monsieur

Gravet

in "The

Great

Walt?" are Luise
Rainer and Mili?a
Korjus — Brunette
versus Blonde

Willinger

in ^VAtX

Time

What, even lovely little Olivia de Havilland is allowed to lose her
temper for screen purposes! Above, she rebels against bed-making
in a big way, all for "The Hot Heiress." Left below, the amazing
"Dead End"-"Crime School" boys as they appear in Warner
Bros.' big new melodrama, "Angels with Dirty Faces."

Is

Screen

Going

Anyway,

Sadistic?

there are shocking, sock=

ing, powerful pictures on their way
to you and we'll wager you'll
award them big hox»oflfice honors

And here's the Angel making the Dirty Faces— otherwise Mr. James
Cagney running the gamut of sinister expressions for his new starring
picture. Jimmy, actually the most amiable of gentlemen, manages to
make us cringe as he blazes through a range of macabre emotions. A
jolly little operating-room sequence enlivens the new Kay Francis film
called "Unlawful." Below, two scenes showing the suave Miss Francis
in her dramatic new r6le. At bottom of page, the Fight of the Month,
between Charles Bickford and Wayne Morris. As Wayne is hero of the
piece, we can't explain the scene at lower right— you'll have to see
"Valley of the Giants" for yourself.

Birthday of a baritone! Nelson Eddy's natal anniversary celebrated on the "Sweethearts" set. Co-star Jeanette MacDonald loaded Nelson's arms with presents from all —
and Director Van Dyke asked him for a match! Around from top right above, you see
highlights as Nelson cuts the cake. That's Ray Bolger coming back for too many helpings. Then Nelson opens his present from Jeanette — a cocker spaniel with five pups —
celebrating the fifth Eddy-MacDonald co-starring screen musical.

Strictly

Personal

Histories

Below: Director Jack Conway to Clark Gable:
"Planes will buzz overhead, bombs will fall like
rain, buildings crash. Want a double for this one,
Clark?" Gable: "How you talk! Start your action."
Then Clark as a newsreel man in "Too Hot to
Handle" goes to work. Next, congratulated by
real newsreelman Norman Alley, who filmed the
sinking of the Panay. Then, rest and refreshment.

Fisherman's luck! Robert Benchley's patient and exhaustive research revolutionizes the
sport of angling. If you can't get away to wade the streams, or get seasick on a fishing
just do it at home. You see, he catches one. Doesn't know just why, but decides
cruise—
to find out what a fish has that makes men so anxious to catch him; goes into the
matter with scientific thoroughness, proceeding bit by bit to an analysis of the subject,
and proving beyond all doubt that a fish has bones.
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Right number but wrong guess! Dennis O'Keefe caught in the clutches of
pages below. "Ah, here's the number that
gallantry — left to right across
pretty little number gave me today. Five cents for three minutes. Huh, I
only need three seconds to sell myself into a date. Wait! Sure! Oh, hello.
This is Dennis. You know, you're going to dinner with me tonight.
What? I'm late? Hey, how many fellows did you give that phone number
to on the set today? Oh, just Tyrone and me, eh? GoodBYE. Five cents,
three minutes! I ought to get my nickel back plus interest."

ONDON

Come along to Britain's best studios,
sparkling with stars and excitement

Hettie

Crimstead

You'll meet American favorites in
London studios these days, as
well as popular English personalities. Anna Neagle and C. Auleft, listen as director
brey
Herbert Smith,
Wilcox rehearses them
in a scene for "Sixty Glorious
Years,"
to "Victoria
Great." sequel
Edna Best,
below, whotheis
still Mrs. Herbert Marshall, ponders a crossword puzzle. Our own
Rosalind Russell, below center,
"The
role inRobert
her co-star
for her
gets readywhile
Citadel,"
Donat is seen in two character
close-ups at far left.

huge white studio buildings are a hive
DENHAM'S
of activity these days. Anna Neagle and Anton
Walbrook and Aubrey Smith are shooting the
sequel to "Victoria the Great" and on the stage beyond
theirs you meet cool blonde Edna Best — who is still
Mrs. Herbert Marshall — acting in Korda's all-woman
film about a girl's reformatory called "Prison Without
Bars." In the Korda offices they are already _hard _ at
work preparing for the big new historical film in which
Merle Oberon will play when she returns from Hollywood this winter. It's "Elizabeth of Austria," a romantic
adventure woven round the young wife of the emperor
Franz Josef when Vienna was at the height of its glory.
Flora Robson and Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh
will be seen in it too.
When you see a grimy-faced man in ragged clothes
Denham you don't
walking in the country lanes around
know whether he is a genuine hobo or a distinguished actor from "The Citadel" just taking a stroll between scenes.
The new M-G-M film has the poverty-stricken setting
of a Welsh coal-mining valley, and even Robert Donat
and Ralph Richardson have to wear the roughest cheapest clothes. Bob's collars go into training for a day before
he dons them, crumpled under a heavy weight, and his
greasy shapeless hat was bought for a few coppers in an

East End slum market and had to be sterilized before he
could put it on. "It's just the kind of hat Spencer Tracy
would enjoy," Bob declares, Spencer being his greatest
admiration on the screen.
Rosalind Russell, too, appears in a wool skirt and careless old sweater with her chestnut hair untidily ruffled.
Rozzie has been doing some ambition-realizing herself in
London ; she has always adored antiques and her Hollywood home is full of them. Now she is living in an ancient
thatched farmhouse near Denham and everything there
is antique, oak furniture and pewter bowls and oil lamps
and even the china she eats off. "Sort of place I've dreamt
about," says Rozzie, and doesn't mind a scrap if she
knocks her head against some low ceiling beam that can't
be raised because it's too old to stand moving. With her
sister Mary Jane Russell who's visiting her, Rozzie
makes expeditions to buy quaint chairs and period silver
and twisted brass to take home to California. She often
goes to the famous Caledonian Market in North London,
searching the hundreds of open-air stalls and shops with
the crowd. Mr. and Mrs. (Please turn to page 86)
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MARIE ANTOINETTE — M-G-M
MOST important picture of the new season, and definitely not to be missed, is Norma Shearer's lavish vehicle
for her return to the screen after long absence. It's a
weighty vehicle, at times as heavy and unwieldy as the
lavish costumes, rich with historical trappings, often smothered
in its own magnificence. But when the incomparable true drama
of "Marie Antoinette" is allowed to emerge from all the gold
and glitter, it becomes a fine and honest film, and in its latter
scenes very nearly a great one. Thanks to Norma Shearer's
passionate sincerity in playing the name part, her picture almost
always rings true. That it falters occasionally is no fault of the
star's, nor of her splendid supporting cast; it is, I should say, the
fault of the director — the salty talents which made "The Thin
Man" so exciting are not precisely suited to realizing the terror
and tragedy of the life of Marie Antoinette. Shearer's is a thrilling performance, from the first scenes as eager girl through
disillusionment to the supreme horror; and she is helped by brilliant Robert Morley, incredibly good as the unfortunate Louis.
Tyrone Power, Joseph Schildkraut, all the others are excellent.
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LETTER OF INTRODUCTION — Universal

PROFESSOR BEWARE— Paramount

HOORAY, McCarthy is here to stay. If you were
troubled by doubts after "The Goldwyn Follies" that
Charlie's place was on the screen, see him again here.
~ and change your mind. He has stiff competition, even
including a definite rival called Mortimer, Mr. Edgar Bergen's
new dummy to keep Charlie in his place, if possible; but the
McCarthy wit and aplomb win, as usual. Here's an unusual and
thoroughly delightful picture. It has an Idea, a real Idea, despite
a slight leaning toward certain aspects of "Stage Door" and
"Mad about Music." But the direction of John Stahl is so sympathetic, the esprit of the blue-ribbon cast so infectious that you
will enjoy every minute of the show. Adolphe Menjou plays
with his consummate ease a vain and philandering stage and
screen star confronted by a problem daughter, Andrea Leeds.
The problem is how to keep her a secret, so she poses as her
father's "protegee," to cause complications involving Andrea's
dancer-romancer, George Murphy, and the father's fiancee, Ann
Sheridan. Bergen and McCarthy are here, there, and everywhere,
Bergen coming into his own with a real role neatly played.

HAROLD LLOYD'S best comedy — and where have you
heard that one before ? From me, of course ; and from
every other reviewer. It may be because Lloyd's films
are few and far between ; it may even be because he uses
his best situations again and again, in various guises ; and that
we're all howling at practically the same gags we laughed at the
last time. I don't care. I know I had a good time at "Professor
Beware," I know you will, too; and that's what matters. Lloyd
himself — and this is serious — is definitely funnier than he has
ever been. I mean, the actor himself, and by himself, gets more
laughs than ever before. He comes closer to achieving a real
characterization, as the shy young Egyptologist whose chivalry
makes him a hunted man — hunted by the police and wanted by
The Girl, who this time is Phyllis Welch, and no girl to run
away from if I can judge by audience reaction. Miss Welch is a
sort of miniature Margaret Sullavan with more humor. I think
you'll be seeing more of her. The Big Chase is simply terrific, one
mighty howl. A grand cast includes Lionel Stander and Raymond
Walburn, with the inimitable Mr. Stander particularly priceless.
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ROARS— M-G-M

ROBERT TAYLOR gets his hair mussed again in "The
Crowd Roars," and I hope his detractors will now be
satisfied, because I hate to think of the screen's most convincingly ardent young lover doomed to play nothing
but college athletes and prize-fighters for the rest of his career.
Did the "legitimate" theatre public insist upon John Barrymore
Is Robreplacing the tights of "Hamlet" with pugilist's trunks?
ert Taylor as good an actor as Barrymore was ? No ! Then why
not give the boy a chance to try? It's just as bad to "type" him
in rugged roles as in Armands. Now that that's over, consider
"The Crowd Roars," a good if formula film, with Bob as an
earnest and honest young prize-fighter, ducking squared-circle
politics ; Edward Arnold as the slick fight manager, and matchless Frank Morgan as Bob's father— a great big fat role for
Frank, who makes the bragging, bibulous fellow a real character.
Maureen O' Sullivan, herself inevitably "typed" as the wholesome
heroine, plays her routine role with spirit and as much conviction
as possible. Jane Wyman will surprise you with a gay and vivid
performance as a scatterbrained Southern belle, accent and all.

ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND— 20 Century-Fox

MIGHTIEST of all musical movies, Irving Berlin's
"American Cavalcade of Song" is just that. It isn't a
"musical" according to accepted movie standards — no big
girl numbers, but there's a big "boy" number, Oh Hozv
I Hate To Get Up In The Morning, which will do very nicely as
a substitute. If you like Berlin tunes, "Alexander's Ragtime
Band" will get you and hold you and send you out of the theatre
a bit moist about the eyes, choky about the throat, and croaking
away in what you may fondly believe is an imitation of Alice
Faye singing Remember or Ethel Merman shouting Heat Wave.
Beginning with the origin of Alexander's Ragtime Band itself,
the picture follows the Berlin song cycle in and out of the drama
of a band leader, Tyrone Power, his pianist, Don Ameche, and his
singer, Alice Faye. It is a new, striking, and dramatic screen
presentation of popular music, easy to take, always colorful and
often exciting. What'll you have — This is the Life, or Blue Skies;
Everybody Step, or All Alone? They're all here. Pictorially, it is
Miss Faye's film, with Miss Merman rating next. Peace, it's
wonderful how the stars stay young— Berlin magic, maybe.

THE TEXANS— Paramount

THE biggest Western of them all! It has everything
every big Western has ever had, and a little more — cattle
stampedes, Indian fights, prairie fires and floods, even a
dust storm. And each cataclysm is super-colossal, probafter. "The
everfollowing
Westerns
ably spoiling
the
period
reconstruction
the gigantic
backfor tomere
turnsyou
Texans"
of
fortunes
the
concerns
intimately
and
theme,
its
Civil War for
an old Texas ranching family which leaves its homeland to make
the long trek with its cattle to the nearest railroad in far-off
Kansas. Their trials and tribulations on the year-long march
make up most of the film's drama and excitement. If you like
superb scenery on the screen, and I do, you will warm to the
sweep and grandeur of many camera shots, and secretly appoint
the cameraman the particular star of the occasion. Of the cast,
it is the so-called "character" performers who score, especially
May Robson and Walter Brennan. Gosd to see Raymond Hatton
again in a role worthy of his talents. As for the co-stars, Randolph
Scott and Joan Bennett, I have liked them better in other pictures. Miss Bennett has that Bergdorf-Goodman look throughout.
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John and his Elaine
speak for themselves to
John's old friend Charles
Darnton in one of fhe
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Satirical John reveals future

plans for himself and his young wife
in this sensationally

witty

story

ITWAS bound to happen — the return of John Barrymore, with Elaine, to the New York stage. When its
foremost actor left that stage as the greatest Hamlet
of his generation — and there's been none to equal him
for fifteen years or more — he left a place that no one
else could fill. Ever since his memorable exit there has
been a hole in the theater as big as the side of a barn.
Meanwhile Broadway has had something in common
with Nature in that it, too, abhors a vacuum. From time
to time it has called frantically to its idolized prodigal,
spending his talent like a sailor on shore leave, and hopefully prodded the fatted calf. Yet apparently veal could
not tempt the Barrymorian appetite. What, then, had
he found in Hollywood so vastly more to his taste ?
the
"Fish," muttered the confirmed angler, spearing
trout on his plate.
'Why, Jack !" cried Mrs. Barrymore, gone native becomingly in blue flannel slacks and sandals. "Do you
think you should say that?"
"Perhaps I shouldn't," was his dutiful reply. "To be
quite exact," turning to me, "it's fishing. I'm crazy about
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By

Charles

Darnton

it. Even so, it may be unseemly to put fishing above acting on either stage or screen, thought I daresay no end
of Izaak Walton's rheumatic followers would string
along with me hook, line and sinker. I take it you want
the
am
me
like
my

truth about Hollywood's long hold on me, and as I
nothing if not truthful I cannot let a poor fish keep
from telling it. I might have gone back to the stage,
Cincinnatus dragged shrieking from the plow, after
first year here had it not been that by some miracle

I caught a swordfish. From that eventful day to this I've
been hanging on in the desperate hope of catching
another. That is the whole and entire truth, even if it is
Withstory."
all deference to my piscatory friend, I could not
a fish
quite agree with him. It still remained for him to confess
his reason for at last deciding to reappear upon the
scene of his former triumphs. "Elaine," he accordingly
disclosed, ''is mainly responsible for my return from
Elba — with, I hope, not the usual result."
"I should hope not !" gasped the cause of it all.
"She has been trying to get me to go back to the stage

for years," went on Mr. Barrymore, "till finally the time
I haven't set foot
has been definitely fixed for November.
on it since playing Hamlet in London. Just how long
ago that was I do not recall, but I think it was directly
after Lord Nelson's funeral."
Danger of choking to death on trout bones, which
doubtless would have highly delighted my fanciful host,
hastened me to ask him whether the play he would do in
New York was a tragedy. "No, thank God !" he fervently
replied. "It is a comedy called 'My Dear Children.' "
"I found it for him after reading hundreds of plays,"
was the interesting news from the distaff side of the
house.
"In it," pursued the recipient of this wifely boon, "I
am to play an actor who has been married a lot of times,
as is sometimes the case with actors, and Elaine will play
one of my daughters."
Said Mrs. Barrymore: "I am tremendously excited
about it. It will be my first New York play."
Said Mr. Barrymore : "I suppose it might be called our
professional honeymoon."
"What a nice thing to say !" glowed the grateful bride.
"Elaine is intensely interested in the theater, and eventime I tell her to do anything she asks why," he was
proud to say. "This is very stimulating. It helps one's
She's a good actor. We've done a
powers of invention.
lot of things together on the air, where her Lady Macbeth
her own right."
made her a star inwhether
was so good it natural
they would be
to wonder
It was only

co-starred in the forthcoming play. "Oh, no J" protested
Mrs. Barrymore. "Jack will be the only star."
"I'm not so sure of that, nor do I care," was the rejoinder of the best actor of them all. "I was terrified

when first made a star. I'd been playing light comedy
parts, as you know, and when I turned to serious work
in Galsworthy's 'Justice' I was panic-stricken to see my
name in big letters on the board in front of the theater
before the play opened. 'Wait till Tuesday night, anyway,' Ibegged the management. Then I got a strip of
it over my name."
pasted
and so
paper
"Jack's
modest !" marvelled Mrs. Jack.
"Not so damn modest," he contended, "but I know that
only an audience can make a star."
"I've noticed it again," she insisted, "now that I'm
Co-Ed.' I play
'Hold That "
play with him,er.
my first film ort
ain rep
5>
"Even as reporters have been known to play her,
reminiscently murmured Mr. Barrymore.
What I had noticed was that matrimonial history was
repeating itself. John Barrymore acted with his first wife,
the former Katherine Corri Harris, on the stage; appeared in a play, "Claire de Lune," by his second, the
one-time Blanche Oelrichs, who chose the pen-name of
Michael Strange ; co-starred with his third, Dolores Costello, in pictures ; and now was to be seen on both stage
and screen with his fourth, Elaine Barrie. Naively, I was
curious to know whether he had found that acting with
his wives made his work more difficult. "Not at all," he
hopefully at the bones in my fish. "You
said, glancing
forget who the actresses really are and remember only
the characters they play. Nor does domestic association
take away in anv degree from the romantic interest of an
audience. Indeed, I think it enhances the effect. This has
been proved on the stage, at least, by Mr. and Mrs.
Kendall, Sothern and Marlowe, Nat Goodwin and Maxine
Elliott, Forbes Robertson and Gertrude Elliott, ^and Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, among others."
Mrs. Barrymore was sure, "It lends enchantment to

love
likewise keeps the home ties binding," reflected her
"It scenes."
husband, "with the inevitable, if somedeeply thoughtful
what Spartan, result that the married actor goes right
straight home with his wife from the theater every
Tactfully silent on this disciplinary aspect of marital
co-operation in the histrionic art, Mrs. Barrymore was
satisfied to say, "Ever since meeting Jack it has been my
night."
ambition to play with him on the New York stage."
"And do you know," he demanded with an incredulous
lift of his trained eyebrow, "why she wanted to meet me?
It was because she had seen me on the screen in 'Svengali'! Having fondly imagined (Please turn to page 91)

Still the fascinating fellow, this Barrymore,
above. At right, scene from the latest film in
Co-Ed,"
That Murphy.
"Hold
see him —and
you will Weaver
which
George
with Marjorie
You'll enjoy John as a college football coach.
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wittingly played Cupid, with startling
dramatic consequences on the lives
of two

By
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Illustrated by Georgia Warren
(Please Turn to Page 94 for Synopsis of Preceding Chapter)
CHAPTER

II

face,
from
devastating
A Jean's
white.
sicklyebbed
her stain
leaving
scarlet
THE
humiliation and embarrassment shrieked
from every shrinking line of her body. "It
was so unimportant to me," she whispered,
miserably, "I'd forgotten "
Dick said : "So you've been married before !" Very gently, he picked her up carefully and sat her down in the chair. He strode
to the window and stood looking out on the
desert, his broad back to her.
Her tongue was clumsy with emotion. "It's
— not what you think," she said, faintly.
He whirled. "What am I to think?" he
said, with the harsh effort of a man for whom
the magic of the hour has vanished. "A previous marriage isn't a crime, of course, but
youIt could
havelips
toldto me
!" them into speech:
hurt her
move
"It — I'd forgotten it— it meant nothing — why

ter " perhaps," he went on,
ld it matvalues,
"Spiritual
shou
gruffly. "I never dreamed — you looked so
young — so virgin. All my life I've dreamed
that when I married, my wife would be an
unawakened girl, on the threshold of life. I
wanted to be the first in her life " he
stopped. He had spoken with the unconscious
fury of jealousy whipping through him. She
was so little, so crushed, so beautiful sitting
there, and he knew that no man ever quite
forgives the memory of the man who has a
claim on the past of the woman he loves.
"But you don't understand," she said, in a
slow, wrenched voice. "I — I— really never was
I mean — •"
— do
married
"What
you mean, in heaven's name?"
asked,
bitterly.

he

"I mean that I never was his wife, Dick.
I married without really understanding what

"You're — divorced ?" The grim savagery of
I was doing."
his voice was that of a man who finds someRuby crushed her lips fo his, holding
him with a surprising strength. They both
heard the slight swish of Jean's dress.
She stood, looking at them, wide-eyed.

thing he loves mutilated and spoiled for him.
"No! My mother had the marriage annulled !"
"Where is your — husband?"
"He's — dead."
"Dead?" echoed Dick. Silence fell for a
long heartbeat in the room. "You loved him,
I suppose?"
She shuddered. "No, no! I was just a
child, Dick! I was hardly eighteen. He played
Romeo in the little stock company where I
got my first job. He was much older, but he
was good-looking, and I thought it was wonderful that he would pay any attention to a
child like me. He was beastly and a drunk,
but I couldn't see it then. But my mother
saw it. She took me away from him five minutes after the ceremony."
A storm of dry, tearless sobbing shook her.
He stood looking at her and something wept
inside of him and howled with an impotent
anger. She glanced up at him once, little and
white and clear-eyed with honesty. Suddenly,
he knelt at her feet. He reached out and touched
her knee, and she recoiled as with shock.
"You

have to listen !" she cried, passionately. "I won't have you thinking "
"Yes," he agreed, in a level, controlled
you tell me about it, Jean."
voice. "Suppose
She told him, with difficult tears, with hands
shaking, crumpled into an utter anguished intensity: Ithad been her first chance on the
stage ; the glamor of it had blinded her. It was
only a third-string stock company, but Myles
Tracy, in Romeo's doublet and hose, had filled
her eyes and imagination; and when he had
suggested that they get married, she had consented. She had been only a child in years,
and she had taken things like a child, grabbed
what she thought she wanted, snatching at her
first romance.
She had married the handsome actor, knowing little about him. But her mother had found
out a few disturbing things and had followed
them and taken her away immediately after
the ceremony. Romeo had first shouted and
stormed at her and her mother, and finally
had laughed and consoled himself with another girl. The marriage had been annulled.
She had never seen Myles Tracy again. Her
wifehood had been confined to a ceremony, a
ring and a kiss.
didn't live with him as his wife?"
"YouDick.
asked
"No!" she stormed. "If I had, don't you
suppose I'd have told you? It was all so unimportant, afterwards — like a forgotten part
in a forgotten play — something as unreal as
a nightmare."
"Yes, I see," nodded Dick. "You say he is
dead?"
A shiver raced over her. "Yes," she said.
She and her mother had both seen the San
Francisco paper. Myles Tracy had died, horribly, in a blaze of a cheap boarding house
had been identified by parts of his
He
fire.
clothes and a few papers that had escaped
the holocaust. She had never seen him again
after the night her mother had arrived at the
Justice
home.of the Peace's office and had taken
her

The storm had died from Dick's arrogant
face, leaving it tight and controlled, although
his eyes were honest (Please turn to page 94)
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expressly for

camera-glamscreen
costumes
or, Sonja's
new
are previewed
for you here

Designed strictly for film effect is the great
little skater's latest wardrobe, worn in "My
Lucky Star." Center above, all-white ensemble
with coat and cossack hat of white lamb's
wool; the two-piece white dress has multicolored vestee and belt. Boots may be back
in high fashion favor if Sonja has her way.
Left, suit of beige woolen, the Jacket heavily
hand-stitched in white and fastened with tasselled buttons and heart-shaped belt buckle.
Upper right, brief leopard coat with muff to
match. In place of the time-honored galoshes
Sonja prefers soft leather boots. Like the idea?
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Blue, Sonja's favorite color, is often used in creating the
skater's screen clothes, even though her pictures are not
yet filmed in Technicolor. At left above, blue fox is used
to top a fitted coat of medium blue, with wide belt and
lacing on coat front in navy blue. Her halo haf of navy uses
hyacinth blue as a head band to frame her blonde hair.
Center above, smart coat of gray krimmer — collarless,
notice? Her matching fur hat has a saucy bow. At right,
boots again, white mittens with bright red embroidery, and
a boldly plaid swagger coat of navy and white bring out
the school-girl spirit in Sonja. Yes, "My Lucky Star" is a
campus story, and you'll see Sonja's best ice ballet in it.
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Sprightly chic Is the theme
of the
screen
style
picture.
See capital's
Shirley
Ross, at left, stepping into
the new season and Paramount's new film, "Paris
Honeymoon," wearing the
new light fur, the revived
beret, and smart shoes of
perforated black suede with
scalloped sides and gored
back. Center left, Shirley
in tweed top coat, her
shoes
"Stroller"
of softthecalfskin
withstyled
side
strap.— Far
left,bag,
she's gloves,
all in
suede
coat,
and shoes
of
two-tone
black suede.

Shoes worn by Shirley Boss styled
in Hollywood by Jolene,

01

ywood

Steps

Into

Fashion

Fall

Lucille Ball enlivens her new suit with heart-shaped felt
hat, frivolous gloves, and, of all things, a new gadget
called the cigarette pipe. Ellen Drew, Ihe pretty newcomer, ispictured at left In a campus suit of black and
white pin-striped serge with blue velvet-bound pockets.-

Irene Rich, who makes
a welcome return to
the screen as Deanna
Durbin's mother in
"That Certain Age,"
screen
her new
poses in Left,
clothes.
she wears
an intricately draped
turban of navy silk jersey with the
new evening
height
in front.
Below,
gown of citron crepe
roma, matron,
perfect with
for the
chic
its
shirred center panel
opening into soft folds,
draping
a haremof
skirt. Theintobriefest
bolero jackets is held
in place with jeweled
clips. The corsage of
feather flowers is in
shades of violet, fuchsia, wine and yellow.
black
dinnerMiss
dressRich's
has
Far left,
gleaming gold belt,
clips, and bracelets. At
left below, Binnie
Barnes in the popular
chunky coat of blue fox.
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INA lifetime of admiring actresses — and I started at children's matinees in the old days when twenty-five
bought a seat in the balcony and a chocolate nut bar,cents
and
if there was anything I liked more than actresses it was
chocolate nut bars — I have never met one more worthy of
my wide-eyed fan admiration than Merle Oberon.

Now I don't mean that Merle is a good girl in the dreary
sense of the word, because she isn't. And I don't mean that
she is a great actress in any sense of the word, because she
isn't. I merely mean that if I were an actress today, and I
two consecuwould have been if I could ever have uttered
tive words without stuttering, I would be frightfully jealous of Merle Oberon. Because she's everything I'd want
to be. Because she's everything a grand person should be.
If I were Norma Shearer, or Marlene Dietrich, or Kay
Francis, or any of
those movie stars, I
would invite Miss
Oberon to dinner some
night and over the filet
mignon I would quietly slit her throat.
To me — and to
thousands of other fans
too, there's nothing
private about this —
Merle is the most sincere actress on the
screen. She doesn't
go in for attitudes,
camera-hogging, mugging, or up-staging,
and
there
isn't the
slightest bit of affectation in her entire body.
When she plays a normal, unsophisticated
young girl as she did
in "These Three" and "The Dark
Angel" she doesn't trip over her false
lashes while she impersonates a grande
dame condescending to be simple. To
those who know Merle personally, and
I have the good luck to be one of those,
she is also the most sincere actress in
Hollywood off the screen. When she
asks you how you are feeling you know
that she is really interested in how you
are feeling, and while you describe that
peculiar pain in your head you had last
night she isn't giving you a prop smile
while she thinks shall I change the color
of my nails and try bangs in my next
picture. There is as little conceit about
Merle as a normal human being can possibly have. In a
place that is simply stifling with the Narcissus-complex
you have no idea how refreshing it is to know that Oberon
girl.
Unfortunately there is something depressing about sin62

Allure, with a dash
of
O'Brien!
MeetIrish
Merle,
shown
here at her Santa
Monica beach
home, and, opposite, with her co-star
Gary Lady
Cooper
in
"The
And The

Cowboy."
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there certainly shouldn't be, and I am
cerity, though
always reminded of an actress who starred in many of
Hollywood's better pictures some seven or eight years
ago. She simply reeked with wholesome sincerity. She was
sincere till it hurts. One night while she was appearing in
a Broadway play she received a note back-stage that John
Barrymore was in the audience (this was before Ariel)
and would like to take her out supper-dancing after the
performance. She was quite thrilled over a date with the
great John Barrymore and scrubbed her face until it shone,
twisted her hair into a tight knot, and fairly exuded sincerity and good clean living. When John called for her
and found her devoid of all powder and lipstick, without
a mite of the footlight glamor he had fallen for, he was
rather taken back and said most abruptly, "You wouldn't
go out without your panties, would you ? Well, why go out
without your make-up?" And with that he left her flat.
Now when I speak of Merle's sincerity, I mean nothing
like that. She believes in giving you herself just as she is,
without any tricks, but what a pretty bit of femininity she
is. John Barrymore would never have walked out on
Merle. She would have met him looking fresh, provocative,
and alluringly feminine, in something decidedly chic — and
it's a safe bet that some time during the evening she'd get
lipstick on his shirt front, perhaps during a crowded
moment on the dance floor.
Merle's sincerity is so beautifully mingled with excitement that its wholesome curse is completely removed. She
is the only star who blends sincerity with excitement. Sort
of afternoon tea with a shot of
brandy. Just when you point
your finger at her and say there
is the most un-complex person
in Hollywood, she suddenly becomes thrillingly unpredictable.
That's
Merle. the great fun of knowing
Like all human beings Merle
is a creature of moods and her
friends classify them as her
sentimental
mood,
her gay
mood, and her Coronado mood,
the latter being the one that intrigues me most. Merle who is
usually so sweet and considerate, at times can become so
stubborn that you'd like to slap
her down. It was quite some
time before her friends knew
about the Coronado mood and
we were all going about saying
my, my, it's swell to have a disposition like Merle's, she never
gets cross or impatient. And then one day Merle
who had rather go fishing than eat, and she likes
to eat, rented a boat over a week-end and invited
the most famous of the fisherfolk in Hollywood
to go fishing with her off the Coronado Islands.
There were the Errol Flynns and the Nigel
Bruces and Brian Aherne and several others noted
hardly
for their prowess with rod and reel. Well, 63
started
waves
the
than
sea
to
out
boat
was the
tossing about restlessly, and one by one the fisherfolk
turned pale and retired to the cabins below. Merle was
getting madder and madder. Here she had planned this
elaborate fishing trip — and everybody was fading out on
her. "Merle," gasped Brian (Please turn to page 90)
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Jon Hall defies Hollywood's unwritten law that no young actor with his
way to make should wed. Here is
his first interview since his happy
marriage

to lovely Frances Langford

By

Jon
Hall, "Hurricane"
left, and his
charming bride
Frances Langford, famous
songstress, right.
WHEN
six months ago a magnificent figure of a man towered across
the screen in the spectacular, breath-taking "Hurricane," we all
thought a new star had been born, and waited breathlessly to see
what Jon Hall would do in future pictures. Screenland wrote of him:
" 'Hurricane' belongs to Jon Hall, young Greek god who turns out to be
poetically sensitive, imaginative, intelligent — at one leap he takes his place
among
the Tyrones,
already the
headTaylors,
and shoulders
above even
most"the
of Gary
them."Coopers; and I think he is
Then, to our astonishment, the Greek god faded from the screen, and
there were no future pictures. Instead, there were all kinds of rumors as
to why Samuel Goldwyn was allowing Jon Hall's fame to dim with the
passing of months. There were all sorts of conjectures as to what the
bronzed young giant himself thought of this treatment — "he must be furious
at^being kept off the screen this long," people said.
"What a fool he is," muttered the Hollywood wiseacres, "to allow Samuel
Goldwyn to treat him this way ! Doesn't he realize that he is flying in the
face of every rule for success ever discovered by Hollywood?"
Then Jon Hall flew in the face of still another unwritten law of Hollywood— that no young actor with his way still to make in the world should
get married, for the studios believe that to millions of women a young, unmarried man is a far more potent box-office attraction than any married
man could possibly be. That is why there has been no marriage between
Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck, though they have been in love with
each other for years ; and why there were no wedding bells, even when the
Tyrone Power-Janet Gaynor romance was blazing like a four-alarm fire. So
convinced is his studio that if Tyrone married it would hurt his drawing
power at the box-office that a clause has been written into his contract forbidding him to marry for a certain number of years. In a recent published
interview, Tyrone asked, "Why should I marry? I want my career more
than I want anything else in the world, and I know it. I'm in love with it.
It's all the romance I need."
Why then did Jon Hall, with only one fine picture to his credit, "Hurricane," defy the Hollywood edict? And what does he really think of Samuel
Goldwyn's allowing him to remain off the screen for so long a period?
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When I asked him my questions, he flung his great
sprawling length into a chair in a dressing room at the
Paramount Theatre in New York, where, without receiving one cent for it, he had made two personal appearances because his wife was singing there and he
preferred to spend as much time as possible with her.
"I don't think people will like me any the less because
I got married," Jon told me. He waved an eloquent hand
toward the open window, from which we could view the
huge throngs of fans who had gathered on both sides
of the street to catch a glimpse of Jon and Frances. Just
before our interview, a shabbily dressed girl in a faded
blue dress and a cheap straw hat had come into the
theatre with a flock of autograph books, to gather autographs for the waiting fans
outside. "Mr. Hall," she
said, "I respect you because
you don't let the studios
push you around. When
you and Miss Langford
wanted to get married, you
got married, and I'll like
you for that all your lives."
"I think that girl is typical of other movie fans,"
Jon Hall said. "But even if
she weren't, if the fans
really resented actors getting married, it would make
no difference. Just because
people are in pictures is no
can't live, and
sign isthey
love
the greatest thing in
life. In a world which in
many ways is rotten with
corruption, where there are
millions of unemployed and
the shadow of war is everythere?"
else isroom
what next
From where,
the
we

cruelty, and realized that Terangi and Jon Hall have
much in common.
On the other hand, those who have pictured Jon Hall
seething with anger because he has been kept off the
screen for so long are all wrong. Although several studios
have asked to borrow Jon, so far Samuel Goldwyn has
turned down all offers, hoping to produce Jon's next
picture himself. When one company asked to borrow
Jon for "Golden Boy," the story of a disillusioned prize
fighter, Goldwyn read the script and liked the story so
much that instead of agreeing to loan Jon he offered to
buy the story; however, the two producers were not
able to reach any understanding.
Samuel Goldwyn has announced "Beach Boy" as
Jon
Hall's
next told
picture.
"However," Jon
me,
"there has been script
trouble ; and the script is
"Butbeing
the longer
the time
re-written."
now
that elapses before your next
picture, the harder it will
be
said.to make a comeback," I
Jon shook his head ; then
with one of those wide, almost violent gestures he
uses, said, "No matter how
long I stay off the screen,
that's better than going into
a bad picture. If my next
picture isn't good, don't
you realize what will happen? I'll be laughed right
off
the screen.with
It's aallrecord
right
if someone
behind him like Gary Cooper
appears
mediocre
picture, butinfora me,
with only
one good picture to my

could hear a woman's voice
be suicidal."
Whenit would
he talks
of life,
credit,
— Frances' voice, calling
Jon is a realist; when he
out "Johnny !" Nothing else.
talks of love a romanticist.
But Jon understood. The
"A man's no good without
partitions between the dressing rooms are thin, and she
a woman," he said. "Unless
he's balmy or queer, a man
had heard him. "Frances
is always attracted to the
doesn't like it when I talk
and so is a
sex,that
opposite If
this way," he said. "You
woman.
attraction
are being very frank," I
deepens and matures into
said, "perhaps too frank."
Frances and Jon willingly pose like this for the pholove, why shouldn't they get
"I know," he said. "You
care
could misquote me, you
don't
and
newlyweds
happy
— they're
sit!
r
e
h
p
a
r
g
o
t
married while they're still
Read our story for sane and refreshwho knows
could roast my hide alive
young
enough to en j oy life ?
romance.
all
Langford-H
ing slants on the
Frances and I are the same
by saying the wrong things,
age — twenty-four. And I
but I can't be anything but
think that's grand and makes possible a companionship
trust you."
frank and I've met you before and, besides,al I Hollywood
To anyone who has met the convention
we couldn't have if our ages were very different. I have
known Frances six months — long enough to know that
actor, who has listened over and over again to the same
we will love each other forever. I honestly believe that
dull platitudes, Jon Hall's frankness stands out in
long after my 'baby' [his pet name for her] and I are
startling relief. No wonder he has been called Jon "Hurricane" Hall. It isn't only because he made a picture of
on
dead, our love will go on. Why shouldn't love go the
that name ; it is indeed as if compared to most other
infatuation—
mere
not
and
love
real
is
it
if
forever
men, he has the devastating force, the power and vitality
cheapest kind of love, something which shouldn't be
of a hurricane. Much of what he says cannot be quoted,
love?"
in
name
the of
because he is so honest, so realistic and so forceful
dignified
the ofmost romantic stories in Hollyis one
Theirs by
speaking of conditions in the world today that his conwood. A handsome cosmopolite, who had traveled extenversation isfairly packed with dynamite. In a world of
sively and been educated in one of the finest universities
beauti' little men, he seems big in every way — he is so tall he
by some of the most 65
in Europe, Jon was pursued
makes every chair he sits in seem fragile, and his words
ful women in Hollywood and his name was coupled with
have the devastating sound of truth. And while he spoke
the names of Hollywood's foremost sophisticates. Then
his smoky blue eyes were stormy and I thought of
one day he was chosen to appear in a dramatic sketch
rebelling helplessly against
Tcrangi in "Hurricane"
on "Hollywood Hotel," a radio (Please turn to page 87)

Left, Louis B. Mayer of M-G-M,
with his daughter, Mrs. Goetz.
Aoove, Darryl Zanuck, 36-year-old
production head of 20th CenturyFox, pictured in a close-up, and
at a premier with Mrs. Zanuck.
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f^AMUEL GOLDVVYN makes pictures just to please
his wife. Eddie Cantor is authority for that statei^J ment, and it is probably true. Almost anything can
be true about Sam Goldwyn.
As for Darryl Zanuck, his three children are three
reasons why his company makes so many films about
children. Each producer, consciously or, more probably
unconsciously, makes the kind of pictures that interests
him. He would be no good at any other kind.
The much-discussed Goldwyn is a terror to work with,
they tell me; but writers and directors, as well as actors,
would do anything for the privilege of fighting with him.
William Wyler says he gets along with Goldwyn because
he can yell just as loud as the producer — sometimes a
little louder. He stays with him, in spite of the scenes,
or perhaps because of them. Sam has an artistic conscience, the director admits ; and an artistic conscience,
like any kind of conscience, is the rarest thing in Hollywood.
Willie Wyler is still a little amazed when he remembers that conversation with Goldwyn. He was called in
to finish a film someone else started, "Come and Get It."
The producer, always elegantly dressed, always emoWalter Wanger likes to produce films with an appeal to the
intellect but also knows what's good "box-office." Right, Mr.
Wanger on the set discusses production details with director
John Cromwell, and his star, Charles Boyer.
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tional, told him he wanted a good picture. Mr. Wyler
agreed. That was not enough for Mr. Goldwyn. He
wanted a great picture ; he must have a great picture.
If necessary, the new director was to discard all of the
footage already recorded and start again. Money was
not to be considered. "At least within reason," Mr.
Goldwyn insisted. "I don't care whether the picture

Samuel Goldwyn, right, whose screen
epics are in a class by themselves.
Above, David O. Selznick, who follows
in his father's footsteps as a producer;
and at left, discussing costumes with
Janet Gaynor for her starring role in his
new film, "The Young in Heart.

You know them by the pictures they make. Now read
our fascinating

story and

Eileen

Creelman

find out why they make the
pictures they do

makes money or not. But I don't want it to lose any.
Or at least not too much."
Mr. Wyler, who had heard of the Goldwyn tunes,
was still skeptical. He would do what he could with the
recorded footage. The producer returned to his argument. He didn't want to go broke. He was scared of
that. His best friend had been Florenz Ziegfeld. He is
still the business adviser of Mrs. Ziegfeld, the screen's

Billie Burke. He had watched Ziegfeld's last years on
Broadway with dismay and sympathy. He was terribly
he didn't need to make
afraid of losing everything. But for
his wife and enough
any more money. He had enough
for his son and enough for himself. He wanted something left to make more pictures.
Most of Hollywood's top producers try to be lighthearted in discussing their work ; but never Sam Goldwyn. He fretted for weeks because he could not find
in his
the right person to play opposite Ronald Colman
the
in
back
way
then,
decided
hadn't
first talkie. He
most
was
hearing
or
vision
early days of sound, whether
important. He rather thought sound might prove to be.
, he was willing to listen to anyone's opinion.
that
Anyway
He even forced people to give him advice, insisting
they look at screen tests or meet new personalities.
He did know exactly the right actress for the part,
Frances
later played by Joan Bennett. That ideal was he had
girl
merican
Irish-A
red
Howard, the slim red-hai
married back in 1925. Frances Howard was on her way
to stardom then, with a brief and promising stage and
screen career behind her. She gave it all up contentedly
been, in spite of the differto marry Goldwyn. It hasthe
(Please turn to page 89)
ence in ages, in spite of

on the
Alexander Korda, left, has put British film production
L,fe
Private
The
d
highest level it has ever known. He produce
red
discove
West,
Goes
Ghost
"The
and
of Henry the Eighth"
Merle Oberon and other stars.
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joe E. on a London
camera jaunt: No. 10
Downing St., Victoria
Monument, Hampton
Court Palace, Changing of the Guard. And
— don't overlook Joe's
doggy friend.

Joe

E.

Brown

Camera-Hunts

History
JOE

E. BROWN was in bed suffering with dislocation of the sacro-iliac joint, too ill to see anyone,
really in too great pain to speak — but when he discovered that he was to talk about the pictures he's taken,
his voice changed. "That's different. Come on over !
Joe E. has taken pictures ever since he could first
scrape pennies together sufficient to buy the smallest
sized Brownie camera. He got as great a kick out of
those first shots as he does now from the finest blownup still of his new Leica.

and

Humor

If you pose 'em, they look it. I usually try to get them
to playing or doing something. Here's a strip of Mary
eating her dinner and some of Kathryn in the garden,
and again the two with Guy Kibbee's little girl, Shirley!
"Here are the dogs. Dogs are like kids, you have to
expect action from them, but now and
then you can
snatch a decent shot. We've tried calling, throwing balls,
humming, and so on, but just sneaking up on 'em works "

"I like to get pictures that have a sort of historic significance," heexplained, as, garbed
a blue bathrobe,
he received me in his trophy room,in amid
boxes, envelopes, books and packages of snapshots. "If a thing
hasn't that, then I try to get a sort of human interest
or funny side to it— unless, of course, it's a family record.
A camera's a grand thing to use to keep track of a pack
of kids. You have 'em when they couldn't walk, as they
learn to do things, as they grow up, all their little tri-

the second son, strode in. "You ought to be in
best."
outDon,
bed, Dad," he protested.
"I know. It's all right, son.
just the same."
The comedian opened another Thanks,
box, and Don, after a
worried look at me, retreated. "Sweet, huh?" grinned
Joe E. "Now, here — what I mean by historic is this shot
of me before the door of No. 10 Downing Street, the
home of England's Prime Minister. Ralph Ince took it
with my camera and he was so excited that it's a little
blurred, but its value lies in the background, so it doesn't
matter.

umphs, their big 'events.' Wouldn't part with mine!
Talking about kids: There's a shot of Joe, junior, and
Don in a tree when they were little fellows — and here's
Don in his football outfit as captain at UCLA in 1935.
"Taking pictures of little children, you have to set
your focus and hope they don't run out of the picture.

"Ralph took several of me. Some at the Paladium
Theatre in London when I was making a personal appearance, directing the orchestra and doing acrobatics
with the Five Talo Boys. Of course he used what lights
there were and shot from the wings, but they're good.

London candid, left,
of Bette Davis and her
husband, and the late
Ralph Ince. Below, one
of
King's
Horses;
thentheHorse
Guards
on
parade, Man o' War,
and Empress'
boat, China — allhousefrom
Joe's picture album.

-So

The beloved broadmouthed comedian
gives valuable advice to his fellow
camera
By

Ruth

enthusiasts
Tildesley

"Here's a humorous

shot: First we have a shot

of the changing of the guard at St. James' Palace, _ ^
London, and then we have what I call the tourist's view
of the same scene — the backs of people's heads. Look—
this is one of the King's own horses, in the royal stables.
See, he knows something's going on. And these are three
of the royal footmen, with cockades in their hats. Notice
how the cockades show against the white, stone. But that
wasn't planned. They just happened to be sitting there.
"I like this of Neil Hamilton, as I caught him looking
around as the guard passed. There are several shots of
Ralph, one with Bette Davis and Ham Nelson, her husband, over at Windsor Castle. I like these for the historic interest.
"He took this shot of Neil and me before Queen Victoria Monument just as the guard passed Buckingham
Palace, and at the same time, or right after, rather, I
got .this of the guard passing. See, a loyal Englishman
is raising his hat, a woman is whispering to her child
what it's all about, and two kids are suddenly seeing me.
"The worst feature of touring England is that the fans
know all picture people, and almost mob you for autographs, yelling for all the rest to come along. Nice, of
course, wouldn't have them stop — but oh, what an end
to getting pictures !

stic
most enthusia
wood's
of rHolly
One teu
ama
camera
fans is Joe E., shown
in large picture, top
center, snapping his
daughter Kathryn.
r, left, hot
At cente
indoor home snaps
of little Mary Brown
at lunch. Joe's own
al
pictures
children areofhishisspeci
favorites.

"But for real difficulty in taking pictures you must go
to China.
"They tell me I'm the only American cameraman
(amateur) ever to get shots inside the Sacred City. I
set the guards up to tea, rice cakes and so on, and some
of them remembered seeing me in pictures, so we got
chummy. Then I took out the camera and asked if I
could use it— so somehow they let me. I got a few
stills. Here's one of the Winter Palace. But you miss the

I think."
in again. "You know you ought to be in
Don came
colors,
bed!" he worried. "Yes, son, right away. Run on." The
comedian pulled down another envelope. "This is Man
O' War last year in Kentucky. The great Man O' War;
history there, too."
there's
Then the comedian looked at his son, got the import
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of his repeated glance of admonition to rest.^

"O.K., son," he said. "I'm bound for bed."
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'ssuccess of
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LOMBARD,
1937,
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Good
news straight
from
v— has certainly had less luck this year until now. She nailed the privilege of choosing
star circles as social and
her own scripts but she chose a dud. However, she's finally working after a six
studio activity starts
months' self-imposed vacation. Her splashing publicity stopped because of her attacha new movie season
ment to Gable. We hear Rhea Gable may
yet give Clark that divorce. Carole became an outdoor type to be his perfect pal,
and now she has to take up golf. She
doesn't want to at all, but he is bent on
By Weston
East
taking a lesson a day. It is, she sighs, at
least more exhilarating than stamp collecting— which had him last month.
and they tell girls not to marry men in the
expectation of reforming them ! Bing is not
p OBERT TAYLOR, switched from
l\ beauty to brawn,, is surprised at the
only
of four
sons, except
but he won't
wear the
thatfather
bit of
a toupee
when
very notion of his studio coming to his
Paramount
is
filming
him.
Now
his latest
rescue. So he claims. But the original Taylor was the zippiest dresser in Hollywood,
feat is this new radio contract he's signed.
He is the only radio star who wants but
given to the smoothest in masculine trimone
air rehearsal. This new contract, to go
mings. Now that he is adroitly cast in
into details, is for a straight five years with
hardier roles it's evident he's playing ball,
no such catches as options. It will bring
and who wouldn't for $4,000 a week? He is
him $250,000 a year. Bing works hard, but
laying off scarfs and those tricky jackets;
never strains himself. He has a brother
in fact, he hasn't bought a new suit in a
who business-manages him. So what? Bing
whole year ! Bob still prefers to be well
tailored and some days he wants to go on
won't give out any stirring transformation
a buying spree something awful. But in the
tale. He can't explain himself. Let the other
disappointed ones fiddle with self-analyses.
proverbial nick of time he recalls that overAltogether, sighs Crosby, relax!
whelming pay check !
IS IT just luck with that Bing Crosby?
I He takes everything with such nonchalance. He's never had a singing lesson and
he's still top crooner. He never worries or
hurries except to a golf course. He's golf
champ of Hollywood. He was a dizzy playboy but he reformed after his marriage —
Preview excitement heralds the big
parade of new films! Celebrities who
added glamor to recent swanky premieres are: Hedy Lamarr with Reginald
Gardiner, top left; Norma Shearer
squired by John Swope, center; Francis
Lederer and his wife, Margo, lower left;
Producer Hunt Stromberg, Mrs. Stromberg, Gene Raymond and Jeanette
MacDonald, comprise the group below.

THOSE "big four" separations in Holly■ wood had their individual flavor, each
couple sparring true to type. Joan Crawford had long indignantly denied the Tone
trouble just as she had denied leaving
Doug, Jr. She wept a good deal, drove off
alone in the night, and in general reacted
violently. Franchot stagged it at night spots,
the embodiment of gentlemanly woe. Wonder if Joan ever heard that tale about
Franchot long-distancing a fiancee he left
behind him in New York? It was said this
girl was broken-hearted at being informed
she was out and Joan was in. The Richard
Arlens divided up their fortune placidly
enough. The Johnny Weissmuller-Lupe
Velez divorce was no joke. During five
stormy years together Lupe had twice be-

fore gone to a judge about Johnny. The
former whoopee queen tried hard to tame
Tarzan, but he was as untamable as she
herself was when Gary Cooper loved her.
Or can't you remember that far back? The
Jack Oakie-Venita Varden separation took
place without much ado — it was announced
by Jack's studio press department.
NEW homes have been obtained this
month by Richard Greene, Mickey
Rooney, and Judy Garland. Dick modestly
rented a small farm house over the hills
from Hollywood, and brought his mother
over from England to keep house for him.
Judy, being more set, brought a ranch
home. But Mickey Rooney is the one. He
has purchased an eighteen-room mansion in
ultra Bel-Air; it quite dwarfs the nearby
residences of Loretta Young and Carole
Lombard. Mickey has his private swimming
pool and playroom. He really required
he's
_ as now.
inasmu
riate,
hing
somethis
somech time
ter for
Sylves
valetapprop
had
.
mother
his
to
He has deeded the place
burthe
from
This elegance is a far cry
lesque theater on Los Angeles' main street
where Mickey's father is head comic. ofThis
the
theater is advertising papa as father
famous kid star who is "a chip off the old
block."
ANNE SHIRLEY, luckily, has been a
un> career girl all her life — so she can
derstand and be tolerant toward the ardent
fans her husband, John Payne, is so fast
accumulating. Johnny, a Cary Grant with
a Ray Milland polish, knows his Annie still
loves him as dearly as when they were
honeymooning. For when an admirer mailed
him a live baby duck he had to build a pen
for it right smack in the living room of
their modest apartment. "Love us, love our
duck!" exclaims Mr. P. to all visitors. He's
hoping the duck's personality will captivate
someone soon. Annie's most Myrna Loyish
about the whole affair so far. But he has a
fear she may be secretly tiring of "the little
stranger."
IUST to keep you straight on the juvenile
«J situation as we go to press : Tom Brown
and Natalie Draper have quite forgotten
their first-year grief; Richard Cromwell
currently has a swell Broadway break, as
the first
Lord Byron in "Bright Rebel,"
Sam Harris play of the new season; Eric
Linden is equally lucky in London, where
he is in "Golden Boy" on the stage. The

Fanny Brice —
Baby Snooks — pardon,
signs the register of famous names on
the list of preview celebrities.

eldest "son" of "The Jones Family," Ken
Howell, seems to be stepping into the juvenile top spot. He is no longer confined to
Tht Joneses. And are the Hollywood girls
curious about him! Note to them — your
competition is a young number at the beach
where Ken lives.

The crowds turn out to view the celebrity
parade at important previews. Above, a
fragment of the huge sideline gallery
watching the stars arrive. Below, Henry
Fonda and his wife, snapped at the
microphone in the lobby as Hank sends

sightdid up
EVEN
see sothough
much Shirley
that sheTemple
was laid
in
Boston with a cold, she's not going to be
an old stick-in-the-mud stay-at-home. The
travel bug has her. When she completes her
current comedy of the Gay Nineties — lookit,
Mae West, Shirley's reviving your pet
period !— she'll set forth on a tour of Great
Britain. Darryl Zanuck arranged this when
he was across last July. Now do you suppose he's fixed it for Shirley to curtsey
at Buckingham Palace? She called on
President Roosevelt at the White House,
so the King logically is next. There is ah
forold English tradition, however, which court.
bids the presentation of actresses at
So far Madeleine Carroll is the only movie
star to ever turn the trick. She made the
grade by closing the play she was in for
a full week. Then she entered with society
as the wife of a prominent socialite. (Her
husband, Captain Astley, is that.)

greetings to the "great unseen audience."

GOSSIPS are vigorously trying to make
Farrelr l'sof
of Glend
out Scott.
deallph
greatRando
But a neithe
datesa with
hy adwealt
a
has
a
them is serious. Glend
mirer in New York City and a couple of
would-be husbands "on ice"— as she puts it
—in London. The snoopers might go down
t dance
to the Palomar, Los Angeles' bigges
hall, and see Glenda whirling around with
son
fellow. (He's hershould
a good-looking dark
really
aged sixteen.) What you
learn about Miss Farrell is that she was
last summer. Picgo to Europe ted,
dying to engagem
so she sent her
ents preven
ture
onths' toot
five-m
r over on a
housekeepe
Glenda bought her beautiful streamlined
e, some snorty clothes and paid all
luggag
expenses.
the

of foreign imHERE'S how that flock
portations are doing: Authentic rave
— Hedy Lamarr. She had to wait six
months for her break; then, scoring sensationally, she became the toast of the town.
Danielle Darrieux will probably be just as
permanent a favorite. Annabella is still a
question mark— she's been sent to England
to star there in two pictures. Dolly Haas
.is most apt to be the next definite rave.
She was brought over from Vienna a year
ago, and fired before she ever got a chance.
But' an important new company has been
formed by agent Myron Selznick and Ernst

Lubitseh and these canny men have chosen
much
That's, pretty
as theiree.firstIsastar.
Dolly
ely
expensiv
Miranda
a guarant
of
is Italy's
by ;Paramou
d for fame
has
preparepopular
suddennt,illness
actress
most
Korjus,
Mfliza
here.
debut
her
postponed
operatic blonde is liable to cause some bad
moments at Metro among the other prima
d overdonnas. The first time Joan Crawfor
heard Korjus practicing Joan stopped dead
in her tracks to ask whom that voice be-

wmss Win

W

WSBm
We were going to
say, If the shoe
it
— but don't
on second
pinches
wear
look we're glad
the cameraman
caught this pose
of Rosella Towne,
who is in line for
some good parts in
Warner films. Now
look at Jack Oakie,
above. He took
off sixty pounds to
look like thatdiet and exercise.
At right above,
before reducing
from 210 pounds.

longed to, but curious ! This songbird professedly lives in yesterday. She won't read
the newspapers, doesn't want to know
what's going on except right around herself. She reads about the lives of great
musicians and composers exclusively — !
HOLLYWOOD is just one big, happy
family — in one respect at least. And
proving it on the grandest scale ever tried
by any industry to please its public, is the
movies' smashing campaign to make the
public realize how much they're missing if
they don't attend picture shows. What is
the best of the whole ambitious campaign
is the opportunity it offers everybody to
compete for prizes totaling $250,000 —
which is a lot of money. The quarter million that will be shared by a number of

72

clever and fortunate picture fans, will come
from the "Movie Quiz" contest. It's open to
everybody — so you'd better get in line.
The contest takes the form of a questionnaire on some 90 to 120 films issued between August 1st and October 31st. Opening on September 1st, it continues to December 31st — so you'll have time to make
the right answers and get your entry in
well before the deadline. All you have to
do is ask for a free copy of the "Movies
Are Your Best Entertainment" brochure at
any film theatre box-office in any territory
where you happen to reside. Then get out
your pencil and start in writing the answers
to questions about pictures released during
the specified period. The whole plan strikes
us as a grand idea, and we want to join in
the chorus of congratulations the public

will accord the movie industry for this
beneficial piece of great business enterprise.
WHAT
they do with their first movie
money is always revealing. John Garfield, shoved into stardom after one picture,
sent his wife the plane fare to Hollywood
as soon as he was sure he was staying.
DETURNING to Hollywood now: the
In Edward G. Robinsons from a month's
investigation of the Latin fascinations of
Mexico City; Dolores Del Rio, back from
there too, only it was a trying trip for her
—her father was ill ; Claire Trevor reporting in from her Hawaiian honeymoon with
radio producer Clark Andrews ; Clark
Gable in from a hunting trip to Idaho ;
Sonja Henie back from Norway where she
flashed fourteen trunks full of new clothes
as she diplomatically salved surprised feelings at her becoming an American citizen ;
Madeleine Carroll back from the gayest of
European fun — she was all over London,
Paris, Rome, and the Riveria in magnificent style ; Kenny Baker and Rosalind Russell back from London — they merely worked,
Kenny in "The Mikado," Miss Russell in
"The Citadel."
Harmony! Charlie Ruggles, always ready
to try anything once, gives out with a
song, while Bobby Breen, with whom
Charlie is playing in "Breaking the Ice,"
plays an accompaniment, lower left,
Here's how! Edward Arnold and Mischa
Auer (looking more Russian than usual
behind that beard.) wish each other luck
in "You Can't Take it With You."

Greeting Hope Hampton! Above, the blonde beauty who retired from
pictures to become an opera singer, is returning to the screen kin
"Road to Reno." Hope is seen above in a scene with Helen Broderic
and Glenda Farrell. Right above: Deanna Durbin, Melvin Douglas
and Irene Rich, acting a scene for "That Certain Age."
THE racing season goes on and on.
I Chromiumed Hollywood Park had quite
a closing day when Joan Bennett arrived
with her ex-husband, producer Gene Markey, instead of with her current beau, producer Walter Wanger. Now it's smart to
run down the Coast to Del Mar, where
cheese." Pat
Bing Crosby is the "chief
O'Brien proved he was a right guy when
to the broke neighhe responded so nobly
borhood kids who park atop his wall at
Del Mar for a free view of the track. They
explained the cement was hard and would
he mind if they made it more comfortable ?
Mrs. O'Brien knew immediately there was
no more use trying to be swanky— she knew
Pat couldn't say no.

KEEP your eye on this new beauty, Lana
se she's going to be anbecau
Turner,"natural
" and it will be satisfying to
other
state outdiscover her early. M-G-M won't
right that Lana is being groomed for Jean
Harlow's spot, but indications point that
way. In person Lana, who' got into pictures
two years ago by walking across the street
from Hollywood High School to get a milk
shake and was seen by a producer, is beautiful and spirited. She regularly wore a

blonde wig when out dancing with a boy
friend who preferred that shade. But now
she is formally engaged to Greg Bautzer,
discriminating young Hollywood attorney,
own hair. She conwho lets her sport her him
next year, when
fesses she will marry
she'll be nineteen.

GEORGE BRENT swears off flying and
women, but he can't stick to his oath
very long. Since he skimmed dangerously
low over some high-powered wires two
much. But
years ago, he hasn't been aflying
brand new airnow he has invested in
plane and he bravely keeps it in the stall
Amelia Earhart used to park hers in. When
he was on location at the Navy Training
School in Pensacola, for an air picture, he
struck up a friendship with some Brazilian
flyers who were there for pointers. They
want him to fly down to Rio and promise
to turn their gay city upside down if he
will. Right now George is phoning Merle
Oberon these nights and not Loretta Young,
whom he phoned last month. His third exwife, Constance Worth, is trying her acting luck in London — where his second exwife, Ruth Chatterton, is being extremely
lucky at it.
is turning dull.
DON'T think Hollywood ing
incongruous
There's always someth
going on. At Warners this month they have
outmoded that old gag about movie actresses
perpetually starving. Almost every heroine
on this lot is desperately scheming to gam
weight. Bette Davis is consuming extra
de
milk by the quarts, literally. Olivia
Havilland has her compacts full of malted
milk tablets. Anita Louise, so fragile, is
taking cod liver oil. And skipping to
M-G-M, where glamor has reigned supreme,
there is Our Gang running wild regularly.
Also, the newest Metro find is one Ann
leads from little theMorris, jumpedce. into
ater experien Ann is proudest of her
steers.
technique at roping and branding
She beats her boy-friends at golf instead oi
she erhnight clubbing, and what's more She
pub. ciently runs any type of sail boat. instead
ot
licly dotes on peanuts and picklesrather than
caviar and is taking piano
coiffure lessons. Shades of Crawford!
Getting all wet, and not too happy
about it (there were 24 of these drenchg), Andrea
one day'stheshootin
ings in left,
full force of a
takes
Leeds,
stream from a hose to look realistically
rain-soaked in "Youth Takes a Fling."
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trous hair. It's a social asset, too

By

Courtenay

Marvin

PERHAPS you ended up the Summer in the pink — literally and
figuratively. You may still have a trace of too much sun or a few
vagrant freckles. They will fade, and rapidly, if you use softening
creams and perhaps a mild bleach to help condition your skin. In
spite of the marks of sun and too dry hair, these are temporary and
may soon be overcome. You have something else, too, I think, and
this is something you must keep. Probably, it is better health, from
a season of more exercise, fresh air, play that has made you more
graceful and agile, and wider interests that give you more joy in
living. Keep these, and you have the very foundation for beauty,
charm and attraction. You will have to work to do this, for the cold
months ahead, especially for the city dwellers, bring upon us a sedentary existence, if we don't use some energy and imagination to
prevent this.
Practically ever star I ever talked with, and every young, aspiring
hopeful for Hollywood, too, starts her day with a beauty cocktail.
It is_either a tall glass of water, cool or warm, into which is squeezed
the juice of a lemon, or a tall glass of grapefruit juice. This is taken
immediately upon arising and is not a part of breakfast. Its purpose
is to awaken you internally, to start stomach action, and is a great
aid to clear skin. If you will sit down and sip this slowly, the effect
beauty.
is
just that much better. Make this Rule #1 in your plan for more

There's another simple eye-opener that helps start a good day, by
stirring up that circulation that is naturally sluggish after those inert
hours of sleep. And this is half a dozen great big stretches in bed.
Throw back your covers and stretch just as hard and just as far as
you can. Arms, legs, torso, even fingers and toes. After you've done
this, you'll feel like getting up and attacking the day with vigor. Of
course, if you're doing some special exercises for a graceful waistline or slimmer hips or better posture, now is the time to get busy.
And, of course, also, everyone of us needs exercise. But there are ways
of getting it other than the regulation exercises. If you know how to
move normally with speed and good action, you can get your exercise that way. If you don't, then you'd better exercise according to
pattern and counts. A brisk walk, for example, if you really let yourself out, your muscles relaxed and swinging along rhythmically, will build plenty of figure beauty ; and so will dancing,
if your posture is good. That means erect but relaxed shoulders, freedom through the spine, so that your body moves
as easily as a reed in the wind, though not a gyration may
be evident in your dancing. Then there are the games and
sports, like badminton, ping-pong, roller skating, swimming
and so on, which do a beautiful job of exercising you and
coordinating muscular movement, so that whether you are
a very tall girl or a pee-wee, naturally of sound, substantial
build or the Dresden china type, you will build grace and
proportion your figure. For proportion is so important. You
have a good figure, according to how you are proportioned,
rather than whether you are large or small. You can be a
beautiful size eighteen or twenty, or by the same rule, an
ideal twelve or an eleven. The figure that is a worry is the
one that is out of proFour steps to lustrous hair by Lana Turner.
portion— heavy hips on
First, massage to stir up circulation. Second,
an otherwise slim body,
application of hot oil. Third, steaming
or a sunken chest or some
in the oil. Fourth, a soft, young coiffure.

such definite and very real problem.
Good circulation is essential for hair and
face beauty. Circulation does two very important jobs in this respect. It carries the
nourishment throughout the body and it
carries away the impurities. It is the very
foundation of beauty. If your hair is of
good texture, normally lubricated, then
color need not concern you too much. You
can make it beautiful through the simple
steps illustrated by Lana Turner. Massage
and brushing are your two steps for better
head circulation. Here is the way to massage the scalp. Spread the fingers over the
scalp, then rotate firmly those fingers, so
that the scalp moves over the skull. Work
up from the back of neck over the head.
You can feel your scalp grow warm, if you
are massaging properly. To ease this operation, and to keep the arms from tiring, try
resting the elbows on your dressing-table,
as you massage. This relieves much of the
arm strain. Brushing, of course, is a milder
form of scalp massage, but it exercises it,
just the same. Ask Hollywood what it
and you'll find every
of brushing,
thinkseither
brushes or has her hair brushed
star
daily
Face skin, of course, is the point where
good or poor circulation is most evident.
If it's good, you will have a fine, clear
skin, whether or not there's any natural
color in it. If it's poor, then the tone will
be dull, and you may be prone to dryness,
oiliness, blemishes and large pores. For
if your blood were circulating rapidly
and your diet reasonably correct, then you
wouldn't have these conditions. Thoroughly
cleansing, which often means a little vigor,
is one way of arousing that skin. Now and
then we find the paper-like, delicate skin
that
standMost
this of
treatment,
but
these really
skins can't
are rare.
us do very

well with a good rough face cloth or a
complexion brush, and plenty of mild soap
and water, plus cream. The two belong on
every face, according to need. When you
use that cloth or brush, use it in this
manner: Rub gently but thoroughly in
rotary movements, and give special attention to your nostril and chin curves. Use
your cleansing aid until the skin is pink
and glowing. If you happen to be using
a cream, don't just put it on and take it
off. Apply it and use gentle but firm upward strokes with the fingers, circle your
eyes, out over the brows, under, toward
the nose. Use your fingers at the nose, up
from the sides toward the bridge. Begin
at the center of your chin, smooth around
the mouth until the fingers meet at the
center of the upper lip. Use circular movements over your forehead. This is light
massage that not only cleanses well but
stirs up circulation. There are some good
circulation creams to be used after cleansing to help increase circulation to throw
off impurities and clear the tone generally.
There is another way of circulating that
solves many of the problems of life. That
is social circulating. I don't mean making
a great social splurge, but I do mean enlarging your circle of friends and interests.
Now and then life deserts us all. Things
happen to make us feel forlorn and dull ;
our interests narrow down. Then there are
no interesting dates and the telephone
doesn't ring. No matter how beautiful or
popular you are, these social doldrums
come upon us all from time to time. There
are ways out. Call up the old friends and
see them again. If a dearth of boy-friends
is your worry, then give a party or a
gathering. If you don't know enough to
invite for the girls, ask the girls to_ bring
their escorts. This puts you back in circulation on a very right basis. You have
entertained them ; they'll probably want to
entertain you. And so the telephone will
ring again.
If you want action in your life, often
you must start it. Good circulation helps.
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Unseen

Real-Form Pantie
Girdles give that
streamlined silhouette. A fine
and comfortable
starter for that
Fall outfit.
Smooth as a
glove,
skin seem
soft,
Real-Forms

A smart coiffure
is a right start
for Fall. Sta-Curl
Comb, combination comb and
curler, is one way
to
that
done"
hair "just
look.
Easy to use and
easy to carry. A
grand gadget.

part er.
of Washable
the wear-as
lingerie.

ONE of our real hair problems is to
arrange that permanent or natural curl
into a soft design as we comb it. For years,
I've used a cold curling iron, but here's
something better. Sta-Curl Comb, combin^ing comb and curling device with which to
give yourself a perfect coiffure. Comb out
a strand, grasp with clip on comb, roll,
tight or loose, as you wish, spread a bobpin,
insert in groove of curler and slip out of
curl. Comb and curler are detachable, purse
size, apart or together, and very, very
efficient. Fine workmanship on both and
Sta-Curl Comb costs very little. For girls
with curls, this is a find !

DRI-DEW is a new deodorant and nonperspirant in cream form from the laboratories that make liquid Dew. Pure white,
, non-irritat
and also.
odorless,
it's
anon-greasy
fine product
for theing
boys,
It bears
the seal of approval from laundering and
dyeing and cleaning associations, which
means it cannot harm fabrics. It keeps perDri-Dew. spiration asecret, and I know you'll like
Bathasweet bath
powder now has
a companion
fine
soap in —thea
powder f r a grances
of Gar-or
den Bouquet
Forest Pine. The
two make a fragrant beauty
cocktail of that
daily bath.

BATHASWEET is our old friend for a
bracing beauty bath. It gives the bath
an enchanting perfume and softens the
hardest water. That makes your bath infinitely more cleansing and refreshing.
Bathasweet comes in a Garden Bouquet or
Forest Pine odeur, and now these two fragrances can be had in a new de luxe, giantsized cake of milled soap that fluffs into
a rich lather, refreshes the skin and makes
the bath
real beauty
cocktail.
You'llas love
t soap,
the
new aBathaswee
as well
the
Bathasweet bath powder, as much as I do.

new is Glazo Nail-Cote, to be
VERY
used before and after Glazo Nail Polish.
It prevents breaking or splitting nails and
allows them to grow fashionably long. NailCote used over polish prolongs its life and
heightens the gloss, too.
I'VE been hearing very good things about
I the Real-Form Soft Skin girdles and
pantie girdles, so I investigated and found

out more good things. Nothing seems to
give that sleek, streamlined smartness of
the pantie girdle, when it's right for you.
Real-Forms are right on many counts.
Knitted of two-way stretch Lastex and
Bemberg, they really are skin soft. The
front panel is lightly boned to smooth you
out here, the garters are practically flat,
perfect
suave-fitting
definite for
resiliency
in the gowns,
garmentandto there's
mould
you perfectly, yet offer the utmost in unrestricted freedom. Real-Forms won't twist
or hike up, are guaranteed non-run and the
crotch is constructed for absolute comfort.
A pantie girdle takes the place of extra
panties and is about the smoothest way I
know to a smart silhouette. Notice that this
garment comes well over the thighs to
smooth them into swift lines. Real-Forms
will wash as easily as lingerie. Slim or
medium figures adore them.

For the high moments, choose
Caron's Can Can.
In fragrance,
spirit and appeal,
Can Can belongs
on the gala ocA perfumecasion.
supreme,
lovely beyond
words and the
gift of gifts for
perfume lovers.

enwe weave
spell that,
is a about
PERFUME
chant. No doubt
and no todoubt
about the scintillating, brilliant spell you
weave with Caron's Can Can. As sparkling
as the nights of Paris, dynamic and potent
reminder of all that is charming and bewitching isthis fragrance, Can Can, named
after that famous dance of the Paris music
halls. I can't do it justice in words, but a
drop can do full justice to you, for it is an
unspoken invitation that draws admiration,
a desire to know you better, because it is
provocative of beauty, brilliance and wit.
Wise girls will make a mental note that
what they want from their best beaux for
Christmas is Caron's Can Can. Bottled as
befits a Caron creation, in luxury, beruffled
in a dainty Canlace collar, and boxed to perfection. Can comes in senior or junior
sizes to please all.
new Duvetyn
IOOK at Lucien Lelong's
I— pomade lipsticks, if you want to make
new discoveries in lipstick tones and efficiency. Gorgeous tones, each stick sealed
C. M.
bes
and three "testers",
protection, s.
for your ide
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You've seen Gary
Cooper and Merle
Oberon in a closeup together on our
cover this month.
Now see them
here surveying the
grand vistas of
the great open
spaces
in "The
Lady and
the
Cowboy," their
Samuel Goldwyn
co-starring pictore. Even the
horse Js happy!

ililil

If Colman

Were

King

Continued from page 31
communicates itself to the company. They
respect him for his mastery over his craft
and love him for his genial humor. A trace
of the burr he brought out of Scotland at
the age of nineteen still clings to his speech.
And every male who crosses his path is
addressed as "laddie."
From his eyrie he waves to Heather
Thatcher on her throne. "How are you,
queen? Hot? Never mind, it's hotter up
here."
Rathbone is about to present Colman to
his generals. Over a blue velvet robe he
wears a cape embroidered with the lilies
of France. Lank locks of hair straggle from
under one of the skull caps affected by Louis
("it's me boodwah cap," he informs you
later). For the moment he stands tall and
erect. In a tunic of gray, and gray, silverlined
cloak flung back over one shoulder, Colman stands beside him. A hairdresser comes
up to adjust a stray lock of his wavy hair.
"What are you doing there behind my
back?" he murmurs. "Cutting it off for a
keepsake," Rathbone murmurs. "Go 'long
with you, Mr. Rathbone," she chides him
and
slipsForaway.
"Roll 'em
!" They
go into
action.
a moment
your
eyes stick
to
Colman, insulting the general with a grace
so exquisite and a humor so subtle that
that
knows whether
he's
being gentleman
insulted orhardly
complimented.
Then your
startled attention is caught by Rathbone
— a Rathbone transformed, stooped and
mumbling, rheumy eyes peering from under
the hooded lids of a wicked old vulture,
shriveled mouth twitching, ancient voice
cackling approval of his Grand Constable's
thrust. Until you see it, you won't believe
it.
you do,that
you'll
to agree
withWhen
Rathbone
thisbeislikely
the first
real
part he's ever had to play.
He met Lloyd one day at the Santa
Anita racetrack. "What are you doing,
Basil?" "Playing Tybalt." "What do you
mean, playing Tybalt?" "It's what I've been
doing for the last two years and a half —
leaping about and yelling 'Ah-h !' I'm desperate, Frank. My kingdom for a winner !"
"How about a horse called Louis XI in a
race called 'If I Were King'?" "Don't pull
my leg, I couldn't stand it." "I'm not pulling
your leg. Do you want the part?" Rathbone's eyes were glittering, his tongue
rolled over his lips, his hands went out,
fingers
twitching. "Gimme, gimme, gimme,"
he babbled.
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English — as
he's as
Colman's
exactis
antithesis
as Colman,
effervescent
the other
restrained. "My impulse is to walk up to
people, his is to walk away from them.
He's typically British in his reserve, I'm
typically un-British in my lack of it. I talk
like one of those machines that someone's
forever
putting
into. I've
known
Ronnie off
and aonnickel
for fifteen
years,
and
I've never known him to be anything but
gracious
and pleasant.
the
art
of superbly
mindingButhishe's
ownlearned
business,
which encourages other people to mind
theirs. Me? — well, you see, I'm talking
about Ronnie, which isn't my business, so
Ifiend.
will What
now shut
up." Rathbone's
camera
had really
shut him upa was
the
sight of Frances Dee, a vision in cloth of
silver, waiting beside a courtier in a scarlet
cloak for the cameras to roll. He leaped
into the scene to take a shot of the vision.
Lloyd had first pictured Katherine de
Vaucelles as a queenly blonde. He tested
several and found them wanting. "I finally
decided that the loveliest and most patrician face on the lot was Frances Dee's. Of
course she's neither blonde nor stately. I
could have wigged her but I have a prejudice against it. I- think the audience resents
seeing one of their favorites change color.
So I tested Frances as she is, and gave up
my blonde without a quiver. She's a joy
to look at, she's a good actress, and if
you'll show me another face in Hollywood
with more breeding, I'll eat Basil's skullVillon catches sight of her across the
cap there."
crowded
throne room and makes his way
to her. He addresses her in language that
exceeds the formal courtesy permitted a
stranger. He all but makes love to her
under the noses of the court. Brows lift,
frowns gather. The scarlet-cloaked courtier
claps his hand to his sword. A tremor flits
across Katherine's face, then she lifts it,
grave and beautiful, and deals with the
audacious intruder herself. Mr. Lloyd is
right. She'll make a proud, though not an
arrogant, Katherine. She'll make you understand what it's most important you
should understand — why Villon adores her.
The day wears on. With Colman in every
scene, hope fades for today. "Come tomorrow night," they tell you. "Night shooting's always a little more informal. It's
easier to let the bars down."
You arrive at 8 :30, to be told that Colman took his departure at eight. This is no
trick. It's nobody's fault — least of all Colman's— that the schedule had to be changed
at the last minute. You feel decidedly flat,
but you swallow your disappointment and

stick around
for the night shooting.
This is the Court of Miracles — a square
in the slums of Paris, where the riffraff is
feasting on food and wine released by Villon's order. The sagging balconies of tumbledown houses look as if they were about
to collapse under the weight of carousers.
Fires burn in the open. Huge sides of beef
brown slowly on turning spits. From a
scaffold twelve feet high, Lloyd shouts :
"The man who's flashing the dagger — don't
do
laddie."turns
There's
a roar the
of laughter
as that,
the laddie
to reveal
face of
a bearded patriarch. The scene goes on.
The crowd mills round and round, shrieking, tipsy, gnawing at loaves, flinging their
heads back for the last drop from a flagon.
"Long live Louis !" they yell. "God bless
the king!" "A ver-r-y good take!" calls
Lloyd. "Print it. Thank you. Relax."
Now comes a closeup of Villon's gang —
five men and two girls — tattered, dishevelled
and roughtongued like the rest of them.
One girl sits perched on a hogshead — her
vivid, brooding little face lighted by a
pair of blue-green eyes, a tousled mop of
bronze curls falling over her forehead. The
other, a merry-eyed blonde, has just flung
a tankard of ale at the boor who's called
her virginity into question. "Toughen it
up, Jimmy," Lloyd directs her. Jimmy is
Alma Lloyd, the boss's daughter, named
Jimmy before she was born because he
grew tired of hearing her referred to as It.
She served her apprenticeship as an actress
with little theatre groups and on the road.
Last fall she went to New York and hunted
in vain for a job. Then came a letter from
her father, asking if she wanted to work
with him on the production end of "If I
"Before that he'd always said, 'Oh, just
Were King."
come and stick around.' But this time,
being away, I got it in writing — a regular
job at a regular salary. So back I came.
I sat in on script conferences, helped with
casting, research, costumes — right through
the whole thing. Of course I wanted a part,
but I couldn't ask for it. I knew if daddy
thought
I was
rightwhat
for one,
he'd thought.
give it
to me, no
matter
anyone
And if he didn't, he wouldn't, no matter
how much I wanted it. It was on my birthday he sprung it. 'I've got a present for
you. How would you like to play Colette?'
It'stavernmates
Jimmy
who have
tells been
you that
Villon
I just
whooped."
his
tagged
by and
the
irrepressible Rathbone, Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs. "And if you think Mr.
Colman doesn't like a gag," she scoffed,
"just listen to this one. "You see, daddy's
always yelling about people being late, so
we cooked up this scheme. We got back
from lunch very early one day, turned off
all the lights, and hid behind the scenery.
All but Colman, who sat at his desk in
the trial room, with one little blue spot
burning over his head. Well, it just happened that was the day daddy picked to
be
for the with
first time
his life. He'd
beenlatelunching
some inexecutives
and
they'd kept him. Which made the joke all
the funnier in the end. Because by the time
he got there, poor Mr. Colman had fallen
asleep. There he sat with his cheek on
his hands, and in comes daddy to this perfectly silent set, doesn't know what to make
of it, sees Colman, walks over to him,
touches his shoulder, says : 'Ronnie—come,
come, Ronnie'— you- know, sort of solicitous
and reproachful at the same time. Colman
jumps up, shouts 'long live the king,' then
we all jump out and yell 'long live the
king,' with a sweet long juicy raspberry to
polish it off. 'Nice work,' says daddy, and
Colman sighs like the father of seven children: 'Yes, dwarfs will be dwarfs, you
know, Frank— just a little dopey.' Which
whole thing practically perfect."
made
The the
other girl — the one with the blue
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"SKIN-VITAMIN"
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A
I ALWAYS CREAM
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MY "SKINSKIN VITAMIN"
BY USING
POND'S COLO CREAM...
IT HELPS PROVIDE AGAINST
LOSS OF THIS MECESSARy
VITAMIN FROM My SKIN
MARGARET
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Philadelphia Deb
Men fall for soft, smooth skin. When skin lacks Vitamin A,
the vitamin essential to skin health, it gets harsh and dry. Now
Pond's Cold Cream contains this necessary "skin -vitamin.''''
• All normal skin contains Vitamin A — the
"skin-vitamin." • In hospitals, scientists
found that this vitamin, applied to the
skin, healed wounds and burns quicker.
• Now this "skin -vitamin" is in every jar
of Pond's Cold Cream! Pond's has not
been changed in any other way. It's the
same grand cream you have always known.
Use it as always — night and morning and
before make-up. Same jars, same labels,
same prices.
Statements concerning the effects of the
"skin-vitamin*"
applied to
skinon arethe based
upon medical literature
andthetests
skin
of
animals
following
an
accepted
laboratory
method.

If skin has enough "skin-vitamin," Pond's brings an Extra Supply-, against possible future need. Smart girlsv,f
follow this new
"skin-vitamin."
the
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green eyes and the face that has something
both sweet and smoldering — is Ellen Drew.
One day an agent saw her and asked her
if she'd like to be in the movies. "Would
you?" she returned wearily. In stories, of
course, such things couldn't happen. In
Hollywood they do. She was signed for
stock at Paramount, and for two years
stayed there. Then Wesley Ruggles saw
her in a studio play and cast her for a
didn't
She her
Sinners."
"Sing,
part inthat
in
had seen
FrankYouLloyd
know
the same play till he sent for her and said :
"I'm going to test you for Huguette." She
turned white, her knees wobbled, and all
you."other
was a "thank
manage
could
sheShe
went
on location
with the
picture. Meantime Lloyd summoned a few
of his fellow-workers to a projection room
one morning. "I want to show you something." The test was run, the lights went
on. Lloyd turned in his seat. "What do you
think?" "Swell!" they roared in chorus.
"That's what I think, too."
Ellen, having dinner with the company,
was called to the phone. As she slipped
back into her place, Fred MacMurray eyed
her sharply. "What's the matter with you?
Look as if you'd seen a ghost." "I'm going
buried
said,into
Huguette,"
to play
face
in her
hands andsheburst
tears.her
She met Colman for the first time when
they made a costume test together. He told
her he'd seen her original test and thought
Lloyd had made a perfect choice for the
part. "Here I was, two years ago, wrapping up candy," she broke put impulsively.
"You'd think I'd be paralyzed, working with
Ronald Colman. But you don't stop to think
it's Colman. He doesn't let you. He's so
make a fuss
He doesn't
simple.Even
completely
about anything.
when he blows his

"Sweet Lips!" If you long to hear these thrilling words, avoid Lipstick Parching!
Choose a lipstick that knows lips must be
silky soft as well as warmly bright.
Coty protects the thin, soft skin of your
lips by including in every "Sub-Deb" Lipstick eight drops of "Theobroma." This softening ingredient helps your lips to a moist
smoothness. In 7 ardent and indelible shades,
Coty "Sub-Deb" is just 50tf.

lines, he doesn't get excited like the rest of
us — just says, 'I'm sorry' and does it again.
And he's been so heavenly kind to me —
taught me so many little things without
making a show of it. I'll never forget the
first important scene we were to play together. He smiled as he passed me and said
so that no one else could hear : 'This is
going to be a good one for us. This is
one we're going to pull them out of their
seats with.' It was like a shot in the arm
— and, oh, he must have known how I
Which is all grist for your mill. Only
needed it !"
you still haven't talked to Mr. Colman.
or Mr.hasColman's
Mr. Colman's
rehearsing
or working
Mr. Colman
simply
melted into thin air. Eventually Mr. Lloyd
"We're making just
on you. shot
pity daylight
takes
one short
tomorrow. Come
in at two and I'll see that you get to him."
He's as good as his word. He nails your
quarry, and your quarry greets you as

affablyward toasthisthough
he'd been looking forfor days.
"What would you like to know that I
can tell you? — I've been wanting to play
this part for years. I suggested it once or
twice to Mr. Goldwyn, but the suggestion
didn't take. Then Mr. Lloyd came to me
and said : 'Will you play Francois Villon
for me?' My impulse was to jump at it,
but I felt a qualm or two that needed
soothing. You see, it's not an absolutely
set-up story in the same way as 'Tale of
Two Cities' might be. The old stage play
was theatrical. I felt that the screen version, without sacrificing any of the drama,
should be made more plausible. For myself,
I didn't want to go slashing about with a
sword and striking attitudes. However, I
needn't have worried. Mr. Lloyd explained
how he meant to have it treated, and that
Preston Sturges would work along that
line. So I signed up gladly, and sailed into
it. Sail's the right word, too — perhaps
breeze is still better. It's gayer _ than any
other version I've known — rollicking, as
Villon was — and real as he was, even
He flicked
at his brown
wasn't."velvet cloak
this adventure
though
with its emerald lining. "I tried to do
what I could for reality by taking some
of these elegant costumes home and wearing them round the house to get the feel of
them — a little hard on the household, but
they bore with me. I thought it might keep
me from strutting about here like a dressedup popinjay. I grew my own beard for the
early sequences, too — another ordeal to
watch, for a dirty, scrubby beard it was.
No, I didn't mind — not beyond the first
week, when it proved a little tickly. . Of
course, it curtails one's social activities just
a little — " he said, smiling broadly — he,
whose social activities are confined to a
circle of friends who'd remain unruffled if
he grew a forest on his face for his own
good reasons.
The scene was called. It was brief — action without dialogue — Villon fleeing from
his enemies in the palace, and finding
sanctuary in the room of his love. They
shot three or four takes in about ten minutes. "Thank you, Ronnie. That's all."
Catching your eye, he lifts his brows in
helpless wonder. "I don't know what they're
thanking me for. It's very polite of them."
What you're hoping, only it's nothing so
tangible as a hope — what you're wistfully
dreaming rather — is that he'll come back
and talk some more. But by now a photographer has him in tow.
"I'm so sorry," smiles Mr. Colman. You
doesn't
is. But
how sorry
know
matter.exactly
If Colman
were heking,
he it
could
do
no
wrong.
So far as you're concerned,
Colman
is king.

"Air-Spun" Rouge To Match ... Another
thrilling new Coty discovery! Torrents of
air blend colors to new, life-like warmth.
The shades match "Sub-Deb" Lipstick. 50^.

Eightdrops of "Theobroma" go into every "Sub-Deb" Lipstick. That's hoiv Coty guards against lipstick parching.
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Dick Powell, Jack Benny and Ken Murray get hot trying to make good as instrumentalists in an impromptu band organized by Tommy Dorsey, right, conducting.
SCREENLAND
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delicious

refreshing Double Mint gum does wonders for
your smile. Enjoy this popular, double-lasting,
delicious tasting gum. This It A IE Y chewing
helps beautify by waking up sleepy face muscles,
stimulating beneficial circulation in your gums
and brightening your teeth nature's way. So you
have double loveliness, admired by everyone.
Since smart clothes as well as an attractive
face mean charm, Double Mint gum had Hollywood's fashion-creator TRAVIS

BAPTTON

design this very flattering, slim hipped looking
Suit Dress for you, which Hollywood's beautiful
star CEA UBETTE COEBEBTmodeh, left.
You can make this becoming dress for yourself
by purchasing SIMPLICITY
All women

Pattern 2902.

want to dress smartly and know

this helps set off loveliness of face. Millions
agree refreshing, delicious Double Mint gum
helps add extra charm to your smile, making
your face doubly lovely. Try it. Begin to enjoy
Double Mint gum today.

DOUBLE

Healthful, delicious
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MUXT GUM is satisfying.

It aids digestion, relaxes tense nerves,
helps give you a pleasant breath.
Sold everywhere. 5c. Buy today.
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Tropics, where Nature's loveliest
From the
colors
are found, fashion experts bring the
perfect shades for your nails. See how exquisitely Glazo captures their subtle beauty
„ . . select your own flattering shade today!
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New York — The deep, luscious
orchid-rose of Glazo 's CONGO is
seen at the smarter places. Every
Glazo shade gleams with rich
non-fading brilliant lustre.
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IN BERMUDA IT'S SPICE
Bermuda— The tempting exotic
burgundy color of Glazo's
SPICE is the vogue. Get the becoming new Glazo shades at all
drug counters.
Other Glazo fashionshades: Old Rose; Thistle;
Rust; Russet; Shell.
All shades, extra
large size .
5 1
Glazo's NAIL-COTE 2
guards
nails against splitting and
breaking; gives added
gloss; makes your polish
last longer. Only 25tf.

my ears when told it was that of the doctor
who shared the fame of the Dionne Quintuplets. Irealized this would mean much
more than a part to any actor, that it would
definitely identify him in the public mind
with a world event. But there wasn't anything sure about it so far as I was concerned. Henry King, the director, thought I
might look it well enough, but he was afraid
Mr. Zanuck would object to my Danish accent. I was sure he would. So, with no
hope at all, I went back to M-G-M. Just as
I walked into his office, Mr. Mayer, at the
telephone, said, 'Here he is now, you can
talk with him.' It was Twentieth CenturyFox wanting to know if I could be ready
to start for Callander the next day. That
was my luck — they didn't have time to think
of Taking
anyone the
else."unassuming Hersholt at his
word, his was an emergency call, very like
the one Dr. Dafoe had on that startling
night that set telegraph and cable wires
humming the world over. "There was no
time
for athat
thorough
test,"made
he went
on. "But
at eight
night they
a quick
test
of my hair. Something would have to be
done about it if I was to look at all like
Dr. Dafoe. But there was no time for it.
When we got there it was twenty below,
with a heavy snowstorm falling — marThere spoke the true Scandinavian. But
velous !"
I was anxious
to hear more about the impromptu doctor by the grace of Hollywood.
"That's the way I felt, anxious," admitted
Mr. Hersholt. "The first thing for me to
do was meet Dr. Dafoe, and I was terribly
nervous. I didn't know how he would take
it. I had come over from North Bay, ten
or twelve miles from Callander, and, quite
aside from the weather, I had cold feet.
When I got to his office the doctor was
busy with a patient, so I sat in his little
waiting room trying to work up nerve
enough to face him decently. At last he
came out, and we both looked at each other
— I couldn't scare up a word to say to him.
He didn't know me from Adam, but after
he remarked, 'So you're the
up was
sizing
fellow.'meThat
all. Then he kept looking at me, while I stood there gulping._ It
was a wholly impersonal thing for him,
but a tough spot for me. I couldn't talk
pictures with Dr. Dafoe because he didn't
know and didn't care anything about them —
didn't even know that Garbo was alive. He
said the only picture he had seen was 'Sunshine Susie,' made in England ten years
before. As 'Sunshine Susie' didn't exactly
warm things up, I made a quiet sneak outdoors, where twenty below seemed almost

Happily, Mr. Hersholt now warmed up
tropical."
the point of telling of his first meeting
to
"I saw them five minutes
with thewe quints.
started working next morning in
before
the hospital nursery. They took my breath
away. There they were, all in their cribs,
so lovely they put a lump in my throat.
With Dr. Dafoe standing out of sight,
Dorothy Peterson and I were ready to play
the first scene with them. 'Don't handle
warned us. I
them too much,' the doctor cribs
to a bed.
lifted two of them from their
at the
and
They plucked at my mustache
at all
pocket, ofandmyweren't
pencil in .myBecause
make-up, I
frightened
They
Dafoe.
thought they took me for Dr.
were then only a year and a half old. From
then on we were careful never to work
with the babies longer than fifty-five minutes each day, not counting Sundays. Dr.
Dafoe saw to it that we never exceeded that
by anosecond."
even was
time
mistaking Mr. Hersholt s
There
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deep affection for his little friends. It was
evident they had crept into his heart to
stay there. "It was not until we went back
to
makeable
the tosecond
picture,
that
I was
identify
them. 'Reunion,'
By that time
they were all gymnastic and loved to
climb. I know they climbed all over me,"
he laughed. "We had lots of fun when we
weren't working. Emilie liked me best. She
always smiled and ran to me. One day she
pulled out my watch and broke it. But it
was only a dollar watch, and I let her keep
it. Afterwards she gave me her wooden
whistle, putting it in my mouth for me to
blow, then into my pocket to make me
understand I was to keep it. Even Dr.
Dafoe was now very friendly, talking books
andWhat
sharing
in first
must mythe interest
good doctor
haveeditions."
said, I
wondered, on that eventful birthnight when
he himself had had no rest. "That's what
I wondered," agreed Mr. Hersholt, "so one
day I asked him. He told me, with the arrival of the fourth, then the fifth baby, he
said, 'Gosh!' Now if that isn't small-town,
As for the illustrious parents, Mr. Hersholt had enjoyed the honor of meeting
what is?"
Papa
Dionne, but not Mamma Dionne.
"It was one day on location I met the
father," he related, continuing his saga of
the fertile North. "Papa Dionne had driven
out to where some of us were working and
was sitting in his car. He looked exactly
as John Qualen had made him look on the
screen. I walked over and said, 'How do
you do?' 'How do you do?' he replied, without so much as moving a hand. 'This is
beautiful country,' I remarked. 'Yes,' he
'Yes.' 'It
children.'
beautiful
have Then
'You'Yes.'
said.
is
cold.'
I gave
up.
"What interested me most of all, aside
from the babies," said Mr. Hersholt, "was
the place itself. Here was a village of five
hundred souls that suddenly teemed like a
city with endless streams of people. There
never was a day with less than six thousand
visitors, and on one day while we were
there the number grew to thirteen thousand.
All were alive with curiosity, staring right
and left. We were part of the show, at least
the side-show, finding ourselves attracting
attention as 'Movie actors from Hollywood.' Inever felt less like an actor in my
life. It was all tremendously real to me.
What gave that place world significance
was the great number of newspaper correspondents. One day I was made acutely
aware of them. The publicity man had taken
Miss Peterson and me out to a picturesquely
wooded region to be photographed. Floundering through the snow some distance
ahead of them, I fell into a ditch. For two
minutes I was knocked out completely. I
felt a sharp pain in one leg and was afraid
I'd broken it. Unable to move, I lay there
thinking,
this settles
you.life,
You've
been
given'Well,
the chance
of your
and
now you've lost it. You'll not be able to
go on with the picture.' When I was taken
back to the hotel at North Bay twenty-five
or thirty newspapermen made a rush for
me. There was no stopping them from
sending stories about the accident, so I had
to telegraph my wife not to worry, that I
wasn't seriously hurt. Dr. Dafoe took care
it.
about
muchmuch
say said
but didn't
of
For mythatleg,
matter,
he never
about
anything. When we went back to make the
second picture I asked him what he thought
about the first one. 'Pretty good,' he said —
a word about me."
dismissing this rugged
notGood-naturedly
indifference to cinematic art, Mr. Hersholt
earnestly added: "Dr. Dafoe has said that
'Five of a Kind' will be the last picture
that the quints are allowed to make. But I
and
hope not. I can't help loving those kidsagain.
wanting to see them again and
They're lovely babies, and they brought me
wonderful luck. And whether it lasts or
not, I'll always have my lucky piece,"

Lola Lane, Rosemary Lane, Priscilla Lane
and Gale Page
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BROS. PRODUCTION
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Filmland's Make-Up Genius Creates
Powder, Rouge and Lipstick in Color
Harmony

Factor's Face Powder will actually enliven the beauty of your skin. It creates
a satin-smooth make-up that clings for
hours. ..one dollar.
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or brunette, brownette or redhead...

you'll B,
look lovelier with color harmony make-up to
enhance the attraction of your own colorings. This is
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Max Factor — and now you may share it with them.

.Created to individual-

ize each type of beauty, thete's a color
harmony shade of Max Factor's Rouge
to impart fascinating, lifelike color to
your cheeks. Creamy-smooth, it blends
perfectly. ..fifty cents.

Permit Hollywood's make-up genius to suggest the
correct shades of powder, rouge and lipstick for you
personally. Note coupon for special make-up test.
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MAX FACTOR'S NORMALIZING
CLEANSING CREAM... JKSBB^
A sensational new kind of cleansing | jf
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Lipstick.. •Yes, Max Factor's
Lipstick is .r#/>er-indelible,for in Hollywood lip make-up must temain lovely
for hours. Moisture-proof, too, it keeps
the lips a uniform color through every
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LOVE?

6 COURTED AND ADORED— lovers sighed and I
poets Sang of the intoxicating perfume that made
her the loveliest of women...

(j EVE53Y GBRL A QUEEN when she borrows for
her own the enchanting fragrance of Djer-Kiss
Talc. ..provocative and Parisian.

Ptart your day the Djer-Kiss way! Bathe
O your entire body with this delightful
talc each morning. Djer-Kiss keeps you
dainty and refreshed all day . . . Helps you
stay cool, for it actually lowers body temperature. Clothes feel more comfortable . . .
Makes you alluringly fragrant. Use DjerKiss generously, for the cost is surprisingly
small. Buy it today at drug and toilet goods
counters— 25c and 75c sizes. Liberal 10c
size at all 10c stores.
The same delightful fragrance in Djer-Kiss
Sachet, Eau de Toilette and Face Powder.

Peanuts to Pictures
Continued from page 34

and I had some of the best times in my
life down there, and some hard ones too.
"Some folks think they need money to
develop their talents, but I still play the
same instrument now that I did when I
only had fifty cents to buy a couple of
pieces ofwith
iron a pipe
and funnel
have 'em
welded
together
whiskey
on one
end.
I haven't paid out any money for advance
lessons on the bazooka — because there isn't
any professors who know any more about
it than I do.
"When I was poor I never had to decide
what tie to wear with what shirt, or what
shirt to wear with what suit. I had one suit
and pair of shoes for Sunday best and the
nights I was courting a girl, and my working clothes. Now I have to stop and reflect
on what is best to wear at what time of the
day. If I'm going golfing, I put on my golfing pants,
and clothes.
if I'm If
going
the races
I wear
sports
Mrs.to Burns
and
I are attending an afternoon party, I have
to puzzle out whether I should wear a comfortable business suit — or if it will call for
formal afternoon dress. When I didn't own
them I never found myself in the predicament of arriving at one of these fancy
parties in white tie and tails, when everyone else had on a tux. Sometimes when I
get all duded up I arrive and find the rest
of the guys lounging around wearing slacks
and sport shirts.
"I used to drive a little car that I could
get around
in the
trafficdrive
unnoticed. But in
now quickly
folks think
I should
big ones. They attract attention and are
awkward to handle and park. When I lived
in a little apartment I'd go home to my
own little family circle. Folks never came
for long visits — but now they pile in from
everywhere.
"When I look back I think I was the
happiest man that was ever poor. I've made
my bed in hay stacks many a night, and in
sweet clover fields and lay out there under
the stars — and admired the beauty of
nature. Sometimes I've had to eat strawberries or apples or whatever I could find.
For days I've been so hungry that a lean
carrot out of a farmer's patch tasted better
than here
the best
New York-cut steak I've ever
had
in Hollywood.
"When I was riding the rods I washed
my shirt out in a river and swam while
it dried on a hickory limb. No sir, rich
folks don't have the opportunity or the time
for that free kind of happiness."
Bob's face was fairly beaming. I could
see he was visioning that part of his life,
rich in happiness, though poor in material

YOURS FREE— the exciting new book,
"Women Mem Love— Which Type Are You?"
— full of valuable hints on
how to make yourself
more alluring. Just send
a post card with your
name and address to
Parfums KerkofF, Inc.,
Dept. N, New York.
... genuine imported talc
scented with Djer-Kiss
perfume by Kerkof f, Paris.
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Romantic team in a new film: Phyllis
Brooks and Dick Arlen.
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things. "I never had to be a hobo," he
mused
the words,
then,
"I justwhen
sortaI
had the over
wanderlust
in me,
I guess,
was a kid." He went on, "My father was
engineer for our county and I studied civil
engineering at the University of Arkansas.
When I left school I decided to grow
jumbo peanuts and be the peanut king of
the country. I drew up a lot of fancy stationery and everything. I was going to
become a big industrialist — but somehow
those peanuts didn't seem to want to grow
as big as my ambition for them. So I went
out of the nut .business. Then I went over
to Oklahoma with my Uncle Fud and we
raised hay, but the wanderlust spirit kept
popping up in me — and I headed west.
"Down in the railroad jungles over a
pot of stew I heard the boys talking about
the fruit grown down around Provo, Utah
— so I headed for there. I picked fruit all
summer and sorta hung around, for one
farmer had a pretty daughter ; one of the
prettiest I ever did see. Nigbt times we
hired hands would gather around the back
porch after supper and sit and sing in the
moonlight. If I'd only had my_ bazooka
then, this story might have been different. I
had matrimony on my mind strong enough,
but she just thought I was a hired man,
so it didn't do me no good.
"I heard that a big power and light
company was figuring on putting in a terminal sub-station to generate power from
Idaho, so I caught a ride in a buggy and
went upcount ofto
outfit. On they
achowthe I construction
had some education,
made me foreman of 75 men. They were
all foreigners — and I had to talk to them
through an interpreter. Well it seems my
orders was plain greek to them, so I had
to learn to talk Greek too. It was curious
how I got on to the knack of talking their
language. I never could figure that out.
"Then the company made me manager
of a construction boarding house. I had to
plan meals— good filling ones for 30 cents
per man, three: times a day for 300 men.
I used to go down to the markets and buy
three beef at a time. I got out a cook-book
and learned how to saw off steaks and
chops as good as any butcher. Those were
and! what hunks of steaks a
days — eat
happy could
fellow
"Out in the west they have lots of church
socials and dances, and they always welcome strangers who come to the community
and settle for a spell. I looked forward all
week to those church suppers and dances.
The fried chicken and pots of beans and
hot biscuits we'd eat ! And then the homebaked pies and cakes and home-made _ice
cream. I could freeze a freezer full of icecream faster than most. In fact, I got to_ be
sort, of a champion. Sometimes the girls
would bring the baskets filled with lunch,
and the men would bid for them. I was
usually pretty lucky — in getting a goodlooking girl and a good lunch basket both.
But some of the men would sure draw
lemons !
"Then I went up into Idaho where I
made about two dollars a day. There was
never a more cheerful or hospitable bunch
of folk. They didn't like a fellow because
he was supposed to have money — they just
liked you because you was yourself without
any pretense of being more. Then I got
a hankering to travel about a.gain — and I
did. In the course of events I wandered
back to Salt Lake City. I got a job as
night clerk in a little upstairs hotel. There
was lots of actor fellows who stopped off
there traveling on circuits, and I sort of
got bit by the acting bug. I met a pretty
girl, again. Gee, was she pretty! She was
singing in one of the cafes, and I used to
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EYES
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Kurlash makes eyes speak volumes . . . frames them in new,
starry beauty ! In 30 seconds, this
wonderful implement gives you
naturally curly lashes . . . longer,
darker looking . . . expressing
your personality. Try it — $1 at
all leading stores.
Learn what shades of eye
make-up are becoming to you —
how to apply them! Send your
name, address and coloring to
Jane Heath, Dept. B-10; receive — •
free — a personal color-chart and
full instructions in eye make-up!
THE KURLASH COMPANY, Inc.
Rochester, New York
Canada: Toronto, 3

COPYRIGHT 1938. THE KURLASH CO.. INC.
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If you are self-conscious
about your appearance*
read this new book about
Facial Reconstruction.
Tells how easy it is tor
noses to be reshaped —
protruding ears, thick lips,
wrinkles and pouches corrected — sagging
restored.
Plastic contours
Science
fully explained. Elaborate
illustrations. 160 pages*
Only 2 5c. Postage paid.
Money - back guarantee,
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Without Calomel —
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UP
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LIVER

Morning Rarin' to Go
| 1
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your Gas
food bloats
doesn'tup digest.
It just decays
in the
bowels.
your stomach.
You
get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills
to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make
you feelin "up
and bile
up."flow
Harmless,
gentle,
yet amazing
making
freely. Ask
for
Carter's Little Liver Pills by name. 25c at all
drug stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
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go in there to eat just to hear her sing,
and get a chance to talk to her. I figured
that if I was an actor we could team up
and I'd get acquainted with her. So nights
at the hotel I started writing up an act.
"There was a couple of musicians who
were down on their luck, and when I was
off shift I got them and the girl together
and we rehearsed the act I had written.
Finally we decided to form a vaudeville
troupe. We called ourselves 'Three Smilers
and a Nix' — I was the Nix. Well, sir, we
got engagements in all of the show houses
around and then there was none left, and
our money ran out.
"That didn't discourage me none. I got
a farmer to let us ride with him in his
spring wagon up to a little town called
Logan. We bumped along with him on his
buggy. I got a megaphone and went around
the city streets advertising the show at the
top of my voice. And I got a bang out of
the kids. They followed me around like I
was the Pied Piper.
"We got an engagement at the showhouse. Then the girl — well, she musta had
a beau back in Salt Lake City. Anyway the
second day she walked out. That left our
show without much of an act.
"It was haying time, so the rest of our
show went to work in the hay fields. Fact
is, I slept in them. One night out there
under the stars I was wondering what I
could do for a new act. I had been monkeying with a couple of pieces of pipe, humming through them, and I got the idea of
making me a bazooka. Well, sir, I went
right down to a plumber and we made one
for fifty cents. The beauty of my invention
was that whenever it got broken I could get
any plumber to make me a new one.
"After dark I lay out there in the hay
figuring up tunes, and pretty soon I had an
act.
I called
it 'Harmony
Hobo.'Then
I played
all the
little towns
in the west.
I hit
it out for home to see my folks back in
Arkansas. Yes, I rode the rods."
At this point a property man interrupted
us to tell Mr. Burns he was wanted back
on the set. "Now don't go away," he cautioned, "I'llanbe hour.
right I back."
He was
for almost
could hear
him gone
and
other members of the company as they
acted a scene.
"A swell fellow, Bob Burns," commented
the property man as we waited. "He takes
everything very serious — even himself,
despite all of that humor he's noted for.
When his first wife died a couple of years
ago, it just about broke Bob up. He was
awful fond of her, I guess. For a whole
year he went around here as sad as could
be. But now that he's married again, he's
happy and singing all of the time and
'specially since the new baby came. He
brings more visitors on his sets than anyone
aroundArkansas.
the studio.
Mostfolks
of he'emwrites
are
from
All those
about in that newspaper column of his come
out here to visit him. I have an idea that's
one reason why he built such a big house
— so he could make them welcome. Have
you ever
met his
Gee, she's
pretty.
Blonde
with new
the wife?
nicest ways.
She
was Harriet Foster, his secretary, and I
can tell you they're real pals." But before
the property man could tell me more Bob
came around the corner and resumed his
seat on the plank on the saw-horse. He
continued right where he left off. "No, sir,
I was as happy as a fellow could be in
those days — and I was as poor as anyone
could be. When I got home everyone was
enlisting to go to war so I went up to Chicago where I joined the Marines. Well,
after I got back, I had to have a profession,
so I got out my bazooka — took it to a
plumber to fix it and went to New York
to try being an actor again. I got a job
in New York in the night clubs. And when
I got a hearing in one on Broadway, and
got signed up for a few weeks — I had my
SCREENLAND

first taste of real fame. I made quite a bit
of money for a fellow like me, but first
thing I knew there I was down in New
Orleans, peddling bananas. But I had too
much acting in me to stop, so when I
couldn't get another engagement I organized acarnival show of my own in
Atlantic City. It went along pretty well,
then I got a chance to get back into
vaudeville.
"You know life's a strange thing. I
toured all over the country — and twenty
years later I found myself back in Logan,
the little western town where I'd invented
my bazooka out in the hay fields. I was
playing 'Soda-Pop,' the black-face with the
Gilmore Circus, and I went out and told
the audience that I'd been there twenty
years before and I hoped I could come back
in twenty years and apologize for my act.
but
thatsuchso awell—
like at
didn't
manager was
The audience
remark.
tickled
the
"Well, we toured on until we got to
California. When 1 couldn't get another
engagement, I got a job in pictures doing
bits. Then Bing Crosby put me on his radio
show — and you know the rest.
"Money doesn't make happiness. It's nice
for folks to think you're being successful,
but shucks— I was just as happy when I
was poor and didn't have more than a dollar
in my jeans, as now, when I can write out
checks and know that the bank won't refuse
'em."
"But you can buy anything you want, do
anything you want, have anything you
want, when you have lots of money," I
interrupted.
"But that's where you're wrong, and
that's why I've been telling you all this,"
Bob remonstrated. "Anyone who has his
health, his freedom, his ability to earn a
living, is not poor. He's rich and doesn't
know it. And he sure ought to be happy."

Clamor Gets a Face-wash
Continued from page 29
have now become a lot of dreary sun-worshippers. Those grand gals who once in
gold lame put on a scrumptious act in white
drawing-rooms now spend endless hours in
bathing suits toasting their chassis on the
sands of Santa Monica midst flies and fleas.
You can't
dinner
in Hollywood now possibly
unless at give
least a six
of your
guests
are on some kind of a frantic diet. Cooks
get awfully mad when they sweat over a
batch of tasty squabs only to have the guests
shout calories as they are passed around
and demand a little cottage cheese and lettuce leaf. And athletics — oh, hell ! The place
smells with them. Everybody (who rates)
is out batting balls and jumping horses and
keeping fit. No wonder some of the best
stars, after days spent in the California
sun, resemble a rare old piece of Moroccan
leather when they appear before the camera.
Moving pictures, those quaint old things,
have practically become a side line with
most of the stars. They are far more interested intheir athletics than they are in
their screen careers and had rather make
a hole in one than win an Academy Award.
Name me a star and I'll tell you where
his or her real interest lies.
It's no secret that Bing Crosby had rather
boo-boothan go
horses Gable
race Clark
play ongolftheand
boo
screen.
likes
to get
his pictures over with as quickly as possible so he can go duck shooting, fishing,
or big game hunting. And speaking of
Clark we naturally think of Carole, who is
no slouch herself when it comes to shooting. Carole, who used to be pale and interesting, has become the best woman
skeet-shooter in these parts — only last
week at the Hollywood gun and rifle

dub she shot twenty-four clay pigeons out
of twenty-five, and Carole uses a regular
gun too, one that would knock your
shoulder right out of joint. She's quite a
deadly tennis player and often gets up at
seven in the morning, much to the distress
of her Bel-Air neighbors, to practice her
serve. Irene Dunne is another of the girls
who gladly gives up those heavenly hours
of early morning sleep to get in a couple
of rounds of golf before the sun warms up.
Irene is a hole-in-oner.
Another elegant golfer is Ruby Keeler
who can make strong men weep^ by the
straightness and distance of her drive. And
boy, can she sink them. Ruby had much
rather give you an interview about golf
than about herself. Joan Crawford swims
like a Weissmuller, and so does Norma
Shearer. Norma doesn't take to sun much,
but Joan schedules her day so that she
can have so much time every morning for
a sunbath. She and Cary Grant have the
best tans in Hollywood. Ginger Rogers is
another of the mermaids but is even better
at tennis — the way she can whack those
balls is really something. Claudette Colbert,
to call "lead-in-the-pants"
whom wesheused
was such a sissy she stood in
because
one spot on the tennis court without budging for an entire game, now flies through
the air like the man on the trapeze and lets
nothing in the shape of a tennis ball get by
her. Claudette's chief interest, however, is
skiing— a little something she does exceedingly well, and will talk about until you
fall down in exhaustion.
When Olivia de Havilland first took up
she
Hood")
"Robin
by hoof
(inspired
archery
cow next
of the
into the
shot an arrow
door, but she has improved since then and
now pick you out a bull's eye any time.
can
Olivia never drinks because it is bad for
her, and never fails to eat because it is good
for her. Patsy Kelly and Jack Oakie, the

Relatives, real and reel. Anita Louise, Bette Davis and Jane Bryan, _right, relatives
in "The Sisters," are visited by Bette's real sister, at star's left.
last of the old guard who said I like food
and by golly I shall eat food, weakened not
long ago and both of them took off more
than forty pounds by walking and_ dieting.
Patsy, whose only exercise consisted of
walking to the studio commissary, for a
couple of weeks walked as much as twenty
miles a day. It gets 'em all sooner or later.
Tennis becomes a career and walking bewholesome. comes abusiness. And everybody's
Everybody except Hedy Lamarr. Thank
goodness for Hedy. I decided that I must
see Hedy and warn her about Hollywood
— never, never must she go in for health.
She must keep that mysterious sultry
charm, that lovely thrilling glamor. Why, I
might even encourage her to have sunken
cheeks. So I called on Hedy. She immediately asked me if I would have a
Scotch-and-soda and that cheered me no

whoa wasn't
at least a was
end — here
drink.
by taking
liversomeone
of ruining
afraid
"My butler is out," said Hedy, "I will fix
the drinks." Charming, charming, I thought.
And then I saw Hedy fix the drinks and
my face fell. She filled two tall glasses with
shasta water, and I mean filled and splashed
a few drops of Scotch in each. Why, that
exotic creature doesn't even know how to
mix a drink !
But that wasn't all, I wasn't to be let off
anything. She promptly invited me to have
a swim, and when I refused suggested a
game of tennis, assuring me very naively
that she was quite good at both sports.
"And walk," said Hedy, "I adore walking." Well, dear reader, all I can say is that
unthat Hedy who looks so isalluringly
far different
wholesome in the Casbah
And I'm conHedyis Lamarr.
from thevinced real
that health
here to stay.
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London
Continued from page 51
Adolphe Menjou have been there several
times too, buying curios for their collections back home in Hollywood.
Darryl Zanuck and his pretty wife Virginia went shopping around London along
with Darrylin, Susan, and Richard, who
politely told me his poppa was "something
in a studio but he doesn't know Snow
Whiteexecutive
anyway." The Twentieth CenturyFox
spent most of his vacation
playing polo and he has also been making
arrangements for Shirley Temple's visit to
England next spring. She may play in a
film on her company's lot at Pinewood
Studios where they are now completing
"Piccadilly Circus" with Gracie Fields,
Mary Maguire, Roger Livesey, dancer Jack
Donohue, and Mr. Asta. The latter has
turned very temperamental since he crossed
the Atlantic. Maybe he doesn't think our
climate so good as California for he's
fought his stand-in dog, refused to eat his
stew and rye bread lunch one day, and
barked quite rudely at Leslie Howard.
And it's not as if Pinewood gardens
haven't the greenest old lawns and shadiest
trees even a terrier screen star could want.
Brian Aherne was exercising round them
the_ other day, with his wide grin and a
vivid sea-blue jacket exactly the same color
as his eyes. "Fancy you noticing me!" he
laughed. "People seldom do. I travel all
over America but the fans never tear my
clothes to shreds like they tear Clark
Gable's. I only had a crowd once and then
I discovered they'd mistaken me for Gary
Cooper, who was around those parts too."
So I consoled him by making him escort
me to lunch in the great oak-panelled studio

restaurant once the saloon of the liner
"Mauretania" and transported to Pinewood
in pieces for reassembly.
James Fitzpatrick looked in at Pinewood
the other day with his bride Lesley — "giving her a real live travel talk on London,"
he said in the famous deep-throated voice.
Clifford Odets came along another afternoon and had tea and a few words with
our natives, not -forgetting pretty little
Nova Pilbeam who seemed to find his quick
staccato chatter most entertaining judging
by her gay laughter. You'll soon be seeing
the eighteen-year-old star in another thrill
film called "Death of a Ghost" and handsome Michael Redgrave will be her leading
man.
Michael was prominent at the party given
to brunette Margaret Lockwood to celebrate her marriage to a London business
man. She was specially delighted with the
cabled congratulations she got from George
Arliss who really gave her her first big
chance in his film "Doctor Syn." Margaret
is charmingsly unaffected, knits her own
jerseys, seldom wears make-up off the
screen and goes in for gardening in a practical manner which means doing all her
own digging and planting. Her current picture in production at Gainsborough Studios
is "Rob Roy," based on Sir Walter Scott's
classic novel of wild adventure and romance
in old-time Scotland — it's Princess Elizabeth's favorite book, by the way.
When I stepped out dining and dancing
in the West End the other night I got lots
of up-to-the-minute fashion notes from the
screen girls I saw. There was exotic young
Vivien Leigh dramatizing her tawny hair
with green chiffon draped Greek style and
belted in gold, and Elizabeth Allan demure
as ever in frilled pink tulle with wee rosebuds in her curls. Gertrude Neisen had a
backless ice-blue satin and ropes of pearls,
while saucy blonde Lilli Palmer fancied

sheer black net with long transparent
sleeves and handsome Barry Mackay for
her escort. Lilli starts work soon in "Girls
Must Live" and Barry is going to
and dance with Jessie Matthews againsing
in
her musical now called "Climbing High."
At supper-time I spied Raymond Massey
and his sweet-faced wife Adrianne entertaining a party including Tamara Geva
with a cape of ostrich plumes and Noel
Coward and Frank Lawton and Evelyn
Laye. Nearby was the loveliest young
thing I'd seen for ages who turned out
to be seventeen-year-old Corrinne Luchaire
from Paris. She had a sensational success
in her first film in France so Alexander
Korda promptly signed her up and she
makes her English-speaking debut as a girl
criminal in "Prison Without Bars." She
has _ wide eloquent dark eyes and an infectious rippling laugh and the true French
chic in clothes — nothing smarter on the
silver floor than her black satin with round
off-the-shoulders neckline and scarlet roses
pinned in a bunch at her waist.
It was in a far less exclusive cafe — an
Italian spaghetti joint in Soho, to be honest
— that I met Charles Laughton and Elsa
Lanchester eating steaming risotto and
planning their next two films ahead. They
never seem content to worry about one at
once like other producers. Charles is currently playing Mr. Davey, the parsonsmuggler of "Jamaica Inn" which Alfred
Hitchcock is vigorously directing and popping in some new touches for which his
Hollywood visit inspired him. After eating,
Charles and Elsa went off to a little local
theatre to see a Fredric March picture —
they only go to the luxurious big cinemas
for special
premieres
can't dodge
way. Elisabeth
Bergnerthey
is another
star anywho
likes to sit unknown in the cheap seats
though she has never been persuaded to
watch herself on the screen as yet. .
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He

Dared

to Marry

Continued from page 65
program on which Frances Langford, a
shy, quiet girl with deep brown eyes and
a wistful, tender mouth, sings regularly.
Almost at once he fell in love with her.
But though he had been sought out by
some of the most sophisticated women in
Hollywood, when he himself was in love
he hesitated to ask for a date, because he
had no reason to believe that Frances was
at all interested in him. Then, as luck would
have it, his sister, who had in the meanwhile met Frances, said to him, "Do you
know who's coming over for dinner tonight?" When he heard it was Frances, he
broke another engagement, so that he might
be at home when she came. This time their
meeting was less formal, and he managed
to get up courage enough to ask Frances
to see him again. Soon they were seeing
each other almost every night. When, for
business reasons, he was away from Hollywood for two weeks, he missed Frances
Langford more than he had ever dreamed
he could miss anyone. Shortly after he
returned to Hollywood, they eloped, using
their real names of Julia Langford and
Charles Locher in the hope that they could
keep their marriage a secret. But it is almost impossible to keep anything a secret
in Hollywood, and so four days after their
marriage, the story leaked out.

her sucit was
She though
ss jealou
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had ofmade
that sy
cess in tbusine
husband more and more indifferent. She
Stars
Reagan

now!

Jane Bryan and Ronald
get top billing in "Girls on
Probation."

"Samuel Goldwyn was very much hurt
that we hadn't taken him into our confidence," Jon said, his eyes twinkling, "but
he sent us a bouquet of flowers anyway."
It was typical of Jon that when he decided to get married he got married, and
did not stop to weigh what effect it might
have upon his career. When he was first
offered a contract by United Artists, elated
though he was to get that contract, nevertheless he stipulated, "I will sign nothing
unless it is understood that my private life
remains my own." You see, he was familiar
with the studio practice of building up
eligible young men by asking them to be
seen with famous feminine stars. Dozens
of young men, eager to get ahead in Hollywood, have allowed their studios to dictate
to them with whom they shall be seen and
with whom they shall not be seen, but Jon
was determined to have nothing to do with
this mockery of real love for publicity purposes. "If I go out with anyone," he said,
"it will be because I like her and for no
other reason."

didn't realize that she herself had been at
fault ... in a matter of feminine hygiene.
"Lysol" would have helped save the happiness of her marriage.
If you are in doubt regarding a wholesome method of feminine hygiene, ask
your doctor about "Lysol" disinfectant. It
is recommended by many doctors and
nurses, used in many hospitals and clinics.
Some of the more important reasons
why "Lysol" is especially valuable in feminine hygiene are —
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harmful free caustic alkali.
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(such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).
3 — Spreading . . . "Lysol" solutions spread because of low surface tension, and thus virtually search out germs.
4 — Economy. . ."Lysol" is concentrated, costs
only about one cent an application in the
proper dilution for feminine hygiene.
5 — Odor . . .The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears after use.
6 — Stability. . . "Lysol" keeps its full strength
no matter how long it is kept, how often it is
uncorked.
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"If anyone had asked me to take an actress out so as to get my name into the
newspapers I should have flatly refused,"
Jon told me. "Had my job depended upon
it, I would have said, provided the girl
were nice, 'AH right, I'll take her out, but
you'll have to foot all the bills and do it
in grand style, providing me with RollsRoyces to take the girl out and orchids to
shower upon her, because there's no use
doing a thing unless it's done right.' I
respect Samuel Goldwyn, however, because
he never asked me to do this, although almost every other studio in Hollywood does
require it of a newcomer."
I asked Jon if he had any rules by which
he planned to steer the frail craft of marriage through the shoals that beset it. During an interview which took place before
his marriage, Jon once told me, "If a
woman ' argues with me about anything
whatsoever, I say, 'Look, I can't stand arguments. Iwon't argue with you. If you
insist on arguing, one of us will have to
Now" he put it a little differently. "Algo.'
ways try to agree," he said. "If I think
something is too expensive, Frances will
try to think so too. Recently she sold one
of her automobiles (she had two of them)
because we decided that one automobile
apiece was certainly enough for us. If two
people are in love they've got to have arguments sooner or later. [Note the change of
view marriage has brought.] Suppose, for
instance, Frances wanted to go somewhere
and I didn't think it was a nice place for
her to go. To protect her, I would have to
argue with her ; I Jove her too much to
allow her to do something which might
hurt her. So far Frances and I have had
no serious arguments, but we have had
some discussions which might have ended
in spats. However, none of them lasted
more than a few minutes — then we always
kissed and made up. Take our argument
about the fence, for instance. Frances asked
me to go shopping with her for a fence, and
I liked a split rail fence which I thought
would look very attractive painted white.
" 'Oh, no,' said Frances, 'a split rail won't
do. I'd much rather get a steel fence, so
that vines could crawl up over it.' 'But,
Baby,' I said, 'I was just trying to help you.
I do think a split rail fence would be more
attractive, and there's no reason why vines
shouldn't be able to climb over it just as
much as over a steel fence.' When we got
home, ment.
we Fivestill
hadn't later,
reached
any agreeminutes
Frances
came
down and said, 'Johnny, I don't even want
a fence!'
"Usually
together.
Before Franceswehasgo a shopping
dress made,
she shows
me a piece of the material and I tell her
whether I like it or not. When I need a
suit, she may buy a whole flock of suits on
approval, and I'll pick one of them out,
knowing that she likes them all. Men are
good judges of women's clothes, and there's
no reason why a wife who wants to please
her husband shouldn't be guided by her
husband's tastes. As a general rule, he
knows what is becoming to her and what
isn't. One day Frances came home with a
very smart hat, with a little bird on it.
But unfortunately, the hat wasn't becoming to Frances — it didn't seem to go with
her stature, her eyes, her lips, her hair. I
saw that at once and laughed at the hat."
Cameramen were leaving the next dressing room, where Frances had been photographed in many poses, and Jon asked if
we could adjourn to that room, so he and
Frances could have lunch together. We did.
Frances' eyes were shining. She looked
dark and cool and lovely with a pink ribbon
around her hair, a silk white housecoat
trimmed with blue that brought out her
exquisitely moulded figure, and gold sandals on her feet. Between Frances and Jon
passed a look so intense that all the world
88

could have read their love in their eyes.
It was like a living thing in the room, and
I thought as I sat there that it is given to
few women to be loved and cherished as
Frances is.
She laughed when I mentioned the hat
with the bird. "I paid more money for it
than for any other hat I ever bought," she
said. "It was a sky-blue hat with a veil
tied under the chin, and a decoration that
looked like a tiny yellow bird in its nest.
I thought the hat was beautiful, and so did
my friends, but when Jon laughed at it,
I began to dislike it and I never wore it
"Why don't you wear it?" Jon said. "I
think I'm beginning to like it."
"I couldn't wear it again," Frances
again." "not after the funny thing you
laughed,
called it. You said it looked like a hen's

coop."

long trips together. If two people love one
another, there is no reason why they should
ever want to take separate vacations.
"Which brings me to my second rule for
a happy marriage. Have interests in common. Frances and I both love boats, the sea
and fishing. Neither of us is very crazy
about parties and night life in Hollywood.
In New York, we do like going to night
clubs, because there is so much to see, there
are so many different kinds of bands. Our
third rule is : Live alone, never with inlaws. Living alone, there are only two
people who must agree. It is much easier to
get two people to agree than to get three,
four or five people to agree. Our fourth
rule is : Live within your income. If we
think we need something, we will discuss
it first, and buy it only if we decide it is
really necessary. For instance, recently we
decided to have a boat built. On the surface
that sounds like an extravagance, but we
figured out that if we didn't buy the boat,
it would cost us as much to entertain in
Hollywood and seek relaxation there. And
the boat is by far the better investment,
because we both prefer it to any kind of
amusement we could find in Hollywood.
Neither Frances nor I believes in keeping
up a front or entertaining lavishly to impress other people."
Once an structions,
agent,
without
Jon's inwent to acting
Goldwyn
and demanded
a raise for his client. "He can't eat at the
Trocadero or at the Clover Club or put up
any kind of front on what you're now paying him," the agent said.
"What of it?" Goldwyn exploded. "He
doesn't have to eat at the Clover Club or
the Trocadero or drive a nice car, as far
as the studio or the public is concerned.
They'll like him just as much if he doesn't
try to put up a front." It is characteristic
of Jon he
thatwaswhen
he heard
thetheagent's
tactics
so furious
he of
fired
man
and apologized to Samuel Goldwyn.
"My fifth rule for a happy marriage,"
said Jon, "Is to try to get an expert viewpoint outside your own on financial problems. For instance, Frances and I both have
the same man to handle our investments. If
we didn't get the viewpoint of an expert,
we both might make a great many mistakes,

Chic!

Janet Gaynor has it in a suit
designed by Omar Kiam.

"Will Frances go on with her work?" I
asked.
"As long as she wants to," Jon said. "It's
part of her life, and to stop her from singing would not be fair, for people who are
gifted should use their gift as they were
intended to, to give pleasure to those who
can appreciate it. So long as her singing
brings Frances any happiness, I want her
to go on with it. When she wants to retire,
that will be all right with me, too. But
regardless of whether she works or not, I
want to be the man with the long trousers.
I think it's every man's duty to pay his
wife's expenses within reason. Frances will
be living in my home, wearing the clothes
and jewelry I give her. So far as I am
concerned, I hope she puts all the money
she makes into the bank. If, however, she
ever wants a definite luxury which I cannot afford to buy for her — like a fur coat
that
— then,
of We
course,
buy itcosts
from $5,000
her own
income.
both she'd
hope
to save up enough money so that eventually
we can retire and go on a trip round the
world together. We believe in taking nice

and blame them on each other."
"What about children?" I asked Jon.
Those gray-blue eyes suddenly became
very agitated and a crooked little smile
played around the corner of his mouth.
"What right has any man to say whether
his wife will or won't have children?" he
exploded. "My own mother almost died on
the operating table as an aftermath of
childbirth, and so did Frances'. Since a
woman must undergo all the travail and
suffering of childbirth, hers and hers alone
should be the final decision. If Frances
ever wants to have children, that is all right
with me; if she wants to adopt a child,
that is also all right. At the present time,
with all the suffering we see around us, it
is hard to tell whether it is such a great
kindness to bring a child into the world
or not.
"I consider it purely a matter of luck
that I have a job. If Goldwyn had not
needed someone to play the role of Terangi
and if Joel McCrea had not refused the
role and if William Wyler had not directed
my test as ably as he did, I would never
have gottten the chance to play the part.
When I first came to Hollywood I was
offered two excellent positions, but I got
those offers only because the people who
made them were friends of mine."
he
when ne"
to thethescreen.
will
hero ofAnd"Hurrica
day now,
Anyreturn
does, you will find him a more exciting
actor than ever, for if "a man's no good
without a woman," how can an actor reach
his greatest heights till he has found the
woman he loves?
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Continued from page 67
Goldwyn temperament, in spite of their
contrasting backgrounds, a most happy
marriage. Frances seems to have no regrets
about her abandoned career. She has thrown
all her interests into those of her husband,
whom she finds amusing when he is temperamental, and always interesting.
Sam himself tries to make pictures that
she will like, taking her opinions very
seriously. He would have liked to have her
play in the Colman picture. Maybe, he admitted, she would have liked to play in it
too. But Sam again was a little scared.
"Everything is so perfect this way," he
said, "I don't dare take a chance. Maybe it
would be all right. I don't know. Maybe.
But it's not worth taking a chance."
With all the fortune he requires already
accumulated, Sam Goldwyn is making pictures because he likes to make pictures. He
is making the kind of pictures he wants, important films, usually serious^ dramas, always with a perfection of detail and atmosphere that is the Goldwyn trademark. Sam,
Polish born, and once the best glove salesman in New York state, wants perfection
he gets it.
in everything ; and he'll yell until
Darryl Zanuck is another who makes the
pictures he likes. His studio likes to call
him dynamic. For once, the expression fits.
Zanuck is wiry, tense, restless. He never
seems to relax. Conversation with him is a
form of exercise. Zanuck strides back and
forth across the room, gesturing nervously,
sometimes hopping atop a desk, or perching
for a second on the arm of a chair. _He
never stays anywhere long. His vacations
are as restless as his workdays. He shuts
up the studio for several months each year
and takes to travel.
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This summer he spent in England, playing polo. Arthur Caesar, speaking of Hollywood executives, once murmured, "From
Poland
to polo born
in three
Darryl Zanuck,
of a generations."
Swiss father But
and
an American mother, hails from Wahoo,
Nebraska. He was born there just thirtysix years ago, on September 1, 1902. Into
those thirty-six years he has crammed adventure and work. His characteristics, so
noticeable in 20th Century-Fox pictures,
developed early. He was only fifteen when,
adding three years to his age, he went down
to fight Villa in Mexico. He had a hand in
the World War in France. Returned to the
United States, he ignored his small stature
and became a longshoreman. He had to earn
a living somehow. Over in France, he had
been on the staff of the A.E.F. newspaper,
"The Stars and Stripes." That started him
writing. Between jobs as a longshoreman
and bouts as a professional prizefighter,
Zanuck wrote.
He is still writing. Out in Hollywood
they will tell you that 20th Century-Fox
writers are only stenographers for Zanuck.
But when
you torepeat
to Zanuck,Heyou'll
have
to listen
a lot this
of language.
has
the best writers in Hollywood, Mr. Zanuck
will assure you, with emphasis. He works
with his writers, but he does not dictate.
He has too much respect for writers. And
everyone is probably right !
Zanuck, once affectionately described by
an associate as "our miniature sabre-toothed
tiger," spends his days in story conferences.
He is a grand idea man. He gets ideas
everywhere, from newspaper headlines, from
biographies, from the lists of best-sellers.
Those lists are a big help to him. Keyed
up to an amazing sensitivity about public
taste, he says that books are always far
ahead of the stage, that he studies trends by
finding out what people read.
Although he has a finger in every scenario,

Darryl Zanuck tells the truth when he
speaks of his respect for writers. Rin-TinTin, the dog, was his first star. Those old
silent films made him a producer. Mr.
Zanuck is willing to give other scenarists
an equal chance. Almost all his associate
producers have been writers.
And as for the unconscious influence of
the three small Zanucks, that can be seen
in the special interest taken by the 20th
Century-Fox chief in any picture with a
juvenile star, Shirley Temple and Jane
Withers are both on the same lot. Mr.
Zanuck says he is frightened of Shirley:
she is so extraordinarily intelligent that
she overawes him. But, when he's not snapping out an idea for a fast musical or a
topical drama, Mr. Zanuck is working out
suggestions for one small actress or another. He spends more time on the children's pictures than any others.
Walter Wanger is quite another proposition. A New Yorker, educated at Dartmouth, long accustomed to wealth, he would
like to experiment with controversial subjects. Occasionally he does produce one, a
"Blockade" or a "Gabriel Over the White
House." He likes intelligent films. It was
he who made "Private Worlds." But he
fills in his schedule with moneymakers, expert commercial jobs that bring in the funds
with which to take chances. Probably the
best-looking of the producers, certainly the
most fluent in speech, Walter Wanger can
talk a highbrow film with the best of ihem.
He is shrewd enough not to live up completely to his conversation. He can talk of
and he's
a Theater Guild of the Cinema; would
atmade films no other producer
tempt. But, with tongue in cheek, he can
turn out program pictures.
David O. Selznick, another of the independent producers, is unique in Hollywood.
He is a producer's son who has grown up
to be a producer himself. From childhood
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Selznick was trained for his job. Even while
attending Columbia University, he worked
in the publicity department of his father's
company. He went from there into the
story department of another studio. His interest in scenarios is still one of his distinguishing characteristics. Years of writing
and editing have made him respectful of
other people's ideas. His films, "David Copperfield," "Little Lord Fauntleroy," "The
Prisoner of Zenda," are marked by their
fidelity to the originals. Mr. Selznick is
married to the daughter of M etro-GoldwynMayer's production head, Louis B. Mayer.
His brother, Myron Selznick, is a highly
successful agent. This is a real Hollywood
family born and brought up in the industry.
But David Selznick's vacations are spent
attending the races at Saratoga with Jock
Whitney.
Carl Laemmle, Jr., son of Universal's
former head, is also a Hollywood child
grown up to be a producer. At the age of
nine he was, unofficially, an assistant to his
father. Many a director can remember the
time when Mr. Laemmle turned to his small
son and asked his advice. At the age of
twenty-one he was placed in charge of the
studio.
Alexander Korda, puffing away at a twodollar cigar, will admit readily that he was
a flop in Hollywood. Once a newspaperman in Hungary, Korda made his first pictures in an old barn near Budapest. He
could not quickly adjust himself to Hollywood methods. Discouraged, he tried London. There he got into his stride, sometimes
directing such films as "The Private Life of
Henry VIII," sometimes engaging such directors as Rene Clair for "The Ghost Goes
West." He is still continental in his outlook
and his humor, a sophisticated wit that the
Hollywood of silent film days did not relish.
Hal Roach, rotund in spite of his polo
playing, goes back to the early days of
Hollywood. He left Elmira after graduating from high school, and struck west in
search of adventure. He found it, prospecting in Alaska, playing cowboy in front of
movie cameras, becoming assistant director
on slapstick comedies. He still likes slapstick. That early training clings even to his
latest and dressiest films.
Jesse L. Lasky's son writes poetry, gets
it published too. Mr. Lasky himself, for
years Paramount's production head, is a
dreamy sort of fellow too, as you might
guess from his independent films. He began
his career as a musician, playing a cornet
in bands before trying vaudeville as an
actor and producer. He was among the first
of the big Hollywood producers, turning
out fifty and sixty films a year. Now that
he is on his own, he enjoys gentle, sentimental pictures, often rather poetic, like
"I Am Suzanne" and "Zoo in Budapest."
Music is still important to him, as "The
Gay Desperado" proved. Those years in
Hollywood have not undermined his distaste for the stereotyped. He does not, like
his son, write poetry. He tries to film it.
A term as Paramount's production head
seems to be a training-school for independent producers. Emmanuel Cohen, who had
been in charge of the company's newsreel
for several years, now makes some of the
Bing Crosby and Mae West pictures on his
own. He is a brisk little man intent upon
studying audience reaction. To his amusement, he has discovered that most of the
audiences at Mae West comedies are women.
His only explanation is that women want
to find out what Mae West has that they
haven't got !
In the big studios even associate producers may have to accept unwelcome assignments. But the independents — and
Darryl Zanuck, although head of a big
studio, is closely associated with the filming
of each picture — turn to the stories they
like and understand.
SCR E EN LAND

Get

a Load

of Merle

Continued from page 63
Aherne with a hard look in his eye, "tell
the captain to take the boat back to the
shore— at once!" "I won't return to the
shore," snapped Merle, returning the look,
doubled and redoubled, "I came on this trip
to catch fish, and I'm going to catch fish.
There's no such thing as seasickness, really,
it's only mental. If you go below I'll never
forgive you." So for hours poor Brian stood
on deck, completely green, fishing like mad
and mumbling, "It's really only mental."
Lucky are you if you can catch her in
her sentimental mood, for Merle wasn't
born
O'Brien
nothing and when that
Irish an
blood
startsforboiling
she simply gives
her all to the sentiment-tender. She is
passionately fond of poetry, and at the drop
of a hat will read volumes of it to you for
hours at a time. Whenever she finds a bit of
verse in a newspaper or magazine that she
likes she cuts it out and pastes it in a scrapbook. If she likes you very well she gives
you a book of poems, and don't think that
you will get by with a polite little thankyou note. No indeed, Miss Oberon checks.
Two years ago she gave me a beautiful
volume of collected poems and practically
every time I have seen her since she has
asked me if I read one of the poems in
the collection. Some day I'm going to break
down and read those damn poems.
Many things have touched her very
deeply in her rather short life, but two things
stand out. So deeply was she touched by both
of them that tears come to her eyes when she
tells you about them. One of them happened
some years ago when she lived in India and
used to go to market every morning with
her mother, whom she called Mumsie, and
who died only a short time ago. Every day
as they approached the market a little
Indian coolie boy, about nine years of age,
would rush up to them and offer them his
basket in which to put their purchases. He
seemed such a bright little fellow and so
devoted to Merle that her mother gave him
a job as house boy. Just to be near Merle
seemed to be all he asked of life. When she
was sixteen she left with her uncle from
India and the little coolie boy with tears
running down his dark cheeks was the last
face she saw as the train pulled out. He
would haunt the mail-box and when there
was a letter from Merle he would seize it
jubilantly
her mother's
chair whileand
shestand
read behind
every word
to him.
Months passed and one day came a letter
saying
decided
stay' to
in
London —that
andMerle
wouldhadnever
cometo back
India. That day the little coolie boy quietly
since.
disappeared and has never been heard of
And then there was last Christmas in
London, a rather gay Christmas, for Merle
has many friends in England, and very few
of them connected with movies or the theatre. Early Christmas morning there arrived
a large box of roses from one of the leading florists and the card read, "From the
gang at the studio." Greg, and Eddie, and
Mac, and Alf — the boys at the Goldwyn
studio who handle the camera, the lights,
and the props, on Merle's pictures and who
are supposed to be the most hard-boiled
people in captivity. "Just think," says Merle
almost
choking,
on
Christmas
and I"they
was remembered
six thousand memiles
The devotion of the people who work
for Merle is really something. She's got to
be good to rate such amazing devotion out
of a group of people who are famous for
their
disinterest, particularly in stars. If a
away."
columnist takes a crack at Merle the entire
studio rises in rebellion, and the boys simply
beg Merle to let them take a swing at her.

(You don't see me making any cracks —
I've seen Eddie and Mack and A If.)
devoted are her servants — and I
Equally
can
well understand why after spending a
Sunday with Merle recently in her Santa
Monica beachhouse. She had given the day
dears, it's so
maids,
to thethetwo
off from
far
movies
down"poor
here at the beach,
I like to give them plenty of time off."
And to her chauffeur and his wife and family she had presented a box at the polo
matches. Consequently Merle had to do all
the little housewifely chores herself.
When she's in her gay mood there's no
gal funnier than Merle. She can't stand a
"life of the party" sort of person and you
never find Merle making an exhibition of
herself. She likes people who tell amusing
laugh and Merle's
and make
stories
usuallyherinclude David Niven,
little dinners
George Cukor, Reginald Gardiner, and
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., who can always be
for merry anecdotes. Merle's
counted
stories areon never cruel or vicious (though
like the rest of us she loves to "dish" Hollywood dirt) but are usually jokes on herself. She likes to make you think that fans
never recognize her and she can't resist
telling how at the gala opening of "Marie
Antoinette" the fans gathered about the
car and seeing Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., they
immediately yelled, "There goes Doug and
Marlene Dietrich." Director George Cukor
is constantly playing gags on her, but she
loves them. Recently, among the guests at
a party she attended was a certain writer in
Hollywood who has been none too gentle
in the things she has written about La
Oberon. Cukor sensed the situation at once,
dashed up to the writer, and begged her to
have a seat "right here between Merle and
you know
me,
could you?"
make
writer don't
or theOberon,
Merle Miss
before
And oh,
pretty talk Cukor, enjoying himself immensely, added, "Merle, I think Miss

John

Barry-

I had awakened her sentimental interest
while playing a romantic role, I was
revelathatappeal
say shocked,
grieved,
tion. If itnotwasto possible
for meat to
to
her as a headliner worthy of the Chamber
of Horrors, I could only conclude I might
have instantly and completely swept her
off her feet as Jo-Jo, the Dog-Faced
Tete-a-tete!
Marjorie
Weaver and
George Murphy, as a romance duet in
"Hold That Co-Ed."
is charming, I don't see why you called her
is very warm and affectionate with
old cow."
an Merle
her
but she
can't and
get
used close
to thefriends
Hollywood
waysimply
of kissing
screaming "darling" at people you hardly
know. "I became absent-minded at the
Trocadero one night and forgot to kiss one
of the producer's wives there," says Merle,
"and the next morning six people called
before breakfast and wanted to know why I
snubbed So-and-so. By noon it was a feud
and the next day it was served to Hollywood over breakfast in the lowdown column
of the Hollywood Reporter. Now, I kiss
everybody who looks like they expect to be
kissed." (Boys, the line forms on the
right.) "When I first came to Hollywood,"
Merle continued, "and people I had barely
met and didn't even know by name called
me darling I thought I must be frightfully
fascinating and that the entire town was
in love with me. But I soon caught on."

known the world over as "the
fragrance of romance."
Evening in Paris Keyed Scents . . . your key to perfume harmony. Make all your beauty preparations
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At drug and department stores everyivhere
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"His Svengali fascinated me," vouchsafed Mrs. Barrymore. "But I'm sorry I
didn't see his Hamlet."
"You'll never see it," he informed her.
"The only way I'd even consider playing
Hamlet again would be to black up. Too
— about
many
Man."have done it sincea mine
conservative
I think, would be
eighty,
estimate. But I should like to do Macbeth,
I wouldn't play Romeo on a bet, just as
father used to say he wouldn't play it
my
for two reasons — Juliet and _ Mercutio.
Even though I am not returning to the
stage in Shakespeare, it is like taking a
am
high dive. Not that I'm afraid, for Itakes
really glad to get at it. Interest
It isn't as
any apprehension.
away from
going back to play Huckclwere
I
though
berry Finn. Nor am I leaving Hollywood
for good. I still have picture commitments
to fill. But if the play is successful in
New York I shall no doubt go on the
road with it. I don't see why not. The
theater in this country is by no means
dead. If any proof of -this were needed it
was furnished by Helen Hayes in her recent tour. Here in Los Angeles the house
was completely sold out for every per-

formance long beforehand — you couldn't
buy aallseat.
In myhouses,
tour of
played
the opera
and 'Hamlet'
they wereI
crowded. I think that condition still holds
good. I've had some of my happiest experiences on the road. And New York has
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always been very kind to me."
"It isn't that I feel any necessity to get
away from pictures," Mr. Barrymore made
clear. "They have given me variation of
parts I couldn't possibly have realized on
the stage unless my manager had been the
Seven Little Tailors. And I can't think
of
anyone,
the Bard,
who wouldn't
find
Walt including
Disney great
competition.
Except for the sustained performance, playing
a part straight through, that the stage
gives the actor there is no great difference
between it and the talkies. But this was
not true of the silent days. When I went
into the game everything was acted slowly.
The trouble with that tempo was that you
couldn't be natural for a split second. You
can't hit a guy over the head with a bottle
slowly. But all that has been perfected. Today it doesn't matter particularly whether
you are on the screen or the stage. And
there are enough good actors for both
mediums. On our last visit to New York
we saw fine casts giving splendid perform"Wonderful 1" confirmed Mrs. Barrymore.
ances."
"For me," pointed out the returning
actor, "there will be the added interest of
playing to a new generation. That in itself
will be fun. I'd probably have gone back
long agointoif the
I hadn't
sailing,I blew
then
drifted
celluloidloved
cornfield.
myself to a boat and got married to it.
That's not a thing a theater actor can do, is
it? Even in pictures I ran pretty much to
boats. In 'Raffles' I had to dive off one.
It was on its way from New York to Bermuda and had nearly reached there when
it was up to me to do my stunt. On board
as 'technical adviser' was an ancient mariner from the isle Shakespeare immortalized
in 'The Tempest.' In the discussion about
my going overboard I noticed he was
strangely silent. It was not till everything
was set that he gave me a sad look and
inquired, 'How you feelin' about it?' 'All
right,' I told him. 'It's only a thirty-foot
dive, and by hitting the water sideways
it'll be easy for me.' 'Mebbe,' he remarked,
and walked away with a funereal air.
When I'd made the dive, he was the first
to haul me up over the side, saying, 'Well,
young fella, I never expected to see you
agin.' 'Why ?' I nervously asked. 'Oh,' he
drawled, 'these are the most shark-infested
watersthein time
this part
the world.'
there
was
we ofwere
getting then
ready
to
make 'The Sea Beast.' They were planning
to get a real whale and have me jump on
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it after I'd hurled the harpoon. Off at one
side was an old whaling captain who just
sat and stared at me. I didn't feel any too
good about the acrobatic prospects and
felt even worse when the New Bedford
expert casually inquired, 'What's he done,
and why do you want to get rid of him?'
'What do you mean ?' asked the producer.
'Nuthin',' said the high authority on deepsea monsters, 'but if the whale ever takes
a swipe at him with one of its flukes it'll
cut him right in two.' The conference ended
without any decision. But as we went along
with the picture I became aware of something sinister in the obvious fact that they
were leaving the whale-killing for the last
scene. There was only one conclusion to be
drawn from that thrifty procrastination —
the picture would be finished by the time
the whale finished me. But at the last moment they got a rubber whale and I got a
newHaving
lease lived
of life."
to return to the stage with
all his arms and legs and things, Mr.
Barrymore gratefully admitted : "I don't
feel I've missed anything by being in pictures all these years. For that matter, I
can't even say, as some movie actors do,
that I have missed audiences, for I've had
them in radio work. But I've been only
too glad to miss curtain speeches. I'll never
forget playing Hamlet in Minneapolis and
St. Paul for a split week. Called before
the curtain one night I made what I blissfully thought was a beautiful speech. I
told how I loved Minneapolis, how my
uncle, John Drew, had always loved playing there, and how glad and proud I was
to be in that great and glorious city. Then
I waited for a storm of applause. But there
was a wet silence. Back in my dressingroom, I asked Fred Lewis, who was playing Laertes, 'What's the matter with
them ?' He gave me a pitying look and said,
'You know where you're playing, don't
you ?' 'Certainly I do,' I austerely informed
him, 'Minneapolis.' 'You are playing,'
Lewis
explained,
'in for
St. you
Paul'."
"Thatpatiently
was a terrible
break
to
make, Jack," deplored Mrs. Barrymore.
"I was always good at making them,"
he cheerfully responded. "One matinee day
in Chicago when I was playing the wireless operator
in 'The
Collier
I wiped
my Dictator'
hands on with
my Willie
white
pants and got make-up all over them.
Collier, always neat as a pin, was furious.
'You get a clean pair of pants for tonight,'
he bawled me out, 'or you you don't put
your foot on the stage!' I'd just time to
chase over to Marshall Field's before the
store closed. I told the clerk my size, but
didn't try on the white ducks. When I
squeezed into 'em that night I looked like
a sea-going Frankie Bailey. Collier sized
me up the moment I walked into a scene
with a message for him. 'Sit down,' he
said, something I'd never done before and
was afraid to do then. 'Thank you, sir,' I
said, 'but I must get right back to the wireless room.' 'Nonsense, old man,' he cordially insisted, 'take a chair and we'll have
aournice
little
Both was
of nothing
us 'ad libbed'
heads
off chat.'
till there
for it
but take the risk. As I carefully lowered
myself there was a distinct and most disturbing rippingJack,"
sound prayed
in the rear."
"Goodness,
Mrs. Barrymore, "I hope nothing like that happens
when
go to New
!" and my re"To wesafeguard
yourYork
advent
naissance in the Broadway theater," he
solemnly vowed, "I'll take along an extra
pair of pants. Thus fortified against similar
stage misadventure, I shall feel easier. Once
I am there again, I think, too, the ghost
of my illustrious grandmother will rest
easier. Of course, I shall be leaving behind all the good fish I never have caught,
but I am looking forward to happy days in
my favorite metropolitan haunt, the

N D
Aquarium."

"It's a grand background for orange lanterns and corn shocks. Speaking of corn
shocks, we are serving the most unique
salad ever ! Corn shock and pumpkin — ever

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 17
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Rather interesting, costumes in this house.
The thing I adore about it— it's so comso pretty."
yet living
and the
fortable, so livable,
We wandered
from
room,
each other
face
where yellow love seats
across the white hearth, to the adjoining
sunroom. Wendy's piano, laden with new
music, dominates this room, but there is
a couch in flowered yellow especially favored by Wendy's guests.
"We'll hang apples in these doorways,
planned my hostess, "and we'll bob for
We're going
them in tubs on the terrace.
to do the Big Apple out there, too, as a
contest. We're having prizes. I've just had
'Outsuch fun doing it in my last picture
side the Law' with Eddie Robinson at
Columbia Studios. He's marvelous, that
man. I thought when I heard I was to be
in his picture: 'He's a big star. I wonder
how we'll get on?' but he's grand! He
might be the head electrician. He never
hear him do his imitaputs on. You should professor
reading the
tion of a Yiddish
Encyclopedia! We die!
"Anyway, Eddie and I do the Big Apple.
They put spots on the floor so we will land
in front of the cameras at critical moments,
but Eddie— he gets lost in his art and it's
up to me to pull him and haul him into
the right spots. There I am, beaming at
the audience and trying to do a Charlie
McCarthy at him: 'Turn right. Over this
way!' I never had so much fun in my

pet, flowered peach satin drapes, twin beds
with padded satin headboards and peach
satin covers, to the peach satin ruffles of
the dressing-table. The closets are cedarlined with mirror doors, and the bathroom,
in peach and gray, is luxuriously large.
"I never had enough room in a house
before," said Wendy, as we surveyed the
commodious dressers, closets and wardrobes. "Mother has an entire suite to herself upstairs, all in apple green— with a
separate entrance, too, so that she can be
as independent as she pleases, yet close

We!" left the terrace, a wide bricked
life
place furnished in green and white, which
looks out over the gardens, and entered
Wendy's bedroom. It's a dream in peach
color, from the specially made peach car-

We moved on to the den, a quiet room
hand." and yellow, the beige-and-brown
at brown
in
plaid of the linen drapes matched in couch
and chair. "We can make this room quite
spooky on Hallowe'en," planned Wendy.

HOME

CORN SHOCK AND PUMPKIN
hear of it?"
SALAD
tips Asparagus
2 cups diced boiled Heinz
1 olives
cup sliced ripe
potato

Adrienne Ames fares well in finery in
come-back film.

OUT

I
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%
cup diced
Cooked
carrots
Pimiento
ringscelery

Marinate potato and celery in French
dressing. Drain. Combine with sliced
olives, teaspoon Worcestershire
s Maysufficient
sauce with
onnaise to blend.
Toss Hellmann'
lightly together.
Press this mixture into cone shape paper drinking cup, or mould into
shape. Garnish plate with lettuce and
place cone in the center. Stand asparagus tips around the _ cone, about
three or four to a serving. Cut pimiento ring and slip over asparagus
tips. Cut Jack-o-lanterns from large
to marialloweyes,
and out
of carrot,Cut
upper natepart
nose
in dressing.
and mouth and fill with tiny slices of
ripe olive, outlined with cream cheese.
Set Jack-a-lanterns around shock.
"We're having small sandwiches of salmon paste. The paste is bright orange and
it looks pretty on either white or brown
bread. George has a black cat cookie cutter
he's going to use on these sandwiches, and
he's putting bits of olive on them for the
cat's eyes. Ripe olives. But you can use
green
rings
yellow
cheese

havingof
we're
Thenwith
of course.
ones,
circles
bread
of buttered
smoked salmon, topped with cream
or olives. These are grand. Naturally, there will be doughnuts. George
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it's spoiled by
constant runs, holes,
twisty seams,

wrinkles

elasticity
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A run— and at the most embarrassing momer.
"He" is bound to notice that you've lost S. A.
You needn't have constant runs, ugly wrinkl
or snaky seams. Just use Lux. It saves elasti
easi
ity, so threads give instead of breaking
into runs. Stockings fit better, too.

Cake -soap rubbing and soaps with harmi
alkali weaken elasticity — rob you of S. A.

makes the American kind with the cake
flour. He'll give you his recipe."
AMERICAN DOUGHNUTS

Do you get "poodle permanents"? Hair all frizzy?
Brittle, dry hair is usually the cause. You can overcome this by a simple home treatment. First, stop
using all alkaline, sudsing chemicals. Instead try
proved oil and scalp tonic treatment. Try Admiracion Soapless Shampoo. It not only cleans the hair
safely and thoroughly but does not steal the natural
scalp oils that keep your hair strong, elastic and
healthy. Easy to use, Admiracion is a beauty treatment approved by thousands of beauticians. If you'd
like to have a sample, send three 3-cent stamps.
Admiracion Laboratories, Harrison, N. J.
DR.
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KREMOLA,
M. D. doctor's
prescription,
pimples,an blackheads,
and
surface skin blemishes. A clear-up— not a cover-up! Keeps
dry skinlescent
moist
t
Your
money
refunded
if
pimples
and
adopurplish pits do not go. Try Kremola, $1.25 at drug
and department stores, or send direct.
Dr. Berry's
Freckle Ointment
— Used
for 40Youryearsmoney
for
clearing
up embarrassing
facial
freckles.
back if not delighted. 65c at your drug or department
store. Kremola, Dept. D-6, 2975 S. Michigan, Chicago, III.
Send For FREE SAMPLE — State which
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EVENING
ALLURE
Heavy date? Dress up with
MAUVE, the new evening shade
of MINER'S LIQUID MAKE-UP.
Gives you that movie star glamour and
subtle allure that inspires romance.
Under soft evening lights, this captivating new shade lends irresistible
enchantment to your skin. Imparts velvety smoothness and radiant beauty
that needs no retouching.
Regular users of MINER'S LIQUID
MAKE-UP can't afford to be without
V* this new boon to evening beauty! Try
MAUVE tonight!
MINE
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P
MAKE-Ustores.
jQt
50c
at jMt
all drugcCand department
Trial size at 10c counters or mail coupon.
MAUVE . . . . □
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MINER'S, 40 E. 20th St, Dept. U10, New York, N Y.
LiquidEnclosed
Make-Upfind 10$ for trial bottle of Miner's
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AddressCheck shade desired!

y2 cup sugar
Cake Flour
2 eggs
Y3 cup cream
y2 teaspoon salt 4 teaspoons Royal
2l/2 cups Swansdown
Baking Powder
Grating of nutmeg or almond flavoring (few drops). Beat eggs until light.
Add sugar gradually, beating until all
is added. Then add cream. Sift flour,
baking powder, salt and nutmeg together twice. Combine with egg mixture. This should make fairly soft
dough. Add a little more cream or
milk if too stiff. Roll out lightly and
quickly on slightly floured board, to
J4 inch thickness. Cut with small
doughnut cutter and fry at once in
deep hot fat. Drain on paper and
sprinkle with powdered sugar.
"In England, we make doughnuts without the hole in the center. They taste like
fresh bread just out of the oven, and are
filled with jam. Luscious !"
ENGLISH DOUGHNUTS
1 cup luke warm
2y2yeast
eggs
s
ann'
Fleischm
milk
cake
Yi cup luke warm
1 teaspoon salt
water
1 cup sugar
Y% tsp. grated nuty2 cup butter
Flour
meg (Burnett's)
Dissolve yeast in warm water. Add
teaspoon sugar and flour to make batter drop easily from spoon. Beat well.
Put aside in warm place to raise three
quarters to one hour. Cream butter
and sugar together. Add well beaten
eggs, salt, milk and nutmeg. Add to
batter. Work in enough flour to make
a stiff dough. Set in warm place to
raise six hours or overnight. Toss
on to floured board. If too soft to
handle well, work in little more flour.
Pat or roll Y% inch thick. Cut in rounds
with biscuit cutter. Place y2 teaspoon
jelly, jam or marmalade in center of
half the rounds. Glaze edges with unbeaten egg white and cover with plain
rounds of dough and press together.
Let stand on board to raise again for
one hour. Fry in deep fat. Drain and
roll in confectioner's sugar.
"I hope everything goes off all right. I
had a dinner party last night — heavens,
what a party! I wanted to be so grand. I
told George to be sure to have things out
of the ordinary. Well, you can get strawberries any time in California, of course,
but
we
thought frozen
we'd be
and ahave
those enormous
onesfancy
that cost
lot
and
possible.
didn't
knowhardly
you seem
had to
defrostGeorge
the things.
Neither did I. So in they came, looking
simply unbelievable, and everyone oh'd and
ah'd — until they tried to eat them, when
no one could make a dent in a berry. I
was horrified. But my guests, all being
perfect guests, smiled and said: 'Oh, mine
are marvelous
!— nottheir
a bitfront
hard,teeth.
my dear !'
and
all but broke
"That wasn't all. Earlier, I thought the
butter tasted funny. I asked : 'Anybody noanything and
aboutgentlemen,
the butter?'
all
thoseticeladies
stillAnd
perfect
guests,
'Not Still,
a thing
!' and
theyJust
all
ate it to cried
show : me.
I knew
better.
before the dinner was over, it developed
that something was wrong with _ the refrigerator and poison gas was infecting
the contents.
" 'My word !' I thought. Til have a tableful of dead guests, presently!' I expected
the homicide squad any minute, and I saw
myself in court trying to prove I had no
motive for murder. Heaven forbid anything
like that at my Hallowe'en party!"
SCREENLAND

Hollywood
Wedding
Continued from page 57
THE STORY UP TO NOW
A "publicity" engagement, arranged
by the press agent of Mammoth Studios,
makes its desired impression when it is
announced that Dick Ramsey (long
known as a Lothario off as well as onscreen) has become engaged to Jean
Taylor, leading lady whose screen roles
as well as her simple private life has
endeared her to the public as a refreshingly wholesome type. Dick ceases his
attentions to Ruby Lloyd, cabaret singer
ivhose rumored romance with the star
had so worried Mammoth Studios. He
never loved Ruby anyway. And novo,
suddenly, he realizes he is in love with
the girl he is supposed to be engaged to
"for publicity." Jean likewise falls in
love with the man a press agent selected
as her future husband. They decide to
marry, and keep the wedding a secret.
After the ceremony before a justice of
the peace in an Arizona town, Jean confesses to Dick that she had been married
before. Stunned, he asks her why she
had not told him. As the current chapter
opens, Jean
answering
husband's
question
aboutis her
previous her
marriage.
and clear and tender. Only a few minutes
had passed, but they looked at each other
as if years had swept by between them. She
saw his bewilderment fade, and hunger come
into his intensely blue eyes ; hunger and
thirst that was rooted in both the body and
the spirit. A knife drove sharply through
her heart at the hurt she had caused him.
"Darling," he murmured, "I should have
known better! I was a fool!" His kiss was
not only that of headlong young love, the
hunger of a young and vigorous manhood,
it was also a seal of deep confidence, of
some age-old intimacy that had come to
them lips.
with the first meeting of their eyes
and
There was a pink-gray dawn against the
windows when she opened her eyes, and
the desert morning was fresh with the scent
of distant flowers and moist, waking earth.
Dick was asleep, and she looked at him
with eyes that were fiercely protective.
Even tousled, he looked like some Oriental
princeling. Suddenly, he opened his intensely
blue eyes and looked at her.
"Dick !" she whispered. "Darling !"
They had two days for their honeymoon.
Short enough, but it seemed as if time itself
had paused. It was a lovers' idyll of dewy
mornings, of amber noons and velvet, gemstudded desert nights ; a poet's dream of
Arcadia. Dick, in a hale baritone, hummed
well — "
hotel,
"a small
about
And then,
they
hadwith
to agowishing
back, and it
shocked them with the abruptness of
calamity.
"If we're to put this dandy little fraud
over," said Dick, "and keep our business to
ourselves, we'd better go back separately.
You take the car and drive in, sweet. You
catch the morning plane. I'll catch the afternoon plane. We can't arrive at Glendale
together. The reporters will see us, and to
them two and two is at least nine."
said.
"But you'll be late at the studio," she
He grinned. "I figured on something like
this. They'll look for me and I won't be
Jap valet knows I'm out in my
around. My
cruiser, and his English is maddening.
They'll get nothing from him. When I come
in, I'll tell them a story about engine trouble
— a breakdown, off Catalina."
"I hate this sneaking!" she stormed, suddenly. "Darling, I hate it ! And I'll have to

lie to mother — something I never did before.
I have as much right to take my happiness
into
open home,
as anyunseen,
other girl
Shethewent
and !"invented a
tale of visiting a girl friend, at Arrowhead
Lake. Her mother's adoring eyes were unsuspicious, and Jean turned away, feeling
like a criminal. The defeat of old age, she
saw, was never triumphant.
She met Dick again at the studio, and
they went ahead with the picture they were
making. She watched him work with a
fierce pride tugging at her heart, and when
they were in each other's arms, in the love
scenes, Markel hugged himself and his lips
grew taut, for their love scenes together
had a sincerity, a sweep, that would light
a moment of beauty, and the cameras would
catch it.
"Damn ! whispered Dick to her, one day,
unheard. "I can make love to you all I want
to — before the camera — in cafes — in public,
at parties — but I can't in private ! We have
no privacy."
"Darling!" she whispered. "Don't! I hate
it too!"
"Why can't we go away over the weekend, sweet?"
She shivered. "Oh, I want to ! But —
mother ?"
"What a life !" he muttered.
"Have you forgotten," she reminded him,
"that the studio wants merely an engagement ?And that we both have contracts forbidding us to marry?"
"There must be a way to beat this
racket," he grumbled.
"I think, Mr. Ramsey," she said, tremulously, "that I love you very, very much !"
The party given by Ben Glassman for
Jean Taylor and Dick Ramsey was elaborate. The great house was perfection ; the
glamor and elegance of the men and women
present a national byword. All the great
and near-great were present. Glittering
people, great names, famous faces ; a nonchalant, wise-cracking group, full of shop
talk and studio gossip. The party was to be
broadcast by radio and published in the
chatter columns and newspapers. And everybody came. Hollywood's most eligible bachelor was engaged to be married !
Dick Ramsey had shopped and bought
Jean the most beautiful square-cut diamond
that money would buy, and the newspapers
learned of the dazzling engagement ring.
There were pictures of Jean in the newspapers, of Dick, of the ring.
Sam Glassman isolated Dick at the party
and thrust the newspaper clipping into his
hand, covertly. "Look, robber," he complained,
frowning,
said we'd buy
few
trinkets to
make
this"I engagement
looka real,
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Her lustrous white teeth were kept polished and healthy
by exercise on tough, chewy foods. We moderns
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foods that give our teeth too little healthful exercise.
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DON'T DELAY!
SOFT,
TENDER,
BLEED! NG
GUMS
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SEE your dentist at
first sign of soft, tender, bleeding gums.
He can give you expert care. But he
needs your help, too.
Forhan's Does Both Jobs
CLEANS TEETH • AIDS GUMS
Dentists advise daily gum massage to help prevent gum trouble and to help keep teeth
brilliant. Use Forhan's Toothpaste and massage twice everyday. Forhan's is different. It
contains a special ingredient for the gums.
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the rest.
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form.
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.
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Folder" today.
SERVICE
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Hollywood, Calif.
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PIMPLES

SINCE

CAME?

Get this help in guarding against
skin-blotching intestinal poisons
Are ugly skin eruptions spoiling your good
times . . . making others shun you? Find out
what the trouble may be — and take steps
to help it.
Between the ages of 13 and 25, or even
longer, important gland changes often upset
the system. The skin often becomes oversensitive. Waste poisons from the intestinal
tract may get into the blood stream . . . and
be carried to the skin to cause disfiguring
pimples.
Many have been helped by the regular use of
Fleischmann's
Millions
tiny,
in
each cake ofYeast.
this fresh
food ofact
to live
helpplants
keep
intestinal waste poisons from the blood . . . and
so help your broken-out skin. Start eating Fleischmann's Yeast now — one cake % hour before
meals. Buy some today!
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but what's the idea of this Crown jewel?"
"Think nothing of it," said Dick. "It has
to look genuine, doesn't it? And I'm no
tightwad. Don't be a piker."
"Piker? You call twenty-five thousand — "
"All right, skip it ! I'll pay for this myBen Glassman's brows were puzzled as
he watched Dick walk away. Dick Ramsey
self !"
was chuckling
as he walked out on the terrace, tired of the noisy party and the smokeladen air. Hollywood had come to honor
him and Jean, but the eyes of the guests
were full of challenge ; they were intent on
their own high-tension familiarity, their
own place in the spotlight of fame. Jean,
he saw, through the window, was surrounded by an admiring group. His heart
drummed with the pleasure of his secret
knowledge : this unbelievable little beauty
— this girl with the starry, wine-colored
eyes and the crushed poppy mouth belonged
to him !
He lighted a cigarette, and stood near the
deserted swimming pool. The night was
still and lovely. The orange trees swayed
in a night wind saline with the ghostly
savor of the sea, and the garden, nearby.
He looked up, eagerly, as a slim, feminine
figure approached, heralded by a fugitive
vanguard of costly perfume. In the clear
moonlight he recognized her, with a sense
of disappointment. The girl was dark, directly, primitively beautiful. Every movement of her shapely limbs was designed to
aggravate masculine attention, too quickly,
too easily. Her swaying body and reckless
eyes started a train of thought.
Dick said: "Hello, Ruby! You're lookShe laughed easily and sat down with
ing fine."
him, her eyes masked. "You're a good-looking brute," she said, lightly. "Haven't seen
much of you, since your engagement. What's
Dick?"
gag,gag,
the"No
Ruby," he answered,_ easily.
"I wondered," she said, "if it was a
studio gag. You dropped me like a hot
potato. I suppose I belong in an older
His expressive face sharpened. He said,
still
easily: "You flatter me, Ruby. You
script?"
so many admirers — "
have
She chuckled, interrupting. "You do these
imperturbable parts so beautifully, my talented darling ! It all looks like a gag to me,
dear. How long are you supposed to play
around with the milk-and-honey angel?"
"It's no gag," he said, quietly. "It's real,
She sat facing the house, and she saw
the slim figure of Jean emerge. Banked
Ruby."
fires
smouldered in Ruby's obsidian eyes.
She sidled close to Dick and threw her
arms around his neck. Her eyes were suddenly luminous with avid desire, an unchecked rapacity was on her hungry mouth.
"In that case, darling," she murmured, "you
— " in distaste, but
kiss me
might
He drew
his goodbye
head away
she pulled it down to hers and crushed her
lips to his, holding him with a surprising
strength. They both heard the slight swish
of Jean's dress. She stood, looking at them,
wide-eyed.
Ruby laughed with the assurance of a
woman who is accustomed to dominating
situations. "I don't find you amusing as the
strong, silent type, Dick," she said, with
easy urbanity. "You might introduce me?"
Jean said, deliberately : "Is that necessary? I've heard of you — from Dick. You're
Ruby Lloyd, aren't you? You're singing at
the Swan's Pond." Dick's face was dark
with annoyance. Jean continued, without a
trace of feeling: "I've heard a lot about
you. You're really better-looking than I
expected. Superficially, one might think you
were really a nice girl."
"Charmed, I'm sure!" she
Ruby smiled.
murmured.
"I also
feel that I know you —
Dick forming a sort of intimate connecting
Scree nl and

link between us." She turned to Dick with
a poised deliberateness : "Your new fiancee
need;-, to be housebroken, Dick. One detects
the presence of claws. Come and see me,
darling, when the milk diet palls. I get so
lonesome
for youfuriously,
— "
He began,
"Ruby ! You
"Tut-tut !" she admonished, her eyes
greedy and hot, like an angry cat's. "Too
bad ladies can't use the same kind of words
men
do, isn't it? Be seeing you, darling!"
should—"
She walked away, poised, with an exhibitionist's skill in the handling of dilemma.
Jean and Dick watched her go.
"I suppose you think, Jean — " he began.
"I don't dear," she said, softly. "I watched
her, knowing she was an old flame. Dick,
how much did she mean to you before — "
"Nothing, darling ! I took her out several
times, she came to two of my limited house
"You that's
didn't all."
love her? You don't now?"
parties,
"No ! Don't get any ideas ! She thought
that our engagement was all a studio gag."
"Isn't it? Some people are bound to
"But, darling! We two know better! I
hate this ! You're my wife, why can't we
think so—"
"Not yet, dear. Why, if we were suddenly
known to be married, it would spoil all of
Glassman's ballyhoo. We're supposed to
stage a love story. People like to think
stars are in love with each other, maybe,
"Okay!" he shrugged. "Okay! But I
married!"
but tell?"
don't
like it! If you loved me the way I do
"Oh, don't I, my dear?" she whispered,
brokenly.
I?" Ramsey," he said.
"Come "Don't
here, Mrs.
"Into the shadows!"
She was sitting in her lot bungalow, the
next day, dreaming, wrapped in happiness
and in a perfect peace. In a few minutes,
she would go home. Dick, mysteriously, had
claimed a business appointment tonight. He
had you—"
questioned her, obliquely, about the
great Travers home. She had seen it. A
Mediterranean villa, a show place, with
white marble steps leading to the eucalyptuslined terrace. She had been told that except
for the Villa D'Este, it was the most beautiful house of its type ever built. In her
heart, she knew that Dick meant to buy it
for their future home. He had been so devious, and so apparent ! She looked at herself, make-up off, and_ saw a young girl
whose eyes were like twin altar lamps, shining with her dreams.
The telephone rang. She answered, a
slight smile on her lips. A moment later she
said, "Who?" and the blood drained from
her lips and cheeks. Incredulity and fear
came into her eyes. She called to her maid :
"You may go, Nora," she said, limply. The
maid bobbed her head in the door and left.
Jean's hand went to her heart, as if to
still the thunderous throb of it; then she
spoke into the phone: "Hello? Now, will
you please repeat that? I'm afraid I misunderstood you. You said — ?"
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"No, you didn't, m'love !" chuckled a male
voice. "What's up? Someone in the room
with you? Can't say anything, eh? I had a
time getting you on the wire ! Well, Jean,
this is Myles Tracy, all right — in the flesh!"
"But," she stammered, bewildered, "that
can't be — "
"No? Well, it is! I want to see you right
away, Jean. How's the lobby of the Roosea
do— I'lla get
what I'll About
you Wilshire.
Tell out
velt? No?
cab and
drive
mile
up, there's a church. I'll wait on the corner.
You drive by. Something very important —
you!"meet you," she agreed, faintly, and
to "I'll
hung up in the confusion of utter shipwreck then
;
fear crystalized a grim purpose
on her scarlet mouth.
She drove her little coupe out Wilshire
Boulevard slowly, her mind a maze of hurt.
Some prescience of disaster hung over her.
She saw Myles Tracy finally, and pulled up.
He got in without a word. She recoiled
from him, involuntarily. He smiled.
"What do you want?" she blurted. Inwardly, she was frozen with antagonism.
He lit a cigarette and let smoke trickle
through his flaring nostrils. "What do you
suppose?" he asked.
"Money, of course!" She slapped him
with the words. "How much?"
"Well, now, we can discuss that, Jean,
can't we? I saw in the papers where your
film star fiance, Dick Ramsey, just_ gave
you the most expensive engagement ring in
Hollywood. You must be rolling in it these
days, eh, kid?"
"I'm not!" she gasped. "I'm not! I just
got a start two years ago. Mammoth farmed
me out to Atlantic, but my salary stayed
the same as at the beginning. It still stays
the same until after my next picture — "
"Well, you must have some money ! Dick
Ramsey is a millionaire!"
"That doesn't mean I have millions ! I

Carole Lombard's office boy when she bossed her studio's publicity department
for a week, was James Stewart, here taking dictation as Janet Gaynor looks on.
have very little, and that little I saved, dollar by dollar ! Why should I give you any
money, Myles? My marriage to you was
"Don't be funny !" he said. "You can say
itannulled
was annulled,
but I can say plenty of
— "
other things — that we slipped plenty over
marriage — "
before the
motherrevulsion
yourgasped,
on She
choking her.
"Look !" he snapped, viciously. "I'm
broke, dead broke. I have to have money,
see? I don't care what I have to say about
you to get it. I can dig up the records and
show that we were married. I have a hunch
you wouldn't want your Dick Ramsey or
Hollywood to know that. I've seen the

stories in the newspapers. Well, suppose it
came out that you have been slipping one
over on Hollywood ?"
"You wouldn't dare !"
"Woyldn't I? Just try me, baby!"
dully.
"How much do you want?" she asked,
"Ten grand."
"Ten — thousand?" she echoed. "Why,
"You've got it!" he said.
She calculated swiftly. "I have just about
that much in the bank," she said. "I'll give
it to you, but that's all you'll ever get. I
believed you dead. What about that fire — "
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its appeal when freshness "goes stale".
But freshness can be protected— and
Hollywood spends fabulous sums to hold
its priceless charm.
Likewise with cigarettes . . . Even the
finest tobaccos lose their appeal when
dampness, dryness or dust is permitted
to rob them of freshness. But tobacco
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roadster in front of his house. She parked
in the garage driveway, to one side, and
walked to the door. In response to her ring,
a Jap bobbed his head to her, grinning in
recognition.
"Hello, Toto!" she said, sweetly. "I want
to "Solly,
see Mr.heRamsey."
no home," smiled the Jap.
"In that case," said Ruby Lloyd, "I'll
Sheforwalked
past the Jap, whose eyes conwait
him."momentarily.
tracted
He had no orders to
cover any such situation, and he wondered
what to do about it. Miss Lloyd had been
here before, at parties, he knew, and was
a friend of his master's. He shrugged.
"Maybe not come fo' long time."
"I've got all the time in the world,"
smiled Ruby. "He'll be along. I'll wait for
him in his study, Toto. You might bring
me a Scotch and soda and a fresh package

"Sweet music," say Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire; "glad you're going to dance
to it," says Irving Berlin as he plays a tune he wrote for "Carefree."
"Sorry, but I'm very much alive, Jean."
"I — checked up," she went on, tonelessly.
"I hired a lawyer and he checked up — " She
bit her lip. Disgust and fear were in the
swift, stabbing glance she gave him. "I
wish you were dead," she finished, dully.
"But I'm not, baby ! I was in trouble
when that fire hit that hotel, in Frisco. It
was my roommate, Jim Raeburn, who was
burned to death. Remember him? He was
with our stock company too. They found
my clothes and papers near him and they
thought it was me. I switched with him
when I saw how it was going to be, dropped
from a window and got away in a peasoup
fog. lucky
Fog's to
always
been very kind
me, very
me. Remember?
I metto
you during a pea-soup fog, and we were
married in one."
"You — changed clothes with— Jim Raeburn?" she whispered.
"Yeah. Of course, that's all over, years
ago. I went to Mexico ; lost this finger in
a mine accident. Just got back to try the
movies and read about your success and
your engagement in the newspapers ; and
the engagement ring Ramsey gave you. I
thought I deserved a little something — to
shut up. After all, I was really your husband— "
"Jim Raeburn?" she said. "He died in
that fire? And his wife's dead, too! What
about his little daughter, who was in that
Oakland orphanage? What will become of
herHe?"'shrugged. "I only took Jim's identity,
m'love, not his obligations. What d'ye want
me to do ? Marry the gal ? She's only about
seven years old !"
Jean drew up at the curb and turned to
face him, her eyes bleak. He had been a
handsome leading man five years ago, when
she had married him. He was still handsome, though his features had coarsened
and hardened. There was a cheap flashiness
about him which she could now see — the
exaggerated collar, tightly drawn to his
neck ; the vivid tie ; the sharply tilted
derby ; an exaggerated and not very immaculate fastidiousness.
"I'll give you ten thousand, Myles," she
said, softly. "It's all I've got, all I've saved,
in two years ; and there will be no more.
No matter what happens to me, there will
be no more, understand? If you ever attempt to spoil my life here, to lie about
me, I'll kill you, Myles. I'm not fooling,
Myles, I'll kill you."
"Well, what do you expect me to say?"
be blustered. "I won't bother you again. I'm
going east in a few weeks."
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"That will be the best and safest thing
you can do. Don't ever come near me again.
Let me alone. If you lie about me, if you
spoil my life here — I won't care what happens afterWill
that."you drop me at the Wol"Yeah.
She wrote the check— to cash, at his direction— by the light of the dash lamp ; then
she drove back to town ; mechanically, in
"
utter
silence.
She pulled up at the curb,
cott—
near
the hotel entrance.
A young woman, coming from the entrance, saw them and paused abruptly.
Neither Jean nor Myles Tracy saw or paid
any heed to the shadowy figure. It was
Ruby Lloyd. She recognized Jean. Her eyes
hardened.
tersely.
"This is where you get out," clipped Jean,
Tracy's face hardened. "All right! And
thanks, Jean. This dough will give me a
fresh start. I need a break."
"Get out!" she repeated, tensely. "And —
He stood
!" on the sidewalk, resentful,
remember
mocking. "Good luck !"
Darkness had fallen. She wasn't hungry,
but she knew her mother would worry. At
a drug store she got out and phoned home.
The maid answered, and Jean hastily gave
her a to
message
mother.directly.
She didn't
want
talk toforherhermother
She
wasn't up to it, just now. If her mother
knew that Myles Tracy was alive, and what
he had threatened, and what she had given
him to silence his vicious tongue, she would
be deathly ill. No use worrying her. It
would serve no purpose. She had to have
time alone, to think things out for herself.
She drove on, hardly conscious of direction until she found herself in Santa Monica.
As in a dream, she parked and sat for
hours,
watching
sea.SheSheglanced
didn't atknow
how long
she sat the
there.
her
watch. After eleven. Dick would be home
now. It was unwise for her to visit him,
alone, this time of night. If she were seen,
there would be implications, but she had to
take that chance. She had to see Dick.
The only fair thing to do was to tell him
the entire story. Together, they could better face the threat.
She started the car and swung it around.
At
drugvalet
store,
she called
Dick's
The a Jap
answered
and told
her home.
Dick
was not at home. She said she simply had
to see him tonight. "I'll come over and wait
for him," she decided, and hung up.
Thirtyanother
minutesyoung
beforelady
Jeanpulled
calledupDick's
home,
in a

Toto bobbed his head. "Can do," he said,
of
andcigarettes."
went on his way to the kitchen. But the
telephone shrilled, and he stopped to answer it. The master's Missy, Jean Taylor,
was on the wire.
"Let me talk to Mr. Ramsey," said Jean.
"No home, Missy," said Toto. "Solly, he
"Will he be home soon, Toto?"
. "Maybe, no can say. Maybe yes, maybe
no home."
, "I'll come over and wait for him," said
Jean. "I must see him tonight, Toto. Tell
him so, if he gets in before I get there."
Toto's mind jumped to the other young
lady, in the study, and his eyes narrowed.
He had to do something about that.
"Solly," he began, "but boss—" He listened. The wire was dead. Jean had hung
up. He scratched his head thoughtfully;
then no—"
he went to get the Scotch and soda,
the cigarettes.
In the cozy study, Ruby Lloyd put down
the extension phone she had picked up when
she heard it ring. She thought it might be
Dick. Instead, she had overheard Jean's
conversation with Toto. So, that was it!
The immaculate Jean, the spotless dove, one
of the minor angels of Hollywood — was not
above a discreet rendezvous with her supposed fiance ! And Jean also had a sweetheart, on the side. Who else was that
stranger who had thanked Jean for money,
for a fresh start? Jean had taken Dick away
from her, and she wasn't going to be choosy
about how she got him back.
When Toto came in with the drinks, she
said : "Fine, Toto ! That will be all. By the
way, I expect Miss Taylor here. Show her
in here as soon as she arrives, will you?"
Ruby took a drink and lighted a cigarette.
Then, deliberately, she took off her dress,
her hat, her gloves. These, with her purse,
she hid behind a pillow, on the couch. She
stood, in diaphanous black lace underwear,
and examined herself in a mirror, pleased
and smiling. Looked like one of the costumes she'd once worn in a "Foibles" show.
She
drew
a silkon dressing
which she onfound
a chair. gown of Dick's
She sat down, sensational silk-shod legs
crossed, and puffed her cigarette. She
thought: "If that little blonde, Jean, arrives here before Dick comes, I'll tell her
to try her boy friend at the Wolcott and
let Dick alone, or I might tell the press
about her giving that mouldy tramp money.
I'll tell her she's trespassing tonight." And
if Dick arrived first — if his engagement
was
on thehislevel,
as heandclaimed
— she'dRuby
tell
him about
fiancee
her secret.
smiled. She'd checked up with the hotel
clerk, after Jean drove away and Tracy
went upstairs. She knew his name. She
had overheard something, and she suspected
much more.
She heard a car pull up in the driveway.
{To Be Continued)
Jean !
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in the society columns as "being here" or
"going there". .. She studies fashion designing
- . . takes part in charity work . . . swims, iceskates, loves to hunt. She is a Camel smoker.
In fact, "I smoke nothing but Camels," she
says. "Camels are so mild. And when I'm
tired, smoking Camels gives my energy a'lift'."
As one of her set puts it: "Oh, there are so
many ways in which Camels agree with me J"
PEOPLE DO APPRECIATE THE
TOBACCOS

in camels

they ARE the LARGESTSELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA

Camels are a matchless blend of finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
— Turkish and Domestic
ONE

popular

debutantes

of

BY A LONG LIST^OF ELIGIBLES, THEY ATTEND IMPORTANT
SPEND THEIR DAYTIME HOURS IN CHARITY WORK AND

"MILO". . . Blonde, brown-eyed daughter of
the Henry G. Grays. Extremely vivacious . . .
well-liked. Her name is forever cropping up

COSTLIER

most

SMOKER

TELLS

ANOTHER

"PEGGY". . .Daughter of the Philip Stevensons ... A tall, slim creature whom even critical society photographers call "beautiful"
. . . She's been feted from Newport to Palm
Beach . . . Usually on hand when charitable
activities are being planned . . . Golf is herfavorite game . . . Camels, her favorite cigarette. . .
"Camels never tire my taste." she says. "And
they never get on my nerves at all. Oh, I like
Camels in so many ways!" Evidently, Peggy
Stevenson appreciates what is meant when
steady smokers say : "Camels agree with me !"

New

York

TOWN AND COUNTRY
SPORTS ACTIVITIES

PARTIES

"LE BRUN"...She is a member of a historic
Knickerbocker family . . . the daughter of
Philip Rhinelander 2nd . . . In sports, she favors the sailing at Bar Harbor, the hunts at
Aiken. ..Her lovely eyes and ivory skin distinguish her in any gathering . . . She is known
among her friends for her loyalty to Camels.
"Camels are different!" she says. "For instance, with Camels, even after steady smoking, Ihave no jangled nerves. And Camels
are always gentle to my throat." Adding:
"Camels agree with me in everyway!"

Among the many distinguished matrons
who find that Camels are delightfully different:
Mrs. Nicholas Bid<lle, Philadelphia
Mrs. Alexander Black, Los Angeles
Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston
Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., New York
Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge 2nd, Boston Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel 3rd, Philadelphia
iji
Mrs. S. Kip Farrington, Jr., New York
%
Mrs. Chiswell Dabney Langhorne, Virginia
I Mrs. Jasper Morgan, New York
Mrs. John W. Rockefeller, Jr., New York
Mrs. Kul'us Paine Spalding III, Pasadena
Mrs. Louis Swift, Jr., Chicago
Copyright. 1938. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem, North Carolina
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